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Shennan's Parish Councillor's Hand-Book.
A Digest of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1894 (57 & 58

Vict. cap. 58), with the Text of the Act, and an Account of the

Powers and Duties of Parish Councils. By Hay Shennan, Sheritf-

Suhstitute, Lerwick. Fourth Edition. Demy 8vo. ls.6d.nett. 1895.

Cooper on Defamation.
A Handbook of the Law of Defamation and Verbal Injury. By
F. T. Cooper, M.A., LL.B., Advocate. Demy 8vo. 14s. nett. 1894.

Dewar's Penal Servitude and Prevention of Crimes Act,
1853-1891.

A Manual rehitiiiij; to the Penal Servitude and Prevention of Crimes

Acts, from 1853 to 1891, with Explanatory Notes, Appendix con-

sisting of Circular from the Home Office and Epitome of Decided

Cases, and Index. By David Dewar, Cliief Constable, Dundee.

Demy 8vo. 5s. nett. 1895.

Angus' Dictionary of Crimes and Offences.

A Dictionary of Crimes and Offences according to the Law of Scot-

land, with Appendix relating to Criminal Jurisdiction, Arrest of

Offender.s, &c. By John W. Angus, Chief Constable, Greenock.

Demy 8vo. 123, nett. 1895.

Stewart on Mines and Minerals.

A Treatise on the Law of Mines, Quarries, and Minerals in Scot-

land. By D. Ross Stewart, LL.B., Advocate. Royal 8vo.

30s. nett. 1894.

Lorimer's Finance Act, 1894.
The New Death Duties imposed by the Finance Act, 1894,

with Text, Introduction, and Notes, by J. Campbell Lorimer,

Advocate. Demy 8vo. 5s. nett. 1894.



Law Boohs published by William Green & Sons.

Lisle's C.A. Examination Papers.
Exaiiii nation Papers of the Chartered Accountants of Scotland
General Examining; Board, with Answers. By George Lisli;,

C.A. Demy 8vo. " Paper Covers. 2s. (id. nclt. 1894.

Law Examination Questions.
A Handbook for the use of Students preparing for the Examination
in Law under the Law-Agents (Scotland) Act, 1873. Compiled Ijy

a Law-Agent. Demy 8vo. 5s. nett. 1894.

Wallace and M'Neil's Banking Law.
Banking Law, with Forms. By William AVallace, M.A., Advo-
cate, and Allan M'Neil, Solicitor and N.l\, Bank of Scotland,
Edinburgh, and Examiner in Law for the Institute of Bankers in

Scotland (1894). Demy 8vo. \2s. nett. 1894.

Grierson's Index of Cases Judicially Noted.
An Index of Cases Commented upon in Judgments in the Court
of Session, and in Scottish Appeals to the House of Lords, from
November 1862 to August 1893. By P. J. Hamilton Grierson,
B.A., Advocate. Bound in half leather. Royal 8vo. 25s. nett.

1894.
" Mr. Hamilton Grierson's book en.ables the inquirer to know at once whether during

the last thirty years any selected case has been recognised or disregarded, over-ruled or
followed, in other cases. . . . No law library can afford to be without this Index."

—

aiasgoio Herald.

Handy-Book of Reference to Decisions in the Court of

Session, Court of Justiciary, and House of Lords, from July 1885
to August 1893. Crown 8vo. 6s. nett. 1894.

Millar on Prescription.
A Haiulbook of Prescription according to the Law of Scotland.

By J. H. Millar, Advocate. Demy 8vo. 12s. 1893.
" An admirable piece of work."

—

Scottish Lavj Reviev:.

Dewar's Liquor Laws for Scotland.
A Practical Treatise on the Liquor Laws for Scotland, with
Decisions, 1854 to 1894, Notes, Indices, and Schedules of Licence

Duties. By David Dewar, Chief Constable, Dundee. Second
Edition. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. ndt. 1894.

Walton on Husband and Wife.
A Hauilbook of Husband and Wife according to the Law of

Scotland. By F. P. Walton, B.A., LL.B., Advocate. Demy 8vo.

20s. nett. 1893.
" Clear, concise, and accurate."

—

Scotsman.

Stevenson's Presumption of Life.

The Law of Scotland in Relation to the Presumption of Life of

Absent Persons. By J. H. Stevenson, M.A., Advocate. Crown
8vo. 6s. 1893.

" Will prove of great practical utility."

—

Scotsman.

Blair's Election Manual.
A Manual for Parliamentary, County Council, and Municipal
Elections, and Election Petitions, with an Apjiendix of Practical

Forms and Index. By P. J. Blair, M.A., LL.B., Advocate. 8vo.

15s. nett. 1893.
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Mackay's Manual of Practice. ,
-'

.

'

A Manual of Practice in' the» Court of Sessi6ii. By M. J. G.

Mackay, Advocate. Royal 8vo'. 30s. mU. 1893..

Hardie's Law Agents' Book-kdTepin^. .

A Manual uf Boo^c-keeping for LawrAge^its, with Ij^rms for Trusts

Accounts. By W. Hardie, C.A., GTretjuock. 4to. -"^Ss. ?ie«. 1893.

Irons on The Burgh Police Act, 1892.

An Annotated Edition of Tlie Burgh Police (Scotland) Act, 1892,

with Notes of Decisions, &c. By j'. Campbell Irons, M.A., S.S.C.

Demy Svo. 22s. nett. 1893.
" An eminently practical treatise."— .ScotsHifin.

Menzies on Trustees.
'

,

The Law of Scotland affecting Trustees. By A. J. P. Menzies,

Advocate. 2 vols. Demy Svo. 1893.

YOL. I.—Price 16s. Containing—Nature of Trusteeship
;_
Nomina-

tion of the Trustees
;
Qualifications for^aud Entrance, upon O'ffice,; The

Trustee's Title ; The Execution of the Trust.

Vol. II.—Will shortly be Published.

Williamson's Conveyancing Cases.

A Digest of Conveyancing Cases from the passing of the Convey-

ancing (Scotland) Act, 1874, to March, 1892. By A. M. Williamson,

]M.A., Advocate, Aberdeen. Demy Svo. 15s. 1892.

Glegg on Reparation.
A Practical Treatise on the Law of Reparation. By Arthur
Thomson Glegg, M.A., LL.B., Advocate. Royal Svo. 28s. 1892.

Stewart's Law of Horses.

A Practical Treatise on the Law of Horses. By D. Ross Stewart,
M.A., LL.B., Advocate. Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. 1892.

" The work is clearly written and concise."—Scotsman.

Shennan's Boundaries of Counties and Parishes, as settled

by tlie Boundary Commissioners. By Hay Shennan, Advocate,

Sheriff-Substitute at Lerwick, and formerly Secretary to the Bqund-

ary Commissioners for Scotland. Svo. 14s. 1892.

Black's Shipping Law.
A Digest of Decisions in Scottish SJiipping Cases, 1865-90, with

Notes by William George Black, Writer, Glasgow, Author of

" Law relating to Scottish County Councils," &c., &c. 10s. 6d. 1891.

Broun on Nuisance.
The Law of Nuisance in Scotland. Part I. Nuisance at Common
Law. Part II. Statutory Nuisance. By J. C. C. Broun, M.A.,

LL.B., Advocate. Ss. 1892.

Bar's Private International Law.
Translated, with Notes, by G. R. Gillespie, B.A. Oxon., Advocate.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged. - Royal Svo. 45s. 1892.

Black's Teinds.

What are Teinds ? An Account of the History of Tithes in

Scotland. By Wm. Geo. Black. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d. nett. 1893.
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TllK AUTHOPtS OF THE ITtlNCIPAL AKTICLKS IN THIS VOLUME
APE AS FOLLOWS :—

Abandoniitij Child. — The Loud Justice-

Ci-EiiK (Right Hon. J. H. A. Mac-
dunald).

Abandonment of Action: Court of Session.—
J. J. Cook, Advocate.

Abandonment of Action: Sheriff Court.—J. C.

DovK Wilson, Advocate.

Abandonment, in Bankrui^tcy.—W. Cullen,
Advocate.

Abandonment (in Marine Insurance).—E. T.

Salvesen, Advocate.

Abhen, Retiral to.—W. Cullex, Advocate.

Abbreviate of Adjudication.—A. S. D. Thom-
son, Advocate.

Abbreviate of Seqicestration. — W. Cullen,
Advocate.

Abduction.—The Lord Justice-Clerk.

Abeyance.—J. H. Stevenson, Advocate.

Abiding By.—Al^. J. 0. ^[ackay, Advocate,

Sheriti' of Fife and Kinross.

Abjuration, Oath of.
—The Editor.

Abortion.—The Lord Justice-Clerk.

Abroad.—G. Wardlaw Eurnet, Advocate.

Absconding.—A. M. Anderson, Advocate.

Absence, Decrees in: Court of Session.—R. E.

MoNTEiTH Smith, Advocate.

Absence, Decree in: Sheriff Court. — J. C.

Dove "Wilson, Advocate.

A bsence, Trial in.—A. M. Anderson, Advocate.

Absolute Disposition.—J. Craigie, Advocate.

Abstracted Multures.—Hay Shennan, Advo-
cate, Sheriff-Snbstitute of Zetland.

Acceleration of Dividends in Sequestration.—
W. Cullen, Advocate.

Acccptilfltio.—J. M. Irvine, Advocate.

Acceptihition.—Hay MacWatt, Advocate.

Accessary.—The Lord Justice-Clerk.

Accessio.—C. Dick Peddie, Advocate.

Accession to Trust Deed.—W. Cullen, Advo-
cate.

Accessory.—The Lord Justice-Clerk.

Accessory Obligations.—Hay MacWatt, Advo-
cate.

Accident.—A T. Gleqg, Advocate.

Accident Lnsurancc.—W. Harvey, Advocate.

Accidents, Notice of—A. T. Glegg, Advocate.

Accommodation Bill.—Hay MacWatt, Advo-
cate.

Accommodatioa Bill (Bankruptcy part).—W.
Cullen, Advocate.

Accomplice.—The Lord Justice-Clerk.

Accountant in Bankruptcy ; and

Accountant of Court.—The Accountant of
Court (J. Campbell Penney, C.A.).

Acc07inting, Action of. — R. Y.. Monteith
Smith, Advocate.

Accounting, Action of: Sheriff Court.—J. C.

Dove AVilson, Advocate.

Account Duty.—The Solicitor of Inland
Revenue (P. J. IIamilton-Grierson,
B.A.).

Accounts.—P. J. Hamilton-Grierson, Advo-
cate.

Accretion.-—W, Chuee, Advocate.

Accunmlation.—A. J. P. Menzies, Advocate.

AccumulationofPrisoners.—TheLordJustice-
Clerk.

Accuscttion, False ; and

Acids, Tliron-ing.—A. M. Anderson, Advo-
cate.

Acknowledgment.—Hay MacWatt, Advocate.

A ccclo usque ad centrum.—W. Hunter, Advo-
cate.

Acquirenda of Bankrupt ; and

Act and Warrant of Trustee.—W. Cullen,
Advocate.

Act of Adjournal.—Edwin Adam, Advocate.

Act of A.^sembly.—Tn-E Procurator of the
Church of Scotland (J. Cheyne,
Advocate, Slieritf of Renfrew and

Bute).

Act of Bankruptcy.— \y. Cullen, Advocate.

Act of Grace.—Ray WacWatt, Advocate.

Act of Sederunt.—Ev-Kis Adam, Advocate.

Act of IFarding.—TuK Editor.

Actio in Eoman Law.—T. M. Irvine, Advo-

cate.

Actio directa et contraria ; and

Actio personalis moritur cum persona.—PRO-

FESSOR Mackintosh, Edinburgh Uni-

versity.
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Actions, Divisions or Classes of ; and

Actions, Ordinanj Procedure in Court of
Session.—^Ex. J. G. Mackay, Advocate,
Slieritf of Fife and Kinross.

Actions in Sheriff Court, Ordinary Procedure

in.—J. C. DovK Wilson, Advocate.

Actor or Art and Part.—Thk Lord Justice-
Clerk.

Actor sequitur forum rei.—G. Wardlaw-
BuRXET, Advocate.

Actus.—J. M. Irvine, Advocate.

Adherence.—F. P. Walton, Advocate.

AdhcrencetoKivg'sEnemies.—A.M.Anderson,
Advocate.

Adjournment (Criminal Trials).—The Lord
Justice-Clerk.

Adjournment: Court of Session.— R. E,

MoNTEiTH Smith, Advocate.

Adjournment: Sheriff' Court. — J. C. DovE
Wilson, Advocate.

Adjudication Contra liaireditateui jacentem ;

Adjudication for Debt;

Adjudication in Implement

;

Adjudication in Security

;

Adjudication on Debita fundi
;

Adjudication on a Trust Bond;

Adjudication on a Trust Disposition ; and

Adjudication, Declaratory.—A. S. D. Thomson,
Advocate.

Adjudication of Bankruptcy.—W. Cullen.

Adjustment (Marine Insurance).—J. A. Spens,
Writer, Glasgow.

Ad mediumfHum.—W. Hunter, Advocate.

Adminicles. — P. J. Hamilton - Grierson,
Advocate.

Administration, Husband^s Right of.—F. P.

Walton, Advocate.

Administration, Letters of.—C. R. A. Howden,
Advocate.

Admiral—Tlie Lord High ; and

Admiralty, Scottish High Court of.—L. T.

Napier, Advocate.

Admissions and Confessions.—P. J. Hamilton-
Grierson, Advocate.

Admonition.—A. M. Anderson, Advocate.

Ad omissa vel male appretiatct. — C. R. A.
Howden, Advocate.

Adoption.—Professor Mackintosh, Edin-
burgli University.

Adoption of Deeds.— J. C. S. Sandeman,
Advocate.

Adpromissor.—J. M. Irvine, Advocate.

Adrogation.—Professor Mackintosh, Edin-
Ijurgh University.

Ad.fcri'pti glebce.—Hay Shennan, Advocate.

AdMipndator.—S. M. Irvine, Advocate.

Adultery.—F. P. Walton, Advocate.

Adultery (as a crime).— A. M. Anderson,
Advocate.

Advertisement. — R, E. Monteith Smith,
Advocate.

Advertisements, Indecent.—The Lord Justice-
Clerk.

Advertising Statioiis.—Alastair Davidson,
Advocate.

Ad vitam aut culpam. — Hay Shennan,
Advocate.

Advocate.—Patrick Smith, Advocate.

Advocates-Depute.— C. N. Johnston, Advo-
cate, Advocate-Depute.

Advocates in Aberdeen.—J. Henderson Begg,
Advocate, Slieritf-Substitute at Greenock.

Advocation to Court of Jiisticiary.— A. M.
Anderson, Advocate.

Advocation to Court of Session.—R. E. Mon-
teith Smith, Advocate.

jEdificatuni solo cedit.—J. M. Irvine, Advo
cate.

Mmulatio vicini. — Professor Rankin e,

Edinburgh University,

Affidavit.—The Editor.

Affi,liation or Filiation. — A. Orr Deas,
Advocate.

Affinitas.—J. M. Irvine, Advocate.

Affinity.—J. Roberton Christie, Advocate.

Affirmanti incumbit pirobatio.—P. J. Hamil-
ton-Grierson, Advocate.

Affirmation.—The Editor.

Affray.—A. M. Anderson, Advocate.

Age.—A. A. Grainger Stewart, Advocate.

Agency.—William C. Smith, Advocate.

Aggravation of Crime.— A. M. Anderson,
Advocate.

Agnate.—A. A. Grainger Stewart, Advocate.

Agreement.—J. C. S. Sandeman, Advocate.

Agricultural Holdings Acts.—C N. Johnston,
Advocate.

Alias.—The Editor.

Alibi.—The Lord Justice-Clerk.

Alien.—G. Wardlaw Burnet, Advocate.

Alieni juris.- -J. M. Irvine, Advocate.

Aliment.—F. P. Walton, Advocate.

Aliment (in Bankruptcy Law).—W. Cullen,
Advocate.

Alimentary Interest ; and

Alioqui successurus. — A. J. P. Menzies,
Advocate.

Alkali Works.—Alastair Davidson, Advo-
cate.

Allegiance.—W. Galbraith Miller, Advo-
cate.

Allenarly.—J. C. S. Sandeman, Advocate.

Allies, Fighting against Kiiig's.—The Lord
Justice-Clerk.

Allodial.—John Craigie, Advocate.

Allonge.—The Editor.

Allotments.—Hay Shennan, Advocate.



LIST OF AUTHORS VII

Alluvio.—J. M. luviNK, Advocate.

Altius non tollendi.—W. HuNTKH, Advocate.

Alvei iiiutatio.—J. M. Iiivink, Advocate.

Aniand.—A. A. Grainueh Stewakt, Advo-
cate.

Aiahdxsador. — Piiokkssor Sir Lt.Dovic J.

UrtANT, Bart., Edinburgh LTiiiversity.

Ameiidinent.— Prokkssok J. Kirkpatrick,
Ediii1)Uigli University.

Amendiiicnt vf the Libel.—Thk Luuu Jl'.stice-

Clkrk.

Amendment of llaord.— R. E. MoNTElTH
Smith, Advocate.

Amendment of Record {Sheriff Court).—J. C
Dove Wilson, Advociite.

A iiiensa ct thoro.—F. P. Walton, Advocate.

Amicus curiie.—R. E. Monteith Smith, Ad-
vocate.

Amotio.—A. M. Anderson, Advocate.

Anutomy Acts.—R. L. Blackburn, Advocate.

Ancestor.—A. A. Grainger Stewart, Advo-
cate.

Animals, Liabilitij for Damage caused by.—A.
T. Glegg, Advocate.

Animals, Property in, and Theft of.—A. M.
Anderson, Advocate.

Annor Annat.—The Clerk of The Court
OF Teinds (Nenion Elliot, S.S.C).

Amiexatic^n.—R. E. Monteith Smith, Advo-
cate.

Annualrcnt ; and

A nn luilrent lliyht.—Hay ^IacWatt, Advocate.

Annuity of Teinds.—The Clerk of theCourt
OF Teinds (Nenion Elliot, S.S.C).

Annuities.—James Clark, Advocate.

Annus deliberandi.—A. J. P. Menzies, Advo-
cate.

A 7wn domino ; and

A non habente potestatem. — J. H. Millar,
Advocate.

Antcnvptial Debts of a Married IFoman.—F. P.

Walton, Advocate.

Antichresis.—J. M. Irvine, Advocate.

Apocha trium annorum.— P. J. ITamilton-
Grierson, Advocate.

Apoloyy.—A. T. Glegg, Advocate.

Apparent Heir.—Hay MacWatt, Advocate.

Appealfrom SheriffofChancery.—The Sheriff
OF Chancery (James Wallace, Advo-
CiiU').

Appeal to Circuit Court ; and
Apjhnl ^) Quarftr Sessions.—H. H. pROWN,

Proiiuiitor-Fiscal at Elgin.

Appeal to Court of Session from Sheriff Court

;

and

Appeal to Sherifffrom Sheriff-Substitute—J. C.
Dove Wilson, Advocate.

Appeal to Hi(jh Court ofJusticiary.—TuE Lord
Justice-Clerk.

Appeal to House of Lords.—3. J. Cook, A.lvo-
cate.

Appearance, Knteriny: Court of Session.— R. K.
Monteith Smith, Advocate.

Appearance, Entering: Sheriff Court.—J. (,'.

Dove Wilson, Advocate.

Appointment, Power of; and

Appointment of Trustet;8 Inj Court.—C. J{. A.
HowDEN, Advocate.

Apportionment Acts.— 3. C. S. Sandeman,
Advocate.

Ajypraiser.—Richard Brown, Writes;, (Jlas-

gow.

Apprehension of a Criminal.— H. H. Brown,
Procurator-Fiscal at Elgin.

Aj)prentice.—Alastair Davidson, Advocate.

Apud acta.—R. E. Monteith Smith, Advo-
cate.

Aquaductus ; and
AqiuehaiistxLs. — A. A. Grainger Stewart,

Advocate.

Aqnilian Law ; and

Arbiter (in Roman Law). — J. M. Irvine,
Advocate.

Arbiter; and

Arbitration.—David Dundas, Advocate.

Arbitrary Punishment.— A. M. Anderson,
Advocate.

Armiger ; and

Armorial Bearings, Arms, etc.—J. H. Steven-
son, Advocate.

Army.—E. W. Neish, Advocate.

Arrestment and Furthcoming ; and

Arrestment jurisdictionis fundandse causi.

—

A. S. D. Thomson, Advocate.

Arrhc.—J. M. Irvine, Advocate.

Articles, Committee of; Lords of the. —
Professor J. Kirkpatrick, Edinburgh
University.

Articles of Roup.—RicuAUD Brown, Writer,

Glasgow.

Ascendants.— A. A. Grainger Stewart,
Advocate.

Asleep: Criminal Jjaw ; and

Assault.—TuR Lord Ju.stice-Clerk.

Assa^sinatioji.—A. M. Anderson, Advocate.

Assault, Civil Liability for.—A. T. (iLEGO,

Advocate.

Assessor, County. — Alahtaik Davidson.

Advocate.

Asse-^wr of Raihrays and Canals.— Jamk.s

Ferguson, Advocate.

Assessor (to a Judge). — U.\\ MacWatt,
Advocate.

Assets.—J. Campbell Lorimeb, Advocate.

A ssignation ; and

AssiyjHitus utitur jure auctoris. — R. T.

Younger, Advocate.



Vlll LIST OF AUTHORS

Assi{fnation of Bents ; and

Assignation of IFrits. — John Cuaigie,

Advocate.

Assiimed Trustees ; and

Assumi^ticn of Trustees.—C. R. A. Hoavdex,
Advocate.

Assvmjytion of Thirds.—The Clerk op the
Teind Court (Neniox Elliot, S.S.C).

Assiithement.—A. T. Glegg, Advocate.

Astrietion.—'H.AY Shenxax, Advocate, Sheviff-

Svibstitute of Zetland.

A theism

;

Attainder

;

Attempt to Commit Crime; and

Attempt to Murder.—A. M. Andersox, Advo-

cate.

^«esfar.—Alastair Davidson, Advocate.

A ttorneij.—The Editor.

A nction or Roup ; and

A uctioneer. — Richard Brown, Writer,

Glasgow.

AtLcf07- in rem suam. — C. R. A. Howden,
Advocate.

Auditor of the Court of Session.—The Auditor
of the Court of Session (J. M'Intosh,

S.S.C).

Aitgmentafion.—'iB.E Clerk of the Court
OF Teinds (Nenion Elliot, S.S.C).

Aval.—The Editor.

Average.—J. A. Spens, Writer, Glasgow.

Aversio.—The Editor.

AvirMndnm. — 'R. E. Monteith Smith,

Advocate.

Avulsio.—J. M. Irvine, Advocate.

Back-Bond.—John Craigie, Advocate.

Bachinga Warrant.—H. H.Brown, Procurator-

Fiscal at Elgin.

Bail.—The Clerk of Justiciary (G. L.

Crole, Advocate).

Bailie.—J. Campbell Irons, S.S.C.

Bairns.—A. A. Grainger Stewart, Advo-
cate.

Ballot.—P. J. Blair, Advocate.

Banishment.—A. M. Anderson, Advocate.

Bank; Banker;

Bank Agent

;

Bank Notes ; and

Bankers' Books Evidence Act.—Allan M'Neil,
Solicitor, Bank of Scotland, Edinburgh.

Bankers' Lien.—W. M. Gloag, Advocate.

NOT E.

The subject of Accountants has been reserved for treatment in a suljsequent volume, under

the less appropriate heading of Chartered Accountants, for the reason that there

is at present before Parliament a Bill, which, if passed, will effect important changes

in the constitution of that profession in Scotland.



AN ALPHABETICAL TAliLK OF AlilMJEVrATlONS OF KEFEKKNCES

TO SCOTTISH AND ENCLISK KEPOKTS, ETC., USED IN 'J HIS

WORK AND IN LAW liEPORTS AND TEXT-BOOKS GENEI;A1.1.\ .

N.l>.— Thc Scottisk Ted-Books (aid Jtcpord^ are in italics. For Table shoiving dates and number of

loiumes, seepage xvi.

Abr. Ca. Eq.

.

Act. . . .

Act Ass. . .

Act. Reg. . .

A. & E.

A. & E. (N.S.)

Adavt (A.S.)

.

Ailitm . . .

Add. . . .

Al
Alison . . .

Ainb. . . .

Anier. Uep. .

And. . . .

Andr. . . .

Anst. . . .

App. Cas. . .

ArUv>i . . .

Am. . . .

A.S. or Act of
Hal.

Asp. M. C. .

Ass. Tax. . .

Ast. Ent. . .

Atk. . . .

Avl. Pan. . .

Ayl. Par. . .

13. & A. or

Barn.& Aid.

B. tSc Ad. or

Barn. &
Adol.

B. & B. . .

B. .^ U. or

Barn. &
Cress.

B. C. C. . .

B. ('. R. . .

Abrid<fnient of Cases in Ecjuity

Acton's Kej)orts

Acts of the Gcnernl Assniililn of

the Church of Scotland

Acta Re"ia
Adolphus and Ellis Reports
Adolplius and Kllis (New

Series)

Adam's Act:< (f Sedirmit and
Acts of Adjournal, 188G

Adam's Jiisfiriarii h'rpnrtsj 189")

Addams' Ecclesiastical Re])orts

Aleyn's Reports
Alison's Criminal L(in- if Scot-

land

Ambler's Reports
American State Reports
AndcMson's Reports
Andrews' Rej)orts

Anstruther's Reports

Law Reports (New Series),

Appeal Cases

Arkh'ifs Jiisticiarii I'cporfs

Arnold's Reports
Act of Sederunt

Aspinall's Maritime Cases
Assessed Taxes (Decisions of

Jud^'es)

Aston's Entries

Atkyn's Reports
Ayl i He's Pandects
Ayliffe's Parergon Jnris

Barnewall and Alderson's Re-
ports

Barnewall and Adolphns' Re-
ports

Broderip and Bingham's Re-
])orts

Barnewall and Crcsswell's Re-
ports

Bail Court Cases, Lowndes and
Maxwell Belt's Sup

Bail Court Reports, Saunders Benl.orBendl.
and Cole Ben. & D.

Bac. Abr. , .

Half. I'ract. .

JJunkt. . . .

Barn. & Arn.

Bar. & Aust. .

Barn. C. . .

P.arn. K. B. .

B. & P. . .

B. & S. . .

Bear. . , .

Begg, Code

B eg g. La vj

Agents
Bel
Bell, Arbitra-

tion

Bell, App. . .

Bell, C. C. .

Bell, Com.

Bell, Convey. .

Bell, Law Diet.

Bell, Sale . .

Bell's Notes .

Bell's Oct. Ca.

Bell's Prin. .

Bacon's Abridgement
Balfour's Bracticks

Bankfon's Institute of the Law
of Scotland

Barron and Arnold's Election

Cases
Barron and Austin's Election

Cases
Barnardiston's Reports, Chan-

cery

Barnardiston's Reports, K. B.

Bosanquetand Puller's Reports
Best and Smith's Reports
Beavan's Reports
Conveyancing Code, by J. H. Begg

J. H. Begg on Law Agents in

Scotland, 2nd ed.

Bellewe's Reports

Bell, John Montgomerie, on the

Law of Arbitration in Scot-

land, 2nd ed.

Bell's House of Lords Cases

Bell's Crown Cases
Bell's (G. J.) Comm/mtaries on

the Law of Scotland, 5th ed.,

1858. Ordinary references are

made to the pages of thi^i edi-

tion, v:hich are also given in

the 1th edition of same work

by M'Laren, 2 vols., 1870.

A. Montgomerie BclVs Lectures

on Conveyancing, 3rd ed.

Bell's {William) Dictionary of

the Law of Scotland, by Wat-
son

Bell's {George Joseph) Imjiiiries

into the Contract of the Sale of

Goods
Supplemental Notes to Hume's

Criminal Law {ed. 1844), by

Jlenjamin Bobert Bell

L'obcrt Bell's Svo Cas^s

Bell's {George Joseph) Privciplcs

of the Law of Scotland, 9th

ed., by Guthrie, 1889

Belt's Suppt. to Vesey Sen.

Benloe or liendloe's Report"

Benloe and Dalison'.s Rei^rt'*
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Biug. . . .

Bins^. N. C. ,

Bitt. P. C. .

Bl. H. . . .

Bl. W. . . .

Bla. Com.

.

.

Bli

Bli. N. S. . .

Booh, Sed.

Bos. & Pul. .

Bos.&P.X.r!.

B. N. C. . .

Br. N. C. . .

Brac. . . .

Bridg. . . .

Bridg. 0. . .

Bro. Ab. . .

Bio. Ch. . .

Bro. Ent. . .

Bro. & M. N.

Bro. P. C. .

Bro. Supp.

Bro. Sijn. . .

Brod. & B. .

Broun . .

Brown). . .

Bro w II and
Lusli

Bruce .

Buck .

Bulst. .

Bunb. .

Burnett

Burr. .

Burr. S. C,

Bynk. .

C. or Codex

Bingliain's Reports
Bingham's New Cases
Bittleston's Practice Cases
Blackstone's (Henry) Reports)

Blackstone's (William) Reports
lilackstone's Commentaries
Bligh's Reports
Bligh's Reports (New Series)

Booh of Sahrnnt, kcc Acts of

Sederunt

Bosanquet and Puller's Re-
ports

Ijosanquet and Puller's New
Reports

Brook's New Cases
Brooke's New Cases

Bracton de Legibus
Bridgman's (Sir John) Re-

ports

Bridgman's (Orlando) Reports
Brooke's Abridgment
Brown's Chancery Reports
Browne's Entries
Browne and Macnamara's Rail-

way Cases
Brown's Cases in Parliament
Brown's Suppl. Morrison's Diet.

Court of Session

Brown's SyyiojJsis of Decisions,

Court of Session

Broderip and Bingham's Re-
ports

Broun's Justiciary licports

Brownlow and Gouldes-
borough's Reports

Browning and Lushington's
Reports

Bruce's Reports, Court of Session

Buck's Cases in Bankruptcy
Bulstrode's Reports
Bunbury's Reports
Burnett's Criminal Law
Burrow's Reports
Burrow's Settlement Cases
Bynkershoek

Divi Justiniani Codicis libri

duodecim ; in Corpus Juris

Civilis. [The fragment pre-

cedes, the book and title

(within brackets) succeed,

the initial.]

(Jourt of Appeal
Common Bench Reports, or

Planning, Granger, and
Scott's Reports

Common Bench Reports (New
Series)

Cases in Chancery or Crown
Cases

Central Criminal Court Cases
('rown Cases Reserved
Consuetudines Feudorum

(printed at the end of the
Corpus Juris Civili.s)

C. L. R. . . Cummon Law Reports

C. A.
C. B.

C. B., N. S. .

C. C. . . .

C. C. Ct. Cas.

C. C. R. . .

C. Feud. . .

C. & J. or

Cromp. & J
C. & M. or

Cromp. &
M.

C. M. & R. or

Cromp. M.
&R.

C. P. . . .

C. T. N. . .

Ca. temp. F. .

Ca. temp. Holt.

Ca. temp. H.
Ca. t. K. . .

Cab. & El. .

Cald. S. C. .

Calth. . . .

Camp. . . .

C. & K. or

Car. & Kir.

Car. & M. .

C. H. & A. .

C. & P. or Car.

&P.
Carp. P. C. .

Cart. , . .

Carth. . . .

Cas. Pra. C. P.

Cas. t. Talb. .

Ch. Ca. . .

Ch. D. . . .

CI. & Fin. .

Clay . . .

Clerk (€• Scropc

Cliff. & Rick.

Cliff. & Steph.

Cod. or Cod.
Jur. Civ.

Cockb. & Rowe
Co
Co. Lit. . .

Co. M. C. . .

Co. on Courts
Co. P. C. . .

Coke . . .

Coll. C. R. .

Coll. Jurid. .

Colt. . . .

Com. . . .

Comb. . . .

Connell, Tithes

C o m. L a w
Rep.

Connell, Bar-
ishes

Com. P. ]). .

Coop. G. . .

Coop. tcm]^.

Cott.

Co. Rep. . .

Crompton and Jervis' Reports

Crompton and Meeson's Re-
ports

Crompton, Meeson, and Ros-

coe's Reports

Common Pleas

Cases temp. Northington
Cases temp. Finch
Cases temp. C. J. Holt
Cases temp. Hardwicke
Cases temp. King, Chancery
Cababe and Ellis' Reports

Caldecott's Settlement Cases

Calthorpe's Reports

Campbell's Reports
Carrington and Kirwan Re-

ports

Carrington and Marshman
Carrow, Hamerton^ and Allen,

Session Cases
Carrington and Payne Reports

Carpmael's Patent Cases

Carter's Reports
Carthew's Reports
Cases of PracticeCommon Pleas

Cases tern]]. Talbot
Cases in Chancery
Law Reports (New Series),

Chancery Division

Clark and Finnelly's Reports
Clayton's Rejjorts

History of the Ejxliequer

Clifford and Rickard's Reports

Clifford and Stephen's Reports
Codex (Juris Civilis), Justinian

Codex
Cockburn and Rowe's Reports
Coke's Reports
Coke on Littleton (1 Inst.)

Coke's Magna Charta (2 Inst.)

Coke's fourth Institute

Coke's Pleas of the Crown (3

Inst.)

Coke's Institutes of the Law of

England, 1817
(Jollyer's Chancery Reports
(Jollectanea Juridica

Coltman's Registration Cases

(Jomyn's Reports
Comberbach's Reports
Connell on the Law of Scotland

respectimj Tithes

Common Law Reports

Cnnndl's Treatise on the Law of
Parishes

Law Reports (New Series),

Common Pleas Division

Cooper, G., Chancery Reports
Cooper, C. P., temp. Cotten-

ham
Coke's Reports
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C!orb. & D.
Coup . .

Cowj). . .

Cox, Cr. Ca.

Craif^ . .

Cr. & Ph.

.

Cr. & St. .

Cunn . .

Curt. . .

J). . . .

D. (followed

by a bracket)
or Dig.

D. & Mer. .

J). 11. L. . .

D. & L. . .

D. & Ry. . .

Dal. . . .

Dallas, Styles.

Dalr. . . .

Dan. . . .

Dan. & LI. .

Davis . . .

Deac. . . .

Deac. & Ch. .

DeO. . . .

De G. F. & J.

De G. & J. .

De G. J. & S.

De G. M. & G.

De G. M. & G.
Bank

De G. & Sm.

,

Dea & S\v. .

Dears. C. C. .

Dears. & B. .

Deas tfc A ml.

Delano . .

Den. . . .

Dickson Evi-
dence

DirUton . .

Dir let n's

Doubts

D. & S. . .

Dod. . . .

Doug. . . .

Doug. Q. B. .

Oorbett and Daniell's Cases

(Jouper's Jasticianj Reports

Cowper's Reports
Cox's Criminal Cases
Craif,', Jus Feudale
Craij4 and I'liillips' Reports

Criii<^'ie and Stewart's Reports
Cunningham's Reports
(Jurteis' Ecclesiastical Reports

J)anlop's Series of the Court of

Session lleports {the Second

Series), 24 vols., 1838-G2
.lustiniani Digestorum seu

pandectarum libri quinqua-
yuinta ; in Corpus Juris

Civilis. [The fragment pre-

cedes, the book and title

succeed, the initial.]

Davison and Merivale's Re-
]iorts

Pun lojj's Ileportx {House ofLords
part), vols. 17 to 24, 1854-02

Dowlingand Lowndes' Practice

Cases
Dowling and R viand's Reports
Dalison's Reports
Dallas' Styles of IFrits, 2nd ed.

Dalrymple's Decisions, Court of

Session

Daniel's Reports
Danson and Lloyd's Mercan-

tile Cases

Davis' (Sir John) Reports
Deacon's Bankruptcy Cases
Deacon and Chitty's Reports
De Gex's Bankruptcy Reports
De Gex, Fisher, and Jones'

Reports
De Gex and Jones' Reports
De Gex, Jones, and Smith's

Reports
De Gex, ^Licnaughten, and

Gordon's Reports
De Gex, Macnaghten, and

Gordon's Bankruptcy Cases

De Gex and Smale's Reports
Deane and Swabey's Reports
Dearsley's Crown Cases
Dearsley and Bell's Crown

Cases
Deas and Anderson's Reports

Delane's Decisions, Revising
Courts

Denison's Crown Cases
Dickson on the Laiv of Evidence

in Scotland, Urierson's ed.

Dirleton's Decisions

Dirlctons Doubts and Questions

in the Law, especially of Scut-

land, folio, 1G!)8

Doctor and Student
Dodson's Reports
Douglas' Reports
Douglas' Reports, Queen's
Bench

Dow . . .

Dow & CI. .

Dow. & R. M.
C.

Dow. & Uv.
N. P.

Dowi. I', i;. .

Drew. . . .

Drew. »fc Sm.
Duff . .

.

Dugd. Orig. .

Ditncan Par.

Ecc. Law
Durn. & E. .

Dnrie .

Dy

E. & A. . .

Eag. .^ Y.

.

.

East . . .

East P. C. .

Eden. . . .

Edq. . . .

Edw. . . .

El. B. & S. .

El. &B1. . .

El. B. & E. .

El. &E. . .

Elch.orElchies

Eq. Ca. Abr. .

Eq. Rep. . .

Er-<k. or Ersk.

Inst.

Esp
Ex

Ex. Div. . .

F. B. C.

F. a. .

F. & F. .

Falconer .

Falc. .t F.

Ferg. . .

Ff. . . .

Fin., H. .

Fin., T. .

Fisher's Dig.

Fitz-G. .

For. . . .

Forlie-< .

Forester .

Fort.de Laud

Fortes.

iJow's Reports
Dow and Clark's Cases
Dowling and Ryland's Magis-

trates' Ca-ses

Dowling and Ryland's Nisi

Prius
hdwling's Practice Reports
Drewry'ri Rejjorts

Drewry and Smale's Reports

Duff lilt F'udal Vonveyanciny
Dugdale's (Jrigines

Duncan on Parochial-Ecclesi-

axtiral Lav:, ind ed.

Durnford and East, or Teini
Reports

Duries Reports

Dyer's Reports

ICcclesiastical and Admiralty
Reports

Eagle and Younge's Tithe

Ca.ses

Ea-^t's Reports

F)ast's Pleas of the Crown
Eden's Reports

Edya r\s Jleports

Edward's RejJorts

Elli.«i, Best, and Smith's Report.-^

Ellis and Blackburn's Reports

Ellis, Blackburn, and Ellis'

Reports
Ellis and Ellis' Reports

Lord Elcliies' Court of Session

Deeisifms {and in vol. 24 of

Morison's Dictionary)

Equity Cases Abridged
Equity Reports
Erskiw's Listitute of the Law of

Scotland, by J. B. Nicolson

Es])inasse's Reports

Welsliy, Hurlstone, and Gor-

don's Pieports

Law Reports (New Series')

Exchequer Division

Fonblanque's Reports

Faculty Collection of Court of

Sess^ion Cases, 38 vols., 1752-

1841
Foster and Finlason's Reports

Falconer's RejJorts, ('nurt of

Sesifion

Falconer and Fitzherberis

Election Cases

Ferguson's Consi-ifonj Reports

Pandecta' (Juris Civilis)

Finch's (Sir H.) Reports

Finch's (T.) Reports

Fisher's Analytical Digest

Fitz-Ciibbon's Reports

Forrest's Reports
Furbi s' 1 he isions

Chancery C'ases, /< »i/). Talbot

Fortes(iue de laudibus Anglia-

Legum
I-'ortescue's Reports
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Fost. . ,

Fount. . .

Fox ....
Frascr, H. tfc

JK

Frascr,M.d-S.

Fraser, P. d- C.

Foster's Reports, Crown Law
Foitnfainh((U\i Decision.-f, Court

of SCSslOtt,

Freem. Chy. .

Freem. K. B.

G. & D. . .

G. & J.

.

Gaii. . . .

Gif. . . . .

(4ilb. . . .

Gilb., C. P. .

Gilb., R. . .

Lribnour . .

Glanv. . . .

Glerjrj . . .

Godb. . . .

fhvjhi .

Gouldsb. . .

Gow . . .

Gro. de J. B.

.

(rwill. . . .

H
H. & C. . .

H. & N. . .

11. L. Rep. .

H. P. C. . .

H. & Tvv. . .

Ha<j:. Adni. .

Haq. Con.

Hag. Ec. . .

Hailes . . .

Hale C. L. .

Harcarse . .

Hard . . .

Hare . . .

Har. & Ruth.

Har. & W. .

C.

&M.

Hawk. P,

Hein. .

Hem
Het. . .

Hob. . .

Uoch^. . .

Holt. . .

Holt X. P.

Home (Clk.)

Fo.\'s Registration Cases
Fra.<cr on- Husband and IVifc

accordinij to the Law of Scot-

land, 2nd ed.

Fraser on Master and S<rvant
according to the Law of Scot-

land, Srd ed.

Frascr o)i. the Lmv relatirc to

Parent and Child, Guardian
and IFard, 2nd ed.

Fi'eeiuan's Chancery Reports
Freeman's K. B. Reports

Gale and Davison's Reports
Glyn and .Tanieson'."? }ieports

Gaii Institutioiium ( "onimen-
tarii IV.

GifFard's Reports
(iilbert's Cases

Gilbert's Common Pleas
(lilbert's Reports, Chancery
Cilmoii.r'.-^ Ri ports

Glanville de Legibus
Clecjfi on the Laic of lleparati<jn

Godboltfs Reports
(Gondii on liankruptnj, 2nd ed.

Gouldsborougli's Reports
Gow's Nisi Prius Cases
Grotins de .Jure Belli

Gwillim's Tithe Cases

Hare's Reports
Hurlstone and Coltman's Re-

ports

Hurlstone and Norman's Re-
ports

Clark's H. of Lords' Iteports

Hale's Pleas of the Crown
Hall and Twells' Reports
Haggard's Admiralty Reports
Haggard's Consistorial Re-

ports

Haggard's Ecclesiastical Re-
ports

Hailes' (Sir David Ikdryiii'ple)

Court (f Session Decisions

Hale's Common Law
Ha rca rsi-''s Decision s

Hard re's Reports
Hare's Reports
Harrison and Rutherford's Re-

ports

Harrison and "VVollaston's Re-
ports

Hawkins' Pleas of the Crown
Heineccius
Hemming and Miller's Reports
Hetley's Reports
Hobart's Reports
Hodge's Reports
Holt's (Sir John) Reports
Holt's Nisi Prius Reports
IJlerh Hornets lieitorta

Hop. & Colt.

Hop. & Pli.

Hope, Min.
Pract.

Horn & H.
Hov. Suppl.

How. St. Tr.

Hugh . .

Hume . .

Hume, Com.

Hunt's A. C. .

Hut. . . .

I. or Inst. . .

Innes^ Legal
Antiq.

Irv. . . .

J. Shaiv . .

J. & W. or

Jac. & W.
Jac.

Jenk. . .

John. . . .

John. & H. .

Jones T., or

Jon. 2

Jones W., or
Jon. 1

Joarn. of J a-

ris.

Jur
Jur. N. S. .

JuricL Rev. .

Just. Inst.

K. C. R. . .

K. & G. . .

Karnes, Ehic.

Karnes, H.L.7\
or H. L.

Tracts

Kames'Eriuitij

1

^Karnes . . .

Kames' Rem.
D.

Kames' S. D. .

Kay . . .

Kay&J. . .

Keb. . . .

Hopwood and Coltman's Re-
ports

Hopwood and Philbrick's Re-
ports

Hope's Minor Practicks, Spottis-

wood's ed.

Horn and Hurlstone's Reports
Hovenden's Supplement to

Vosey, jun.

Howell's State Trials

Hughes' Entries
Baron Hume's Court of Session

Decisions

Ikiron Hume's Commentaries on
the Lavj of Scotland respecting

Crimes, 3rd ed., Bell's ed., loith

Supplrm en fal Notes
Hunt's Annuity Cases
Hutton's Ri'purts

Institutes of Justinian. [The
fragment precedes, the book
and title follow the initial.]

Junes' Scottish Legal Anti-
quities

Irvine's Justiciary Reports, 5
vols., 1852-67

John Shavj's Justiciary Reports,

1848-52
Jacob and Walker's Reports

Jacob's Reports
Jenkyn's Reports
Johnson's Reports
Johnson and Hemming's Re-

ports

Jones' (Sir T.) Reports

Jone.s', Sir William, Reports

Journal of Jurisprudence

Jurist Reports
Jurist (New Series)

Juridical Review, 1887-96
Justinian's Institutes

Reports, temp. King
Keane and Grant's Registra-

tion Cases
Kames' Elucidations respecting

the IjCiw of Scotland

I\ames' Historical Laio Tracts

Kame^ I'rinciples of Equity,
3rd ed.

Karnes' Decisions

Kames' Remarkable Decisions.

Kames' Select Decisions

Kay's Reports
Kay and Johnson's Reports
Keble's Reports
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Keen . .

Keil. . .

Kel. . .

Kel. W. .

KentCoimn.

Keny. . .

Kilk. . .

Kn.. . .

Kn. & U. .

L. R. A. & K.

L. R.Ch. . .

].. It. C. P. .

L. R. Eq. . .

L.R.Exch. .

L. R. II. L. .

L. R. P. C. .

L. R. P. & D.

L. R. Q. B. .

L. R. Sc. Ap.

L.J. . . .

L. J., N.S. .

L. Map;. . .

L. Q. R. . .

L. T. . . .

L. T., N. S. .

L. &Welsb. .

La
Lat
Ld. Ken. . .

Ld. Rayni. .

Leach . . .

Leg. Burg.

Keen's Reports
Keilwoy'.s Re])orts

Sir John Kelyn^i's Reports

Wni. Kelynge's Reports

Kent's Commentaries on the

Law of rnited States

Kenyon's Notes (Hanmer)
KUkcrra n's Decisions

Knapp's Reports

Knajtp and Ombler, Election

Cases

Af.

Lee temp. H. ,

L. Male. . .

Le. & Ca. . .

Leon. . . .

Lev. . . .

Lew. C. C. .

LexMerc.Red,
Ley . . . .

Lil

Lit ... .

LL&Wels. ,

Lofft . . ,

Long Quinto.
Liid. E. C. ,

Lush. . . .

Lut. . . . ,

Lut. R. C. . .

Enfjlisli Law Reports, Ad-
miralty and Ecclesiastical,

1865-75
English Law Reports, Chancery
English Law Keports, Common

Pleas

English Law Reports, Equity
English Law Report?, Ex-

checiuei'

Englisli Law Reports, House
of Lords

English Law Reports, Pi-ivy

Council
English Law Reports, Probate

and Divorce
English Law Reports, Queen's

Bench
English Law Reports, Scottish

and Divorce Appeal, 1865-75

Law Journal
Law Journal (New Series)

The Law Magazine
Law Quarterly Review
Law Times
Law Times (New Series)

Lloyd and Welsby's Com-
mercial Reports

Lane's Reports
Latch's Reports
Kenyon's Reports

Lord l^aymond's Reports

Leach's Crown Cases

Lcgen it Coasuetudines Qiuituor

Burgorum in Regiam Alajeg-

tatein

Lee's Cases, temp. Hardwicke
Lcgi'g Malcoliiii, i)L liegium

Majestatem

Leigh and Cave
Leonanl's Reports
Levinz's Reports
Lewin's Crown Cases

Lex ^lercatoria, by Beawes
Ley's Reports
Lilly's Reports or Entries

Littleton's Reports
Lloyd and Welsby, C. C.

Loli't's Reports
Year Book, pt. 10, K. B.

Luder's Election Cases

Lushington's Admiralty Re-

ports

Lutwyclie's Reports
Lutwyche's Registration Cases

M. D.v^D. .

M. 11. I.. . .

M. 0^ S. . .

M. & ^\ . . .

M'Cle . . .

M'Cle & Yo. .

MacFarlitiu; .

Mac. & C
Mdcdonalil or

MfiaLCriinm
Maihi)j,rruct.

^fachoj, M"H-
nal

Mad. <£• it'. .

McLaren, A.S.

M'LarenJFilh

MuiljJicrson's Series of the Court

of S>'Kiii(iii Reports (Third
Series), 1 1 vols., 1862-73

Montagu, Deacon, and De
(lex's Reports

Miicjihrrsoii'x Reports, House of
Lorih ]>ri rt

Maule and Selwyn's Report."*

Meeson and Welsby's Reports
M'Cleland's Reports
M'Cleland and Young's Re-

])orts

MdiFarluHi's Reports, ./uni

Court

]\Iacnaghten and Gordon's
Reports

MacdonnldJs Criminal Laic of

Scot 1(1 ltd, 3rfZ ed.

Shrrijf' Marhaijs Practice of the

Conrt of Session, 2 rols. 1879

Sherifl' Mackay's Manual of

J'ractice of the Court of

Session, 1 vol., 1893

Maclean and Robinson's Appeals

Collection of Public General

Statutes Olid Acts of Sederunt

dou-n to 1861
M'Laren, Lord, on Wills and

Succession, 2 vols.

Macq. . . . Mt(C(juccn's Appeal Cases

Macr. . . . Macrory's Patent Cases

Mad. . . . ^ladox's Exchequer and Eor-

niulare

Madd. . . . Maddock's Reports

Madd. & G. . Maddock and Geldart's Re-

ports

Man. & (I. . ^Vlanning and Granger's Re-

ports

Man. & R. . Manning and Ryland's Reports

Mans. . . . Manson's Reports

Mar. . . . March's Reports

Mar. Cas. . . Maritime Cases

Marr. . . . Marriott's Reports

Marsli . . . ^Llrshal^s Reports

Meg. . . . Megone's Companies' Cases

^[en.ies . . Menzies on Conveyancing

Mer. . . . Merivale's Reports

Mod. Reji. . Modern Reports

Mo Moore's Reports, K. B.

Mont. . . . Montagu's Kei>urts

Mont. & Avr . Montagu and Ay rton's Reports

Mont. & Chit. Montagu and Cliitty's Reixjrts

Mont. D. \ Montagu, Deacon, and De
Deti. Gex's Reports

Mont. &^r'A. Montagu and M'Arthur's Re-

|(orts

Moo. & ]\L . -Moody and Malkin's Reports

Moo. P. C. C. . Moore's Privy Council Cases

Moo. Ind. X\\ Moore's Indian Appeal Cases

Moo. «S: R. . Moody and Robinson's Reports

Moo. J. B. . . J. B. Moore's Re]>orts

Moo. iV P. . . Moore and I'ayiu's Reports •

Moo. vK: S. . . MiK)re and Scott's Reports

Mood. . . . Moody's Chancery Cases

Moore, C. P. . Moore's Common Pleas Repoits

Moore', (?. P.. . Moore, Sir F., Reports



XIV TAllLE OF A15B1IKVIATI0NS

Morels Notes . More\-i Notes to Edition of Sttdr's

Institutions of thf /,</)(• of

Scotia nd
Monell's Bankruptcy Reports
Morri.fon's Dictinnani of l>i

cisions, 1540-1808
"

Moslev's l\e])orts

Murjiliy and Hurlstone's Ee
ports

Murraif.t Rrpnrts, Jnnj Cfwrt

Mylne and Craii^'s Koports
Mylne and Keene's Reports

Morr. B. C.

Mor. . .

Mos. . .

Murp. & H.

Mxrraii
Mv. &C. .

Myl. & K.

N. Benl. .

Nels. . .

N. L. . .

N. \\. . .

N. Vx. . .

N. & M. .

Xev. & Mac.

N. .^ P.

New Rep
Nic. Ha. C

North .

Nov.

Noy . .

O. Benl.

O'M. & H.

Orl.Bridgman
Ow

r. D. . . .

P. & D. . .

P. & K. . .

P. L. M. . .

P. Wms. . .

Pal

Par
I'at

Pea
Peak.Ad.Cas.
Peak. N. P.

C.

Peck. .

Per. & K.

New Benloe, K. B. Report.^

Nelson's Reports
Lutwyclie, Reports by Nelson
New Reports, liy Bosanquet
and Puller

Not reported

Neville and Manning's Reports
Neville and Macnamara Bail-

way Cases
Neville and Perry's Reports
New Reports
Nicholl, Hare, and Carrow,
Railway Cases

Northington's Reports, by Eden
Novels (Justinian's) in Corpus

Juris Civilis

Noy's Reports

Old Benloe's Reports
O'Malley and Hardcastle's

Cases
Orlando Bridgman's Reports
Owen's Reports

Law Reports (New Series)

Probate Division
Perry and Davison's Pieports

Perry and Knapp's Election
Cases

Poor Laiv Magazine, 1857-9()

Peere Williams' Reports
Palmer's Reports

Ph. . .

Phillim.

Pig. & R.

Plowd.

.

Pol. . .

Poph.,

2 Poph.
Pothier Tr.

des Oblig.

Pow. R. & D.

Parker's Reports
Fdtonh A'pyml Cases

Peake's Reports
Peake's Additional Cases
Peake's Nisi l*rius Cases

Peckwell's Election Cases
Perry and Knapj), Election

Cases

Phillip's Rei)orts

Phillimore's Reports
Piggott and Rodwell's Elec-

tion C/'ases

Plowden's Reports
Pollexfen's Reports
Popham's Reports

Pothier Traite des Obligations

Power, Rodwell, and Dew's
Election Cases

Price or Pr.

Q. B. . .

Quinti
Quinto

li. . . .

R. H. L. . .

II. J.C. . .

R. R
Rail. C. . .

Rayni., Ld. .

Ray., Sir T. .

Ji'eq. Maj. . .

Rep. Ch. . .

Rep. Eq. . .

Rep. tern}).

Finch
Ridg. t. H. .

Ridg., L. & S.

Koh. Ap. . .

Rob. A. . .

Rob. E. . .

Robert. . . .

Rose . . .

Ross,L.G.L.R.

Ross, L.C.

M.L.
Ross, Led.

Russ. . . .

Russ. & M. .

Russ. & R.

Rv. F. . . .

Ry. & M. . .

,S'

s. c. c. .



TAliLE OF ABBREVIATIONS XV

Sco. N. R.

Scs-s. Ca.

Seton
Sit. Af}).
Hh. Diq.

a. «D M'L.
aiiaio .

Show Teiiul

Ca.

Sliitnd . . .

Show. . . .

Sliower's

(}. B.

Sid.. .

Sim. .

Sim. & St.

Skene .

Skin. .

Sill. & G.
Sill. L. ('.

Smith .

Sol. J. .

Sj><>ttisv\

I 'met.

Spoftiswoode

Stitir . .

SIdir Rcptii. .

Stark . . .

St a I inf.. . .

Steph. Com. .

Stra. . . .

Stmrf, M., tfc

St. Tri. . .

Stv
Swa. Ad. . .

Sw. & Tr. . .

Swans. . . .

Smn. . . .

Symc . . .

T. .^ M. .

T. L. 11. .

T. \<. . .

Taiul. . .

Tauii. . .

Tlmms. Acts.

Thorn
Totli.

,

Tudor
M.L.

Ca.

Scott's New Reports

Ses.sion.s Cases, and see C. H.

and A.
Sdon'g I'radii;: i>f lln-iildnj

Slunv's Appeal Cftnes

Shaiv's IHijeM of Decisions

Shaw and Maclmn's App'l Cases

Shaw's Jtisticiani Reports^

1819-31
Shaw's Tcind C'os'js, 1 vol.,

1821-31
S/tand's Practice of the Court (f

Session

Shower's Rejiorts

Showei-'s Q. 15. Ciisea

Siderfin's Reports

Simon's Reports

Simon and Stuart's Rejiorts

Skene de verhunon Si'jnificationc

Skinner's Reports

Smale and tJitl'ard's Reports
Smitli's Leading' Casus

Smith's Reports
Solicitors' .lournal

Sir Robert Spottiswood's I'racticks

of the Law of Scotland

Spottiswoode's Rijiorts

Stair's Institutions of the Law of

Scotland, More's edition

Stair's Reports

Starkie's Reports
Staimforde's Pleas of the

Crown
Stephen's Commentaries
Strange's Reports
Stuart, Mil II 'J, and Peddie's

Reports

State Trials

Style's Reports
Swabey's Admiralty Reports
Swabey and Tristram's Re-

ports

Swanston's Reports
Sidnton's Justiciar)i Court

Reports, 2 vols., 1835-41
Syme's Justiciary Court Reports,

1826-29

Temi)le and Mow's ('riminal

Apjieal Cases

The Times Law Reports
Term Reports (Duniford and

East)

Tamlyn's Ri'ports

Taunton's Reports
Collection hy Thomson and Innes

of the Scuts Acts of Parliament
(tcith Index, 13 "ro/.s-.), 1124-
1707

Thornton's Notes of Cases
TothiU's Reports
Tudoi''s Leading Cases on

Mercantile Law

Turn & ]{. . Turner and Russell's Reports
Tyrw. . . . Tyrwhitt's Iteports

Tyr. tS: Cr. . Tyrwhitt and (i ranger's Re-
ports

Ulp. . . Ulpiani Fragmenta
Ult. . . .In ultimo, the last fragments in

the Corpus .Iuri> (Jivilis and
Consuetudines Feudorum

V. &B.
Vatt. .

Vaugli.

Vent. .

Vern. .

Ves. or Ves.

sen.

Ves. jun. . .

Vin. Abr. . .

Vin. Siipp. .

Voet . . .

W. N. .

W. R. .

IF. <b S.

Walton's H. d:

W.
Web. P. C. .

Wels. H. &
C.

West . . .

IVliite . . .

White & Tud.

JFight Elect. .

Willes . . .

Will. WoU. &
1).

Will. Woll. &
H.

Wils. Ch. . .

Wils. Ex. Eq.
Win. . . .

Wight. . . .

Wils. . . .

JFils. and S. .

Wilson . . .

Win. Rob. .

Wms. . . .

Vesey and Beames' Report*
Vattel's Law of Nations
Vaughau's Reports
Ventris' Reports
Vernon's Reports

Vesey'.s, sen., Reports

Vcsey'^ j"n., Reports

Vinei-'s Abridgment
Vinci's Supplement
Voet'.s, John, Commentarii ad

Pandectas

Weekly Notes, L. R.

Weekly Reporter
Wilson and Shaiv's Reports,

House of Lords

JValton on the Law of Husband
and Wife

Webster's Patent Cases

Wolsljy, Hurlstone, and Gor-
don, vide Exche(|Uer Reports

West's Reports
White's Justiciary Court Reports

White and Tudor's Leading
Cases

Wight's{Alexander) Inquiry into

the Rise and Progress of Par-

liament, chiefly in Scotland

Willes' Reports

Willmore, Wollaston, and
Davi.-on'> Reports

Willinoie, Wollaston, and
Hodges' Rej)orts

Wilson's Chancery Reports

Wilson's Exchecpier Rejiorts

Winch's Reports

Wightwicke's Reports
Wilson's Reports

Jf'ilson and Shaw's Ap2wal Cases

Dove Wilson on Sheriff Court

Practice, ith ed.

William Robinson's Admiralty
Rejiorts

Williams
Williams

P see Peer*

V. B. . . . Vear Books

V. & C. . . Younge and Collyer's Rejwrts

Y. & C. C. C. Youm,'e and Collver's Chancery
Ca.'^'cs

V. & J. . . Vounge and Jervis' Reports

Yelv. . . . Velverton's Rejiort-s

You. . . . Younge's Reports



A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF KEI'OIITS IN THE SCOTTISH

COURTS.

HOUSE OF LORDS.

Robertson .

Ci-aigie, Stewart, & Paton

Sliaw
Wilson & Shaw

.

Sliaw and Maclean .

M'Lean and Robinson
Robinson .

Bell ....
M'Queen .

Paterson .

COURT OF SESSION.

Durie
English Judges .

Stair . . . •

Gilniour and Falconer

Dirleton .

Fountainhall
Harcarse .

Dalrymple
Forbes
Bruce
Kames (Remarkable)
Edgar
Elchies

Clerk Home
Kilkerran .

Falconer .

Kames (Select) .

Hailes
Bell ....
Bell ....
Hume
Brown's Supplement, con-

taining the unpublished
Decisions

Faculty of Advocates (Old

Series) .

Ditto (New Series) .

Ditto (8vo. Series)

(Jourt of Session Cases

Ditto (Second Series)

Ditto (Third Series) .

Ditto (Fourth Series)

Deas and Anderson .

Scottish Jurist .

Scottish Law Reporter
Scots Law Times
Morison's Dictionary of

Decisions, with Synopsis

and Indices .

Brown's Synoj)sis of De-
cisions, including House
of Lords Appeals .

No.
or

Vols.

14
7

16

IG
24
11

22
.0

45
32
3

22

Period.



A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF EXGLISII LAW EEPOIiTS.



XVIU E^sTGLISH LAW EEPORTS

Hare

.

Kay .

Kay and
Johnson

Johnson .

temp. Y.-C.'s

Wigram,
Turner, and

Wood

Johnson and Hemming
Hemming and Miller

KINGS BENCH AND
QUEEN'S BENCH.

State Trials, with Index
State Trials, New Series
Vol. VII. in course of publication

Year Books
Bellewe
Keilway .

Moore
Dyer
Brooke's New Cases . }

March's transl. of Brooke \

Benloe
Leonard
Plowden .

Owen
Noy .

Coke

.

Godbolt .

Croke
Gouldesborough
Popham .

Yelverton .

Hobart
Davies (Ireland)

Ley ,

Calthrop .

Bulstrode .

Rolle
Palmer
Jones, W. .

Latch
March, New Cases
Style

Aleyn
Siderfin

Raymond, Sir T
Le\-inz

Keble
Kelyng, J.

Saunders .

Jones, T. .

Ventris
Pollexfen .

Modern
Freeman .

Shower
Skinner
Comberbach
Carthew .

Holt .

Salkeld .

No.
of

Vols.

11

1

4
1

2

2

34
6

11

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

1

6
1

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

3
1

3

1

1

1

12

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

Period.

1841 to 1853
1853 to 1854

1854 to 1858
1859

1860 to 1862
1862 to 1865

1163 to 1820
1820 to 1848

1307 to 1537
1378 to 1400
1496 to 1531
1512 to 1621
1513 to 1582

1515 to 1558

1531
1540
1550
1556
1559
1572
1575
1582
1586
1592
1603
1603
1604
1608
1609
1609
1614
1619
1620
1625
1639
1645
1646
1657
1660
1660
1661
1662
1666
1667
1668
1669
1669
1670
1678
1681

1685
1686
1688
1689

to 1628
to 1615
to 1580
to 1615
to 1649
to 1616
to 1638
to 1641
to 1602
to 1627
to 1613
to 1625
to 1612
to 1629
to 1618
to 1639
to 1625
to 1629
to 1641
to 1628
to 1653
to 1646
to 1649
to 1670
to 1684
to 1697
to 1679
to 1669
to 1673
to 1685
to 1691
to 1685
to 1732
to 1704
to 1695
to 1698
to 1699
to 1701
to 1711
to 1712

Raymond, Lord
Fortescue .

Comyns
Sessions Cases
Gilbert's Cases in Law and

E(|uity .

Strange . . .

Barnardiston . .

Fitzgibbon
Barnes' Cases of Practice

Ridge way, temp. Hard
wicke . . .

Cunningham
Lee, temp. Hardwicke
Andrews .

Wilson
Blackstone, W
Saver
Kenyon . . . .

Wilmot's Notes and
Opinions

Burrow
Lofft

.

Cowper
Douglas
Durnford and East .

East ....
Maiile and Selwyn .

Barnewall and Alderson
Cresswell

Adolphus .

Adolplius and Ellis

Queen's Bench (Adolphus
and Ellis, New Series)

Ellis and Blackburn .

Ellis, Blackburn, and Ellis

Ellis and Ellis .

Best and Smith
'Dowling and Ryland
Manning and Ryland
Neville and Manning

> Neville and Perry
Perry and Davison
Gale and Davison
Davison and Merivale

Cababe and Ellis

BAIL COURT.

Chitty
Dowling .

(New Series)

and Lowndes

No.
of

Vols

Saunders and Cole .

Lowndes, Maxwell,
Pollock .

and Maxwell .

and

COMMON PLEAS.

Benloe and Dalison .

Anderson .

3
1

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

3
2

1

2

1

5

1

2

4
8

16

6
5

10

5

12

18

8
1

3
10

9
5

6
3
4

3
1

1

1

Period.

1694 to 1734
1695 to 1738
1695 to 1741
1710 to 1748

1713 to 1715
1716 to 1749
1726 to 1735
1728 to 1733
1732 to 1760
1733 to 1737

1734 to 1736
1733 to 1738
1738 to 1740
1742 to 1774
1746 to 1780
1751 to 1756
1753 to 1760

1757
1757
1772
1774
1778
1785
1801

1813
1817
1822
18.30

1834

to 1770
to 1771
to 1774
to 1778
to 1784
to 1800
to 1812
to 1817
to 1822
to 1830
to 1834
to 1840

1841 to 1852
1852 to 1858

1858
1858 to 1861
1861 to 1869
1821 to 1827
1827 to 1830
1831 to 1836
1836 to 1838
1838 to 1841
1841 to 1843
1843 to 1844
1882 to 1885

2 1771
9 1830

1841
1843
1846
1850

to 1822
to 1840
to 1842
to 1849
to 1848
to 1851

1852 to 1854

1486 to 1580
1534 to 1605



ENGLISH LAW liErOKTS XIX

Brownlow and Guides

borough ....
iSaville

Hutton
Bridgman, Sir J.

Winch
Littleton .

Hetley
Brid),Mnan, Sir Orlando

Carter
Vaughan .

Lutwyche . . •

Lutwyche, translated by

Nelson .

Cooke
Willes
Blackstone, H. .

Bosanquet and Puller

Taunton .

Broderip and Bingham
Biniiham .

New Cases

Manning and Granger
Common Bench

Index to .

Ne-w Series

Harrison and Rutherfurd
/'Marshall

Moore .

I Moore and Payne
Moore and Scott .

Scott .— New Reports

EXCHEQUER.

Jenkins
Lane....
Hardres ...
Bunbury .

Parker
Anstruther
Forest

Wightwick
Price

M'Cleland

.

and Younge
Younge and Jervis .

Croiiipton and Jervis

and Meeson
Crompton, Meeson, and

Roscoe .

Meeson and "Welsby .

Exchequer Reports (^Vels

by, llurlstone, and Gor
don) . . . '

Hurlstouo and Norman
Hurlston and Coltman

jTvrrwhitt .

(Tyrrwhittand Granger

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

5

8
3
10
6
7

18
1

20
1

2

12

5

4
8

8

1

1

1

1

1

3
1

1

13

1

1

3
2

2

2

17

11

7

4
5

1

1580 to

1G12 to

1G13 to

1621 to

1620 to

1627 to

1660 to

1064 to

l(jG5 to

1682 to

1594
1639
1621
1625
1632
1632
1667
1676
1674
1704

1569 to 1624 EXCHEQUER, EQUITY.

Wilson, 1 Part .

Daniell

Younge
Younge and Collyer .

NISI PRIUS.

Lilly.—Assize .

Peake ....
Espinasse ....
Campbell ....
Holt
Starkie, and Vol. III. Pt. 1

Gow .....
Dowlingand Ryland,! Part

Ryan and ]Moody
Carrington and Payne
Moody and Malkin .

Moody and Robinson
Carrington and Marshman
Carrington and Kirwan,
and Vol. III. Pts. 1 & 2 .

Foster and Finlason .

ECCLESIASTICAL.

Lee . . . . .

Haggard (Consistory)

Phillimore

Addams, and Vol. III.

Part 1 . • , • ^•

Haggard, and Vol. IV.

Parts 1 & 2 .

Curteis . . . .

Notes of Cases in the Eccle-

siastical and Maritime

Courts . . . .

Robertson, . and Vol. II.,

Parts 1, 2, & 3

Spinks (Ecclesiastical and

Admiralty) .

Deane . • • •

No.
of

Vols.

1706 to

1737 to

1788 to

1796 to

1808 to

1819 to

1822 to

1834 to

1840 to

1845 to

1856 to

1866 to

1814 to

1817 to

1828 to

1831 to

1834 to

1840 to

1747
1760
1796
1807
1819
1822
1834
1840
1844
1856

1865
1868
1816
1827
1831
1834
1840
1845

1220 to 1623
1605 to 1612
1655 to 1669
1713 to 1742

1743 to 1707

1792 to 1797
1801

;i810 to 1811

1814 to 1824

1824
1825

1826 to 1830
1830 to 1832
1832 to 1834

1834 to 1836

1836 to 1847

1847 to 1856
1856 to 1861

1862 to 1865

1830 to 1835

1836

PROBATE AND
DIVORCE.

Swabey and Tristram

ADMIRALTY.

Marriott .

llobinson, C.

Ivlwards .

Dodson
Haggard . .

Robinson, \\ . . . .

.Swabey ...
Lushiugton
Browning and Lushington

,
Marsden .

1

2

6
4
1

2
1

i

9
1

2

1

2

4

Period.

1817
1817 to 1819
1830 to 1832
1833 to 1841

1688 to

1790 to

1793 to

1808 to

1815 to

1815 to

1818 to

1822 to

1823 to

1823 to

1827 to

1831 to

1840 to

1693
1812
1807
1816
1817
1822
1820
1823
1826
1841
18.30

1844
1842

1843 to 18.50

1858 to 1867

1752 to 17.58

1789 to 1821

1809 to 1821

1822 to 1826

1827 to 1833

1834 to 1844

1841 to 1850

1844 to 1851

2 1853 to 1855

1 11855 to 1857

4 1858 to 1865

1770 to

1 799 to

1808 to

,1811 to

1822 to

1838 to

1858 to

1

1860 to

11804 to

1048 to

1770
1808
1810
1822
1837
1852
1859
1863
1805
1840



XX EXGLISH LAW EEPOKTS

No.
of

Vols.

Maritime Law Cases (Aspin-
all)

Vol. VII. Parts 1 to G
(lu course of publication)

BAXKEUPTCV.
Rose ....
Buck.
Glyn and Jameson .

Montagu and M'Arthur
Montagu .

Montagu and Bligh .

Deacon and Chitty .

Montagu and Ayrton
Deacon
Montagu and Chitty
Montagu, Deacon, and De
Gex . . .

DeGex .

Fonblanque
De Gex, Macnaghten, and

Gordon, Parts 1 to 9
De Gex and Jones
De Gex, Fisher, and Jones

Parti .

De Gex, .Jones, and Smith
Morrell

Mansou
Vol. II. Parts 1 and 2

(In course of publication)

RAILWAY AXD CANAL
CASES.

Xicholl, Hare, Carrow,
Oliver, Bevan and Lefroy

Neville and Macnamara? .

Browne and Macnamarai .

(V'ol. IX. in course of publication.)

COMPANIES' CASES.

Megone ....
MERCANTILE CASES.
Danson and Lloyd .

Lloyd and Welsby .

ELECTION CASES.
Glanville .

Douglas
Eraser
Luder
Peckwell .

Corbett and Daniell .

Cockburn and Rowe

.

Perry and Knapp
Knapp and Ombler .

Falconer and Fitzlierbert

Barron and Austin .

Barron and Arnold .

Power, Rodwell, and Dew
Wolferstan and Dew
Wolferstan and Bristow

2

1

2

1

1

1

4
3
4

1

3
1

1

1

10
1

Period.
No.
of

Vols.

1870 to 18<)0

1891 to 1895

1810 to

1816 to

1821 to

1826 to

1830 to

1832 to

1832 to

1833 to

1836 to

1838 to

1816
1820
1828
1830
1832
1833
1835
183S
1S39

1840

1840 to 1844
1845 to 1848
1849 to 1852

1848 to 1855
1856 to 1859

1859 to 1860
1862 to 1865
1884 to 1893

1894
1895

1835 to 1855
1855 to 1881

1881 to 1894

1889 to 1891

1828 to 1829
1829 to 1830

1624
1774 to 1776
1776 to 1777
1785 to 1787
1802 to 1806

1819
1832
1833

1834 to 18.35

1835 to 1839
1842

1843 to 1846
1847 to 18.56

1856 to 1858
1859 to 18G5

Lutwyclie (Registration

Cases) ....
Keane and Grant (Regis-

tration Cases)

Hopwood and Philbrick
(Registration Cases)

Hoi)wood and Coltman
(Registration Ca.ses)

Coltman (Registration

Cases) ....
Fox and Smith (Regis-

tration Cases)

Smitli, C. Lacey (in course
of publication)

O'Malley and Hardcastle
(Election Petitions)

(Vol. V. in course of publication.)

MAGISTRATES' CASES.
Carrow, Hamerton, and

Allen (New Sessions

Cases) . andVoLIV.,
Parts 1 to 4 .

CROWN CASES.
Foster

Leach
Russell and Ryan
Lewin's Crown Cases on

the Northern Circuit

Moody
DenLson
Dear.sly

Dearsly and Bell

Bell ....
Leigh and Cave
Cox's Criminal Law Cases

j

Vol. XVIII. in course of
publication.)

Templeand Mew's Criminal
j Appeal Cases

.

Central Criminal Court
t

Cases ....
!

(Vol. CXXII. in course of
publication.)

i

REPORTS IN ALL THE
COURTS.

Jurist

New Series

Law Journal
New Series

Law Times
Reports

Weekly Reporter
New Reports
The Law Reports {frovi

Mich. Term, 1865 .

New Series

Weekly Notes
The Times Law Reports
(Vol. XII in course of publication).

The Reports

1

2
1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

17

121

31
24
9

64
99
72
43
6

94
166
30
11

15

Period.

1843 to 1853

1854 to 1862

1863 to 1867

1868 to 1878

1879 to 1885

1886 to 1895

4 1869 to 1893

3 1844 to 1851

1743 to 1761
1730 to 1815
1799 to 1823

1822 to

1824 to

1844 to

1852 to

1856 to

1858 to

1861 to

1843 to

1838
1844
1852
1856
1858
1860
1865
1895

1848 to 1851

1834 to 1895

1837
1855
1823
1832
1842
1859
1853
1862

to 1854
to 1866
to 1831
to 1895
to 1895
to 1895
to 1895
to 1865

1865 to 1875
1876 to 1895
1866 to 1895
1884 to 1895

1893 to 1895
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THE JiAW OF SCOTLAND

Abandoning" Child.—To leave an infant exposed is a crime

;

and if death We rau.SL-d, constitutes culpable homicide (Hume, i. 299;

Alison, i. 1G2; Macdonald, 17-"»); or, it may be, murder (Kerr, :) Irv. 645).

It is also a statutory oflence (52 & 53 Vict. c. 44, s. 1).

Abandonment of Action : Court of Session.—
Wlien the pursuer of an action desires to pass from the instance, and at

the same time to preserve his right to bring a new action, his course is to

abandon. This enables him to avoid decree of absolvitor, and entitles him

to obtain an interlocutor of dismissal, which is no bar to a fresh action

upon the same grounds, if otherwise competent. In the Court of Session,

the method by which abandonment is effected depends upon the stage

which the proceedings have reached. It may be either (1) at common law :

(2) under the Judicature Act and relative Act of Sederunt; or (o) under

the Court of Session Act, 18G8.

1. Abandonment AT Common Law.—This is competent only before

the record is closed, and requires the leave of the Lord Ordinary. Its

conditions are in the discretion of the Court, and it is not imperative to

find expenses due to the defender (Caledonian Iron Co., 1831, 10 S. 133).

2. AnANDONAfENT UNDER THE JUDICATURE ACT (G GcO. IV. C. 120, S.

10) AND RELATIVE AcT OE SEDERUNT (11 July 1828, s. 115).—After

the record is closed, the pursuer is entitled, as matter of right (except in

the course of a jury trial or proof), to al)andon the cause at any time

before an interlocutor has been pronounced (JVesfcni Bank, 1862, 24 D.

859, at p. 924), assoilzieing the defender in whole or in part, or leading

by necessary inference to such absolvitor. The condition of the privilege

is payment of the defender's expenses; and after the record is closed there

can be no abandonment, with the right to bring a new action, except

under this condition (cp. Hare, 1882" 9 1!. 910, with Mackaj/, U Dec.

1895, 3 S. L. T. No. 291). Abandonment under the Act is ellected by

the pursuer lodging in process a minute in the following terms: "A. l'>.

[counsicl for the minuter] stated to the Lord Ordinary [or the Court] that

the pursuer abandoned, and hereby abandons, this cause in terms of the

Statute." The Court then, upon motion, appoints the defender to lodge his

account of expenses, and remits it, when lodged, to the auditor for taxation.
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The account is taxed as between party ami party {Lockhart, 1845, 7 1-).

1045). If, after taxation, the pursuer pays the account, and lodges the

receipt in process, he can, upon motion, have an interlocutor pronounced
allowing him to abandon, and disndssing the action. The process is not at

an end until the authority of the Court is interi)oned to the abandonment
(Afuir, 1849, 11 D. 487). If l)y mistake an interlocutor of absolvitor is

pronounced in place of an interlocutor of dismissal, the pursuer's riglit to

bring a new action will not be barred {Shirrcff, 1 8.".G, 14 S. 825).

O. AliAXDOXMHXr rXDKR TI/F. CoUNT OF Si-issiox AcT, 1868 (31 & 32

Vict. c. 100, s. 39). This applies only to cases in which the pursuer desires

to abandon during the course of a proof or jury trial. The Statute provides :

"Any action may, with leave of the judge, be abandoned, on the conditions

contained in the 10th sec. of the Act 6 Geo. iv. c. 120, and relative Act
of Sederunt, s. 115, in the course of a trial, at any time before the judge has

commenced to charge the jury, or, where there is no jury, at any time

before the judge has made avizandum with the evidence : Provided that

such abandonment shall not be competent without the leave of the judge,

who shall be of opinion that it is just and proper in the circumstances

:

Pro\dded further, that in granting such leave the judge shall specify the

time within which the expenses shall be paid to the defender ; and if the

expenses shall not be paid witliin such time, the defender shall be entitled

to be assoilzied from the conclusions of the action, with expenses."

When a minute of abandonment has been lodged under the provisions

of the Judicature Act, and the pursuer fails to pay or consign the taxed

amount of the expenses within a reasonable time, the defender is entitled

to absolvitor. This is specially provided in regard to jury trials, after

issues have been adjusted, by A. S. 16 Feb. 1841, s. 46 ; and the same rule

is applied in other cases (L. Adam in Ross, 1889, 16 E. 871 ; Donnelly, 14
March 1895, 2 S. L. T. No. 574, L. Kyllachy).

Abandonment of an action is within the presumed mandate of counsel

{Duncan, 1874, 1 P. 329), but not of the agent {Urquhart, 1857, 19 D. 853,

L. J. C. Hope). After service of the summons, an action cannot be
effectually withdrawn or abandoned extrajudicially {Nelson, 1874, 1 R. 1093).

An appeal from the Sheriff Court to the Court of Session is held to be
abandoned by failure on the part of the appellant to print, box, lodge, and
furnish timeously the necessary prints (A. S., 10 March 1870, s. 3 (1) and

(2)). The effect of this presumed abandonment is that unless the appellant

has been reponed (A. S., ut sv/pra, s. 3 (3)), the judgment or judgments
complained of become final (s. 3 (5)). So, too, any right of action may be

held to be abandoned by the failure of a party to insist, or to comply
timeously with some statutory enactment or order of Court {Gallie, 1842,

7 D. 301 ; Duncans Factor, 1874, 1 E. 964). In such cases the abandon-
ment is held to l^e a final passing from the claim, and there is no
right to bring a new action.

[See Shand, Practice, i. 343-5 ; Mackay, Practice of the Court of
Session, i. 119, 133, 134, 539, ii. 39 ; Manual of Practice, 24, 25, 34, 284-6,
642; Coldstream, Procedure in the Court of Session, 108-10; Balfour,

Handbook of Court of Session Practice, 58, 78, 87, 201.] See Action
;

Amendment of Eecokd ; Disclamation of Action ; Advocate ; Law Agent.

Abandonment of Action: Sheriff Court.—Where
the petition has been executed but not called, abandonment is made by
a letter of abandonment, accompanied by express abandonment in the action
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which is substituted {Laidlau:, 18:;4, 12 S. o38 ; M'Aulay, 1873, 1 iJ. ilUT).

An extrajudicial letter by itself is iusuflicient, but a minute in the new

action is euou-Ii (Xrhon, 1874, 1 IJ. lU!):;; M'Aalaj/, id supra ; Camjjlill's

7V.S., 18(j;5, 1 ^1. lUlG). 11" no expense has been caused, it is unnecessary

to find expenses due {M'Aulan, lit siq^ra).

When the petition has l^een enrolled, the power of abandonment is

regulated Itv the Act of Sedeinnt of 10 July 18:j9, s. Gl, which permits
*' the pursuer, before any interlocutor of absolvitor is pronounced, to enter

on the record an abandonnuMit of the cause, on paying full expenses to the

defender, and to bring a new action, if otherwise competent." Abandon-

ment may take ^dace at any time during the action, so long as no intei -

locutor of absolvitor has Iteen i)ronounced, even tliougli opinions adverse in

the pursuer iiave been given ( Western JJanl; 18G2, 24 D. 859). The mode

of entering on the record is by minute that the pursuer abandons the action

in terms of the Act of Sederunt, without qualification or reservation

(Adainson, 1867, G M. :U7). Expenses must be paid or consigned before

the abandonment is ell'ectual {Laicsun, 1845, 7 U. 9G0 ;
Aitkcn, 18Go, 1 M.

1038; Kennedy, 1876, 3 II. 813); and if not paid, the action proceeds as

usual {Boss, 1880, 16 E. 871). Expenses are taxed as between party and

])arty {Loelchart, 1845, 7 D. 1045). The abandonment must be sanctioned

by the Court to make it etlectual {ConnaeL; 184G, 8 D. 889 ;
Mulr, 1849, 11

I). 488) ; and till this has been done, and expenses paid, the minute may be

withdrawn on payment of any expense caused by it {Dahjkish, 1886, 23 8.

L. R 552; Todd cO Hioginhotham, 1879, 16 S. L. E. 718). The proper

interlocutor following on abandonment is " to hold the action as abandoned

in terms of the Gist sec. of the Act of Sederunt of 10 July 1839."

Like the minute, the interlocutor should be made without reservation or

4[ualilication (Adainson, ut supra). IJecree of absolvitor is wrong, and if

])ronounced in error does not l)ar a new action {S/iirrrf, 1S3G, 14 S. 825:

Stewart, 1868, 6 M. 954).

An agent has no implied authority to abandon : he must get it from his

client (Urquhart, 1857, 19 D. 853; Orr, 1867, 36 Sc. Jur. 557).

See Action ; Law Agent.

Abandonment, in Bankruptcy.— l. Abandonmext of

A Bankrupt's Estate by his Creditors.—A sequestrated l)ankrupt

may become reinvested in estate falling under the sequestration through

the creditors abandoning it to him. Express retrocession in such estate is

not essential. " The acts oi the trustee and creditors in relation to it may
be such as to indicate that the bankrupt is, according to their desii'e, to be

deemed to be in future the master or the owner of the property, and that

they have abandoned and rejected it "(per L. Watson in Northern Herit.

Sceur. Invest. Co., 1891, 18 E. (H. L.) 37). Knowledge by the creditors

that the bankrupt is carrying on a trade or business does not of itself

im])ly an abandonment of their claim lo his acquisitions (Bell, Com. i.

12G, 127; Troiu/hfon, Amb. G:'.0) ; although it will operate as a bar to their

claiming these acquisitions to the exclusion of new creditors ((.7/ r/*/(V, 1S35,

14 S. 191 ; Taylor, 1879, 7 E. 128 ;
per L. P. Inglis, Abel, 1883, 11 E. 149).

The creditors on a sequestrated estate may, in the exercise of their dis-

cretion in the realisation of tlie estate, resolve to abandon claims comjietent

to them, and such a resolution, if not set aside on appeal, forms a bar to

action at the instance of the trustee (Gray, 1850, 12 1). 684). They

cannot, however, gratuitously discharge valuable claims (Caledonian Jiiry.
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Co., 1875, 2 ]J. 917). Xur c-au a luajorily of creditors, l)y resolving to

abandon a claim competent to Iheni, preclude an individual creditor, who
offers to prosecute it, from doing so {Sprot, 1828, 6 S. 108.". ; Sjynice, 18o2,

11 S. 212; JPJun/, 180(;, 4 M. 'S-Vo). In so suing, the individual creditor

proceeds at his own risk : and. on the other hand, should lie recover more
than sufficient to pay his own delu in full, he must hand over the surplus

to the trustee, for "the benefit of the general body of creditors (Sjmice,

ut siqrra ; Bell, Ctm., ath ed., ii. 41")). He is entitled to the use of the

trustee's name in suing, on giving security to keep the trustee and the

sequestrated estate iwfc/ii nis (S2^'-of, vt supra). Or he may purchase the claim

from the creditors and sue in his own name, taking from the trustee an

assignation to his right {Spciue, nt supra).

2. ABAXDoxMr.xT OF OxERors CoxTRACTS nv Trister.—Where a

Itankrupt at the time of his sequestration is under contracts of an onerous

nature, such as leases or feu contracts, the trustee has the option of

adopting or abandoning these. He must exercise his option within a

reasonable time (AjuJcrxo/i, 1875, 2 II. 355). Adoption need not be express,

but may be inferred from actings {Diindas, 1857, 20 1). 225 ; Kirliand,

ISoS, 16 S. 860; cp. Stead, 18;:?5, 13 S. 280; 3f Gavin, 1891, 18 B.

570). If the trustee once adopt a contract, he is bound personally for

performance, and cannot thereafter abandon it. Abandonment exposes the

sequestrated estate to a claim of damages for breach of contract at the

instance of the other contracting party {KinloeJi, 1836, 14 S. 905).

[Bell, CoriK, oth ed., ii. 413, ^415 : Goudy on Banhnqjicy, 276, 295, 299,

317, 386.] See Sequestration.

Abandonment (in IVIarinc Insurance).—The doctrine

of abandonment is not peculiar to policies of marine insurance, but is part of

every contract of indenniity. "Whenever there is a contract of indemnity,

and a claim under it for an al»solute indenniity, there must be an abandon-

ment, on the part of the person claiming the indemnity, of all his right in

respect of that for which he receives indemnity " {KaltcMhach, L. E. 3 C. P.

D. 467, L. J. Brett's Ophiion, p. 471). Thus, to take the simplest illustra-

tion : where a vessel, insured to her full value, is sunk, the underwriter is

entitled to the benefit of anything that may be realised from the wreck, on

his paying the sum contained in the policy. Abandonment, validly made
or accepted by the underwriter, transfers tlie property in the thing aban-

doned from the insured to the insurer, but only so far as it was covered ))v

the policy; e.g. if goods valued at £500 are only insured to the extent of

£300, the remains existing after a loss has occurred are only transferred

to the underwriter on almndonment to the extent of three-fifths of their

value, the insured Ijeing entitled to the remaining two-fifths of any salvage

ultimately recovered. In order to be valid, and so to operate a transfer of

ownership, the abandonment must be al)solute, unconditional, and by the

true owner, or by one having authority to act for him. It takes effect

from the time when the casualty occurred, and transfers all the liabilities,

as well as privileges, which arise from owiioi*shi]), from the insured to the

insurer.

It follows from this doctrine, that if a vessel is abandoned as a construct-

ive total loss after slie has arrived at her destination, the underwriters are

entitled to the freight of the cargo whi(;h she has on l)oard, or to the pro-

portion corresponding to the amount of the insurance {f^kivart, 1846, 8 D.

323 ; afid. 2 CI. & Fin. 159). But this does not constitute a total loss of
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I'rcighL .s(j ;i.s lu eiiLitlc the iissuicd, huldinj^ ji sepaiale policy on freigliL,

to recover from the underwriters on freight (Sruftisk Marine Insur. Co.,

185.'), 15 I). (II. L.) .I.!, 1 Miic(i. :5;)0). The loss to the shipowner, in such
a case, uiis(\s not from any of the; pciils insured against, but hecause he lias

to transfer the freight U) the underwriters of the ship as a ccjndition of his

ieeo\'erin«: as for a total loss of same.

'i'he right to aI)andon ai-isits (Mpially where tin- loss is an actual total

loss and when; it is a constructi\e total hjss. In the former case, no /lotur,

of (d)(iiidoiiiiinit is i'e(|uisit(3 ; in the lattt-r ease, the general rule is, tiiat

notice of abandonment must be gi\en in order to make the insureis liable

as f(n' a total loss. The necessity of noti<'i', wliicli is peculiar to marine
insurance, arises from e([uitable considerations. Marine losses may occur

in any ]iait of the win-ld, and, as a ruli', llie underwriter only olitains his

information of what has (jeciured from the assured. if, therefore, the.

assured, after full knowledge of tin; casualty, were entitled to susjicnd his

decision as to whether he would oi' wouM imt aliaudou the subject-matter-

of the insuranet! U) the inulerwriter until he aseertaine(l how the markets
luight turn out, the underwriti'i' would be placed at a disadvantage, and
might suller serious prejudice. It is therefore an implied term in

every contract of marine insurance, that, as a condition [aecedent to the

assured claiming as for constructive total loss, he sIkjuKI give notice of

abandonment to the underwriter. Tf he fails to do so, he loses his claim

cntirel}' if he is insuriid only against total loss ; and where he is also insured

against particular average, he will only have his claim against the under-
writers for the a\ erage loss.

The impoi'tanee of the notice of abandonment arises from the fact that,

in the i-ase of goods con\eyed by sea, the insurance is generally "free from
average "; and, in the case of shi^js, that they are usually insured on valued

policies, and on condition that the insured must himself bear a proportion

of any average loss that may occur. If nuirine insurance were merely a

contract of indenniity, like insurance against tire, it woidd be of little con-

sequence whether the insured iecei\ed the value of the subject insured, less

the \alue of any sahage, or whether he recovered the whole value, trans-

ferring to the underwriters the salvage. But where the insurance policy

only Covers total hjss, or, in the e\ent of total loss, may entitle the assured

to a sum greatly in excess of the \ aluc of the subject lost, the interest <,if

the underwriters to insist upon strict compliance with the implied condition

us to notice of abandonment becomes apparent. Il is, accordingly, on this

branch of the sul)ject that litigation lias most fre([Ueiitly arisen, and it is of

the greatest practical importanct'.

As the right to give notice of abandoiniuMit oul\' i>e(ius when there is

consti'Hctice total loss, it is necessary to consider what constitutes a (con-

structive total loss. Tin; criterimi in the. case of a xcssel is. that she has

been so injured l)y the perils insured against that she cannot be repaire<l,

exce})t at an expense exceeding her \alue after she is repaired. In the

case of goods, however, a distinction requires to be taken where the loss

occurs during the voyage, and where the goods actually arrive at their

destination, although in a damaged condition. In the former case, if the

goods arc so damaged that they aie n<it wmth tlu'. expense of forwarding

them to their destination, the assured may recover a total loss if he has

given notice of abandonment. In the latter casi-. if the goods arrive in

species, although damaged to such an extent that they are not worth the

freight, the assunnl is not entitled lo gi\e notice of abandi'Ument. The
gootls being warranted free from a \ erage, no degree of damage, h<»wcver
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i^reat, Nvill he considered as a total loss entitling the assnred to give notice

of abandonment {Faniworth, L. M. '1 C. P. 204).'

Notice of abandonment need not be in \viiting, altliongh it nsnally is so;

nor does it require to be in any particnlar form; l»ut there mnst be an
nneqnivoeal oiTer by the assnri'd, to abandon to his nnderwriters the whole
interest in the property covered by the policy. To bo etlectnal, the notice

mnst be given within a reasonable time after the assnred lias obtained

certain and accurate information as to the nature of the damage. If the
iid'oi'mation be such as to disclose that the sul»ject-matter of the insurance
is in imminent dangi'r of becoming and continuing a total loss, he must at

ouce give notice of abandonment, ludcss there ])e some cogent reason to

the contrary. If he delays doing so, he will lost; his right altogether, even
although he is able t(> prove lieyond (picslinn tliat a constructive total loss

has occurred.

If there is nothing to abandon, a jioIIch; of abandonment need not be
given (Rankin, 1873, L. E. 6 E. & I. App. Sly). Thus, if simultaneously
with the information that a constructive total loss has occurred, the
assured is informed that the salvage has l)een sold under circumstances
which rendered such a course justifiable, the assured is not ])ound to give

notice of abandonment; but wherever there is a possil)ility of some
advantage accruing to the underwriter from notice; l)eing given, he is

entitled to receive such notice as a condition of his being liable on the
]>olicy {KnUrnhacli, id supra). In a case of reinsurance, no notice of abandon-
ment re(piires to be given to the reinsurer {U'.icl/i, 1884, lo Q. Il 1). 11).

If the underwriter accepts a notice of abandonment, a contract is

concluded under which he becomes liable to pay the amount covered by
the policy; and, at tlie same time, he has transferred to him the remains
of the property insured. His acceptance may be express, or it may be
implied from acts which are consistent only with the view that he has
acquiesced in the altandonment. Mere silence will not signify acceptance.

On the contrary, the inference in that case rather is, that the underwriter
dries not mean to accept. Once accepted, the notice becomes irrevocable

(The Pror. Insur. Co. of Canada, 1874, L. E. 6 P. C. 224).

As a general rule, however, the underwriter does not accei)t the notice

of abandonment. He suffers no prejudice by not accepting it ; whereas,
if he accepts it, he is precluded from maintaining that there was not such
a loss as entitled the assured to al)andon. M he has not accepted the
notice, he may repair the subject and restore it, so as to defeat the assured'^

right to al)andon, which does not become indefeasi))l(! until action is actually

brought. Tbus, if lietween the date: of the notice and the date of the
action, a sul)merged vessel is successfully floated ])y the imderwriters, and
restored to the owners, the notice of al)andonment, even wlum validly given,

becomes inoperativt^ Or again, if a vessel which lias been captured be
recaptured l>efore the action is brought, and restored to the possession or
control of her owners, the assured cannot recover as for a total loss. But
this is su])ject to the condition that the vessel, whtiu restored, is not in

such a condition of disrepair as to be then a constructive total loss; and
also that the ship be Itronght to the country of tlie owner mider such
cii'cumstances that he may reasonably lie, exp(H'ted to take possession of

her. Similarly, in the case of detention or (^mliargo of a vessid by a foreign

(lovernment, where there is a probability of the ownta' l)eing therel)y

d(q)rived for an indefinite time of tbe control of the ship, tin; assured has
the right to al)andon, on giving notice to the underwriters; but if the
rndtai'go is remrived b(;fore the action is actually brought, the notice falls.
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All atteinjtt was made in the case of Shejjhcrtf (1881, 8 IJ. .'18
: affd. ]J.

(ir. L) 1) to induce the Sfotch Courts to ado] tt the Aincrican and Fn-iich

rule on tiie subject, and t(» hold, contrarv ti) the law as settleil in En^dand,

that a notice of abandonment, once validly ^iven, is not afterwards

defeasible! by any action on the part of the niKh'rwriter, or by the restora-

tion <if the sul)j('('t insui'cd. Altlioiit^li the \»)iu\ was not e.\i)ressly decided,

the sti'onu; proliability is that IIk; JMi^lish ruli- woidil be Iidd ajjjdicable to

Scotland.

Where notice of ;ili,iii(l(jnment is not accepted, it may be waived by the

assured treating the loss as ])artial ; but a waiver is n(jt inferred from the

niiistcr of a vessel dealint;' with the shi]) or i^oods in the manner in wliich a

]»rudent owner, uninsured, would have done. The master is not merely thi;

a|,'enl of the assured in such circumstances, but he is also the agent of the

underwritc^rs ;
and it is his duty to act in the interests of all concerned.

'I'he dan^'er of not ac-tin^' with j)rom])titude, in abandonimr where a

constructive t(ttal loss has occurred, is well illustrated Ijy the case of

FInninii, 1846, 8 D. 627; affd. 6 Ikdl, 278. Questions of difliculty often

arise as to wliether a constructive total loss lias occurred. A vessel

which is stranded is not necessarily a constructive total loss. It will

depend on the extent of the injury it has received, and also on the ])rob-

abililies of salvage, in each particular case, whether the owner is justified

in tn'iiting it as a constructive total loss. xVnd a sale by the master, on
iielialf of all concerned, after notice of abandonment has Ijeeii given, will

not convert what was then a partial loss into a total loss, althougji in fact

the owner rect)vers nothing of the proceeds (Curric, 1869, L. 11. '! 1\ C 72).

A sale, however, which is made without the consent of the assured, but

at the instance of salvors or captors, may convert what was only a con-

structive total loss into a total loss, and so render unnecessary a notice of

abandonment (C'ns.-onan, 1887, L. Pi. 13 App. Cas. 160; Strinrjrr, 1860, L. XL

<,). W. 670).

The same rules which regulate abandonment, in the case of ships and
goods, also apply where the sul)ject-matter insured is freight. If no freight

be earned, there is usually a total loss, which entitles the assured to sue

without notice of abandonment ; but if any freight is earnetl, there is no
liability to indemnify the assured, even though it never reaches the pocket
of the shipowner. A constructive total loss of freight arises where there

lijis been a constructive total loss of tlie shi]). "Where the shi]) has been
justitialdy sold abroad, and the shi])owner is thereby de})rived of the power
of earning a freight, there is a total loss which makes notice of a])andon-

meut unnecessary (r/w lied Sea, L. 11 180.", V. 1). 283).

[The doctrine of al)andonment is not exhaustively dealt with in any
Scotch text-book of authority. It is briefly noticed in Bell, Coiti., 7th ed.,

ii. 6r4, and in Bell, I'riu. s. 480-8. It is more fully and accurately

treated, however, in Arnould, Marine Insurance, Tart ill. chaps. 6, 7, ^Iv: 8.]

See Marine Insurance.

Abatement.—See Legacy: Li:.vsi: : Batim

Abbey, Retiral to.—This phrase and its equivalent, "retreat to

the sanctuaiy" (see I'.l ^: 20 Vict. c. 79, s. 7), are used to denote the

l>iivilege of sanctuary, in virtue of which all civil ilebtors (other than Crown
debtors) have, from a very remote period, been entitled to obtain immunity
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from personal diligence l>y retreating \vitliin the precincts of Holynxxl

House. The area over whiili the privilege extends covers a circuit of about

four anil a (piarter miles, including Arthur's Seat and Salisbiny Crags. The
])rivilege, altliough not abolished, has, since the passing uf the Debtors Act,

1880 (43 & 44 Met. c. 34), become practically obsolete in the case of all

ordinary debtors, who are exempt from imprisonment luider the provisions

oi that Act. l\v the Act 1696, c. 5, retiral of an insolvent debtor to the

Ab])ev, combined with diliuence bv horninu' or caption, was declared to con-

stitute notour bankru})tcy. r>y the Jiankruptcy Act, 1856 (19 & 20 \ ict.-

c. 79, s. 7), it is enacted that notour b;nd<ruptcy shall be constituted, iiifci-

tdia, by insolvency, concurring with a duly executed charge for payment,

followed, where imprisonment is com]ietent, by retreat to the sanctuary for

twenty-four hours. This mode of constituting notour bankruptcy has, in

the case of all ordinary debtors, been su])erseded by the provisions of the

Debtors Act, 1880, but remains ap])licable to debtors (other than Crown
debtors) who are not exem})ted from im])risoinnent by that Act.—[Bell, Com.

ii. 461 : Ersk. iv. 3. 25; I^ell, rriv. s. 2315; Goudy on Bankrvj^tcy, 70. 06.]

See Sanctuary.

Abbreviate of Adjudication.—Tliis is an abri.lgment or

abstract of ilie decree of adjudication, made out and signed by the extractor

oi the Court of Session at the same time as the extract of the decree. It con-

tains the names of the debtor and creditor, the lands adjudged, and the

amount of the debt. It had its origin in the " allowance " or approval of

the apprising under the old law. The allowance or decree was indorsed

on the apprising, and signed l)y authority of the Court, so as to make it in

effect a decree-conform. It was upon this allowance that the superior was
charged to enter the appriser. By the Act 1661, c. 33, these allowances

were to be recorded within sixty days, otherwise a posterior comprising, if

first recorded, was to be preferred. By Kegulations 1695, c. 24, and 1696,

art. 3, abbreviates were ordained to be made of all adjudications after the

manner of the former allowances. Abbreviates are now recorded within

sixty days of tlie date of the decree of adjudication in the Ivcgister of

Adjudications. A certificate of the registration is written on the abbreviate.

A copy of the abbreviate is appended to the extract of the decree, on which
likewise the registration is certified.

The abbreviate in competitions is only of consequence in a question witli

posterior adjudgers. Failure to record it does not prejudice the adjudger

in a Cjuestion with the debtor; but, in a question with othei' adjudgers,

the want of it may cost the prior adjudger his preference, liut although

the abbreviate be not recorded, the adjudger can, by taking infeftment upon
the decree (jf adjudication, obtain a preference over creditors adjudging

subsequent to the infeftment, but always subject to the right of ^mrl p<fs.sn

ranking of adjudgers who complete the like diligence within year and day
of the decree of the first adjudication. If registration takes place within

year and day of the decree in tlie tirst effectual adjudication, it will preserve

the right of pa^-i j/asHU ranking with that adjudication.

"A recorded al)breviate completes the security where the rights are

personal; aiul in the adjudication of real rights it imports, thougli no infeft-

ment be taken, a right of pari passu ranking with the first effectual, if

recorded within year and day of the date of the deciee in the first effectual.

In questions with the debtor liimself, a recorded abbreviate is not essential
"

(Parker, p. 43).
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If Liu; yt-ur and day an- iifuily clapscil, lIk- (.'ouiL may, on cause shown,

dispense with the im/ucicr, n\u\ i-ioiiMiiuce decree, reseivin*,' all(>ljjectionK

contra exccutioiicm, so as to enable a creditor to record hisaljhrexiate, and s<j

to rank with the; first cfTcctual. If the abbreviate has not been recorded

in due time, \\\v.
( '(nut may prunouncii a new decree, before extract, so as tu

provide the adjudj^'cr with a new date fiom wiiich I be sixty days will riui

{Setun, IToO, Kills. IS; Strinirl, I SSS, I.", b". il.S:!). If an abbreviate has not

been ordcaed when the decree was extracted, the LVnirt may authorise *. ot-

to be ]irepared ami reconhid.

One; of till' main uses of the abbreviate under the old law was to j.rovide

a means of charj^in^ the su]ierior to enter the adjudjj^er, and this could only

be done if tlie abbreviate' was recorded. I'.ut now, by the ct)nstructive enliy

of th(; {'onvevaiieinu- Act of 1874, the abbreNJate is no hjnger recjuired b-r

this ])urpose.

]iy s. 129 of the 1.SG8 Act, and s. Go of the I.S74 Act, an adjud<;er nf

heritable securities may comi)lete his tith' to them by recordinj^^ the

abbreviate in the a]i]ti'o])i-iate l.N^^'istf'r of Sasiiics.

Abbreviate of Sequestration.—Under tlu Uankruptey

Act, 1850, sequestratiiin has attached to it the force of an inhibition antl of

citation in an action of adjudication from the date of the first deliverance

on the petition (19 & 20 Vict. c. 79 s. 48). To secure this ]irivilege, how-

ever, it must be publislied in the records (/A.). This is done by registeriuii;

an abbreviate of the petition and of the first deliverance thereon in the

lU%nster of lnhil)itions at Kdiiibur^h. The abbreviate must l)e in the form

given in Schedule \. ai)pended to the Act, and must be presented for registra-

tion before the expiry of the second lawful day after the first deliverance

in the case of a Bill Chamber jjctition, or must be presented or transmitted

by iiost lu'fore the ex])iry of the same time; in the case of a petition to the

8heriiV. The duty of registration lies on the party applying for se([uestra-

tion i^ib.). The Vec(.rding of the aljbreviate has the elfect, as from the

date of the first deliverance, of rendering the debtor incai)able of voluntarily

granting any deed or incurring any del)t that may affect his heritage to the

])rejudici! of^his creditors (Bell, ('niii. ii. l:!4), and of rendering his heritage

litigious and incapable of attachment b)' one creditor to the prejudice of

any other (Ikdl, Com. ii. 144-()
; Jarvic, 1865, 4 M. 79). ].)elay or error in

recording the ablireviate in terms of the Act does not nullify the sequestra-

tion proceedings (Bell, Com., 5th ed., ii. :)25), but may enable creditors t'>

ac(|uire ])references prior to its rectification (see Munru, 1851, \o 1). 12t'li).

Where such delay or error occurs, the Court of Session, ex nohili officio, is in

use to grant authority for registration, ujion a ))etition being ]»resented to

either Division of the Court '{Morrison, 1874, 1 B. :!92 : IL'rrisnn, 1880, 18

S. L. B. 187 ; Sfor/.; 1886, 23 S. L. B. 507).—[Ooudy on J><',itri'ptni, 15(;-7 :

Murdoch on Ikinhruptcij, 217.] See Sequkstk.\tion.

Abduction The forcible carrying oil' or confinenu-nt of any person,

without lawful authority. The crime may be aggravated by its ]»uri)ose,

as, for example, to couiihI a woman to marriage, or to ]»eritetrate a rape,

or to affect the admiiustration of justice, as by preventing a witne.s.s

from attending a court to give evidence. The carrying otV of a voter for

the. ])uri)ose of affecting an election is a, crime at common law, and also by

.spc^cial Statute. It is not necessary that there should be any special
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purpose. ]\Lilicious intention, althongli not conneeted with any special

cause, is sutticieut, and such inahee will be presumed from the act itself.

The Courts of the locus from which a voter has been al)ducted have
jurisdiction to try the case, although the alxluction carried the person
outside the bounds of that jurisdiction.—[Plume, i. ."nO, 'Ml ; Alison, i. 226,

227, 042, G4:-. ; Macdonald,'l71, 2.".:), 2r)0 ; Abduction of Voters Act, 17 & 18

Vict. c. 102, s. 5 ; Douglas & Irvimj, 18GG, 5 Irv. 265, and 2 S. L. R 181.]

A previous conviction of any offence of personal violence will be an
aggravation of abduction, if violence was coniiiiit(<'(l (Criminal Procedure
Act, 1887, s. 64).

Aberdeen Act {o Geo. iv. c. 87).—Sec Enta[i,

Abettor —See AccEssAKY.

Abeyance.—"When tlie holder of a peerage descendible to females

dies, and the next heir is one of several sisters, the eldest sister, or her
heir, by Scots law inherits without division : by English law the peerage
falls into abeyance among the co-heiresses until the sovereign calls it out

in favour of one of them.—[Stair, iii. 5. 11 ; Seton, ."):]8.] See Peers.
A peerage is said also to be in abeyance after it has been resigned into

the hands of the sovereign, and until it lias liccn regranted again.

Abiding" by.—A judicial declaration that a writing challenged as

forged is genuine. It could be required from the defender in the Action
of lleduction Improbation, upon the ground of forgery, which was the
common case, or from the party founding upon the challenged document in

other actions. Its object was to shorten the process of reduction of forged

documents (Hume's Commentaries, i. 152) ; for if the defender or other

person called upon to abide declined to do so, decree was at once pronounced
against him, finding the document to be forged {Henderson, Mor. 6755).

On the other hand, if he abided by the document as true and genuine, he
did so, as it w^as expressed in the form of declaration, sah 'pcriculo falsi, and
was liable to the penalties of forgery without further proof of his knowledge
and participation in the forgery. The declaration required to be signed

by the party in court, unless this was dispensed with l)y the Court on the

ground of age, infirmity, or otherwise. To avoid the above risk, attempts
were often made to introduce qualifications into the declaration, or explana-

tions or protests along with it ; r.y. that the defender acquired the document
by assignation or succession, and was ignorant as to its origin ; or that

the signature challenged was, if not genuine, written l)y authority of the
signatory. ]Many contradictory decisions were given on this point, and are

leported in ]\Iorison's Dictionary, but the final residt was to admit quali-

fications {Rohertson, 174:5, Mor.' 6774; Faterson, 1828, 6 S. 1098). The
admission of qualifications lessened the efficacy of this form of pro-

cedure, and other causes have combined to make it doubtful if Abiding by
will now ever be resorted to, though it has never been abrogated, and can
scarcely yet be called obsolete. This form of process was introduced
at a time when the Court of Session itself tried the crime of forgery, and
was even deemed, though erroneously, to liave a jurisdiction exclusive of
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the L'tjiirt of Justiciary U) puiiish lliut fiime il" cuiiiiiiiLLL'tl in its own Court.

]>ut now the proceedings in cases of forgery before the Court of Session are

laid before the Lord Advocate, and the trial, if ordered, takes place in the

Justiciary Court. Nor would a declaration Abiding by a dociuiient be now

licld cnnclusive proof. The Action of Iteduction Iniprobation itself, in

which Abiding by was most commonly used, has also become much rarer

than it used to be. While there are forty cases of Abiding by reported

l)etween IGIG and 1747, it does not api)ear that there have been mon; than

1 wo such cases in the present century, the last of which was in IS'J.S.

—

I
Stair, iv. 20. 19; Ersk. iv. 4. 69; A. S. 11 July IS28, s. 5:J ;

Mackay,

J/f///?m/, 419.] See llEDUCTiON ;
iMi-noiuTiox.

Abjuration, Oath of.—This oalh (introduced by l-". Will. ill.

c. hi, and alUivd by i> ( ieo. III. c 53) was prescriljed to be taken by

members of Tarliament and public otVicials. I'.y it they abjured or

renounced the Pretender, and recognised the right of Her Majesty under

the Act of Settlement ; engaged to support her ; and promised to disclose

all treasons and traitorous conspiracies against her. The Oath of Abjura-

tion was abolished, as a separate oath, by 21 \- 22 Vict. c. 4G, s. 1 ; and one

<.ath was substituted for the oaths of allegiance, supremacy, and al>juration.

'I'his latter has in turn l)een supersinled, and a new form of oath of

allegiance substituted, by the Tromissory Oaths Act, ISGS (:!1 & 32 Vict,

c. 72). See Oaths ; Affiumatiox ; Allegiance, Oath of.

Abortion.— It is a crime to use means causing a woman to abort,

ludfss it Itc (lone for a necessary rea.son, such as to save the woman's life,

when she cannot be delivered of a full-grown child, or other similar

sutticient nu^dical reason. The woman herself may incur criminal

resi.onsibility, if she be a willing partieijiator in what is done. The cases

whirh have been ])rosecuted are cases either of administering drugs, or using

instruments within the body. The administration of such drugs, or such

use of instruments with such criminal ])urpose, is ;in olfence although the

attempt be unsuccessful. It is an undeeided point whether a woman who,

without any accomplice, takes drugs for the ]iurpose of causing herself to

abort, can be relevantly charged with crime for doing S(\ lUit there seems

to be no good reason for holding that a rele\ant charge can not be made.

If a woman commits a crime in allowing another to do acts for the ]>urpose

of causinix her to abort, it is not easv to see that the same act thme by

herself shoulil not be held criminal.

if in ])rocuring abortion the life of the woman is lost, the crime is

murder.—[Hume, i. 2G.3, 2G4, 18G, 1 ST : Alison, i. ."2. G28, G29 : :\racdonald,

12.-., I.-.2.]

Abroad—"Outwith the territorial limits of the country."—As a term

of municipal law, it denotes the absence of a person from the country to

which he belongs by nationality or domicile. Thus, from the i>oint of

view of British law, a liriton is abnxxff in France, while a Frenchman is at

liomc in that country. " l>y persons absent from the island nuist necessiirily

be understood persons who have been ]tresent and within tiie jurisdiction,

so as to have been su])ject to the ])rocess (»f the Court. It can never be

a] .plied to a person who, for aught appears, never was present witlun or
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subject to the juri^tliftiuii "' Qier L. J^nienlioi-ougli, in lUidiniian, IS08, 9 Jvist,

19l^). As a general rule, persons abroad are not subject to the jurisdiction

of the Courts of Scotland. In matters of municipal law, the tribunals

of Scotland, England, and Ireland are as independent of one another as if

they were the judicatories of independent sovereign States: and so a

Scotsman who is furth of Scotland is, in the view of Scots law, abroad, even

though resident in England uv Ireland. Persons resident abroad, who
litigate in the Courts of Scotland, may be ordered to find security for costs

by sisting a mandatary. IfUt tlu^ necessity for doing so is a matter in the

discretion of the Court, and the rule has been relaxed since the passing of

the Judgments Extension Acts, 18G8 and 1883, which provide for the

summary enforcement within tlie. United Kingdom of the decrees of the

Courts of the three kingdoms respectively. In judging whether or not a

mandatarv should be sisted, therefore, the Scottish Courts will deem it an
important consideration that the party who is called upon to sist is resident

within the United Kingdom, and will not order him to do so unless

other circumstances than his absence from Scotland render it expedient

{Lau-sons Trustrcs, 1874, 1 \l 1 OGn ; D'Unu'sfi, 1882, 9 E. G55). A
Scotsman suing in the English Courts is not now required to give

security for costs {Rachurn, 1874, L. E. 9 Q. B. 118). For the grounds
on which persons abroa<l may be held amenable to the jurisdiction of

Scottish Courts, such as the I)eneficial possession of immoveable or the

arrestment (jf moveable property within the realm, or the retention of a

domicile in Scotland, see Jukisdiction ; Foreign ; Domicile. Where there

is jurisdiction rationc domicilii, rci sitcv, or arrcsti, edictal citation is C(jm-

petent against the absent person to the effect of rendering him amenable
to the jurisdiction of the Court of Session. See Edictal Citation. Criminal

jurisdiction is founded rationc doniicdii or rationc delicti. No criminal

trial can take place unless the accused be able to state his defence. Absents
therefore cannot be tried. But persons abroad charged with the commission
of crimes in Scotland may 1)0 cited at their last known place of residence,

edictal citation being no longer necessary, and sentence of outlawry pro-

nounced against them in absence. See Crime ; Cklminal Prosecution.
As to the effect of absconding or leaving the country for the purpose
of avoiding payment of debts, or of escaping punishment for crime, see

Absconding; Jurisdiction; Meditatio fug.e; Outl.uvry; Fugitation
;

Extradition. Tiie rpiestion whether a party is to be regarded, for the

purposes of any particular case, as being abroad, is one of fact (Be Earl

of Stamford, 1895, W. X. ir.7).

Absconding"—Fleeing, or remaining away, from one's usual

residence, or the place where one is generally found, in order to axoid legid

proceedings. There may be absconding

—

1. Of A Crimixai..—If a person accused of crime absconds or Hccs out

of the jurisdiction of the criminal Courts, this fact is generally libelled on
in the charge as an indication of guilt. At the diet of trial an accused

person who has aijsconded will receive sentence of fugitation or outlawry.

See Fugitation ; Outlawry ; Absence, Trial in.

2. Oi-A Witness.— (ii) In Civil Cases.—There is no legal compulsitor

whereby a witness in a civil cause can be compelled to remain within the

jurisdiction of the Court, so that his evidence may be availa])le at tluj

])roof. If it is anticipated that a witness will leave the country l)efore the

proof, the only method of securing his evidence is to take his deposition on
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CMiiuiuission, to lie in rctcntis until tin- tii;i! of the Jiction takes place

(Dickson, Evidence, s. 1708). (b) In Criminal Cases.—It is incoujpetent,

in criminal cases, to take on commission evidence to lie in retnitis. liut if

a pioseciitov or prisoner is apprehensive that a witness may abscond before

the trial, he may obtain from the Court of Justiciary, or, in an urgent

case, from the Sheriff, warrant for the witness's apprehension and imprison-

numt, until he tinds caution to attend and ,L;ive eviih-nce at the trial (Hume,

ii. 'M'} ;
Alison, ii. ;'>99

; Burnett, 4(j!) : Macdonald, 419 : JJickson, ul supra).

:;. O/-' .1 B.iXKKUi'T.— By the Act lG9(j, c. o, diligence against a debtor

liv horning and caption along witli insolvency, combined with lleeing or

absconding for his personal security, constituted notour bankruptcy; and

under the Act of 185(5 (19 .^ 1^0 A'iet. e. 7".>), tlu' same resvdt is reached by

insolvency concurring with a duly executed charge for payment, f(^llowed

by flight or absconding from diligence. As to what constitutes abscond-

ing, see Davis, 18G7, 5 M. 804 (absconding not proved by an execution

of search at the house of debtor's father, wher(> ho (»nly occasionally visited,

and where he was not residing at the time of the search); M'Jhav, I8r»8,

7 M. 2:5 (an averment that an insolvent debtor had openly left the

country t(j till a permanent situation abroad is not relevant t(t overcome

the presumption that he has absconded, arising from the messenger's

return of the execution of search): A7rAo/.so», 1872, 11 M. 179 (execu-

tion of search by messenger-at-arms or sherih-oHicer affords prima faciv

evidence that the debtor has abscomled) : Uwion Baal-, 1880, 7 U. 055

(there is absconding if, after a charge is executed, the debtor goes away to

avoid the diligence, and remains away at the time the charge expires).

While the proper evidence of the fact of absconding is the messenger's

execution, in certain cases parole proof of it may be admitted {Richmond,

1789, Mor. 1113). The debtor may, in any case, adduce parole evidence in

disproof of the alleged fact (Bell, Com. ii. 102: ^pedding, 1785, Mor. 1113;

.Uarsha/I, 18:i4, l:'. S. 179 ; JPBcan, vt sujtm). Under the Act 1021, c. 18,

the fraudulent bankrupt was punished with infamy. The Act 54 Geo. III.

c. 13)7, s. 33, which deals with fraudulent bankruptcy, makes this oflence

punishable with infamy and the other pains specified in the Act 1621.

Tender these Statutes any attempt to escape from the country with

property after bankrujitcy amounts to fraudulent bankruptcy (Hume, i.

5 10 ; :\lacdonald, i)7). Under the Debtors Act, 1880 (43 & 44 Vict. c. 34), as

anu'utled by the Bankruptcy Frauds aiul Disabilities Act, 1884 (47 & 48

Vict. c. 1 OK the absconding «'>f a debtor in certain circumstances is made a

criminal oilence, which may be tried either before the Court of -lusticiary

or the Sheriir, and, in the latter case, either with a jury or summarily. By
sec. l:; (B) (4) of the former Act, it is provided that "if, after the date of

granting sequestration or cessio, or within four months prior thereto, he

(the debtor) absconds from Scotland, or makes preparations to abscond, for

the i)urposc of avoiding examination or other proceedings at the instance of

his creditors, or taking with him projierty which ought by law to be divided

amongst his creditors to the amount of £20 or upwards, or if lie fails,

having no reasonable excuse (after receiving due notice), to attend the public

examination ai)pointed by the Bord Ordinary or the Sheriff, or to submit

himself for examination in terms of the Statutes," he "shall be deemed

guilty of a crime and offence." As to the apprehension of a debtor about to

abscond, sec Mkditatio FuG/E ; see also the Civil hni.risonuu'ut (Scotland)

Act, 1882 (45 & 40 Vict. c. 42, ss. 3, 4).—[Ersk. iv. 1. 41 : Bell, Com. il 102 ;

Munloch on Banlrvptcy, 244; (loudy on Ba)drn>pfc>/, 71,044: Hume, i. 510;

^lacdonald, 96; Anderson, 6Vm. Lav; i:'2: rh\shiA\u. Barclay's Di</cs(, 2.]
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Absence, Decrees in. — l. JF//.it Decrees are jn
Absexce. — A decree is said to bo a decree in absence when it is

pronounced (1) without the defender having entered apiiearaneo, or

(2) where the defender, having duly entered appearance, has failed to

lodge defences within the statutory period (see Appearance, Entkking
;

Defences). In certain cases, e.g. in cousistorial actions, decree in absence

will not be granted without proof ; and a pursuer may, if he desires t(^

record and preserve the evidence, be allowed a proof in an ordinary

action, even though the defender has not put in defences, and is not

present (Bussd's Trs., 1865, ;*> M. 850). Generally speaking, however, if

a cause be enrolled in the Undefended Eoll, the Lord Ordinary must
grant decree in absence in terms of the conclusions of the action, or

subject to such restrictions as may be stated in a minute appended to

the summons, without the attendance of counsel or agent. When a

case has reductive conclusions, it may be enrolled for the purpose of

obtaining an order to satisfy production, and thereafter for further

procedure (^Lickay, Manual, 211, 212); or decree may be taken on the

first enrolment in the Undefended lioll contra non p)vchccia. It is thought

reasonable that decree in absence might be avoided by counsel putting

in defences at the bar (Mackay, Manual, 211) ; but the practice has been

to refuse, unless the penalty of £2, 2s. is paid. Where there are two or

more defenders, and one or more fails to lodge defences, the case must
be enrolled in the Undefended Eoll, for the purpose of getting decree

against those failing to lodge defences (Duke of Devonshire, 1873,

1 E. 45).

2. Recall of Decrees /.v Absexce.— Prior to 1838, if a party

desired to be reponed against a decree in absence, he had to make his

application in the form of a reclaiming note {Brackcnriclgc, 1834, 12 S.

654). Between 1838 and 1868, he proceeded by suspension (1 & 2 Vict,

c. 86, s. 5 ; Shand, Pract. 307). By the Court of Session Act, 1868, it is

provided that if, before the lapse of ten days from the date of a decree

in absence, the defender apply for the recall of the decree by enrolling

the cause in the Lord Ordinary's Motion Eoll (or, in Vacation, in the

Motion Eoll of the Lord Ordinary officiating on the Bills), and if, when
the cause is moved, the defender produces his defences, and pays to

the pursuer the sum of £2, 2s., the Lord Ordinary shall pronounce an
interlocutor recalling the decree in absence, and allowing the defences

to be received (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 23). If, however, w'here there

has been personal service, or where the defender has entered appearance,

the ten days have elapsed, and the decree has been extracted, and
nothing has been done sixty days after the expiry of a charge on it,

the party to be reponed must proceed as though the decree was in foro

(sec. 24). If the ten days have elapsed, but the decree has not been

extracted, the defender may have it recalled by reduction ; if the ten

days have elapsed, and the decree has been extracted and a charge

been made, but the sixty days have not expired, he must proceed by
suspension.

3. Expenses.—It would appear reasonable that the Lord Ordinary

should have power to dispense with the payment of the £2, 2s. of ex-

penses exigible under the 23rd sec. of the 1868 Act, if he thinks fit, but, in

practice, the £2, 2s. is usually exacted. In an undefended action the Court

will not grant decree for expenses if they are not concluded for in the

summons. And if concluded and decerned for, they must be taxed

(1 & 2 Geo. IV. c. 38, s. 33) ; but it is not necessary to have the auditor's
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report iip])rovc(l of in (jrdL-r Lo oiuiljlo the extractor to issue extract

decree for the expenses as taxed. If they are not inchidcd in the

decree, it is competent to move for them prior to the decree being

extracted (Ji7//(•a//^so/^ ISOO, 22 J). 599).

[Mackay, Mmmal, 211-4. Monteith Smith, Euypcnscs, 82, 94, 9.'..]

SeeDECKKE; Kei-oning; Suspension: IJ eduction.

Absence, Decree in: Sheriff Court.—A decree in absence

is the decree whicli is i)ronounced when a defender I'ails to enter appearance.

It is distinct from a decree by default, where a party fails tn (jljtemper an order

of the Court. If appearance is not entered, decree in absence may be taken

by the pursuer at any Court on wliich he chooses to enrol the case after

the expiry of the indiicicc. Even after appearance has been entered, if the

defender fails to lod^e defences within the proper time, decree in absence

may be taken, and will l»e pronounced "in respect of no defences" (Dove

Wilson, ^Shcrif Court J'lvrfur, 1:50: M'Eachrua, 18S5, 1 S. L. Eev. 'I'il

(Shcriir MoncreiO; now Lord jMoncreifl)); but see Sellar, Furms, i. 208, and

Miller, 1887, :'> S. L. Eev. 8:5 (Sheriff Muirhead), as to the practice in the

Lanarkshire Sheriff Courts, where a decree "in respect of no defences" is

treated as a decree by del'ault. If a pursuer fails to bring an action before

the Court for a year and a day from the expiry of the inducicc, the

action is dead, and he cannot obtain decree in absence, but must bring

a new action (M'Kuhl, 1882, !> 11. 790). AVhere a decree in absence

has been inadvertently pronounced before the expiry of the inducur, it is

null, and the defender is reponed without being rei^uired to consign

expenses (Voicnie, 1841, 4 D. 117) A decree in absence is made in terms

of the conclusions of the petition, subject to such restrictions, if any, as

the pursuer may have made on his claim (Sheriff Court Act, 187G, s. 14).

It carries expenses where asked for, and the omission to ask for them may

be remedied at any time, so lonn; as the first decree is not extracted

{Williamson, 1860, 22 D. 599). The period for allowing extract is seven

days after the granting of the decree (Sheriff Court Act, 1870, s. 14); and

the Sheriff cannot shorten this period, as the provisions of sec. 32 of the

Sheriff Court Act, 1870, apply only to actions which are defended.

Decrees in absence upon which a charge is competent are regarded as

decrees i/t /o>-o against the defender, subject to certain conditions: but

such decrees can always be reduced in the Court of Session. The decree,

to have the effect of a decn-e in fore, must have been pronounced after

personal service of the petition on the defender, or after the entering of

appearance for the defender with his authority, or where there has been

a personal charge on the decree. The decree must also not have been

recalled under the provisions for reponiug, and a charge must have been

given which has not been brought under review by suspension. Lastly, it

is necessary that six months must have elapsed since the date of the charge.

A decree in absence, where a charge is not competent, and where there has

Ijcen personal service or appearance, becomes final after the lapse of twenty

years from its date, unless before that tinu> it has been lawfully recalled

or brought under review by suspension or reduction (Sherilf Court Act,

1876,8.15).

Ri-poxi.XG AG.uxsT .1 Decrke IX ./^/v.sv- .vf/-.—Whctlu'r a decree ni

absence has been extracted or not, the defender may be reponed at any

time before implement has followed upon it. At any time within seven

days of the decree in absence, the defender may be reponed by consigning the
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sum of £2 and lodging his defences with tlie Sheriff Clerk, and thereafter

enrolling the case in the Sheriff's Motion IJoU for the first ensuing Court
dav, and moving the Court to recall the decree in al)sence. "When the

motion is made, the Sheriff pronounces an interlocutor recalling the decree

and allowing the defences to be received, and the action then proceeds as

if appearance had been made in due time. The Sheriff, unless there seems
to him to be any special reason to the contiaiy, orders the consigned money
to 1)6 paid to the pursuer towards his expenses, and this is done whether
the decree in absence has been recalled or not. Until the motion for the

recall of the decree in absence has been disposed of, the decree cannot be

extracted (Sheriif Court Act, 1876, s. 1-1 (1)). If the defender fails within

seven days to take the steps above mentioned, he may obtain the recall

of a decree in absence, whether extracted or not, at any time before

implement has followed thereon, or, so far as not implemented, by present-

ing to the Sheriff a written note in which he sets forth his explanation

of his failure to enter appearance in the action, and to take within

seven days the steps provided for reponing. Along with the explanation

he must lodge any documentary evidence which he has in support of his

statements. Further, the defender must lodge his defences in the action

and consign the sum of £5. The pursuer does not require to answer the

note, and the Sheriff, if satisfied with the explanation given, may recall

the decree so far as not implemented (Smitlt, 1S81, 18 S. L. Eev. 563), and
order payment to the pursuer of his expenses out of the consigned money,
including the expense of any charge or diligence upon the decree ; or he
may refuse the note, or do otherwi.se as he may think just (Sheriff" Court
Act, 1876, s. 14 (2)). The reponing note must be intimated to the pursuer

or his agent, and, until refused, the note operates as a sist of diligence upon
the decree. If the decree is recalled, the action proceeds as if appearance
therein had been duly made (Sheriff' Court Act, 1876, s. 14 (3)). Any
interlocutor, or order recalling, or incidental to the recall, of a clecree in

absence pronounced under the above-mentioned provi.sions as to reponing,

is final, and not subject to review (Sheriff Court Act, 1876, s. 14 (4)).

AVhere the provisions of the Sheriff' Court Act, 1876, are inapplicable, it

may be necessary to proceed under tlie Sheriff Court Act, 1853. The Act
only applies to decrees in absence which have been pronounced where no
appearance has been entered. Under this Act a defender may be reponed

against a decree, whether extracted or not, at any time before implement
has followed thereon, or against such part as may not have been implemented,

by lodging with the Sheriff Clerk a reponing note in the form in Schedule

15. annexed to the Act, consigning therewith the expenses decerned for, and
transmitting a copy of the note to the pursuer or his agent. The Sheriff

repones the defender, and appoints the consigned money to be paid over to

the pursuer, unless special cause be shown to the contrary. The Sheriff

may also decern in favour of the pursuer for the expense, or such part of it

as he tliinks just, of any charge or diligence which has proceeded upon the

decree. A certificate from the Sheriff" Clerk that the note has been lodged

operates as a sist of diligence. This certificate should l)e intimated to the

]iursuer. When the defender has been reponed, the action proceeds in

ordinary course (Sheriff Court Act, 1853, s. 2).

If the Sheriff Court Acts of 1853 and 1876 are to be read as not including

decrees pronounced where appearance has been entered, but afterwards

withdrawn or abandoned, then the procedure as to reponing provided by
the Act of Sederunt, 1839, s. 115, may be used (Chard and The Scottish

Jferitdhlc Securities Co., Journal of Jurisprudence, xviii 4'^0)- ^t is provided
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that, where a decree in absence has been pronounced or extracted, but has

not been implemented in whole or part, a petition may Ije presented to the

SherilV, craving to bo reponed ai^ainst the decree. "With the petition,

expenses must also be consii^aicd ; and thereupon the SherilV repones the

defender and revives the action. The Sherill' may award the pursuer such

part of the expenses as he may think reasonable, and he may make an

order for intimation and for appearance of the pursuer (Act of Sfjderunt,

18:59, s. 115).

Implement of a decree in absence operates in preventing reponing. A
decree is implemented whenever the property or person of the debtor has

been taken in execution of the debt (>Sf.rj)/ir/i.<:o/i, 1852, 14 I). 510 ; Boican,

1803,4 Irv. .'577; Mach(c/ifan,lS~>4r, 10 I). t>."!7): but an arrestment, not com-

pleted by a decree of furthcoming, is not implement (see Paul, 1889, ."J S. L.

Itev. O.J (Sheriff Cheyne)). In cases where there has been part implement

of a decree, the defender may be reponed to the effect of disputing his

liability for further payment (M'Fachraii, 1 S. L. Ifev. J.'.'>7 (Sheril'f Moncreiff,

now Lord Moncreilf ).

For decree in absence in Small Debt and Debts Ilecovery Courts, see

Small Dhut Coukt and Dkp.ts IiECOVEUV Couirr. See Uepoxing
;

PiKDUCTIOX.

Absence, Trial in.— l. Supreme Court.—A criminal trial cannot

be proceeded with in the Court of Justiciary iniless both prosecutor and
accused are present. If, when the diet is called, neither the prosecutor

nor the accused appears, the libel falls, and, in such a case, the Court

cannot pronounce sentence of outlawry against the accused. If the

prosecutor fails to appear, the Court will desert the diet, unless a valid

excuse for his absence is proferred, in which case the diet will merely be

adjourned. Nothing in the nature of trial, conviction, and sentence can

take place in the absence of the accused. If he fails to appear after his

name has been publicly called in Court, and at the door of the court-room,

and if no one comes forward on his behalf with a satisfactory explanation

of his absence, the ]tro]ier legal procedure is for the Court to pronounce
sentence of fugitation ur outlawry (si'e Outlawhy). The Com't may also,

if the accused has been on bail, declare that the bail-bond has been forfeited.

I'ttwer to pronounce sentence of outlawry is privative to the Supreme
Court; but inferior Courts may forfeit bail-) )onds (see Bail). 2. Inferior

Courts. — In the Sheriff" and Jury Court, and in Courts of Sunnnary
Jurisdiction, the rule is that the trial of an accused person can only take

place in his presence, luiless the charge is brought under a Statute which
authorises trial and conviction in the absence of the accused. The
Summary I'rocedure Act of 1804 (27 & 28 Yict. c. 53), s. 7, provides that if

the respondent fails to appear after being cited, the Court, on proof of

<itation, may issue a warrant for his apprehension, or may adjourn the

hearing to a future diet ; and, in cases where the complaint concludes for

a ]ieciniiary penalty only in the first instance, or where the Act of

Parliament founded on authorises procedure without the presence of the

respondent, the Court may, without adjournmg, proceed to hear and disi)Ose

of the com]>laint in the absence of the respondent. But (s. 15) "where the

Court shall proceed to dispose of the conqilaint in the absence of the

respondent, judgment shall not be pronounced against him until the

complaint has been established to the satisfaction of the Court by such

evidence as is competent, unless the special Act authorises conviction in

VOL. I. 2
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default of appearance." In cases where it is competent to try the accused

in his absence, it is essential that he shall have been properly cited to

appear {Wadddl, 1857, 2 Irv. Gil).—[Hume, ii. 265; Alison, ii. :349

;

Macdonald, 429; Anderson, Crim. Law, 230.] See Bail; Criminal
Prosecution ;

Outlawry.

Absence of Appellant.—An appellant, if under sentence of

imprisonment, nuist appear personally at the liearing (o8 & oO Vict. c. 62,

s. 10).

Absolute Disposition.—The expression "absolute disposition"

is 2;eiicrally applied to a disposition of heritable property which conveys

subjects ex facie absolutely to the disponee, although the object of the

disponer and the disponee is that the disponee should in reality hold the

subjects conditionally, e.g. in security of a debt or for some other trust purpose.

The disposition being ex facie absolute, the disponer can, under the Act
169G, c. 25, prove only by writ or oath of the disponee the terms on wdiich

the disposition was granted; and the practice, in the case of granting a

disposition which is ex facie absolute but iu reality only in security or for

some other purpose, is for the disponee to execute a separate writing,

usually called a back-bond or back-letter, setting forth the conditions on

which the subjects have been conveyed to him. The absolute disposition

does not differ in form from an ordinary disposition of heritage unless as

regards the consideration in the narrative clause, which in the absolute

disposition {Juridical Styles, i. 430) usually bears to be " for certain onerous

causes and considerations " (for form of disposition, see Disposition), and

the disponee under an absolute disposition takes iufeftment in the same
manner as a disponee under an ordinary disposition (see Disposition). The
Act 1G9G, c. 25, enacts "that no action of declarator of trust shall be
sustained, as to any deed of trust made for hereafter, except upon a

declaration or back-bond of trust lawfully subscribed by the person

alleged to be the trustee, and against whom, or his heirs or assignies,

the declarator shall be intented, or unless the same be referred to the oath

of party simpliciter." To constitute a " declaration or back-bond of trust,"

in the sense of this Statute, it is not necessary that there should be a

probative deed. " On the contrary, a trust may be competently proved

by writings under the hand of the party, importing an admission or

acknowledgment of a trust, as, for instance, by a holograph writing signed

by him, or by a writing to which his signature is adhibited, if its authent-

icity is not disputed, or shall be instructed. And not only so, but the

fact of the existence of a trust may also be competently established by the

tenor of several writings taken together; and this, although there may,.

in terms, be no positive declaration of trust, or direct expressions of that

import. But then, while that latitude has been allowed, it has never, I

apprehend, been so, except with the restriction and limitation (and a most

necessary one) that the contents of the writings shall, although not in direct

words, amount to an unambiguous acknowledgment of the existence of a trust,,

or shall be such as not to be capable of being explained in any other way
than as an admission that the party holds in trust. They must be perfectly

unequivocal " (per L. Wood in Seth, 1855, 17 D., at p. 1124 ; and Ee Parnell,.

1894, 22 E. 74). The books of the alleged trustee kept by himself amount

to writ of party in the sense of the Statute 169G, c. 25 (see Seth, ut siqjra)^
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and if impiobative letters or ineinoranda signed by the disponee under an
absolute disposition, or his books kept by himself, show tliat he boKls the

subjects conditionally, parole proof will be allowed as to the extent of tlie

obligation to which these writings api)ly (see M'Laren on IFUls and Sacrcssions,

ii. 1UG7, and cases there cited). Whilst the Statute of 1(J9G, c. 2't, re(iuires

the '^'ranter of an absolute disposition to prove by writ or oath of the

disponee the conditions on which the deed was granted, a third party,

having an interest, can establish 2rrotit dc jure the existence of a trust, an

ex facie ownership in the trustee (or disponee) notwithstanding (see L. T.

Hope in Scott, 1832, 11 S., at p. 20 ; Mlddlcton, 18G1, 23 D. 526; Wink;

18G7, G M, 77; Hastic, 188G, 13 R. 84.'5; M'Laren on Wills and Successions,

ii. 1070). Forms of back-letters are given in Juridical Stt/les, \. 421 et sc/j.,

4:!0, ii. 440 d scq.

An absolute disposition can be used for constituting a security not only for

money lent, but also for money to be lent, i.e. for future debts and for obligations

ad facta 2>ra:Htanda , and in practice it is often used for constituting a security

for fluctuating sums. A bond and disposition in security cannot be used as

a security for future debts, because the Statute 1G9G, c. 5, enacts "that any

disposition or other rights that shall be granted for hereafter for relief or

security of debts to be contracted for the future shall be of no force as to any
such debts as shall l)e found to be contracted after the sasine or infeftnient

following on the said disposition or right, but prejudice to the validity of the

said disposition and right as to other points as accords." It has been held

(1) that, under the Act 169G, c. 5, an infeftnient in security of (lel)t covers

only the sum advanced at the date of the infeftnient as opposed to the date of

the security writ, and that an infeftnient in security, given for an indefinite

or contingent sum, is incflectual against the lands {Louis, 1731, Mor. 1233;

Dempster, 1750, Mor. 10290; Pickering, 1788, Mor. 1155; Steins Creditors,

1789, :Mor. 1158, 123G ; 1793,Mor. 14127 ; 1794, 3 Pat. 345 ; Broufjlis Creditors,

1791, Mor. 1159); but (2) it has also been held that where the debtor grants

an absolute obligation to pay the full amount named in the bond, e.g. on

receiving a search of incumbrances, the bond will be valid in the creditor's

favour although a balance is not paid until after infeftnient on the bond has

been taken {Fidton, 182G, 4 S. 740; Derivpstcr,'ut supra); (3) that where the

deeds constituting the security are not delivered to the creditor until the sum
for which the security was granted has been advanced, tiie circumstance of

the sum having been advanced after the date of the infeftnient will not in-

validate the security (2 Ptoss,L. C. G38; Dunlar, 1789, Mor. 115G); (4) that

an infeftnient in security of a debt constituted by bills is not rendered in-

effectual by the renewal of the bills (2 lioss, L. C. 671 ; Bank of Scotland, 1781,

2 ltoss,L. C. 671; Bank of Scotland, 1782, 2 Eoss, L. C. 679); and (5) that an

infeftnient in security may be granted for an obligation adfactumpra'standu7ii

{Edniondone, 1888, 16 R. 1). An infeftnient of relief granted to a cautioner in

a cash account was found iiiefffdual as to any debt contracted posterior to the

date of the mk^imenX, {Browjlis Crcditors,ut supra),h\\t it has been provided

by section 7 of 19 & 20 Vict. c. 91 (renewing a former Act, 54 Geo. in. c. 137,

which had been repealed) that " it shall be lawful for any person possessed

of lands or other heritable property, and desiring to i»ledge the same in

security of any sums paid or balances arising or which may arise upon

cash accounts or credits, or by way of relief to any persons who may
become bound with him for the payment of such sums or balances,

although paid or arising posterior to the date of the infeftnient, to grant

heritable securities accordingly upon his lands or other heritable property,

containing procuratory of resignation and precept of sasine for iufefting
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any bank or bankers or olber persons who shall agree to give such cash

accounts or credits, or for infefting such persons as shall become cautioners

for him, or jointly bound with him, in such cash accounts or credits:

])rovided always that the principal and interest which may become due

upon such cash accounts or credits shall 1)0 limited to a certain detinite

sum, to be specitied in the security, such detinite sum not exceeding the

amount of the principal sum, and three years' interest thereon at the rate

of live pounds per centum : provided also, that it shall be lawful for the

l)erson to whom any such cash account or credit is granted to operate upon
the same by drawing out and paying in such sums from time to time as

the parties shall settle between themselves, and that the sasines or

infeftments taken upon such heritable securities shall be equally valid

and etlectual as if the whole sums advanced upon such cash account or

credit had been paid prior to the date of the sasine or infeftment taken

thereon, and that any such heritable security shall remain and subsist to

the extent of the sum limited, or any lesser sum, until the cash account

<tr credit is finally closed, and the balance paid up and discharged, and
the sasine or infeftment renounced." By sec. 134 of the Titles to Land
Consolidation (Scotland) Act, 18G8 (31 & 32 Vict. c. 101), the provisions

of that Act relative to bonds and dispositions in security are made
applicable to all heritable securities ; and accordingly a cash-credit bond
containing heritable securities can now be in the form, as nearly as may
])e, of a bond and disposition in security in the statutory form (Juridical

fSlylcs, i. 427). Specification of the principal sum, with three years' interest

thereon at the rate of five per cent., is sufficient to satisfy the requirements

of sec. 7 of the Act 19 & 20 Vict. c. 91, as regards the specification of the

limit to which the security may extend {Morton, 1828, 7 S. 172 ; affd. 1830,

4 W. & S. 379). It is well settled that an absolute disposition, qualified

by a back-bond, is not struck at by the Act 1696, c. 5 {Ricldell, 1782, Mor,

1154; 2 Ross, L. C. 721); and the provisions of the Act (19 & 20 Vict.

c. 91) are not applicable to a security constituted by way of absolute

disposition.

The disponee under an absolute disposition, qualified by an unrecorded

back-bond, is in a different position from a holder of an infeftment in

securitv, such as the grantee under a bond and disposition in security in

the ordinary statutory form (31 & 32, c. 101, s. 118, Schedule (FF) No. 1).

The exfacie absolute disposition has the effect of vesting the subjects conveyed
in the disponee under it, and he can sell or burden the subjects, and can

give a valid title to purchasers or incumbrancers who transact with him on
the faith of the records, although his doing so is in violation of the terms of

an unrecorded back-letter granted by himself. The disponer's interest is

i-educed to a personal right against the disponee to have the estate, or the

proceeds of its sale, as the case may be, reconveyed or paid to him, on
payment or under deduction of tlie debts secured by the disposition (see L.

Watson in Union Bank of Scotland, 1886, 14 II. (H. L.), at p. 3). Whilst,

however, the disponee can so deal with third parties, the substance of the

transaction, rather than the form of his title, is considered in a question

between him and his disponer, or those in the disponer's right. Accordingly,

\\'here a l^ank obtained and recorded an ex facie absolute disposition of

certain subjects, and granted a back-letter, which was not recorded, to the

effect that the subjects were held in security, until full payment of all sums
of money due, or which might thereafter become due by the disponer ; and
where the disponer assigned her right of reversion in the subjects to another

bank, and this assignation was intimated to the first bank ; and where
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advances were thereafter made to the disponer by both l^anks,—the House
of Lords, reversing the judgment of the Court of Session, held that, in a

question between the two banks, the security of the first bank was limited

to advances made prior to the date when the assignation was intimated, on

the <a'ound that the intimation to the; lirst Ixmk C(nnpleted the transference*

of the jus crcditi vested in the disponer, and placed the first bank under

obligation to give effect to the right which had been intimated (Union JUud:

of S'otlamJ, nl supra, 188G, 14 II. (H. L.) 1, revg. 18.S5, 13 II. o80). It was

formerly thought that among the risks to which the granter of an cj- facie

absolute dis])osition, ([ualified l)y an unrecorded back-bond, was exposed, was

his disponee's bankruptcy (]>ell, Frin. § 912), but according to the decision

of the House of Lords in the case of the Hcritahlc Itcvcrsionary Co. Lim.

(18!)1, 18 i;. IIGG; rev. 1802, 19 1{. (H. L) 43), a trustee on the sec'iuestrated

estate of a disponee, holding property in security on an ex facie absolute

title, does not take the property absolutely, but only subject to the contract

with the disponer, and with no greater rights than the bankrupt himself

had ((Joudy on Jkinlcriqitcii, 205).

The disponee under an al)Solute disposition, although qualified by an

unrecorded back-bond, cannot poind the ground, because he is, feudally

speaking, a proprietor, not a mere incumbrancer {Scot. Her. Sccur. Co., 187(3,

3 I{. 33."), in which case an opinion was expressed that, even although the

back-letter had been recorded, he could not have used the diligenee); and

whilst he can collect rents from tenants without resort to an action of

maills and duty (see L. V. Inglis in Scot. Her. Secur. Co., ut supra, at

p. 340), his a})propriate remedy for obtaining possession of the subjects

conveyed to liim, if the disponer himself is in possession, is an action of

declarator and removing—not an action of summary ejection (Itankin,

1868, 7 M. 126; Scot. Fro}). Invest. Co. Build. Soc., 1881, 8 E. 737: Bell,

Frill. § 912 ; and see sec. 5 of 57 & 58 Vict. c. 44, as to power of a heritable

creditor to evict a proprietor in personal occupation). An absolute disponee

cannot be ousted from possession by the trustee in a sequestration of the

disponer's estates until the amount due to him has been satisfied {Lindsay,

1853, 15 D. 583). Although heritable securities, not excluding executors,

are moveable as regards the succession of the creditor (31 & 32 Vict. c.

101, s. 117 ; and see Morgan, 1890, 17 L. 1170), securities by way of absolute

disposition, qualified by back-bond or back-letter, are heritable as regards

the succession of the disponee (sec. 3 (10)). A heritable right ex facie in

security may be expressly discharged, or discharged without any deed of

discharge, and simply by payment, but the only hnlilc method for rein-

stating the disponer in his rights to the subjects conveyed by an ex facie

absolute disposition is by granting to him a reconveyance (per L. Fraser in

National Bank ofScotland Lim., ut supra, 13 R., at p. 400 ; and see L. P. Inglis

in Scot. Her. Seeur. Co., ut supra, 3 E., at p. 340). Besides, a disposition

expressly in security can never become by prescription a disposition in

absolute property (see L. liraxfield in Scott, 3 Boss, L. C. 467 ; L. Fraser in

National Bank of Scotland Lim., 13> B., at ]). 400; and see Chambers, 182:1,

2 S. 366); but where there is infeftment on an ex facie absolute disposition,

with possession for the prescriptive period, the party in right of the infeft-

ment will be entitled to the absolute property, and the rigiits und^er any

relative unrecorded back-bond will be cut down (see L. Fraser in National

Bank of Scotland, ut supra, 13 B., at p. 400 ; Munro, 19 .May 1812, F. C.

;

and cp. SmifJi, 1879, 6 B. 798, and Chand>ers, ut supra). Further, where

an absolute disposition is t|ualitied by a back-bond, the disponer can confer

a right of absolute property on the disponee by discharging or destroying
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the back-bond (see L. Fraser, 13 E. 400); whilst a discharge of the right

of reversion under a heritable security by a debtor does not convert an

ex facie security title into one of absolute property (see L, Fraser, 13 E.,

at p. 400 : and MiUa-, 1820, Hume, GG2).

Securities constituted by absolute disposition, qualified by back-bond,

are, as a rule, good to the extent of the value of the subjects for any debt

to be incurred, whether before or after infeftment, under the disposition

{Eiddd, 1782, Mor. 1154: James, 183G, 15 S. 12 ; Maitland, 1827,6 S. 109),

inclusive of the expense of ameliorations made by the disponee {Nelson, 1874,

1 E. 1093). Thus, where a party holds a heritable subject under a title

€X facie absolute, and the back-bond is general in its tenor, the security

created not being limited either expressly or by implication, the disponee

may refuse to denude until he is relieved of advances or obligations incurred

prior as well as posterior to his acquisition of the property (see L.

Fullerton in Bohcrtson, 1840, 2 D. at p. 291 ; and Creditors of Brougli,

1793, Mor. 2585); and even in cases where the back-bond is not quite

general, but specifies particular obligations, the absolute disponee may refuse

to denude until not only such particular obligations, but also subsequent

advances, have been satisfied {Russell, 1829, 7 S. 767 ; affd. 1831, 5 W. & S.

256 ; Teirncy, 1832, 10 S. 664 ; L. Fullerton in Robertson, ut supra, 2 D., at

p. 292 ; Baileny, 1808, N. M. ; cp. App. Part i. No. 5 ; Bonrjcd, 1795, Mor.

2607). There is, to use the words of Lord Fullerton in Boberfson, " another

class of cases which support this conclusion, that if the trustee, holding the

trust-subjects under an exfacie absolute title, shall, in the legitimate exercise

of his trust powers, become possessed of sums, the proceeds of the trust-

estate, which not only satisfy the special obligations for relief of which the

trust was granted, but leave a surplus in his hands, he, if he be creditor

of the truster in other debts besides those for securing which the trust-

right was granted, may be entitled to plead compensation on these debts

against his truster, just as he would have been entitled to do against any
other debtor of his whose money had lawfully come into his hands

"

(Sturgeon, 20 Jan. 1813, F. C. ; Murray, 1744, Mor. 2626). But if the back-

bond bears that an ex facie absolute disposition was granted in security of

one specific debt, and that the disponee is to reconvey, whether the other

debts due to him were paid or not, there is no right of retention for these

other debts (see L. Fullerton, 2 D. 293) ; and, moreover, when an absolute

disposition is ascertained, hahili modo, to have been granted in security of

a particular debt specially named, and it appears clear that the intention

of parties was to limit it to a particular debt, the security constitiited by
the absolute disposition will not cover debts due prior to the date of the

disposition {Bujbertson, ut supra). Where subjects had been conveyed by
ab^lute disposition in security of a bond of credit, it was held that the

security did not cover advances made by the disponee on behoof of the

disponer subsequent to the date of the latter's sequestration {Galium,

1885, 12 E. 1137; and see Bell, Com. ii. 22.3).

If the back-bond (not a duplicate of it, see Scottish Hcritcible Security

Co., ut supra) relative to an absolute disposition is recoi'ded in the appropriate

register of sasines, the obligation to denude comes to have the force of

a real limitation of the disponee's right (Bell, Brin. § 912). The security

will stand good at least for such sums as were advanced prior to the date

of registration of the back-bond when it is general in its terras, and the

judicial production of the back-l)ond, or a judicial demand for a reconvey-

ance in terms of it, is treated as having the same effect as registration

(Bell, Pn?i. § 912; Bell, Lectures, ii. 1174; Menzies, 861; Bell, Com. ii.
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223) ; but it cannot be said to be settled that the registration or judicial

production of a Ijack-bond, general in its terms, makes the security

inoperative for advances su])sequent thereto (see c'j. L. J. 0. Moncreitf

in Union Ikmh, ut .vjrn', 13 U., at 390). The recording or judicial produc-

tion, however, of a back-bond, specifying a sum for which the absolute

disposition has been granted, has the effect of restricting the disposition

to a security to the extent specified in the l)ack-bond, if so much has not

then been advanced (Dell, Con), ii. 223
;
Ketfh, 1795, Mor. 11G3)

;
and after

the registration of such a back-bond, the disposition cannot be used as a

security for a greater sum than is specified in the back-bond (Menzies, 801).

Notwithstanding an unrecorded back-l)und, the disjjonee, under an

cxfucie absolute disposition, is l)ound to implement the conditions of the

feu prestable by tlie sui)erior (ClaH; 1800, 12 J). 1047; Liquidator nf

City of Glasfjoin Bank, 1882, 9 K. 089). Nor does the mere recording

of the l)ack-bond appear to reinstate the disponer in the radical right

to the lands contained in an absolute disposition. At all events, a

creditor who was infct't in certain burgage subjects, in virtue of an ex

facie absolute disposition, was treated both by the Court of Session and

the House of Lords as the feudal owner of the subjects, although he

had put on record a back-bond setting forth that the disposition to him

was in security of debt only, and although he afterwards executed and put

on record a discharge and renunciation of the security {Gardync, 1851,

13. D. 912 ; rev. 1853^ 1 Maccp 358 ; and see also MClelkmd, 1857, 19 D. 574).

In the case of Gardync, the Court of Session held the creditor personally

liable in payment of a ground-annual with which the propei ty was burdened,

J)ut the House of Lords reversed the decision, on the ground that the person

in right of the ground-annual, although the personal obligation to pay tlie

ground-annual continues binding on the original obliger and his represent-

atives, and although he had a riglit for it "against tlui lands into whoseso-

ever hands they might come, had no personal action against a purchaser

of them (see also Millar, 1849, 11 D. 495; rev. 1853, 1 Macq. 345). But

where, after an action had been raised against a person infett in certain

subjects on an ex facie absolute disposition, concluding for implement of

certain obligations alleged to be contained in the title of the subjects, he

recorded a back-bond and executed a reconveyance of the subjects to

his debtor, and obtained a decree in absence ordaining him to register the

reconveyance, the Lord Ordinary (Lord Kinnear) expressed the opinion

that the recording of the l)ack-boiid and tlie registration of the reconveyance

operated a divestiture of the feudal title so" far as the absolute disponee

was concerned; but the judges of the First Division abstained from ex-

pressing any opinion on that point (MarshaH's Trs., 1888, 15 R 702). In

the case of M'Bridc (1894, 21 R. 020), wliere a disponer by an ex facie

al (Solute disposition, qualified by an unrecorded back-bond, had disponed to

a creditor certain .subjects, and thereafter had them reconveyed by the

creditor to him, it was held that he had a good title to sue for alleged

damage to the property done to it by the operations of the railway com-

pany whilst it was held liy his creditor.

As between a bondholder and the subsequent holder of a security

constituted by ex facie absolute disposition, their rights are not considered

as those of security-holder and those of proprietor respectively. It has

accordingly been held that the holder of a recorded ex facie absolute dis-

position, qualified by an unrecorded back-bond restricting his right to a

right in security, was not entitled to reduce a sale of the security subjects

on the fn-ouud'that a prior l)ondholder had disregarded certain statutory
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provisions embodied in the l)()iul in his favour {Stcwarf, 1882, 10 E. 192);
and that a heritable creditor under a bond and disposition in security, who
had entered into possession and collected the rents, was bound to relieve

a postponed creditor under an ex facie absolute disposition of feu-duty paid

by the latter in respect of the subjects {Li'^uidators of (he City of Ulasjjoia

L'anl; 1882, 9 E. G89).

The question has been raised whether a creditor holding a disposition

cv facie absolute has, as in a question between him and the disponer, a

power to sell by private bargain, and the better opinion seems to be that

he has such power (see Dunean, 189."s 21 R ;!7 ; and I'ecillie, 1884, 12 E.

199; Aiken, 799, Hume, 551). In the case of Baillie, L. J. C Moncreiff

observed :
" In regard to the limitations of the creditor's right, it has

been well settled that, in the first place, an absolute disposition will give the

purchaser under it—where the sale is by virtue of powers to the granting of

which the debtor has been a party—an absolute right, and that it will not be
in the power of the original proprietor, the debtor, to (piarrel that disposition,

if the powers of the creditor have been duly and properly exercised. It is

another matter where the (ptestion is between the debtor himself and the

creditor, for if the creditor has not exercised this right—absolute as it is

where third parties are concerned—in a fair, reasonable, and equitable

manner, the Court will give a remedy, and that remedy will not be by
setting aside the sale, but by giving the pursuer, the debtor, an opportunity
of proving damage arising from reckless or inequitable use of the powers
which the disposition gave him" (see also Park, 1880, 7 E. 540). Although
a heritable creditor under an absolute disposition and unrecorded back-bond
can sell either by private bargain or public roup, the Court may interdict a
proposed sale by him, if the debtor can show that no prejudice is likely

to arise to the creditor by delay, and that theie maybe prejudice or injustice

to him by an immediate sale {Lucaa, etc., 1870, 4 E. 194).

Although the maker of an ck facie absolute disposition is not entitled

to claim possession of the subjects conveyed liy the deed, subject to the

disponee's security for advances (Lcekie, 1854, 17 D. 77), yet if the disponer
is allowed to remain in possession, leases granted by him will be valid

(Ahhot, 1870, 8 M. 791).

As opposed to the ev facie ahmlute disposition, ([ualified by back-bond,
and the bond and disposition in security, there is sometimes met in practice

a disposition conceived in terms of full conveyance, but expressly in

security of a certain transaction, where the precise amount cannot be
ascertained ; as, for example, in relief of what may be deficient and re(piisite

to be paid of a composition. Dealing with a disposition of this sort.

Professor Bell (Bell, Com. i. 725), says: "It is a rule in all rights in

security, that the debt for which they are granted shall be specific in

amount, and in the name of the creditor. And the question here is

whether the words of absolute conveyance have the effect of raising an
exception to that rule, as in the case of an absolute disposition ? The
most unchallengeable security in such a case, undouljtedly, is an aljsolute

conveyance, with a back-bond recorded. But it does not appear to be
hurtful to the effect of tlie absolute conveyance, that the deed should also

set forth the nature of the transaction. The right conveyed is universal

;

the condition is a fair one, though the amount of the burden is necessarily

indefinite." In Camphcll (1805, 4 M. 23), however, where the maker of a
disposition disponed a right of mid-superiority under redemption, by making
payment of certain sums of money, and it appeared fnmi the clauses of the
disposition that it was granted in further security of a debt for which a
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personal bond li;id formerly been granted, it was held that the deed was

f./;/rtag a disposition in secnrity merely, and did not divest the granter of

the mid-superiority, but only burdened it.

On the subject of absolute disposition, see Bell, Prin. §§ 012, VM'u , and

1094; Uell, Com. i. 714, 724-5, ii. 22.;, 272-:3
;
V>i^, La-tarrs, ii. 117;;-5;

INIenzies, 8(>0-2 ; Koss, Lcadiwj Casea, ii. 721-41 ; Duif, Feudal Conveyanchuj

,

295 ;
Juridiccd Styles, i. 4:50, ii. 440.

Absolute Warrandice—See Waerandice.

Absolvitor.—Absolvitor is the term applied to a decision favour-

able to a defender; cuiidcmiuitor being the term formerly (but no longer)

used to denote a decree in favour of the pursuer. It constitutes res

judicata, and excludes another action on the same grounds.—[See Dechek
;

Dismissal.]

Abstracted IVIllItureS.—^lultures (payments in kind for

grinding corn, exigible under the practical obligation of thirlage, now almost

in disuse) were said to l)e " a])stracted " when the occupants of the lands

thirled to a particidar mill wrongfully failed to have their victual ground

at that mill. If the right of thirlage was not questioned, the remedy of

the owner of the mill or his tenant was found in a process of abstracted

multures, a petitory action competent either in the Court of Session or in

the Sheritl" Court (cp. StvhU, 1873, 11 M. 5;J0 ; Juridieal Styles, 2nd ed., vol. iii.

p. 83). If the right of thirlage was questioned, a declaratory process in

the Court of Session was necessary (see Astriction). Multures not pursued

for within five years, prescri1)e, unless proved by writ or oatli (169G, c.

14Y See Thirlage.

Acceleration of Dividends in Sequestration.—
Under the Ikinkruptey Act, 1850 (19 .^: 20 A'ict. c. 79), lixed periods are

detiued for payment of dividends, the first being payable on the first law-

ful day after the expiry of six montlis, and the second on the first lawful

day after the expiry of ten months, from the date of the deliverance

awarding sequestration; while subsequent dividends are payalile on the

first lawful day after the expiry of every three months from the date of

payment of the immediately preceding dividend (ss. 129, 131, 132). These

periods of pavment may, however, be accelerated. Even before the period

for the first \Uvidend, it is competent for three-fourths in numl>er and

value of the creditors at the meeting after the bankrupt's examination, or

any subseijuent meeting called for the purpose, to direct the trustee to

apply to the Lord Ordinary on the Bills, or the Sheritt" before whom the

sequestration is proceeding, for authority, on cause shown, to pay the first

dividend at an earlier period, not less than four months from tiie date of

the foresaid deliverance, and to accelerate tlie second and other dividend;?,

(s. 133.) After a second dividend has been paid, the creditors (by a

majority in value, s. 101) may themselves determine that future dividends

shall be paid at shorter than the statutory intervals, and the atl'airs of

the estate brought to a more speedy close (s. 133.).—[Coudy on Jhailnq^tcy,

340 ; Murdociron Banh-iq^tey, 280]. See Sequestratiox.
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Acceptance.—See Offer and Acceptance.

Acceptance of Bill of Exchange. — See Bills of

Excha:^l;k.

Accept! latio.—Acccjjfilaiio is, in Eoman law, a formal mode of

extiiiguishiug an ohligation. It was primarily applicable only to debts

contracted by stipulation (Uiff. 46. 4. 13) ; and was effectual whether pay-

ment had or had not been received (Dig. 46. 4. 16). In form an acceptilatio

must be absolute, not conditional (Dig. 46. 4. 4), and must take effect at

once, and not at a subsequent date (Die/. 46. 4. 5). These restrictions were

overcome, and the application of acceptilatio widely extended, by converting

any kind of obligation into a stipulation by means of a formula, known as

the Aquiliana stipidatio, and given by Justinian {Inst. iii. 29. 2). The new
verbal obligation extinguished the old obligation by novation, and was in

its turn itself extinguished by the formal acceptilatio. With regard to the

application of acce^Jtilatio in Scots law, see Stair, i, 18. 5, and Erskine {Inst.

iii. 4. 8). See Acceptilation.

Accept! lation.—A mode recognised in the law of Scotland of

extinguishing an obligation by accepting something merely imaginary in

payment of the debt or satisfaction of the obligation, or by a declaration that

the del3t has been paid or the obligation performed, when it has not. The
term also covers satisfaction of the debt or obligation upon grounds equivalent

to payment or direct performance (Stair, i. 18. 5). An obligation constituted

verbally may usually be extinguished by a verbal declaration of satisfaction
;

but writ or oath is usually necessary to prove renunciation, or payment, of a

debt over £100 Scots (£8, 6s. 8d.), though not constituted by writing, if the

transaction is not for ready money {Shctw, 1877, 5 R. 245). If the obligation

be constituted by writing (except bills and promissory notes, 45 & 46 Vict.

c. 61, s. 100), the proof of satisfaction must, according to the ordinary rule,

be by the writ or oath of the creditor. Discharge Ijy acceptilation may
be either express or implied {GrcUtam, 1683, Mor. 6534). Imaginary
satisfaction, made in the best faith, to one whom the debtor hooid Jidc took

for his creditor, has not the privilege of extinguishing the obligation {Homes,

1661, Mor. 1788) which is accorded to real payment or satisfaction made
in the same circumstances.—[Stair, i. 18. 3 & 5 ; Bankt. i. 24. 20 ; Ersk.

Inst. iii. 4. 8 : Ersk. Pr. iii. 4. 3 ; Bell, Prin. s. 582.] See Acceptilatio
;

Discharge.

Accepting" Service.—In petitions and actions (particularly

where these are of an amical)le nature), it is not uncommon for the agent

of the respondent or defender to accept service, and so dispense with formal

citation. The acceptance of service ought to be in writing (which ought

to be holograx)h) {Cidlcn, 1829, 8 S. 197), and is usually by indorsation on

a copy of the summons ; correspondence between agents has, however, been

held sufficient ( Wilson, 1826, 4 S. 623). Service ought to be actual, and not

accepted, (1) where diligence is to be vised
; (2) in competitions where the

interests of third parties are concerned ; and (.">) in actions of constitution

and adjudication.—[Mackay, Manual, 202.] See Citation.
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Access to Children.—See Custody of Children.

Accessary.—riuilt by accession may be incuned Ijy counsel or

assistance tu llir piiiiciiial before the crime, or by concert, or assistance

at the time. Comisel must be direct and serious to infer guilt (Hume, i.

278, 279; Alison, i. 57, 58; Macdonald, 4; McDonald, 1 White, 315).

A person in authority ordering a sul)ordinate, or any j)erson making use

of a child or idiot, are cases in pohit (Hume, i. 277, 281; Alison, i. 58;

iVIacdonald, 4; Ross, 1 Swin. 195). The person giving the order or counsel

may be the worse criminal of the two in some cases, as, e.g. in a case of

bribery (Hume, i. 278, 270; Macdonald, 4). What was instigated must

reasonably tend to such a crime as is connnitted. But if what hapi)ened

was likely as a result, the instigator is liable (Hume, i. 180 ; Alison, i. 59
;

Macdonald, 5 ; Eeid, 3 Irv. 235). The instigator is liable although the

])erson instigated procures another to do the deed (Burnett, 2G6 ;
x\lison, i.

50; Macdonald, 5), or commits the crime by mistake on a wrong person

(Hume, i. 280 ; Alison, i. 58). If instigation be not so serious as to infer

guilt ^:>cr se, no conviction can follow unless there be evidence of assistance

(Hume, i. 276, 277 ; Alison, i. GO ; Macdonald, 6).

Assistance given will infer guilt, if direct, such as supplying poison, or

acting as a decoy, although this was done only to obtain a reward from the

perpetrator (Hume, i. 274, 275 ; Alison, i. 59, 60 ; Macdonald, 6). But it

must be in contemplation of the particular crime.

Instigation or assistance must be operative at the time of the crime,

not witlulrawn in tlie knowledge of the j)erpetrator. But withdrawal will

not free from guilt, if it do not reach the principal before he has done the

deed (Hume, i. 279, 280 ; Macdonald, 7).

It does not matter where the instigation is given : it makes the instigator

guilty of what is done, althougli in a different place or country {Duncan,

J. Sliaw, ::34).

Accession may be given at the time of the offence. Combination at

the moment may be enough (Hume, i. 271 ; Macdonald, 7). Persons

watching while otliers do the crime are guilty (Hume, i. 102, 265 ; Alison,

i. 62, 280-01 ; Macdonald, 8). But there nnist be participation in what

was done (Hume, i. 266, 267, 270, 271, 280: Alison, i. 63, 64; Macdonald,

8). But this may be presumed, if the general purpose was to commit
heinous crime {Swanson, 1 Swin. 9). It is a difficult question whether

partici})ation can be inferred from non-interference by a person witnessing

a crinu" (Hume, i. 265 ; Burnett, 270 ; jMacdouald, 9 ; Kerr, 2 Coup. 334).

(Juilt might be inferred in the case of a magistrate witnessing a crime, and

not assisting to prevent it (Hume, i. 397).

Accession after the fact is not held to constitute a crime, except in

treason (Hume, i. 282, 283, 533; Alison, i. 616; Macdonald, 3). See

Ai;t and Pakt ; AccoMrLiCE.

AcceSSiO.—'I1ie doctrine of accession as a mode of acquiring

properly is derived from the Ivomau law. The word acccssio has been used

by commentators not only in its proper sense of increase, but also as

denoting the manner in which the increase becomes one's property, and in

the latter sense it is lu^re employed. This mode of accpiisition is fully

recognised in the law of Scotland, as in all legal systems, the effect of its

operation being generally this, that when two things have an intimate
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connection Nvitli or dependence upon one another, the jjiupeity of the

principal thing draws after it that of its accessory. The accessory is

merged in the principal, and previons rights of ownership in it disappear

(Stair, ii. 1, s. ;'>4; Bankt. i. oOG, s. 10 ; Ersk. ii. 1, s. 14 et saj). Accession is

either natural or artificial. By natural accession the young of tame and
domestic animals belong to the owner of the mother, and the fruits and
produce of the earth to the proprietor of the soil. A general exception

must, however, be made of industrial fruits, which go with the property of

the seed and labour (Bell, Frin. s. 1473). By natural accession, likewise

the insensible addition made to land by the gradual accumulation of soil

carried down by a river or washed in by the sea, accrues to the owner of

the ground (see Alluvio), and the same rule applies in the case of the

gradual deviation of a river from its course. On the other hand, if the

change be rapid and violent, as by the tearing away of part of a river bank
(see AvuLSlo), or the sudden and marked deflection of a river's course (see

Alvei Mutatio), there is no acquisition by accession, unless by acquiescence

of the proprietor whose land is diminished. Natural forces may be set in

motion or directed by artificial means ; if the operations have been lawful,

the same doctrines seem to apply as if the process of change had been
natural from the beginning, but a landowner is not entitled to profit by his

own wrongful act or any of its consequences (Eankine on Landowership,

Artificial or industrial accession is produced by the application of skill

or industry whereby the value of a thing is increased. It falls under the

four general heads of Ad.iuxctio, Specificatio, Commixtio, and Confusio
((7-2'.). Acljundio\\\Q\\x(\.eii Kdijicatio/plantat'io, and s«iio, where a man builds,

plants, or sows on the ground of another. In Roman law it also included the

accession of writing to parchment and of paintings to the canvas, but Erskine

points out {Inst. ii. 1, s. 15) that these more properly fall under Spccijicatio,

or the converting of another's materials into a new form or species. These
different modes of accession and the rules specially applicable to them are

more particularly dealt with under their respective titles, but it may be
remarked that in all of them tlie property of the principal draws after it

that of the accessory, the only difficulty being to fix which is the principal.

The followinn; rules have been o-iven for ascertainiuf;; this : That of two
suljstances one of which can exist separately, the other not, the former is

the principal ; that where both can exist separately, the principal is that

which the other is taken to adorn or complete ; that in the absence of

these indications, bulk prevails ; next value. And in all cases where there

can be no separation, the property is with the owner of the principal,

leaving to the other a claim for indemnification (Bell, Fi'in. s. 1298 ; Ersk.

ii. 1, s. 14).

Accession to Trust Deed.—The term accession is used to

denote the act of a creditor in consenting to the distribution of his debtor's

estate under a private trust deed granted by him for the purpose. It is

entirely in the option of a creditor to consent to such a course or not, the

greater economy of such a mode of distribution, as compared with sequestra-

tion, being the usual determining element. Should the creditor decline to

accede, he is, notwithstanding, entitled to claim a dividend from the trust

estate pari pasm with acceding creditors, and may sue the trustee therefor

(Of/ilvie, 1887, 14 II. .']99) ; and he may resort to sequestration at any time
{K//ff, 1880, 7 lu 884). He may also do diligence if the trust deed is
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open to clialleng(! on tlie ground of Ijaiikiuptcy or insolvi-ncy or the trustee has

not completed liis title to the estate (liell, Com. ii. oHG ; Nichulson, 1.S72, 11

M. 17!)). An acceding creditor is Ijarred from doing diligence or a]jplyiiig f(jr

sequestration, save where necessary to prevent non-acceding creditors from

obtaining preferences (.A>/>^^ 1844,^7 J). 200; 6'«wjr)6r//, 18G'2, 24 U. 1007).

It is an essential condition of accession and its effects, that all the creditors

shall have acceded, and that equality is maintained among them according

to their respective rights and preferences (Bell, Com. ii. 30;j. 300; Watson,

1724, Mor. 6o07 ; Jop}), vt siqjra ;
Lodic, 1837, 15 S. ri47). Accession may

be proved by writ or oath, and, so far as it is founded on to bar a creditor

from taking measures inimical to the tiust, by facts and circumstances (liell,

Com. ii. 30;; rt scq.: Wilson, 17G2, Mor. 1214: Ifcriof, 170G, Mor. 12, 404:

Thomson, 1855, 17 D. 455 ; Muriansld, 1871 , M. G73 ; ratcrson, 1808, 5 S. L.

Ii. 503 ; Afhiia, 1881, 18 8. L. 11. 287 ; HcritaUc Secur. Invest. Assoc, 1801,

29 S. L. 1!. 004). Knowledge of the trust, or the lodging of a claim with

the trustee, does not infer accession {AtJiyo, vt snpra ;
Kijd, ut sii/jira). But

it has been inferred from attending a meeting of creditors and acquiescing

in a resolution to accede {Heriot, ut supra ; Wilson, nt supra ; Lea, 1828, 6 S.

350 ; see Sturrock, 1851, 13 D. 702). As inferring assent to extraordinary

conditi(nis of the trust deed (as, for example, clauses providing an artificial

scheme of ranking of creditors, or providing for the debtor's discharge <jn

dividend), accession is not, in the general case, proveable by facts and

circumstances (Bell, Com-, ii. 303-5 ; Goudy on Bankruptcy, 505 ; lAttle-

john, 2 S. & M'L. 355 ; Jop^p, vt supra). Proof of accession by parole does

not seem to be competent. It would appear that accession binds an

assignee, and that it extends to a claim which a creditor has acquired after

acceding.—[liell, Com. ii. 393 d scq. Goudy on Bankruptcy, 504 et sec/., 510-

11, 513-14 ; Murdoch on Bankruptcy^ See Trust Deed FOR Creditors.

Accessor!um sequitur principale.— "The accessory

right follows the prmcipal."—See AccESSio.

Accessory may be tried, although the principal cannot be brought

to justice (Hume, i. 283", 284 ; Alison, 1. 00 ; Macdonald, 3). See Accessary.

Accessory Actions.—See AcTIo^^

Accessory Obligations.—Pothier {Tr. dcs Olliy. ii. l. 4 and

C) notes two divisions of obligations into principal and accessory. The first

division is derived from the nature of the thiw/s which, are the objects of

the obligation ; e.f/. in the sale of an estate, the obHgation of using good faith

and a proper care of the thing sold, he terms accessory, because it is in a

manner the consequence and dependence of the principal obligation of Side.

His second division arises from the ^)(/'so//.s contracting ; e.y. the obligation of

sureties, who oblige themselves for another, and adopt his, the principal,

obligation, is accessory to this last. Our institutional writers, not referring

to this distinction, have caused some confusion by detining accessory obliga-

tions as those which are accessions to, or make part of, prior or prhnary

obligations, and which do not subsist of themselves (Ersk. iii. 3. 60). The

leading examples given are cautionary obligations, obligations to pay interest,
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and bonds of corroboration. In modern usage the term is generally applied

to cautionary obligations, and those of a cognate character, while the latter

examples would probably now be classed as primary. Much subtlety has been

expended on the subject (Bell, Com., 7th ed., i. 40:^, note (8)), and it has been

doubted if representations as to character, credit, ability, trade or dealhigs of

any person,for enabling him to obtain credit, money, goods, or postponement of

payment of debt, or any other obligation demandable of him (Mercantile Law
Amendment (Scotland) Act, 1856, s. G), are strictly speaking accessory obliga-

tions ; but, wliether accessory or primary, these, together with all guarantees

and cautionary obligations, must now be in writing (Mercantile Law Amend-
ment (Scotland) Act, 1856, s. 6). For examples of obligations, apparently

accessory, held to be primary, see Milne (1869, 8 M. 250) and Morrison (1870,

9 M. 35).

[See Stair, i. 17, and More, Notes, ciii. ; Bankt. iv. 45. 182 (R 50) ; Ersk.

iii. 3. 60 ; Ersk. Prin. iii. 3. 21 ; Bell, Com., 7th ed., i. 402, note (8) ; Bell,

Prin. s. 245 ; Pothier, Tr. dcs Ohlig. ii. 1. 4 and 6.]

See Cautionry ; Guarantee ; Bond of Corroboration ; Indemnity
;

Interest ; Letter of Credit ; Mercantile Law- Amendment (Scotland)

Act, 1856.

Accident.—An effect is said to be accidental when its occurrence,

as a consequence of an act, is not so probable that a person of ordinary

prudence ought to take precautions against it (Stephen, Difi. Crim. Law, 5th

ed., p. 16) ; or when its occurrence is due to an operation of nature of which
human prudence is not bound to recognise the possibility {Tenncnt, 1864,

2 M. (H. L.) 27), or, the possibility being foreseen, when the effect cannot

be resisted by any amount of care and skill {Nngeat, 1876, L. E. 1 C. P. D.

426). Accident is thus distinguished from effects which are due to design

or to negligence. Consequently, for an injury arising from accident there

is no legal responsibility {Laurent, 1869, 7 M. 610).

An example of an accident arismg out of a personal act is the case of

an injury to a bystander caused by a blow from the stick of a person raising

it to separate two fighting dogs {Brown, 6 Cush. 292, referred to in Brown,

16 Amer. Eep. 382). Examples of natural occurrences which have been

considered accidental are injuries from lightning {Nichols, 1876, L. E. 10

Exch. 255), violent tempest {Puver Wear Comrs., 1877, L. R 2 A. C. 749),

extraordinary flood {Countess of Eothes, 1882, 9 R (H. L.) 113), sudden

bolting of a horse {Shaw, 1885, 12 E. 1186). See Damnum Fatale.

Accident Insurance—The term accident insurance includes

contracts of two different kinds. In its ordinary form an accident

insurance policy is an undertaking, similar to that in a life policy, to pay
a fixed sum upon the death or disablement by accident of the assured.

Lndemnity Accident Policies.—The other form of accident policy is

of the nature of a contract of indemnity, and to this extent it is regulated

by the same principles as fire or marine insurance. The insurer undertakes

to indemnify the assured against any legal liability he may incur in respect of

accidental injuries to third parties for wdiich the assured is legally responsible.

Such policies are most usually issued to employers of labour to cover their

liability under the Employers' Liability Act of 1880. The premium is

calculated in the form of a percentage upon the wages paid by the employer,

the rate differing in accordance with the risk of accident attending ther
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particular employment. Similai- cases policies are issued to cover the

common law liability of owners of public vehicles to members of the

pul)lic who may be injured by accidents to the vehicles. Such policies

include accidents arising from the negligence of the assured's servants, or

for defects in his plant, but, on the analogy of other contracts of indenaiity,

could not validly be made to cover losses arising from the assured's own
nefdigence (Arnould on Marine Innarancc, Gth ed., pp. V-'U and 771). A
clause fnving effect to this rule is usually made a term of the policy.

These contracts being contracts of indemnity, the principle of contribu-

tion is applicable {Sichuss & Accident Assur. Assoc. Ltd. 1892, 19 R. 977, 980,

per L. Low. See Contribution; Fiue Insurance; Marine Insurance).

In such policies the contingency insured against not being injury or death

by accident, but a claim fur cumpensation against the assured, questions

relating to the meaning of the term " accident " are not involved in the

same way as under an ordinary accident policy. Liabihty depends upon

whether a claim for compensation is made out at common law or luider

Statute.

It should be clearly indicated in the policy whether the limitation of

the amount recoverable applies to one accident in which a numljer of

persons may be injured, or to the injury to each individual. In one case

(South Stajfordshirc Tramways Co., 1891, L. E. 1 Q. 15. 402), a tramway

company was insured against " claims for personal injury in respect of

accidents caused by vehicles ... to the amount of £250 in respect of

any one accident." By the overturning of a tramway car belonging to the

company, forty persons were injured. It was held tliat the limitation to

the sum of £250 "in respect of any one accident" applied to injury by

accident to any one individual, and not to the whole injuries sustained in

one accident to the vehicle.

In Accident Insurance Froper,\X\q. most important questions relate

to the determination of the risk as defined in the policies. It is proposed to

refer to the cases under this head in detail ; but as regards other questions

arising upon accident policies in common with other forms of insurance, to

refer to the articles where these questions are dealt with more fully.

The Proposal.—The proposal for accident insurance is practically the

same as that for a life policy, and the same duty rests upon the proposer to

make a full disclosure of all facts within his knowledge which affect the

risk. The most material of these facts, in the case of an accident policy,,

are those relating to the occupation of the proposer, his physical condition,,

and his habits. Sometimes questions are asked as to the earnings of the

proposer, as it is not thouglit desirable to insure for more, in the case of dis-

ablement, than the insured would make if in health. Companies also place

the same importance as in other forms of insurance upon the fact that

applications for insurance have been made to other offices, and have been

accepted or refused. The law relating to the representations in the

proposal, and to concealment of facts affecting the risk, is the same in the

case of accident as of life insurance. (See Eerresentation ;
Concealment

;

Life Insurance. London Assurance, 1879, L. R. 11 Ch. D. 30.".; Ufc
Association of Scotland, 1873, 11 "Si. 351; Jones, 1857, 3 C. B. (N. S.) G5

:

Fowkcs, 18G3, 3 B. & S. 917 : Standard Life Insur. Co., 1884, 11 R Q5S
;
and

11 R (H. L.) 48; 9 App. Ca. 671; Anderson, 1853, 4 H. of L. Ca. 484;

London Guarantee Co., 1880, L. R 5 App. Ca. Oil : Baicdcn, 1802, L. E.

2 Q. B. 534 ; CruiJcshanJc, 1895, 33 S. L. E. 134).

Insurable Interest.—Accident policies are usually own-hfe pohcies,

but there is nothing to prevent anyone insuring the life of another against
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accident if he has an insurable interest in that life. Accident policies have

been held to be subject in this respect to the provision of the Act 4 Geo.

III. c. 48, as regards insurable interest {Shiliin(j, 1857, 2 H. & X. 42. See

Insurable Intei;est; Life Insukaxce).

CoxDiTioxs AS TO P.i VA/E.vr ()/• Pa'/:.\//l:]/s.—Accident policies usually

contain conditions as to the payment of first premiums and the commence-
ment of the risk similiar to those in life policies (Sichiess cO Accident Assur.

Assoc, 1802, 19 It. 977. See Like Insurance : Pke.mium). Accident policies

are, as a rule, annual contracts, and are terminable on either side at the end

of one year, in this respect resembling contracts of insurance against fire.

The obligation to pay the sums insured, after the first period of insurance

has exi)ired, is accordingly expressly made conditional on the payment of

renewal i)remiums within a specified period thereafter, "so long as the

company shall accept the same." Under this provision, unless it is qualified

by other parts of the policy, or by statements in the prospectus or advertise-

ments of the company, an accident which happens within the days of grace

before the renewal premium has been accei)ted is not covered by the

insurance {Sim2)so/}, 1837, 2 C. B. (X. S.) 257. See Pkemium ; Life

InsuTxANCE ; Fire Insurance).

Defixition of the Risk.—In an accident policy the liability of the

insurers is usually expressed to be for injuries caused by " violent,

accidental, external, and visible means," and the proper legal construction

of these words has been frequently the subject of discussion.

In a recent case the term " visible " was held equivalent to " external,"

and to point to the intervention of any ph}'sical agency external to the

person of the assured. " External " was itself held to mean the antithesis

of internal, so that any injury not arising from internal weakness or

disease is external {Haralyn, 1893, L. li. 1 Q. B. 750).

The violence of the means can in general only be inferred from the fact

of the injury, and therefore the term " violent" adds nothing to the other

terms of the definition.

The term "accidental" is the crucial term of the definition, and

accordingly it has more than once been defined judicially, but generally

with the reservation that a definition of universal application covdd not be

given. Certain rules of construction have, however, been laid down. The
first is that what is caused by natural disease or internal weakness is not

accident. Thus, where the assured was an officer on board a ship trading

in the tropics, and was killed by sunstroke, it was held that this was not

an accident {Sinclair, 1861, 30 L. J., Q. B. 77).

A second rule is that the term " accidental " cannot be applied to

means w^hich are the ordinary, or a usual, result of a voluntary act by the

assured himself ; but that if the result which follows from the voluntary

act is one which was not intended and was liigldy unusual and improbable,

then the injury may be said to have resulted from accidental means
{Hfimlyn, 1893, L. li. 1 Q. B. 750 ; contrast Clidcro, 1892, 19 Pt. 355).

When the question is one between suicide and accident, suicide is not

to be presumed (:?Vc2/.', 1861,6 H. & N. 839); and when the assured has

died in the water, it is not necessary to prove by direct evidence that he

died by drowning, or to exclude the possibility of death by cramp or

apoplexy, or some internal disease. It is sufficient that the death

] lappened in such a way as naturally to point to accident ; and not

necessary to prove negatively that it did not hapjien from other causes

that might be suggested {Trcw, id siqrra ; Macdonald, 1890, 17 P. 955).

CoxDiTioxs Llmitixg the Risk.—In addition to the clause in the
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body of the jjolicy defining the riBk, thnic aiL' usually coiulitions attached

to the policy, intended to impose further limitations upon the insurer's

liability. A common form <»f such condition is one which ('xce])ts from the

risk injury or death caused l)y internal disease. This merely expresses

affirmatively what is inqilied in the term "accident," and it therefore adds

notliing to the ojxirative words of the ])(jlicy.

A second form of condition is intended to except from the risk cases

where internal disease, arising or existing independently of th(; accident, is

either the sole cause of death or injury, or contributes to the death or

i)ijury j<jintly with the accident. This provision is intended to avoid the

necessity of investigation as to the tru(> cause of death where accident and

natural disease are both ]iresent, and where it is dtjubtful which has been

the cause of death or disability.

A third form of condition declares that the policy shall not apj.ly

where the accident itself gives rise to one or other of certain enumerated

diseases, such as erysipelas or hernia, and where that disease is the direct

caus(! of death.

The last form of condition excepts injuries sustained while the insured

is in a state of intoxication, or during somnambulism, or while insensible,

or in a fit.

Tn dealing with a claim upon a policy containhig such conditions, the

first (question to determine is one of fact : what was the cause of death or

injury. In general, the law looks only to the cause which is proximate in

point of time, and regards this as the sole operative cause. It follows that

conditions whicih contemplate the joint action of different causes are in

general inapplicable. This is always the case if the causes are independent,

in the sense that one is not the necessary or very usual consequence of the

other. This rule is illustrated in the cases of Winspear (1880, 6 Q. B. D. 42),

Reynolds (1870, 22 L. T. Eep. N. S. 820), and Lawrence (1881, 7 Q. B. 1). 210).

An exception to the rule that the proximate cause in point of time is

alone to be regarded, has, however, been recognised where an accident

causes injury which leads, as a natural or very usual result, to some form

of disease, such as hernia or erysipelas. The accident is then regarded as

the cause of the death or disablement which ensues, the whole train of

circumstances constituting a single cause {Isitt, 1889, 22 Q. B. D. 504).

The same principle has been held to apply where the policy expressly

provides that the insurance shall not extend to hernia or erysipelas, or

other form of disease. Unless the terms of the policy make it clear that

the intenti(jn of parties is otherwise, the exception will not be held to

extend to these diseases where they are the immediate result of the

accident. The accident is then regarded as the cause of death or disable-

ment, and the interposed disease as a mere link in the chain of circumstances,

and not a separate and independent cause (contrast Fitton, 1804, 17 C. B.

(N. S.) 122, and Smith, 1870, L. E. 5 Exch. 302).

In the case of JPKechnies Trs. (1889, 17 E. 6), the policy contained an

exception from the risk in the case of death or injury from internal disease,

although accelerated by accident. Lord Eraser held the exception to a|)ply

where the assured, both before and after the accident, was alllicted with

Bright's disease, and where he died from that disease accelerated by an

accidental fall from his dog-cart. The Second Division adhered, but on the

ground that, apart from the terms of the proviso altogether, it had not been

proved that the assured died from accident.

A clause excepting accidents while in a state of intoxication has been

held to apply whether the intoxication contributed to the accident or

VOL. I.
3
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uot (Macrohhic, 188G, 23 S. L. 11. :'.0l : Mair, 1877, o7 L. T. Eep. N. S.

356).

Sometimes the exceptions from tlie risks insured against include

accidents happening "by exposure of tlie insured to obvious risk of injury."

This form of exception was considered in the case of Cornish (1889, 23

Q. B. D. 453, 456). It was laid down that the exception must not be taken

literally, and that some qualiticatiun must be put on the words used, other-

wise the contract would be rendered practically illusory. The clause was,

however, held to have the effect of excluding the two following classes of

accident: (1) accidents which arose from the assured exposing himself to

risk of injury, which risk was obvious to him at the time; and (2) accidents

which arose from the assured exposing himself to risk of injury, which risk

would have been obvious to him if he liad ]»aid reasonable attention to what

he was doing.

Disablement.—As to the construction of the words " wholly disabled

from following his usual occupation, business, or pursuits," see Hooper, 1860,

5 H. & K 546.

N'oTiCE OF Accident.—]\I()st policies contain provisions requiring

notice of the accident within a specified number of days. When such

notice is made by the terms of the policy a condition precedent, no claim

upon the policy is in general maintainable unless it has been complied with

{ratton, 1887, 20 L. IJ., I. 93 ; Gamble, 1869, 41 I. E. C. L. 204). In

order, however, that such a condition may operate as a condition pre-

cedent, it must appear clearly from the terms of the policy that this was
intended to be its effect. Otlierwise the notice will not be regarded as

essential to the right of the assured or his representatives to sue upon the-

policy {Stoncham, 1887, 19 Q. B. D. 237).

In the case of Shields (1889, 16 E. 1014), the facts were very special.

The insurance was against injury or death by accident to a horse. The
horse was so injured by an accidental fall that it became necessary to kill

it. Notice was sent to an agent of the com])any, on the footing that the

case was one of death and not of injury. On receipt of this notice the

company at once repudiated lial)ility, on the ground that the horse had been

killed without their sanction, and that the notice should have complied

with the C(jnditions applicable to the case of injury. The Court held by
a majority that the case was properly treated by the assured as one of

death, and that the notice given was sufficient. It was also held that, after

the company had repudiated liability, it was not incumbent on the insured

to send in a report by a vctci'inary surgeon, or take any further steps

re([uired by a policy as preliminaries to a claim.

ARBITR.4TION.—Accidcnt policies against loss by the death of animals
frequently contain clauses of arbitration similar to those in fire policies.

The reference is generally to unnamed arl)iters, and thus gave rise to

questions as to its validity in Scotland. Under a recent Act (the Arbitration

(Scotland) Act, 1894 (57 & 58 Vict. c. 13)) reference to unnamed arbiters

is declared not to be invalid, so that no such questions can now arise

(Caledonian Insur. Co., 1893, L. E. App. Ca. 85 ; 20 E. (H. of L.) 13 ; Bidston,.

1895, 32 S. L. E. 510). See Akbitkation ; Fire Insurance.

Accidents.—See Fatal Accidents Inquiry (Scotland) Act, 1895.

Accidents—Notice of Accidents Act, 1894 (57 & 58
Vict. c. 28).—Where there occurs in any of the following employments an
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accident to an employee, causing deatl), or bodily injury preventing him from

working on any of the three subsequent working days, his employer shall as

soon as possible, and in case of an accident not resulting in death not later

than six days after the accident, send written notice to the lioard of Trade

specifying the particulars of the accident, subject to a penalty not exceed-

ing forty shillings (s. 1 (1) (2)). The employments dealt with are:

—

1. Construction or working of any work (railway, gaswork, etc.) authorised by

any Act of rarliament. 2. Construction by means of scatlblding of any

building exceeding thirty feet in height, or use of any such budding in

which more than twenty servants, other than domestic, are employed

—

(schedule). Tiic Board of Trade, by order, may direct s. 1 to apjtly to any

specially dangi'rous employment at which more than twenty servants under

the same employer are engaged; may limit the application of s. 1, and

prescribe the particulars to be specified in the notice. Such orders are to

be published and laid before both Houses of Parliament (s. 2 (2) (3) (4) (5)).

Further, the Board of Trade may order a formal investigation of any

accident involving loss of life or bodily injury, where it appears to be of

sutlicient importance (s. 3). The Board may then appoint a paid com-

missioner, with a skilled assessor (s. 3 (1)), to hold an open investiga-

tion into the causes and circumstances of the accident (s. 3 (2)), with

the ordinary powers of a Sheriff, and of an Inspector under the Kailway

liegulation Acts, 1840-89, and also witli power to inspect such places, to

summon such persons as witnesses and havers as may be necessary, and

to examine witnesses on oath (s. 3 (3)). Expenses are allowed to third

party witnesses (s. 3 (4) ), and the whole costs of the investigation may
be awarded against any person summoned to it whose fault is found to

liave caused the accident (s. 3 (6) ). A person refusing to appear after

citation, impeding the Court in the execution of its duty, or refusing

to produce any document called for by the Court, is liable to a penalty

not exceeding £10 (3 (7)). The commissioner makes a report to the

Board of Trade, which may be made pubHc, stating the cause and

circumstances of the accident, with any observations thought necessary

(s. 3 (5)).

The Act applies to service under Government departments, Ijut not to

any employment regulated by any Act of Parliament administered by the

Secretary of State or by inspectors appointed by him. It does not require

notice to be given of any accident requiring to be notified to the Board of

Trade by any other Act (ss. 5, 6).

Accommodation Bill.—A liill of exchange drawn and

accepted without value having been received by the acceptors, in order to

raise money by discounting it ; or a bill where the acceptor is in fact a

mere surety for another, who may or may not be a party to it {Oriental

Finance Curporation, 1871, L. E. 7 Ch. 146, 151, and 1874, L. P. 7 E. and

I. App., at p. 358). A bill drawn, indorsed, and accepted for the accommoda-

tion of a person not a party to it, was held an accommodation bill, though

the drawer and indorser were to receive a commission {Oriental Finance

Corporation, ut supra); but where a bill payable to drawer's order is

accepted for value, and indorsed to give it currency by one whose name
is well known, it is not an accommodation bill, altliough the indorser is

held to ])e an accommodation party (Be Xunn, 1817; Buck, 113). An
accommodation party to a bill is a person who has signed a bill as drawer,

acceptor, or indorser, without receiving value therefor, and for the purpose
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of lendino- his name to some other person (IjiIIs of Exchange Act, 1882, 45
& 46 Vict. c. 61, s. 28 (1).

1. R/c/jTS OF P.iK'TiES INTER SE.—These rights will be regulated by the

real nature of the transaction between the parties, and not by the order of

their names on the bill. The person receiving the accommodation is primary

debtor, and impliedly engages (1) that he will provide funds for payment at

maturity, and (2) that if lie fails, and the accommodating party is compelled

to pay, he will indemnify him. The accommodating party wdio is compelled

to pay is entitled to the benelit of all securities held by the creditor

{Bcchcrvaise, 1872, L. R 7 C. P. at p. 377). An acceptor is entitled to

retain money belonging to the drawer, coming lawfully into his hands, till

a bill accepted for the drawer's accommodation is paid, or he secured against

it {Madden, 1807, 1 Camp. 12). Frimd facie the parties are entitled to

reUef as if the bill were for value. The acceptor of an accommodation bill

will be liable to relieve the drawer or indorser who has paid, unless he

proves, liahili inodo (see Bills of Exchange Act, 1882, s. 100), that the bill is

for their accommodation (JPGregor, 1831, 9 S. 483). Where a friend of the

drawer, knowing the bill to be an acconnnodation one, indorsed it, and
retii'ed it at maturity, he was held entitled to full relief from the acceptor

(JBevcridge, 1852, 14 D. 328). Joint-accommodation acceptors are jmmd
facie entitled to claim a proportional sum from each of their co-acceptors

{Laing, 1827, 5 S. 790 (new ed.); see Russell, 9 S. 163). These presumptions

formerly could only be redargued by writ or oath of the party accommodated,
but parole proof appears now to be competent under s. 100.

2. Liability to Holder for Value.—Each acconmiodation party

is liable on the bill to a holder for value ; and it is immaterial whether, when
such holder took the bill, he knew such party to be an accommodation party

or not (s. 28 (2)). The holder for value is entitled to rely on the different

obligants, according to the several characters in which they sign, and,

consequently, to regard the acceptor as primary debtor, though he knew him
to be truly a creditor in a question with the drawer of the bill. The pre-

sumption is against a bill being an accommodation one. The acceptor is

always presumed to have received value, or to have funds of the draw^er to

the amount of the bill {Berry, 1822, 1 S. 328). An indorser was held

entitled to recover from the acceptor, where a Ijill accepted to accommodate
the drawer was indorsed by the latter for value wdien overdue {Stein, 1834,

1 C. M. «& R 565). By s. 30 every party whose signature appears on a bill

is pri?n4 facie deemed to be a party for value, and every holder primd
facie deemed to be a holder in due course. Where the drawer transferred,

without indorsation, an accommodation Ijill for value, the transferee, having
given value, was found entitled to recover payment from the acceptor {Hood,

1890, 17 E. 749 (see s. 31)). It mav be proved by parole (s. 100 ; see Nationcd
Banh of Ai'strcdasia, 1891, 18 II. 630 (Lords Adam & M'Laren, at p. 638)
that the holder is not a holder for value, in which case an accommodation
party, although known to be such, can set up the defence of no value, or any
other defence arising out of the bill transaction which the accommodated
party could plead. (See Chalmers on Bills, 88 ; Thorburn on Bills of
Exchange Act, 80. But see Gihson's Trs., 1896, iii. S. L. T. No. 384.)

3. PRESENTMENT, NoTicE, PROTEST.—Somc exceptions to the ordinary

strict rules as to presentment, etc., exist in regard to accommodation bills:

—

(1) Presentment for payment is dispensed with (a) as regards the drawer,

where the drawee or acceptor is not bound, as between himself and the draw^er,

to accept or pay the bill, and the drawer has no reason to Ijelieve that the bill

would be paid if presented, e.g. where the acceptor is an accommodation
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party for the drawer, and the latter discounts, but does not put the acceptor

in funds to meet the bill at maturity (see Shepherd, 1S70, 8 M. 619, and

Terry, 1837, 6 A. & E. 502); and (&) as regards an indorscr, where tlie bill

was made or accepted for the accommodation of that indorser, and he has

no reason t(j expect that tlic bill would Itc paid if i)resente(l (s. 46 (2) (c) &
(d)). (2) {a) Notice of dishonour is disi)ensed witli, as regards the drawer,

where the drawee or acceptor is, as between himself and the drawer, under

no ol)ligation to accejtt or ])ay the ])i]l, e.g. where a bill is accepted for the

drawer's accommodalion (LluhUinid, 26 ]\lay 1814, F. C. ; Sharp, 1829, 9 B.

& C. 44). But where signed by the drawer to accommodate the acceptor,

or some of the other parties, the drawer can demand notice {Sleigh, 1850, 5

Exch. 514); and where a bill was drawn, accepted, and indorsed ])y three

pei'sons to raise money for the joint l)enelit, the drawer was held entitled

to notice (Fuster, 1876, 2 C. P. D. 18). (b) Notice is dispensed with, as

regartls an indorser, wliere the bill is for his accommodation (s. 50 (2) (c) &
(d)). (3) Protest is dispensed with by any circumstances which would

dispense with notice of dishonour (s. 51 (9)).

4. Discharge.—(1) llg payment.—An accommodation bill is discharged

when paid in due course by the party accommodated (s. 59 (3); see Cook, 1863,

32 L. J. C. P., at p. 121. (2) By tiiiie or indulgence being given.—In England

the law of principal debtor and surety a])plies, the real relation of the

parties being always considered. The old rule at law (dillering from the

rule in equity), namely, that the accommodation acceptor was not freed

though the holder, knowing that the drawer was the real debtor, should

agree to give him time or indulgence, or even a discharge (see Fentunt,

1813, 5 Taunt. 192), appears to have been departed from, and in such cir-

cumstances the acceptor would now be released {Oriented Financial Corpor-

ation, 1874, L. P. 7 E. and I. App., at p. 360). In Scotland, following the

Enghsh rule at law, it has been held that where there were two acceptors, one

for accommodation, and one for value, the former was not rcileased by neglect

to protest against the latter {Lyon, 1841, 4 D. 178). Further, where the

acceptor was the accommodating party for the drawer, he was found not

entitled to resist payment on the ground that the holder had discharged

the drawer in return for a security, since, on the face of the bill, the acceptor

had no claim of any kind against the drawer {Lewis, 1852, 15 D. 260;

cp. Aitken, 1848, 10 D. 1269 ; see Hay, 1886, 13 P. 777 ; Thomson on Bdh,

237). There are no later direct decisions on this subject ; but it is thought

that the existing English rule would be applied in Scotland.— [See Bell, Cow.

i. 449; Bell, Frin. s'^346; Ersk. Frin. (Pankine), 285; Poss, Leading Cases,

i.; ^mith, Leading Cases,!. 4:91 ; Thomson on />///8 ; Byles on Fills: Chalmers

on IJills.] See Bills of Exchange.
/\" Bankruptcy.—A holder for value of an accommodation bill ia

entitled to rank in 1)ankruptey upon the estates of eacli of the parties to

the bill to the extent of drawing twenty shillings in the £ in all {Anderson,

1876, 3 P. 608; ex peirtc Bloxham, 6 Yes. 449). The party who has lent

his name for accommodation stands in the position of a cautioner towards

the party acconnnodatetl, and his right to rank on the latter's estate is

regulated accordingly. If he pays the bill, he is entitled to rank in the

creditor's place for the amomit ; or if the debt l>e not yet due, and the

holder have not claimed, he may obtain a contingent ranking, to the eflect

of having a dividend set aside for him. Tlu're can be no double ranking of

both the holder and the cautioner. But if the latter have in his hands

funds or property belonging to the i>arty acconnnodaled which have Iteen

specially appropriated for his indenuiification, then if both parties become
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bankrupt and the holders rank on eacli estate, the trustee of the party

holding the securities is entitled to apply them in recouping the estate the

amount of dividends paid 1)y him on the bills. If there be a surplus after

so applying the securities, it falls to l)e handed over to the estate of the

owner {Iloyal Bank, 1881, 8 II. 805, and 9 II. (II. L.) 07). In England the

rule in such circumstances is that the l)ill holders are entitled to claim the

securities and ap})ly them towards payment of their claim, and then to

rank for the lialance. It is consideretl that the estate holdiuL!; the securities

loses the right to use them liy its failure to take up the bills. This is

known as the rule of ex parte Warinq (19 Yes. 345 ; Poivlcs, 3 I)e G. M. & G.

430 : Citi/ Banl; L. R 5 Ch. App. 773: Banner, L. E. 5 E. & I. App. 174;
lie Baryied's Banking Co., L. E. 10 Ch. App. 198).

The Scotch rule above stated has been held not to apply where the

cautioner has in his hands funds belonging to the party accommodated, but
not appropriated as security against his liability on the bill. In these cir-

cumstances, where the bill holder has ranked both on the estate of the party

accommodated and on the estate of the cautioner, the rule against double
ranking precludes the trustee on the latter estate from pleading retention of

such general debt against the dividends paid from that estate to the l)ill holder

{Andcrson, ut supra ; Mackinnon, 1881, 9 li. 393; cp. Christie, 1838, 16 S. 1224).

Ch'oss AccoMMODATiox BiLi.s.—Where bills are exchano;ed for mutual
accommodation, the general rule is that they form good consideration for

each other, and if the Ijills have not l^een discounted they are extinguished

liinc inch (Bell, Com. ii. 421). It may 1)e otherwise where the bills have
not been exchanged as coimterparts, but have crossed ])y means of separate

transactions with third parties {Curtis, 1794, Mor. 2589 ; revd. (H. L.) Felx

23, 1797, 3 Pat. 540: Bell, Com. ii. 423. See Thomson on Bills, 586, and
Christie, 1838, 16 S. 1224, per L. Mackenzie). If bills mutually ex-

changed have been discounted on one side, the holder can rank on both
estates, and no flu'ther ranking is competent (Bell, Com. ii. 423 : Ncichiggi7i(j

,

1823, 2 S. 427; Gihh, 12 May 1838, F. C, and 16 S. 1002). If they have
been discounted on both sides, the holders can rank on each estate to the

full extent, and there can be no rankinff of one estate against the other
(Anderson, ut supra). A solvent party to the bills who takes up both sets

of bills can rank on the bankrupt estate of the other party only for the
bills on which the latter was acceptor {Xeu-higging, id swpra). Where both
])arties to the Ijills are bankrupt, and one is due a separate debt to the

other, retention of such debt against dividends paid by the estate of the
former upon acceptances of the latter is excluded ])y the rule against double
ranking (see Mackinnon, ut supra). But this only holds good where there is a
proper bankruptcy of the party who is creditor in the separate debt,

involving divestiture of his estate. Thus it does not apply where he com-
pounds with his creditors without divestiture {Gibh, 1838, 16 S. 1002;
Mackinnon, id supra).

[Goudy on Bankruptcy, 601-6 : Bell, Com. ii. 420 et seq.'\

Accomplice.—An accom])lice is a competent witness although
he has bargained with the prosecutor for exemption from ])rosecutiou

(Macdonald, 456; tiimond, Bell, Notes, 247; Uickson, Bell, Notes, 248).

See Accessary.

Accountant.—See Chartered Accountant. Also, Bemit.
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Accountant in Bankruptcy. An uflicer of Court ap-
pointed by tlie l>uiiknii»tey Act, J^oG (19 A: 20 Vict. c. 79), und conjoined

witli the Accountant of (Jourt by the Judicial Factois Act, 1889 (52 & .j.'-J

VicL. <•. 39). See Accountant (jf Culkt.

Accountant of Court.—An ollicer of Court, originally

apjMiiuLfd Ijy ihe Judicial FacLui.s Act, 1849 (12 & 13 Vict. c. 51), and
conlirnied with enlarged powers by the Judicial Factors Act, 1889 (52 & 53
Vict. c. 39). His duties may be subdivided as follows :

—

/. B.i.VAA'Cj'/cy Di'.i\iRT.\iE.\T.— 1. S(<iuedrations.—While the ad-

ministration and management of estates in bankruptcy arc vested in the

creditors through their nominee, the tiustee, and his ctjuncil of advice, the

commissioners, the Accountant supervises their actings, and satisfies himself

as to the proper performance of their respective duties, only interfering,

u])on ap])eal, or c:c jn-ojyrio matu, when the regulations of the Statutes

all'ecting bankruptcy are being disregarded or overlooked.

The progress of each sequestration is ascertained from the information

allbrded by the certified copies of documents and periodical accounts
which tlu! trustee is Ijound to lodge with him; by the annual return made
through the Sheriff Clerks; and by the exhil)ition, whenever called for,

of the Sederunt Book.

The winding up of each sequestration, when it is not closed in its

earlier stages by deed of arrangement, composition settlement, or otherwise,

but proceeds to a final division of its funds l)y the trustee, is only authorised

after a satisfactory examination of the Sederunt Look (which should contain

a complete record of the whole transactions), and after the fulfilment Ijy the

trustee of certain statutory requirements.

After the discharge of the trustee, the Sederunt ]>ook in each case is

retained by the Accountant, who once a year transmits these books, with the

other productions applicable thereto, to the Deputy-Keeper of the liecords,

in whose hands they remain patent to anyone interested.

Besides his general supervision, the concurrence of the Accountant is

required when heritalde estate is sold by private bargain, and, if an appeal

is intimated, before the trustee can take credit for any commission.
2. 6Wio.5.-^AVhile the duties of direction devolve upon the Sheriffs, the

Accountant has the same powers of supervision as in sequestrations. The
trustee must lodge with him a copy of his first circular and of his accounts,

and, when applying for his discharge, the Sederunt Book, the discharged
law account, and the vouchers for dividends paid. The discharge granted
l)y the Accountant (in the form of a receipt for tlie Sederunt Book) is

eH'ectual as a discharge to the trustee, without the further procedure

necessary in sequestrations.

The supervision of judicial factors appoiuted under sec. 164 of the

Bankruptcy Act, 1856, now falls under the Factory department of this

office.

The Accountant has to keep, patent to all concerned, a register of

sequestrations, the l)ound-up returns of the Sherilf Clerks, and a register

<if unclaimed dividends. He does not now require to enter in the last-

named book the names of creditors whose dividends do not exceed £1. Hi'

has also to frame an annual nqxirt to the Court showing the state of each

dependbig setjuestration and cessio. This report also contains a variety

of useful statistics applicable to the eases, both awardetl anil wound-up.
during the year, aiul tables ol comparison with the particulars of former
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years. It i^s patent to all concerned at the Accountant's chambers for one
year, and is thereafter transmitted to the Deputy-Keeper of the Records.

Amongst the special duties which the Court has called upon the

Accountant to perform, are those of auditing the trustee's accounts, fixing

his commission, and declaring or postponing a dividend, when no creditor

could be got to act as commissioner (^4fe<on's Scq., 1894) ; and of reporting on
tlie bankrupt's conduct in petition for his discharge, wiien the trustee had
died without granting tlie re[)ort required by see. 14G of the 185G Act
{Mddrum's Scq., 1891). With regard to this latter duty, it would not
unfrequently have saved trouble and expense had the requirements of

the Bankruptcy Acts included the preparation and engrossment of this

report in tlu^ Sederunt Book by the trustee, before final delivery.

Since 1 890, fees have been charged in this department, and are payable
in law-court stamps.

The average amount of unclaimed dividends consigned with the

Accountant in one year may be taken at £;')00, in HO deposit receipts repre-

senting 350 creditors. In terms of the Court of Session Consignations Act,

1895, unclaimed dividends (including interest) are, on the expiry of seven
years from the date of deposit, handed over l)y the Accountant to the
Exchequer.

//. Judicial Factory Departmrxt.—By the provisions of the

Judicial Factors (Scotland) Acts, 1849 and 1889, all factors, except executors-

dative, curators chosen by minors on attaining minority, and factors

appointed in sequestrations under the 16th sec. of the Bankruptcy Act, 185G,
are now brought under tlie supervision of the Accountant. These include

factors loco tutoris and loco ahscntis, curators bonis, tutors at law, tutors

nominate, guardians under the Guardianship Act, 1880, and factors under
the 164th sec. of the Bankruptcy Act, 185G.

Annual Audit.—After lodging his l»ond of caution and his inventory,

the factor must once a year submit an account of his intromissions, brought
down to a date fixed by the Accountant, with the vouchers and securities

;

and after audit, the Accountant issues to the factor his report in draft. On
receiving it back, with the audit notes, if any, satisfactorily answered, he
signs and retains it as a numl)er of process.

Management and Spccicd Powers.—In his annual management the usual

discretion of a man of business is generally all that is required ; and if

special acts are necessary (and discretionary powers given to trustees do
not devolve upon the factor appointed in lieu of them), special powers must
be obtained by report to the Accountant, followed l)y his opinion and a
jjetition to the Court. It is not always easy to discriminate between special

and ordinary powers ; but, as a general principle, whenever the desired

purpose is something more than ordinary management, or for which the
factor might in future be called to account l)y interested parties, it is

advisable for liim to lodge a report with the Accountant, and take his advice

as to further procedure.

Investments.—These are regulated by Statute and the Court. Loans
over heritable subjects must l)e first bonds, and for not more than two-
thirds of the certified valuation. In curatories, these bonds should be
taken in the name of the ward ; in judicial factories, in the name of the
factor, as such. Colonial Inscribed Stock, Consols, and Stock in most of the
leading English railways, have to be taken in name of the factor, as the

Bank of England and tliese railway companies do not recognise trusts, and
refuse to accept the provisions of the l.'5th sec. of the Judicial Factors Act,
1889. In factories following lapsed trusts the Court has, on petition.
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aulhoiisecl the continuunce of investments allowed by the trust disposition,

but the continuance of funds in trade or business is not ai)i)roved.

Ui^harye.—The factor is discliar<i;t'd by the Court <ju petition, after ;i

final report by the Accountant, and alter transfer of the estate under his

charge to the party or parties entitled to receive and discharge the same,

or after consignation in Court. If the factor dies undischarged, without the

purposes of the factory having been fultilled, the Court will appoint a new

factor, on application of parties interested, or on rei)ort Ity tiie Accountant.

Fees have been charged in this department since its institution in 1849.

They are regulated by Act of Sederunt. The Fee Fund was abolished in

1880, and the balance at credit (£10,000) paid to the E.xchequer. All fees

must now hv ]»aid in law-court stamps.

The Accountant makes a yearly report to the Court of Session of all fac-

tories under his charge ; and this lies i)atent to all concerned for one year at

his chambers, and is then transmitted to the Deputy-Keeper of the Eecords.

///. CoxsiGXArioxs.—In terms of the Court of Session Consignations

Act, 1895, the Accountant is the custodian of all consignations under orders

of the Court, or in virtue of any Act of l*arliament. lie has to keep registers

of these, which are patent to all concerned. All unclaimed consignations

are, on the expiry of seven years from the date of deposit, handed over to

the' E.\che(iuer, without, however, inteifering with reclamation rights by

interested parties. At the close of 1895 the amount so handed over,

including interest, was £34,000.

IV. TESTAM/:.\TAh-y 7^A'rsT Accounts.—By a very important pro-

vision in the Judicial Factors Act, 1889, trustees can ol)tain the supervision

of their investments, and a yearly audit of their accounts, by the Accountajit.

A somewhat similar provision was made in the Bankruptcy Act, 185G

;

but it was little known, and never taken advantage of. The present pro-

cedure is by petition to the Court, followed by intimation on the Walls and

in tlie ^linute Book, other service not l)eing necessary. The initial cost is

about £15, chargeable against capital, while the annual audit^fee, chargeable

against income, is "not more than 7 per cent, on the factor's commission."

It is hoped that a simpler procedure may in time be authorised ;
such as by

manuscript petition, signed by a ([uorum of the trustees and lodged in the

r.ill Cluuuber. This would reduce the initial cost to a very small sum, and,

if a restricted rate of annual charges were adopted, would allow the very

smallest estate to be advantageously placed under supervision.

The Accountant sees that the provisions of the trust are being carried

(uit. He reports annually to the trustees as to the position of the trust

and of its investments, and brings under their notice any matters which he

thinks should be distinctly laid before them. The trustees are thus kept

aware of the exact position of matters, while their full discretionary powers

are jireserved ; and if the directions of the Court arc reipiired, they can be

obtained through the Accountant by note, without the expense of a special

case. The main purposes of a public trustee are thus fulfilled without the

rigidity and red tape associated with that otiice.

/'. Private Referexc/is.—During the year a considerable number of

references are made to the Accountant by private parties, for the purpose of

fixing commission or of settling (piestions of accounting. "While these do

not come under his statutory duties, they are the natural result of his official

position. All fees therefrom must be paid in law-court stamps, and form

part of the income of the dt^partment.

The fees of the combined departments lor year to T.lst March 189j

amounted to £4319, and the grant for salaries to £3900.
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Accounting, Action of.— When Applicable.—An action

of accounting, or, as it is usually termed, count, reckoning, and payment, is an

action in which the ]nu'suer seeks to compel the defender to produce a true

state of accounts as between them, and to make payment of such balance

as may thereafter be foimd due. An action of accounting may be brought

wherever there is a right to demand, and liability to render, an account.

Thus such an action is competent between partners, or between an agent and

his client, or a ward and his guardian, or a beneficiary and the trustees under

a trust deed ; but it is not competent by a. discharged bankrupt against his

trustee, also discharged {Burns, 18G9, 7 M. 476).

CoxcLUSioxs.—{l) The pursuer calls upon the defender to enter into

an accounting witli liim in order to discover the true balance due. (2) The

second conclusion is for payment of the said balance. (3) In the event of

failure by the defender to produce the accounts, pursuer concludes for a

specific sum, usually in excess of the estimated balance, for which judgment

will be given against the defender should he fail to appear. This last con-

clusion, if omitted, may be added by amendment {Dohson, 1858, 20 D. CIO).

In general, the conclusion for accounting is only to the date of citation; and

if a continuous accounting is required, it must be concluded for ( WauclioiJC,

1860, 23 D. 191 ; Wallace, 1875, 2 E. 1001).

The following is the style or form of action :
—

" Whereas, etc.—Therefore

the defender Ought and Should be Decerned ... to exhibit and produce

1jefore our said Lords a full and particular account of his whole intromissions

as factor \or othencise] for the pursuer, whereby the true balance due Ijy

him to the pursuer may appear and be ascertained by our said Lords : and

the defender Ought and Should l)e Decerned ... to make payment to the

l)ursuer of the sum of £ sterling, or of such other sum as shall appear

and be ascertained l)y our said Lords to be due l)y the defender as the

balance of his said intromissions, with the legal interest . . . or, in the event

of the defender failing to produce an account as aforesaid, he Ought and

Should be Decerned . . . to make payment to the pursuer of the sum of

£ sterling, which shall in that case be held to be the balance of liis said

intromissions, with the legal interest thereof . . . [insert conclusion for

expenses^.

Procedure.— Speaking generally, the procedure is the same as in

other actions. It is not imperative that the record should be closed before

judgment is pronounced, but this permission is not taken advantage of in

practice (Shand, Pract. 740, note).

When there is no appeai-ance for the defender, decree is granted for

the alternative sum in the sunnnons, Init can be recalled in the same way
as other decrees in absence. The lodging of accounts is not a condition

precedent to the granting of the motion {Bell, 1858, 20 D. 718).

When there is appearance, parties are heard on the preliminary pleas,

and a proof on them, if necessary, allowed ; for example, when the defender

pleads non-lial)ility to account, it may be necessary to have a proof to

show that the position of parties was such as to entitle pursuer to an

accounting. The preliminary ([uestion being settled, it may then be

necessary to have a proof upon the mei'its ; l)ut in practice it is customary

before, or in lieu of a proof, to remit the accounts to an accountant to

report. The accountant's report may sulHciently deal with the facts

to allow the Lord Ordinary to dispose; of the case ; but if not, a proof is

then allowed on any disputed facts. Sometimes proof will be taken

upon liability to account and upon tin; accounting at the same time

{Porles, 1857, 19 D. 1008). It ajipears to be competent to make this
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remit bot'oie closiii;^ "f tlu.' record, l)ut this is not common in practice

<8han(l, Vrdd. 7.'59 \ Mackay, Manual, oTo ; Mackintosh, 18:;0, 8 S. GG-S

:

Findlay, 1828,7 S. U'.O).

/;/./,/. V7 /.;.v.—(I) JJaiial of LiahUilij to Account.—Tliix defence may i-est

upon a denial of siicli a relationship between tlie parties as will entitle

<'ither to an acccnniting, or npon the averment of an agreement that there

was to be no accounting.

Cl) Averment that Account has Icen settled.—An account in general will

be held as settled when duly docqueted by the i)arty entitldl to demand

it; but docquets may l>e reduced and an accounting allowed where there

is a good ground of reduction, such as fraud or essential error; or even

without i-eduction where there is proof of pali»able overcharge and error

{rollocl, 18.')!, Vo 1). G40, ])er L. Cunningham), or that sums have

Ijeen receivtnl not stated in the accounts docqueted {Laing, 1862, 24

D. i:5G2; La^c, 1862, 24 D. 577). Settlement must be proved by

competent written evidence {Hannay, 1876, 3 R 399, L. If. 2 Aitj*.

Ca. r.:]l).—[^larkay, Manual, :^.72-4 : Shan.l, Practice, 739-40.]

Accounting, Action of: Sheriff Court.—The prayer

of the ])etition in such an action (otherwise! called Action of Count and

Reckoning) is to ordain the defender to produce a full account of his

intromissions, and to pay to the pursuer such sum as may appear to be

the true balance due by him ; and, alternatively, failing his producing such

account, to ordain the defender to pay a specified sum (39 & 40 A'ict. c. 70,

Schedule A. (2) ). The amount of the specified sum does not limit the

amount that may be found due as the result of the accounting {Spottis-

u-oode, 1853, 16 D. 59) ; and the omission to pray for it in the petition may
be rectifieil subsequently by amendment (Dohson, 1858, 20 I). 610).

Accounts are ordered and given in if the Sherifi" sees cause, and thereafter

an opportunity is given to the pursuer to lodge objections to them, and to

the defender to answer the objections (A. S., 1839, ss. 87, 88, 89). In

other respects the ])rocedure is the same as in an ordinary action. See

Action, Oudinaky IMiocedukh in Sheriff Court.

Account Duty.— i>y the Act 44 Vict. c. 12, s. 38 (hereinafter

cited as the 1881 Act), stanqi duties, at the like rates as are charged by the

said Act on affidavits and inventories, are made chargeable on accounts of

jiersonal or moveable property, to he included therein according to the

value thereof. The rates are as follow (s. 27) :

—

Whi-iv the estate is— a duty of £1, lor every £50, and any fractional

Above £100 and not part of £50.

above £.')00 in value,

Wliere tlie estate is

—

a duty of £1, r)S. „
Above £500 and not
above £1000 in value,

AVhere the estate is— a duty of £3, lor every £100, and any fractional

Above £1000 in value, pirt of £100.

The descriptions of property chargeable under tlie aforesaid Act, as

amended by the Act 52 Vict. c. 7, s. 11 (hereinafter cited as the 1889 Act),

are as follow:

—

(a) "Any ])roperty taken as a donatio mortis causa made l>y

any jicr.son dying on or after the first day of June 1881, or taken under a

voluntary disposition, made by any person so dying, purj^orting to operate
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as an iinmediate gift inter vivos, whether hy way of transfer, delivery,

declaration of trust or otlierwise, which shall not have been bond fide made
three months" [altered to "twelve" months by 1880 Act, s. 11 (1)] "before

the death of the deceased" (1881 Act, s. 38 (2) (a)); and any " property

taken under any gift, whenever made, of which property bund fide possession

and enjoyment shall not have been assumed by the donee immediately upon
the gift and thenceforward retained, to the entire exclusion of the donor, or

of any benefit to him by contract or otherwise" (1889 Act. s. 11 (1)).

{b) " Any proj)erty which a person, d}ing on or after such day, having

been absolutely entitled thereto, has voluntarily caused or may voluntarily

cause to be transferred to or vested in himself and any other person jointly,

whether by disposition or otherwise, so that the l)eneficial interest therein

or in some part thereof passes or accrues by survivorship on his death to

such other person" (1881 Act, s. 38 (2) (b)) : and the expression "to be

transferred to or vested in liimsclf and any other person " shall be construed

to include " any purchase or investment effected by the person who was
alisolutely entitled to the property eith(»r by liimself alone, or in concert, or

by arrangement, with any other person " (1880 Act, s. 11 (1)).

(c) " Any property passing under any past or future Aoluntary settle-

ment made by any person dying on or after such a day, by deed or any
other instrument not taking eHect as a will, wherel)y an interest in such

property for life or any other period determinalde by reference to death is

reserved either expressly or by implication to the settlor, or wdiereby the

settlor may have reserved to himself the right, l)y the exercise of any
power, to restore to himself, or to reclaim the al)solute interest in such

property" (1881 Act, s. 38 (2) (c)). The expression "voluntary settle-

ment" shall be construed to include "any trust, whether expressed in

writing or otherwise, in favour of a volunteer, and, if contained in a deed or

other instrument ejecting the settlement, whether such deed or other instru-

ment was made for valualjle consideration or not as between the settlor

and any other person, and as if the expression ' such property,' wherever

the same occurs, included the proceeds of sale thereof" (1889 Act, s. 11 (1)).

The charge is extended to " money received under a policy of assurance

effected l)y any person dying on or after the first day of June 1889, on his

life, where the policy is wholly kept up ])y him for the l)enefit of a donee,

whether nominee or assignee, or a part of such money in proportion to the

premiums X)aid by him, where the policv is partially kept up by him for

such benefit " (1889 Act, s. 11 (1)).

It was held in a case in which the construction of the 1881 Act, s. 38 (2)

(c), was in question, that, as regards that subsection at all events, the

earlier Act must be read as having the meaning declared by the later Act
{Theobald, L. l\. 24 Q. B. D. 557; see Worrall, L. E. [1805] 1 Q. B. 99).

Exemptions.—Property when not al)0ve £100 in value is exempt; and,

accordingly, no account is recpiired where it is shown not to exceed that

amount. Furtlier, estate upon which account stamp duty has been paid is

exempt from payment of legacy duty at the rate of 1, or succession duty at

the rate of 1 or 1^ per cent. (1881 Act, s. 41 ; see 51 Vict. c. 8, s. 21).

Form OFAccouxT.—Forms of accounts (C) can 1k> ol)tained at the Legacy

and Succession Duty office, Edinljurgh, or at any Inland licvenue stamp
office in the country. Accounts when duly filled up must l)e verified by
oath before a justice, or any officer authorised by tli(^ Commissioners of

Inland lievenue (1881 Act, s. 39). Distributors and subdistributors of

stamps, and certain officers of the Legacy and Succession Duty office, Edin-

burgh, liave received such authority. "Wlien the oatli has been sworn and
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the account stamped, it may be preseutod personally or Ijy an agent at the

Legacy and Succession Duty office, Edinburgh, or at any Inland Itevenue

stamp otlice in the country, or it may Ite sent throu^di the i)ust to the

D(M»uty Controller of Legacy and Succession Duties at i\\t; Inland Kevenue

othcc, Edinburgh. The stamped account will be filed in the office, but, if a

duplicate be furnished, a certificate of the payment of the duty when paid

will be placed upon it. Every deed or instrument (or a copy thereof)

affecting the property comprised in an account, is required to be forwarded

for exa'iuination with the account. Documents so forwarded will be

returned. The duty is chargeable upon the amount or value of the property

as it stands at tlie time of the delivery of the account ; including all rents,

dividends, or interest accrued (jn the ])roperty between the date of death

and the time of assessing the account duty. Effects not consisting of

money or securities for money, and not sold, are to be valued at the time

the account is rendered, when inventories and proper valuati(jns thereof

will be requiriid to be produced. The stocks, shares, etc., are to be valued

at the medium price of the day on wliich the account is dated.

T///-: Dutiable Amount is the amoimt or value of the property as it

stands at the date of the account, with all interim interest or proceeds

accrued between the date of death and the time of delivery. Valuations for

the purposes of these Acts are exempt from stamp duty (54 & 55 ^'ict. c.

39, Sell. Appraisement). Where property has been undt-rvalued, a further

account must be delivered, stamped so as to cover, with the duty already

paid, the dutiable amount. Where duty has been overpaid, the practice is to

substitute a new account, and rectify the duty (see Mnir (Als/on's Tr.), 1895,

.3 S. L. T. No. 228). Where the deceased's whole property is to be included

in an account, deduction is allowed for debts and funeral expenses, although

there is no statutory authority for the practice.

If the property be so disposed of as to come within the jurisdiction of

British Courts, it is chargeable, whatever its locality.

The term " voluntary settlement " does not imply that there may not

have been consideration between the parties to it ; and in determining

whether a settlement is or is not voluntary, the amount of the considera-

tion and the relation of tlie parties are of the first importance (Crossinaa,

L. K. 18 Q. B. D. 256; WUsoa, 1894, 21 W. 997; cp. M'Kcrsies, 1881, 19

S. L. R 438). Account stamp duty is chargeable not only on voluntary

settlements, but on dispositions in favour of volunteers contained in settle-

ments that are not voluntary, e.(j. marriage contracts {Jacobs-Smith, L. E.

[1895] 2 Q. B. 341; cp. Dc Mcstrc, L. B. [1891] A. C. 264; Macdonald,

1893, 20 B. (H. L.) 88). "Voluntarily" does not mean "gratuitously" or

"without consideration"; it means rather "freely, without compulsion,"

and " not under any obligation" {EIUh, L. B. [1895] 2 Q. B.. 466). Broperty

"passes under" (1881 Act, s. 38 (2) (c)) a settlement, whether the disposi-

tion be effected by the terms of the settlement itself, or by an instrument

in execution of a power created by it {Chapman, L. B. [1891] 2 Q. B. 526;

Goslinrj, L. B. [1802] 1 Q. B. 545; Wcndt, 73 L. T. B. 255). Where ^it is

necessary to the charge to show that an " interest " (see Heijivood, L. B. 19

Q. B. D. 326) has been "reserved" in the settlement under which the

]>roperty passes, it will be sufficient if it be secured {Chapman, Gosling,

Wcndt, ut supra). It need not be provided by the deed which transfers the

la-operty ; nor must it be secured upon, or be payable out of. the projierty

transferred {Crossynan and Wilson, i(t supra; see, however, Worrall, L. B.

[1895] 1 Q. B. 99). The common-law right of a husband to revoke a gift to his

wife does not bring the gift into charge under the 1881 Act, s. 38 (a), as
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amended by the 1889 Act, s. 11. It has been held that the 1889 Act, s. 11,

does not apply to a policy assigned to a donee, and thereafter wholly kept

up by him {Robertson, 1895, 22 H. 568). Heritage passing under a voluntary

settlement, containing a trust for sale, is chargeable under the 1881 Act
{Dodd, L. E. [1894] 2 Q. B. 150). As to the question of the apportionment

of the charge, where specific sums have been appointed in the exercise

of a power, see Ee Croft's Trusts, L. l\. [1802] 1 Cli. D. 652; Ee Shau;

L. E. [1895] 1 Ch. 343. The 1881 and 1889 Acts are, in case of persons

dying on or after 2nd Aug. 1894, superseded as to account duty by the

Finance Act, 1894 (see s. 1 and s. 2 (1) (c) thereof, and 8ch. 1).—[See Hanson
on the Ecvenuc Acts,ld>SQ, 1881; Cossett, ^1ccom??«! Stami) Duty (the 1881

Act) ; Xorman, Digest of the Death Duties.] See Donation ; Estate Duty
(under 52 Vict. c. 7, s. 5) ; Estate Duty (under Fhiance Act, 1894).

Accounts.—Accounts in re mei'catoria are sustained as probative

although neither tested nor probative, if subscribed {Fell, 1869,41 S. J. 236),

or authenticated by initials, or by a cross or mark (Dickson, ss. 672, 799). If

it be established that the account was filled in above the debtor's signature,

it will be rejected, save on proof of his consent or homologation {Campbell,

1843, 5 D. 755 ; Dickson, ss. 677, 800). Even if unsigned, holograph writs

in account-books are probative, as the subscription is not, in practice,

added to complete the entry (Stair, iv. 42. 6 ; Dunlop, 1839, 1 D. 912, per

L. Mackenzie) ; but it is thought that nowadays this principle would not

be applietl to scroll accounts (cp. Aiusl//, 1696, Mor. 12626, and Millar,

1708, Mor. ] 2026, with Nasmith, 1665, Mor. 12621). The privilege has been
extended to fitted accounts, which, while not in re mercatoria, relate to

business transactions {Camj)bell, 1822, 1 S. 446 ; cp. Stephen, 1832, 10 S.

279); and sometimes very liberally {M'Lurf/, 1678, Mor. 16970; Stuart,

1680, Mor. 12624). Observe tliat a bank pass-book is held to be a current and
not a fitted account {Commercial Bank of Scothind, 1860, 3 Macq. 643; cp.

Coupers Trs., 1889, 16 E. 412). It is permissible to correct signed accounts

or balance-sheets which show ex feicie an error ccdculi, or some other obvious

error, the means of correcting which are to be found in the writings them-
selves. Where proof is admissible, the error nmst be precisely averred

{3[aclaren, 1860, 22 D. 373 ; 1862, 24 D. 577; Laing, 1862, 24 D. 1362).--

[Ersk. iii. 2. 24; Dickson, i/vif^mce, ss. 797-800, 1231.] See Admissions;
Apocha Trium Annokum; Books; Cautionaky Obligations; Donation;
Interest ; Prescription ; Presumption.

Accretion.—The rule of law denoted by "accretion" is expressed

in tlie nuixini, Jus supervcniens auctori aecrescit successori, and may be

generally stated as being that where the title of the granter of a convey-

ance was at the date of its execution incomplete, its subsequent completion

will draw back to the date of the conveyance, and make it as effectual as

if the granter's title had then been unexceptionable. Although the rule

has its most frequent illustrations in feudal conveyancing, it is not technical

or feudal in its origin, but is founded on equitable principles equally

applicable to conveyances of every kind of property. The fundamental
principle is that, where the granter of a conveyance is either expressly, or,

from the onerous nature of the transaction, liable in absolute warrandice,

he is not only Itarred from using to the grantee's prejudice rights of what-

ever nature subsequently acquired Ijy him,—whether by succession, or
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conveyance, or even by Statute (Viscount ArhutJinof,^Un: 7731),—which

under his obligation of warrandice he would have been bound to mak*-

good to the grantee, Ijut is hvhl Jirfionc Ji'rls t(j have possessed tliese rights

from the tirst, so as to make them available to the grantee without ;i

supplementary conveyance. The same rule obtains where, without a

clause of warrandice, the granter conveys for all right which he has

acquired or shall acquire (Stair, iii. 2. 2; Krsk. ii. 7. :!).

While it was at one time doubted whether accretion was not in its

• •[.eration cuntiueil to questions l»etween granter and grantee (Stair, iii. 2. 2),

it has long been settled that it is equally applicalde in all questions between

competitors deriving right from the common author whose title was

originally defective. On the eommon author's title being completed, that

competiUn- will prevail whose right would liave l)een preferable had the

title from the first been unexceptionable. Thus a lease granted by a land-

lord uninfeft was, on his subsequent infeftment, held binding in a questicjn

with a disponee to whom he liad meantime conveyed (Xci/son, ]\Ior. 77GS).

So, where several dispositions had been granted by a disponer who remained

uninfeft until after all his disponees had taken infeftment, the disponee

who first took infeftment was preferred, negativing the contention that, as

all the infeftments were equally invalid until the disponer was infeft, his

infeftment must accresce ecpially to them all (Xcil-so/i, ^lor. 777o ;
Patcrsuu,

]\Ior. 7775). In both these cases it was further held immaterial that the

disponer's infeftment had been procured l)y the unsuccessful competitor

solely with a view to validating his own infeftment. Ikit the retroactive

effect ol)tains only in questions between those deriving right from the same

disponer, the completion of title meantime Ijy one holding a right com-

peting with the disponer's interposing, in a question with that competitor,

an effectual mid-impediment to the disponee's infeftment being validated,

as of its date l)y the disponer's subsequent infeftment (il/»«'/'6», 1844, G 1). 1249).

It was until more recently doubted whether accretion could operate

where the disponer, at the time of granting the disposition, had absolutely

no right, and whether it was not confined to the case where he already had

an imperfect right (Bell, Prin. s. 882; Munro, 1844, G D. 1249, per Lords

Ivory and ^Mackenzie) ; but it is now settled that accretion is fully operative

even in such a case {Sican, 18GG, 4 M. GG;'. ; Smith, 18G9, 8 M. 204).

Accretion will thus operate equally whether the disponer acquires, or

merely completes, his right subsequent to the date of tlie disposition

granted by him.

It has long been settled that on the disponer's subsequently completing

his title, accretion operates in the case of a disponee infeft on a precept

originally invalid as fiowing from a disponer uninfeft, and also in the case

where infeftment has been taken by the disponee on a charter of resignation

originally defective, in respect that the procuratory on which it proceeded

was inept owing to the granter's being uninfeft, or not being entered

with the superior {Henderson, 5 July 1821, F. C; Times, 1844,7 D. 141).

In the case of Smith (18G9, 8 M. 204), the question arose whether a dis-

position granted to the disponer after the date of the conveyance by him

could l)e used as a mid link by the disponee thereafter making up his title

by notarial instrument. The Lord Ordinary (Lord Barcaple) thought that

it could not; but the judges of the First Division, although finding it

unnecessary to decide the question, were unanimously of opinion that it

could: and Lord Kinloch, with their full coiicurreuce, said: "I think the

general principle is that the accruing right is to be considered as, in legal

construction, anterior in date to the disposition whiili it fortifies in all
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respects whatever." Another strong iUustration of the rule is afforded by a

case where precepts of dare constat, inept as flowing from a superior whose

title was incomplete, were, together with the infeftments taken thereon,

validated by the completion of the superior's' title after the death of. the

heir to whom they were granted {Lockavt, 1837, 10 S. 76). Another

instructive illustration of the operation of the rule is aftbrded by the case of

Ifc/ukrson (o July 1821, F. C.) already cited. There the grantor of two

dispositions was infeft but unentered. In both cases the disponee's holding

was to be a me. Both disponees took infeftment, and the second obtained

from the superior confirmation of his own disposition and infeftment, but

not of the disponer's. Tliereafter the first disponce obtained from the

superior confirmation both of his own disposition and infeftment and of

the disponer's title. In a competition between the two, it was held that the

second, although last infeft, fell to be preferred, on the ground that, as

the confirmatio'n rendered the disponer's title complete as from the date of

his infeftment, the second disponee's title, being first confirmed by the

superior, and tlierefore first completed had the disponer been originally

entered, was preferable.

In some early cases {Earl of Lauderdale, ]\Ior. 26 ; Earl of Lauderdale,

Mor. 27 ; Eai^l of Cassilis, Mor. 33) it was held that rights acquired by

the donator of a forfeited estate accresced to the forfeited owner on his

restoration,—decisions which, it is thought, must have proceeded on the

ground that the donator was held to have acquired the rights as trustee for

the forfeited owner. A similar principle apparently underlies the decisions

in Buthven (]\Ior. 31) and Duncan (Mor. 39), where rights acquired by an

assignee were held to accresce to the cedent on his reducing the assignation.

But accretion, even although the other requisite conditions be present,

will not operate where a title is subsequently completed, not in the, person

of the disponer whose title was defective, but only in the person of some

one representing him. Thus although, at common law, an heir was liable

to make good his ancestor's warrandice, yet his infeftment did not validate

an infeftment taken on a precept flowing from the ancestor whose title was

incomplete {Keith, Mor. 1767 and 2933), because the infeftment which

the heir is bound to give the disponee "cannot proceed on the precept

granted by the ancestor, who never acquired any right which entitled him

to grant that warrant." Again, where the precept of sasine proceeded from

a trustee uninfeft, the disponee's infeftment will not be validated by the

completion of the title in the person of the truster {Bedfearn, 7 March
1816, r. C). So, too, the infeftment of assumed trustees does not accresce

to and validate precepts granted by the trustees by whom they were assumed,

and none of whom have ever been infeft {Martin, 1841, 3 D. 485). So, too,

where one having a personal right to lands disponed the dominium utile

to one person and the dominium directum to another, and both took infeft-

ment, the infeftment of the latter did not accresce to that of the former so

as to constitute him a proper vassal in the lands {Morton, 6 July 1813, F. C).

Another curious illustration of the limitation of the rule is afforded by

an early case {Graham, 1746, Mor. 7752), where a person wlio had disponed

lands with absolute warrandice, having afterwards acquired debts affecting

them, it was held that they did not accresce to the purchaser, but that the

disponer, in a question with other creditors of the purchaser, was entitled

to hold them as a good security to the extent of the unpaid balance of the

price ; for here the purchaser, not having fulfilled his part of the contract

by paying the price, could not have enforced the disponer's warrandice

obligation.
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As a consequence of the rule being based mi the absolute warrandice of

the disponer, there is no room for accretion as to additional rights

subsequently acquired by him where the conveyance whicli he has granted

is gratuitous and without altsolutt^ warrandice, or is only of a particular

ri<'ht, or expressly of the rights then vested in him, or where the warrandice

is'^on'ly fr(..ni fact and deed (Stair, iii. 2. 2 ; Ersk. ii. 7. 4 ;
Douf/las, Mor.

7748). The case of M'Gibhon (1852, 14 D. 605) is cited in liell's Didioimry

as supporting the statement that " the doctrine apjplies to gratuitous as

well as onerous deeds," but does not l)ear this out ; for although no warrandice

was expressed, the conveyance there in question, being granted Ijy an apparent

heir in imijlement of a family arrangement, and therefore onerous, bore to

convey "all right title interest claim of right property and possession

" which the granter her predecessors and authors heirs and successors had
" have or could claim " in the subjects conveyed. For the same reason,

accretion does not apply to the case of a mere consenter subsequently

acfiuiring right to the lands conveyed (Stair, iii. 2. 2 ; Ersk. ii. 7. 4 ; Forbes,

Mor. 7759; Stuart, Mor. 7702). Again, where the conveyance is not

voluntary but judicial, as by adjudication from a person having no title or

only a defective title to the lands adjudged, any subsequent acquisition of

right by him does not accresce in favour of the judicial disponee (Ersk. ii. 7. 4;

Bankt. iii. 2. 18 ; Town ofMusselburgh,'Mow 7759 ; Duncan, Mor. 7772 ; Wilson,

18.".G, 14 S. 11 17), because the judicial conveyance merely transmits any right

then vested in the debtor, and imposes on him no obligation of warrandice.

It has been questioned but not decided whether accretion operates in

the two following cases :

—

{a) Where the common author's infeftment has

proceeded on the diligence of one of the competing parties, does it accresce

to all the competitors, or only to the one on whose diligence it proceeded ?

The latter view is supported by Stair (iii. 2. 2), and undoubtedly would

seem to be in accordance with the principle underlying the rule ; but the

already-cited decisions {Neilson, Mor. 7773 ; Paferson, Mor. 7775), that

wher(> one of several competitors completes the author's title, it accresces

to them all according to the priority of their respective infeftments, appear

to point to the opposite conclusion. The question, however, is not now
likely to arise. The other question is of great practical importance

—

{h) Where the disponer has become bankrupt, will the subsequent com-

pletion of title in his person accresce to and validate dispositions or other

rights previously granted by him ? It is stated, but without any citation

of authority, that it will, in Menzies' Convcyancinci (p. 785), and Montgomerie

Bell's Conveyancing (p. 814); and the same view is expressed in Goudy

on IJankruptcy (p. 271), on the authority of Edmond (3 Macq. IIG) and

Miller (18:30,^14 S. 1087), neither of which cases, however, involved the

precise question. On the other hand, it is suggested by Professor Bell,

in his Primiples (s. 882 (5)), that after bankruptcy no accretion to render

valid the securities of particular creditors, to the prejudice of the general

body, should take place in consequence of an act of the trustee intended

for the general benefit ; and the same view is strongly urged by him in his

Commentaries (i. 738), on the ground that, as accretion rests on the

granter's obligation of warrandice, which after his bankruptcy he cannot

lawfully fulfil, to the prejudice of the general body of his creditors, " it

"would be a strange anomaly to hold that what a trustee for creditors

" generally does in order to complete their rights, should be construed as an
" act of the bankrupt done in the fulfihnent of an obligation which he is

"prohibited from fulfilling." If the title is completed in the trustee's

person, the question of course does not arise.

VOL. I.
^
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Accretion is also used to denote the rule of law by which, in certain

cases, the survivors of a class of legatees take the shares of predeceasers.

See Legacy ; Succession ; Sukvivok.

Accumulate Sum.—See Adjudication for Debt.

Accumulation.—Tlie term accumulation, when used technically,

has reference to the case where a person has by mortis cansd deed conveyed

his property to trustees for the jjurpose of adding to the capital the income

thereof as it accrues. At connnon law, accumulation, where it had a

definite beneficial object, might be carried out for an indefinite time, pro-

vided this object received the benefit within a reasonable time {Mason,

1844, 16 Sc. Jur. 422). By Statute, the time within which trustees may
carry on such accumulation without being subject to interference by a

beneficial claimant, is now strictly defined. See Thellusson Act.

Accumulation of Prisoners.—Where several persons are

charged together, and cause is shown (Hume, ii. 175, 170 ; Alison, ii. 240-4
;

Macdonald, 443 ; Surragc, Shaw, 22 ; Barnet, Shaw, 245 ; Higgins,

Bell, Notes, 1S2 ;' PLOivhotham, 2 Irv. 89; Hmcton & Farlcer, 4 Irv.' 58
;

JPIbc7i & Mullen, 1 Coup. 390 ; Driver & Tyre, 5 Coup. G80), or it may be

oppressive to try all at once (Hume, ii. 179 ; Macdonald, 443 ; Clancy,

Bell, Notes, 183 ; deary. Ark. 7); the Court may order separate trials. But
special cause must be shown {Marr, 4 Coup. 407). See Criminal

Prosecution.

Accusation, False.—l. Against judges.—-At common law, and
by the Act 1540, c. 104, it is criminal to make false accusations, either

verbally or in writing, against judges, charging them with oppression,

corruption, or breach of duty. 2. Against private picrsons.—To render

criminal a false accusation against a private person, it must be of the most
serious nature, such as an imputation of gross immorality, or a false charge

of committing crime. It is criminal for several persons to conspire to

make false accusations against anyone.

The punishment is penal servitude or imprisonment.—[Hume, i. 341
;

Alison, i. 575 ; Macdonald, 179, 245 ; Anderson, Crim. Law, 84.]

Acids, Throwing.—By the Act 10 Geo. IV. c. 38 (which super-

seded G Ceo. IV. c. 120), it is enacted (s. 3) :
" That if any person in Scotland

shall, from and after the passing of this Act, wilfully, maliciously, and
unlawfully throw at or otherwise apply to any of His Majesty's subject

or subjects any sulphuric acid, or other corrosive substance calculated by
external application to burn or injure the human frame, with intent in so

doing, or by means thereof, to murder or maim or disfigure or disable such

His Majesty's subject or subjects, or with intent to do some other grievous

bodily harm to such of His Majesty's subject or subjects, and where, in

consequence of such acid or other substance being so wilfully, maliciously,

and unlawfully thrown or applied, with intent as aforesaid, any of His
Majesty's subjects shall be maimed, disfigured, or disabled, or receive other
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grievous bodily hunn, such person being thereof lawtuUy found guilty, actor,

or art and part, shall be held guilty of a capital crime, and shall receive

sentence of death accordingly." In construing this section, it lias been

decided (1) that injury must have been done, (2) that the injury must be

serious or grievous '(I^'^^^''. IS- •'^' 1
^^^i"- -S'-^)

^ (•^) ^^^'^^ ^^'^ actual victim

need not have been the person f(ir whnm ihe injury was intended (Dewar

or Beaton, 1842, 1 Broun, 313). At common law, it is an aggravated assault

to throw at or apply to another a corrosive acid, calculated to injure

(Fitckie, 185G, 2 Irv. 485 ; Fitdtcrhcrt, LSf.S, 3 Irv. 63). If actual injury

results, this is an additional aggravation.—[Macdonald, 145, 158 ;
Anderson,

Criin. Law, 75, 80.] See Attemi'T to MuKDEit.

Acknowledgment.—A term frequently used to describe a

written admission that a sum of money has been paid to, or is due by, the

party granting it.

1. /'OAM/.—Although the term is wide enough to cover discharges or

receipts for money paid in satisfaction of a deljt (see Disciiahge ;
Kkceipt),

it is generally used with reference to money paid so as to create debt, i.e. on

loan.° The form, in this latter sense, is not material. It may take the shape

of a simple receipt, as in Martin (1850, 12 D. 900), Allan (1837, 15 S. 1130),

Donaldson (1711, Mor. 11511); or of a receipt with an agreement to pay

interest " if demanded" (Ti'okT^sow, 1858, 20 D. 371); or of a receipt "as

per agreement" {Thomson, 18G1, 23 D. 693): or of an acknowledgment of

receipt of money "which I am to pay back with bank interest " (which

was held of the nature of a bond, and therefore after-stainpable) (Tcnnent,

1878,5 R. 433), or "for which I shall account" (Fines Ecprs., 1833, 11 S.

473); or of an I. 0. U. {Williamson, 1882, 9 K. 859); or simply "on loan"

(Welsh's Trs., 1885, 12 li. 851). The acknowledgment may be contained in

one document, or inferred from the terms of several (Pioss, 24 Nov. 1809,

F. C). It is usually holograph or tested; but since it is regarded rather

as proof of an obligation than as constituting it, the acknowledgment,

if proved to be the genuine writ of the grantor, though neither holograph

nor tested, will be effectual (nnjan, 1892, 19 E. 490; Nicholson, 1896,

3 S. L. T. No. 364; cf. MAdie, 1883, 10 K. 741).

2. Effect.—The legal effect of an acknowledgment of receipt of money

is important. "Where a document or writing admitting the receipt of

money is given to the party advancing the amount by the party who

receives it, it will be presumed that an obligation to repay is thereby

constituted, unless the party who has received the money shall estabhsh

that it was paid to extinguish some counter -obligation, or to satisfy

some other demand which he had against the advancer" (Haldanc, 1872,

10 M. 537, per L. Cowan, at p. 543; Duncans Trs., 1873, 11 M. 2o4,

L. Neaves; TViomso^^ 1861, 23 D. 693; see also O^iVnV, 1703, Mor. llolO:

Donaldson, 1711, Mor. 11511 ; Ross, ut siqva). In such a case parole proof

is competent to find quo animo the money was paid, and, if necessary, to set

up the writing and complete the proof (Haldanc, 1872, 10 M. 537, per Lords

Cowan, Deas, Ardmillan, and Kinloch ; Bryan, 1892,9 R. 490; Mounscy,

1895, 3 S. L. T. No. 340 (L. Moncreill) ; Nicholson, 1896, 3 S. L T. No. o64

;

Anderson, 1883, 11 R. 35; Williamson, 1882, 9 R. 859: Woodroiv, 1861, 24 D.

31: Thomson, 1861, 23 D. 693; Robertson, 1858, 20 D. 371; Martin, 18..0,

12 D. 960; Allan, 1837, 15 S. 1130; and see M'Adic, 1883, 10 R. 741); but

not where the writ founded on was a cheque in the defender's^ favour

indorsed by him (Haldanc, ut supra), or a deposit receipt in pursuer's name
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indorsed by the defender (Mmmo, 1873, 11 M. 446), since these did not

infer the contract of loan. In JS^cilsons Trs. (1880, 11 E. 119), L. Young
remarks (at p. 123), on the difference in eilect between mere acknowledg-

ments of debt and promissory notes or other obligatory documents : "I must
assent to the distinction lietween a mere acknowledgment of debt and a bond

or obligatory document " (viz. that an acknowledgment of debt, although

evidence of a debt, is not necessarily sutiicient and per se conclusive, like a

bond). " If an implied obligation to pay were in all circumstances

eqmvalent to an expressed obligation, bonds would disappear. But the

common law distinguishes between the promise or obligation which an

acknowledgment primd facie implies, and an expressed promise or

obligation. The holder of a bond or promissory note need not concern

himself with the debt for wdiicli it is granted, so long as the instrument

retains its virtue, for he sues on it, and not on the debt ; while the holder of

a mere acknowledgment of debt must sue on the debt, with the acknow-
ledgment as evidence, which may be sufticient or not according to circum-

stances, whether per se or aided by other evidence." See the later case of

Welslis Trs. (1885, 12 E. 851), for the effect of a holograph acknowledgment
of receipt of money "on loan," L. Eutherfurd Clark, at p. 802, cf. L. Young

;

see also Christies Trs. (1870, 8 M. 4G1).

3. Stamp.—By sec. 101 of the Stamp Act, 54 & 55 Vict. c. 39, any
writing whatsoever whereby any money amounting to £2 or upwards
... is acknowledged or expressed to have been received or deposited or

paid, is a receipt in the sense of the Act, and shovdd be stamped as

such ; but it would appear that a mere acknowledgment needs no stamp
{WelsJis Trs., 1885, 12 E. 856, L. Young, and cases referred to there). If

the acknowledgment contains a promise to pay a definite sum to a person

named at a definite date, or when required, it becomes equivalent to a

promissory note, and, unless stamped as such, cannot be regarded in

evidence {Vallance, 1879, 6 E. 1099 ; Blyth, 1879, 6 E. 1102; see Pirics

Bepirs., 1833, 11 S. 473). An acknowledgment in such terms cannot be

after-stamped ; but where the amount promised to l^e repaid was indefinite,

the document was held capable of being after-stamped, because not a pro-

missory note {Tennent, 1878, 5 E. 433; see Thomson, 1894, 22 E. 16,

and Henderson, 1895, 22 E. 895).

[Dickson on Evidence (Grierson), ss. 594 and 610.] See Discharge;
Eeceipt ; I. 0. U. ; Loan ; rROMissoRY Note ; Proof.

A COelO usque ad centrum.—The owner of land in

Scotland enjoys the use and possession, not merely of the surface thereof,

but also of what is above and below the surface, a ccelo usque ad centrum.

As it has been expressed, " the vertical measurement of his property is

indefinite—it knows no limits" {Glasyoir City Rioy. Co., 1883, 10 E. 894, at p.

902). In virtue of this doctrine, a proprietor of land may, apart from restraint

in the interests of the puldic or of an individual, erect buildings within his

boundaries to any height above, and excavate in search of minerals or other

substances to any depth below, the surface he pleases.—[Bell, Prin. s. 940
;

Stair, ii. 3. GO ; Ersk. ii. 6. 1 ; Eankine, Landmrncrship, 3rd ed., 93, 156.

PHcksons & Laings, 1885, 13 E. 163.] See Servitude; Building
Eestrictiox ; Eegalia.

Acquiescence.—See Admissions, etc.; Mora; Eei Interventus;
Taciturnity.
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Acquircnda of Bankrupt.— l. /v Sequestration.—
Under the eiirlier Statutes, a bankrupt's acquisitions after the date of

sequestration did not vest in the trustee, and, in order to assert a right

thtncto, it was necessary for liini eitlier (1) to obtain a supplementary

s(!(piestration, or (2) vvliere a second independent scqucistratiou had been

obtained, to claim a ranking thereunder imri 2MSSIC witli the subsequent

<n(!ditors (54 Geo. ill. c. 1:57, s. :',9 ; licll. Com., 5th ed., ii. 478; Ch-istie,

18:J5, 14 S. 191 ; FisLci., 1845, 7 D. 842). Under the present Bankruptcy

Act (19 & 20 ^'ict. c. 79), such accpiisitions vest ipsujare in the trustee as

at the date of ac(juisition, and he makes his right eflectual by means of a

petition to the Lord Ordinary on the Bills (s. 10;J). If the trustee has been

discharged, a new trustee will be apjiointed by the Court of Session on the

l)etition of any creditor (7'Ao?»,s^>», 180."!, 2 M. .'525). The Ijankrupt must

notify such ac(iuisitions to the trustee (s. 10:5). The trustee cannot claim

estate which has been abandoned to the bankrupt {Northern Herit. Secur.

Invest. Co., 1888, 16 R 100, and 18 R. (H. L.) 37 ; Taylor, 1879, 7 R 128),

n(»r estate included in a second sequestration {Fid-cv, vt supra), ov CQiiHW

(Abel, 188:5, 11 11. 149), or in an English or Irish adjudication (Mcin, 1855,

17 D. 4:35). Nor can he claim, to the exclusion of new creditors, estate

uc(|uired in business carried on Ity the bankrupt with the acquiescence

of the old creditors (Christie, ut supra; Fislrn, ut supra). It is not

settled to what extent personal earnings of the bankrupt may be claimed

(Barron, 1881, 8 11. 9:33).—[Goudy on Bankruptcy, 21A. ct seq.,2'2Q; Bell,

Com., 5th ed., ii. 478 : Murdoch on Bankruptcy, 267.] See Sequestration :

Vestiny of Estate in Trustee.

2. I.v Cess10.—Acquisitions by the l)ankrupt after the date of the

cessio do not vest in the trustee, and there are no means open to him of

recovering such estate. The individual creditors may, however, do diligence

against it in the same way as if no cessio existed {Reid, 1894, 21 E. 935).

—

[Goudy on Baukrnjotcy, 484; Bell, Com. ii. 482-3.] See Cessio.

Adm
Act

Aquirenda of lYIarricd Woman. — See Jus Mawti
;

MINISTRATION (HuSB.VND'S lilGHT OF); MARRIED AVoMEN'S PROPERTY

Acquittal. — The absolving or setting free of a person from a

criminal charge. This must be either by a verdict (of not guilty or not

proven), or by the deserti(jn of the charge simpliciter.—[Hume, i. 94. 413,

ii. 70; Alison, ii. 648.] See Verdict; Tholed Assize; Res Judicata;

Absolvitor ; Sentence ; Cri.minal Prosecution ;
Desertion of Diet.

Acre.—See Weights and Measures.

Act and Commission.—See Commission to take Proof, etc.

Act and Warrant of Trustee in Sequestration,
commonly calli'd the trustee's conlirnuiliou, is tlie staluLory order issued by

the Sherill" confirming the trustee's election, and transferring to him the

estiites of the bankrupt, with power to sue for and recover the same (19 &
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20 Vict. c. 70, s. 73). The form is given in Schedule D appended to the

Act. It forms conchisive evidence of the trustee's title ; and a copy, certified

by the Sheriff Clerk and authenticated by a judge of the Court of Session,

must be received throughout the British dominions as inim A facie evidence

of his title to recover the estate (s. 73). A coi)y must be immediately

transmitted l)y the trustee to tlie Accountant of Court (s. 73), and an
abbreviate must be recorded within twenty-one days in the Register of

Adjudications (s. 79, and Schedules E 1 and E 2). If it be not duly

recorded, authority to record (^vnuler reservation of all ()l)jections) may be

granted by the Court of Session, ex nobili oficio, on petition to either

Division {Munro, 1851, 13 D. 1209: A. B.,2Jetr., 1855, 18 D. 286; Martin,

pcfr., 1857, 20 D. 55). Tlie elfect of such recording is retroactive, and
draws back to the statutory period Qfiuu-o, ut supra). The act and warrant

operates ipso jure a transfer to the trustee of the wliole property of the

bankrupt, herital)le and moveable, as at the date of the sequestration, i.e.

the date of the first deliverance (19 & 20 Vict. c. 79, s. 102). The general

princijjle of this statutory vesting is that " all property, whether heritable

or moveable, in which the bankni[)t has a l)eneficial interest, whether the

title be in him or in a trustee for him, to the extent of that interest, passes

to and vests in the trustee" {Herit. Revcr. Co., 1892, 19 R. (H. L.) 43, per

L. Watson), but that the trustee takes tlie estate ianiiim ct talc as it

stood in the person of the bankrupt {ih.). The property which so vests

does not include property held by the bankrupt in trust, although on
a title ex facie absolute {ih.)\ nor a mere spes succcssionis {Rcid, 1893,

20 R. 510). It includes real property in England, Ireland, or any
of Her Majesty's dominions ; l)ut as regards freehold, copyhold, and
leasehold, the act and warrant must be registered in the chief Court
of Bankruptcy in the country wdiere the estate lies (s. 102). The
formalities of conveyancing are not dispensed with {ex parte Rogers, 1881,

16 Ch. D. 665 ; CaUemler, 1891, 1 App. Ca. 460). A new or succeeding

trustee is, when appointed, invested with the estate under the original act

and warrant as from the time when the previous trustee demitted office

(s. 102). When a trustee is discharged or dies, then, until another trustee

takes office, the formal title of the bankrupt to the estate revives, as there

is no one to hold it against him {Geddcs, 1889, 17 R. 278); but the seques-

tration remains in force, and any undistriljuted estate may be vindicated for

the creditors by their obtaining the appointment of a new trustee on a
jjetition to either Division of the Court of Session.—[Goudy on Bankrupts/,

222,201 ct spq.: Bell, Com.u. 333 d srq.: Murdoch on Banl^ruptey, 264.]

See Sequestuatiox.

Act of Adjournal—An enactment by tlie judges of the High
Court of Justiciary.—In the reconstitution of the Justiciary Court by 1672,

c. 40, sec. 6 of the part " Coneernimj tlie Justices" provided: "That it be left and
recommended to the judges of that Court to regulate the inferior officers

thereof, and order every other thing concerning the said Court." Under
this provision, which continued to the Justiciary Court the powers inherent

in it as the Court of the King's Justiciar, or Justice General, the Court has

passed Acts of Adjournal dealing with the forms of procedure in the Court

;

with the appointment of circuit ayres ; and with the duties and conduct of

the various officials of the Court, including the dempster and the circuit

trumpeter. As the Supreme Court of criminal jurisdiction in Scotland,

and also under various Statutes, the High Court has passed Acts of
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Adjouriiiil which affect the procedure of the inferior criminal Courts. Thus,
under Ceo. iv. c. 2."., an Act for the better reguhition of the SheriiV,

Stewart, and Burgh Courts of Scothmd, the High Court passed the Act of

Adjournal, 17 March 1827, which is still of force in trials by jury in the

SheriCl" Courts. Most Statutes dealing witli criminal procedure contain a

clause empowering the Higli Court to make, by Acts of Adjournal, such rules

and regulations as may be necessary to carry into efU'ct the provisions oi

the Statute. Acts of Adjournal are recorded in the Books of Adjournal

;

but some Statutes also require that Acts of Adjournal, passed to carry out

their provisions, be laid witliin a certain poricxl before Ijfjtli Il<juses of

l*arlianient. Acts of Adjournal lose their torce under the same rules as are

applicable to Scots Acts of rarliament : they may go into desuetude, they

may be repealed, either expressly or by imiilication, and that either by
Act of Adjournal or by Statute.—[See Hume, Com. ii. 71 ; Alisnn, I'rart. G4

;

Adam, Ads of Adjournal (1S8G).

Act of Assembly.—The legislative powers of the General

Assembly of the Churcli oi Scotland are (with triHing exceptions) exercised

under the restrictions imposed by Act ix. of Ass. 1G97,commonly known as the

Barrier Act. That Act, wliich itself followed upon an overture sent down
to presbyteries, proceeds on the preamble of the frequent practice of former

Assemblies, the proljability that deliberation in making Acts, and previous

knowledge of them on the part of the whole Churcli, will conduce to the

e.xact obedience of them, and the desirability of preventing "any sudden
alteration, or innovation, or other prejudice of the Church in either doctrine

or worship, or discipline, or government," and enacts that, before the General

Asseml)ly passes any Act which is to be a binding rule antl constitution to

the Churcli, the same must first be proposed as an overture to the Assembly
(which may be done by a presbytery, or by a synod, or by members of the

House), and, being passed by it as such {i.e. as an overture), be remitted to

the consideration of the several presbyteries of the Church, and their

opinions and consent reported to the next General Assembly, "who may then

pass the same into an Act if the more general opinion of the Church thus

liad agree thereto." Accordingly, it is necessary to the validity of an Act
intended to be "a binding rule and constitution" [or of an Act rescinding

any Standing Act (see Act viii. of Ass. 17^30)], that it should have received the

approval of at least forty-three of the eighty-four presbyteries of the Church,

unless, indeed, where a proposal has been twice sent down as an overture,

and presbyteries have failed to return their opinions, in which case the

Assembly may (under Act v. of Ass. 1758) competently pass it into law

without again submitting it to presbyteries. With regard to the policy of

the Barrier Act, Principal Hill remarks that "any person who considers

the momentary impressions incident to all large bodies of men in the heat

of debate, or in their zeal for a particular object, will not think it advisable

that a Court so numerous as the General Assembly, which sits once a year

for ten days, should liave the uncontrolled power of making laws upon the

spur of the occasion" (View of Constitution of Church of Scotland, p. 07).

Owing, however, to the negligence of presbyteries in making returns

to the overtures transmitted to them, it was found that the elVect of the

Barrier Act was to produce considerable tardiness in legi.^lation ; and with

a view to counteract this, the Assembly, whenever circumstances appeared

to make it desirable that the proposal eml)odied in an overture should come
into force immediatelv, were from in early time in use, when sending the
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overture down to presbyteries, to enact it as an interim Act,—a course

which all Church lawyers are agreed has the effect of giving it bhiding

force till the meeting' of the next Assembly. As, however, the power of

making interim Acts was one which might very easily be abused, the

Assembly of 18-48 enacted (Act xiv.) that no overture " whicli involves an

essential alteration of the existing law or practice of the Cliurch " should

be converted into an interim Act, it being understood that the prohibition

was not to apply to " measures which may be necessary for carrying out

more effectually the subsisting regulations or forms of the Church." It

may be noted that, besides Acts jiasstnl in conformity with the procedure

required by the Barrier Act, tlie annually printed Ads of JsscmUy

generally include some enactments in regard to which—either on the

ground of inveterate usage or because they deal with matters falling within

the judicial or executive, rather than within the legislative, functions of the

Assembly—presbyteries have not been consulted, c.[/. Acts erecting or

altering the bounds of a presbytery or a synod,—Acts appointing collections,

days of humiliation or days of thanksgiving,—Acts prescribing regulations

for the election and appointment of ministers, etc. The Assembly has also

generally (though not uniformly) legislated in regard to its own membership

without following the Barrier Act.

The Boohe of the UniversaU Kirk of Scotland (of which the most

accessible edition is that published by Peterkin in 1839) contains many of

the Acts of Assembly for the period 1560-1616, while the Acts of

Assemblies 1638-1649, 1690, 1692, 1694-1895, have been published along

with abridgments of their proceedings, and shice 1779 a copy of the printed

Acts has been deposited in the Advocates' Library, and one has been sent

to each University in Scotland and to each synod and presbytery. See

also Church Courts.

Act of Bankruptcy is a term of English law used to denote

certain kinds of acts on the part of a debtor which have been prescribed by

Statute as indicia of insolvency, rendering him liable to be adjudged

Imnkrupt. They are analogous to the tests or indicia of notour bankruptcy

in the law of Scotland. No person is liable to be adjudged bankrupt who
has not committed an act of l)ankruptcy. Acts of bankruptcy are entirely

statutory. They were first introduced in the Act 13 Eliz. c. 7, and they

have been added to and altered by subsequent Statutes. By the Bankruptcy

Act of 1883 (46 & 47 Vict. c. 52), as amended by the Bankruptcy Act,

1890 (53 & 54 Vict. c. 71), it is enacted that a debtor commits an act of

bankruptcy in each of the following cases :

—

(1) If he makes a conveyance or assignment of his property to a trustee

for his creditors generally.

(2) If he makes a fraudulent conveyance, gift, delivery, or transfer of any

part of his property.

(3) If he makes a conveyance or transfer of his property, or creates any

charge thereon voidable as a fraudulent preference.

(4) If, with intent to defeat or delay his creditors, he departs or remains

out of England, or departs from his dwelling-place, or otherwise

absents himself, or begins to keep house,

(o) If he files in Court a declaration of his inability to pay his debts, or

presents a bankruptcy petition against himself.

(6) If he neglects to pay, satisfy, or secure a judgment debt after service

of a bankruptcy notice, within the time limited for payment.
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(7) If he gives notice to any of his creditors that he has suspended, or is

about to suspend, payment of liis debts (40 & 47 Vict. c. 52, s.

4(1)).
An " available act of bankruptcy " means one available as the ground

of a bankruptcy petition at the date of its presentation (46 & 47 Vict. e. 52,

s. 168).

An act of baiikru})t('y, wlien once committed, ciuuKjt be purged
; but in

order that it may be made tlie ground of a bankruptcy petition, it nnist

have been committed within three months before the presentation of tiie

petition (lb. s. 6 (1) ). An act of bankruptcy does not deprive the debtor of

liis title to sue for del)tK due to him.

The bankruptcy of a debtor is deemed to have relation back to, and

to commence at, the time when the act of bankruptcy was committed on

v^hich a receiving order is made against liim : or, if lie is proved to have

committed more than one, to the first act committed within three niontlis

jn-ior to the i)etition (lb. s. 4o). To the date so fixed the title of the trustee

to the bankrupt's property draws back, and he may recover it from persons

into whose hands it may have come since then, without prejudice, however,

to transactions entered into in bond Jide, without notice of any available

act of bankruptcy having binm committed (ib. s. 49).—[Williams, fkmhruptcij

Fmdice, 2 ct seq., 158 ; liobson on Bankruptcy, 132 ct scq., 552 ; Baldwin on

Bankrujjtci/, 71 d seq., 158-9, 193.]

Act of Cod.— See Damnum fatale ; Xaut.e, caupones,

STABULAUIl.

Act of Grace.—The name given to the Scots Act, 1G96, c. 32,

" anent the aliuieuL of poor prisoners." The Act provides that where

any person, imprisoned for a civil debt or cause, is so poor that he can-

not aliment himself, it shall be lawful for the magistrates of the burgh,

u})on the complaint and oath of tlie prisoner that he has no means, to

intimate the fact to the incarcerating creditor, and to require him to

give security for the debtor's aliment, or consent to his liberation. If

the creditor refuses during the period of ten days, and if no other

creditor offers security, the magistrate is empowered to liberate the

debtor. It has been held that the debtor is entitled to be liberated

<3n the tenth day from the date of intimation (Hood, 14 Dec. 1813, F. C;
see Thomson, 1878, 5 E. 561), and that the obligation to aliment him
runs from the date of the award (M'lfer, 1832, US. 144). xVlthough

intended primarily for the relief of royal burghs, the Act operated so

as to mitigate the law of imprisonment fur debt. It was amended and

improved by the Statute of 6 Geo. iv. c. 62 (1825), which, on the yw-
aud)le that much distress was often suffered by poor prisoners from want
of support till aliment was supplied under the Act of Grace, provides

that it shall iiot be lawful for the keeper of any prison to receive or

confine a prisoner for civil debt unless ten shillings are deposited by

the creditor as a means of aliment (s. 1). In the event of aliment

being subsequently awarded under the Act of (Jrace, the debtor is

entitled to claim it out of the deposit, at the rate allowed, from the

date of incarceration (s. 2). If, on application by the prisoner, he is

refused the benefit of the Act, oi' if lie does not ai)ply for it within thirty

days after his conunitment, the deposit is returned (ss. .". and 4). And
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where the deposit is not exhausted before liberution, or where the creditor

consents to the debtor being hberated without satisfaction before he applies

for aliment, the balance is to be returned (ss. 5 and G). Every prisoner

claiming the benefit is bound, when desired, to execute a disposition

omnium boiiorum ior behoof of all liis creditors; and if he refuses, when
required in writing, he is not entitled to aliment so long as he persists

in his refusal (s. 7; Jolnisfou, 1S."'>G, 14 S. IjSO). Refusal by the debtor

to sign an assignation of a certain sum out of his wages, upon which the

creditor was willing to liberate, deprived him of the benefit of the Act
{Brechin, 1842, 4 D. 909). If he lias an annuity or pension, he must, unless

he has previously done so, assign it, in order to obtain the benefit of the

Act (Arnohl, 1825, o S. G45, 4 S. l^o). The deed is exempt from stamp
duty if granted expressly under the Act (Stamp Act, 1815, 55 Geo. ill. c.

184, Schedule 3, s. 5 : see Bac, 18:57, 13 S. G53 ; M. Bell, Conv. i., 2nd ed., 205.)

Procedure.—The debtor had to be actually in prison at the date of

liis application, and could not claim the benefit if released on a sick bill

(M'lAitne, 1821, 1 S. Gl). The application is made by summary petition

to the magistrates of the royal burgh, or to the Sheriff of the county
(Prisons (Scotland) Amendment Act, 1844, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 34, s. 1.')), or to

the Sherilf- Substitute (Prisons (Scotland) Act, 18G0, 23 & 24 Vict. c.

105, s. 7G), having jurisdiction where the prison is situated (see 40 & 41
Vict. c. 53, s. 70, and Dove Wilson, Sheriff Court Frac. 37G). Notice

of the application is usually given by service to the incarcerating

creditor or his agent. By Act of Sederunt for the Courts of Royal
Burghs, 12 Nov. 1825, Part li. c. iv., it is provided that the creditor or

his agent shall be allowed to be present when the debtor makes oath,

and, where convenient, notice may be appointed to be given to the creditor,

or his agent, of the day and hour when the debtor is to depone, and
they may put all pertinent questions regarding the debtor's "ability to

aliment himself in prison." If the prisoner is allowed the benefit of

the Act, no reclaiming petition is competent ; but, within fourteen

days, the creditor shall be allowed to lodge a condescendence of the

facts he undertakes to prove for authorising the Court to recall the

award, which, however, is to be paid to tlie prisoner in the interim.

Notice of the award of aliment and of the necessity to supply further

aliment is given to the creditor, whether he was present at the deposi-

tion or not. Review by the Court of Session is competent. If the

aliment is exhausted, and a certificate to that efi'ect signed by the

keeper of the prison, a warrant to liberate is granted by the Magistrate
or Sherifi', and no further notice to the incarcerator appears to be
necessary (Fender, 184G, 8 D. 408: White, 1858, 21 D. 28; Thomson,
1878, 5 R. 5G1). Where, however, the diligence is not used oppressively,

reincarceration may take place thereon {Morison, 182G, 4 S. G75 (n. e.) )

:

but there ought to be some change in the circumstances {M'Kenzie, 1830,

8 S. 306; see also Denovan, 1845,7 D. 378; Crawford, 183G, 14 S. 688;
Fender, and Thomson, ut siq^ra) ; and reincarceration is, of course, always
competent where the liberation is irregular or y)remature (White,
2d supra).

Rate of Aijmext.—By the Act of (}race, a minimum rate of three

shillings Scots was fixed, the amount to Ix; awarded being entirely in the
discretion of the Court, suljject, as was finally decided, to the review of the

(Jourt of Session (Glasivell, 1710, Mor. 74G0). In many burghs the rate,

generally moderate, varied with the position of the debtor, and was some-
times fixed ]))• the magistrates at sucli a sum that the creditors preferred to
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cibaiiclon their diligence (Bell, Com. ii. 447). It is now provided by the
Civil Inipiisonnient (Scotland) Act, LS82 (45 Sc 4G Vict. c. 42, s. S), that the

person in whose hands the ten shillings have been deposited, under th(; Act
G Geo. IV. c. 02, sliall, as from the date of imprisonment, pay out of that

sum the aliment of the prisoner, at the rate of not exceeding one shilling

per day ; and that if the prisoner shall not apply for, or shall not be found

entitled to, aliment, any sum expended under the section shall be a debt

due by him to the incarcerating creditor. Tlu' aliment and other expense

incurred are a debt, which may be exacted sul)sequently if the debtor

acquires funds {Carnahy, 1 iJec. 1815, F. C, L. Glenlee).

Nature of ti/h JDebt.—The Act provides, in general terms, tliat any
person imprisoned for " a civil debt or cause " may claim the l)enetit. There

was formerly much controversy, and conflict of decision, whether a prisoner

could be awarded aliment where the debt arose ex delicto. But it was finally

settled that the Act apjilied in all cases where the imprisonment was at the

instance of a private party for a debt civil in its nature, whether arising ex

delicto or ex contracta {JJovij/ds, 1704, Mor. 11795: Morisvn, 182G, 4 S. G75
(n. e.) ; Bell, Com. ii. 445-6).

Aliment was awarded where the debtor was imprisoned on a mcditationc

fvrjo' warrant (Smith, 177G, Mor. 1181G); where imprisonment followed

non-paynu'iit of penalty due, to a [irivatt^ P^ti'ty, for contravening an early

Salmon Fishing Act (liohcrtson, 18."17, 15 S. 572) (it is doubtful if this would
be repeated under the later Statutes on the subject) ; and where he was
inijirisoned by the Crown for non-payment of a tax {Magistrates of Inverness,

185G, 18 I). 3GG, doul)le assessment for killing game without a licence);

but not where the imprisonment was for fines and penalties due to the

Crown {Stcicart, 178;3, Mor. 11817), or a procurator-fiscal for the puljlic

interest (C/a;-/.', 1787, Mor. 11818: Bell, Co?;l ii. 446 ; Goudy on Uanhrvptcy,

()21), or for non-fultiment of ad factum jirastandum obligations within the

debtor's power {Turner, 1709, Mor. 11802 ; Brechin, 1842, 4 D. 909 ; Krsk.

iv. ;;. 28).

Kecent legislation has greatly narrowed the limits within which the Act
a]. plies. By "the Debtors (Scotland) Act, 1 880 (4". & 44 Vict. c. ;U), and the

Civil Imy)risonment (Scotland) Act, 1882 (45 & 46 Vict. c. 42), civil imprison-

ment for debt is abolished, except in regard to taxes, fines or penalties due
to Her Majesty, and rates and assessments lawfully imposed, or under
warrants granted against a person in meditatione fnga:, or under a decree ad
factum prastandum. It has been seen that the Act of Grace does not apjtly

to imprisonment for non-payment of fines and penalties. It is thought

(Goudy, itt supi'a, 621) to be doubtful whether a public board could expend
its funds in alimenting, under the Act, debtors imprisoned for non-payment
of rates and assessments. It has been shown that the benefit cannot be

claimed by a debtor imprisoned for not performing a fact within his power
(Turner, etc.,nt supra). (An exception to this was the case of a workman
imiirisoued Iiy his master, under tlie old common law, to enforce service,

Fraser, Master and Servant, p. 111). It is doubtful whether imprisonment
on this ground is now competent (Fraser, ih. p. ."382); but it is still per-

missible to imprison for fourteen days apprentices who liave failed to

comply with an order directiiig them to perfoim their duties (Employei-s

and Workmen Act, 1875, s. 6). These fall under the definition of "civil

prisimer" in sec. 71 of the Prisons (Scotland) Act, 1877 (40 & 41 Vict. c.

5:|), and, it is thought, are entitled to the lienefit of the Act. It would

appear, therefore, that, with the exceptions last mentioned, the benefit of

the Act of Grace can now be competently claimed only by individuals
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iuiprisoued by the Crown for non-payment of taxes, or under meditationc

fugcc warrants granted at the instance of creditors for the performance

of civil obh^ations.

[Stair, More, Notes, 430 : Bankt. iii. '10. 8 ; Ersk. iv. 3. 28 ; Bell, Corn.

ii. 445 ; Bell, Prin. s. L>320 ; Goudy on Banhniptcy, 620, 629 ; Dove Wilson,

ShcHff Court Prac. 376 ; Justice's Digest (Chisholm).] See Imprisonment
;

Cessio : Laam^uerows.

Act of Parliament.—See Statute Law; Parliament; Eoyal
Assent ; Desuetude.

Act of Sederunt.—An enactment liy the Lords of Session.

The Statute of 17 May 1532, whicli instituted the Court of Session, con-

ferred power on the king to make rules of procedure for the conduct of

causes ; and this power the king, at the inauguration of the Court, delegated

to the Chancellcu", President, and Lords of Session. The Statute of 1540,

c. 93, which confirmed the institution of the Court, ratified the rules

and regulations contained in the Acts of Sederunt already passed, and
gave power to the President, Vice-President, and Senators to make Acts

for the " orderhig of process and hasty expedition of justice." The power
thus conferred was occasionally exceeded, and some Acts of Sederunt not

merely dealt with procedure, but laid down the law. Some such Acts

were declaratory of the existing law, but others went further, and amended
the law which existed at their date. The practice was to lay such Acts

of Sederunt before the Legislature, and, if approved of by Parliament, they

received the sanction of Statute. 1621, c. 18, "Anent unlawful Disposi-

tions and Alienations by Dyvours and Bankrupts," is an example of the

statutory ratification of an Act of Sederunt. Several Acts of Sederunt

which deal with matters of law have been universally accepted, although

never confirmed by Statute. The principal examples of such enactments

are: The Act of Sederunt "anent Executors Creditors," of 28 February

1662, which greatly simplified tlie law by which the estate of a deceased

debtor might be made available to his creditors ; and the Act of Sederunt

"anent Eemoving," of 14 December 1756, which, besides some regulations

in regard to procedure, contains enactments as to the general law of leases

and removings, as to which it is at least questionable whether they did not

alter the law as then existing. Since 1756, however, the Court has been

careful to confine the exercise of the power of passing Acts of Sederunt

within the limits laid down by its original constitution or subsequent

Statute. Thus power is frequently conferred by a Statute upon the Court

of Session to pass an Act of Sederunt to construct or regulate the machinery
necessary to carry the purposes of the Statute into effect. In the exercise

of this power the old quorum of nine judges is required (48 Geo. ill. c. 151,

s. 11). An Act of Sederunt has the force of Statute, yet, being the enact-

ment of the Court and not of the Legislature, the Court, where a formal

and innocent failure to conform to an Act of Sederunt has occurred, may
allow tlie error to be rectified {Yoiuvj, 19 Feb. 1875,2 Ii. 456). Like a

Scots Statute, an Act of Sederunt may lose its force either by repeal, express

or implied, or by disuse. The earlier Acts of Sederunt were embodied
among the Acts of Parliament even wlion there was no express ratification,

although their proper place was in the Books of Sederunt. The most
autlioritative collections of the earlier Acts are—(1) Acts of Sederunt
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from May 1532 to Jaiiuiiiy 1553, published Ijy L. 1*. Hay Campbell
from records discovered in 1811

; (2) the Acts of Sodcnint from 15

Jamiiiry 1553 to 11 July 1700, colk'Ctccl by William Tail, advocate (1790);

(3) from 1790 to July 1S31, collected and published by the Faculty of

Advocates. Since 1831 the Acts of Sedenmt have from time to time, as

they were enacted, been printed and published under the warrant of the

Court, and fr<jm all these sources were compilcil Alexander's Ahr'ubjimnt of
the Acts of Sederunt, which, with his two supplements, and Adam's
Ahrid(jmcnt, contains the Acts of Sederunt in force down to October

1886.—[See Ersk. i. 1. 40; Stair, i. 1. 16: I'.ankl. i. p. 28; Shand, P/w/. i.

45 ; Mackay, Fract. i. 5, 23.]

Act of Union.—See Union.

Act of Warding".—A decree or warrant issued by the magistrates

of a royal burgh, authorising the imprisonment of an inhabitant of the

burgh for civil debt. The privilege of granting acts of warding is con-

lined to royal burghs ; and the warrants can be issued only against

inhabitants of the burgh who are subject to the jurisdiction of the

magistrates, which all persons are who have resided forty days within the

royalty (lioss, Lcct. i. 255). In form, diligence against the person

is authorised by this procedure only as a second step of execution, the

fiction (probably a reality at first) being that the town-officer has already

reported that he has made search for moveables belonging to the debtor,

in order to poind them, but has failed to find any such. Eoss {id supra)

says :
" Excepting the caption issued by the ecclesiastics against persons

excommunicated, the act of warding is not only the earliest, but what is

still more worthy of observation, it continues at this moment {i.e. in 1822)

to be the only direct and reasonable execution for payment of debt in this

kingdom ; all the rest are indirect, or, properly speaking, fictions of the

law. The common execution of a royal decree is by poinding and
imprisonment. It corresponds to the Statute of liobert i., with this

variation, that the Statute appoints the body of the debtor first to be

seized, and then his goods comprised and delivered for payment ; whereas

the practice in the act of warding agreed with the original law of the

island, which directs the moveable goods of the party to be applied to

payment of the debt before the person could be touched. According to

the present practice, the town-officers in Edinburgh, at least, never give

themselves the trouble of searching for mo^•eables ; but they scruple not

to certify with great solemnity that they have done so. The act of

warding, therefore, is a direct execution against persons within borough,

simple in its principles, and prompt in its execution. ... It can, or at

least ought to, be issued only for lii^uid debts, and not ad facta prccstanda
;

because no poinding or apprisement of moveables can proceed but upon a

clear and special debt, as nun-chants' debts, for tlio recovery of which the

execution was originally intended."

The act of warding was superseded, though not abrogated,^ by the

simpler forms introduced by the Personal Diligence Act, 1838 (1 & 2 Vict,

c. 114); and by the Debtors (Scotland) Act, 1880, and the Civil Imprison-

ment (Scotland) Act, 1882, imprisonment for civil debt in Scotland has

now been restricted within limits so narrow as to render this diligence

unknown in practice.—[See also Kames, Stat. Lav: Ahridgcd, s.r. " Personal
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Execution"; Stair, iv. 47, s. 1; Bell, Cow. ii. 431; Boll, Conveyancing.

Lect. i. 518-19.] See Diligence ;
Imprisonment.

Actio in Roman Law.— ^It-^io is the mode prescribed by law

for the enforeenieut of rights by the aid of the State. The term is also

commonly nsed in the more restricted sense of " right of action "

—

jus

persequcnd i Judicio (juod sihi dchdur (Inst. iv. G pr.).

In the history of Eoman law three principal systems of judicial

procedure prevailed successively.

1, During the early period the only modes of procedure recognised by

law were the Icjis actionem, regarding which our main source of information

is the somewhat mutilated account of Gains {Inst. iv. 11 c^ scq.). These

Icqis actioncs were live in number : lr<jis actio sacramcnto, the oldest

and most general form of action ; legis actio ijcr judicis ijostulationem
;

Icgis actio per condictionem ; Icgis actio 2Jcr manus injectio7iem
;
and Icgis actio

2Kr pignoris capioncm. The latter two of these processes were, more

properly, modes of execution. The Icgis actioncs were competent only

between lioman citizens. The procedure in all of them was quite

inelastic, rigidly formal, and full of pitfalls for the ligitants, who had in

person to go through every step in the process, for representation by an

accent was not permitted. A single mistake in a single word or act involved

the loss of the whole suit, and equitable defences were of no avail against

a pursuer's strict technical right.

2. Under the praetors a new system of legal procedure was developed,

more flexible and better adapted to promote a judgment on the merits of a

case. The elaborate ceremonial and rigorous technicality of the Icgis

actioncs gradually fell into discredit, and were superseded by the use of

formidcc. The praetors, dispensing with the ancient forms, appointed a

sintTle jiulej:, or, in certain cases, several rccivpcratorcs, to determine the

matter at issue between the parties. The characteristic feature of the new
.system was i\\Q formida {litigctrc jjcr formidas). The formula was a written

issue, stating the precise question upon which a verdict was required,

prepared by the magistrate after hearing the parties informally and being

satisfied that there was a relevant case. This written instrument, containing

the appointment of the Judex, und certain concise instructions to him, was

delivered to the judex by the magistrate. The contents of the formula

varied somewhat, according to the nature of the case. Its essential parts

were the intentio, which embodied a statement of the pursuer's claim, so

far as it was relevant, for decision by the judex ; and a clause marking out

the duty of the judge—in other words, in the ordinary case, giving him

power to award damages (condemnatio), or, in actions for the division of

property, power to assign different parts of the joint property to the several

claimants (adjudicatio). Frequently, also, the facts and circumstances of

the dispute required to be briefly stated, and when this was necessary, it

was done in a clause known as the demonstratio, which stood first in the

formula. Upon the formula there might also be grafted an Exceptio (q.v.),

the statement of a plea for the defender, as well as a Eepltcatio (q.v.), an

answer by the pursuer to the defender's exceqitio. As to further extensions

of the formula, due to the prtetor's bold recognition of equity, see articles

Fictions ; Bon.-e Fidei Actio, etc.

It maybe presumed that the irrador 2'>ercgrinus wa^ the first to introduce

the formulary procedure. Soon, however, the new procedure of the jus

gentium began to dislodge the legis actioncs of the jus civile, even in the
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court of the irrcctor urhanas, whose jurisdiction was confined to Ciises where
both parties were citizens. The lex Aebutia (about B.C. 150), by sanctioning
the institution of a jwUrium in th(^ court of tlie inn-tor urhamm merely by
lueans of a fonnuhi, witliout iireliiuinary ceremony, finally rendered the
formulary procedure legally available, even in strictly civil law cases. By
means oi formula), legal procedure at Home was stripped of its old formalism,
and acquired elasticity. The foruiula was comparatively unfettered, was
capable of indefinite expansion,and was readily adaptable to claims (jf all kinds.

3. Besides this formulary procedure, there were, during the classical

period, cases, mainly of an administrative character, which the praetor him-
self heard and decided. The procedure in cases of this sort, in which no
judex was a])poi!ited, was to ])egin with extra ordincm, ix. out of the rcf^ular

order. Trom tlie fact that the entire proceedings took place before the
magistrate injure, these trials were also termed cognitiones, and the decisions

were decrcta or interdida, as distinguished from scntentia', the verdicts or
judgments of a judex. In this procedure j^cr cotjnitioncm, as distinct from
that i^er j'orrnuJdm, the official power (imperinm) of the magistrate had free

play. It was natural, then, that in the later empire, with its increasing
tendency towards officialism, the procedure 'per corjnitioncm should grow in
importance. It became more and more the custom for the various officials

of the empire to hear and decide all suits themselves, without appointin'"' a
judex. This change in procedure was a gradual one, and we do not know
exactly how and when it came about. A law of Diocletian, a.d. 297 (Cod. iii.

:). 2), directing the governors of provinces to decide cases themselves, as far

as their pul)lic duties allowed them, is generally regarded as the beginning of

the change ; while a law of Constantius, a.d. 342 (Cod. ii. 57. 1), forbiddinf'

the use of " hair-splitting "y/«?'is /ormi^te, definitely marks the abolition of

the formulary procedure. Thus it came about that in tlie Justinianian
period "all trials are now extra ordincni " (Inst. iv. 15. 8, iii. 12 pr.). Every
action had, in short, in point of form, become wholly a proceeding in jure,

conducted before the magistrate or his deputy. In other words, the procedure
extra ordinem of the classical period was the ordinary procedure durinc' the
later period of the empire. The new procedure, however, was, after all,

merely a new machinery for applying the law, and thus the modifications
in the law, introduced by means of iha formula:, remained as before.

During the republic, no appeal, properly so called, in a civil case
existed (see Intekcessio). But the fact that the judgment in the later

law was the judgment of an official, resulted in the development of a
great system of appeals, the aim of which was to substitute, in place of

the decision of the lower official, the decision of a higher one, and, in

the last instance, the decision of the emperor himself, as representing
the highest court of appeal. Every judge was now a public officer, and
every judgment was a judgment in tlie emperor's name, and under the
control of the central authority.

The first step in an ordinary action, in the classical law, was the
ill jus vocatio, or summons. The summons was served on the defender
by the pursuer personally. Under the later empire, however, the
defender was summoned, not by the pursuer, but by the pnctor through
a public officer (cp. Diff. 42. 1. 53. 1). The notice was repeated three
times, and if the defender did not appear, the case was proceeded with
in his absence (Paul. Sent. v. 52. 7). In Justinian's time, actions were
generally begun by a written statement (libellus eonvrufionis) of the
pursuer's claim, delivered to the judge, and by him communicated to
the defender. When the parties had appeared in court, the pursuer,
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in the classical law, stated his case and applied to the magistrate for

a formula {aciionis 2wstulatio). If the defender did not succeed in

showing that the pursuer had no relevant case, or in getting his applica-

tion thrown out on some other ground, the magistrate prepared aformida

and appointed a yu(/(V/-. The delivery of i\\e fovmnla to W\e judex marked

the moment of litis contcstatio, whicli ended the proceedings in jure

(see Litis Contestatio). The parties then appeared before the judex

(in judicio), with their witnesses. Before him the proof was taken, the

parties were heard on the evidence, and the case was argued {altcrcatio).

The judex was frequently aided by advisers or assessors learned in the

law, who were said in consilio adesse ; but the jude.v alone was empowered

to »ive judgment (sniteidia), which was pronounced orally in court, in

presence of the parties or their advocates. For execution, it was necessary

to apply again to the magistrate. As already pointed out, this formular

procedure was in the later law supplanted by the system of cogni-

tiones extra ordinem, in which the functions of magistrate and judex

were combined in all cases. The whole subject is fully treated in Keller's

Civil Process (ed. Wach), and in Die rumische Civil Process, by Bethmann-

Hollweg. The jus quod ad actioncs pertinet occupies Gains, Inst. iv. ^^ccssim,

and Just. List. iv. 6 et seq. As to agency in actions in Eoman law, see

PiiocuKATOK. The different classes of actions, as well as the particular

actions, in so far as they are relevant to Scots law, are treated in separate

articles, e.g. Actio redhihitoria, see liEDiiiBiTorJA Actio ; Actio de in Hem
Verso, see Yerso, Actio de in PiEM.

Actio dirCCta, Actio COntraria.—in the Eoman law, the

nature and the name of the action by wdiich an oljligation could be made

effectual depended upon the nature of the contract or fact which gave rise

to the obligation. If the object of the contract was to l)ind the one party

to a performance, and the other party to a counter-performance as an

equivalent for it, each of the parties, being at once debtor and creditor, could

bring an actio directa (or jjrinciimlis) against the other. Thus, in sale, the

seller's actio vcnditi and the buyer's actio evipti were both direct actions,

and it was the same in the other bilateral contracts. If the contract was

unilateral, i.e. imposed an obhgation on the one side only (e.g. mutimm or

stipulatio), there was only one action competent—an actio directa at the

instance of the creditor. Certain obligations and contracts, liowever, stood

midway between these two categories, and were called by the civilians

" imperfectly Ijilateral." The primary and essential obligation was upon

one of the parties, and could be enforced against him by actio directa ;
but

there might be a subsidiary obligation upon the other party, resulting from

incidental circumstances connected with the contract, and it might give

rise to an indejjendent action, called actio coutraria. Thus, in commodate,

the leading (jbligation was upon the borrower to return the thing lent, and

if he failed, the lender had his remedy in the actio commodati directa ;
but it

might happen that the borrower had incurred extraordinary expenses, or

had suffered damage, or had somo other cquital)le counter-claim under the

contract, and in that case he could avail himself of the actio commodati

contraria, if he had not obtained satisfaction of his claim otherwise, e.g.

retention or set-off. The contracts of pledge, deposit, and mandate, and

also some of the quasi-contractual relations, such as tutory and negotiorum

gestio, belonged to this class.—[/J/^. U. 0. 17. 1 ; ih. 18. 2. b. 22 ; Ersk. Inst.

i. 7. 32, iii. 1. 24.]
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Actio personalis moritiir cum persona — "An
iicLiou for sliic'Lly })ur.s(jiiiil wiung ilics w iUi ihc pL-i.suu.' — Tiii.s maxim is

used to indicate biiefiy the rule of law with respect to a special class of

actions, which fall by the death of the person originally entitled to sue or

liable to be sued, and do not transmit to executors. The expression actio

2)crsonali.<i must not be understood here to extend to all tin; actions which

fell under that designation in the civil law, or which W(nd<l be included

under the term " personal action" as ordinarily used in niodiiu law. The

meaning it is intended to bear in the maxim will be best understood by a

reference to the rules regarding the transmission of actions to and against

heirs (1) in the lioman system, and (2) in the law of England and Scotland.

Roman Law.—The maxim, although it is undoubtedly of considerable

antiquity, does not appear to be derived from the Eoman law. It does not

occur in the Latin texts, and the Latinity suggests a post-classical origin.

The term actio j^^'rsonalis is found in a few places in the Corjjus Juris, but it is

always employed as an equivalent for actio in personam, i.e. it has reference to

the primary division of actions into adioncs in personam, those which were

brought against a determinate opponent to enforce an obligation founded on

contract or delict, and actioncs in rem, those which were intended to settle

a question of status, of ownership, or other real right, alleged by the

pursuer as against all the world. Even in this sense the term is not of

frequent occurrence, perhaps because there was no epithet to balance it,

realis being a mediieval coinage not found in any ancient author.

Now, if the maxim be taken as applying to all personal actions in the

technical sense of the lloman lawyers, it will at once be evident that it does

not square with their rules regarding the transmission of actions (Inst. iv.

12. 1). The general rule was that a cause of action did not fall by the death

of either party ; it was transmissible both " actively " and " passively," as

the civilians express it, that is, both to and against the successors of the

parties. Actioncs herecli et in heredem competunt. There were, however,

certain exceptions

—

(1) Actions ex delicto did not transmit against the heirs of the wrong-

doer in so far as they were brought to recover a penalty {Dig. 47. 1. 1, pr.)

;

and even so far as their object was simply to obtain indenniification for

patrimonial loss {quod ex patrimonio nostro ahest), they were transmissible

only to the extent to which the wrong-doer's representatives had been

enriched by his delict {Dig. 44. 7. 35 ; 50. 17. 38). The principle of the

exception in the case of penal actions is thus expressed: in pa:nam hercs

non succedit ; but it is limited by another rule, that the heir should not be a

gainer by the wrong-doing of his ancestor ; accordingly, he was liable to a

eomlicfio ex injusfa causa, on the ground that the estate falling to him had

been increased without justifiable cause. On the other hand, where the

ancestor had acted fraudulently in a contractual or quasi-contractual

relationship, the heir was liable in solidum {Dig. 50. 17. 152, 3).

Again, (2) certain actions, viz. the «c<«o injurianim, and actions of that

type, did not transmit actively, that is, to the heirs of the person who had

had a title to raise them. Generally speaking, actions ex delicto did transmit

actively, e.g. those brought to recover damages for injuries to property ;
it

was held that the heir had a title to sue in respect of the wrong done to

him and his ancestor jointly by the diminution of the estate of the defvmct.

But the actio injurianim was considered to be in a peculiar position ;
it was

founded upon an injuria in the narrower sense of the word { = continnelia,

'i>8pi;, Inst. iv. 4, pr.)—an atVront or insult, something said or done with the

intention of woundinir a man in his honour or i:oo(1 name, such as slander,

VOL. I.
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libel, assault, etc. ; and although it had pecuniary conclusions, it was really

intended to appease the wounded feelings rather than to repair patrimonial

loss. [A similar distinction is given elfect to in Scots law also ; see M'Xanfjhton,

17 Peb. 1809, F. C. ; Morrison, 25 May 1809, ih.] The same peculiarity

was remarked in the actio dc cahimnia, actio scpulci^i violati, the action for

recovery of a donation on the ground of ingratitude, the querela inofficiosi

tcstamenti, and some others. It was a specialty of the last-named action

that any clear manifestation, in the lifetime of the person aggrieved, of an

intention to challenge the will, was sufficient to keep alive the right of

challenge for his heirs. This small group of actions has been called by the

connnentators " vindictive " {actioncs vimlicteirii sjnrantcs ; cp. Dig. 37. 6. 2. 4,

" injuriarum actio . . . mag is rindictee quani jn'cuniee hahet j^c^'sccutionem").

Such being the gist of these actions, the reason for their exceptional treat-

ment may readily be understood. The wrong involved in these cases was
a A-iolation of the " primordial rights " of the individual ; and the idea was,

that if he did not choose to resent the wrong by taking legal proceedings,

it was not for his heirs to resuscitate an affront which he had once allowed

to rest, presumably because he had made up his mind to condone it. Con-
donation extinguished the right to sue (Inst. iv. 4. 12) ; and it was inferred,

if no steps were taken to obtain redress within a year.

[The eictio injuriarum must be distinguished from the action of damages
for personal injuries caused by wilful fault or want of due care on the part

of another. The ground of action and the remedies available in such a case

were quite distinct from the cause of action afforded by an injuria. If the

injured person was a slave, any wrongful act which deprived him of life

or limb was regarded as damage to property (dammtm injuria datum), and
compensation was recoverable for the delict by action under the Aquilian

Statute. Where the sufferer was a free man, and the injuries did not prove

fatal, the prtetor allowed him to sue for reparation in his own right by an
adaptation of the action on that Statute (utilis actio Icgis Aquilice, Dig. 9. 2.

13, pr.) ; but if he was killed, it appears that no action was maintainable in

respect of his death ejuict liheruni co'rjms nidluiii recvpit etcstimcitionem {Dig. 9.

3. 1. 5, and 9. 1. 3), just as was the case in England prior to Lord Campbell's

Act. It should be observed that all these actions vmder the Aquilian

Statute followed the general rule with respect to the transmission of penal

actions, i.e. they were actively but not passively transmissible : hanc

actionem et hcred.i ceterisqne succcssorihus dari constat; in lieredcni xcl

cceteros hccc actio non dalitur, cum sit 2'><^nalis, nisi forte ex damno locupletior

heres foetus sit {Dig. 9. 2. 23, 8).]

Lastly, (3) None of the foregoing restrictions upon the survival of

causes of action applied, if the action had been instituted and followed out

to the stage of litis-contestation in the lifetime of the original party.

Such being the Eoman doctrine of transmission, the maxim can only

be reconciled with it in one of two ways : either we must assume (as has

been suggested), that p)erson(dis is a mistake for 2^cenalis, in which case the

maxim so corrected might Ije used to express the special rules governing

penal actions ; or we must attach a non-classical meaning to the term
personalis actio, limiting it to action for contumelious wrong done to the

person (injuria), as opposed to actual damage done to the property (damnum).
In that sense, the actio injiiriarum might l)e characterised as personal,

in the same way as a usufruct is sometimes said to Ije jus pcrsonalissimum,

(i.e. it is so closely attached to the personality of the fructuary that it

expires with him), or as an action for breach of promise of marriage is

held to be strictly personal.
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Modern Law.—Tlie niuxini has long been a favourite with Engh«h
lawyers, but its origin bus not l)een made out, and its applifation has varied

with the development of the law. There is the same dilliculty attending

its use in modern discussions as in harmonising it with the civil law—the

leading term " personal action " must l^e understood in some very restricted

sense, otherwise it is a misstatement of the law. In Fiahiij (18SK, 20 Q. 1'.

D. 404), wliere the history and scope of tlie maxim were remarked upon, it

is pointed cnit that in tlie older English law survival of causes of action

was the rare exception, non-survival being the rule even in actions based

on contract ; and althougli judges and text-writers in modern times have

been in the habit of explaining that only actions ex ddldo were within the

operation of the principle, " that is a gloss or limitation forced upon the

maxim by the exigencies of a growing society" (per L. J. I5owen). Tlie

modern inter])retation of the maxim is that it applies to torts, and does not

extend to sucii i)ersonal actions as are founded " ui)on any oldigation, con-

tract, debt, covenant, or any other duty to be performed." There are, how-
ever, many exceptions on the one side and on the other. As regards torts,

the rule of the connnon law has been greatly aljridged by statutory exceptions,

such as Lord Campbell's Act (see Broom, Mcuinifi, 800 ct scq.), and l)y the

principle laid down in rJiillrps (1883, 24 Ch. Div. 4M9), that the remedy for a

wrongful act done by a deceased person can be pursued against his estate

in all cases where property, or the proceeds or value of property, belonging

to another person have been appropriated by the deceased person and added

to his estate. As regards actions ex contractu, it has l)een decided that an

action for breach of promise of marriage, where no special damage is allegeil,

does not survive against the personal representatives of the promisor, nor in

favour of the representatives of the promisee {Finlay,%it sujjra); and, generally,
" with respect to injuries affecting the life or health of the deceased . . .

the maxim as to actiu pcrso^mlis is applicable, unless some damage done to

the personal estate of the deceased be stated on the record " (Broom,

858).

Scots law has followed very closely the Eoman classification of actions

into personal and real, and again into ]ietitory and penal (Ersk. Inst. iv. 1.

10 and 14); and the Roman law rules of transmission have been adopted

generally. The maxim is not appropriate to Scots law, except in the sense

above indicated in connection with the Roman law, and its use is perhaps to

be deprecated, owing to the risk of confusion. It does not seem to have

been current in Scotland until a very recent period. Thus in the leading

case of Tulloch (1800, ?> Mac(p 78o), where an action of damages was

sustained against the representatives of a bank director for fraudulent

misrepresentations inducing purchase of shares, on the ground that the

representatives were Iticratt, it was argued successfully that the maxim was

not a rule of the law of Scotland. It has since been considered and com-

mented upon inAuld (1874, 2 R. 191), and in Bern's Exr. (1893,20 K.

859). In the latter case the question arose, in a general form, whether an

executor has a title to institute an action of damages for personal injury to

the deceased person whom he represents, and a majority out of seven judges

decided against the claim of the executor, except in cases like Auld, where

he can relevantly aver that the injury to the deceased resulted in specific

damage to the executry estate. See, on the other hand, Wiylit (1883, 11 R.

217). In Evans (1885, 1 2 R. 1295), it was decided that an action of damages

for seduction, under circumstances where there was no element of real

damage, but only a claim for solatium for wounded feelings, might be

constituted and enforced against the representatives of the wrong-doer.
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Actio quanti mi nor is.—Sec Quanti minoris; Sale of

Goods.

Actio Rcdhibitoria.—See Eediiibitokia Actio.

Actions, Divisions or Classes of.— The divisions of

actioiis,after\vaids fully treated under their respective titles,will behere briefly

explained. There is no division of actions according to the law of Scotland,

based on their natural order, which would make the division depend on

the classification of the rights to be vindicated or asserted, or the injuries to

be prevented or remedied. Such a natural order would require the action

which arises from each right possessed, or each injury committed, to be

separately treated. Though convenient for some purposes, and attempted

as regards common law rights and remedies in some English treatises, even

as regards these this metliod of division has never been, and scarcely admits

of being, made exhaustive, as new circumstances give rise to new actions, for

which the English law provided by the action on the case and suits in equity,

and the Eoman by the actio infacfum and the actio utilis. Scottish institu-

tional writers, and writers on practice who have followed them, arrange or

group actions according to general forms, which may be readily adapted to

the particular case so as to secure the appropriate remedy. When so arranged

or grouped, a simple classification, which includes more than one division,

and depends for the most part upon the terms of the conclusion of the

summons or remedy sought, is useful and familiar in Scottish practice.

Civil and Criminal Actions.

The most general division of actions is into civil and criminal, but criminal

actions are commonly called i^'^osecutions, when conducted, as they almost in-

variably are, in the criminal Courts, and will be dealt with under Criminal

Prosecution. A few cases in which the Court of Session punishes

criminally, as for Malversation in certain offices, or Contempt of Court, will

be dealt with under these heads and that of Petition and Complaint, the

form used when a written complaint in the Court of Session is necessary.

It requires, however, to be kept in view that a crime is also a civil wrong,

and as such proper to be dealt with under Civil Actions, which provide an

appropriate remedy for the injury done by it to the civil right.

Civil Actions and Petitions.

The most general division of civil actions is the formal one of actions and
jKtitions, for a petition is also an action in the wider sense ; nor is there any-

thing essential in this formal distinction, as is shown by the fact that an action

in the Sheriff Court is called a petition, because its initial writ is in the

form of a petition, and not of a summons, as in the Court of Session. The
former term lays stress on what is done by the pursuer, and the latter on

what is asked or prayed to be done by the Court, but in every case the

party who originates proceedings must both raise his suit and state his

remedy. In Court of Session procedure actions are distinguished from

petitions. The former are ordinary suits, the latter are extraordinary

equitable or statutory remedies. The former are commenced by a summons
with definite conclusions, which embody the remedy asked. The latter

conclude with a prayer, which, though it also contains a statement of the

remedy f)rayed for, generally adds an alternative, craving such other
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remedy iis tlie Court may tliiiik proper in the circumstances. Although
iiotli may become contentious, and contradictors are called in both, wliu

are styled defenders in actions and respondents in petitions, actions are

from the outset more definitely contentious, and contemjdate jjarticular

parties, who will be bound by the issue of the suit. In petitions it is a

(piestion now for the most part depending on Statute who will be bound by

the decree, and to what effect they will Ite bound.

Division of Civil Actions accouding to ( .'onclusions.

Civil actions, as distinguished from petitions, an; divided, according

to their conclusions, into declaratory, rescissory, petitory, possessory,

competitions, and actions relative to execution, called in Scottish law,

diligence, because it excuses the user of negligence when carried iuU)

execution timeously (Stair, iv. 41. 1), and so confers a preference in com-

petition with creditors who have not used diligence. They are also divided,

according to their position in the course of procedure {Camus Curia:), into

Outer aiul Inner House, Principal and Accessory : but Inner House actions

have almost disappeared, and Accessory actions have been almost entirely

superseded by motions.

A declaratory action or Declarator is an action whose conclusions clear

or declare by a definite statement the nature or extent of a right which is

contested, or which is imperfectly defined by the terms of its title. It has

been praised by English lawyers, who seldom approve peculiarities of Scottish

procedure, and copied in The Legitimacy Declaration Act (21 & 22 Vict.

c. 93). An action of Constitution to ascertain what is the amount of a debt

on open account, or that a debt was due by a deceased debtor and remains

due from his estate, is a declaratory action. A Eescissory action has been

called a negative Declarator, for its object is to rescind or annul a pretended

right which has been expressed in writing by a deed, contract, or the

minute of a resolution of a meeting, or entries in or docquets of accounts,

upon the ground that the writing challenged is either invalid or fictitious,

llescissoryactions are (1) simple or single deductions, or (2) Eeductions impro-

bation, the latter of wliich are or were used when the right to be annulled

arose from a document actually forged, or by fiction alleged to be forged.

The summons adds to the conclusions of simple reduction, conclusions for

improbaLion, l)y which it is declared that the document " shall be held fals*'

and forged and make no faith in judgment or outwith"; "to make faith"

being the legal expression for a document which is probative or capable of

use as proof. Eeduction improbation has now almost gone out of use, and

simple reduction is used even in case of forgery. All Ueductions might

have been expressed by declaratory conclusions, cjj. that the document

challenged is not valid or shall not make faith, but the conclusion

which calls for production of the documents to be reduced under the

certification (penalty) that if not produced they will be reduced, as well

as some other advantages in the forms of older procedure, gave reduction,

especially when joined with improbation, a stronger effect. Stair says that

the process of Keduction improbation, '• invented since the College of Justice,

is peculiar to this nation, and is a more absolute security of men's rig]lt.<^

than any form of process in lioman law or in any neighbouring nation"

(Stair, iv. 20. 8). But now the common form of summons and procedure

miglit well be used in all lleductions. They have been found sufticieul

for rescissory actions so far as introduced into the Sheriff Court.

Keduction is the form also used to set aside decrees, but when so used

it is a process of review and not an original action. A Petitory action,
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as disLinguished from a Possessoiy, is not one which asks the Court to

decree something, for that is common to all actions, but one which asks for

decree on the question of absolute or permanent right, and not merely of

the right of possession, which is by its nature limited, and forms the proper

object of a possessory action. Actions for payment, or for count and

reckoning, delivery, implement, or damages, are all petitory actions. The
action of Poinding the Ground is a petitory action by which the superior for

his feu-duty relief or composition, or a heritable creditor for his debt,

obtains letters of poinding the moveables on the land belonging to the

debtor or his tenants (to the extent of their rents due). The action of

Maills and Duties, to recover rents, when founded upon title alone without

possession, is also a petitory action, and all persons with competing titles

must be called as defenders. Many Interdicts, especially when brought in

the Sheriff Court, and other actions which, though not called interdicts,

have the effect of maintaining the state of possession for a longer or

shorter period, according to circumstances, are possessory actions. Interdicts

in the Court of Session may be obtained either in the process of Declarator

and Interdict or of Suspension and Interdict, called simply Interdict in the

Sheriti' Court. The action of Ecmoving the possessors of land and houses,

and the action of Maills and Duties, to recover rents, when founded on a

primd facie title and possession, are also deemed possessory actions when not

brought by the party who has the absolute right of property ; and so in

the Sheriff Court is any action which seeks to retain the possession held

for the last seven years, to the decree in which is given the special name of

possessory judgment. In modern practice. Possessory actions all, or almost

all, take the form of Interdicts ; but in older practice. Molestations, Ejections,

Spuilzies, now obsolete or superseded by simpler forms, fell within this class.

Competitions are actions in which otherwise than by direct action more
than one party claims the same right or property, of which Multiplepoind-

ing is the common example. Multiplepoindings are generally limited to

moveable property or rights for which a third party is bound to account to

the conmion debtor of the claimants ; and there may be competition in

other actions, as in all actions of the nature of diligsnce, such as Adjudica-

tions in the case of heritable or real estate, Furthcomings in respect of

moveable estate in the hands of a third party, and Hanking and Sale of the

bankrupt debtor's land, or Sequestration of his whole estate, when more
than one creditor claims right to the debtor's property, or part of it.

Adjudication is the action by which a creditor asks to have his debtor's

heritable property adjudged to him for his debt, whether in security or with
f»r without power of redemption. Poinding is the action by which a

creditor asks to have his debtor's moveable property in the debtor's

possession adjudged. Furthcoming, which follows on arrestment, is the

action by which a creditor asks to have his debtor's moveable property or

money arrested in the hands of a third party, called the common debtor,

transferred to him. Sequestration is the action by which, in case of

bankruptcy, the whole of a debtor's estate is transferred to the trustee for

the purpose of equitable distribution amongst his whole creditors. Apart
from ordinary Interdicts with reference to possession common to both

the Sheriff Court and (Jourt of Session, the latter Court has a form
of action special to itself relative to the executicm of diligence, called

Suspension, which must be distinguished from Suspension as a process of

review. The object of this action is to stay the execution of real or personal

diligence. It is divided into Suspension and Suspension and Interdict,

which apply to the former, and Suspension and Liberation, which applies to
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the latter, but is seldom now necessary, as civil iuiprisonment is now
limited to decrees for taxes or alinumt, or (ul factum 2)r(csto.iulum. These
actions or forms of process will be treated under the heads of Bill
CiiAMHEU and Susi'EXSiON. They are taken through the Bill Chamber of

the Court of Session with the supposed object of expedition ; Ijut as they
afterwards pass into the Court of Session, the result is to create delay by
double litigation, and this part of Court of Session procedure should be
reformed.

CONSISTORIAL AND ]\rARTTIME ACTIONS.

The foregoing division of actions relates to their form ; but there are

two classes of action which require separate treatment, because of their

substance—Consistorial actions, relating to marriage, and Maritime actions,

relating to ships. Consistorial actions belonged to the Ecclesiastical

Courts of the bishops' otiicials, at the Ileformation succeeded by com-
missaries of the Protestant Consistorial Courts, and, after some changes
in the constitution of the Commissary Court, were finally transferred to

the Court of Session by 1 & 2 Will. iv. c. 69, s. 33 ; 13 & 14 Vict. c. 36, s. 16.

Maritime civil actions formerly belonged to the Court of the Admiral, but
have also been transferred to the Court of Session Ijy the Act 1 "Will.

IV. c. 69, s. 21. Each of these classes of action retains peculiarities of

procedure, in part from their origin in other Courts and in part from
their nature, which make it ex])edient they should be considered under
the titles of Consistorial and Makitime, as well as under the special actions

which fall within these seneral heads.O"

Principal and Accessory Actions.

The division of actions into Principal and Accessory depended on the

necessity which arises in the course of the action called Principal to invoke
the aid of the Court to enable its object to be carried on, or carried out, in

incidental or in unexpected circumstances. An action of Wakening was
necessary where, in an ordinary action in the Outer House, no step had
been taken by either party for a year and day ; but this does not apply to

Summary Petitions or Sequestrations, and a motion for wakening under
the Court of Session Act, 1868, is now substituted for it. An action of

Transference was necessary to transfer the suit in the case of the death of

a party, but this was not necessary in the case of a pursuer since 1693,

c, 15, or of a defender since the Act of 1868 substituted a similar

motion for this action. A supplementary action, commonly called a

Supplementary Summons, was at one time necessary to restrict, alter, or

add to the parties or conclusions of the original summons. But restric-

tions of the conclusions are now competent by minute on the summons,
(31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 23) ; and the power of amendment is so wide under

s. 29, that it is thought the only cases in which a supplementary summons
is necessary, is where it is required to introduce an additional independent

pursuer in any case, or an additional defender without his consent. Some
think these rules are inexpedient, and that the power of amendment sliould

extend to the introduction of new parties to the record ; but the failure to

call the proper parties is a bhnuler so gross, and their l)eing called alters

so materially the nature of the action, that it is probably better it should

be done by a new summons. It must be kept in view that a party can

always sist himself if he has an interest as defender {Gill v. Cutler, 189r»,

3.3 S. L. P. 218), and that the proper representative of a party, or a

party who comes into existence pending process, can always be called.
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Another accessory action, the action of Exhibition for the production of

a document, and of Transumpt, the name given to it when it is desired

to transcribe a copy of the document, is rarely if ever used, though still

retained in Books of Style, for its purpose is more expeditiously attained

by a commission and diligence to recover documents for the purpose of

proof. This action must, however, be distinguished from that of Exhi-

bition ad deliberandum, to enable an heir to decide whether he shall

make up his title, which is a principal action {Juridical Styles, ord ed.,

iii. 21) ; and also from the action of exhibition and delivery, in which

the pursuer claims right to the delivery of a document as his property.

The accessory action called I'roving the Tenor is brought to restore from

drafts, scrolls, or otherwise the terms of a lost document, that it may be

used as equivalent to the original. It is still necessary, except when the

document is a step of process in an action (other than the interlocutor

sheet), in which case a copy may be proved in the process (31 & 32 Vict.

c. 100, s. 15).

Inner and Outer House Actions.

The division of actions into Inner and Outer House actions, once of

much, is now of little, importance, for the ordinary action now always

commences before one of the Lords Ordinary in the Outer House, and

reaches the Inner House only by reclaiming note, or, exceptionally, by

report of the Lord Ordinary. The following actions, however, are still called

Inner House actions, and certain steps in their procedure are taken in one of

the Divisions of the Court, and not before a Lord Ordinary, as will be ex-

plained under their respective titles :—(1) Proving the Tenor, (2) Division

of Commonty or Runrig, (3) Ranking and Sale, (4) Cognition and Sale.

Division of Petitions.

The division of Petitions into those (1) which must be brought before

the Inner House in one of its Divisions, (2) which must be brought before

the Junior Lord Ordinary, (3) which may be brought before any Lord

Ordinary, and (4) which may be brought in vacation as well as in session,

is a division of importance in practice, but will be more properly explained

under Petitions, as it depends little on principle, and almost entirely on

real or sup})0sed convenience in the distribution of business. The only

point of principle is that petitions based on the supreme equitable

jurisdiction of the Court of Session (see Nobile Officium) must be brought

before one of the Divisions.

Besides the classes of action above explained, there are a few kinds

of actions which have special conclusions— the action for Choosing

Curators by minors, the action for Making up Tutorial or Curatorial

Inventories, the action for Cognition of Insane Persons, which alone

retains the older name of brieve, and is in the form of a petition

presented to the Lord President (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 101), and the

actions of Division of Heritable Estate and of Division and Sale, which

will be best explained under their respective titles. Procedure by Special

Case, which is always presented to one of the Divisions, introdued by 31 &
32 Vict. c. 100, s. 03, has largely superseded Multiplepoindings in amicable

suits, cases on the construction of Wills or Statutes, or any cases in which

parties can agree as to the facts and the questions of law they desire to

have decided. But the case must always raise a definite dispute in law

between the proper parties, and the test is that the dispute is one which

might be tried by action Ijetween the parties to the case. The parties may
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agree to exclude appeal, and as to expenses ; but if there is no agreement,
appeal to the House of Lords is ojien, and the Court may award expenses.

[Stair, iv. :>, "jGO ct seq. ; Ersk. iv. 1. 18 (Nicolson's ed., 1080 d seq.) ; Mackay,
Manual of I'radicr, 175-82 ; Juridical Styles, ord ed., iii. 8 ct scql]

Actions, Ordinary Procedure in Coiirtof Session.
—An actiuii is th(( niUiu! fur Liu- prnft-udiii;^' in a Court of law by vvlucb

a right is delined, vindicated, or enforced, or a wr(jng is redressed by
restitution of the right, or by reparation for its loss or injury. It was
more l)ri(>liy defined in llonian law, from wliich tlie term was taken,

as " '///.s' quod sihi dchctur jadicio pcrscqucndi," and is frequently callcil

a suit in popular language and English procedure. It is itself a right,

and one of the most important rights, competent to every citizen, and
in some cases to persons who are not citizens (see Alien; Title to Sue).

It has been described as a right in action whose owner asserts its existence

by legal process; for wliencver attacked or threatened, every right lias its

appropriate action, and every wrong its appropriate remedy. VjX right

must be understood a right which the law recognises ; for there may be

imperfect rights, sometimes called moral as distinguished from legal, which
the law does not recognise, and imperfect laws which do not recognise all

the legal rights which are recognised in better systems of jurisprudence.

It is proposed here to follow, from the preparation of the sunnnons to the

extract of a final decree, the normal course of an ordinary action in the Court
of Session, as distinguished both from actions which have specialties in pro-

cedure and from petitions. Its course on ArPE.VL to the House of Lords will

l)e treated under tliat head. The course of any action, in so far as it differs

from the normal, will be dealt with under the titles of such actions, e.f/.

Accounting, Divorce, Suspension, Reduction; and the course of appeal from
the Sheriff will be dealt with under Appeal fuo.m the Siiepiff Court. The
steps in procedure will also be treated in detail under their own titles, 'V/.

Su.MMONS, Citation, Appearance, Defences, and only the outline of an action

will be here given. An action for payment of a sum of money alleged to

be presently due may be taken as the representative of an ordinary action.

Summons.

An action commences by a summons, which is addressed in the name uf

the sovereign to messengers-at-arms, as his sheriffs or executive officers, sets

forth tlie names and designations of the pursuer and defender, and refers to

the grounds of action stated in the annexed contlcscendence and pleas-

in-law. It concludes that tlie defender should be decerned and ordained

by the Lords of Council and Session to pay to the pursuer the sum sued for,

with legal interest either from the date of citation or from an earlier date,

if interest was due earlier, and a sum named as expenses of process, or

"such other sum as the Lords shall modify," and ends with wliat is called

the AVill, statimi the will of the sovereign that the messenger shall summon
the defender to appear before the Lords to answer in the matter libelled at

the legal dates after citation (indi'citr), with certification, which means that

if he does not appear decree may be given against him in absence, in terms

of the conclusions. The inducin- are seven days when the defender is in

Scotland, unless in an island of Scotland, and fourteen days when he is in an

island or furth of Scotland (lU & 32 Vict. e. 100, s. 14).

The Will, after the summons is signeted, beciunes tlie warrant for cit-iition,

and there may also be inserted warrants to arrest and inhibit on the depend-
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eiice (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 18), by ^vllich the defender's property, subject to

the diligences of arrestment and inhibition, is attached to abide the issue of

the action.

Condescendence and Pleas-in-Law.

The condescendence which follows states in articulate articles the

facts constituting the grounds of action. Argumentative and, still more,

libellous matter is improper, and the Court may order it to be deleted. The

condescendence does not, as a rule, enter into details of evidence. This

rule, however, requires qualification in certain cases, as when fraud is

averred, in which case the mode of fraud, and parties charged with it, must

be clearly stated {Tliomson & Co., 1895, 22 E. 472), or in equitable actions

which depend on a series of facts and circumstances. The details of

the subject are more appropriate to the article on Pleading {q.v.). The

condescendence is followed by a note of pleas-in-law, which consists of a

concise statement in articles of the legal propositions on which the action

is rested, and commonly concludes with a general plea that, in the circum-

stances stated in the condescendence, the pursuer is entitled to decree as

concluded for. The form of summons is regulated by 13 & 14 Vict. c. 36,

where examples are given in Schedule A, and by 31 & 32 Vict. c. 100.

The summons, condescendence, and pleas are in one paper, signed on each

page by a law agent.

SiGNETING OF SUMMONS.

The summons having been drawn in this form by a law agent or

advocate, the next step is to have it signeted. This is done by the Deputy

Keeper of the Signet sealing the Writ with the signet, and all summonses

must before signeting be subscribed by a Writer to the Signet on the last

page, wiiich he is bound to do, on request of a law agent, for 2s. 6d. (31 &
32 Vict. c. 100, s. 13). As the responsibility rests solely on the law agent,

this formality should be abolished. The date of signeting is the date of the

summons. After signeting, it is served on the defender, and such service is

called citation ; after which the action depends (Aitlen, 1803, 1 M. 1638

;

Alston, 1887, 15 E. 78; Syminfjton, 1894, 21 E. 424), necessary motions may
be made in it, the pleas of /is alibi or 2^en(hnte lite nihil innovandum are

applicable, and the long prescription, Ijoth positive and negative, is inter-

rupted, though after seven years the citation itself prescribes (1669 c. 10).

Citation.

Citation may be (1) personal, by delivery of a copy by a messenger-at-arms,

or sheriff officer when there is no messenger-at-arms (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100,

s. 19), (2) at the dwelling-place by such officer, under the Act 1540, c. 75,

(3) by registered letter, under 45 & 46 Vict. c. 77, which is now the almost

universal method, or (4) edictal, when the defender is outwith Scotland, by

delivery of a copy at the office of the Keeper of Edictal Citations in the

Eegister House, Edinburgh (A. S. 24 Dec. 1838, s. 7). Personal citation or by

registered letter is expedient when possible ; for the forms of the Act 1540,

c. 75, are technical, and mistakes may easily be made. Edictal citation alone

should, if possible, be avoided. In consistorial actions, if the defender can be

found, there must be ])ers()nal service or by registered letter; and when he

cannot, service on the children of the marriage and one or more of the next of

kin, when known and witliin the United Kingdom, is necessary (24 & 25 Vict,

c. 86, s. 10). In all cases where the defender is resident in England or Ireland,

there must be, in addition to edictal citation, reasonable notice of the summons
to his kiunvn agent in Scotland, or to the defender at his residence or place of
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business (A. S. 18 Dec. 18G8, s. 182). Service may be accepted and
citation dispensed with by consent of the defender's agent, except in a
consistorial action (24 & 25 Vict. c. 8G ; Conjugal Kights Act, 18G1, s. 10),

and an action of constitution and adjudication (."51 & .".2 A'ict. c. 101, s.

60; Titles to Land (Scotland) Act, 18G.S).

The Court is strict with regard to the forms of citation, but its import-

ance is less since it has been provided that no one after appearing can
object to the regularity of his citation (.'U & .')2 Vict. c. 100, s. 21).

Calling.

After the expiry of the term of citation in tlie summons (iiiducicc), the
summons may be callod on any sederunt day in session, or box day in vacation

or the Christmas recess. Tu enable it to be called in session, one day, and in

vacation two days, before the calling-day, the pursuer's agent or his clerk

lodges with one of the assistant clerks the summons itself, with a note on the

margin (called the Partibus) stating the names and designations of the parties,

the name of the pursuer's counsel and agent, the Lord Ordinary and Division

of the Court before whom the action is to proceed, for the pursuer has the

choice of these, unless altered subsequently by the Lord President, and also an
inventory of process in du})licate, in which the description of the summons
and any papers produced with it are entered (A. S. 11 July 1828, s. 27), and
a blank interlocutor sheet, in which all interlocutors and decrees of Court
arc subsequently entered.

EXTEUINfl ArrEAKAXCE.

The defender's agent may enter appearance on the day of calling, or

either of the two days following, and the sunnnons cannot be enrolled to

take decree in absence till the last of these days, unless by special leave

of the Inner House, which is rarely asked or given (A. S. 12 July 1828,

s. 29), and was refused even when the day before their expiry was the last

of the session {Zizinias, 18G1, o M. 1177). After entering appearance,

the defender's agent is entitled to borrow the process, and is bound to

return it on or before the tenth day thereafter ; and if he does not, the

clerk of process recovers it by process caption (.'U & 132 Vict. c. 100, s. 12).

Phoceduke IX Absexce.

When no appearance is entered before the expiry of the second day
after calling, or no defences are lodged before the expiry of the tenth day
after calling, the action may be enrolled either in the Lord Ordinary's Poll

of Undefended Causes, or, if any explanation is necessary, in the Motion Poll

for decree in absence either in session or vacation. Defences, when
tendered, have sometimes been received at this ^iage {Thomson \. Munro,
1882, not reported), and process has been sisted to allow a pauper to apply
for admissi(m to the Poor's Poll. Otlier urgent and necessary motions might
be made, but in general nothing is done until the case is in the Adjustment
Poll after defences are lodged, and in the Poll of Undefended Causes if they

are not. In the Poll of Undefended Causes the Lord Ordinary, according
to the Statute, shall, without attendance of counsel or agent, grant decree
in absence in terms of the conclusions, or subject to such restrietions as

may be written on the summons by the pursuer's agent. The practice is for

the Clerk of Court to write the decree and hand it to the Lord Ordinary,

who signs it, generally without consideration : liut it would be desirable that

no decree even in absence should be signi'd without the same eonsideratiim

which the judge gives to decrees in petition procedure.
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In session, within ten days from the date of the decree in absence, the

defender may enrol the cause in the Motion Eoll, and move for recall of

the decree ; and on lodging defences, and payment of £2, 2s. to the pursuer,

he is entitled to have it recalled. If the ten days expire in vacation or

recess, the defences are lodged with the clerk of process, and the decree is

recalled at the next sitting of the Lord Ordinary on the Bills (31 & 32 Vict.

0. 100, s. 93). Decrees in absence are not granted without proof in con-

sistorial actions, or in provings of the tenor ; and possibly a pursuer might

be allowed, on cause shown, to lead proof in any case (Stair, iv. 3. 2). It

was allowed in an undefended declarator of property (IiusscU's Trs., 1856, 3 M.
850). But the decree after such proof would still be a decree in absence if

no defences were lodged. After ten days and taxation of expenses, decree in

absence may be extracted. Such decree, if a charge follows on it not sus-

pended within sixty days, or if a charge cannot follow, after twenty years,

provided there has been personal service or appearance for the defender, is

entitled to the effect of a decree in foro (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 24). A
decree in absence may be brought under suspension by 1 & 2 Vict. c. 86,

upon consignation of expenses, within sixty days from a charge, or under
reduction within forty years, usually only on condition of payment of

expenses; but if there has been personal service or appearance, only within

twenty years. The onus is on the defender, who has allowed decree to be

taken, to show it ought not to have been pronounced.

PROTESTATION.

The defender has a remedy called protestation, which is the counterpart

of the decree in absence, when the pursuer does not timeously proceed with

his action. The only protestation now used is for not calling the summons
within three days after the expiry of the induciw. This is done by lodging

a note with one of the Outer House Clerks of Court " for not calling and
insisting in the summons," stating its description and date of signeting, with

the name of the counsel and agent for the defender. After being marked by

the clerk, it is returned to the defender's agent, who delivers it to the keeper

of the Minute Book, by whom it is entered of the date it is received, and
the Minute Book, being published, conveys notice of the protestation to the

pursuer's agent. Extract of the protestation is competent after nine free

days ; but the pursuer can be reponed by lodging the summons, with a view

to calling, not later than ten days after the protestation has been given out

for extract, on paying the defender £3, 3s., or consigning that sum in the hands

of the clerk of process (13 & 14 Vict. c. 36, s. 23.) If this is not done the

action is at an end, and, unless by consent of the defender, a new summons
must be raised if the pursuer desires to proceed further with his suit.

Even without protestation, the summons cannot be called after a year and
day from its date. The protestations for not enrolling and insisting are no

longer used, for if the pursuer does not print the record within eight days

after defences have been lodged, the defender is entitled to move for

decree by default, which is a more effective remedy (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100,

s. 26), or he may himself jjrint the record and proceed with the action.

Defences.

Defences are due on or before the tenth day after calling of the summons,
but if on a Saturday or Sunday, on the Monday following (6 Geo. iv. c.

120, s. 3; A. S. 11 July 1828, s. 114). They are in the same form as

the condescendence and pleas-in-law to which they are the answers ; but

when the defender has a counter case depending on a separate series of
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facts, it is proper for liiin to make a separate statement of facts, in

articles similar to the cuiulesceii(leiice. For the sake ol avoiding specitic

answers or an (jrder of revisal, it is ncjt uncommon to make such state-

ment in the guise of an explanation in one or more of the answers to

the condescendence ; but this is not proper pleading when there is truly

a counter case, and not merely a denial (^r dillerent exjjlanation of the facts

which the pursuer makes the ground of his case. JJelVnces with their

pleas-in-law must be signed by counsel, although tiie summons with the

condescendence and pleas-in-law is signed by an agent. The answers or state-

ment of facts contain only the facts which constitute the necessary ground
of defence. Irrelevant, argumentative, oi- defamatory matter is improper,

and may be ordered to be expunged. Defences may be dilatory or pre-

liminary, which, if successful, only put an end to or suspend the particular

summons or instances ; or peremptory or on the merits, which finally decide

the case raised between the parties; but the different kinds of defences

re(iuire separate treatment under that title.

Eevisal and Adjustment of Record.

After defences have been lodged, either party may, under the Statute,

move for a revisal (31 & 3l^ Vict. c. 100, ss. 2;"), 26) ; but now alterations are,

as a rule, made on adjustment, without order for revisal. Where the defender

has made a separate statement of facts, the pursuer should answer specifically

the defender's statement (Titw/, 1887, 14 li. 770). The pursuer is bound to print

the record, and within eight days from the lodging of the defences or revised

pleadings he must deliver the printer's proofs to the agent of the defender and
to the clerk to the process, who transmits them to the Lord Ordinary. The
Lord Ordinary then directs the case to be put to the Adjustment lioll not

less than four or more than six days thereafter, when the record is adjusted

and closed. If the pursuer fails to deliver these proofs, the defender can

enrol and take decree of absolvitor by default (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s.

26), and such decree is a decree inforo {Forrest, 1875, 3 li. 15).

Large alterations are frequently made at adjustment, and even new
grounds of action or new pleas are stated. In many cases this is the stage

when senior counsel are first consulted. Eevisals are now seldom ordered

or allowed, but, on cause shown, adjournments are allowed in the Adjust-

ment Eoll, to enable the record to be completed on full information.

Procedure when Record closed.

When the record is closed, the procedure which the action will afterwards

take should be fixed ; and this is usually done by an order for proof, or by
sending the case to the Procedure Roll. The procedure at closing the record,

regulated by the provisions of A. S. 10 March 1870, ss. 1, 4, which have

been substituted for those of 31 & .")2 Vict. c. 100, s. 27, is—(I.) If the parties

renounce probation, the Lord Ordinary appoints the cause to be debated in

the Debate Roll, and the clerk of the Lord Ordinary enrols it forthwith in

that roll, without prejudice to the Lord Ordinary or Inner House ordering

proof at any after stage. A separate Debate Roll is now rarely made up,

and even cases in which probation is renounced are sent to the I'rocedun-

Roll. (II.) If any of the parties do not renounce probation, the Lord

Ordinary requires them to state what proof they propose ; and if the parties

agree that proof is necessary, and the Lord Ordinary is satisfied of tiie ])ro-

priety of the proof proposed, he orders it to be taken. (III.) If the parties

are at variance whether there shall be proof or what proof is required, or

if any of them contend that certain pleas shall be disposed of before proof,
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the Lord Ordinary appoints the cause to be enrolled in the Procedure Itoll,

and this is done forthwith by the Lord Ordinary's clerk.

Pkesent Pkactice as to Debates in Outek House.

Practice has somewhat modified these proceedings. The Debate Poll is

now practically abolished, and parties are not asked to renounce probation.

When proof is not at once ordered, the question of its necessity and its extent

are discussed in the Procedure Poll. Cases in the Procedure Poll are now
often heard only after considerable delay, owing to (1) the disuse of a

Debate Poll, (2) the number of proofs fixed and the inexpediency of

detaining witnesses, and (3) the number of causes in which some counsel

are engaged, which renders it dilUcult to ol)tain their attendance, notwith-

standing the rules the Court has made to obtain it (A. S. 15 July 1865,

amended by A. S. 2 November 1872), for these rules are often broken by
consent of agents and counsel, and no sufficient compulsitor has yet been
found to secure their observance. This could be done by enforcing the

same rules in the Outer as in the Inner House. After debate by one

counsel on each side, the Lord Ordinary disposes of the action if possible,

and generally by a decree which is final in the Outer House; but if it

appears to him necessary, he makes a remit, or orders a proof, or postpones

the decision of some part of the case.

Modes of Peoof.

When the action requires proof before discussion, owing to the parties

being at issue on material facts, and this occurs more frequently in modern
practice on account of the reluctance of judges to decide cases upon the

relevancy, the mode of proof requires to be considered. Proof before the

Lord Ordinary under the Evidence Act (29 & 30 Vict. c. 112), is now the

general mode, and, in the ordinary action of debt, whose course is here

followed, will be ado])ted if proof is necessary. The cases in which Jury Tpjal
or Pkoof by Commission is competent or necessary will be stated under these

titles. The proof before a Lord Ordinary may be granted " before answer,"

when questions of relevancy are reserved, or may be limited to any part of

the case which the Lord Ordinary thinks proper for proof. But the usual

proof granted is a proof to each party of his averments, and to the pursuer

a conjunct probation (Mags, of Edinhurjli, 1862, 1 M. 13).

The defender must lead his proof in answ^er to the pursuer's proof

along with his own proof, for a proof in replication is rarely granted.

The pursuer generally leads his whole proof at once, and does not avail

himself of the allowance of a conjunct probation. The proof is taken at

a diet fixed by the Lord Ordinary, and, in practice, always in Edinburgh,

though it might be competent to fix the proof elsewhere. The proof

must be taken continuously, unless on special cause shown for an adjourn-

ment (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 3 ; Birrd, 1868, 6 M. 621). The diet may
be either in session or vacation ; and it is provided that all cases ready

for proof at the end of the summer or winter session shall be tried before

the Lord Ordinary, or some other judge for him, at his sittings in the

ensuing vacation (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 3.3). But there is so great an in-

disposition on the part of all persons concerned to try cases in vacation,

that this is seldom done except during a few days after the close of session.

PiiODucioN of Documents.

The time and manner of the production of documents is an important

matter in the practical conduct of an action, and formerly strict rules
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were enforced with regard to it. But now, while it is proper to produce
documents f(junded on in the sunniKjns or defences along with the pleadings,
there is no incompetency in producing any document later ('M & 32 Vict,
c. 100, s. 90), and the condition of payment of expenses is seldom enforced.
Nor in proof before the Lord Ordinary does the rule in jury trials ap]ilv,

that documents should be produced eight days before the trial (A. S. 10 Feb.
1841, s. 19). If surprise is apprehended, or it is necessary for the opposite
party to see documents not produced in order to prepare his proof, his

course is to apply for a diligence to recover them.

Ln'cidental Mutkjns.

A variety of incidental motions may require to be made in the
course of an action, usually in the Outer House, prior to the closin-^

of the record, but sometimes subsequent to that stage, or in the Inner
House. The principal of these are the motions to sist a mandatary,
when a litigant is not resident in Scotland ; to sist a new party to

the action ; to sist the action itself ; for leave to amend ; for commission
and diligence to recover documents from havers, i.e. holders of the
documents ; for wakening, transference, or wakening and transference

;

to remit or transmit on the ground of contingency; to conjoin actions;
for judicial remit to a skilled person to report, or reference to an arbiter

;

and for leave to abandon or to disclaim an action. Notice of motions
ought to be given at twelve o'clock noon two days before the motion
appears in the Lord Ordinary's Motion lloll, and if for Tuesday's Motion
Itoll, on the Saturday preceding (A. S. 11 Aug. 1787). This Act is often
neglected, and shorter notice given ; but if attention is drawn to it, it

must be enforced. The subjects of these motions, which form important
points in practice, will be given under their respective titles. Steps of

process other than the summons and interlocutor sheet may be borrowed
on receipt, and when not returned can be recovered by the diligence of

process caption.

PlIOOF BEFORE LORD ORDINARY.

The conduct of the proof before the Lord Ordinary or other judge
is similar to that in jury trial {Stewart, 1870, 8 M. 821), and is

generally subject to the rules of the Jury Trial Acts of Sederunt. The
evidence is taken either (1) by a shorthand writer at length, or (2)
dictated to him by the judge, or (13) by the judge himself. The first

is the conmion method, although particular passages are often dictated
by the judge to the shorthand writer. The method of allowing the short-
hand writer to take the whole, often prolongs proofs and adds to their

cost. After the proof is closed on both sides, counsel are heard either

at once or at an adjourned diet, and thereafter the Lord Ordinary at

once, or after taking time to consider, pronounces judgment, and issues an
interlocutor in terms of it.

Reclaiming Notes.

Unless reclaimed against within twenty-one days, the time allowed for

reclaiming against interlocutors on the merits (6 Geo. iv. c. 120, s. 18;
13 & 14 Vict. c. 36, s. 11 ; Ikmnatinc's Trs., 1869, 7 M. 817 : Frascr, 1872,
10 M. 421), the decree of the Lord Ordinary becomes final, and may
be extracted and put into execution. It is as decisive of the action as
a judgment of the Inner House or the House of Lords, and no appeal to

the House of Lords is competent without first reclaiming to the Inner
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House. "When the party against whom the jiulgnient has been given

determines to reclaim, the procedure is as follows :

—

If the interlocutor, either by itself or in connection with prior inter-

locutors, disposes of the whole subject-matter of the cause (31 & 32

Yict. c. 100, s. 53; Baird, 1882, 9 E. 970), the party desiring to

reclaim must present, within twenty-one days from its date, a reclaiming

note to one of the Divisions, praying to have the interlocutor recalled,

and he must at the same time box copies of the note to the judges,

and deliver six copies to the known agent of the opposite party (6

Geo. IV. c. 120, s. 18). Failure to present the reclaiming note within

twenty - one days is fatal to it, but failure to deliver the copies to the

opposite party may be excused by the Court (CarnpbcU, 1868, 6 M.
503). If the reclaiming days expire on Sunday, the note may be

lodged on Monday {Fiussdl/ 1874, 2 E. 82). A mistake as to the

running of the reclaiming days is not a mistake or inadvertency which

will entitle a party to have his reclaiming note received after their

expiry under 48 Geo. in. c. 15, s. 16 {Williams, 1841, 3 D. 1014).

But other mistakes or inadvertencies have been excused under that

Act upon a reclaiming petition, now note, being presented with

leave of the Lord Ordinary {Miller, 1829, 7 S. 716: Flock, 1841,

4 D. 271; Alexander, 1845, 7 D. 814; Waterston, 1852, 14 D. 546).

The reclaiming note in an ordinary action is moved in the single

Bill EoU in the Division of the Inner House to which it has been

marked in the partibus, and if no objection is taken to its competency,

is sent to the Long lioll, a section of which is put out usually twice

a week by the President of the Division for hearing in the Short Eoll,

stating the first day on which the cases in it may be heard. As soon as

it is so put out, the agents are entitled to instruct counsel to attend, and
if the note is withdrawn subsequently, the party who withdraws it is

liable in the fees of counsel {Wijlie, 1837, 16 S. 111). If withdrawn before

counsel are instructed, a modified sum of £2, 2s. only is usually allowed.

Debate ix Inner House.

The reclaiming note is debated in the Inner House usually by two, but

in short or unimportant cases by one counsel on each side
;
judgment

is generally given after the debate, though in cases of difficulty it may be
reserved, and w^hen there is serious difficulty or division of opinion the Court

may send the case for argument before seven judges or the whole Court.

The Inner House determines the question of expenses at the same time

as the merits (6 Geo. iv. c. 120, s. 21) ; and though it may fix the amount,
usually remits to the Auditor to tax the account of the successful party.

Taxation.

The taxation is conducted before the Auditor of Court in his chambers,
under the rules of A. S. 6 Feb. 1806, 11 July 1838, and 11 July 1876 ; and
although his report may be objected to, the Court rarely alters his findings

in this matter, and only upon a question of principle or large amount.
If the objector is unsuccessful, he must pay the expenses of the discussion

on the taxation ; but if the Auditor reports a point for the consideration

of the Court, or the Court reviews the Auditor's taxation, the expenses of

the discussion may be given to the objector. After tlie Court has given

decree for the expenses on the Auditor's report, the action is concluded.

A motion by counsel is necessary for approval of the Auditor's report,

and the losing party will be liable in the fee unless he tenders the expenses,
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with (lue« of extract, in winch case it is unnecessary to have the report

approved of {Scott, 1860, 22 D. 922).

EXTUACT AND UnEXTUACTED rUOCESSES.

In order to put the decree in force by diligence, it is necessary to

obtain an extract or statement of its substance from the office of the

Extractor. Tliis may be done on the ciglitli day after decree (Memorandum

by Extractor printed in Farlinmcnt Hoitsc lionL), but is sometimes delayed l)y

the pressure of Ijusiness in the Extractor's (jltice. The decree, signed by the

judge, might witli advantage be made a sufficient warrant for diligence,

and the cumbrous and dilatory procedure of Extract abolished. The extract

of final decree terminates the process, which for all purposes except

correction of clerical errors is beyond the power of the Court (Marrjuu of

Lome, 1706, Hume's Decisions, 14; JJwhanau, 5 Feb. 1824, F. C. ; OJiccrs

of State, 184.5,7 D. 884).

If extract is not taken within a year from the date of the final decree,

the clerk of process remits the whole process to the Lord Clerk Register

under the provisions of A. S. 22 January 1876. All persons having

interest may inspect such a process on payment of certain fees (s. 5), but

the process cannot be borrowed ; and if required for any purpose, the Court

must be moved to order its retransmission to the office of the Clerk of

Court to which the process belongs (s. 6).

[Stair, Inst. iv. ; Juridical Styles, ord ed., iii. ; Scott & Brand,

edition of 31 & 32 Vict. c. 100 ; Court of Session Act, 1868 ; Coldstream,

Coiu't of Session Procedure] Mackay, Manual of Practice, 182, 228

(" Procedure in Ordinary Action "), ooo-O (" Proof before Lord Ordinary "),

and 632, etc. (" Expenses in Ordinary Action ").]

Actions in Sheriff Court, Ordinary Procedure in.—
It is iuteudcil here to indicate the course of an ordinary action in the Sheriff

Court, as distinguished from an action in the Debts Recovery or Small Debt

Courts, and from those actions into the procedure of which specialities

enter, and to give an account, though not in detail, of such steps only as

are normal, and not occasional. The various stages of procedure in an

(jrdinary action—whether normal, c.(j. Petition, Citation, Appeakance,

Defences; or occasional, e.g. Sisting, Ab.\ndonment, Amendment of

Record—are treated of in detail under their own titles ; while an account

of the procedure in such actions as are special, in so far as it difiers

from the procedure in those that are ordinary, is given under the titles of

these actions, e.r/. Declarator ; Accounting ;
Conjugal Rights Act, Pro-

ceedings under; Entailed Estates, Applications as to, etc. Further,

it is not intended here to enter on the questions as to who may raise an

action in the Sheriff Court, whom it may be directed against, or what may

be its subject-matter—for information on these points, see Jurisdiction, Title

to sue, etc. Nor is it proposed to follow the course of an action on appeal,

either from the Sheriff-Substitute to the Sheriff, or from the SherilV Court

to the Co\irt of Session, which matter is treated of under Appeal.

The type of an ordinary action in the Sherilf Court is that form which

must be used to enforce payment of a sum of money exceeding £50, and

it is of such an action that it is proposed to give, in outliue, the nornuil

steps of procedure. All forms of action differing, either incidentally or in

whole, from this, are distinguished as special, and are not treated of here.

An action commences' by the 2^ctition, which, after setting forth the

6vol.. I.
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Sheriff Court in which the action is brought, names and designates the

persons who are in the position of pursuer and defender in the action,

mentioning the special character, if any,—as trustee, or inspector, or other-

wise,—in which any party sues or is sued, and prays the Court, referring

to the annexed condescendence and note of pleas-in-law, to give decree

for the sum sued fi)r (oi) v!v: 40 Vict. c. 70, Sch. A), which must be stated

definitely ; whence it follows that if interest and expenses, or either, are

sought, they must be prayed for (ih. Sch. A, note). Thereafter follows

the condescendence, which, as in the case of actions in the Court of Session,

must set forth articulately, succinctly, witliout argument, and without

quotation from documents, excejtt where indispensable, the facts which

form tlie grounds of action (ib. s. G). To the condescendence is appended

the note of pleas-in-law, being the legal propositions which are applicable to

the facts in the case (Yoinif/, ISGO, '2''> 1). 36), and which, taken in conjunc-

tion with them, are relied on to maintain the Prayer of the Tetition. See

Actions, Ordinary PiiOCEDURE in Court of Session.

Following the note of pleas-in-law is the warrant to cite the defender in

the action. The warrant commences with the place and date of granting,

and bears that the Sheriif grants warrant to cite the defender, and in what
manner and on what indiicm he is to be cited ; that is to say, what time is

to be allowed him in which to enter appearance. The normal inducicc are

seven days when tlie defender is in Scotland, and fourteen days when he is

on an island or furth of Scotland (39 & 40 Vict, c, 70, s. 8), though it is in the

power of the Sheriif to shorten the warning or inducia'., as he sees fit, in any
case which he considers requires special despatch {ih. s. 8 (2)). If the

citation is edictal, the period is always fourteen days, except in the case of

tutors or curators of a minor, where it is the same as for the principal

defender (?7^ s. 9; A, S. 1839, s. 22). Citation may l)e made either non-
postally, when the petition is served on the defender by a sheriff officer

either personally or at his dwelling-house ; or, as is now almost invariably

the custom, it is made through the post by registered letter (45 & 46 Vict.

c. 77, s. 3). There are few occasions in which edictal citation is possible

in the Sheriff Court, but where necessary it is made in terms of 39 & 40
Vict. c. 70, s. 9. The warrant then ordains the defender to lodge notice

of appearance within the inducia: of citation, on pain of certification, as in

a Court of Session action, and finishes l)y setting forth any interim order,

such as arrestment on the dependence, that may have Ijeen granted. The
petition must be authenticated l)y the signature of the pursuer, or of his

agent, who must add his address ; once is sufficient, and the proper place

is after the note of pleas-in-law. The warrant is authenticated by the

signature of the Sheriff in every case, or of the Sheriff Clerk, unless an
order other tlian one for citation, edictal or otherwise, or a warrant to

arrest on the dependence, is contained in it (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, Sch. A,
note). Unless by special order of the Sheriff, the original petition may
not be borrowed ; but where defences have been lodged, certified copies of

the petition may Ije borrowed l)y any party to the action, and these are

sufficient warrants for arresting on the dependence where such warrant
has been granted (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 10). If no appearance is entered
within tlie iiuJurim, the jmrsuer may apply for decree in absence (sec

Absknce, IJeckee IN) ; and there is at this stage, though rarely resorted to,

a corresponding power to defenders who have entered appearance to

compel dilatory or reluctant pursuers to proceed with their case, viz.

Pj;otestation for not Insistino (^.r.). If, however, the defender intends to

defend the action, he enters appearance within the inducia' by lodging notice
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(jf hi.s intention, signed l.y himself or l.y his agent, in terms of 39 & 40

Vict. c. 70, Sch. B, and thereafter lodging defences with the SherilV Clerk

on the first Court day after the expiry of the indocur, or at the latest at an

adjourned diet not later than seven days after the expiration of the iiyluciaz

(ih. s. IG). The time cannot be extended even liy consent of parties (ib. s.

19), Imt on special cause shown the Sheriff may prorogate it once (16

& 17 Vict. c. 80, s. G ; Nicol, 1888, 26 S. L. K. 61).

The defences are in the form of articulate answers to the con-

descendence, and where necessary (that is, where n)erely answering the

condescendence does not disclose the defender's whole case), a separate

statement of tlu; facts on whicli tlie defender founds in tlefence, and

conclude with a note of the defender's pleas-in-hiw. Like the condescend-

ence, the answers and the statement of facts must lie made succinctly

and without (quotation from documents except where indispensable (39 &
40 Vict. c. 70, s. IG). Defences are either dilatory or peremptory; the

former being objections to jurisdiction or competence, and having, if well

founded, the effect of absolving the defender from the depending suit, at

the same time leaving to the pursuer the right to bring a new action (Ersk.

iv. 1. 67; Waterston, 1884, 11 R lO-'iG); the latter include pleas on the

relevancy and answers on fact, which, l)eing sustained, preclude the action

being brought again {Hill, 1857, 19 1). 955). Dismissing an action as

irrelevant does not, however, preclude bringing a relevant action to try

the same cause (see Sidkcrland, 1890, 18 E. 252).

Defences having been lodged, an opportunity is given to either party,

though not as a matter of right, but only on cause shown, to_ rcruc his

pleadings {ib. s. 17). Formerly, unless for special reasons the Sheriff directed

otherwise, these revisals were made on the original papers (16 & 17 Vict,

c. 80, s. 4, now repealed), but now, as the practice of borro\ying the original

petition is as much as possible discouraged (39 & 40 Vict. _c. 70, s. 10),

they are properly made on separate papers. In practice, revisal is rarely

ordered, unless on the motion of the pursuer, where the defender has lodged

a separate statement of fact. The pursuer can see the defences when

lodged, and, if he thinks it necessary, ask that the case be enrolled in order

to move for a revisal, and till this motion has been considered the Sheriff

Clerk should not transmit the process to the Sheriff (Dove Wilson's

Sheriff Court Practice, 4th ed., p. 14G). If, however, the process has

been" transmitted to the Sheriff, and no motion for revisal made, he may
himself order the parties to revise their pleadings if he considers it

necessary. Like other orders of the Sheriff, the period for revisal may be

prorogated once on cause shown, but not of consent (see supra, time for

lodging defences).

At revisal, the pursuer alters his original statement where necessary

to meet the counter allegations of the defender, and there seems to be

no good reason why anything should be disallowed that would be com-

petent by way of amendmeiit ; that is to say, which is necessary to

determine the real question in controversy, and which does not materially

alter the case against the defender, nor subject to the adjudication of the

Sheriff a larger or other sum or estate than that specified in the petition,

except of consent. See Amendment of Ukcoiid. The defender may make

similar alterations, subject to payment of any expense caused by delay m
stating them, and the pursuer's opportunity of answering these revised

defences is at adjustment.

Defences having been lodged, if no motion for revisal is nuide, the

process is transmitted to the^Sherilf. If such a motion has been made.
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then the process is trausnutted at ouce on refusal, or, if the motion is

granted, on the expiry of the time allowed for revisal, whether the

revised pleadings have'been then lodged or not. Similarly, if the Sheriff

have himself ordered revisal, the process is retransmitted to him on the

expiry of the allotted jieriod. The Sheriff then directs the action to be

put to the roll tor the first Court day occurring not less than four days

tliereafter, requires the parties then to adjust their pleadings, and closes the

record (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 18). The four days, being intended to give

the parties sufficient time to consider the ultimate form of their pleadings,

should run, not from the date of transmitting the process to the Sheriff, but

ironi the date of his returning it to the Sheriff Clerk.

The Act of 1876 does not direct what is to be done at adjustment,

and the section of the Act of 1853 (s. 4) which contained directions as to

this has been repealed by the Statute Law Revision Act of 1892 ; but

adjustment, properly looked at, is simply an opportimity of correcting

and explaining statements already made, or answering statements not

already answered. If it is necessary to add new statements, these, in

strictness, should be allowed as, and on the conditions of, amendments.

See Amendment of Record. Section 4 of the Act of 1853 having

been repealed, the direction which it contained, to strike out irrelevant

matter before closing, is no longer imposed on the Sheriff. The record is

closed by the Slieriff writing " Record closed " on the interlocutor sheet, and

appending his signature and the date. The record having been closed, if

parties have not renounced further probation, and where it seems necessary

to the Sheriff, he appoints a diet for proof on an early day ; if further

jirobation is renounced, or proof is obviously unnecessary, or the necessity

(jf it is doul)tful, as where there are preliminary pleas, he sends the case to

the Delate Roll (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 23). Speaking generally, disputes as

to law are heard in the Debate Roll, questions as to fact go to proof; and if

the decision of preliminary pleas after debate does not dispose of the case,

but leaves the parties at issue as to fact, the case then goes to proof. Where
it is expedient to allow proof under reservation of preliminary pleas, as

where part only of the case is relevant to go to proof, or where the

relevancy of the whole is doubtful, " proof lefore answer" is allowed, which
leaves it permissible to raise all questions of law or relevancy at the

hearing after proof. If evidence is to be admitted, reserving the (question

of whether or not it is competent, this should be noted in the order for

proof {Macvean, 1873, 11 M. 506). The evidence taken at the proof is

recorded in writing, either in longhand written by the Sheriff himself,

or, as is usually the case, in shorthand, when it must be dictated by the

Sheriff to a sworn shorthand writer (16 & 17 Vict. c. 80, s. 10; Merry &
Cuninrjhame, 1895, 22 R. 247 ; Daivson & Camphell, 1895, 32 S. L. R. 674).

It is taken in narrative form, with question and answer where the Sheriff

thinks it desiraljle. The proof is taken, as far as may be, continuously, and
only adjourned on good cause shown (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 19 ; 16 & 17
Vict. c. 80, s. 10). Proof may also he taken Ijy judicial examination or

judicial visitation, on commission, or to lie in retentis, and a remit on a matter
of fact may be made to a skilled person to report, or the decision of the

matter may be referred from the Sheriff to arhitredion. These matters are

treated of elsewhere, as is also the important subject of the stages at which
documents founded on by the parties in their pleadings must be produced.
The proof being closed, the debate on the evidence follows immediately,
unless the Sheriff, in fiis diiscretion, allows one adjournment, which must not
exceed seven days (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 19).
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On reaching the stage of debate, the action is in exactly the same position

as an action sent straight to the Debate Roll after the closing of the record,

and the same rules govern both cases. The pursuer, unless the onus of

proof or of making out his defence is on the defender, opens the debate.

The defender rt-plies, and the pursuer is heard agaiu only if the defender

has introduced new matter, and then only in reply to it ; these rules, if

observed, should preclude the necessity of a fourth speech.

The action has now passed tlirougli the various stages which lead up to

judrjment. Tlie delxite over, the Sheriff proceeds to give judgment, either at

once, or on consideration, with the least possible delay (39 & 40 Vict. c.

70, s. 23). In all judgments ])ronounced in cases of proof, there must be

fmdhujs in fact as well as in law (A. S. 15 Feb. 1851 ;
Maclcay, 1894, 21 R.

894; 'GlmrjoinGns Lvjht Co. 18G6, 4 M. 1041; Melrose, 1868, M. 952);

and where the findings of an interlocutor do not sufficiently disclose

the grounds of judgment, these must be appended in ilie form of a note (16

& 17 Vict. c. 80, s. 13). The decerniture must dispose of all the conclusions

of the action, without going beyond them, and must determine the matter

of expenses in so far as not already settled (A. S. 1839, s. 02). The general

rule as to expenses is that the loser pays. Any merely accidental or clerical

error in the judgment nuxy be corrected by the Sheriff at any time prior to

appeal (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 34).

In order to make the decree effectual by execution against the un-

successful party, the successful one must first obtain an otiicial extract of the

decree. This " may be issued at any time on the expiration of fourteen days

from the date " of the judgment, " unless the same shall, if competent,

have been sooner appealed against," and no extract shall be issued before

the expiration of fourteen days unless the Sheriif pronouncing the judg-

ment shall allow the extract to be sooner issued (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s.

32). A decree for expenses cannot be extracted till the expenses have

been taxed by the Auditor of Court and decerned for; and the normal

period for extracting a decree for expenses is the same as that for extract-

ing any other judgment. As to the different kinds of, and mode of doing,

execution of a decree, see Diligence ; Decree.

The normal course of an ordinary action has now been traced, and it

remains to be added that the remedies against delaying that course, by failure

to attend a diet of a defended action, or to lodge a paper in due time, or to

duly return a borrowed process, are dealt with under Decree (by Default),

and Caption. In addition to the normal steps of procedure enumerated above,

and which are also treated of more particularly under their proper titles,

there are many other incidental or occasional proceedings in the course of

an ordinary action, of which mention only can be made here, viz. :

—

Abandonment of Action ; Amendment of Record ;
Conjoining Actions

;

SisTiNG Actions; Sisting New Parties; :Mandatary; Diligence to

RECOVER Documents; AVakening; Poor's Roll; Reference to Oath.

Actor ; Alter.—These terms are used by the Clerks of Court, who

in interlocutors designate the counsel for pursuer and defender respectively

Actor and Alter—usually abbreviated thus : Act., Alt.

Actor, or Art and Part.—Every person accused is, in the

language of the law, charged as guilty, " actor, or art and part," that is to

say, as a principal or an accessory, the guilt bemg the same, and it being
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therefore umiecessary that it should be determined whether his guilt is (jf

the one character or the other (Hume, i. ;'>05, oOG ;
Alison, i. 218 ; Macdonald,

3: Jamicsoii, 1 Br. 466). This rule is illustrated by the cases of forgery,

where the fabricator is art and part of the uttering (Hume, i. 155 ; Alison,

i. ;'>95, o96) ; and bigamy, where an individual who marries a married person,

and the clergyman and witnesses, may all be guilty, art and part (Hume, i.

462 ; Alison, i. o.jO : ^lacdonald, 3 ; Bell, Notes, 113 ; Auchindoss, 1

Irv. 73).

These rules do not apply in treason, where all are principals (Hume,
i. 5.">3 ; Alison, i. 616; Macdonald, .'5); and in concealment of pregnancy,

where there can be no accession (Hume, i. 299 ; Alison, i. 158 ; Macdonald,

3, 150).

Actor sequitur forum rci—"The pursuer follows the forum
of the defender," a maxim of the Eoman law, which, says riiillimore, iv. 724,

lies at the root of all international, and of most domestic jurisprudence on

the subject of jurisdiction over foreigners. The oldest form of the maxim
is probably that found in the Vatican Fragments, No. 325 (Huschk^,

Jarispr. Anti.Just. 769) : Actoi- rei forum sequi debet. It seems from the

earliest period to have been an estal)lished rule of civil procedure, among
the Eomans, that the pursuer should raise his action before the Court of

tlie defender's domicile (Cod. iii. 13. 2),—the corresponding rule, in criminal

matters, being expressed in the maxim. In criniinali negotio rei forum
accusator scquatur (Cod. iii. 13. 5). In Scotland the maxim has been
adopted, and is followed, without exception, in personal actions. " The
reason is," says Kanies {L((a- Tracts,!. 352), "that the plaintiff must apply
to the judge who hath authority over his party, and can oblige him to do
his duty. This nnist be the judge of that territory within which the party
dwells and has his ordinary residence." '•' Accordingly," says Erskine (Inst.

i. 2. 16), " it imports nothing where the pursuer hath his domicile, for he
nmst follow that of the defender, since no defender is obliged to appear
before a Court to which the law hath not subjected him." Various excep-

tions were later introduced in the Eoman law, and are also recognised in

our own law in real actions and others (see Jurisdiction).

Actus.—Actus was one of the rural servitudes recognised in Eoman
law. It was the riglit of driving either a beast or a carriage through
another man's land (Inst. ii. 3, pr.), heavy traffic being excluded (Bif/.

viii. 3. 7, pr.). The right was thus intermediate between via, which
entitled one to the use of a roadway for heavy traffic, and itci', which
gave one the right of walking. As a general rule, it included iter, the
lesser right, and was itself included in via, the greater right (Inst. ii. 3,

pr.) ; but this might be prevented by a special agreement between the
parties (Dir/. viii. 5. 4. 1). The servitudes in Scots law analogous to actus

are Drove Eoads (q.v.), Hokse Eoads (q.v.), and Loanings (q.v.) (Stair, ii.

7. 10; Ersk. Inst. ii. 9. 12; Bell, rrinc. s. 1010; Reid, 1891, 18 E. 744).
In Scotland, following the Eoman law, the general rule as regards prescript-
ive servitude roads is that the greater right implies the lesser right (Swan,
1834, 12 S. 316). With regard to the significance, in modern law, of the
lioman distinctions among rights of way, see Galhreath, 1845, 4 Bell's Ap/>.

374, at 390. See also Malcolm, 1886, 13 E. 512 ; Veitch, 1896, 3 S. L. T.

No. 411.
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Ademption.—See Legacv.

Adherence— H is l\n- piim.iiy duty of manied persons to live

together, or, as it is expressed, to adhere to each other until the dissolution of

tlie marriage {VH'\\,J'rin. s. 15:!<S
;
Fraser, ii. HG7 ; Mackenzie, 189/!, HO IJ. 030,

'I'l \{. (II. L.) '.VI). The Imsbaiid, as the head of tlie house, has the right to

ileterrnine when; the home shall be, and the wife is bound to accompany
him to any place he mav choose (Stair, i. 4. <S

; Ersk. i. 0. 10 ; Bell, Prin. s.

15:18; Fraser, ii. 807: liinfjer, 1840, 2 1). :!07 : Molouy, 1824, 2 Add. 249).

J')Ut the duty of mutual adhoi'onc(> is not spocifically cnfoiced. Where the

cruelty of one spouse has made the continued culialjitation dangerous to the

safety of the other, the remedy is a judicial Separation (q.v.). Where the

non-adherence has been obstinately persisted in for four years, the remedy
is DivoitrK (FOi; Def^kutiox, q.v.): Fraser, ii. 875); and so, where a wife who
had got a decree for aliment arrested funds of the husband until he should

adhere, tlie Court lecalled the arrestment as incompetent (Macf/ref/or, iH'Mj,

14 S. 707). An action of adherence was by the Act 1573, c. 55, made au
indispensable preliminary to an action of divorce for desertion. But this

necessity was removed l)y the Conjugal Rights Act, 1801 (24 & 25 Vict. c.

80), s. 11. This cliauge is one of inoceilurt' merely. Non-adherence must
still be ])roved, but this can be in the suit for divorce (Watson, 1890,

17 li. 730; L. Watson in Machmzic, ut siqjra, 22 Ii. (H. L.), at 41). An
action of adherence appears to be still competent, but, except where aliment

is also concluded for, is unknown in practice. (See Mdrkcnzic, 1893, 20 II.,

per L. Young, at 004; 1895, 22 Ii. (H. L.) 32 ; and see Desertion.)

Is it No)i-a<lherencc to refuse Sexual Intercourse ? This question

is answei-ed in the affirmative by Fraser (ii. 1209), founding upon
tlie old case of Graham (27 Feb. 1507, ]\ISS. IJecords Com. Court, vol.

ii.). It is submitted, however, that the Court would not find such an
averment relevant. It does not seem to be covered by the words "divertis

fra utheris compauie," in the Act 1573, c. 55. It is thought that the state-

ment of Sir J. r. Wilde—" there is no doubt, after the case of Orme (2 Add.

382), that although the Court enforces conjugal cohabitation (which itself is

no longer specifically enforced in England), it does not pretend to enforce

marital intercourse"—correctly expresses the law {Iloioe, 1805, 4 S. & T.

at 103)). See ^Mackenzie, Ohs. on Act 1573), c. 55 (187 of ed. of 1080);
Elchies, Annot. ; Bankt. i. 5. 132 ; Stair, i. (4. 0. 4).

Dj:I'7-:.\ces to Acr/o.v of Adherexce.—It is a good defence

that the i)ursuer has been guilty of cruelty or of adultery, unless

the offence has been condoned {Laiuf, 1851, 13) 1). 408: A. B., 1853, 10 D.

HI; MadoKlr, 1895, 22 K (H. L.) 3,2: Fraser, i. 872): and a wife who
lias got a protection order under the Conjugal Kights Act, 1801, s. 3, is not

Itound to adhere unless the order is recalled. It would be a defence to

plead that the marriage was nidi (lUcketts, 1800, 35 L. J. ]\Iat. 92). It is

not a defence that the ])ursuer is insane (Ilo/irard, 1858, 1 S. iS: T. 81:

Fraser, ii. 873,: but see lUulfurd, 1809, 20 L. t. (X. S.) 279). It is not a

defence that the i)ursuer has consented to a deed of voluntary Separation

{q.v.), for such a deed is revocable; and if the deed contain in grcmio an

admission of crueltv or adulterv, the oHender may still raise an action of

adherence, and the defender must ]trove the cruelty or adultery if the defence

is to be successful {A. B., 185:5, 15 1). :',72 : A. B.. 185:5, 10 I). 1 1 1 ; Lauson,

1797, Mor. 0157; Martin, 1895, :5 S. L T. Xo. 220 (L. Kincairney) :

Fraser, ii. 872, 915). Nor is it a defence in the mouth of the husband
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that, although he will not live with his wife, he has provided her with a

suitable resrdence and with aliment {Colqiihowi, 1804, Mor. App. v. H. &
\V. Xo. 5 : irebsfcr, not reported, cited by Eraser, i. 872. See a Sherifi"

Court case, Bisloj), Guthrie, &lcd S. C. Cases, ii. 205. See Millar, 3 S. L. T.

No. 461).

Is it a defence to the husband that the wife was prcfjnant hy another at the

date of the marriae/e, and had concealed this from the husband? Eraser (ii.

875) says that in such circumstances a husband would not be ordained to

adhere. He refers to Perrin (1 Add. 4), where there is a dictum to that

ettect by Sir John Xicholl. V>\\i in a, suit by a wife for restitution of

conjugal rights, where the husband pleaded that she was pregnant when he

married lier, that he had been induced to marry her by false representations

that he had seduced her, Lord Penzance struck out the plea {Green,

1869, 21 L. T. (^X. S.) 401). And in a more recent suit by a wife for

restitution of conjugal rights, the husband desired to prove that he was not

the father of a child conceived by her before marriage; but this evidence

was rejected by Butt, J., as irrelevant {Mason, 1889, 61 L. T. E. 304). (See

also Kennedy, 1890, 62 L. T. 705 ; Foss, cited by Bishop, s. 498.) In an

American case, concealed pregnancy at marriage was held a ground for

setting aside the marriage as proceeding upon essential error {Reynolds, 3

Allen,"605 ; see Bishop, s. 485 ct scq.). See Makriage. If any cause, except

cruelty or adultery, can justify non-adherence, a stronger could hardly be

figured than the discovery that the wife had concealed the fact of her

pregnancy by another at the date of the marriage.

Is any defence good which v:ould not be a ground for a judicicd

separation ? There is a great deal to be said on principle for the argument
tliat, in fixing the grounds upon which judicial separation may be decreed,

the Court has impliedly affirmed that where neither cruelty in the sense

required for separation, nor adultery, can be proved, the parties cannot

be relieved from their primary duty of adherence. And for this pro-

position there is a considerable—and it is thought preponderating—body
of authority {A. B., 1853, 16 D. Ill (interlocutor); L. P. Inglis in Chalmers,

1868, 6 M. at 550; Sir J. Xicholl in Barlcc, 1822, 1 Add. 301; Sir C.

Cresswell in Burroughs, 1861, 2 S. & T. 303 ; L. Penzance in Yeatman, L. E.

1 P. & D. 491; see also Pdjqnngall, 1876, 24 Weekly Eeporter, 967;
Manning, 1872, 6 Irish Eep. Eq. 426 ; Holmes, 2 Lee, 116 : D'Aquilar,

1 Hagg. Ecc. R., at p. 784). In the case of Mackenzie (1893, 20 E. 636, 22

E. (H. L.) 33), the point was much discussed, ]jut it was found unnecessary

to decide it. L. Eutherfurd Clark said :
" I know of no defence to an action

of adherence save adultery and cruelty, though I think that the latter may
be moral as well as physical" (20 E., at 670). L. Trayner expressed a

contrary opinion, at p. 674. On appeal, the point was expressly reserved

by L. C. Herschell, 22 E. (H. L.), at 34, and by L. Watson, at 41.

In an English case subsequent to Mackenzie, Lopes and Lindley L. JJ.

express the view that " the ecclesiastical law of England recognised no
middle state Ijetween that of consortium vita: and dirortium a meiisa et

thoro" {BusscU [1895], P. 315, at 330). The Court of Appeal held that

this rule had been altered by s. 5 of the Matrimonial Causes Act, 1884.

As this Act does not apply to Scotland, and as the authorities referred to in

support of the opposite contention are mainly English, this dictum of Lopes
and Lindley L. JJ. is entitled to great weight. For the contention that less

misconduct than would grtjund a decree of judicial separation may be a

sufficient defence to an action of adherence, the following authorities may be
referred to :

—

Mackenzie, ut swpra, per L. Trayner ; opinions reserved by L. C.
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Herschell, and L. Watson : L. Fiaser in Stevens, 1882, 9 It. 730 ; J/oo/r, Eng.

Law Mag. vol. 50, p. 279.' Sec Jo/l>/, 3 W. & S. at 189; Forster, 1 Hagg.

C. li. 153 ; Astlcy, 1 Hagg. PI K. 721 : Brannvell, 3 Hagg. E. li. 619 ; Perrin,

1822, 1 Add. 1. (But with this C(jiitiast Jktiiec, 1822, 1 Add. 301, at 305
;

Green, 1869, 21 L. T. (N. S.) 401 ; Mason, 1889, 61 L. T. Ilev. 304; and

see KennaUj, 1890, 52 L. T. 705.) Connelli/, 2 Kob. E. 1!.: rev. 1851, 7

Moore, T. (J. C. 438; Eraser, ii. 87:'.. See an article in .lurid. Kev. v.

143, on " The Mackenzie Case."

Jurisdiction in Actions of Adiii:i<i:nce.—An action of adherence is

competent only in the Court of Session (13 & 14 Vict. c. 36, s. 16 ; cp.

11 Geo. IV. & 1 Will. IV. c. 69, s. :'.:'. and s. 36). Tt is not yet oonclusively

settled wliether the parties must ha\e an actual domicile in Scotland Ix-fore

the Court has jurisdictitni. In a recent case, L. Watson thought that such

a domicile, although necessary to give jurisdiction fen- divorce, was not so

for actions of separation and adherence {Le Mesnner [1895], A. C, at

527 and 531); so also Eraser (ii. 1294). There are conilicting dicta in

England. See per Brett L. J. in Nihoyet, 1878, 4 V. D., at p. 19 : per Cotton

L. J., ib., at p. 21 ;
per James L. J., ib., at p. 9 ; Manniwj, 1871, L. R. 2 V.

& D. 223 ; Firehrace, 1878, 4 P. D. 63 ; Westlake, Friv. Int. Lav:, 81 ; and

see liishop. Marriage and Divorce, ii. 69; Walton, IT. d\ W. 446. See

Jurisdiction.

[See Stair, i. 4. 8 ; Ersk. i. 6. 1 9, i. 6. 44 ; Eraser, ii. 867 : Bishop,

Marriage and Divorce, ii. ss. 16G1, 1751 ;
Walton, //. <l' W. 94, 446.]

Adherence to the King's (Queen's) Enemies.—
By the Act 7 Anne, c. 21, passed shortly after the Union, it was provided

that the law of treason of Scotland should be assimilated to that of

England. The Act 25 Edw. irr. c. 2, is the basis of the treason law of

England. By the fourth article of that Statute, it is declared to be high

treason "if a man be adherent to the king's enemies within the realm,

giving to them aid or comfort within the realm or elsewhere." Thus, if a

liritish subject hands over to the enemy arms, fortresses, or ships of war,

or communicates valuable intelligence to the enemy's forces, or marches

with the enemy's forces, or takes service in an enemy's ship of war, he is

" adherent to the king's enemies." It is a jury question who shall be

construed an " enemy." Acts of adherence to the enemies of the

sovereign's allies constitute an offence under the Statute.—[Hume, i. 527 ;

Alison, i. 613.; Macdonald, 230; Anderson, Crim. Law, 32.] See Tueasox.

Adjournal.—See Act of Adjournal.

Adjournment.—All adjournments of criminal trials must be to

a spccitied day {Fn'srr, I Irv. 1). Adjournment is a matter which is in the

tliscretion of the Court {Fohcrtson, 1 Coup. 348; Anderson, I Coup. 4),

except in cases where an adjournment is required by Statute. Coniplication

of the case, or a long list of witnesses, are not grounds for granting delay

(Jiodgrr, 1 Coup. 76). Adjournment cannot be given liecause a person

named in the indictment or hi tlie list of witnesses cannot be found,

unless four days' notice has been given to the prosecutor, and still sullicient

information has not bcrn supplied (Crini. Broc. Act, 1887, s. 53). Absence
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of a material witness (Xiirn, o Irv. 204; Thomson, 2 Coup. lO.'J), «ir

discovery of importiiut evidence, or opportunity desired to inspect a

production (Hume, ii. :')88 ; Dempster, -4 Irv. 14."')), are grounds for adjourn-

ment : but delav will not be given for absence of a witness, if no ei'ibrt has

been made to seciu-e his attendance {^tararf, 1 Swin. 540 ; see also Hendry,

2 White, ."kSO). That a witness refused to be precognosed is not a cause

for delay {Ilefeher, Ark. 2:'.2).

A trial may be adjourned from day to day, or the Court may adjourn

over a day or days (Crim. I*rctc. Act, 1887, s. oo).

llefusal of a reasonable adjournment may vitiate a sunnnary conviction

(Orr, 3 Irv. 18:3; M'Mahon, *2 Irv. o9;o\ O'Brien, 2 Irv. 603; Ferguson, 5

Coup. 471 : ('rcncford, 2 Irv. 511 ; Graham, 2 Irv. 558; Gardiner, 2 White,

474). This is specially true in the case of a child (MeeJiison, J. Shaw, 159
;

Grai/, 3 Irv. 29 : Jameson, 4 Irv. 246). ]>ut in ordinary cases an
adjournment must be asked for {MacKean, J. Shaw, 132; Bennet, 3 Irv.

541 : .\faelean, 4 Irv. 351 : Lone, 5 Irv. 423 ; Wright, 2 Coup. 504). If an
adjournment is asked for, the request must be recorded if it is to be

founded on (Johnston, 1 Coup. 41).

Adjournments must be recorded (M'Gcirth, 1 Coup. 260). But this may
not ajiply where, in a sunnnary case, the proceedings are stopped for a

short time, the accused acquiescing (M'lntifre, ."5 Coup. 298).

"Where amendment of the libel is made at the trial, the Court may
grant an adjcjurnment, if this is asked for in the interest of the accused
(Crim. Proc. Act, 1887, s. 70).

See Criminal rROSECUTiox.

Adjournment: Court of Session.— 1. Of Ta'ial.—\\\

proofs before the Lord Ordinary no adjournment is allowed, " except on
special cause stated in an interlocutor" (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 32). One
counsel on each side is heard at the close of the proof. This rule however,
is not absolute ; and if the case is complex, or the proof is of such a nature
that it would be difficult for the Lord Ordhuiry or for counsel to digest it

on the spot, it may be for the interests of parties, and conducive to the ends
(jf justice, that an adjournment shfudd take place (Birrell, 1868, 6 M. 421).

The Court has power to adjourn a jury trial, but this power is only
exercised in cases of necessity. It will not do so in order to correct the
blunders of an agent, (u- to obtain additional evidence which might have
been previously procured (Clark, 1 Murray, IGl, 173-4). Illness of a juror,

the judge, or counsel, would be good grounds for adjournment.
2. Of Court.—When a Sheriff' adjcnirns a case from his ordinary to his

circuit Court, it is recommended that, where the adjournment is caused by
the fault of one of the parties, or is granted to suit his convenience, the
(Jourt should impose an award of the expenses (jf the other party for that
day, to be paid before the case goes on. The Court (except the Lord
Ordinary on the Bills) does not sit on the term days. It has power to

adjourn rjver any day observed as a general holiday. When the Court
adjourns for a special holiday, papers due (m tliat day may be lodged next
sederunt day.

[Alackay, Practice, ii. 55; Manual, 21, 55, 334, 352; Coldstream,
Procedure, 85.]

Adjournment: Sheriff Court.—It is no longer competent
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to adjourn, ])ror<jgute, (H- continue of consent (jf parties the time for corn-

plyinj^f with any statutory enactment or order of the Sherill", whether with
reference to the making up and closing of record, a]»])ointing a diet of

proof, diet of debate, ux otherwise (-jO & 40 ^'ict. c. 70, s. 10, Sheritl Courts
(Scotland) Act, 1.S7G).

With regard to the periods for lodging papers, transmitting any process

to the Shcrill", or closing the record, it was comjietcnt, jirior to 1870, to

prorogate these by written consent of parties: and without consent they

might be prorogated once on cause shown. These provisions were con-

tained in sec. G of the Act of IHo.j (IG & 17 Vict. c. 80) ; but that part of the

section which allowed ]»rorogations of consent has been re])ealed imjiliedly

by sec. 19 of the Act of 1 87G, and expressly by the Statute T.aw Kevision Act
of 1892. The rest of the section, however, stands: and it is therefore com-
])etent for tiie Sherilf to prorogate the periods for lodging papers and
making uj) and closing the record, but only once, and that on cause shown
(:;9 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 19 ; IG & 17 Vict, c^ 80, s. G : Bainhrithjc, 1879, G It.

541 : Nicol, 1888, 2G S. L. H. Gl).

The Act of 187G makes no difference as to the adjourning of proofs.

By sec. 10 of the Act of 18o.'>, proofs may be adjourned, Init only on cause

shown; and adjournments should be as short as ])0ssible, for the section

goes on to say tliat the proof shall be taken, as far as may be, continuously,

and with as little interval as the circumstances or the justice of the case

will admit of (16 & 17 Vict. c. 80, s. 10 ; Mciklcjolm, 1870, 8 M. 890).

The debate or hearing after a proof should take place immediately,
but may, in the discretion of the Sheriff, be once adjourned, f(jr not more
than seven days (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 23). The debate on the closed

record, where there is no proof, may be adjourned once, on cause shown
{ib. s. 19).

Adjudication contra hcereditatem jacentem. — In the case of

Adjudication for Debt (q.v.) the creditor can adjudge the del)tor's estate,

after the debtor's death, either by proceedings against the heir, or, if

the heir renounces the succession, against the ha'redifasjaccns of the debtor.

The Act 1540, c. 24, provides that an heir of full age who remained un-

entered for year and day after his predecessor's death, might be charged 1 )y

a creditor in a liquid debt to enter within forty days. If he failed to do so,

the lands might be ap])rised, the ai)])rising to be as effectual as if the heir

were entered. By Statute 1G21, c. 27, the former Act was ratified, with the

addition that the Act was extended to the heir's own del)ts as well as to

those of his predecessor, so that the creditor might charge an apparent heir

to enter for a debt due by him just as he might for one due by his i)re-

decessor. The Act 1G72, c. 45, which al)olished apprisings, and sultstituted

adjudications in the C(»urt of Session in their room, was held by the Court

not to include adjudications contra hai'cditatcm jacentem, which adjudica-

tions have accordingly always been competent before the Sheriff, as well as

before the Court of Session. Tt is believed, however, that in ]iractice tliey

have been little used in the Sheriil' Court (see s. 8 of the Sheriff Courts Act,

1877 (40 & 41 Vict. c. 50)).
There is this difference between such adjudications when led in the

Court of Session and in the Sheriff Court respectively, that in the former

case, by Kegulation of IGOG, art. •"), ablneviates, which had previously not

been required, were introducetl, while in the latter they have never been

introduced by Statute. It seems, however, to have been tin' i)ractice, when
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such actions were led in the Sheriff Court, to issue abbreviates signed by

the Sheriti; and to record them in the Register of Adjudications. Under

the former law, after the (jeiund charge, and after the special or general

special charge, as tlie case might be, decree of adjudication was pronounced

against the "heir and against" the estate of the ancestor. But if the heir

appe<ired and renounced the succession, tlie decree pronounced against the

heir was cognitwnis causa fantum, and the decree of adjudication was

against the ha-rcditas jaecns of the ancestor. The combined actions of

constitution and a^ljudication, which are now competent, contain an

alternative conclusion, in the event of the heir renouncing, for a decree

cojnitionis causa tantum and adjiulication of the hwrcilitas jaecns.

Notwithstanding opinions to the contrary, it is thought tliat the Con-

veyancing Act of 1874, ss. 9 and 12, does not alter the law as to adjudications

contra ha^reditatcinjacentcm. It is quite true that a personal right vests in

the heir by mere survivance of the ancestor, but s. 12 has only the effect

of limiting the heir's liability to the value of the estate to wdiich he

succeeds : but to that extent it is the heir who is liable. The liability for

the ancestor's debts being thus fixed upon the heir, the 12th section goes

on to provide that, if the " heir shall renounce the succession, the creditors

of the ancestor shall have the same rights against the estate as upon a

renunciation according to the law before the commencement of " the Act.

The Act accordingly seems to recognise a renunciation by the heir after

the Act, as before it, and provides that the consequences of the renunciation

shall be the same after as before the Act.

It is to be observed that the leged. in these adjudications is only seven

years.

Adjudication for Debt.—Adjudication is a diligence whereby

a creditor attaches the lands or other heritable property of his debtor, in

satisfaction of, or security for, his debt.

History.—As a man's whole estate, heritable as well as moveable, is

subject to the payment of his debts, it is, of course, reasonable that his

creditors should have right to attach his heritable estate for payment of

his debts. Accordingly, all civilised nations seem to have made adjudica-

tion, or some procedure having the like effect, a part of their system of

law. Under the Roman law, the creditor might sell the debtor's moveable

estate, and if he failed to recover thereby the amount of his debt, might

then have recourse to his debtor's immoveable estate. Our ancient

Scottish law was to the same effect. By the Act, Alex. ii. c. 24, it was
provided that lands should not be seized in satisfaction of debt, so long as

the debtor's moveables were sutticient for payment ; and if the cautioners

were obliged to pay the debt, a proportional ])art of the debtor's lands

were to be given to them. By the Act, 2 Rob. i. c. 24, it was provided

that moveables should first l^e distrained for debt. Failing moveables, the

Sheriff was to warn the debtor to sell the land within fifteen days, on the

expiry of which the Sheriff was to sell so much of the land as would pay

the debt, interest, and expenses. If the lands were held of the king, the

purchaser was to be infeft by the Sheriff by royal charter. If held of a

subject, the superior was to have right to purchase the land ; but if he

did not purchase, he was obliged on the Sheriffs precept to infeft the

purchaser. The rights thus early conferred upon the creditor were rights,

not of security, but of .sale ; and in like manner apprisings, which were the

next stage of development, were at first proper sales of the debtor's estate,
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without any right of icdeinptioii, difleriiig in this important respect from

adjudications, wliich in turn succeeded and superseded apprisings, and

which, until the right of redemption is foreclosed, are mere securities

for debt.

By a Statute of James ill. (1400, c. IJG), it was provided that, failing

movealjles and rent, the king's letters might be oljtained, under which a

debtor's land might be sold by the Sherilf to the amount of his debts, and

the creditor paid out of the proceeds. Tlie delator had right to redeem the

land within seven years, on payment of the price and the expenses of the

purcha-scr's entry. If within six months no purchaser could be found, a

portion of the land equal to the debt was to be apprised by thirteen men
chosen by the Sheriir, and the portion ai)prised by thcni was made over to

the creditor. The superior was bound to receive the creditor on ]>ayment

of a year's rent ; but he was entitled, if he ch(jse, instead of receiving the

creditor, to take the land and become lialile himself for the debt. It may
be observed, in passing, that this Statute, enacted for the benefit of creditors,

had incidentally a most interesting and important eficct upon the strictness

of the feudal law, by relaxing the rights of superiors, and compelling them

to receive vassals against their will, or else to adopt the option given to

them of becoming debtors to their vassal's creditor.

As the lands of the debtor might l>e in different counties, tlie diligence

required to be executed l>y the Sherilfs of the different counties; and to

prevent the expense thereby occasioned, the diligence was intrusted to

messengers, who were constituted sherilfs in that part. The messenger, in

virtue of the letters of apprising, denounced the lands to be apprised, that

is to say, made publication both on the ground of the lands and at the

market crosses of the head lioroughs (jf the several jurisdictions in which

they lay, that the lands themselves were to be apprised. Fifteen free days

required to intervene between the denunciation and the actual apprising

of the lands. The procedure, as descri1)ed by Erskine, at the actual ap-

prising was tliat the creditor exhibited his claim of debt to the messenger,

who remitted the examination (»f it to a jury or mquest. After the claim

was sustained by the inquest, an offer of the apprised lands was made to the

debtor upon payment, and on his failure to appear or to make payment,

the messenger interposed his authority to the verdict of the inquest, and

by his decree adjudged such a proportion of the debtor's lands to belong to

the appriser as 'was taxed by the jury to amount to the principal sum,

penalty, composition to the superior, and sheriff's fee ; but no part of the

debtor's lands was set off to the appriser in name of interest before the

Reformation, because the exacting of interest was prohibited by the

Canon law.

The messenger at first held his court in the head borough of the shire

where the lands lay. This had the advantage of securing for the debtor a

jury who knew, or might be presumed to know, the value of the lands, and

whose verdict would probably apprise an amount of land fairly proportionate

to the debt. After a time, however, the messenger was allowed to hold the

inquest in Edinburgh, where persons sat upoii the in(iuest who were strangers

to the value of tlie lands, with the result that valuable estates were

sometimes carried off from the debtors for inconsiderable sums, whereby

great injustice resulted, for it must be kept in view that an apprising

was then a true sale under reversion, and not, as an adjudication is now,

a mere jrit/mis pnvtorium. The appriser took over the property as in

satisfaction of his debt. He was entitled at once to enter into possession

and to draw the rents. He was not bound to account for the rents, but
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miglit retain them, however Lirge they miglit be, in proportion to the debt;

and the principal sum remained due, and had to be paid by the debtor

before he could redeem the lands. The diligence according to ancient law

might thus be, and probably often was, most unjust to the debtor. It is

not strange, therefore, that the Legislature in the seventeenth century

intervened to prevent this injustice. The injustice, however, was not

wholly towards the debtor, for if the creditor-appriser did not exercise his

right of possessing the land and gathering the rents, the debtor might

redeem, on payment of the bare principal sum, with the expense of

diligence.

A great step in advance was made by the Statute 1G21, c. G. By this

Act the debtor could only redeem upon payment both of the principal sum
and interest. He required to do so even although the appriser had not

possessed the lands. Further, where interest, the taking of which since

the Pveformation had been lawful, was due upon the debt, the principal

sum and interest were accumulated by the decree into one sum, whicli

carried interest until the lands were redeemed. Further, it was enacted

that apprisers should liave right to no more of the rents than corresponded

to ten per cent, interest on the debt. If they intromitted with the whole

rents, the surplus was to be devoted to payment of the principal, and when
the amount of the intromissions exceeded the principal debt, with interest

at ten per cent, and the expenses of the apprising and entry, the apprising

was to cease and the lands to return to the debtor. If, however, the rents

did not amount to the interest, all the interest unpaid was a charge upon the

reversion, and as the debtor was only entitled to redeem upon payment of

the whole debt,—principal and interest,—it followed that, if the smallest

part of either principal or interest remained due at the expiry of the Icyal,

the whole subjects apprised might be carried irredeemably from the debtor.

It is obvious that this Statute altered the legal character of the

apprising, for if the apprising could be extinguished by intromission with

the rents, it was no longer an absolute right of property in the person of the

appriser, but a mere 'pHJ'^us 'pni'torium or judicial security Ibr payment of

debt. The appriser became, as it were, a steward for the rents of the

apprised estate after the extinction of his debt, and was bound to account

therefor to the debtor.

Another important step in advance was taken by the Act 1661, c. 62.

The Court of Session was authorised, on the suit of the debtor, to restrict

the appriser's possession to such part of the lands as answered to the

interest of the debt, on the debtor giving possession, or ratifying it if already

taken. This Statute further provided for the ^;«ri ^9«ss?^ rankings of

apprisings. All apprisings led before the first effectual apprising at any

time, and all led within year and day after it, were to rank ^wrt ^^assw, the

posterior appriser always satisfying the first effectual appriser of his whole

expenses.

The Act 1672, c. 19, directed that adjudications should proceed against

debtors by way of action before the Court of Session, instead of by the

old form of apprising by messengers. Further, it provided for Sjwcicd

adjudications, and enacted that such part only of the debtor's real estate

was to be adjudged as should correspond to tlie principal debt and interest

;

with a fifth part more, because the creditor had to take land instead of

money, besides the composition payable to tlie superior and the expenses of

the infeftment. The debtor had to deliver to the creditor a valid right of

the lands, renounce possession in favour of the adjudger, and ratify the

decree of adjudication. The br/al was five years, and the rent of tlie lands
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adjudged was deemed to be in full of the interest on tlie debt. If, b(jwever,

the debtor failed to produce sufficient title and to implement the decree of

adjudication by giving ([uiet })OSsession, tlie creditor might adjudge all right

belonging to the delator as lie might have done by way of ap[)ri.'sing under
the Act ItJGl, c. G2. The Legislature tluis introduced by this Statute

f/encral adjudications, in which the hya/ was ten years, the debtor's whole
right was adjudged, and the creditor was not entitled to the additional

cme-hfth allowed in the special adjudication. T'ntil tlie Lands Transference

Act of 1847 (]U I'C' 11 Vict. c. 48), the general adjudication could only be

libelled and concluded for as alternative to a special adjudication, but the

necessity of so libelling was obviated by that Act, the provisions of whicli

were re-enacted by the Titles to Land Consoli(hition Act, 1SG8, s. '>'.).

A summons may now conclude for general adjudication alone. Special

adjudications are o].)Solete.

The true nature of the diligence of adjudication was thus defined, and
the law of adjudication, with certain inodiHcations, was established, so that

subsequent legislation has altered it only in details. The simplification of

the Scottish system of conveyancing, and the development of se([uestration

in bankruptcy, have in some degree detracted from its usefulness as a

diligence. The diligence is, however, still one of very great importance.

Gh'OUXDS OF Adjudicatiox.—Adjudication jiroceeds only upon a

lii[uid document of debt or upon debt constituted by decree. The reason

is that the precise sum may be known on the payment of which the debtor

may redeem. The debt must be precisely liquidated. Thus a dcciee of

adjudication was held inept where the debtor was cited on the summons of

adjudication before the decree of constitution had been extracted {^lachaij,

11th Dec. 1800, F. C). It is nut enough that the rule or principle be fixed

by which the debt may be reckoned (Bell, Com. i. 739). So an adjudication

led on an heritable bond against the heir of the granter of the bond was
restricted to a security, because the adjudger had omitted to ol)tain a decree

of constitution against the heir before leading the adjudication. The debt

must not be prescribed or contingent. It must be a subsisting debt at

the date of the adjudication. The term of payment must have come, l>ut

although it may not have come, the adjudication on equitable grounds may
be allowed to proceed (1) when the debtor is vcvfjcns ad hnrpia/n, or (2) if

the creditor runs the hazard of losing his debt by other creditors adjudging

year and day before him (see Adjudication in Secukity). A bill of

exchange is per se a sufHcient ground for adjudication. It need not be

protested or registered {Fcr;/>'son 20 Fel). IHIG, F. C). If granted by a

married woman, it will not sustain an adjudication (Scott, 1818, Hume, 221).

But an open account, though attested by the debtor, or a bare acknowledg-

ment for borrowed money or other document which may warrant decree in

a separate action for payment of the amount, is not a sufficient ground

(Parker 12). If the document of debt bear a clause of interest, or if interest

be due ex lege, adjudication may proceed for arrears of interest without

constitution. Every objection to the debt itself (e.f/. want of authenticity

of a voucher) is available against an adjudication (Bell, Com. i. 739).

It is no oltj'ection that the debt is compensated by another debt due by the

adjudger, unless the debtor pleads, and can instantly verify compensation.

The debt must not only be due, but must at the time of adjudging be

vested in the adjudger. P>ut it may suffice, if his right come to him by
succession, that his title be completed after the adjudication. The same
indulgence, however, is not accorded to one who ac([uires right to tin' debt

by assignation (Bell, Com. i. 742).
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CoxsTiTUTiox.—A decree of constitutiun is necessary where the debt

is not liquid ; where there is no written document of debt of the nature

indicated above; wliere the document is ambiguous or dependent on a

condition ; or where, though existing, it is not produced, or where it has been

lost. A decree of registration will be a suUicient constitution, but should

be accompanied by the bill or other document of debt. Where the creditor

is uncertain of the amount of his claim,

—

e.g., where it depends on a settle-

ment of accounts not yet balanced,—he should either (1) adjudge articulately

for such sum as is certainly due, with a random conclusion for the uncertain

sum, which will be available if it can be justilied to the full amount, or (2)

adjudge in security and obtain decree, reserving objections contra exccutionem.

"VVheu the decree of constitution has been passed reserving objections, the

adjudger must in competition support his action of constitution as libelled.

The action of constitution is a separate action from the action of

adjudication. In the adjudication the Court cannot try the authenticity

of the debt nor admit it to proof. But the action for constitution may be

combined with the action of adjudication in one summons if against an

unentered heir (o2 & 33 Vict. c. 116, s. GO). Whether the two actions can

be combined except in the case of an unentered heir, is at least doubtful.

A debt does not require constitution if made real by heritable bond or

real burden. In such a case, however, if the adjudication is to proceed

upon the ddntinn fundi, and not upon the personal obligation, if any, decree

must first be obtained in an action of poinding of the ground. The adjudi-

cation will then proceed upon the debt and decree of poinding of the ground.

The object of poinding the ground is to make the arrears of interest, which

are moveable, real, and to accumulate interest, and make the accumulated

interest and principal bear interest and become a real burden (Mackay,

Manual, 518; Juridical Styles, 3rd ed., iii. 124). See Adjudication on
DEBITUM FUNDI.

Subjects of Adjudication.— (a) Sahjccts AdjudfjcaUc.—The following

subjects are adjudgeable:—Heritage and heritable rights; personal rights in

lands; a faculty or power, e.g. to reduce a deed, but not where an element

of discretion enters into its exercise; entailed estates during the debtor's

lifetime, the proper course being to adjudge the lands themselves and not

merely the debtor's liferent interest therein ; liferents ; reversions ; leases

where judicial assignees are not excluded ; dues of harbours, fairs, and
ferries ; mines ; fishings ; the common good of a burgh ; heritable securities

(see sec. 129 of the Titles to Land Act, 18G8, and sec. 65 of the Conveyancing
Act, 1874; when the original creditor is dead, the executors or personal

representatives, as well as the heir-at-law of the deceased, should be called)

;

heritable bonds even before the term of payment, and though infeftmeut has

not been taken
;
personal bonds secluding executors ; a personal debt when

an heritable subject such as a lease has been assigned in security ; a husband's

interest yM?v; mariti in the rents of his wife's lands when the marriage was
contracted prior to 18tli July 1881 ; stock of the Eoyal Bank and of the

Bank of Scotland ; stock of chartered companies when arrestment is declared

to be excluded, but not the shares of a company declared moveable by Act
of Parliament {Sinclair, 1860, 22 D. 600). In that case it was contended

for the pursuer that adjudication was competent because stock of the Eoyal
Bank of Scotland had in a previous case been found to be adjudgeable.

But the answer was that arrestment had been excluded in the case of

Eoyal Bank stock, whereas bank stock at common law was arrestable, and,

being arrestable, adjudication was not the appropriate diligence. A bene-

ficiary's interest under a trust when that interest is heritable, as e.g. a
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share of lieritage as to which no direction to sell has been given, may
be adjudged ; a creditor of a principal beneficiary under a lapsed trust

may adjud,L;e his interest under the trust {Gavin, 182G, 4 S. G37) ; a creditor

in an oldigation granted Ity the trustees {E. of L'/radn/hanc, 1824, 2 S.

529) can adjudge the heritage held in trust though held subject to u

direction to sell ; any reversionary interest in th(i truster may be adjudged

if heritable, and adjudication is the proper diligence for attaching the

truster's radical right in a conveyance of lauds infc?' ricos to trustees

{Caiiiphdl, 1801, Mur. App. Adjudication, No. llj ; and also the donee's right

under a power of appointment.

{h) Subjects not AdjiuhjcahU.—Offices of trust and titles of honour,

unless such as passed either by voluntary conveyance or were so annexed

to land that tlu.'y were made descendible to the same heirs; moveables

and moveable rights ; a bond of annuity over a heritable estate declared

to be alimentary ; arrears of rent or interest {Uroiujhton, 10 S. 418); a spes

successionis ; the right of a substitute heir of entail to pursue a declarator

of irritancy against the heir in possession ; the gaol, town house, and its

bell: the petty customs of a royal burgh (Fhin, 1827, 5 S. 644); rights

conferred for the discharge of a public purpose ; lauds taken by a railway

and used for the purposes of tlieir undertaking, or at least not proved

to be superfluous (Glover's Trs., 18G9, 7 M. 338), are not adjudgeable.

Agaixst i\//oM Adjudicatiox may proceed.—"The estate of the

debtor is in all situations liable to the diligence of his creditors, both

during his life and after his death, unless it be held by him under such

restraints as deprive his creditors of their remedy against it" (Bell,

Com. i. 711).

(1) If the debtor be in life, he is of course the defender to the action

of adjudication.

(2) If he be dead and leave no heirs, the action is against the Crown as

ultima ]ia:res, and the Lord Advocate for the time being is called as

defender (20 & 21 Yict. c. 44, s. 1 ; Bcid, Mor. 1355). In this case a decree

of constitution must be obtained before a summons of adjudication is raised.

(3) If the debtor be dead and have left an heir-at-law, such heir must

be called as defender.

Procedure.—The present procedure in such a case is simple, but for

a proper understanding of it, the former procedure, which was extremely

cumbrous, must be briefly considered.

A. Former Procedure.—The problem was how to adjudge the estate

of the ancestor, for his, the ancestor's, debt. There was no difficulty in

solving this problem if the heir chose to enter to the ancestor's estate.

In such a case the creditor constituted his debt, and then proceeded to

adjudge the estate as if the heir himself had been debtor and proprietor.

But if the heir did not choose to enter, either tacitly by assuming the

general succession and behaving as heir, or expressly by making up his

title, the creditor was obliged to give him two charges, namely, (1) A general

charge to fix on him the representation generally, or to compel him to

renounce the succession. If he renounced, decree was obtained not

against him, but cognitionis causa tantum, whereby relief could be operated

against the hcvreditas jaccns of the ancestor. The general charge was

followed by an action of constitution raised against the heir, decree in

which action, if not cognitionis causa tantum, made the debt his which was

formerly his ancestor's. The debt being thus fixed against the heir, the

next step was to give him (2) .1 speeicd charge to enter on the specific

lands sought to be adjudged. If he disobeyed this charge, the creditor

VOL. I. 7
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proceeded to adjudge the lands as if they were the heir's, and a sunnnons
of adjudication was raised calling upon the heir, and all others having

interest, to hear and see the lands adjudged to belong to the creditor in

payment of his debt. Instead of a special charge, the adjudger gave (3) A
general special charge, which was the same in theory and effect as the

special charge, but was appropriate when the subjects to be adjudged had

not been perfected by sasine in the person of the ancestor, or when they

were of such a nature as not to require sasine.

B. Present Froceilurc.—Letters of general charge or special charge

or general special charge have not been competent since the Ltmds
Transference Act of 1847 (10 & 11 Vict. c. 48, s. IG ; 10 & 11 Vict. c. 49,

s. 8). The provisions of these Statutes were re-enacted by the Titles to Land
Consolidation Act, '\S\jS (31 & 32 A^ict. c. 101, s. GO). The present pro-

cedure is by two actions, one of constitution and the other of adjudication,

both of which may be combined in one summons. The citation on and
execution of each summons and on the combined summons is equivalent to

the former charges. The actions or the combined action may be raised on

the expiry of six months after the date of the defender becoming apparent

heir. As above stated, however, the combined action seems only to be

competent against apparent heirs.

When the heir was the delator, if he had not entered as such, by the

former procedure no general charge was required, but only a special charge,

on the expiry of which the creditor might proceed to adjudge in ordinary

form. Since the Conveyancing Act of 1874, a personal right to land vests

in the heir by his survivance of the ancestor, and it is now unnecessary

either in theory or in fact to do anything to fix the representation upon the

heir, or to make the lands available for his own debts, but, notwithstanding

this, summonses of constitution and adjudication are brought in the same
form as before the 1874 Act.

It must be kept in view that the heir is no longer liable for his

ancestor's debts beyond the value of the estate to which he succeeds ; that

if an heir shall renounce the succession, the creditors shall have the same
rights against the estate as upon a renunciation according to the law before

the commencement of the Conveyancing Act of 1874; and that, when an
heir has before renunciation intromitted with the ancestor's estate, he is

liable for the ancestor's debts to the extent of sucli intromission but no
further (37 & 38 Vict. c. 94, s. 12). Moreover, the ancestor's debts are pre-

ferable to the debts of the heir, provided the creditors of the ancestor

complete their diligence within three years of the ancestor's death

(1601, c. 24).

In ivi/AT Court Adjud/catioxs are competent.— Adjudications

contra hcereditatem jacentem {q.v.) are probably competent in the Sheriff

Court, but by the Act 1672, c. 19, which substituted adjudications for

apprisings, the Court of Session is declared to be the only Court competent
to adjudications, exclusive of all inferior judges (Ersk. ii. 12. 53 ; Bell,

Com. i. 714); and the Slieriff Court Act of 1877 (40 & 41 Vict. c. 50, s. 8),

extending the jurisdiction of Sheriffs to all actions relating to a question of

heritable right or title whore the value of the subject in dispute does

not exceed the sum of £50 by the year or £1000 value, expressly excludes

"actions of adjudication save in so far as now competent." The whole
tenor of recent legislation points to adjudications as suitable for the supreme
Court alone, e.g. the 159th section of the Titles to Land Consolidation Act,

18G8, as to the important matter of litigiosity by registration of a notice of

summons, plainly contemplates a summons in the Court of Session.
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Summons.—The procedure in an action of adjudication is in most

respects the same as in an ordinary action ; but the first motion is.

as after explained, one for intimation. The form uf summons is re;j;ulat<'d

by the Court of .Session Act, 1850 (i:) & 14 Vict. c. oG;, and relative

Act of Sederunt of olst October 1850. Forms are <,dven adapted

to special circumstances in Juridical Styles, ."hil ed., iii. 114 rt snj.

There is no conclusion for expenses, adjudication being a diligence, but if

the defender cause unnecessary oi»))Ositiou he may be found liable in

expenses, decree for which will lie separate from tlie decree of adjudication.

The pursuer of the action will be the party in right of the debt, and he

ought to complete his title to the debt, if he be not the original creditor,

l)elbre raising the summons. If proceedings bo taken by an assignee l)efore

the date of the assignation, tliey will be invalid, and the subsecpient con-

currence of the cedent will not validate them. But where the right of the

adjudger comes to him by succession, the Court will sustain the proceedings

(Bell, Com. i. 742). So, when the debt is heritably secured, a title must

])e completed to it before raising action. An executor-dative may raise an

adjudication, but he must obtain confirmation before extract {lihick,

1823, 2 S. 110). It is quite competent for an assignee of several creditors

to raise an adjudication for the common l)ehoof, and each creditor can

obtain an extract of the decree in so far as concerns liis own debt. Tw(j

or more delators who are conjunctly and severally l)ouiid for a debt, may be

made defenders in the same summons of" adjudication.

It has been seen that the citation on the summonses of constitution and

adjudication are equivalent to the charges of the old law. This l)eing so,

it is probably now incompetent to accept service, to hold the summons as

executed, or to dispense with the inducia:. The Court, however, may, in

order to preserve the riglits of creditors to rank pari passu witli tlie first

adjudger, and to enable him to obtain decree within year and day of the

first effectual adjudication, dispense with the indncice, and allow the

summons to be printed in the calling lists, or limit the term for the

defender's seeing the summons, or grant warrant for enrolling the cause

Ijefore the Lord Ordinary, and remit to the Lord Ordinary with power to

pronounce decree, reserving all ol)jections runtra cjxcutioncm, and dispense

with the reading in the Minute Book, and grant warrant for immediate

extract ad interim {M'Kidd, 1890, 17 \'. 547). A creditor seeking these

indulgences must apply by petition to the Inner House. The same

indulgences are accorded to pursuers of actions of constitution where there

is a race of diligence. Thus decree of constitution was granted (reserving

all ol)jections) without making up a record, so as to enable a party to raise an

adjudication, and to rauk 2^ari passu with other adjudgers (Boniinc, 1S20,

8 S. 87). In the same case it was decided that the Court might decern in

an action of constitution in terms of the libel belbre closing the record,

" to the effect of adjudication and reserving all objections contra cxccutiuacm."

The Court has dispensed with the inducicc of a summons of wakening of

an adjudication, in order to secure to the pursuer a, jiari passu pret'evence

with other adjudging creditors {Ershinc, 1822, 1 S. :)55), and has dis-

pensed with the induricv of a summons of adjudication, and allowed it to be

enrolled in the calling lists of the Outer House. The term for seeing it

was limited to eight days {Scott, 18:-.2, 10 S. 25o) and the procedure in

other respects shortened {G-rcgg, 18:')0, 1 D. 544).

LiTir.iosrrv.—By s. 159 of the Titles to Land Consolidation Act, 18G8.

there is no litigiosity except from and after the registration in the (ieneral

Kegister of Inhibitions of a notice in the form of Schedule Bll to the Act.
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The ettect of registration of such a notice is to secure the pursuer and
any other adjuduer, within year and day of tlie first decree, against any act

of the debtor, whether a conveyance, a heritable security, or even a lease.

The sunnnons is served and called in the usual way. Thereafter, in

tlie case of a lirst adjudication, the pursuer must enrol the cause in the

Lord Ordinary's Motion Koll, and crave an order for intimation, whereupon

the Lord Ordinary will, as matter of course, pronounce an interlocutor in

these terms: "The Lord Ordinary, in respect it is stated that this is the

tirst process of adjudication brought against the defender of the subjects

libelled, apj^oints intimation to be made in the Minute Book and on the walls

of the Parliament House, to all the other creditors of the defender, for the

purpose and in the form prescribed by the Acts of Parliament passed there-

auent."

Tiiis intimation reipiires to be made in all actions of adjudication, whether

defended or not, under pain of nullity of the decree (19 & 20 Vict. c. 91, s.

5 ; 54 Geo. in. c. 137, s. 9). But, while intimation must be given in the case

of the first eflectual adjutlication, there need be no intimation of succeeding

adjudications ranking jmri jmssic. with it ; or at least the want of it does

not make them inept {MacJa'nzies Crs., 3 Pat. App. 409).

The period of intimation is twenty sederunt days. On the expiry of

these days, and upon certificate that the intimation required by the fore-

going interlocutor has been made, and that the induria' have expired,

decree of adjudication may be obtained in the Undefended Poll, if the action

be undefended. Although, in consequence of the intimation not having been

given, the decree is ineffectual, yet the adjudication may rank pari

jmssu with a subsequent adj'udication duly intimated and made first

effectual, or the summons may be conjoined with any subsecpient summons
duly intimated. The purpose of intimation being ordered in this way is, as

the Statute ordaining it shows, " that any other creditors of the common
debtor who at the next calling of the cause can show that, although they

have not executed their summonses of adjudication, they are in other

respects, by the nature of the grounds and steps taken by them, in con-

dition to proceed in adjudging their debtor's estate, may produce the in-

structions of their debts, with sunnnonses of adjudication libelled and
signetted, for the purpose of their being conjoined in the decree of adjudica-

tion." If the first adjudication be defended, a second adjudger who wishes

to be conjoined nuist await decree : he cannot demand decree in his own
action while the other is pending {Forman, 1832, 10 S, 365). It is only with

the first effectual adjudication, however, that there is room for conjunction,

and any decree taken on a summons conjoined with a subsecpient adjudica-

tion is bad.

Creditors who adjudge within year and day after the decree in the first

(effectual adjudication or at any time before it, may be ranked ^jar-i pa.sszt

with the first eflectual adjudication and those conjoined with it. Hence
arises the expediency of posterior adjudgers obtaining the indulgences from
the Court above referred to, so as timeously to lead their adjudications.

The necessity for o])taining the order of intimation aljove mentioned
only obtains in adjudications for payment (jr in security, and not in actions

of adjudication in implement, or in })roceedings upon dehita fundi. In the

former case, the deljtor is l)eing compelled to implement a specific obliga-

tion with which other creditors have no concern, and in the latter case the

adjudging creditor is merely making good his preference over ordinary

creditors. The Court cannot dispense with this intimation in the case of

a first adjudication, or pronounce decree during the currency of the twenty
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<lays even on a statcitnent of ur^^ent ciicunistanee.s (JJadenoch, 18.j8, 10 S.

90;^*). ll may often he imitoitanL to detennine which is the first effectual

adjudication. The .summons lirst called is the fir.st elfc'ctual, althouj^h decree

is not olttained in it till after decree his heen pronounced (in consequence of

the in(hiri(i: having Ijeen disjxuised with) in an adjudication called posterior

to it {Allisons, Alor. App. Adjud. No. 14). The subjects to be adjudged are

.set forth at length or by reference in the princiijal summons, and the

description ought, of course, to be as correct as possible, l)Ut as creditors

may not be supi)osed to know their debtor's property accurately, consider-

able latitude is allowed. Thus an adjudication of lands was found to carry

the mines, and an adjudication of a tack of the lands of I) and others,

without mention of other particulars, has been sustainc(l.

I)/:j-/:.\(/-:s ro ylDjrnicATioxs.—The defender may, (jf course, ajjjtear

and state objections to the ground of del»t or the i-egularity of the action.

But as adjudication is a diligence, the Court will not readily interfere

with the course of an adjudication, but will rather tyrant decree of adjuih-

cation, reserving all ol)jections cuntra r.'rcii.tiuitcnt. Thus it will not prevent

<lecree that the ground of debt is under suspension or reduction, nor that a

multiplepoinding has been raised to ascertain who is Ijest entitled to the

debt. But a pursuer was held barred prrsonali exceptione from adjudging

on an lieritable bond, although tliere had l»een a short delay in ]taying the

interest, the fact bein'4 that on previous occasions he had made no objections

to a similar delay {ratersoii, 1828, 6 S. 1062). The defence most commonly
wvgQ^ is plnris pctitlo, ih^t the adjudication has been led for more than is

due. In apprisings this o])jectiou was fatal, but in adjudications the Court

does not deal so strictly as to set aside an adjudication in into on this ground,

unless the plui'is ])ctitiu be very great, or have arisen from gross negligence

or fraud. The etlect will in general only be to restrict the adjudication to

one in security for the true del»t, in which case the legal will not expire.

It has further been held that a pluri^ prtltio in the conclusion of the

summons will be allowed no effect if decree be taken only for the sum
truly due (Maxwell, 1743, Mor. 110). CIreat care to secure accuracy as to

the description of the grounds of debt, dates, and other particulars, must be

observed, as the debtor, although he may not defend the action of adjudica-

tion, may imjjugn the decree on these grounds sul)sequently, as, c.f/., when
the adjudger proceeds to make use of his decree by an action of nuiills and

duties. Thus the writ on which, according to the old practice, a summons
of adjudication proceeded bore that an assignation was dated 5th instead

of 25th September. The error was repeated in the summons, but was

attempted to be rectified after sigueting. The decree of adjudication was

lield to be totally null and incapable of being sustained even as a security.

But in the same case it was held that an inade(juate stamp on a deed

which formed the foundation of the decree of adjudication, was not a suffi-

cient ground for a reduction of the decree i/i futo { W^Uhir, 1850, 12 D. 818).

It is competent to restrict the summons to particular debts, or to

particular ])ortions of the lands. A decree of adjudication on summons
and defences reserving all objections ronfra cxrriitio)u'iJi for the purpose of

giving the adjudger a pari ixtssir ranking with other adjudgers, is merely

interim, and accordingly, after the decree had been extracted, warrant was

granted to retransmit the process to the clerk, so that the action might

proceed in common form. Such a decree is only granted by the Court in

o.xercise of its (Mpiitable juristliction, and is in no sense a decree on the

merits, and it would be ine(putable to the defender to hold it as final, and

compel him to raise a suspension {Frmi, 18:13, 11 S. 711). When the creditor
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adjudged on a bill, under deduction of the amount which he admitted to be

due to the defender, while the defender alleged that the deduction should

have been larger, decree was granted under reservation of all objections

contra cxccutioncm. If the summons had been raised exclusively on the

bill, without any admission of a contra, account, the Court would not have

allowed a i^uestion of accounting, but would have decerned as craved

(Jr«^/, 1841, 3 D. 1149).

After decree has been obtained, a state of accumulation in general

requires to be prepared for transmission to the extractor along with the process.

This state brings out the principal sum in the decree, inteiest thereon from the

date of decree of adjudication, expenses of process, if any, and dues of extract,

and brings out the total accumulated sum for insertion in the extract decree.

The accumulation must not be brought down to a later date than that of the

decree, and there should be deducted in the state any sum received to

account of the deljt before extract, as well as any sum expected from the

use of other diligence, as arrestments or poinding. The creditor on a bond

in which there were several joint-obligants, received a partial payment from

the bankrupt estate of one of them, and then adjudged for the whole debt

tlie estate of another of the obligants. The adjudication was restricted to

a security for the balance, because he ought to have adjudged only for

the balance {Crs. of Cam^jhcU, 17 June 1801, F. C). If the amount
f xjiected is not certainly known, an estimate must be made of it, which

should be so stated as to Sivokl jjluris pditio. The creditor is not bound to

take notice of any sum by way of compensation, for compensation does not

operate ipso jure, and it is for the debtor to state the plea on his own behalf.

When there are several separate grounds of debt, it is common, in order to

avoid the danger of a pluris jietifio, to accumulate each debt separately, so

that a pluris petitio as to one may not affect tlie others. This is called

Articulate Adjudication. But there may be an articulate adjudication where

there is only one ground of debt, as when principal, interest, and penalty

are separately stated, in which case an error will only affect the sum as to

which it is made. It is competent and usual to conclude for interest on the

accumulated sum.

In considering the possible defences to an action of adjudication, it must
be kept in view that, althougli adjudication is in form an action, it is strictly

and properly a diligence, and the Court cannot try the amount of the debt,

or admit it to proof. That must be done in the action of constitution. The
debtor, as we have seen, will not be entitled to plead compensation or retention,

unless he can instantly verify the same, but if he can, he may resist the motion

for intimation in the first effectual adjudication, which will not be allowed

to proceed even to the etfect of intimation being ap})ointed {E.crs. of D. of

Qmenshcrry, 11 July 1817, F. C). " Intimation cannot be stopped unless the

defender can show instanter that there are no grounds for adjudging, as if he

produce a discharge of the del)t. It is perfectly settled that the existence

of a trust-deed is no objection to a non-acceding creditor adjudging " (per

L. Glenlee in Harroujers Trs., 1827, 5 S. 347). But the order for intimation,

if made, does not preclude the debtor from insisting in all his defences,

even though preliminary. Intimation of a first adjudication, proceeding

upon a Ijill rx facie prescribed, was in one case ordered, notwithstanding the

defender's objection that the bill was prescriljcd (Morrison, 183G, 14 S. 1126).

If the jjursuer has taken decree for a random sum in the action of constitu-

tion, the adjudication will not be good unless in the ranking the debt can

be supported. It is, of course, a good defence that the lands sought to be

adjudged are not the jtroperty of the debtor, but if the debtor have the
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radical right to the lands, as when he has divested himself of the lands

in favour of a trustee for creditors, the adjudication will be good
(I/arrovxr's Trs., 1827, ") S. ."i-i?). With regard to the oltjection of

iduris 'pctitio, Bell {Com. i. 745) holds that the ductrine as settled is this,

" that in cases of material i)lnris petifio, or culpable neglect, the adjudica-

tion is annulled, l)ut where it is slighter, the only effect is to reduce the

adjudication to a security for priiici])al and interest without expenses or

penalties." The pi aris piitio is judged of l)y the accumulated sum as it

appears in tlie decree of adjudication. Material omissions in the extract

have been held to annul an adjudication.

CoM/'/iT/r/o.y AMOXGST Adjudgf.A's.—In competitions between ad-

judgers on the one hand, and purchasers from the debtor-proprietor on the

other hand, preference is given in accordance with the priority of sasine.

But it is otherwise in competitions between adjudgers themselves. In
such competitions the law has always favoured as far as possible equality

of ranking, and the Act 1G61, c. G2, thus expresses the spirit of the law:
" And because oftentimes creditors, in regard they live at distance or upon
other occasions are prejudged and prevened by the more timeous diligence

of other creditors, so that before they can know the condition of the

common debitor, his estate is comprised and the posterior comprisers have
only right to the legal reversion, which may and doth often prove ineffectual

to them, not being able to satisfy and redeem the prior comprisings. . . .

therefore it is statute antl ordained that all comprisings. . . before the first

effectual comprising and after, but within year and day of the same, shall

come in pitrl passu, together, as if one comprising had been deduced and

obtained for the whole respective sums contained in the foresaids compris-

ings, and it is declared that such comprisings as are preferable to all others

in respect of the first real right and infeftment following thereupon or the

first exact diligence for obtaining the same, are and shall be holden the

tirst cifectual comprising, though there be others in date before and anterior

to the same."

This Statute has been interpreted to mean that what is known as " the

first effectual adjudication " may not be the only effectual adjudication, but

tiiat all adjudications anterior to the first etfectual adjudication, however
lung anterior, antl all posterior adjudications within year and day of the

first effectual adjudication, shall rank pai'i passu. To cpiote the words of

Ik'U (Com. i. 721), "the first effectual adjudication once constituted is the

criterion of the ^)'vri ^;os.sM preference. It becomes from that moment not

merely a private diligence, belonging exclusively to the individual who uses

it, but a general diligence in wdiicli every creditor who afterwards adjudges

has an interest. In this view, it is not entirely at the disposal of the

individtial. Its ([uality of 'effectual' remains to complete the other

adjudications, altliough the debt on which it proceeds may have been paid

off and the adjudication of course extinguished as an individual diligence."

But when a summons, after having been executed and intimated in terms

of the Statute, had been abandoned, the pursuer having accepted payment
of his debt, a su])sequent summons, which had been duly intimatctl, was
held to be the first effectual adjudieatiuu with which others eould be

conjoined (M'Lcans Crs., 5 :\Iar. 1802, F. C).

Under the old law, it was often a matter of extreme delicacy and
difficulty to decide which was the first effectual adjuilication. Sasine

certainly was not rec^uired, the matter being one between adjudgers. The
Statute above quoted provided that it should be suffieient that the creditor

had used " the first exact diligence "for obtaininti; an infeftment. In the
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simple case a charge to the superior was sufficient, but there were cases

where a charge was unnecessary, as when the debtor's right was personal, or

when the titles of the superior were incomplete, or where the creditor

adjudging was himself the superior; and accordingly the Legislature

intervened to provide a method for completing tlie diligence more within

the reach of the creditor. The Statute 33 Geo. in. c. 74, continued by 54

Geo. III. c. 137, and subsequent Statutes, provided that "the presenting of

a signature in Exchecpier when the holding is of tbe Crown, or the executing

of a fjencral charge of horning against superiors at the market cross of

Edinburgh, ami pier and shore of Leith when the holding is of a subject,

and recording an abstract of the said signature or the said charge in the

Rec^ister of Abbreviates of Adjudications, shall be held in all time coming as

tlie proper diligence for the purpose aforesaid."

The difficulties which have just been mentioned, and the remedial

Statute, are of little more than historical interest, seeing that the modern

conveyancing Statutes provide effectual means for the completion of a feudal

title by merely recording the extract of the decree, with warrant of registra-

tion thereon, in the appropriate liegister of Sasines.

The year and day begins to run from the date of the decree of adjudica-

tion. Where one adjudication was dated 30th July 1G79, and another 31st

July 1G80, it was held that the year was not to be counted by the number

of davs, but by the return of the day of the same denomination of the next

vear,'and that accordingly the two adjudications were to rank jjari passv..

An adjudger is entitled to the benefit of the pari passit preference, although

liis diligence has not entered the record. Eeference has already been made
til the necessity of intimation in the case of a first adjudication, and that

such intimation is ordered by the Lord Ordinary upon the expiry of the

iiidiicicc of citation. The purpose of such intimation is of course that other

creditors may have warning, and may take steps to protect themselves ;
but

the result is, or may be, that the cretlitors take separate proceedings, to the

great embarrassment of tlie debtor. The debtor may accordingly have an

interest to prevent the order for intimation being pronounced; but he will not

succeed in preventing it, unless by instantly verifying a good counter-claim,

or showing that he has obtained a discharge of the debt, and that there are no

grounds for adjudging. If investigation and discussion are necessary, in-

timation will be ordered. If intimation be ordered, and other creditors

appear, it is of course desirable to diminish as far as possible the expense of

separate appearances and separate adjudications. With this view, any

creditor who produces a signeted summons of adjudication may have his

action conjoined with the first adjudication (10 & 20 Vict. c. 91, s. 5). The

first adjudication is the adjudication which is first called, not of necessity

the one in which decree of adjudication has first been obtained. If theie

should be a fatal defect in the first adjudication, the defect will not pre-

judice creditors whose actions have been conjoined with it. The death of

the debtor does not alter the law as to pari passu preferences : so that if,

after the first effectual adjudication, the debtor die, any subsequent adjudica-

tion within year and day of the first will be entitled to rank 2)ari ^mssu with

it. As, liowever, six months must now elapse from the date of death before

the actions of constitution and adjudication can be raised, and as the heir

may not renounce the succession, posterior adjudgers may not be able to

adjudge within the year and day, and may thus lose the benefit of a ^:)rt7'i

passu ranking. To prevent this, the Court may allow these adjudications to

proceed as if the lieir had renounced. Adjiulications led beyond year and
day from the date of the first effectual decree,are preferred according to priority.
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Wliile, luider the Conveyancing Act of 1874, a personal ri^^lit to lands

vests ill the heir by mere survivance, yet the right which he takes is

subject to the debts of his ancestor, and as the creditors of the lieir liave

no better riglit than the heir himself has, they cannot compete with the

creditors of the ancestor. The matter has been made the subject of

legislation in Scotland by the Statute IGOl, c. 24, which proceeds upon the

])reamble " that it is just that every man's own estate should be first

liable to his own debt before the deljts contracted by the appearand
licirs," and declares " that the creditors of the defiuntt shall be preferred

to the creditors of the appearand heir and the real estate belonging to

the defunct within tlie space of three years after the defunct's death."

The Statute thus re(iuires that the ancestor's creditors shall have a

preference only if they proceed within the three years following the

ancestor's death. The Statute further applies to heritable subjects in-

discriminately, whetlier they be such (Jcsiiuationc or succ naturcc. The Act
applies in the case of an heir who succeeds by settlement, but not if he
has been infef't during his ancestor's life. The Act, in requiring that the

defunct's creditors shall do diligence, has been interpreted to mean
complete diligence, that is to say, the adjudication must Ijc followed by
infettment within three years. According to Bell, inhibition wovUd
perhaps be held coni])lete diligence. It is thought also that the Court
might allow indulgence to the creditors by dispensing with the discussion

of their debt in the action of constitution, reserving all olijections contra

cxecutioiiem, and similar equitable indulgences, such as those accorded
as above mentioned to creditors claiming a ^wri passit preference with
the first adjuilication. If the first effectual adjudication against the

ancestor's estate be completed within the three years, the adjudger will

have a preference over other creditors of the ancestor who adjudge beyond
the three years, although within year and day of tlie first adjudication.

Such tardy adjudgers must I'ank along witli the creditors of both ancestor

and heir, with whom they may be entitled to a jxiri passu preference. It

would appear that the first effectual adjudication may be led by a creditor

of the heir even within the three years, and that a creditor of the

ancestor, likewise adjudging within the three years and within year and
day of the first adjudication, may take the benefit of it. In the case of

a judicial sale, when such sale has l)een commenced at the instance of

the apparent heir, or of a creditor of the ancestor, or of a creditor of the

heir, the preference is preserved to the creditors of the ancestor who enter

tlieir claims in the ranking and sale within the three years. A secon<l

provision in the Act above mentioned (KKil, c. 24) prevents an apparent
heir from granting any right or disposition to the prejudice of his

ancestor's creditors within a full year after his ancestor's death. This

provision strikes at all conveyances or securitit;s, such as sales for a full

price or Ijonds for money lent.

Creditors of the ancestor may plead tlie Statute against the deed of

the heir, although they have done no diligence and the challenge is not

made till after the expiry of the three years. 15ut this does not hold

when there is a competition between the creditors of the ancestor and
those of the heir. There is nothing to hinder a conveyance by the heir

in favour of all the creditors of the ancestor. The heir, however, cannot

convey to his own creditors, so as to defeat the dib'gence of tlie ancestor's

creditors, within three years of the death of tlie ancestor.

CoMPLETiox OF 'J'/T/.FS.—The dccrcc of adjudication supplies, in law,

the want of a voluntary conveyance by the debtor. Wliere the property.
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though of an heritable nature, does not require sasine to its transmission,

it is fully vested in the adjudger (subject to the debtor's right of redemp-
tion) by the decree of adjudication alone. Where the property is feudal,

and sasine is required, the right of the adjudger was completed formerly 1)}'

sasine on a charter of adjudication from the superior.

Prior to the passing of the Lands Transference Act of 1847, the creditor

who had adjudged his debtor's land completed his title by obtaining a

cliarter from the superior. In virtue of the decree, the creditor was entitled

to obtain such a charter, and, if necessary, to charge the superior to grant

him an entry. The charter closely resembled the charter of resignation,

the only material difference being in the qiicBquidein clause, which bore in

the charter of adjudication that the lands had been adjudged by the Court
from the former owner, and decerned to belong to the creditor. With the

charter of adjudication might be combined one of confirmation, if the

debtor's title lequired it. The charter contained a precept of sasine, in

virtue of whicli the adjudger completed his title in the ordinary way by
instrument of sasine.

l>y the Lands Transference Act of 1847, important changes were nuade

in the method of completing the title. Formerly the title could only be

completed through the superior, but by the Act of 1847 the decree of

adjudication contained warrant for infefting the adjudger, to be holden a me
re/ (h- mr. In virtue of the decree the creditor could take infeftment, the

result of which was that he held of the party adjudged from, until confirma-

tion by the superior, in the same manner as if the party adjudged from had
granted him a disposition with an obligation to infeft a me vcl dc me, and a

precept of sasine, and lie had been infeft on such precept.

The next change was by the Titles Acts of 1858 and 18G0, which, with-

out affecting the right of the superior, enabled the adjudger to complete a

real right to the subjects by recording the decree of adjudication, with
warrant of registration thereon, in the appropriate Register of Sasines. The
decree required no i)recept of sasine. It was made equivalent to a voluntary

disposition by the person adjudged from, to the adjudger. If the person

adjudged from had only a personal right, the decree transferred such right

as he had, enabling the adjudger to complete his title by virtue of the pro-

curatory of resignation, or precept of sasine, which were held as transferred

to him by the decree.

By the Titles to Land Consolidation Act of 18G8,s. 62, and the Titles

to Land Consolidation Amendment Act, 18G9, s. 4, tlie provisions of the

Titles to Land Acts of 1858 and 18G0 were re-enacted, but those sections

were repealed by the Conveyancing Act of 1874, s. G'2, which declared that

the words therein set forth should Ijc deemed and taken to be the G2nd
sec. of the said Act of 1868. This section declares that a decree of

adjudication shall in all cases, except where the subjects contained in the

decree of adjudication are heritable securities, be held equivalent to, and
shall have the legal operation and effect of, a conveyance in ordinary form
of the lands therein contained, granted in favour of the adjudger of the

lands ; in virtue of whicli conveyance the adjudger may now complete a
feudal title, either l)y recording the decree or expeding a notarial instru-

ment upon it. "When the person adjudged from has merely a personal

right, a title can be complctetl by using the decree as the connecting link,

and expeding and recording a notarial instrument.

If the person who wishes to comj'lete his title be not the original

adjudger, he will complete his title as if he had acquired right to an ordinary

conveyance, the decree being equivalent thereto.
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Where the suhjects adjud^'cd are heritaljle securities, the completion of

title was regulated by the 129th sec. of the 18G8 Act; Ijut tliat section was
r(!pealed by s. 05 of the 1874 Act, and the adjudnjer may now complete

his title by recording either the abbreviate of adjudication or an extract of

the decree in the appropriate Register of Sasines, in either of which cases

he is in the same position as if an assignation of the heritable securities

had l)een granted in his favour by the person whose estate is adjudged, and

as if such assignation had been duly recorde(l in the a])propriate Register of

Sasines at the dale of so recording such abbreviate or sutdi extract decree.

This enactment seems to apply wiiether the person adjudged from was
iiifeft or not ; but if he was not infeft, there can be no olijection to treating

the decree as an assignation of an unrecorded conveyance, and completing

the title by notarial instrument under s. 2.'] of tlie 1808 Act.

With regard to long leases, s. 10 of the Ilegistration of Leases (Scotland)

Act, 1857 (20 & 21 Vict, c, 20), provides that the recording of the abbre-

viate of adjudication in the register in which the lease is recorded shall

complete the right of the adjudger to such lease.

R/D/:.\/PT/o.\ AM) Exr/h'v of the Legal.—The right accpiired by

the adjudger is not an alisolute right of ])roperty. It is a mere judicial

security or 2n(/7ins])nrforiuin, and not a sale under reversion, and the debtor

has the right of redemption {G'rinJI^f/, 18;'.:'., U S. 890 ; CocJimur, 1849, 1 1 1).

908 ; atfd. 7 IJell's ^ij'j). 05). It has ncjt the eli'ect of an absolute conveyance,
" so as to give the adjudging creditor of the superior a right to enter

vassals." If the debt be extinguished by payment or by intromission with

the rents, the debtor is entitled to have his estate l)ack. His right of

redemption may be foreclosed by the creditor taking the proper steps after

ten years. This period of ten years during which the debtor may redeem

is called the Lcgid, which is an elliptical expression for " the legal term of

redemption." Upon the expiry of the legal, the adjudging creditor has it

in his power to foreclose the debtor from exercising the right of redemi)tion.

This the creditor does by raising and obtaining decree in an action called a

declarator of expiry of the legal, in which the adjudging creditor calls on

the debtor to exercise his right of redemption, otherwise to have it judicially

declared that his right is foreclosed. After the action is raised, the debtor

may re(piire the adjudger to account for his intromissions with the rents,

so that the sum nuiy be ascertained on payment of which he may redeem

the lands. Ev^en after the legal has expired, the right is redeemable until

decree that it has expired is pronounced (Goran, 1758, 2 Pat. App. 27).

After decree, however, the right of redemption is absolutely at an end. It

must be kept in view that decree, if obtained in absence, nuiy lie set aside

on proof that the debt was really paid or extinguisiied within the legal,

and also if there be any material objection in the original diligence of

adjudication, or any irregularity in the action or decree, or in the action of

declarator of expiry of the legal. If the adjudger, after decree, finds that

his debt has not been extinguished, his right of action still subsists for the

balance due (Shand, 717) : amb on the other hand, when the adjudication has

l>een restricted to a security, the adjudger nuist account tor his intromissions

as well after as within the legal ( J/V^Z/.r/-, 1720, Mor. :502). A decree of

expiry of the legal nuiy be opened up, as where the debtor was at the time

abroad, and during part of the legal a minor {Aithcn, Jan. 1809, r)ell, Com. i.

700, n. 3); or it may be reduced, but the right to reduce will be barred by

the negative prescription {I'ai'l, 8 Feb. 1814, F. C). Tiie debtor has right

to redeem at any time before decree of declarator of expiry of the legal

:

but this rule is subject to another, which is equally well settled, that an
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adjudication I'uUowod by charter and sasinc, or the modern equivalent thereof,

and bv forty years' possession after the expiry of the legal, is not redeemable

(Spcncc, 21 Jan. 1807, Bell, Com. i. 707, n. :3). But the mere expiry of the

legal does not vest the estate in the credit* tr i/i'^n Jure, even when there lias

be'en possession for forty years. Either decree of declarator of expiry of the

legal nnist be obtained, or there nnist l)e possession for forty
_

years upon

charter and sasine or its modern equivalent. As an adjudication without

declarator of expiry of the legal is not an ex facie valid irredeemable title,

sec. 34 of the Conveyancing Act of 1874 does not ay)ply to the case, and

therefore the full period of" forty years' prescription is required. Once

acquired, the absolute right operates Vr/ro, so that an entail became effectual

which was executed by the adjudger before declarator of expiry of the legal

(Bell, Prill, s. 8:U). :Minonties must be deducted {Aitken, vt supra).

A decree of adjudication not followed by possession is lialile to the negative

prescription, but sasine upon the decree interrupts the prescription {Kimj,

1828, 6 S. 643). Biell {Com. i. 70G) thus states his view of the result of the

case of Gcdd (Mor. 107S0) :—"(!) That within the forty years it was com-

petent to prove payment or satisfaction of the debt within the legal; (2)

that tlie expiration of forty years after sasine saved the creditor-adjudger

from any challenge on the ground of objection to the sasine ; and (3) that

it would re(|uire the expiration of forty years from the end of the legal

term to secure the creditor-adjudger from all challenge."

Exn.xcTiox.—It is laid down by Erskine (ii. 12. 37) that adjudications

may be extinguished ipso facto, without the necessity of any decree of

declarator, by the creditor's intromissions during the currency of the legal

with the rents of the lands adjudged, or by jiayments in full made by the

debtor, or by others on his account, and it is unnecessary on redemption

that the debtor should be again infeft; the reason being thus stated by

Erskine, that an adjudication is the sale of lands to a creditor redeemable

by the debtor upon payment. And as all redemptions operate retro, so as

to avoid the sale as if it had never existed, the debtor's seisin must revive

and recover all the force that it had originally before the apprising was led.

But even if this be so, it is conq^etent for the debtor, if he believes the

creditor-adjudger has been paid by his intromissions, or if he wishes to pay

any balance to the creditor, to raise an action of declarator of extinction and

payment, or of reduction and extinction. In this action the defender must

oflbr to pay the balance, if any, due to the creditor, including the principal

sum and interest, and the whole expense of diligence incurred by the

creditor in recovering the debt, together with the salary to the factor, if

one has 1)een employed for collecting the rents (Ersk. ii. 12. 38). The

heir of the person last infeft is entitled to redeem. In estimating the sum
required for redemption, the Act 19 & 20 Vict. c. 91, s. 5, nuist be kept

in view, which provides that "in all cases where penalties for non-payment

over and above performance are contained in bonds or other obligations for

sums of money, and are made the subject of adjudication, or of demand in

any other shape, it shall be in the power of the Court to modify and

restrict such penalties so as not to exceed the real and necessary expenses

of making the debt effectual."

As the debtor has an interest to have an adjudication of his lands

extinguished, so a postponed adjudger may have an interest to extinguish

an adjudication prior to his own. In such a case, however, the adjudication

is not strictly extinguished. The right to it is only transmitted from one

creditor to anotlier. In order to the proper extinction of the adjudication,

payment must be made by the debtor, or by others on his account, either to
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the original adjudger or to liis assignee (Ersk. ii. li'. ;J7j. In any challenge
of an adjudication, the warrants, by which are meant general and special

charges and other prcdiniinary steps of proceeding, cannot be called for after

twenty years, but the grounds of debt, such as bonds, bills, contracts,

assignations and decrees of constitution, must be produced at any time
within the years of prescription : the reason for this being stated to be, that

although they are tlie warrants, they are not the grounds of the decree, and
that they are not paits of the title of the pursuers, but evidence of the

passive title against the defenders {Irciur, Mor. App. Tailzie, No. l,affd.

H. L. 2 Pat. App. 41!)).

Erskine points out the insecurity of the right of a singular successor

who ])urc]ifisos an adjudication, for the adjudication may have been
extinguished by the adjudgcr's renunciation or discharge, which need not

be registered, or by his intromission with the debtor's effects, which cannot
be registered ; or the sasine which has proceeded on the adjudication

purchased may ])0ssibly be a common right to support other adjudications

led within year and day. The debtor may prevent the legal from expiring,

and preserve his right of redemption, if during the legal he intimates his

desire to pay the debt and consigns tlie sums due. So an action of count
and reckoning and declarator of extinction, ])rought within the legal by the

debtor, keeps open the right of redemption {Kincaid, ]\Ior. 289).

Ajudication in Implcmcnt.—Adjudieation in implement
is deiined by JJell to be "a form of legal diligence by whicli the want of a

complete voluntary title to land or other heritage is judicially supplied to

those who hold a disposition or other conveyance without a precept or

procuratory, or who hold an obligation entitling them to demand a full

conveyance of any particular subject." So when a party has obliged him-
self to convey lauds by missives of sale, and refuses to convey voluntarily

in implement of his ol)ligation, an action of adjudication in implement may
lie raised against liini, the decree in which adjudges the lands from the

obligor, and declares them to belong to the obligee. So lands could be
adjudged l)y the disponce of one who had granted a disposition without
procuratory of resignation or precept of sasine. So when a party obliged

himself to grant heritable security for a loan, lands agreed to be given in

security could be adjudged in security (Mac/jregor, 1843,5 D. 888); or when
an heir of entail incurred an irritancy, the next heir to whom the estate

was forfeited might have the lands adjudged, sulij'ect to the conditions of

the entail. The action may be directed against the obligor if in life, or if

he be dead, against his heir, or if he have no heir, against the Crown as

nltiviHS hccrcH. The procedure against the heir to im})lement his ancestor's

obligation is the same as in A.IUDICATIOXS FOR Dkp.t (^.r.). Before the

Lands Transference Act of 1847, it was by letters of general charge,

action of constitution, letters of special or of general special charge, followed

by action of adjudication. Since 1847, and now under the Titles to I^and

Consolidation Act, 18G8, the proceeding is by actions of constitution and
adjudication, or by combined actions of constitution and adjudication. There

is no room in actions of adjudication in implement for j^ari passu ranking

under the Act 1G61, c. 62, because it is not an aclinn for })ayment of debt,

and therefore no intimation for twenty days is recjuired, as in other adjudi-

cations ; nor is there any room for legal reversion (unless, indeed, such be

the nature of the obligation to be implemented {Watmn, 18G8, G i\I. 208)),

because the purpose of the action is to carry the subjects t" the obligee as
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irredeemably as they woulil have Iuhmi if tlic obligation had been imple-

mented by a voluntary deed. The etlect of the decree is prescribed by s.

&2 of the Titles to Land Act of 1868, and s. 4 of the Amendment Act of

18G9, as amended by the 62nd secti(in of the Conveyancing Act of 1874,

which Statutes also regulate the methods of comi)leting the adjudg(n''s

title,—the effect of the decree and the methods ' of completing title being

the same as in Ajudications for Dei?t (y.r.).

If there be more than one adjudication in implement at the instance

of different parties, the first completed by registration in the Eegister of

Sasines will be preferred, even tliough the decree on which it proceeded

be subsequent in date to the other decrees. If two competing adjudgers

crave decree in implement at the same date, Bell (Com. i. 749-50) is

of opinion that the equity which introduced the process of adjudication

in implement demands that tliey "sliould be conjoined in one complex

adjudication, and the subject either sold or divided for their benefit.

Truly they are nothing more than creditors, for while no real right or

Jus in re has been constituted, the j'ns ad rem that each enjoys, resolving

into a mere action, makes them proper personal creditors." But see

Wright (1821, 1 S. 95).

In a competition between an adjudger in implement and an ordinary

adjudger for debt, if the ordinary adjudger completes his security by

sasine, he will be preferred, and all others who complete their adjudications

within year and day of him. " The subject is already attached prefer-

ably for the benefit of all who come within year and day, and the

adjudger in implement may still adjudge as a common creditor for

damages" (Bell, Corn. i. 750). It is at least doubtful whether adjudica-

tions in implement are competent in the Sheiiff Co\irt (Shand, Pract.

ii. 724).

Adjudication in Security. — Adjudication in security

may sometimes ]je used on debts, the terms of payment of which have

not yet come (Ersk. ii. 12. 42). And when the debt, though proved by

written voucher or decree, is future or contingent, the creditor may some-

times adjudge in security {Crs. of Wallace, 1781, Mor. 62). All actions

of adjudication may, if the creditor desires, be restricted to a security

;

and where the debt is a random sum, as when the creditor has obtained

in the action of constitution decree reserving all objections contra

exccutionern (see Adjudication for Debt), the creditor ought to take

decree for satisfaction and payment of what he considers is certain, and

a decree in security for what he considers the uncertain portion of the

debt, so as to ayoid pluris pctitio {Crs. of Macneil, 1794, Mor. 122). When
the debtor is vergens ad inopiam, the creditor may adjudge in security

of his debt, although the term of payment is not yet come ; and a cautioner

threatened with distress may adjudge in security for what he may
ultimately be called upon to pay, provided the creditor has not also been

adjudged and ranked for the same sum.

This adjudication, when it is the first, requires to be intimated like

other adjudications. There is no legal term of redemption ; the debtor

may redeem at any time. In other respects adjudication in security

is obtained and completed in the same way as an ordinary adjudication

for debt, but the grounds for craving the Court to adjudge in security

should be specifically stated (D. Qucemhnrys Exrs., 11 July ]817,

F. C).
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Adjudication of Bankruptcy is the oidei of Court whereby

;i debtor is, according to Enghsh law, adjudged bankrupt. The leading

Act regulating tlie proceedings is the liankruptcy Act of 1883 (4G A: 47

Vict. c. 52). Tlie order is pronounced on tlie petition either of the debtor

himself, alleging his inability to pay his debts, or on the petition of a

creditor, founding on an act of bankruptcy committed by the debtcjr within

three months previously. See Act of ]>anki:ui'T('v. 'Tlie deljt which

founds a ci-editor's petition must amount to fTiU, but it is sullicient if several

creditors join who.'ie debts amount in the aggregate to this sum. It must

be a liquidated sum (i.e. liijuid or certain in amount). Securities must be

valued and deducted. The del)t must liave been incurretl prior to the act

of bankru])t('y founded on, and must exist down to tin; date of the hearing

and of tlu- receiving order. No bankruptcy petition may Ije filed against

any debtor who is not domiciled in England, or who, within a year of the

date of the presentation nf the petition, has not ordinarily resided or had

a dwelling-house or place of business in England (4<j & 47 Vict. c. 52,

s. G (1) ). liefore the debtor is adjudged bankrupt, a receiving order is

made for the protection of the estate (ib. s. 5). In the case of a

petition by the debtor, it must be made forthwith (ib. s. 8) ; and in the case of

a creditor's petition it is ordinarily made at the hearing of the petition

(lb. s. 7). The receiving order does not divest the debtor, nor take away his

title to sue, but lie is accountable to the receiver for all property recovered

by him. If, at the hearing of a petition, the Court is not satisfied with the

proof of the petitioning creditor's debt, or of the act of bankruptcy, or the

service of the petition, or is satisfied l)y the debtor that he is able to pay

his debts, or that, for other suilicieut cause, no order (jught to be made, the

petition may be dismissed (ib. s. 7). Where a receiving order is made against

a debtor, then, if the creditors at their first meeting resolve by a majority

in value that he should be adjudged l)ankrupt, or pass no resolution, or if

they do not meet, or if a composition or scheme is not accepted or ap])roved

in pursuance of the Act within the prescril)ed })eriod, the Court adjudges

the debtor bankrupt. The creditors may appohit the trustee by

ordinary resolution, or leave the a])pointment to the committee of inspec-

tion. The official receiver acts under tlio receiving order until tlie trustee

is appointed.

The general effect of an adjudication upon the debtor's property is

similar to that of sequestration. It draws back to the commencement of

the bankruptcy {i.e. the first act of bankruptcy within three months prior

to the presentation of the petition), and vests the trustee as from that date

with the Ijaid-crupt's whole property, real and personal. The Bankruptcy

Act, 1883, defines the property which so vests (s. 44) as including

—

" (1) All such property as may belong to or be vested in the bankrupt at

the commencement of the bankruptcy, or may be acquired by or

devolve on him before his discharge.

"(2) The capacity to exercise and take proceedings for exercismg all

such powers in or over or in respect of property as might have

Ijeen exercised by the bankrupt for his own benefit at the

commencement of the bankruptcy or before his discharge, except

the right of nomination to a vacant ecclesiastical benefice.

" (3) All goods being at the commencement of the bankruptcy in the

possession or dispt)sition of the bankrupt in liis trade or business

by the consent and permission of tlie true owner under such

circumstances that he is the rejjuted owner thereof; provided that

thinss in action other than debts due or growing due to the
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bankrupt in the course of his trade or business shall not be deemed
goods Nvithiu the meaning of this section."

The same section provides that the property vesting in the trustee

shall not include

—

"((v) Property held by the luiukrupt on trust for any other person.

" {h) The tools (if any) of his trade and the necessary wearing apparel

and bedding of hhnself, his wife ami children, to a value,

inclusive of" tools and a]>parel and bedding, not exceeding £20
in the whole."

An adjudication of l)ankruptcy in England or Irelantl constitutes the

debtor notour baid<rupt in Scotland (19 & 20 Vict. c. 79, s. 7). A receiving

order does not have this eilect.

[Eobson on Jlankruj^fc)/, 107 d srq.; Williams, Jhinlrvptcy Practice, 28,

Go, 102, 233; Goudy on Bankruptcij, 71-2.]

Adjudication on debita fundi.—Adjudications are competent

upon (Ubita fundi such as heritable bonds, duties due to superiors, debts

constituted real burdens upon land, whether by constitution or by reserva-

tion. If there be a valid personal obligation as well as a heritable bond,

the adjudication may proceed upon such obligation. The advantage of

proceeding upon the personal obligation is that the adjudication will

embrace all the lands of the debtor, whereas if it proceeds upon the dehitmn

fundi alone, it will be confined to the security subjects. The disadvantage

of proceeding upon the personal obligation, however, is that the adjudication

will have no preference over other adjudications proceeding upon ordinary

unsecured debts. Adjudications upon dehifafuncH were expressly excepted

from the ]jari fcissu ranking of apprisings under the Act 1G61, c. G2. But

they are entitled to the natural preference which they have as real debts.

Thus, in a competition amongst adjudgers, they are preferable to adjudica-

tions upon personal debts, and they are preferable inter sc according to the

priority of infcftment. But while this is so, the creditor in them has no

preference for arrears of interest before the adjudication. He will naturally,

as other adjudgers do, accumulate interest with the debt, so that the two

may bear interest in the adjudication, l)ut he will have no preference over

other adjudgers for the interest of the accumulated sum, which interest is

not a real but a personal debt, being interest upon interest. He can, how-

ever, secure a preference for arrears of interest by converting these arrears

into a real debt. This he can do by obtaining decree in an action of

])oinding of the ground. Having obtained this decree, he can raise an

action of adjudication, proceeding u])on the debt as the ground, and the

decree as the warrant. The decree on the adjudication will then give him
a preference for the accumulated sum, which has thus Ijcen converted into

a real debt.

Adjudication on a Trust Bond.—This was an expedient

devised by Sii' Tliomas Ho]K', to enable an lieir to establish his title to

his ancestor's estate without incurring either liability for his ancestor's

debts, or becoming lial)le to ini])lement a particular obligation of his

ancestor's. It may have been useful at a time when an heir who did not

renounce the succession, incurred liability for the full amcnnit, whatever it

might be, of his ancestor's del)ts. But it is now unnecessary and ol)Solete.

The procedure was that the heir granted a ])ond in favour of a friend whom
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he could trust for the full iUiKiuut, or ev<-u more thau the full auiouut, of the

estate. Tiie uuderstanding between liim and the grantee of the hdud was

that th(; grantee, should adjudge the cslale in virtue of the; liond.and should

then either challenge conqH-ting elainis for the l.euelit of the heir, or should

assign the adjudication to the heir, who would then himself he in a position

to chalhnige these claims. By this expedient he estaljlished his rights as

heir without incurring the liabilities of an heir (see Menzies, Conrri/,i,i(:in<j,

807). The heir completes his title uyjon the adjudication, but if, instead

of doing so, he completes his title as heir, he is held to have abandoned his

adjudication, which thereby becomes ineffectual as a step to a title

{Bellcndoi, 1823, L> S. 329).

Adjudication on a Trust Disposition.— It was

attempted to secure the advantage of adjudication upon trust bond l)y

granting, instead of a bond, a trust disposition, with the understaiiding that

the disponee should load an adjudicati(jn in implement upon the dispositi<jn.

This (h^vice was, however, discountenanced by the Court in Lualop (4 July

1820, F. C. ; affd. 2 Sh.'s App. 115). See Adjudication ox Tkust Bond.

Adjudication, Declaratory.—This was a form of action of

considerable utility in the law, and expressly recommended by the Court

(Dahell, 1756, Mor. 10204). It was useful in a variety of cases, as where

property, though feudally vested in one, really belonged to another, who

desired his right to be declared, and the estate to be adjudged to him as

his own property ; or where an estate was vested in trustees who had

completed a title and had all died, and the beneficiary desired to have his

rights declared and the estate adjudged to him ; or where a judicial factor

appointed u])on the estate of a deceased person required to complete a title

to that estate. The legislation of the last thirty years, in conveyancing aiid

trusts, has introduced simpler modes of completing titles, and superseded,jn

many cases, declaratory adjudications. Thus by the Titles to Land Act, 1858,

s. 21, a factor, instead of leading a declaratory adjudication, might petition

the Court for warrant to complete a title to specilied lands, and the warrant

granted had the legal effect of a disposition in favour of the factor from the

person whose estate was under management—at all events when that person's

title was complete (see Titles to Land Act, 1860, s. 38; Titles to Land

Consolidation Act, 1868, s. 24; the Amendment Act of 1869, s. 3; and the

Conveyancing Act of 1874, s. 44) ; and beneficiaries under a lapsed trust,

when entitled to any heritable property, may, under sec. 14 of the Trusts

(Scotland) Act, 1867, apply l)y petition for authority to complete

title.

AdjunctiO.—The term ailjundio is applied by connnentators to

cases of accession in which one moveable suVtject accedes to another move-

able subject, as embroidery to a garment {Inst. ii. 1. 2G)._ In Scotland the

expression is sometimes used to denote generally industrial accession. See

ACCESSIO.

Adjustment.—Adjustment is a term used to indicate the method

of settling maritime claims, and, in particular, general average and claims

VOL. I.
®
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under policies of marine insurance. In simple cases of insurance claims,

an endorsement of the sum payable is written on the policy, and initialed

by the underwriters. lUit in general, statements are made up by average

adjusters, and then the claims are examined and passed by those concerned

—

most frequently underwriters. So long as the underwriter has not paid, he

is not debarred from challenging tlie adjustment ; but once lie has passed

the statement, there is an onus on him to show that it is wrong {Herlert,

I Camp. 13G ; Shepherd, 1 Camp. 275). These authorities are English, and

the judgments to some extent seem based on the English doctrine of want
of cpnsideration, but it is thought the rule in Scotland is the same.

The practice of average adjusters does not in general constitute a bind-

ing usage of trade, for ad)usters do not profess to act in such cases on

mercantile usage, but to give eifect to what they believe to be the law

{Atticood, 5 Q. B. D. 286). At the same time, courts of law give weight to

any well-established practice of adjusters, as likely to be convenient, and
only to be disregarded if clearly against principle {per Lord Blackburn,

Svensden, 10 App. Cases, 416). If the parties by the policy have agreed

to be bound by the practice, it will be given effect to, whether in accordance

with law or not {Steimrt, L. R 8 Q. B. 362).

The principles on which adjustments are made will now be shortly

stated. This has been done largely in terms of the Bill to codify the

law of marine insurance presented to the House of Lords in 1895 by Lord
Chancellor Herschell, after careful revision by a committee of experts.

Where the law, as declared by the Bill, is clear and simple, no further

authority has been stated.

Staxdard of Adjustment.—The insurer, or each insurer if there

be more than one, is liable for such proportion of the loss as the amount
of his subscription bears to the value fixed by the policy, in the case

of a valued policy, or to the insurable value, in the case of an unvalued

policy.

The liability of the insurer for expenses properly incurred pursuant to

the suing and labouring clause must be determined on the same principle.

IxsuRABLE Value.—Subject to any express provision or valuation

in the policy, the insurable value of the subject-matters insured must
be ascertained as follows :

—

(1) In insurance on ship, the insurable value is tlie value, at the

commencement of the risic, of the ship, including her outfit, provisions

and stores, money advanced for seamen's wages, and other disburse-

ments (if any) incurred to make the ship fit for the voyage or

period of time covered by the policy, 'plus the charges of insurance

upon the whole.

The term shi}) iu the case of a steamship includes the

machinery, Ijoilers, coals, and engine stores ; and in the case of a

ship engaged in a regular trade, the permanent fittings requisite

for the trade.

(2) In insurance on freight, whether paid in advance or otherwise, the

insurable value is the gross amount of the freiglit at the risk of

the assured, plus the charges of insurance.

(3) In insurance on goods or mercliandise, the insurable value is the

prime cost of the property insured, plus the expenses of shipping

and the charges of insurance upon the whole.

(4) In insurance on any other su))ject-matter or interest, the insurable

value is the amount at the risk of tlie assured when the policy

attaches, pilus the charges of insurance.
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Total Loss.—"Where there is a totul loss of the subject-matter

insured :

—

(1) Tf the poHcy be a valued policy, the measure of indemnity (basis of

adjustment) is the sum fixed by the policy.

(2) If the policy be an unvalued policy, the? measure of indemnity

(subject to the limit of the sum insured and any express provision

in the policy) is the insurable value of the su])ject-matter insured.

Particular A\-erac,e Loss.—Ship.—Where a ship is dama<^ed, but

is not totally lost, the measure of indemnity, subject to any express provision

in the policy, is as follows:

—

(1) Where the ship has been repaired, the assured is entitled to the

reasonal)le cost of the repairs, less customary deductions, but

not exceeding the sum insured in respect of any one casualty,

provided the repairs have been executed hond fide and with reason-

able discretion. The best-known deduction is the allowance to

underwriters of one-third oft' the cost of repairs to represent the

substitution of new materials for old. The deduction is not given

in cases when a ship is injured on her first voyage, and is generally

excluded in the case of iron ships.

(2) Where a ship has been only partially repaired, the assured is

entitled to the reasonable cost of such repairs, computed as

above, and also to be indenniified for the reasonable depreciation

arising from the unrepaired damage, provided that the aggregate

amount shall not exceed the cost of repairing the whole damage,

computed as above.

(3) Where the ship has not been repaired, the assured is entitled to

be indemnified for the reasonable depreciation arising from the

unrepaired damage, but not exceeding the reasonable cost of

repairing such damage, computed as above.

(4) Wliere the ship has not been repaired, and is sold in her damaged

state during the risk, the assured is entitled to the reasonable

cost of repairing such damage, computed as above, but not

exceeding in the ordinary case the actual depreciation in the value

of the slii]) as ascertained by the sale. (Flfmnn, (}. B. 1). 192.)

By way of example: A ship is insured by A. for £1000, under a policy

in which the ship is valued at £5000. She is damaged by perils insured

against, which cost, taking into account customary deductions, £1000.—A.

pays one-fifth of the sum insured, or £200. If there is no valuation in

the policy, and the insurable value of the ship is £6000, A. will pay one-

sixth of the sum insured.

Frcifjht.—Where there is a partial loss of freight, the measure of indem-

nity (subject to the limit of the sum insured, and any express provision in

the policy) is such proportion of the sum fixed l)y the policy, in the case of

a valued policy, or of the insurable value, in the case of an unvalued policy,

as the proportion of freight lost by the assured bears to the whole freight

at tlie risk of the assured under the policy.

E.fi. The freiglit 1)eing valued at £1000; one-fourtli is lost—the insurer

pays £250, whether the freight at risk is more or less than the valuation.

Goods.—Where there is a i)artial loss of goods, merchandise, or other

moveables, the measure of indemnity, subject to the limits of the sum
insured, and any express provision in the policy, is as follows:

—

(1) Where part of the goods, merchandise, or other moveables insured

by a valued policy is totally lost, the measure of indemnity is

such proportion of the sum fixed by the policy as the value of
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the part lost bears to the insurable value of the whole, ascertained

as in the case of an unvalued policy.

(2) Where part of the goods, nioreliandise, or other moveables insured

by an unvalued ])(ilicy is totally lost, the measure of indemnity

is the insuraMe \alue of the part lost, ascertained as in the case

of total loss.

(.">) Where the wliole or any part of the goods or merchandise insured

has been delivered damaged at its destination, the measure of

indemnity is the ratio of loss, ascertained by comparing tltc (jross

sound value with the gross proceeds if sold, or the fjross damarjed

value if not sold, reduced to the same cash basis, at the time and
place of arrival, applied to the sum fixed by the policy, in the

case of a valued policy, or to the insurable value, in the case of an

unvalued policy.

(4) " Gross value " means the price which a wholesale buyer would give,

with freight, landing charges, and duty paid beforehand
;

pro-

vided that in the case of goods or merchandise customarily sold

in bond, the bonded price is deemed to be the gross value. " Gross

proceeds" mean the actual price obtained at a sale where all

charges on sale are paid by the sellers.

(5) Where any sale or other charges on damaged goods or merchandise

are paid or payable by the buyers, such charges must be added
to the gross proceeds before establishing the ratio of damage, as

above provided : and in the event of a claim being established,

such charges are subsequently recoverable from the insurer as
" extra charges."

E.(j. Goods are insured for £5000 under a policy in which they are

valued at £5000. They arrive damaged by perils insured against, and
their gross value is only £3000 ; whereas, had they arrived in sound con-

dition, their value would have been £6000. The insurers pay £2500, being

50 per cent, of the valuation. On the other hand, had the goods been

valued at £7000 in the policy, and insured therefor, the underwriters would
have had to pay £3500, or 50 per cent., again, of the high valuation.

In an open policy, the insurable value takes the place of the valuation as

the standard. {Lciuis, 2 Burr. 1167; Johnson, 2 East, 581; Usher, 12 East,

639 ; Forles, 13 East, 32; Francis, 1 Com. Gas. 217.)

The principles regulating cumulative losses, losses under special clauses,

e.g. the running-down clause, and losses to which the usual memorandum
applies, will be discussed when treating of the Law of Marine Insueance
generally.

Gexrral a veragr.—In this case the adjustment is concerned, in

general, with two different questions—(1) the amount of contribution

payable m^cr -sc by the shij), freight, and goods in whose interest the general

average expenditure or sacrifice has i)een incurred; and (2) the sum
recoverable from the insurers of these interests.

Adjusters have frequently difficult and important work to do in making
up general average statements, determining the amount of contribution

payable by the different interests ; but this part of the subject will be more
conveniently treated when the subject of general average is dealt with
generally under the title Aveijage. A deduction of new for old is made
on similar lines to the deduction made in questions of particular average

with underwriters.

In a question with underwriters, the following propositions define the

principles on which the adjustment proceeds :

—
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Subject to any express provision in the policy: wliere the assured has
suffered a general average loss, he may recover from the insurer in respect

of the proportion of the loss which falls upon him ; and when the loss is

caused l)y a peril insured against, c.f). jettison, he may recover from the

insurer in respect of the whole loss, without having enforced or giving

credit for his right of contribution from the other parties liable to contri-

bute, reserving the insurer's right of subrogation.

Subject to any express provision in tlie policy: where the assured iias

paid, or is lialtle to pay, a general average contribution, he may recover

therefor from the insurer ; but, in the absence of express stipulation, the

insurer is not liable for any general average loss or contribution where the

loss was not incurred for the purpose of avoiding, or in connection with the

avoidance of, a peril insured against. It is oln'ious tliat the contributory

value may be quite dii'lerent from the insured value. In that case the

adjustment is made l)y looking at the contributory value of the subject

insured and the valuation in I lie case of a valued policy, or the insur-

able interest in an oi)en policy, and charging the underwriter with the

average contribution, not exceeding the amount he would have been

liable for, assuming the contril)utory value had been the same sum as

the valuation, or as the amount of the insurable interest, as the case

may be.

E.if. The contributory value of the ship is £6000 ; the general average

contribution on this value is £1000; the -ship is valued and insured for

£5000 ; the insurers pay five-sixths of the £1000.

It was held by Lord Shand (Bohinoivs, 1876, 3 E. 1134), that where the

policy provided tliat general average was to be payable in accordance witli

foreign statement, this meant that underwriters were lialde for tlic proportion

of the contribution which their subscription bore to the value in the policy,

whatever the contributory value of the ship. The judgment was affirmed,

but on different grounds, and in practice the ordinary rule is applied.—[See

Tudor, Leading Cases in Mercantile and Maritime Lany, Arnould on Marine
Insurance; Phillips on Maj-inc Insurance: M'Arthur on The Contract

of Marine Insurance; The Marine Insurance Bill, 1895, specially clauses 15,

66, 67, 68, 69\ 70, 71.]

See Average, Marine Insurance.

Adjustment of Record.—See Record.

Ad medium filum.—Where the march between two properties

is a non-navigable river, a road, or a ditch, each owner is presumed to

possess the solum of his estate ad rnxdium filum, i.e. \ip to an imaginary

line or thread drawn through the centre of the river, road, or ditch

{Wishart, 1853, 1 Mac(p 380). Tiie ext(>.nt of either property does not affect

this presumption, liut the proprietary right, in any case, is restricted.

Thus, if a road or street be the march, the use of the surface is public, and
the proprietor's right usually takes the shape of a claim to the undergromid

minerals. On the other liaud, if a running stream separates two estates, the

use to which the coterminous proprietors may put the solum is qualified,

—

mainly owing to the fact that they have a common interest in the water of

tlie stream, with the natural flow of which they are not entitled to interfere

by erecting an opu^i tnanufartum in tlu^ alnus (Bickef, 186G, 4 M. (H. L)44).

A l)oundary " by" a road is different from a bo\nulary "by" a stream: as, in the
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former case, every part of the road is excluded; in the latter, the property in

the alvcus up to the incdiumjilmn is carried.

—

[M'Tntyre's Trs.,18(j7,5 M. 780
;

Raukine, Landoumcrship, 102, 105-6, 279, 291 ; M. Bell, Led. 602 ;
Bell, Prin.

s. 1120; Gibson, 1869, 7 M. 394.] See Bouxdakies ;
FisiiiNr;.

Adminicles, in a ])roviugof the tenor, signify any writings from

which the existence or terms of the missing writ can be ascertained. The

])ursuer must specify those u]i(in which he founds {Jcnhin^on, 1850, 12 D.

854). Their cliaracter varies with the nature of the writ. Thus, in the case

of a formal deed, they may be expected to be more ample than in the case

of an informal personal contract {Winton tt- Co., 1862, 24 D. 1094); or_of

documents, such as are kejjt in ]iul)lic registers {lliclnnond, 1869, 7 M. 956 :

cp. Lauderdale, 1770, 2 Pat. App. 234). Accordingly, it is matter for

observation that the draft of a formal deed cannot be traced {Rannie, 1891,

18 E. 903). Parole evidence is unnecessary in corr()l)oration if the

adminicles are prol)ative, and narrate or presuppose the missing writ, and are

under the hand of the granter or his heirs or assignees. And even where

they were not so subscribed, they have been held sufficient, without supple-

mentary proof, w^here the circumstances were special (cp. Lesmore, 1682, Mor.

15802; Inr/lis, 1712, Mor. 15819; Gordon, 1749, 5 B. Sup. 776; Flemiiuj,

1835, 13 S. 1002; and Wallcer, 1852, 14 D. 362 ; with Graham, 184^,1^

D. 45, and M'Leod, 1865, 3 M. 840). When they consist of improbative

writings, or drafts of the missing deed, or scrolls of writings which refer to

it as a finished deed, they must be supplemented by parole evidence, which

should include, if possible, the oaths of the instrumentary witnesses (Stair,

iv. 32. 8. 9 ; Ersk. iv. 1. 55. 56). Adminicles will ])e sustained more easily

when he wlio has the adverse interest admits that he granted the deed

{Ronald, 1852, 14 D. 357). Such an admission is especially important in

the case of holograph instruments, as it is a delicate matter to prove their

tenor (7'/-o^;'tT, 1707, Mor. 15811; lioherfson, 1833, 11 S. 775; cix Frascr,

1784, Mor. 15830). In the case of a valuation of teinds, the report of the

teind clerk has lieen held equivalent to a proof {Athole, 1880, 7 E. 1195).

Written adminicles have been dispensed with where, looking to the nature

of the missing writ, they are not to l)e expected (Ersk. iv. 1. 55 ;
Winton,

ut supra); or where such a special casus amissionis is proved, as the wilful

destruction of the deed by a })erson prejudiced by it (Leckie, 1884, HE.
1088 ; Rannie, lU siq-ira). The witnesses must prove that the import of the

deed was substantially as lil)elled {Rintoid, 1833, 6 W. & S. 394), that it

was legally executed (see Rannie, uf sujyra), nwl that it did not bear traces of

vitiation or forgery. The testing clause and the due stamping of the deed

need not be specially libelled and proved. Written adminicles are not

excluded by the Act 1579, c. 94, in proving the tenor of letters of horning,

and their executions.—[Stair iv. 32. 6-10; More, Notes, 386; Ersk. iv. ].

55-58 ; Tait, Evidence, 208 ct seep ; Bell, Prin. s. 883 ; Mackay, Practice, ii.

321 ; Dickson on Evidence, ss. 1329, 1337, 1346-51.] See Casus Amissionis
;

Proving of the Tenor.

Administration, Husband's Right of. — This term

denotes the riglit which the husband enjoys, as head of the family, to control

the management of the wife's estate. In virtue of this right, unless re-

nounced or excluded by deed or by Statute, his consent is required to validate

her deeds; c.rj. a recei})t by her without hLs consent would not l)e valid.
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nor a sale <j1' Ikt heritage- (iJicksoii, 1.S71, 10 M. 41), nor a transfer of

her moveables. P]rskiiie says: "It also proceeds from the curatorial power
of tlie husband, that all deeds done or granted l)y a wife without liis

<',onsent an; in tlicniselves null, tlntugh they should relate to her ow)i

property, and make no encroachment on any right comjietent to the

husband " (Krsk. i. G. 22, see 27 ; Fraser, i. 797). l>y the older writers the

e.\})ressiou jus mariti is often used to include both the husljand's right

of i)ro])erty at common law in the wife's moveable estate, and also his

curatorial power (Stair, i. 4. 9; Ersk. i. G. 13; VtnW, Prin. a. 15G3). liul

the two rights are distinct, and were discriminated at an early period,

as Fraser points out (//. d' /T. i. 79G, G7G ; ]\IKen. i. G, 16; Murray ,1745,

^lor. 584.J (Kilkerran's report); Collui'/to/t, 16G7, Mor. 582S ; Annand,
Mor. 5844, 2 Pat. ;;G9 (1774); liryccs Tr., 1878, 5 li. 722).

77/A- Admimstration must be for her BexEl-it, or rr is com-
PETE.XT -JO Ai'i'OixT ASOTHER CvRATOR.—When the wifc's fortuuc fell

under the jus mariti the husl)and was the uncontrolled master of it, and was
under no obligation to account to her for his actings. He was, in fact, just

as free to deal with it as with any part of his estate (Fraser, 1872, 10 M.,

at 847 ; Stair, i. 4. 9 ; F^rsk. i. 6. 13 ; I'raser, i. G49). It is otherwise

when, as by the present law, the wife remains the owner, sul>ject only to the

luibband's control as to the management of the capital. Here the husband's

<'uratory is reserved by the law, as a }trotection to her against being led by
feminine impulsiveness, or inexperience of affairs, into imprudent ventures.

Th(! husband is bound, therefore, to exercise his administration in her

interest. In Bryce's Tr., Lord CJiffbrd, in delivering the opinion of

the Court, said: "A husl)and's jus inariti and a husljand's right of

administration or curatorial power are different things, and the exclu-

sion of the one does not necessarily im]ily the exclusion of the other.

It is always a question of intention. Tiie husltand's jus mariti virtu-

ally makes him proprietor of his wife's moveables; but his curatorial

power is (|uite different, and must be exercised solely for her behoof,

and to save her from being hurt by her own acts " (5 E. at 728). And
it would appear, though there is no decision upon the point, that

where strong cause was shown, a husband might be compelled to find

caution to administer his wife's estate for her behoof, or might even l>e

removed from office, the wife being authorised to act by herself, or

another curator being named {Bryce's Tr., ut sujjra ; Fraser, i. 798). There
is now, however, less likelihood than formerly for such a strong measure
being necessary, as a wife, married since the ^Married "Women's riopin-ty

Act, 1881 (except in the few cases to which the Act does not apjily), does

not need lier husband's consent in disposing of her income. It would
only be in a case where the husband, from im]»roper motives, obstinately

<leclined to concur in the <j;rantin^ of a deed, the signing of a transfer of

"shares, or some other act of administration of ca])ital, that the interposition

of the Court might now be necessary. It has been repeatedly held tliat,

where the subject of an action which a married woman desires to raise is

something which, if recovered, would be her separate estate, although tlie

right of administration might not l)e excluded from it, her husband cannot

prevent the action by arbitrarily refusing his consent. If neces.sary, the

Court will dispense with it, and aiti)oint a curator ad litem (Blair, 1829,

8 S. 264; ITackct, 1673, Mor. G039; Graham, 1831, 9 S. 543; Stair, i. 4. 15;

Ersk. i. G. 21 ; Fraser, i. 5G9 ; Mackay. M,r,u(al, 147).

It was at one time thought that the husband's right of administration

was so inlierent in the nature of the familv, that it would be contra honos
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mores to allow him to renounce it {Dicl:son, 1705, Mor. 10395 ;
Murray,

Collington, v.t supra ; Did-, 1709, Mor. 5999 ; Stair, i. 4. 9 ; Fraser, i. 798).

But the hushaud's rights as caput ct princeps familicc, under which he

may fix the conunou home where he chooses, and has a limited authority

over his wife and cliildren, is now distinguishetl from his right of adminis-

tration in the limited sense of controlling her management of her own estate.

His general right to be the head of the family he cannot renounce (Bell,

Pi^ii. s. 1562; Fraser, i. 799; CoJ<pihoun, 1804, Mor. App. Hvslmwl <i- Wife,

No. 5 : Collington, v.t supra). But he may renounce his particular right

of management of his wife's fortune {B'ujgart, 1879, 6 Ft. 470; Annand,

nt supra ; Ersk. i. G. 14 ; Fraser, i. 799).

How THE Right OF Administration is excluded.—The husband

may renounce the right by antenuptial marriage contract (P>sk. i. 6.

14; Bell, Prin. s. 1503; Fraser, i. 799; Bruce s Trs., 1894, 21 B. 593).

Before the Makkied Wo^ien's Piioperty Act of 1881 (y.r.), where it was

intended that the lady should remain the mistress of her own fortune,

the invarialde practice was for the husliand to renounce l^oth his Jus

Mariti, {q.i:) and his right of administration. That Statute abolishes the

jus mariti in the estate of a wife married after the Act, or, if married

before the Act, in her estate acquired thereafter, unless the husband had

made a reasonable provision by irrevocaljle deed. It removes the right of

administration from the income of the wife's moveable estate, and the

rents of her heritage. But as to the capital of her estate, that right is left

intact. It is essential, therefore, where it is desired to give the wife the

uncontrolled right of disposal of her estate, that the husband should still

renounce his right of administration. It may be renounced by him ]»y a

post-nuptial marriage contract or other deed. And as the renunciation of

this right, unlike that of the jus mariti, where this still exists, does not

infer any pecimiary loss to the husband, it does not seem that a renuncia-

tion of it could be revoked by him or by his creditors as a donation (see

Shearer, 1842, 5 D. 132; MPhersons, 1750, Mor. G113; Fraser, i. 793, and

ii. 948). ^Moreover, as the right arises from the position of the husband in

the family, it is personal to him, and cannot be attached by his creditors

(Fraser, i. 800; see Craiccour, 1844, 6 D. 589, per L. Cuninghame ; Ersk.

i. 6. 22). It may be excluded l)y the giver of a fund to the wife, for a

donor may attach any lawful condition to his bounty (Ersk. i. 6. 14 ; Fraser,

i. 783; Annand, v.t supra; M'Donald, 1855, 17 IX 998; MDovgaU, 1879,

6 K. 1089). And effect will be given to a clause declaring that, upon a

certain event happening, e.g. the liusband becoming insolvent, the right of

administration is to be excluded {Annand, ut supra ; Fraser, i. 799).

Exclusion or Renunciation may be implied.—The express ex-

clusion of the jus mariti does not necessarily imply the exclusion of the

right of administration {BrijcrJs Tr., 1878, 5 E. 722). But there is no

magic in the words "right of administration," and the husband's pow^r may
be excluded by any words wliicli clearly import that intention. And so a

renunciation })y the husband of his jus mariti, and all other right and title

to the rents of subjects belonging to his wife, with a declaration that her

own receipts should l)e effectual discharges, was held to imply the exclusion

of the right of administration {Kcggic, 25 May 1815, F. 0.) ; as was also a

clause in a deed which excluded thc^Vs mariti, and provided that the husl)and

should have no concern with certain aniniities, but that the wife's receipts

should be sufficient therefor {Gowan, 1822, 1 S. 418 ; Brvxes Trs., 1894,

21 E. 593, and authorities there cited; Irvine, 1883, 10 E. 731 ; M'Dougall,

nt sn/pn'i cases referred to by L. Deas; Commercial Bank, 1842, 14 Sc. Jur. 528 ;
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Fraser, i. 799 and 783). iJemiiiciatioii of the jus mariti might l»e inferred
from facts and circumstances, as when the husl)and jilainly showed by
a course of conduct that he did not lay chiini to property to whicli lie was
entitled ex jure marUi {Smith, 1884, 12 It. 180 ; irrlf/ht'.s J'Jj.rs., 1880, 7 li

527; Ddciilson, 18(J7, "> M. 710). It would seem that, as to a particular

transaction, or the conduct of a particular piece; of business, the husband's
consent may be inferred from his lyin<,' by, in tlie knowledge that his wife
was engat^niig in it, and not warning the other party that she was acting
without his consent. J. \'oet {'lo. 2. 42 iiijinciii) says that where a husband—pi'a'sens atque sciens nxorem contrahcre— keeps silence, his consent is

presumed (and see /////, 1879, 7 R at 76; Wriyht's Exrs., 1880, 7 11.

r)27; Dickson, 1871, 10 M. 41). But where the transaction is one for

which writing is essential, it is as necessary that his consent should be in

writing as that of the wife herself (Dickson, vt siipra). And such tacit

consent, if sufficient as to a particular transaction, could not amount to a
general waiver l)y him of his right of administration.

Without a ]-enunciation of the right of administration, either express
or necessarily implied from the terms of a writing, a third person,

except in the cases following, would hardly be in safety in dealing with a
married woman ; and in a question wath her it would seem sufficient for

the husband to say that he had not int(nfered before, because he had
approved of her actings, but had not waived his right to take action when
her management met with his disapproval. See WrirjMs Exrs., ut svpra

;

Henderson, 1889, 17 B. 18. As to a wife's contractual capacity, see ^Makhied
Woman

; Capacity.

Right OF Admimstratiox may ni-: /.v certaix Casks dispf.xsrd
WITH BY THE CouRT.—By s. 5 of the Married Women's Broi)erty (Scotland)
Act, 1881, " where a wife is deserted by her husband, or is living apart from
him with his consent, a judge of the Court of Session or Sheriff Court, on
petition addressed to the Court, may dispense with the hus])and's consent to

any deed relating to her estate " (see Nivtn, Petr., 1883, 20 S. L. B. 587

;

Gibson, 1893, 1 S. L. T.s No. 336). See swpra for the Court's power at

common law where the husband refuses to consent, or abuses his curatorial

powers; and cp. Bri/ce's Tr. (1878, 5 B. 722).

In certain Cases the Right of Admixistratiox is excluded ey
Statute.—a. By the Conjugal Bights Act, 1861, when the wife has obtained
a protection order, property which she has acquired or may acquire after de-

sertion, and property which she has succeeded to or may succeed to or

acquiri' right to after such desertion, is vested in her, exclusive of her
husbiind's^V,^' mariti and right of administration. The protection does not
extend to property of which the husband or his assignee had acquired full

and lawful possession before the petition, or against which, before that date,

a creditor of his had done com])h'te diligence (s. 4). By the same Act the
jus laariti and right of administration are excluded from property which a
wife may acquire, or which may conu' to or devolve upon her after a decree
of judicial separation. In neither case does return to eohabitation restore

the husband's rights as to estate which was hers wlieii the cohabitation is

resumed (s. 3 and s. 6).

h. By the Married Women's Broperty Act, 1877, the ju--< inurifi ami
right of administration are excluded after 1st January 1878 from the wages
and earnings of a married woman, including money acquired by her through
the exercise of any lit(M-;iry, artistic, or scientific skill.

c. ]^y the Married Women's I'roperty Act, 1881 (q.r.), the rents anil

produce of heritable property in Scotla ml belonging to the wife are no
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longer subject to they<(^ uiarUi aiul right of udniinistration of the ImsbaiiJ

(s. 2). See infm as to cases to which the Act does not apply. As

to a wife's moveable estate, the jus maritl is abolished, but not the

right of administratit)n, except that the income shall be payable to tlie

wife on her individual receipt or to her order; l)ut the wife is not entithnl

to assign the prosjiective income of her moveable estate, or, unless with

the husband's consent, to dispose of such estate. The Act applies to all

marriages contracted on or after 18th July 1881, when the husband at the

time of the marriage was domiciled in Scotland. In the case of marriages

prior to its date the Act does not apply at all, when the husband, before the

Act, has by irrevocable deed made a reasonable provision for his wife in

the event of her surviving him (s. 3); and when no such provision has been

made, it applies only to the wife's estate to which she acquired right after

its passing {ib.). The husband's right of administration is not excluded

from heritage the fee of whicli vested in a. wife married prior to the

Act, though the income did not become payable to her till thereafter

{Horsbrwjh, 1889, 16 E. 507).

Right of Admixistratiom of Foreigx Husbaxd, or Husbaxd
WHO ACQUIRES SCOTTISH DoMicu.E AFTER Marriage.—It may happen

that a f(U-eign wife, resident but not domiciled in Scotland, deals with her

estate in a manner in which she is entitled to act by the law of her own

country, but wdiich exceeds the powers of a Scottish wife. An English wife,

for example, can dispose of the capital of her moveable estate as if she were a

fcmmc sole (Married Women's Property Act, 1882, s. 1 (1) ). A Scottish wife,

without a marriage contract cannot deal with her capital except with her

husband's consent. Is the English wife's power restricted Ijy her temporary

residence in Scotland ? It is suljmitted that a wife's power of managing

her funds independently of her husband is part of her capacity ; and that

the sound principle is to refer any question as to capacity to the lex

domicilii. In this case, for the reasons .given z'??/?-a, it may be thought,

however, that the lex domicilii is and remains the law of the domicile at the

marriage. There is no direct authority upon the point, and the opinions

of writers are extremely conflicting (see Cooper, 1888, 15 E. (H. L.), 21

;

Sottomayov, 1877, 3 P. D. 1 ; Eraser, Parent & Child, 570, 583 ;
Hmhcind &

Wife, ii. 1317; Westlake, 43; Dicey on Domicile, 111; Story, Conflict of

Laws, s. 100: Gillespie, Bar, 310; Ijurge, Commentaries, i. 113; Guthrie,

Saviijny, 152;' Walton, //(tskoif/ & Wife, 365, 368, 403 et seq.: but see Voet,

23. 2. 61). The question is more difficult when there is a change of

domicile, as when the English wife, possessed of property of which she has

complete power of disposal, Ijecomes domiciled in Scotland. The opinion

now entertained by the great majority of writers on private international

law is, that the rights of spouses in their respective estates are fixed at

the date of tlie 'marriage. An ex])ress marriage contract would not lose

its efi'ect Ijy a change of domicile ; and it is thought there was an implied

contract that the law of the original domicile should govern.

To take tlie former illustration : English spouses acquire a domicile in

Scotland. The wife possesses separate estate. The Married Women's
Property (Scotland) Act, 1881, does not apply, for tlie husband liad not at

the time of tlie mnrrvigc his domicile in Scotland (s. 1 (1)). When his

domicile becomes Scottish, does the wife's estate cease to be her separate

property, and Ijecome his ex jure mariti by the common law of Scotland ?

It is thought this would not be the result, at any rate, as regards property

which was the wife's l)efore the new domicile was accjuired. As to nc(juirend(i

thereafter, there is more doubt. See Jus M.vuiti ;
Domicile; Capacity
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(Frasci-, ii. 1 :;_'.">; Walton, 408 seq., iuid auLhoiiUcs tliere cited, to which

add Voet, 2.j. 2. 87 ; Kattij^an, rriv. Inf. Lew, (j'.j
; but see Murray,

Frojjciiij of Married Persons, 09). If this be the view idtiiuately adopted

l)y tlie Courts, it Keenis Hki-ly that the same rule will be applied to the

husband's ii<dit of adnunistration of his wife's seinirate estate. 'Y\\^i

unrestricted power of dis))Osal of her estate was part of the wife's right in

it at the marriage; .nid it woidd Ik- an (uld result to hold that her estiite

remained her separate property, Ijut tliat the necessity for her husVjand's

(•oncuri'ence in disposing of it had been superinduced by the change of

ilomicile (see iJancan, 18r)4, 18 Beavan, 128, especially at 141 : alfd. 7 De
G. M. & G. 78 ;

Guq>ra(tr, 1851, 4 De G. & S. 217 ; IMllon, 1858, 25 ]5eavan,

218).

In spite of the weighty o])inions in support of this doctrine of implietl

<-(jntract at marriage, tliat the riglits of spouses shall be fixed by the law of

the domicile at that time, it cannot be denied that there are important

considerations on the other side. The general tendency is to allow the law

«f the actual domicile to decide all questions of y»ersonal status and rights

in personal property. And it would seem quite as natural to hold that

there was a tacit contract that the law of the domicile at marriage was to

determine upon what gnjunds, if any, it might be dissolved. It may appear

inequitable that a husl)and should be able to acquire increased rights in his

wife's estate by changing his domicile and hers against her will, liut with

equal or greater force it might be urged that he was not entitled to change

her domicile to a country where he could obtain a divorce upon a ground

not sufficient by the law of the domicile at marriage—by which, indeed, the

marriage might have lieen indissolulde. That he has this power is now
t5(!ttled, and it is by no means impossible that the same rule will be applied

in questions of property (see Carswell, 1881, 8 II. 901 ; Harvey, 1880, G 1*.

D. 35, 8 App. Ca. 43 ; Humphro/, 1895, 34 S. L. K 99 : and cp. Lc Mcsurier

[1895], App. Ca. 517).

Effect OF ExcLLs/ox OF /.'077/Jus Mariti axd Right of Admixjs-

TRATiox.—Where the husband's rights are entirely excluded, the wife may
<leal with her separate estate as if unmarried, and may render her estate

liable for the fulfilment of all obligations connected with its enjoyment

or administration {Bi<j(jart, 1879, g' U. 470; Bvriutt, 1888, 25 S.^L. K.

35G; Henderson, 1895, 22 li. 895 ; Fraser, i. 813). Thus she may invest it

in the shares of a company, and is liable to the extent of her separate

ostate upon the licjuidation of the companv {Biggeni, ut sujnrt ;
M'DoiujaU,

1879, G R 1089).

Title to Sue.—As to estate in this position, a married woman has a

title to sue without her husliand's concurrence {Graham's Trs., 1831, 9 S.

543; Hail rrimrose, 1850, 12 D. 916;' Fraser, i. 572). Ami it is thought

it is unnecessarv to appoint a curator ad litem (Fraser, I.e.; Maekay, Manual,

144; Smith, 1894, 2 S. L. T. No. 371).

But the possession of separate estate does not remove her incapacity, as

u married woman, to contract a personal obligation, as distinct from an

ol)ligation which l)inds her estate but not herself. Except when she has a

protection order, or is judicially separated, ;ind in certain t)ther special cases,

i\ married woman cannot bind herself personally. See Maki;iki> ^^ OMAN.

Her possession of separate estate does not enable her to grant a bill of

exchange as cautioner for a del)t (M'Leau, 1887, 14 B. 448), or a cash-credit

bond (Jael-.son, 1892, 19 B. 528). And a discharge of legitim signed without

her husband's consent is not binding (Miller, 188G, 13 B. 7G4). But when
the right of administration is excluded she may invest or spend her move-
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able estate in all respects as an uuiuaiTied wuniaii {JlUjijiui, Henderson, vt

supra). As to her lieritage when this right is excluded, she may dispose

of it, or grant leases or feus, or burden it, and, in short, deal with it in all

respects as if she were a man or an unmarried woman {Annand, 1775, 2

Pat. oG9; Kcggic, 25 May 1815, F. C; Goimn, 1822, 1 S. 418; Gordon,

1832, 11 S. 36; Standard Propciiij Investment Co., 1877, 4 R. G95, per L.

Giftbrd; More, Xofes to Stair, xvii. ; Fraser, i. 814; Rankine, Leases, 25).

Where the Jus Mariti is excluded, but not the Right of

Admixistratiox.—This was formerly a somewhat unusual case, the rule

l)eing either to exclude the husband's rights altogether or not at all. The

effect of the Married Women's Property Act, 1881, is to make it, where

there is no marriage contract, the normal position of a wife's moveable

capital or of her heritage.

With her estate in this position a married woman cannot deal without

her husband's consent. It is not his, but he has the right of directing how-

it shall be administered. But he must do so for her behoof, and not for

his personal advantage as opposed to hers {Bryces Tr., 1878, 5 R. 722).

Transfers of her shares anil similar documents must 1)0 signed by both

spouses. She cannot sue or defend without his concurrence {Borthvnck,

1827, 5 S. 242 ; Wight, 1827, 5 S. 549 ; Mackay, Manual, 144). But if he

unreasonably refuse his consent, the Court will appoint a curator ad litem

{Finlaij, 17-iS, Mor. 6051; Cullcn, 1S30, 9 S. 31; Blair, 1829, 8 S. 264;

Mackay, Manual, 147). Where the action relates to income of heritage

in Scotland, she may sue alone, as the right of administration is there

excluded.

Heritable Estate.—It is only from the rents and produce of heritable

property in Scotland belonging to the wife that the husband's rights are

excluded. As to rents of her heritage not in Scotland, they would seem,

when he was domiciled in Scotland before the marriage, to fall under the

jus mariti. If he was not domiciled in Scotland, this might be held other-

wise, on the doctrine of tacit consent that the lex domicilii at the date of

marriage should govern the rights of spouses during its subsistence (see supra).

It would seem that she could grant a valid receipt to tenants for rents,

but otherwise the Act gives her no power, and she had none at common
law, to sell or burden, or otherwise deal with her heritage {Boyle, 1822, 1 S.

372 ; Bullions, 1793, Mor. 6149).

She is not expressly prohibited from assigning her rents in advance, as she

is in the case of the prospective income of her moveables. But it would

appear that she cannot, without her husband's consent, grant a lease or

perform any other act of administration (Ersk. i. 6. 27 ; Fraser, i. 804

;

Rankine, Leases, 23).

[Stair, i. 4, 9, and Mora's Notes, xvi. ; Bankt. i. 124, 65 ; Ersk. i. 6.

1.3-27; Elchies, Annotations, 9: Bell, Prin. ss. 1562,1563; Fraser, H. & TV.

i. 796; Walton, H. c(- TV. 165, 308, 408.]

See Juri Mariti : Makkied Woman ; Makkied Women's Property Act.

Administration, Letters of.—In England, when a person

possessed of pers(jnal property dies intestate, or without having appointed

executors, the Court (Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty Division) will grant

letters of administration to a person who is called an administrator, and
whf) is thereby authorised to administer the personal estate of the deceased.

In the case of intestacy, the office of administrator will be granted to the

widow or one of the next of kin of the deceased, or, failing these, to a
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creditor or other person interested. Where the deceased has left a will,

but has not appointed executors, or where the executors appointed have

failed thi-ouj^ii doclinuture or otherwise, the office will Ije granted to the

person chietly interested under the will, or to the residuary legatee. In

this case, he is granted Letters of Administration cum testamento anncco.

The administrator, who draws his authority from the Court, is bound to give

security for the due udininistiution of the estate, by entering into a bond

with sureties, called the udministration-bond.

By the Conlirniation and Trobate Act of 1858 (21 & 22 Vict. c. 56,

s. 14) it is provided that, wliere a person dies domiciled in England or

Ireland, and leaves, besides personal ])roperty situated in that country,

])ersonal pro[)erty situated in Secjtlaud, his executors may produce the

})robate or letters of administration obtained in England or Ireland, with a

note written thereon, signed by the proper officer, stating that the deceased

died domiciled in England or Ireland, in the Commissary Court in

Edinburgh, and these, having been certified by the Commissary Clerk,

"shall be of the like fonie and effect, and shall have the same operation in

Scotland, as if a confirmation had been granted by the said Coui't."

Similarly, where a dcnniciled Scotsman has left part of his personal

property situated in England or Ireland, his executor may produce his

Scottisli e(Hifirmation in the English or Irish Court, and get it sealed

there, and it has then " the like force and effect" as if probate or letters of

administration had been granted to him in the English or Irish Court

(21 & 22 Vict. c. 56, ss. 12, 13 ; 39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, ss. 41, 42, 43).

Calendars containing particulars of all probates and letters of administra-

tion issued in England and Ireland, are made up in these countries, and

copies are sent to the office of the Commissary Clerk in Edinburgh, where

they may be consulted upon payment of a fee of one shilling (20 & 21 Vict,

c. 77, s. 68). See Confirmation of Executoks.

Administrator-in-Iaw.—See Admixistkation (Husband's

Right of); Curator; Tutor ; Tarent and Ciiilp.

Adm i ral , The Lord H igh .—The Lord High Admiral of Scot-

land was one of the officers of State, and anciently had very extensive civil

and criminal jurisdiction. From an early date, however, his legal functions

came to be exercised by a Judge-Admiral, who presided in the High Court

of Admiralty; and by inferior Admirals, styled Admirals-Depute, \yho

exercised local jurisdiction, and whose judgments were subject to review

by the Judge -Admiral. There was orignally no law regulating the

(pialifications of the Judge-Admiral; liut by 26 Geo. ill. c. 47, it was

enacted that he should possess the qualifications required from persons

holding the office of Sheriff-Depute. Prior to this, in order to regulate the

Admirals' jurisdiction, the Act 1681, c. 16, was passed. It declared "the

High Court of Admiralty to be a Soveraigne Judicature in itself, and of its

own nature to import summar execution" . . . "That the said High

Admiral, as he is His ^Majesty's Leivetenant and Justice-General upon the

seas and in all I*orts Harbours or Creiks of the same and upon fresh waters

or navigable rivers below the first bridges or within the flood-marks so far

as the same does or can at any time extend ; so the said High Admiral hath

the sole privilege and jurisdiction in all maritim and sea faring causes

foreign and domestic whether civil or eriininal whatsoever within this realm
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and over all persons as they are concerned in the same and prohibits and
discharges all other judges to meddle with the decision of any of the said

causes in the first instance except the CJreat Admiral and his Deputes

allenarly." It may be noted that, besides privative juristliction in maritime

cases, the Judge-Admiral (but not the inferior Admirals) had by long usage

concurrent jurisdiction in mercantile cases with the Court of Session and

Sheriff Court (see Admiralty Couht). Further, the Statute declared that

it was the privilege of the Admiral to cause parties to find caution not only

for compearance, but also for performance (that is, caution dc jmUcio sisti ct

judiadum sold) ; and that the High Court of Admiralty is a supreme Court,

and the decrees of inferior Admiralty Courts, and also its own decrees, are

subject to review and reduction by it: while all review l)y the Court of

Session by way of advocation is prohibited ; and parties dissatisfied with

the judgment of the Judge-Admiral must bring a suspension or reduction

in the Court of Session. Commercial treaties with foreign nations were

recorded in the Admiralty Court. Embargoes on cargoes in port were laid

on by authority from the Lord High Admiral, who also granted letters of

marque and reprisal, and the Admiralty Court exercised the jurisdiction in

prize cases.

At the Union the jurisdiction of the Admiralty Court was preserved

and its privileges confirmed. Tlie right of review competent to the Court of

Session was also declared to remain as before (5 Anne, c. 7, s. 19). In 182r»

its jurisdiction in prize cases was taken from it (6 Geo. iv. c. 120, s. 57) ; and

it, along with the office of Judge-Admiral, were abolished in 1830 by 1

Will. IV. c. G9, s. 21, which transferred the privative or exclusive jurisdiction

hitherto exercised by it in civil cases to the Court of Session and Sheriff

Courts ; while long before this date the Court of Justiciary had exercised

concurrent jurisdiction in criminal cases. Since then the oilice of Lord

Hifrli Admiral has fallen into desuetude.o

Admiralty, Scottish High Court of.—The High Court

of Admiralty was instituted for the trial of admiralty or maritime cases.

It originally possessed privative or exclusive jurisdiction " in all maritime

and seafaring causes, foreign and domestic, whether civil or criminal, what-

soever within this realm, and over all persons as they are concerned in the

same " (Scots Acts, 1681, c. 16). Its criminal jurisdiction, however, came in

time to be cumulative or concurrent with that of the Court of Justiciary,

and thus presents no specialities, except perhaps the following point,

namely: that when the Admiralty Court was aljolislied in 1830, and the

criminal jurisdiction which it had formerly shared with the Court of

Justiciary was conferred on the Sheriff, it was provided that no Sheriff

should try any criminal case which it would not have been competent for

that judge to try if the crime had been committed on land (1 Will. iv. c.

69, s. 23). It was the Scottish Prize Court, and continued to act as such

until its jurisdiction in prize cases was taken from it in 1826 by 6 Geo. iv.

c. 120, s. 57. The Admiralty Court itself, together with the office of Judge-

Admiral, was aljolished in 1830, but until then its privative or exclusive

jurisdiction extended to all maritime and seafaring causes (Clark, 1783, Mor.

7532). These will be stated later. While by long usage the Higli

Court of Admiralty—but not the inferior Admirals—had cumulative or

concurrent jurisdiction with the Court of Session in all mercantile causes

(Anderson, 1706, Mor. 1460; Jfaig Dues & Co. 1768, Mor. 7517), by sec. 21

of 1 Will. IV. c. 69, which abolished the Admiralty Court, it is enacted that
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after Llie passing of the Act the Court of Session shall " exercise original

jurisdictiini in all maritime civil causes and proceedings of the same nature

and extent in all resj^ects as that held and exercised in regard to such

causes Ity the Iligii Court of Admiralty hefore the passing of the Act."

Similar jurisdiction was hy ss. 21 and 22 conferred on the Sherili" Courts,

which was di-clared to bo exclusive in cases not exceeding the value

of £25, and concurrent with that of the Court of Session in cases above

that viiluc. These Courts, therefore, by Statute exercise the jurisdiction

in admiraUy or maritime causes formerly exercised by the Admiralty

Court; and also any admiralty jurisdiction conferred on them by special

legislation, such as the admiralty j\irisdiction conferred on the Court of

Session l»y the Foreign Enlistment Act, ISTU. Tiieir relation to admiralty

cases is the same as that occupied by the High Court of Judicature

in England in relati(jn to such cases. By the Judicature Act in 187:!,

the separate Courts of Common Law, Equity, Admiralty, etc., were united :

and one Court— the Supreme Court of Judicature—was created, on which

was conferred all tlie jurisdiction previously exercised Ijy the ddll-rent

(Courts,—the oidy diflerence between the countries being that in England

the Court is divided into divisions, and admiralty cases continue to be

disposed of in the Admiralty Division of it, and there decided by the

judges of that division in the first instance; while in Scotland the Court

of Session and Sherili' ('ourt are not so divided; and all cases are decided

l)y the same judge or judges, or Sheriff, no matter what tlieir nature may

1)0, wliother maritime or not. And it may here be added that the same

forms of ]n-ocess are used in admiralty as in other cases.

:\Iaritime and seafaring causes, according to Erskine (i. o. 33), comprehend
" questions of charter-parties, freights, salvages, wrecks, bottomries, policies

of insurance, and in general all contracts concerning the lading or unlading

of ships, or any other matt(n- to 1)6 performed within the verge of the

Admiral's jurisdiction ; and all actions for the delivery of goods sent on ship-

board, or for recovering their value, or where the subject of the suit consists

of goods transported by sea from one port to another." Again, in 1 Bell's

Com. 546 (7th ed.), maritime and seafaring causes are defined to ]>e those

"relative to charter-parties, freights, salvages, wrecks, collision of ships,

bottomry, and policies of sea insurance, without any regard to the place

of contract as executed at sea or on land." These are the only authoritative

definitions, in the institutional writers, of admiralty cases. Xo doubt

the distinction between maritime and other cases would by this time

have become more definite if the xA.dmiralty Court had continued to exist

as a separate Court. As it is, the matter is of shght importance, for all

causes, whether maritime or not, are decided in the same Courts. In fact,

almost no distinction is now observed in practice between admiralty and

other cases. In case of doul)t it is perhaps as well to consider the

case as not maritime (see Smith, Maritime Practice), for if it turn out

to be maritime, the Court must apply the principles of maritime law.

These are the rules common to all connuercial nations having shijiping

interests, and form part of the general l)ody of international law (IVll,

Corn. i. 540 ct sr<j.). Of course, in addition, individual nations may, and

generally have, municipal laws binding on their own subjects and on

foreigners within their jurisdiction. In this country the most importiint of

these is the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894 (57 & 58 Vict. c. GO). For

further information, referoneo nnist be made to the special articles t.n the

subjects included in Erskine's and liell's definitions quoted above r—f.^r.

ClIARTEK-rAKTY ; BOTTOM i;V, etc.
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Though admiralty cases are conducted in the same manner as other

cases, they have still some small peculiarities or privileges reserved to them

by Statute, which may be mentioned :

—

(1) Maritime summonses need nut be signeted. It is sutUcient if they

are signed by a Clerk of Session (13 & 14 Yict. c. 3G, s. 15). In practice,

however, they are almost invariably signeted.

(2) Until 1889, maritime cases, in common with consistorial cases, were

exempt fnmi the payment of fee fund dues.

(3) All ap})lications of a sunnnary nature in connection with them may,

where necessary, be made to the Lord Ordinary on the Bills (1 Will. iv. c.

69, s. 21).

(4) In maritime cases there is, strictly speaking, no induciw, though

t'euerally a short imhickr is given. They can, therefore, it is thought, if

necessary, obtain the advantage of the shorter imli/cicv, the effect of which is

reserved in the Court of Session Act, 1868, s. 14 (Smith, Mercantile Practice,

13).

(5) Procedure is summary, l)ut it is doubtful if this rule is well observed

in practice.

(6) In maritime cases, the Admiralty Court had the right of ordaining

the defender to find caution de judicio sisti et judicatum solvi before being

heard in his defence : and invariable practice gave a pursuer an absolute

rio-ht to demand it. The Court of Session, therefore, as coming in its place,

must, except in the case of foreign ships in certain circumstances, ordain a

defender, if his ship has been arrested, and he cannot consign the sum sued

for, to find caution of both kinds, though it may accept juratory caution

{Gray, 10 D. 154, 721). As regards foreign ships, it is provided in the

Merchant Shipping Act, 1896, s. 688, that when any injury has, in any

part of the world, been caused to any property belonging to Her Majesty

or any of her subjects by any foreign ship, that ship may at any time

thereafter be arrested if found within the jurisdiction of the Courts of the

United Kingdom. In Scotland the Courts exercising this jurisdiction are

the Court of Session, and the Sheriff Court " of the county within whose

jurisdiction the ship may be." It is to be exercised if the Court consider that

the injury was probably caused by the ship in question. And if arrested,

the ship is not to be freed until her owner has made satisfaction in respect

of the injury, or given security to be approved by the Court that he will

abide the event of the action, and pay all costs and damages that may be

awarded.

(7) The Act 1 "Will. iv. c. 69, s. 23», conferred on the Court of Session and

Sheriff* Court the admiralty jurisdiction regarding the using of arrestments.

As regards the Court of Session, there is nothing peculiar in the way arrest-

ments are used in maritime cases. In practice, ships and goods on board

ship are arrested on the ordinary warrant to arrest contained in a summons
;

and it has been decided that there is no necessity of applying to the Lord

Ordinary on the Bills for a special warrant to arrest maritime subjects

{Clarh, 15 D. 750), the contrary rule, mentioned in Bell, Com. ii. 63, 64,

being no longer in force (Stair, ii. 2. 5, iv. 1. 37, 58 ; Ersk. i. 3. 33 ; Bell,

Com. i. 546 (7th ed.) ; Bankt. iv. 12 ; Balfour, Prarticls; Kames, Law Tracts
;

Boyd, Ad7niralty Froceedings ; Smith, Maritinie Practice).

Admiralty Jurisdiction in the Sheriff Court.—As already

mentioned, admiralty jurisdiction was conferred on Sheriff Courts

by 1 Will. IV. c. 69, ss. 21 and 22,— x^ii^'^^tive jurisdiction when the

sum sued for did not exceed £25, and concurrent with the Court

of Session when it exceeded that sum; and sec. 21 of the Sheriff
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Courts Act, 1838, was enacted to coiiHini it. By it the powers and
jurisdiction formerly coinpctent to the High C<nut of Admiralty were
in tlie manner above mentioned conferred on the Sherill" Court, " prcnided
the defender shall upon any legal ground of jurisdiction be amenable
to the jurisdiction of the Sheriff before whom such cause may be raised."

These statutes have been held to confer the power of founding juris-

diction against foreigners Ijy arrestment jarisdiHionis fundtindcc causa

(L'ruhn, 18G:J, 2 ^I. .jof, ; Dove \Vils(jn, S/irrlf Court Practice, 449). In addi-

tion to this mode of .suing a foreigner in the Sheriff Court, he may also

be sued there (1) if the action would have been competent in a Sheritt"

Court against a Scotsman suljject to the Sheriffs juri.sdiction, and (2) if

a ship belonging to such foreigner, or of which he is part owner or

master, .shall have been arrested within the sheriffdom (Sheritt" Courts
Act, 1877, s. 8 (4)). These are tlie only ca.ses in which, in addition to

the power of arresting foreign ships under the ]\Ierchant Shipping Act,

1894, menti(jned above, in which Sheriff's have jurisdiction over foreigners,

and they are both derived from their admiralty jurisdiction. Again, in the

exercise of such jurisdiction each Sheritt" has jurisdiction over any river,

firth, or estuary which may separate his sheriffdom from the adjoining one,

provided that a defender if he reside in one of the adjoining counties

must be sued in it (s. 24). In all other respects maritime cases are

conducted in the same manner as other cases (A. S. 10 July 1839,
s. 161); in particular, it is not necessary that a defender in a maritime
case should find caution judicatum solvi, unless required to do so on special

grounds (1 & 2 Vict. c. 119, s. 22).

Admissions and Confessions.—The general rule that an
admission is receivable only when adverse to the interest of the party
making it (Best, s. 519; Scott, 1892, 3 White, 241) is inapplicable where
the statement forms part oi the res gestcv, or is made in an opponent's
presence without contradiction ; and sometimes when the question is not
of its truth, l)ut whether it was made (see 1>est Evidence). As to the
question. When may a party found on entries in his business books in

support of his plea ? see Books.

(«) Ajudiclcd admission, in civil cases, is, in general, conclusive against
the party making it, e.fj. in a closed record (Scott. Marine Insur. Co., 1853,
1 Macq. 334, 340; cp. Bathgate, 1840, 2 D. 811, and Dickson, s. 280); or

in a joint minute in lieu of proof {Boyal Bank, 1830, 8 S. 424; cp. Nisbet,

1864, 2 M. 863 ; and see A. S. 16 Feb. 1841, s. 22, as to admissions in jury
trials). Sometimes it is difficult to say whether a judicial statement
amounts to a judicial admission {Cairns, 1850, 12 D. 919, 1286). Such
admission is conclusive upon facts provable only by writ or oath, whenever
what is admitted on record would, if admitted on oath, suffice for the

pursuer's case {Darnley, 1845, 7 D. 595). So too a fact relevantly averred,
and neither admitted nor denied by the party within whose knowledge it

is, is held admitted (A. S. 1 Feb. 1715, ss. 6, 7 ; A. S. 11 July 1828, s.

105; A. S. 10 July 1839, s. 55), unless provable only by writ or oath
{^Darnley, nt supra). A reference to a document for its terms is not an
admission of its existence {Princjlc, 1867, 5 ]\I. (H. L.) 55). Judicial

admissions do not obviate the necessity of a proof in consistorial actions

(1 Will. IV. c. 69, s. 36 ; 24 & 25 Vict. c. 86, s. 11 ; Muirhead, 1846, 8 D.
786 ; M'Farlane, 1847, 9 D. 500); and a party is not bound by an admission on
record that he entered verbally into a contract, to the constitution of which

VOL. I. 9
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writing is necessary, unless barred rci interventu (Dickson, ss. 278, G03.

Where an official writing is the only competent evidence, a judicial

admission cannot supply its place (Cainpbells, 1799, M. 11120). Decisions

vary as to whether it can be read as proving the contents of a

bond (Clarl-, 1816, 1 Mur. 16:;.; Fearson, 1835, 13 S. 1138. See Dickson,

s. 603 (d) ; Taylor, s. 410 d scfj-)- A sentence or decree proceeding on an
admission or confession, unless signed by a party or his agent, is null,

except where practice sanctions an oral consent by counsel (Dickson,

ss. 1130, 1131; but cp. Machaij, 10 E. (J. C.) 10). A prisoner's verbal

confession, on being asked to plead, is conclusive. As to the effect of an
admission on record upon the competency of modifying a deed by parole,

see Parole.

{h) Admissions in a record will not, unless specially authorised l)y the

party, bind him in a difierent cause {Mariansld, 1851, 1 Macq. 212;

Aitchison, 1877, 4 E. 899, 921), save where the actions have been conjoined

(Dickson, s. 294 : see also ss. 279 (c), 1719 et seq.). But a deliberate statement

made in one cause, c.r/. as a wutness or haver, or under the Bankruptcy
Act, is admissible against the party in another cause, even although the

issue and the opponent be different. He is not, however, foreclosed from
leading contrary evidence (Hunter, 1836, 15 S. 159; Emdie, 1862, 1 M.
209 ; Dickson, ss. 288, 292). It appears that, in a criminal trial, statements

made by the accused as witness in a previous civil action relating to the

same matter may be used against him (Banaghan, 1888, 1 White, 566).

Decisions conflict as to the law in the converse case (Dickson, ss. 289, 290
;

Little, 1845, 8 D. 265 ; 1847, 9 D. 737, where it was held that parole proof

of a declaration, whether itself admissible or not, is incompetent). A
declaration emitted on a charge which did not go to trial is admissil)le in a

subsequent trial on a different charge, where the same facts are involved

(Boss, 1836, Bell, Notes, 240). In an old case his plea of guilty was held

admissible against a party in suljsequent civil proceedings regarding the

same matter (G-ricrson, 1541, Mor. 14021).

(c) An extrajudicial admission, which is, or eventually turns out to be,

against interest (Promoter Life Ass. Co., 1830, 5 Mur. 136 ; Cairns, 1850, 12

D. 919, 1286 ; affd. 1854, 1 Macq. 212) may be proved, e.g., when made in

conversation (Mack, 1832, 10 S. 850), in correspondence (Young & Co., 1824,

2 Sh. App. 25), in uttered or delivered documents (Anderson, 1848, 11 D.

118), or in a person's books (Pichcrd & Curry, 1892, 19 E. (H. L.) 56),

whether he be a merchant or not, whether the books be business or private

l)Ooks (Purveyance, 1677, Mor. 12623 ; Wanllaw, 1662, Mor. 12620), and
whether kept Ijy himself or his bookkeeper (Ivnox, 1850, 12 D. 719

;

iMidlavj, 1886, 13 E. 724). But the weight to be attached to such entries

will depend on the regularity and authenticity of the books in which they

are posted, and on the nature of the evidence supplementing them ( Waddel,

1790, 3 Pat. App. 188; NisJjet^s Trs., 1829, 7 S. 307; Winlc, 1868, 6 M.
657 ; Thomson, 1873, 1 E. 65 ; Drmnmond (Carses Factor), 1880, 7 E. 452).

Sometimes admissions in an authorised statement, or in the narrative of a

deed, are receivable (Morrison, 1860, 23 D. 232 ; Hamilton's Exrs., 1853, 15

D. 594 ; cp. Bulky, L. E. 9 Ch. 739 ; Dickson, s. 299). An admission of

liability by a parish is, in general, permanently binding ; Ijut can Ijc founded

on only by a parish party to it (^Beattie & Muir, 1883, 11 E. 250). Extra-

judicial admissions may be received in consistorial actions (Eraser, H. &
W. ii. 1170; FuUcrton, 1873, 11 M. 720). Admissions obtained l)y artifice

(Burgess, 1817, 2 Hagg. C. E. 227; cp. Fohh, 1824, 3 S. 301), or made when
the jjarty was under legal duress, or when he was interrupted in making his
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statement (Dickson, ss. 308, 309; Taylor, s. 798), have been received in

England. An admission made in an attempt to effect a compromise cannot

be proved {Fyfc, 1835, 13 S. 809 ; Williavison, 1845, 7 D. 8-12). An extra-

judicial admission is not full proof (see (/) infra).

(d) An admission must ha taken as a wliole. The party founding on it

cannot cull out what is favourable to himself, c.f/. he cannot found on one

side of an account. When made under a quahfication, whether intrinsic or

extrinsic, it must be taken as it stands {CaviphiU, 1843, 14 D. 108G
;
rich-n,

1872, 10 M. 987 ; GcUtunc, 1875, 2 i\. 982 ; Dickson, ss. 311, 313, 1228 ; cp.

JJritish Linen Co., 1853, 15 D. 314). The qualification may, however, be

disproved, even if intrinsic {Andcrsun, 1825, 3 S. 496 ; 1827, 5 S. 744 , Miller,

1843, 5 D. 856 ; 1845, 7 D. 283 ; Tait, 294) ; and the Court may disregard it

as improbable (Dickson, s. 312). As to qualified oaths, see Oath on

liEl'KHKXCE.

{e) An accused's written declaration is, if extant, the only competent

evidence of what he said before the magistrate. When it has been lost

or destroyed, secondary evidence is admissii)le, the prosecutor not being in

fault. It may be impugned on the ground that it is not a true narrative,

or that it was emitted by the accused when diunk or insane, or under

promise or threat by a superior ofticial. It is evidence only against the

accused, and not against or for a corrcus. In no case is it conclusive against

the accused (Dickson, ss. 310-18, 335-9). See Dix'LAKATIOX.

(J) Extrajudical admissions in criminal cases, usually called confessions,

whether oral or written, are admissible, except when made involuntarily

{Turner, 1853, 1 Irv. 284), or under a promise or threat by even a minor

official, e.g. a constable. (In I'oherfsons, 1853, 1 Irv. 219, this principle was

applied in the case of an inspector of poor.) It is otherwise when the

inducement proceeds from a private person, unless authorised by the prosecu-

tion (Dickson, ss. 345-6). When an accused, on being charged or apprehended,

or out on bail, volunteers a statement to a constable, or makes a statement

in answer to a constable's question, the statement is admissible, although

made without warning, provided that the accused was not pressed or

entrapped into making it (Gmcic, 1884, 5 Coup. 379; Smith, 1888, 1

White, 600). Statements volunteered or made, after unaml)iguous warning,

to a prison governor or warder are admissible {Proudfoot, 1882, 4 Coup.

590). Confessions made to fellow-prisoners or private persons, if uncon-

nected with the prosecutioja {Grant, 1862, 4 Irv. 183 ; Graham, 1876, 3 Coup.

217), and conversations between fellow-prisoners, overheard or picked up by

eavesdropping, are received (Dickson, ss. 347, 348, 350). Confessions t«>

magistrates and prosecutors are, it is thought, inadmissil)le (Dickson, s. 349
;

IIume,ii. 335; Hendry, 1857, 2 Irv. 618; cp. Cidhhert, 1842, 1 Broun, 311).

The conversations of a prisoner alleged to be insane, expressions used in

sleep, and statements made when drunk, have been admitted. An extra-

judicial confession is not full proof (Dickson, ss. 348, 351, 352). As to the

admissil)ility of confessions to doctors, clergymen, etc., see Confidentiality.

(^) In civil cases, an admission made by one person will bind another,

when it relates to some matter in which they have a joint, as distinguished

from a common, interest, or in which one is interested derivatively through

another (Taylor, s. 750). Thus the admission of one partner as to the

partnership estate is receivable against the others, while the admission of

one defender or accused is not evidence against a co-defender or corrcus,

unless concert or conspiracy be proved {Campbell, 1840, 2 D. 663 ;
Dickson,

s. 363). The admission of a cedent before assignation, of a bankrupt before

sequestration, and of a principal before the constitution of the cautionary
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obligation, will bind the assignee, the creditors, and the cautioner

respectively; and the admission of a trustee may be proved against the

trust estate (Dickson, ss. 356-8). A person is bound by admissions which

lie has authorised, e.g. the admissions on recoi-d of counsel, and the entries

of a bookkeeper {Kciinq/, 183G, 14 S. 803) ; and by those of his agent, in so

far as they form part of the res gestec of transactions for which he is liable

(see Forbes, 1873, 11 ]\I. 454). Where the agent is a general agent the

limitation does not a^^ly {Smith, 1831, 9 S. 474; Morrison, 1885, 12 E.

1152). As to the eftect of admissions by parents in questions of legitimacy

and paternity, see Affiliation.

(li) An admission or confession may be implied from the conduct of

a person, who, by acting or abstaining, leads another to believe that he

means to acknowledge a fact to his prejudice, e.g. where he remains

silent, when statements adverse to him are made in his presence

(Lo/igiuoiih, 18G2, 24 D. 696), and when contradiction is fairly to be

expected (Dickson, ss. 367, 368, 370-2). As to statements made in the pre-

sence of a party's authorised agent, see cases in Dickson, s. 368 (a) and (c).

"Where his conduct amounts only to an indication of his belief that a

fact is adverse, e.g. the suppression or fabrication of evidence, it is thought

tliat it does not import an admission (Dickson, s. 367 ; but see Taylor, s.

116). To establish a plea of acquiescence, mere silence or delay in

taking action does not suffice. Taciturnity, 'i/wrcc, or non-objection, is an

element only in the proof {Moncreif, 1859, 21 D. 216; C. A 1885, 12 E.

(H. L.) 36: EliMiistonc, 1886, 13 ll (H. L.) 98; Colvin, 1890, 18 E. 115;
Dickson, ss. 620 ct see^. ; and cp. Cook, 1872, 10 M. 513 ; Ncilsons Trs., 1883,

11 E. 119 ; Buchncr, 1887, 14 E. 1006). It is essential that the party said

to acquiesce know, or ought to know, the facts (see Sj^encc, 1888, 15 E.

376 ;
Dalmelliiigtoii Iron Co., 1889, 16 E. 523), and that there be evidence

either of positive acts by him signifying acquiescence, or rei intervcntus,

following upon a belief induced by him that he has acquiesced. Thus
" where great cost is incurred by operations carried on under the eye of

(jne having a right to stop them, or where, under the eye and with the

knowledge of him who has the adverse right, something is allowed to be

done which manifestly cannot be undone, the law will presume an agree-

ment or conventional permission as a fair ground of right " (Bell, Prin.

s. 946 ; Bargaddie Coed Co., 1859, 3 Macq. 467). As to character of necessary

averments, see Hunter, 1854, 16 D. 441; Cowan, 1865, 4 M. 236; Zetland,

1882, 9 E. (H. L.) 40). In such cases his admission is conclusive ; he
cannot resist the plea of personal bar (Cairncross, 1860, 3 Macq. 827

;

Freeman, 2 Ex. 654; MKenzie, 1881, 8 E. (H. L.) 8; cp. Wcdhhis,!.. E.

10 Q. B. D. 178). Such admissions have received effect in questions as

to the settlement of accounts (Steioart, 1893, 20 E. 260 ; Dickson, ss. 369,

370); the establishment of qualifications or enfranchisements of ownership
(Eankine, Land.ownersliip, see Index, .s. v. "Acquiescence"); the abandonment
of claims under a lease (Eliott's Trs., 1894, 21 E. 858 ; Eankine, Leases, see

Index, .s.v. "Acquiescence"); the modification or construction of a contract

(KirkpcUrick, 1880, 8 E. 327; WigJd, 1858, 20 D. 955); discharge of claim by
an injured person (see M'Donagh, 1886, 13 E. 1000), or beneficiary (cp. Sjocnce,

1888', 15 E. 376, with Kintore, 1886, 13 E. (H. L.) 93; Lujlis Trs., 1887,

14 E. 740; affd. 1890, 17 E. (H. L.) 76) ; the accejjtance of an offer; and
the delivery of a deed (Dickson, ss. 559, 962). Acquiescence short of the

prescriptive period does not operate to transfer an exclusive right of property

(Eankine, Landovmcrship, 3rd ed., 51, 350; Fraser, 1895, 22 E. 558; cp.

TweeddaU, 1822, 1 S. 397).
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As to iidiui.s.sions involved by pleuding, see (n) Hupra. See also Eecord,
As to admissions in actions of proving the tenor, see Adminicles. [See
Stair, iv. 45. 5. 8; Ersk. iv. 2. :53 ; Tait, 291-5; Dickson on Evidence, ss.

270-38-1, 1220, 12.50; Kirkiatrick, Dirjcat, ss. 9, 40-54, 7G, 93; Taylor,

Ecidcnce, ss. 723-907; StL'[)hen, iJig. Art. 15 ct scq.\ Eoscoe, Kisl JYins
Ev., see Index, s.v. "Admissions."]

Admonition.—If an oftenco is such as may be punished Ijy an
arbitrary .scuLencc, Llie judge may consider that the accused is sufliciently

punished by being admonished, or warned that, if he lapses again into crime,

a severe penalty will Ik- imposed. An admonition is the sentence
eminently appropriaU- to the case of a juvenile criminal not yet
hardened in crime, or to tliat of an offender of mature years whose
previous character has been blameless, and who has been convicted for the

Krst time. In addition to admonishing, the judge may deal with the case

under the rrol)ation of First Offenders Act, 1887 (50 & 51 Vict. c. 25,

ss. 1, 2). r>y this Statute it is provided that where an offence is not punish-
able with more than two years' imprisonment, and where there is no
previous conviction against the accused, the Court has the power, if the

circumstances justify, of releasing tlie ofl'ender upon probation of good
conduct, instead of sentencing him to punislinient. "When this is done, the

Court directs that tlie ollender enter into a recognisance, with or without
sureties, and during such period as the Court may direct, to appear and
receive judgment when called upon, and in the meantime to keep the peace
and be of good behavit)ur. If the offender has failed to observe any of the
conditions of his recognisance, he may be appreliended and sentenced.

Power to exact caution for good beliavi(nir is also conferred on magistrates

of Burgh Courts by tlie General Police and Improvement (Scotland) Act,
18G2 (25 & 20 Vict. c. 101, ss. 420, 427), and by the Burgh Police (Scotland)

Act, 1892 {Jro & 50 Vict. c. 55, ss. 488, 489). By s. 483 of the latter Act,

the power of dismissing a convicted person with an admonition is specially

conferred on magistrates of Burgli I'olice Courts. See Akbitraky Punish-
ment ; Criminal Prosecution; First Oi fenders.

Ad omissa vel male apprctiata—"As regards things
wliich have been omitted or wrongly valued."—After an executor has been
confirmed, it is competent for a creditor or other person interested in the

deceased's estate, who is dissatisfied with the inventory, either because
it omits part of the estate or because the value has been under-estimated
to apply to have himself confirmed as executor to the deceased ad omissa
vel male apprctiata. 'Wa procedure is the same as in an application to be
confirmed executor-dative (see Confirmation of Executors); but the applica-

tion must be intimated to the executor who has already been confirmed.

The form of prayer is: "To decern the petitioner executor-dative ad omissa

[rel male apjjretiata] qiia next of kin [or qua residuary legatee, or other title,

as the case may be] to the deceased B., after designed." In general, where the

executor confirmed has acted in good faith, tlie result of the application

will be an eik to the original contirmation ; but where there is room for

any suspicion of bad faith, the applicant will be decerned executor ad
omissa vel male apprctiata, and the whole subjects contained in the supple-

mentary inventory will be carried to him, excluding entirelv the original

executor (Ersk. iii^ 9. 30, 37: Rvhcrtson, 1704, Mor. 3498; Smith's Trs., 1802,
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24 D. 1142). It is not necessary for persons interested in the estate of the

deceased to confirm ad oniissa in order to call the orighial executor to

account for part of the estate alleged to have been introniitted with by him,

but not given up in the inventory (Sinith, 1880, 7 E. 1013).—[Currie on The

Confirmation of Executors.'] See Confirmation of Executors; Executoe.

Adoption.—Adoption among the llomans meant the juristic act

whereby the head of a family assumed as a child one who stood outside its

membership. It was, like marriage and legitimation, a mode of acquiring

pat via potestas. The leading conditions were that (1) only male citizens

capable of marriage could adopt : (2) the younger could not adopt the elder,

for adoptio naturam imitatur (the final rule was that the adopter must be

the senior by at least eighteen years)
; (3) adoption might be into any degree

in the line of descent,—son, grandson, etc.,—and that whether the adopter

had children of his own or not
; (4) a public inquiry was always held as a

preliminary, in order to ascertain whether the act was in the interest of the

adoptive child, and whether the legal requirements were satisfied
; (5) the

adoption must not be temporary or conditional, although it was in the

adopter's power to terminate the relationship by giving the adoptive child

in adoption to another, or by emancipation.

Adoption was a generic name, including two species which differed in

their forms and their effects : (1) adoption proper, where the person to be

adopted was subject to t\\Q ixitcstas of awothQv {alleni juris), -awA (2) Adro-
gation {q.v.), where the person was in an independent family position {sui

juris).

Adoption in the strict sense involved the transference of the filius or

filict familias from one family into another. In the early law this was
effected by a complicated procedure described in CJaius (Inst. i. s. 134). By
the later law it was sufhcient for the natural and the adopting parents

to appear before a competent magistrate along with the child, and make a

declaratir)n of their purpose, which was registered in the books of the

Cuurt. The effect was that the child passed out of the potestas to which he
had previously been subject, and came under the potestas of the adoptive

parent on the same footing as a natural child ; accordingly, he lost his

rights as an agnate in his old family, but acquired, instead, all the privileges

of an agnate in liis new family. These consequences were greatly modified

by Justinian. The child given in adoption was no longer to quit his own
family unless the adopter was a natural ascendant {adoptio p)lcna). In
that case the natural and artificial ties coincided, and the child passed into

the family and the potestas of the adopter, with the same results as before.

But when the adopting parent was a stranger or even a collateral relative

{adoptio minus jjlena), he acquired no 'potestas over the child, and no right to

his property ; the child retained his rights in his natural family unimpaired,
and acfpiired in addition a right of succession to the adoptive parent, if he
died intestate.—(Code, viii. 48. 10; Inst. i. 11. 2, and iii. 1. 14.)

Adoption is a legal institution in Germany in a form resembling
Justinian's adoptio minus plena, and it was introduced into France by
the Code Civil (Arts. 343-60) in a limited class of cases ; but it has no
place either in Scots or English law.—[Stair, Inst. iii. 4. 34.]

Adoption of Deeds.—Adoption is that act by which a written

instrument, otherwise null, is given the effect of a properly executed instru-
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iiieiil ul" the p.iiLy who iuloids it {Gall, 1855, 17 1>. 1027). Tlie typical case

is where an imjnobative writing is referred U) and adopted in a docquet

attached to it, which is holograph of the ]iarty, r.ij. " I adopt the above as

holograi.li. (Sigiuid) A. /!." {M'/nfj/,r, 1 Marcli 1821, F. C). But the

adoption is ('(pially good it' made in a separate ])roljative writing which

clearly identities the (leed in question (I/if/lis, ISlU, 5 W. & S. 785). It is like-

wise coinijetent in a jtrohative deed to di-clare beforehand that subsequent

writings, which are clearly indicated, shall have the ell'ect of duly autheiiti-

cateil deeds, although themselves imiirobative {Wilson's Trs., 18G1, 24 1).

1G3. Hut see ]\l'Laren on IVills, '.h\\ ed., 289, where the learned author

expresses his dissent from this view). Where, for example, a testat(jr in a

properly executed deed made reference to a letter of the same date, signed

but not hologia]»h, and which constituted certain legacies, this adoption was
hold to give the letter the elTect of a jirobative document, and io constitute

valid legacies {I/u/lis, ut supra).

The ad(»i)tion founded on must be distinct and unequivocal. Adoption

of a f(»rged Itill will not be inferred from the mere failure of the person

whose name is forged to rei)udiate the forgery, on receiving intimation of

its existence apart from a demand for payment. The law on this point

is fully discussed in the British Linoi Bank q.cV&q, (1881,8 E. (H. L.) 8).

There the doctrine was recognised to the extent of setting up the null

instrument ah initio. Lord Blackburn said :
" I wish to guard against

Iteing supposed to say that, if a document with an unauthorised signa-

ture was uttered under such circumstances of intent to defraud that it

amounted to the crime of forgery, it is in the power of the person whose
name was forged to ratify it, so as to make a defence for the forger against

a criminal charge. 1 do not think he could. Ikit if the person whose
name was, with(jut authority, used, chooses to ratify the act, even though

known to be a crime, he makes himself civilly responsible, just as if

he had originally authorised it. It is quite immaterial whether the

ratification was made to the person who seeks to avail himself of it or to

another."

The question of adoption is one of fact, and must be proved ( Warden,

1863, 1 M. 402). One cannot be said to "adopt" the slander of another

by standing ])y and ac(juiescing in it {Jack, 1891, 19 E. 1); nor can a

company adopt a contract made on its behalf before it came into

existence (In re Northumlcdaiul Avenue Hotel, 188G, 33 Ch. Div. IG). See

Deeds.

Adpromissor.—Adpromissor, in Roman law, was a person who, iu

the interest of the principal debtor in a verbal contract, undertook the

same liability as had already been undertaken by the principal debtor.

The purpose of every aJpromissio was to secure the performance of an

obligation by a third party, and accordingly the undertaking of the ad-

promissor was strictly accessory (Gains, iii. 1 IG, 117). The terms aJpromissio

and cxpromissio are employed to mark an important distinction between two

classes of obligation. In adpromissio the original debtor continues bound
as well as the new debtor; in crprontissiu the original debtor is relea^^ed,

and the new debtor takes his place {I>i[/. xiii. 5. 28). An adpromissor is

bound for and with the original debtor, and is, therefore, strictly a cautioner;

an expromissor is bound for and in lieu of the original debtor, and is,

therefore, a substitute for the original debtor.—[Stair, i. 17. 3; Ersk. Inst.

iii. 3. Gl, and iii. 4. 22; Bell, Frin. s. 245.]
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AcIrog"ation.—The act by which a person sui juris {i.e. a ^x/^e?*

farni/ias) gave hiniseh' in adoption was termed adrogatio in Eoman law,

because the proposal liad to be submitted as a rogatio or bill to the people

assembled in the Comitia Curiata, and affirmed by them, after investigation

by the pontifios and evidence of consent by tlie parties, before it became

effectual, the semblance, at least, of this legislative procedure was kept

up until the time of the classical jurists, with the result that adrogation

could only take place at Eome, and only in the case of males of full age.

By the time of Diocletian a simpler form was introduced: a magistrate

discharged the duty of inquiring into the expediency of the proposed step,

and if his report was satisfactory an imperial rescript was issued authorising

it. The conditions were extremely stringent when the person adrogated was

below the age of puberty. See Adoption. The special consequences of

adrogation were that the adrogator acquired j^ofcsfas over the adrogatus

himself, and also over his children, if any, and succeeded to his whole

estate, without becoming responsible for his debts,—an anomaly which was

corrected by the preetor. Justinian changed the law, as regards the property,

by enacting that adrogation should not operate a universal succession, but

should only entitle the adrogator to the usufruct of the adopted child's estate,

the title of property remaining vested in the latter {Inst. iii. title 10).

Adscript! VCl adSCriptitii glcbae.—This term describes a

status that is now of merely historical interest. Adscriptitii in the Eoman
law (Code, xi. 47) were scrvi attached to the soil, and transferred with it

from one owner to another. It was not a status of al)Solute personal

slavery, for an adscriptitius could not be required to work except on the

land to which he was adscripti/s, nor could he l)e alienated except as an

appanage of that land. This agricultural serfdom, which was common in

England, obtained little hold in Scotland, though it was not unknown.
The Statute 1214, c. 1 (Alexander ii.), authorises "bondmen" who live in

steads and towns, to plougli and sow in the ensuing year for their own
profit. The Begiam Majcsfatcm includes (ii. 9), among the methods of

obtaining liberty, that of being gifted or sold along with the ground, and so

becoming adscriptitius. It is said that the last claim of serfdom proved in

a Scottish Court was in 1364. The status, however, long survived in the

case of colliers and salters, these being regarded as " necessary " servants,

i.e. servants "whom the law obliges to work" (Ersk. Inst. i. 7. 61). It

seems clear that these workmen were at common law regarded as adscrip)ti

to the collieries or salt-pans in which they worked (see Bundas,Vio4:, Mor.

2355), and that tlie Statutes 1606, c. 10, and 1641, c. 124 (re-enacted 1661,

c. 333), merely regulated the rights and duties attaching to a status already

recognised by the law. These Acts gave masters a summary remedy for

enforcing their common law rights to the services of sucli workmen, and
regulated wages. The decisions relate entirely to colliers, but salters were

in precisely the same legal position.

Erskine {I.e.) states that these workmen " are, Ijy the law itself, without

any paction, bound, merely by their entering upon work, in a colliery or

salt manufactory, to the perpetual service thereof." But if this ever was
the common law, its rigour was greatly modified by decision. In Ihmdas
(1761, Mor. 2350), employment in a colliery for year and day was held to

be requisite before the master could enforce a claim to the collier's services

;

and in Clark (1764, Mor. 2361) it was decided that no period of service

will make a man a bondsman, if he has entered the work without any
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paction of slu\eiy. Aecoidin|^ to the latter case, however, the status

attached to a child who took up work in a colliery to which his father was
adscriptus. Probably the status might also arise through the exercise by
coalniasters and owners of salt-pans of tlieir powers to put vagabonds and
beggars to work (IGOG, c. 10, and 1G72, c. 41).

(Jolliers were bound {((ihcrlpti) strictly to the coal. Thus a lessee of

the coal could not at the end of his lease carry oil' his colliers to anotlier

pit (Sjinicc, 17(14, Mor. 2300). Again, tlKJUgh they might seek work
elsewhere while the colliery to whicli they were attached was not going,

they could be reclaimed wlien the colliery was reopened {Wallacr, 1708,

Mor. 2349). AVhere tlic v'k\\ failed, Lliey could n(jt be transferred to

another coalniaster (Anderson, 1743, Mor. 2351), Ijut they might be

employed at otlier collieries possessed by their master {Clark, 1760, Mor.

23G2). That their civil disabilities were serious, is shown by their express

exclusion from the benefits of the Act of 1701 for preventing wrongous
imprisonment. Ikit they were found capable of being admitted and
voting as burgesses (Bi'rf/rsses of BufJicrtjkn, 1747, Mor. 2352).

This status of servitude was abolished by the Acts 15 Geo. iii. c.

28, and 39 Geo. in. c. 5G. The former xVct (see the preaml^le) was passed

(1775) to emancipate the colliers and salters, then in a state of servitude,

gradually and upon reasonable conditions, and to prevent others from
coming into such a state of servitude. The latter Act (1799) declared

all colliers to be free.

It may be pointed out that the common law tlid not recognise such

life service as legitimate in the case of other workmen. Thus, although

it was held not contra ho)ios mores for a collier to bind himself f<jr liferent

service {Laird of Caprinrjfon, 1632, Mor. 9454), yet a contract by which
the crews of fishing-boats bound themselves " to be as adscriptitii or vUlani

astricted continually to their respective boats" for fifty-seven years, was
held to be " too great a restraint on natural liberty " {Allan & Mcarns,

1728, Mor. 9454).

Adstipillator.—Adstipulator, in lioman law, was a second stipu-

lator, aecessory to the prinei})al stipulator, to wliom the promiser, in a verbal

contract, engaged to pay what he had already promised to pay to the principal

stipulator. Such a second stipulation was usually employed where the

primary stipulation was for payment after the principal stipulator's death.

The chief function of the adstipulator w^as to enforce the promiser's obliga-

tion as the representative of the stipulator, and to hand over what he

recovered to the stipulator's heirs. In the later Eoman law, adsdpulafio

practically disappeared.—[Gains, iii. 110-1 11.]

Adulteration.—See Food and Drugs Acts; Fehtiltskiis .\xn

Feeding Stuffs Act.

Adultery is the voluntary sexual intercourse of one spouse with
any person except the otlier s]iouse. If a married wonuui were ravished

(see Lonr/ [1890], 15 1\ D. 218). nv had connection with a man in the belief

that he was her husband, or believed upon proliable grountls that her mar-
riage had been dissolved, as, e.;/., when her husband hud been reported

drowned at sea, there would not be the viali's animus which is essential to the
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crime (Hume, Crimes, i. 437 ; Fraser, //. tO ll\ ii. 114:2). It is now rape if

a man has intercourse with a married woman by personating her husband

(Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1885 (48 & 49 Vict. c. 69), s. 4). And in

all such cases as those enumerated, where the woman did not consent, the

civil consequences of adultery will nut follow any more than the criminal

(Fraser, I.e. ; Long, ut supra. See for Canon law, "Walter, Kirclicnrccltt, s. 3o0
;

Eeichel, Short Manuals of Canon Law, Parts xii. and xiii. 309). So

intercourse with an insane woman is not adultery by her (see Long, ut supra
;

Mordaunt, L E. 2 (H. L.) Sc. 374). But it has been held in England that

it is not a good defence that the defender is subject to delusions, if he is

not so mentally deranged as not to know the nature of the act and its

legal consequences {Yarroio [1892], V. 92 ; Hanbury [1892], P. 222).

A. Criminal Coxsequexces.—See Adulteuy (as a Ckime).

B. C/v/i. Coxsequexces.

Adultery is a ground of Divorce (q.v.), and of Separation (Judicial) (^.t\).

The adultery of the pursuer may be pleaded as a defence to an action of

Adherence {q.v.), or an action of divorce for Desertion {q.v.). A husband

has a claim of damages against his wife's paramour, and that whether he

divorce her or not. The action is not barred by his condonation of her offence

{.Uacdonald, 1885, 12 E. 1327; Fraser, JI. A W. ii. 1203; Walton, H. & IV.

297). A decree of divorce for adultery operates as a revocation of prior

donations by the innocent spouse. And some writers say it is sufficient for

this pm-pose that the donor knew of the donee's adultery, or, at any rate,

enough that he intended to raise a divorce, though he died before doing so

(Stair, i. 4. 18 ; Craig, iii. 3. 3, and iii. 4. 15 ; Bankt. i. 5. 100). But this is

doubted by later authorities (More, Notes on Stair, i. 4. 11, at xxxv. ; Ersk.

i. G. 31; Fraser, ff. & W. ii. 952). A spouse divorced for adultery cannot

revoke donations made by him, and, according to one case, he cannot do so

after commission of the adultery, thougli before decree in the divorce

{Murray, 1575, Mor. 328, 2nd report).

Marriage with Paramour.—The Act 1592, c. 11, enacts that when
any woman lias been divorced for ' adultery , and completes unlawful and

pretended marriage with the yjerson with whom she connnitted adultery, or

dwells with him at Ijed and board, it shall not be lawful for her to dispone

her lands, heritages, tacks, rooms, or possessions, either to her pretended

husband, or to the children of that marriage, or to any other person in

jjrejudice of tlie heirs of tlie first lawful marriage, or, failing them, of her other

heirs whatsoever. The Act applies only to the woman, and to her only, if

she is the owner of heritage. It applies to onerous as well as to gratuitous

deeds (Ersk. ii. 3. IG). The Act is referred to by Fraser {H. & W. i. 150)

as still in viridi ohservantia, but it does not appear to have been illustrated

Ijy decision, and it is not impossible it might be found to be in desuetude.

The Act IGOO, c. 29, declares all marriages null which are contracted by

a divorced spouse with the persons " with quhome they are declarit be

sentence of the ordinar judge to have committit the said cryme and fact of

adultery." And tlie children are declared incapable of succeeding to their

parents. The .Statute is not in desuetude {Beattie, 18GG, 5 M. 181 ; Fraser, //.

& W. i. 144 ; Bell, Prin. s. 1526), The divorce must, it is said, be in Scotland

(^ore., Notes, xvi; Eiddell, Peerage Laio, Z9\ and 410; Fraser, -iJ. i. 145).

And the paramour must be named in the decree (P^rsk. i. 6. 43 ; Fraser, ih. i.

144; see CanrpMl, 1866, 4 M. 867). For evidence of adultery, see DiVORCE.
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[Iluniu, i.455 ; Eisk. i. G. 43, 44 : licll, Pnn. ss. 1520,2033 : Eraser,//, d- W.

ii. 1142, i. 144 and 150, ii. 952, ii. 1203 ; Walton, H. tC- //'. 41, 10, 141, 207.]

Adultery (as a crime). —Adultery, hy the law of Scotland,

consists in " the carnal connection of ;i married person with any other

l)erson than him or her to whom he or she is married" (Eraser, H.

<Ij W. ii. 1142). Eormerly, adultery was a statutory crime l)y the law

of Scotland. By Statute, and in practice, a distinction was niade between

simple adultery, which had none of the aggravations tliat characterised

the other form of the ottence ; ;tiid notour adultery, which was adultery

aggravated by the birth of a child as the result of the intercourse, or Ijy

open and shameless living together of the ])arties, or by disreganl by them
of the Church's admonition. Simple adultery was punishable by an

arl)itrary sentence. The punishment of notour adultery was declared by

1551, c. 20, to be escheat of moveables; but, by 1503, c. 74, it was made a

capital crime. These Statutes have long been in desuetude, and criminal

jirosecutions for adultery are now unknown.—[1581, c. 105; 1701, c. 11;

Hume, i. 453 ; Stair, i. 4. 7 ; Bankt. i. 132 ; Ersk. i. 0. 43 ; Chisholm,

Barclays Dujest, voce " Adultery."]

Adventure.—See Joint Adventure.

Advertisement.—In judicial procedure this term is applied to a

notice publislied in the Gazette, the daily or weekly newspapers, or by hand-

bills or i)lacard!5. The object of advertisement may be (1) to comply with

the provisions of a Statute, as, for example, the Eoads and Bridges Acts, the

Bankruptcy Statutes, etc.
; (2) to ascertain the whereabouts of parties

interested in a suit, as in multi})lepoindiiigs, wliere the parties may be

numerous, and their addresses not known to the real raiser; (3) to form

one part of a bilateral contract. Thus it has been held that a contract

arises the moment a person performs a condition mentioned in an advertise-

ment ( Williams, 1833, 4 B. & Ad. 021) ; that is, an advertisement may be a

proposal which is accei)ted by performance of the conditions (Pollock on

Contracts, p. 12). Examples of such are railway time-tables, announcements
of auction by advertisement, otters for sale by tender, otters of reward

(Chitty on Contracts, 12th ed., p. 007). Advertisements by public carriers

partake of the nature of offers. Thus the contract for the conveyance of

merchandise in a general ship is made l)y advertisement of the ship for

freight on the one hand, and tlie bill of huUng on the other hand. Such
an advertisement entitles a merchant to bring his goods to the vessel,

and to insist on their being received, unless the ship be already full (Bell,

Com. i. 589).

lu petitions, either in the Inner or Outer House, an order for advertise-

ment is not uncommon, and, if desired, is asked for along with an order f<>r

intimation and service. In entail petitions, \inder the Entaii Amendment
Act, 1875, advertisement is necessary (.".8 Ov: 39 Vict. c. 01 s. 12 (4).

[Mackay, J/a/n^f/, .'.84, 532, 552, 504, 588; Coldstream, Frocedure 307.]

See Petition ; G.\zette. See also Cauuier ; Offer ; Contract ;
Slander.

Advertisement Duty.—The duties payable on advertisements

were repealed by 10 \- 17 Viet. c. 03, s. 5.
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Advertisements, Indecent. — Advertisements relating to

diseases, etc., connected willi sexual intercourse, may not be placed so as to

be visible to any person on a public way or nrinal, or delivered or offered

to such a person (52 & oo Vict. c. 18, s. 3).

Advertising Stations.—The Advertising Stations (Eating)

Act, 1880 (52 & 53 Vict. c. 27), provides that where land is used for the

exhibition of advertisements, and not otherwise occupied, the person who

permits the land to be used, or, if he cannot be ascertained, the owner

thereof, is rated according to the value of such use (s. 3). Where land or

other hereditament, occupied for any other purpose, is also used for the

exhibition of advertisements, its ratable value is estimated so as to

include the increased value from such use (s. 4). Corporations or other

authorities who have granted a licence for the erection of hoardings or

scallbldings, may include a condition prohibiting the exhibition of adver-

tisements thereon (s. 5). As to the persons liable to be rated in regard to

advertisement stations, see Clurppcll (L. E. 1892, 1 Q. B. D. 561), Taylor &
Others (L. E. 1887, 19 Q. B. D. 288). The Act does not warrant the

insertion in the Valuation Eoll, as tenant and occupier, of the name of a

person who paid a yearly rent for the exclusive use of advertising boards

attached to a house not belonging to him {Fry & Sons, 1893, 20 E. 622).

See Eating.

Ad Vitam aut CUlpam.—When one is appointed for life to

an office, the qualifying condition is implied quamdiu sc bene gcsscrit, and

hence such an appointment is described as ad vitam aut culjmm. The

servant's interests are protected by giving him tenure for life ; the master's

interests are protected by giving him power to dismiss the servant for

misbehaviour.
" Either the appointment must expressly bear that the appointee is to

hold his office for life, or the office must be of such a nature that a life

appointment is necessarily implied. In this last case are embraced only

offices of the nature of munera puUica. Pulilic officers arc irremoveable,

except for fault" (per L. P. Inglis in Hastie, 4 June 1889, 16 E.

715). At common law, it is held to be a principle of public policy

that public officers should be protected in the independent exercise of

their functions by the knowledge that they are irremoveable, except

for misbehaviour. On this principle, it is believed, rests the life tenure

of the judges of the Supreme Courts ; of the beneficed ministers of the

Church of Scotland ; of sheriff clerks ; of town clerks in royal burghs

{Thomson, 1065, Mor. 13090; Siirqison, 1824, 3 S. 150; Farish, 1836,

15 S. 107); of parochial schoolmasters before 1872 {Duff, 1799, Mor.

9576) ; and of many others. The life tenure of certain public officers

is declared by Statute—cry. sherih's (28 George ii. c. 7); sheriffs-

substitute and procurators-fiscal (40 & 41 Vict. c. 50, which substitutes

for " culpa," " inal^ility or misbehaviour "
). So inherent is this right in

the nature of a public office, that in Duff {tit supra), an undertaking by a

duly appointed parochial schoolmaster to remove at the pleasure of the

heritors was found not to be binding; and in Simpson {ut supra), the appoint-

ment of town clerk in a royal burgh, expressly declared to be "during

pleasure," was held to be an appointment ad vitam aut culpam. It was

decided, however, that it was not contra Lonos mores for the trustees of
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an endowed school to appoint u teacher removeable at pleasure {Udl,
1838, 16 S. 11 .'iC; afld. '1 Moh. App. Ca. 280); and it was held legal

for conniiissioners acting under the Burgli I'olice Act, 1802, s. 07, to
define their clerk's term of ollice {Ilaialltvii, 1871, \) ^I. 820). Tlie

modern tendency is to restrict the ai)])lication of the rule.

Other oflicials of many kinds lia\'e invatked the protection of the
principli'. Some succeeded to a substantial extent, inducing the Court to

hold tiiat they could not be removed arbitrarily or capriciously, but ordy
for some reasonable cause, which, however, need not necessarily infer

misbehaviour. .Such were masters of grammar schools in royal bur^dis

{Miajistraks of Montrose, 1710, Mor. 13118: JIastie, 1700, :M.jr. 13132
2 Pat. App. 277; MitchcU, 1883, 10 M 982). The session clerk of

Glasgow was allowed similar protection (Jlarcic, 1750, Mor. 13120); but
it was subsequently decided that a session clerk, whose appointment was
indefinite, holds ofhce only durhig pleasure (Anderaon, 1779, Mor. 13137).
The following officials unsuccessfully contended that an indefinite appoint-
ment necessarily meant in their ease one ad rltnin aid cidiiam :—Extractors
appointed by the Principal Clerks of Session (1741, Mor. 13125) ; teachers
in private schools {Mason, 1830, 14 S. 343 ; Gihson, 1837, 10 S. 301, 1 Pob.
App. Ca. 10; ]>rU, ut supra); the clerk to the magistrates of a burgh of
barony (Ui/Jces, 1840, 2 I). 1274); a collector of poor-rates (Shau; 1802,
24 ]J. 009); an ordained foreign missionary of the Church of Scotland
{Hastie, ut sujjra).

Cases dealing with an express appointment ad vitani aid cidpani are
those of Tai/lor (1707, Mor. 13128) and Ahcrcromly (1802, Mor. 13154), in
which it was held that employers are not entitled to appoint assistants

to clerks holding expressly ad vitam aid cidpam, even where there was no
interference with the patrimonial rights of the latter. It may, however,
he doubted how far these decisions would now be followed. In liosc

(1853, 15 D. 908) the opinion was expressed that the ap])ointment of
a procurator-fiscal of the J. 1*. Court, expressly bearing to be ad vitam
(Hit culpam, could lie nothing more than an appointment durin<'

pleasure.

In considering whether there has l)een ridpa, the employer is entitled
to inquire into and form his own judgment on the matter" "The Court
will interfere only where there is irregularity, precipitation, and oppression
in the course of the proceedings, and manifest failure to make out
any serious case on the merits" (per L. J. C. Hope in A. B., 1844, 6
D. 1238). The cidjm must be such as disqualifies for the proper discharge
of the duties of the office ; and so, in the case of a schoolmaster, grave
moral delinquencies were held to justify dismissal, although his ability

and diligence in teaching were unimpeached (A. B., 1825, 4 S. 03

;

A. B., id supra). As to the proper remedy for one who alleges wrongous
dismissal from an ad vitam aid cidpaui appointment, see Guldic (1808,
M. 541).

Advocate.—In Scotlaml the term advocate has come to be properly
appropriated to one who is a member of the Faculty of Advocates,
^lembers of a body of Solicitors in Aberdeen are styled advocates, but have
none of the privileges peculiar to members of the Faculty of Advocates,
and, like other solicitors, are legally qualified to plead in the inferior
Courts only, and in the Bill Chamber of the Court of Session. See
Advocates ix Aijerdeex.
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I. History.

Thoi;gli the Faculty of Advocates was only founded in 1532 by the Act
instituting the College of Justice, advocates or procurators who pleaded the

causes of litigants existed long before that date. Litigants frequently were

represented by their own personal friends or relatives, but professional

pleaders were also commonly employed. Such procurators are referred to

in many old Statutes, which show that the profession was well recognised.

The Act 1424, c. 45, " anent complaintes to be decided before the Judge
Ordinar," provides that, "gif there bee onie puir creature, for fault of

cunning or dispenses, that cannot, nor may not follow his cause, the king,

for the love of God, sail ordaine the judge, before whom the cause suld be

determined, to pur-wey and get a leill and a wise advocate to follow sik

puir creatures causes. . .
." The Act 1429, c. 125, provides that "advocates

and forespeakers in temporal Courts before being heard in a cause, shall

swear that they believe the cause to be good, and if the party be not

present shall swear for him " the following oath :
—

" Illud juretur, quod lis sibi Justus videtur,

Et si quaTctur verum non inficietur.

Nil promittetur, nee falsa probatio detur,

Ut lis tardetur, dilatio nulla petetur."

By the Act 1455, c, 47, dealing with " the maner of arrayments for

the Parliament," it is provided, " all men that are forespeakers for the coist

to have habits of greene "
. . .

" and quhilk of the forespeakers that wants it

in that time of the said Parliament or several counseles, the said habits and
afterwards speakis for meed, sail pay live pounds to the king." The powers
and duties of advocates in these early times were in many respects similar

to those which advocates have now (Balfour, Pradlclis, 297 ct seq. liegiam

Majestatem, iii. 1 5-19) ; and while many of their present powers and duties

are defined by Statutes and Acts of Sederunt, a great many are the result of

development from the ancient law and practice. Advocates were not

allowed in criminal cases till 1587, when an Act was passed (c. 38) annulling

previous prohibitory Acts (1487 c. 98), and legalising such employment.
By the Act of 1532 the Faculty of Advocates was instituted. By s. 64 it

is ordained " that there be ane number of advocates and procuratoures

chosen, and to be chosen to the number of ten persones, that sail be called

general procuratoures of the Councel " (then follow the names of eight

persons) ;
" and gif ony uthers cunning men will desire to be admitted to the

office of advocation and procuration, they sail be received with advise of the

said Lordes, for completing of the said number, and that thir procuratoures

foresaidis procure for everie man for their wages bot gif they have reason-

able excuse." Originally no special qualifications were required for

admission to the Faculty. The Court admitted those whom they thought

fit. This gave rise to abuses ; and by Act of Sederunt, 12 Feb. 1G19 (passed

in consequence of a petition of the Faculty), an examination and thesis in

Civil Law were prescribed. This became the ordinary mode of admission,

but admission extraordinarily " by a Bill to the Lords," without undergoing

examination, continued to exist as an alternative mode for many years. By
various Acts of Sederunt, however, the terms of admission by the " extra-

ordinary" mode became modified, and even such privileged intrants were

compelled to undergo certain trials. By A. S. 25 June 1692, it was
provided that the ordinary mode of trial would not be dispensed with

unless the Court were informed of the person's fitness for the office, after

which they remitted him to the Dean and Faculty for examination in Scots.
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Law, and it is added, " that importunity may not prevail," " no person is to

have the beneht of this Act who is cousin-germane or of nearer degree to

any of the Lords." The interference of the Court came in time to be a

mere formality, and the two classes of intrants were distinguished mainly
by the fact that one passed in Civil and the otiier in Scots Law (Spottiswoode,

Forms of Frocess, 45; A. S. 28th Feb. 1750).

II. Pj^ESExr Regulatioxs as to Admission to Faculty.

Intrants are now admitted in accordance with the following regulations,

approved by the Faculty on 21st November 1894 :

—

A. Private Examixations.—The examinators shall be nine members
of Faculty nominated by the Dean, three of whom go out of oflice annually.

The e.Kaminations sliall be partly written and partly oral, and the exam-
inators may select assessors to assist them. The (|ualifications required of

intrants are as follows :— (i.j General Scltolarship.— 1. Every intrant shall

be deemed duly qualitied in general scholarship if he produce evidence

that he has obtained (i) the degree of ALaster of Arts in any of the Scottish

Universities, or (2) the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Civil

Law of the University of Oxford, or Bachelor of Laws of the University of

Cambridge, or Bachelor of Arts of Trinity College, Dublin, or (3) the

degree of Baclielor of Arts of the University of Durham, or (4) the

degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Laws of the L'niversity of

London, or (5) the degree of Bachelor of Arts or 1 bachelor of Laws of the
Boyal University of Ireland, or (G) the degree of Bachelor of Arts or

r.acludor of Laws of the Victoria University, Manchester; (7) such
University degree as shall, in the opinion of the Dean and his Council, be

evidence of the same amount of scholarship as that afforded by the degree

of Master of Arts of a Scottish Universitv. 2. In the event of the intrant

not having graduated as above, he shall l)e examined in the following

subjects, viz. (1) Latin, (2) Greek, or (in the intrant's option) one of the
following languages, viz. French, German, Italian; (3) Mathematics, or

Natural Philosophy, or Chemistry
; (4) Metaphysics and Logic, or j\IoraI

Philosophy and Logic
; (5) History of the United Kingdom. 3. The

examinators shall publish (with concurrence of the Dean of Faculty) the

names of the books on which tlie examination shall be held. 4. The
intrant must pass in at least two of the subjects at one time.

(ii.) Law.— 1. On the expiry of a year after the intrant has been found
([ualified in general scholarshij), it shall be competent (if he has complied
with the conditions of the two following regulations) to proceed with his

examination in law. 2. With the view of securing to the intrant a period

for undisturbed ap})lication to the study of the law before being admitted to

practice, it shall not be competent to the examinators to proceed to examine
him in law, unless during the year l)eforc such examination he shall not

have engaged in any trade, business, or profession, either on his own account,

or as assistant to, or in the employment of, another. 3. The intrant shall

not be examined in law until he produce (1) evidence of attendance, such
as is required for admission to examination for a law degree, in a class of

Scots Law and a class of Conveyancing in a Scottish University
; (2)

evidence of the like attendance in a class of {a) Civil Law, {h) Philo-

sophy of Law and International Law—Public or Private, (c) Constitu-

tional Law and History, in a Scottish I^niversity, or such attendance in

another university or school of law as may seem to the Dean and his

Council to be equivalent thereto, {d) ^ledical -Turisprudence in a

university, or in a school recognised as qualifying for university degrees.
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4. Ou the production by the intrant to the examinators of evidence that

lie has attended the classes above specified (which he may attend in any

order he thinks lit), he shall be examined on (1) the Civil Law, (2) the

Philosophy of Law and International Law—Public or Private, (3) Con-

stitutional Law and History, (4) Medical Jurisprudence, (5) Scots Law,

Civil and Criminal, including I'rocedure, (G) Conveyancing. 5. If the

intrant has obtained the degree of LL.B. from a Scottish University, after

examination in all the subjects al)ove prescribed for examination in law,

he will be held qualitied in general scholarship and law, without examina-

tion or other evidence thereof
;
provided always that during the year

immediately before presenting his diploma to the examiners, he shall not

have been engaged in any trade, business, or profession, as required by the

preceding rule (ii) 2 ; and provided also, that lie shall have duly presented

his petition for admission to the Faculty, and appeared before the examin-

ators prior to the commencement of such year. 6. If the intrant shall

have obtained said degree of LL.B. after passing examinations in one or

more of the said subjects, he shall be exempt from examination in these

subjects. 7. The intrant must pass in at least two of the sul)jects at one

time. 8. The examinators shall publish (with concurrence of the Dean of

Faculty) the names of the books on which the examination shall be held.

There shall be four periods for the examinations of intrants in each year,

viz. (1) the last Friday in October, (2) the last Friday but one before the

rising of the Court for the Christmas recess, (3) the last Friday Init one

before the rising of the Court in March, and (4) the last Friday bat one

before the rising of the Court in July, along with, in each case, the

Monday and Tuesday immediately preceding. But tlie Dean and the

examinators shall have power in special cases to fix a diet for examination

at any other period. The written examinations shall be held on the

Mondays and Tuesdays, and the oral on the Fridays above mentioned.

B. Public Examination.—The regulations as to the public examina-

tion are as follows:—1. The Thesis.—(1) On receiving the certificates of the

private examinators, the Dean shall pronounce an order assigning a title of

the Pandects to the intrant for the subject of Ins thesis, which he shall

appoint him to lodge with the Clerk of Intrants on a particular day, naming
a subsequent day for the diet of his public examination. (2) The Thesis

shall be submitted by the clerk to the members of Faculty who have

examined the intrant in Civil Law, and who, if satisfied, shall affix their

impugnctur. 2. Admission.—If the Thesis on being impugned shall have

been satisfactorily defended by the intrant, the question as to his admission

shall be decided by the Faculty, voting hy l)allot. The intrant then takes

the oath of allegiance before a Lord Ordinary.

Fees.—The fees payaljle by an intrant amount in all to £343, Is., of

which £264, 9s. is payable on presentation of the petition, and £78, 12s.

before the examination in law. Of these sums, £50 is stamp duty, payable

under 54 & 55 Vict. c. 39, and £55 for entry money to the Advocates'

Widows' Fund, to which all members of the Faculty must contribute

(11 Geo. IV. c. 41). The remainder goes to defray the expenses of the

Faculty, including principally the expenses of the library. (The stamp
duty is remitted if the intrant be an English barrister; if an Irish barrister,

£10 is chargeable.) In addition to these fees, intrants have to pay an

examination fee of £1, lis. 6d. for each subject in which they are examined.

An age-tax, amounting to £6, 12s., £8, IGs., or £11 (according to class of

annuity selected in Widows' Fund), is imposed for each year of age above

twenty-four at the date of admission.
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There are at present 417 ineiuljers of the Faculty. The Faculty
exercises a supervision over its members, and may censure, or even strike
off its rolls, any nicniher f,'uilty of j)rofessional or other misconduct.

///. Ol'iniAl.S, ETC.

The Faculty is a corporation (Ivory's ed. of EvsJc. i. 214). The head of the
Faculty is the Dean, who presides at the meetinj,'s, and sij^ns its minutes and
other acts. He takes precedence of all other members of the Wax, intludiri"

the Lord Advocate, and is usually consulted upon any doubtful i>oint of

professional })ractice or etiquette. The Dean, the Vice-Dean, who officiates

in the absence of the Dean, and the Treasurer, are elected annually at the
anniversary meeting of the Faculty, held on the second Wednesday after the
Christmas recess. By Act of Sederunt, IGtli January lyiO, the Faculty is

ordained to appoint six of its number annually to be Advocates for the Poor.
These are appointed at the anniversary meeting, and hold ofHce for one year.
The six members of the Faculty, of those willing to accept the oflice, who
are next in seniority to the most junior of the retiring six, are appointed.
Though at one time a salary of £10 was provided (A. S. 2 March 1534),
counsel for the poor now give their services gratuitously, unless expenses in
a cause are awarded to their client, in which case counsel's fees are charge-
al)le against the opposite party (see Foor's Counsel). All Judges in the
Court of Session, and Sheriffs-Depute of the various counties, and, generally,
Sheritrs-Substitute, as well as the two principal Law Officers of the Crown,
the Lord Advocate and Solicitor- (Jeneral, are chosen from the Faculty
(see Loitn Advocate; Solicitoii-(;enei;ae). Standing counsel for various
Government departments are also appointed from the Faculty.

Library,—The library of the Faculty is the most valuable in Scotland,
and is estimated to contain about 308,000 items, including many valuable
manuscrii)ts. Last year (1895), 37,084 items were added. It has a
statutory right to demand at Stationers' Hall a copy of every l:»ook published
(8 Anne, c. 19, and 5 & G Vict. c. 45, ss. 8, 9, 10). It is undei- the charge
of the Keeper of the Library (elected annually), and six Curators, two of
whom retire annually.

IV. Powers and Duties oe an Advocate.
An advocate is entitled to plead in every Court in Scotland, civil,

ecclesiastical, or criminal, superior and inferior (except when debarred by
Statute, as by the Small Debt Acts) : also before the House of Lords and the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

Mandate.—It is contrary to professional rules for an advocate to act
except upon the instructions of a qualified law agent. A client instructs an
agent, and tlie agent instructs counsel. An advocate does not require to
])roduce any mandate. His gown is his mandate, i.e. he is presumed to
have a mandate from his bare appearance in Court (Ersk. iii. 3. 33). If he
appears and acts "bond fide for a party at the desire of a practising agent, he
is not responsible for the consequences of the agent's acting without
authority" (Wallace, 1821, 1 S. 40). A party for whom such unauthorised
appearance is made, is bound by a decree against him, and is liable in

expenses, but these he may recover from the agent ; and he has always a
remedy against those who have used his name without his authority (/At ;/n7/o?j,

25 Xov. 1813, F. C. ; Covan, 183G, 14 S. G34 : Thomson, 1855, 17 D. 774).
An advocate's mandate, once given, is presumed to continue, and it covers
all acts of discretion in the conduct of a case. At one time a special man-
date was necessary to authorise certain acts, such as compromising

vol.. I. 10
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(Balfour, Fractid-.^ 298): but it is now settled that, " unless there be some-

thing very special in his instructions, a counsel is always entitled to give up

a defence, or abandon a claim," and " may make an absolute surrender of his

client's case" (L. P. Inglis in Duncan, 1874, 1 11. 329 ; see also Fioi/al Bunk,

1830, 8 S. 424: GUfiUan, 1833, 11 S. 545 ; Gordon, 1834, 12 S. 401 ;
Ciwrle,

184G, 9 D. 308 : 'Macintosh, 1800, 22 D. 421). The law in England is the

same (Swhtfen, 1860, 5 H. & N. 890 : Strauss, L. R. 1 Q. B. 179).

In the case of Batchdor (3 Ft. 914), Lord President Inglis lays down the

law on this subject thus :
" An advocate, in undertaking the conduct of a cause

in this Court, enters into no contract with his client, but takes on himself

an office in the performance of which he owes a duty, not to his client only,

but also to the Court, to the members of his own profession, and to the public.

From tliis it follows that he is not at liberty to decline, except in very

special circumstances, to act for any litigant who applies for his advice

and aid: and that he is bound, in any cause that comes into Court, to take

the retainer of the party who first applies to him. It follows also that he

cannot demand or recover by action any remuneration for his services,

thoufjh in practice he receives Jionorccria in consideration of these services.

Another result is, that while the client may get rid of his counsel whenever

he pleases, and employ another, it is by no means easy for a counsel to get

rid of his client. On the other hand, the nature of the advocate's office

makes it clear that in the ]jerformance of his duty he must be entirely

independent, and act according to his own discretion and judgment in the

conduct of the cause for his client. His legal right is to conduct the

cause, without any regard to the wishes of his client, so long as his mandate

is unrecalled ; and wliat he does hond fide according to his own judgment

will bind his client, and will not expose him to any action for what he has

done, even if the client's interests are thereby prejudiced. These legal powers

of counsel are seldom, if ever, exercised to the full extent, because counsel

are restrained, by consideration of propriety and expediency, from doing so."

While counsel's mandate gives him complete authority over the suit, it

does not give him power over matters that are collateral to it, and his

implied authority to bind his client does not extend to matters not within

the scope of the action {Wauchope, 1863, 2 M. 326). It has been doubted

whether counsel has power, without special authority, to enter into a

reference of the cause in which he is employed. Lord Justice-Clerk Hope,

in Stcjcart (1843, 6 D. 151), expressed tlie opinion tliat "there is no doubt

that counsel appointed to conduct a cause in Court cannot refer it, if

such reference is beyond the mere ascertainment of accounts " ; but an

opinion ^;c?' contra was expressed by Lord Campbell in the House of Lords

in Madccnzie (2 Bell's A2^j). 43). It is now thought that power to refer the

whole cause is within counsel's mandate (Bell, Prin. s. 219.)

Liability for Incorrect Advice.—An advocate is not liable in

damages for incorrect advice, nor is an agent who acts upon the advice of

counsel in matters connected with the conduct of a suit {Mcgget, 1823, 2 S.

256 ; Burness, 1849, 11 D. 1258; but see I)ixo7i, 1863, 2 M. 61, on question

of conveyancing).

Fees.—An advocate's fees are presumed to have been paid, and are

almost always sent when he is instructed ;
and if not, he cannot recover

them by action {Batchdor, 1876, 3 K. 914). JUxt a salary as standing counsel

may be sued for {Madcenzic, Mor. 11421); and when no fee has been sent

to counsel for a particular piece of business in a cause, it may be sent after-

wards and made a charge against the opposite party, who has been found

liable in expenses {Sim, 1889, 16 Pt. 583). Action is competent for recovery
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of counsel's fees whicli have been received by an agent but not paid to counsel

{Calleii, 1862,24 I). 1132; Kmy, IS:'-!, 15 S. 748,9 Sc. Jur. .".5:;). An
agreement by an advocate t<j take a proportion of tlie subject of tlie suit

in place of a fee is illfyiil. By the Act J 594, c. 220, it is not lawful for

an advocate to buy any lands or any debatable rights, heritable or move-

able, which are or have been in dependence, and remain undecided.

Pkivii.hge.—Counsel (not only advocates, but agents, and parties

l)leading their own cases) are absolutely privileged in speaking in Court,

in commenting on the evidence and conduct of parties, and in all other

matters, if pertinent to the cause, and no action for defamation or verbal

injury will lie against them. " Otherwise there would be no security that

the judge had heard everything he ought to hear" (L. Deas in Drew,

18G2, 24 D. GG2 ;
MooiJk, Mor. 300 ; Williamson, 1800, 17 li. 905). While a

counsel has an absolute privilege, the privilege of a litigant is (pialified,

and an action will lie against him if the pursuer umlertake to show that the

defamatory statements were not made honestly for the purpose of litigation,

but from motives of personal malice (Williamson, v.t siqrra). See Slaxdkk.

Co.\Jvn/:.\'r/.t/J/y.—Communications between a party and his legal

adviser regarding the subject of a suit, and anything learned by such

legal adviser in the course of his employment, are secure from disclosure

:

bi\t where knowledge has been obtained otherwise than as the result of

employment l)y the client, it must be disclosed. Thus in Warnphraij's

C'rs. (Mor. 347), in a proving of the tenor, defender's advocate was

bound to depone whether he saw the writ, and what its tenor was, but

not to divulge anything communicated to him wdiich covdd not appear

from tlie writ itself. In England it has been laid down that the privilege

of conlidentiality is not " (pialitied by any reference to proceedings pending or

in contemplation " (CromacJc, 2 Brod. & Bing. 6 ; Greenoiujli, 1 My. & Kee. 98)

;

but it is doubtful how far this applies to Scotland. Memorials and opinions

of counsel are protected (Bell, Piin. s. 2254 ;
Thomson's Trs., 1823, 2 S._233.

The privilege of confidentiality is in the interests of the client, and if he

waives it, as by putting his counsel or agent into the witness-box, the

privilege is at an end (15 & IG Vict. c. 27, s. 1 ; Fortcith, 2 :Mur. 4G7).

A legal adviser is bound to produce all writings his client would have

been bound to produce, and to answer questions regarding them which his

client would have been bound to answer. In Bdson (Mor. 342), an advocate,

in an exhibition of writs, was bound to depone, as a witness, as to defender

having the writs, although he vpas defender's counsel in the cause. Any-

thing which forms part of the res r/csfcc of a crime or fraud is not protected

(M'Couan, 1852, 15 1). 229, 494 ; Morrlsoii, 18G0, 23 D. 232; Humphrcijs,

Bell, Notes, 253 ; MLean, 2 Swin. 183 ; Keith, Mor. 354). In preparations

for defence, when proceedings in respect of such fraud or crime have been

instituted, the usual rule of privilege applies. (See Stair, iv. 43-9
;
Ersk. iv.

2. 25 ; Hume, 350 ; ]\Iore, Notes, qq^qcxy. ; Dickson on Evidence, s. 1GG3 ct

seq. See also Confidentiality.)

Whene Counsel necessary, etc.—A party is always entitled to

plead his own cause orally in any Court ; but if he elects to plead himself,

counsel will not be heard for him in addition (Lon[/n:orth, 18G7, L. B. 1 Sc.

App. 218). The rule is dilferent as to papers in the Court of Session,

which, with few exceptions, must be signed by counsel. The signature of

tlie party is not sulticient (A. of S. 19 Dec. 1710, 15 June 1738, 5 ^lar.

1789, 11 Julv 1828, s. 112; Ha>/. 1823,, 2 S. 101 ; Sassen, 9 S. 5G2 ; Dmni,,

1 M. 270; Unniie, 13 D. 3G; Jafra//, 2 M. 355 ; Bae, 4 Sc. Jur. 488 ; 31 &
02 Vict. c. 100, ss. 20, 23, 29). Counsel being hehl responsible for the
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pleadings, the Court requires tliat lie shall satisfy himself that papers

signed by him are proper to be laid before them (18 D. oo (note) ; Denny,

1863, 1 M. 270). Exceptions to the rule are summonses (which must l)e

signed by a "SV.S.), Bill Chamber proceedings, and minutes of admission,

which are commonly signed by agents (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 13

:

Scott, 1848, 10 J). 732). Special cases should be signed by the counsel "by
whom they have been adjusted, the paper being one which contains a joint

statement binding on both parties" (L. P. Inglis in Ho-pc, 1870, 8 M. 702),

but, as a rule, one advocate may sign a paper for another.

Attexda.xce IX Court.—The Lord Advocate and Solicitor-General

have conferred upon them patents as Queen's Counsel, but do not sit within

the bar except while they hold office. Other advocates become senior

counsel by ceasing to draw papers and prepare pleadings, after which they

rarely act in Court without a junior. In no case is it necessary that more
than one counsel should be employed in a case, but the practice in the

Inner House is to instruct two, and it has been laid down that, " where one

counsel only is retained, his absence will not l)e esteemed a good reason for

delay " (L. P. ]\PNeill in Forhes, 1855, 18 D. 80). In the subsequent case of

Kirk Session of Wemyss, 1855 (18 D. 273), where only one counsel was in-

structed, who did not appear to plead owing to his being engaged in the other

Division, the case was sent to the bottom of the roll, the Lord President

observing that the party being a public functionary, there was no excuse for

the ordinary rule not being observed. It has also been laid down that " the

fact of counsel being engaged in a proof will not be taken as an excuse for

not appearing in the Division "
( Wilson, 187G, 3 R. 527). Engagement in a

jury trial or before a Lord Ordinary is in the same position. Attendance
of counsel in the Outer House is regulated by A. S. 15 July 1865, and
A. S. 2 Nov. 1872. The rules are as follows :

—
" When a cause is called

either in the Debate Roll or Procedure Roll, and no counsel attends on either

side, nor any admissible excuse is made for their non-attendance, the Lord
Ordinary shall pronounce an interlocutor dismissing the action, and finding

neither party entitled to expenses ; and the said interlocutor shall not be

recalled by the Lord Ordinary of consent, but may be recalled only on
reclaiming note to the Inner House, upon such conditions as to expenses or

otherwise as may l)e imposed by the Court, or by the Lord Ordinary under
remit." " When, on such calling of a cause, counsel shall appear on one side

only, and no admissible excuse shall be made for the non-attendance of

counsel on the other side, it shall be competent for the counsel appearing to

take decree by default in favour of his client; and if he shall not do so, the

Lord Ordinary shall pronounce an interlocutor dismissing the action, finding"

neither party entitled to expenses ; and the said interlocutor sliall not be

recalled by the Lord Ordinary of consent, but may be recalled only in the

manner and on the conditions foresaid." " It shall not be competent to

liave such decree by default recalled of consent of parties, but the decree

shall be recalled on reclaiming note only ; and unless when the Court shall

otherwise direct, the Auditor shall, in taxing any account of expenses

incurred by the agent of the party against whom such decree is taken,

disallow the expenses of having such decree opened up." " No excuse in

respect of another engagement shall 1)0 admissible for the non-attendance of

counsel, except his being at the time engaged in a case before the Inner

House, and being the sole counsel on his own side in attendance, or, if not

sole counsel, being the counsel addressing the Court, or about to reply to

the counsel on the opposite side ; or his being engaged in a jury trial, or

at another Lord Ordinary's bar; but in the last-mentioned case, only if
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either acLually addressing the Lord Urdiiiuiy ur ubout to reply tu the

counsel on the <»pp(j.site side." " It shall Ije no excuse for the non-attendance

of a counsel that he is engaged at a proof or jury trial, unless he be the sole

<'0unsel engaged on one side at the said ])roof or jury trial, or be actually

addressing the Court or jury, or examining a witness at the time." " Every
debate shall be proceeded with, and bnjuglit to a close by, the counsel at the

time in attendance ; and, except on special cause shown, no delay or

adjournment of any diibate shall be allowed. But it sliall l»e always

com})eteut to the Lord Ordinary, on special cause shown, to continue or

adjourn any debate to another day, not more than eight days afterwards,

when the debate shall be proceeded with and completed by the counsel then

in attendance." " The counsel who is addressing the Lord Ordinary, or who
is altout tn reply to the counsel on the otlicr side, shall not ha entitled to

leave tlie bar for any other Lord Ordinary's bar, but (jnly if called to attend

a jury trial or the Inner House ; and, in the last-mentioned case, only if no
other counsel on the same side be in attendance in the Inner House." " No
counsel shall be entitled to leave the Lord Ordinary's bar on the ground
that he is called to a proof or jury trial, or to a cause in the Imier House,
unless he be the sole counsel engaged in the said proof, jury trial, or Inner
House, or unless the services of the other counsel, if any, engaged along

witli him, cannot, for reasons stated to and held satisfactory by the Lord
Ordinary, be obtained at the time."

A counsel is liable to censure f(jr iniiuoper conduct by any judge before

whom he is pleading {Movat, 2 Fountainhall, 56 ; Gilchrist, 4 Pat. App. 26

;

Russcl, Mor. 341). The C(jurt of Session may punish by censure, suspen-

sion, or deprivation (A. S. 23 June 175G, A. S. 21 Dee. 1649, A. S. 20
July 169'J).

Advocates' Clerks.—For some time after the institution of the

Faculty, advocates commonly acted as agents as well as counsel, and were
assisted by clerks, who were generally training for the Bar. This practice

fell into disuse, and is now entirely al)olished (A. S. 11 Mar. 1820). An
advocate's " lirst " clerk was formerly entitled to act as an agent, but first

clerks were amalgamated witli the Solicitors before the Supreme Courts
in 1850 (A. S. 4 Dec); and to act as agent now, an advocate's clerk must
be admitted in the same way as other law agents (Spottiswoode, Forms of
Process, 50 ; Lord Adrocote, 1848, 10 D. 987). An advocate has now only one
clerk, who attends him in Court, copies papers, etc. His fees are regulated

by A. S. 15 July 1876.

[See Shand, Practice, i. 3. B; Mackay, Court of Session Practice, i.

102 ,i 6r(/.]

Advocates' Clerks.—The fees of advocates' clerks, formerly

fixed by custom, are miw regulated l)y the Act of Sederunt, 15 July 1876.

They are paid by the client.—[Mackay, Prac. i. 120; Manual, oQ, 673;
ParliaiiiciU House Bool; Table of Fees vi.] See Advocate (ad Jin.).

Advocates - Depute. — An Advocate-Depute is a deputy
appointed by the Lord Advocate to assist in the discharge of the duties of

the Lord Advocate's otHce, and by his commission he is vested with all the

powers belonging to that ollice. There were occasional appointments to

this ollice in the sixteenth century, and since the close of that century there

have been regular Advocates-Depute. In last century there were three,
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and the number is now fixed at four. In addition, the Solicitor-General is

theoretically a fifth Advocate-Depute, because it is in that capacity, and as

representing the Lord Advocate, that he appears in the Court of Justiciary.

There are also two Extra Advocates-Depute—one who conducts the prosecu-

tions in the second Court at Glasgow Circuit, and another who appears for

the prosecution in the Sheriil' Court where the nature of the case rentiers

the attendance of counsel desirable. Advocates-Depute conduct the

prosecution in all criminal trials in the Circuit Courts of Justiciary; and
they also prosecute in the High Court of Edinburgh in the absence of

the Lord Advocate and Solicitor-General. In tlu- conduct of a criminal

prosecution, the Advocate-Depute is vested with all the wide discretionary

powers of the Lord Advocate. The admiidstration of the routine criminal

work of the Lord Advocate as the public prosecutor is vested in the Advocates-

Depute. Every alleged breach of the criminal law which is not manifestly

of a trivial character is reported by the I'rocurator-Eiscal of the district

where it occurs to the Crown Agent, by whom the papers are submitted to

one of the Advocates-Depute. The Advocate-Depute directs whether
there is to be any further in(|uiry or a 'criminal prosecution, and if the

latter is ordered, wliether the accused is to be tried before the Court of

Justiciary, Sheriti' and jury, or the Sheriff summarily. In deciding whether
or not an accused person is to be put upon his trial, the Advocate-Depute
virtually exercises the functions of the Grand Jury in England. All

incidental applications in connection with criminal inquiries and prosecu-

tions transmitted to the Crown Agent, are disposed of by one of the

Advocates-Depute. The Advocates-Depute also discharge the duties of

coroners for Scotland. In every case of sudden or violent death an
investigation into the circumstances is made by the local Procurator-Fiscal,

who reports the result of his inquiries to the Crown Agent. The papers

are then laid before one of the Advocates-Depute, who comes to a finding

as to the cause of death for transmissicjn to the local registrar, and, at the

same time, determines whether there is any ground for criminal or other

further proceedings. The appointment of his Deputes is one purely

personal to the Lord Advocate, and the commission which they hold is from
him, not from the Crown. Accordingly, they go out of office with the Lord
Advocate, Ijut in such an event they continue to discharge their duties

initil the appointment of their successors (50 & 51 Vict. c. 35, s. 3). Before
provision was made for this, it used to be customary for the Court, on the

announcement of the fall of a Ministry, to swear in the Advocate-Depute
specially to prosecute in the Court then sitting. This is not now necessary.

In case, however, of the inability of the Advocate-Depute, through illness

or otherwise, to be yjresent, the Court may swear in another advocate to

prosecute on l)ehalf of the Lord Advocate. At the trial of election

petitions, and in incidental applications to the Court of Session in

connection with the administration of the law, such as the making of

interim appointments, the Lord Advocate is usually represented by one of

the Advocates-Depute.—[Hume on Crimes, ii. 132: Omond, Lord Advocates^

20, note, and 51.]

Advocates in Aberdeen. — In early times lawyers prac-

tising in the inferior Courts were frequently called advocates as well

as pjrocurators ; but the only class of such practitioners still styling

themselves advocates are the members of the Society of Advocates in

Aberdeen.
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The origin of the Society cannot \u>\v be precisely ascertained ; but it

appears that in Hj;')."j the SherilV n\' Aberdeen passed an Act of CoiU't

recoguisinj,' sixteen practitioners as ([ualificil to eonchiet ju(Ueial i^oceedings,

and prohil)iting all (;ther persons from practising before him. The

practitioners thus .ulmitted seem to have; held themselves entitled to

control the examination ami mhnisision of all future candidates. In 1085

the nuinibers then practising formed themselves into a regular Society, and

a royal charter of incorjtoration was obtained in 1774, confirming all their

fornier rights and privileges. Two other charters were subse([uently

obtained, m more comprehensive terms, in 1709 and 1SG2 respectively. In

virtue of those charters, and of immemorial usage, the members of the

Society wer(> entitled to the exclusive ])rivilege of ]»ractising in all the

Courts within the City of Aberdeen, till the Law Agents' Act of 187:j

al)olished all such exclusive piivileges. Tiie number of the mendjers of the

Society is at present 111; but besides these there are about 80 law agents

practising in Aberdeen, as they are entitled to do under the Law Agents'

Act, without being members of the Society. The Society have erected

a hall, containing a large and valuable library of books both in legal and

in general literature. Tlio wholes funds and property of the Society amount

to about £85,000, of which £50,000 belong to a fund for the benefit of

widows of mendjers, each widow being entitled to an annuity of £60. A
very high standard of qualification has always been required by the Society

from its apprentices. The following are the regulations at present in

force:—Every intending entrant is required to serve a regular apprentice-

ship, entered into with the leave of the Entrants Committee, with a membei'

of the Society or any enrolled law agent, or partly with one and partly with

the other, for five years, unless the entrant is a M.A. or a B.A., in which

case three years are sufficient. Before entering on his apprenticeship, he

must have attained the age of sixteen years, and (unless a M.A. or B.A.)

have satisfied the Entrants Committee either (I) that he has passed the

examinations and attended the classes in Arts subjects necessary to qualify

him for admission to examination as a candidate for the degree of B.L., or

(2) that he has passed the preliminary examination in Arts at a Scottish

University, or its eqiuvalent, and that he has attended during two or more

sessions either (a) full graduation courses in two subjects in the Faculty

of Arts of a University in the United Kingdom, and has passed the

examinations qualifying ior graduation in such subjects, or (h) full graduation

courses in four subjects in the Faculty of Arts of such a L'niversity, and has

duly performed the work of such classes, one of these classes in both cases

having been the graduation class in Humanity. In order to be admitted

a member of the Society, it is not absolutely necessary that the apprentice

sliall have been matriculated t< > tlie Society as above mentioned, provided

he lias served a similar apprenticesldp to an enrolletl law agent, and has

had the same educational training prior to his apprenticeship. In terms of

the Law Agents' Act of 1873, every applicant for admission must be an

enrolled law agent ; and further, to comply with the rules of the Society,

he must be not under twenty-one nor above fortv vears of age, nor be

resident or practising in any county but Al)erdeen. The matriculation fee

payable by apprentices is £10, 10s., and the entry money on their admission

is £117, 12s. Extraneans require to pay £15b, 4s. 6d. of entry money.

There are extra payments to be made to the widows' fund where the

applicant's age exceetls twenty-five, or exceeds that of his wife beyond ten

years. The annual contribution from members admitted after 15th October

1 883 is £7.
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Advocate, Lord, or Queen's Advocate.—See Lokd

Advocate.

AdvocatiO ecclesise—The duty performed by advocati ecdcsi-

aruiii. They were at lirst simply powerful mdividuals ; but m later times

they were the patrons of a church, who, as its defenders or guardians, had

the duty to perform of defending and preserving its property from attack

and dilapidation.—[Duncan, Par. Eccks. Lata, 79 ; Boehmer, Jus Ecdcs.

Protest, vol. ii. 1, iii. T. 5, ss. 36-7; Blount, Laio Dictionarij.']

Advocation to Court of Justiciary.—This method of

brin^im;- the proceedings (if inferior Courts under review of the High Court

is stdl competent, though seldom used. Originally, it was the removal of a

cause from the inferior to the superior Court, but it gradually became

simply a process of review. It was the appropriate method for bringing

under review decisions pronounced during the course of the trial and

before final judgment {E. of Kinnoull, 1859, 3 Irv. 501 ; Smith, 1848,

Ark. 427; Prentice and NcvMrjging, 1843, 1 Broun, 561 ; see also Jameson,

1855, 2 Irv. 273 ; List, 1867, 5 Irv. 559). In more recent times, however,

it has been used and sustained after final judgment {Craig, 1881, 4 Coup.

541 : M'Rac, 1882, 4 Coup. 561 ; Duncan, 1886, 1 White, 43). The procedure

in advocation commences with a bill of advocation, which one judge can

pass, but the final disposal of which must l)e by the ordinary quorum_ of

three judges. The bill prays for letters of advocation, and for transmission

to the Court of Justiciary of the inferior Court process ; but the practice is

to discuss and decide the case upon the passed bill, without expeding

letters of advocati(jn. It is unnecessary for the parties to attend during

the discussion, except in the case of a complainer sentenced to imprison-

ment and Liberated ad interim on caution under 38 & 39 Vict. c. 62, s. 10,

who had to appear.

Form ov Bill of Advocation of Judgment Dismissing a Complaint.

Bill of Advocation

Unto the Right Honourable the Lord Justice-General, the Lord Justice-Clerk, and
Lords Commissioners of Justiciary

;

HuDilily shows your servitor A. B. [designing him],—Complainer
;

against C. 1). [designing hini],—Respondent
;

That the complainer is under the necessity of complaining to your Lordships of a

pretended interlocutor or judgment ]ironounce(l at , on the day of

, by , Esquire, Sheriff-Substitute [or other inferior Judge or Judges'] of

, ujjon a petition or complaint at tlie instance of the comjtlainer, as Procurator-

Fiscal of Court for the county of [or other prosecutor], for the imblic interest,

charging the respondent as therein set forth, with a contravention of the Statute

[or other crime or offencei], whereby the said Sheriff-Substitute [or other inferior

Judge or Judges] dismissed the said petition or complaint erroneously and contrary to

law, as will appear to your Lordships from tlie annexed statement of facts and note of

pleas-in-law :

Wherefore the complainer prays your Lordships for letters of advocation in the

premises at his instance in common form ; and in the meantime to grant warrant

to the Clerk of the Sheriff [or other] Court at , or other custodier of the

proceedings at the instance of the complainer against the respondent, and

interlocutors following thereon, to transmit the same to the Clerk of Justiciary
;

and on consideration (jf the said i)roceediugs, to advocate the same, to recall the

interlocutor or judgment complained of, to remit to the Sheriff of the counties
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, or liis .Substitute, at [or other Jiuhje or Juflffes], to proceed

witli llic said pdition or conijtlaiiit according to law, and to tind the coiui>laiin-r

entitled to cxjien.se.s ; or to uo further or otherwise in the premises as to your
Lordships shall seem proj>er.

According to Justice.

(Sujned by Counsel or Agent.)

[Here follow statement offacts and note of jileas-in-law.]

First Interlocutor.

Edinhurijh, 18 .—Having considered this Bill, grants warrant for serving

a copy thcriMif, and of this deliverance, on the therein-named C. I>., respondent ; and

further grants warrant l'<ir and ordains transmissi(jn of the proceedings cumplained ol

to the Clerk of .Tu«ticiary ; ami .ijipnints the case to be heard on the

day of
(Signed) /;. F.

[Jluiue, ii. "tOO ; Alisuii, ii. I'G ; Miicddiiald, '>'-'>2; Jarld. /SVyZcs, iii. 894

:

Bell, Xotcs, 306 ; Moncreiff, Review in Crim. Cases, 163 ; Chishohn, Barclay's

Dujcst, voce " Advocation."] See liEViEW ; JusTici.\RY Couut.

Advocation to Court of Session. —Tliis was a form of

process, now abolished, by which an action was sought to be removed from

an inferior to a sajxTior Court, in order that it might Ije discussed in tin-

latter, or remitted to the former, with instructions how to proceed. Advo-
cations at one time required to pass through the Bill Chaml)er before they

were admitted into the Court of Session. But by 1 & 2 Vict. c. 86, bills

and letters of advocation were abolished
;
and final judgments from inferic^r

Courts might be brought by note of advocation directly before the Court

of Session, and advocation of brieves Ijefore any Lord Ordinary. Advoca-

tions of interlocutory judgments, with a view to jury trial, still required to

be presented in the l)ill Chamber in the first instance, but a written note

was substituted for the l)ill. By 16 i^- 17 Vict. c. 80, all advocations

might be brouglit direct before either Division of the Court, or bv consent

before a Lord Ordinary, in which latter event the judgment of the Lord
Ordinary was final. The process of advocation is now in all cases abolished

<31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, ss. 64, 65, 66).—[Shand, Fraci. 440-2; Mackay,
Ma7ma/, 12, oS9.] See Appeal; Suspension.

i'Edificatum solo CCdit.—This maxim, or the more correct

form, Iiurdijiratiiiii solu ccdit, expresses the rule of law that where a move-
able subject is annexed to an innnoveable, the former becomes, as it were,

part of the latter, and the property in the moveable passes to the owner of

the immoveable. The moveable, in other words, is regarded as an accessory

of the immoveable, and the rule is an application of llu' do(drine of AcCEssio

{q.v.). This mode of acquiring ])roperty is technically known as " ina-di-

ticatio." The maxim is not found, in either of tlie forms above mentioned,

in the Corpus Juris, but is a gloss on the Ijrocard, Omne quod inadijicatur

solo ccdit, whicli frecjuently occurs in the texts {e.g. in Tiixt. ii. 1. 20: Diy.

41. 1. 7. 10).

By the Xll. Tables no one could be forced to take out of liis house a

timber (tif/mim), though belonging to another, which had once been l)uilt.

into it. An actio dc tigno injuncto, however, was given for ilouble the value

of the ti;/jiurii: and under the term ti;//ium all luiilding materials were

included (I/tst. ii. 1. 29). When the nuiterials were annexed to the land by

a bo7id tide possessor, he could resist any action by the true owner claiming
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the materials, imless the latter paid compensatiun in the shape of the price

of the materials, and the workmen's wages (Inst. ii. 1. 30). On the other

hand, where a bond fide possessor has gi\eu u[) or lost possession, he has
no claim for compensation miless the expenditure has been made with the

knowledge of the owner {Duj. 12. 6. oo). These rules regulating compensa-
tion had, in Eonian law, no application to the case of landlord and tenant

:

" Whatever a tenant-farmer does to the land for its improvement, either

Ity building or otherwise, gives him a title to compensation, if such improve-
ments have not been part of the bargain" {Dig. 19. 2. 55. 1).

In Scots law the main exceiition to the application of the maxim is in

the case of Fixtures {q.v.) ; but, as the indulgence granted by the law to
" fixtures " tends to increase, this exception has been gradually becoming
more extended in its scope. In Scotland the doctrine of recompense is

fully recognised in tlie case of buildiugs erected in hond fide by one man on
the ground of another. The principle of recompense is, however, over-

stated by Stair when he lays down that " he who even mcdd fide buildeth

upon another man's ground is not presumed to do it animo donandi, but
hath recompense by the owner in qnantiun lucratus" (Stair, i. 8. 6). This

doctrine is doubted by Erskine (iii. 1. 11), and has not been ratified by
later decisions (IJarlmcr, 1840, 2 D. 1279; Buchanan, 1874, 2 E. 78). See
AccESsio; Fixtures.

yEmuIatiOVicin i
—^" Envy (malice) towards a neighbour."—A plea

competent in the lioman law (Di'/. 39. 3. 1. 12 ; cod. tit. 2. 9 ; Nov. 63. c. 1),

adopted from it by Erskine (ii. 1. 2), Bankton (ii. 7. 15, iv. 45. 112), and
Bell (Prin. ss. 964, 966), and frequently tendered in argument in Scots cases ;

but never given effect to by the Court in circumstances which really raised

the question. It goes to this, that one shall at the instance of a neighbour
be restrained from, or made liable in damages for, an otherwise lawful use

oi property to the detriment of neighljouring property, if the sole motive
be malice, or intent to injure. The plea is rejected in the English law

;

and it seems the better opinion that it would now have a similar fate in

Scotland. Lord Watson, in a recent English case of abstracting or diverting

subsoil water on its way to the ground of a neighbour {Mayor, etc., of Brad-
ford, 1895, A. C. 587, at 597), observed :

" I desire, however, to say that I

cannot assent to the law of Scotland as laid down by Lord Wensleydale in

Chasemore v. Richards (7 H. L. C. 349, at p. 388). The noble and learned

lord appears to have accepted a passage in Mr. Bell's Principles (s. 966)
which is expressed in very general terms, and is calculated to mislead,

unless it is read in the light of the decisions upon which it is founded. I am
aware that the phrase ' in cemidationcm vicini ' was at one time frequently,

and is even now occasionally, very loosely used by Scottish lawyers. But I

know of no case in which the; act of a proprietor has been found to be
illegal, or restrained, as being in amivJntionem, where it was not attended
with offence or injury to the legal rights of his neighbour. In cases of

nuisance, a degree of indulgence has jjcen extended to certain operations,

such as burning limestone, which in law are regarded as necessary evils.

If a landown(!r proceeded to ])urn limestone close to his march, so as to

cause annoyance to his neighbour, there bi'ing other places on his property
where he could conduct the operation with equal or greater convenience to

himself, and without giving cause of offence, the Court would probably grant
an interdict. But the principle of amiulatio has never l)een carried further.

The law of Scotland, if it differs in that, is in all other respects the same
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us tlu! law of England. No use (A' propi'ity wliich would bt- legal if due to

a proper motive, can become illegal because it is prompted by a motive
which is improper or even malicious." The case of lime-burning here
apparently alluded to (Jkvar, 1767, i\Ior. 12803) does not give any indica-

tion of a divergence, between the two systems, even to the extent suggested.

As to motive in regard to matters (jther than use of property, see Flood

(1895,2 Q. B. 21).

Affidavit.—An allidavit is a written ex parte statement, emitted
on oath, before one having authority to administer oaths.

An afhdavit may be emitted before any Magistrate, Judge Ordinary,

or Justice of the Peace. It may be emitted Ijefore a Baron Bailie

(Mvimi/, 1821, 1 S. 81, n. ed. 83). A Justice of the Peace may take an
allidavit beyond the limits of the county to which his commission applies

{Turnhdl, 1828, G 8. 676); and a Scottish Justice may take an affidavit

even in England {Kerr, 1852, 14 D. 864; affd. 1 :\racq. 736). Con-
versely, an English or Irish Justice may act in this matter in Scotland

{Taylur, 1822, 1 S. App. Cas. 254); but in the case of Place (2 July
1814, F. C.) it was held "that a creditor's affidavit taken in a foreign

country, and a long while previous to the application for the mcditeitio

fiKjer warrant, was not a sufficient ground for the apprehension of a

debtor." The jurisdiction of a Jud(je Ordinarv in the matter of takinf;

aflidavits is confined to his own territory. (Bell, to///., 5th ed., ii. 346;
Dickson, Evielencc, s. 1539).

The following is the usual form of affidavit:

—

At , the (lay of , One thousand eic^lit liundied and
ninety years ; in presence ot" A. Jl., of C, one of Her Majesty's .Justice.s of the
Peace for the County of . , compeared D. E. [design him], wlio, being solemnly
sworn, dejjones that [iiwini the fart •]. All wliirh is truth, as he [or as the deponent]
sjiall answer to God. (Signed) J). E.

(Signed) A. B., J.P.

The affidavit ought to set forth all the particidars contained in the
al)Ove style, and must be signed by the deponent, and also by the Justice,

or Magistrate, or Judge Ordinary before whom it is eniitted. A Justice
ought to append the initials "J.P." to his signature. Where the

affidavit consists of more tlian one page, each page ought to be signed
both by the deponent and the Justice, etc., before whom it is taken.

It is desirable to avoid as far as possilile erasures, scorings, interlinea-

tions, and marginal additions. "Where the amount of the debt was
written on an erasure, the affidavit was held bad {White, 1846, 9 D.

283). A marginal note unsigned by the Justice was held no part of

the affidavit (J/////.v/-.st//, 1829, 7 S. :k)C)\ J//7Ar, 1848, 10 D. 1419). But
where the interlineation was in the handwriting of the Justice before

whom the affidavit was sworn, and corres]»onded to the amount in an
annexed account, an objection to the validity was repelled {Di/ee, 1846,
9 I). 310). The filling up of immaterial blanks in printed affidavits,

where the meanimi; was otlioiwis(» ch^ar, was hi-ld not fatal to \-aliditv

(Iffnr, 1830, 8 S. 671).

The words " vjho hcin{j solemnly sworn, depones" are called the y«m/.
The deponent must actually appear before the Justice, Magistrate, or

fludge Ordinary; and lu' must he sirom. If he is not put on oath, the

affidavit will be invalid (y>V/t//-, 1889, IG K. 325: see also iri/lie, 1884,

11 P. 968, 820). While the safe course is to swear that the stittement
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in the attklavit is true, " as I shall answer to God," it would seem that

the aetual mention of the name of the Deity is not essential, if the

word " swear " be used. In an unreported case (Aitkcn, 1890, Journal of

Jurisjjrudcncc, xxxiv. 617), these formalities were held sufficient by the

First Division of the Court of Session (L. V. Inglis): viz. (1) the readhig

over of the affidavit
; (2) the holding up of his right hand by the deponent

;

and (3) the use of the words " I swear that this statement is true."

Where, however, a person objects to being sworn, and states as the

ground of such objection either that he has no religious belief, or that

the taking of an oath is contrary to his religious belief, he may make a

solemn affirmation, instead of taking an oath, in all places and for all

purposes where an oath is or shall be required by law ; and this affirma-

tion has the same force and elfect as if he had taken an oath (51 & 52

Vict. c. 46, s. 1). See Affir.matiox. The form of affirmation in writing

in lieu of an affidavit will be :

—

I, D. E., of , do soleiunly and sincerely affirm that [insert statement of the

fads affirmed ; and thereafter, in jolace of the jiu'at, foUoic these words]. Affirmed at [speciftj-

ing the place], this day of ,189 [specifying the date], before me [name and

designationof Justice, Magistrate, or Judge Ordinary, icith signatures of deponent and Justice,

etc. (51 & 52 Vict. c. 46, s. 4)].

Where Affidavits are required.—In certain matters affidavits are

required hy Statute in support of claims, e.g. under the Bankruptcy Act, 185G

(19 & 20 Vict. c. 79, ss. 21-25, 28), the Entail Amendment Act, 1848 (11

& 12 Vict. c. 36, s. 6 : also 16 & 17 Vict. c. 94, s. 17), and the Confirmation

of Executors Act, 1858 (21 & 22 Vict. c. 50, s. 17). The Act of Sederunt,

10 February 1841, s. 17, also requires the production of an affidavit to

satisfy the Court that a witness is likely to be unal)le to attend a jury

trial. There are also cases in which affidavits are required at common laiu as

23rimd facie evidence. Thus, in applications for Meditatio Fug.e warrants

{q.v.), the creditor who applies for the warrant must swear in the presence

of the Justice to the verity of his debt and to his belief that the deljtor has

a present intention of leaving the country, stating his grounds for such

beUef (Bell, Com. ii. 559).

UxMECESSARY AFFIDAVITS.—The practice of taking affidavits not

acknowledged by law was long since condemned as useless and improper

(Hume, i. 364, ii. 135 ; Tait, s.v. "Affidavit " ; Blair, 7) ; and now by the Act

5 & 6 Will IV. c. 62, s. 13, it is declared to be not lawful for any Justice

of the Peace, or other person, " to administer, or cause or allow to be

administered, or to receive or cause or allow to be received any

oath, affidavit, or solemn affirmation, touching any matter or thing whereof

such Justice or other person hath not jurisdiction or cognisance l)y

some Statute in force at the time being
;

" but this enactment does not

extend to any oath, etc., before any Justice " in any matter or thing touching

the preservation of the peace, or the prosecution, trial, or punishment of

offences, or touching any proceedings Ijefore either of the Houses of

Parliament, or any committee thereof resjjectively," nor to any oath, etc.,

which may be required by the laws of a foreign country to give validity

to instruments in writing designed to be used in such foreign country {ih.).

An Act of the following year provides that nothing in the Statute just

quoted shall prevent tlie taking of oaths by married women in judicial

ratifications " as the same might by the law and practice of Scotland have

lieretofore been taken " (6 & 7 Will. iv. c. 43).

Admissibility IN Evidence.—An affidavit is usually admissible in

evidence, without extrinsic proof of its genuineness, for the limited purpose
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<)[ enabling a party to establish a primd facie foundation for a claim which
he must afterwards sidjstantiate by otlier e\ddence. But as the person

against whom the atlidavit is used has no opportunity of cross-examining

the deponent, an affidavit is not admissible on tlie merits of the case,

nor is it admissible after the death of the deponent (Kirkpatrick,

Digest of Evidence, s. 39), or when he is abroad and refuses to give

evidence before a Commissioner of the Court (3r((f/istrates of Aberdeen,

181."., Hume, r.02 ; ah/u, Mllb, Halifcu- d'- Co., 1834, I'w S. 1 L'G : cp. Lauder-

dale reenuje, 1885, L. R. 10 App. Ca. G02 ; and ,S7/u/(/6-, 1874, 2 It. 12G;

Dickson, Evidence, ss. 1535, 1717 ; Kirkpatrick, s. 207).

Perjury.—Voluntary affidavits do not warrant a prosecution for

perjury (^Nfacdonald, 3rd ed., 215 ; Burnett, Crini. Lav:, 205
;
Hume, i. 370

;

Alison, i. 471), but a false afUdavit to a claim in bankruptcy infers the crime

(Hume, i. 374, note and cases there). See rEiuiUY.

[Dickson, Evidence, ss, 1534 et seq., 1725, 1118, 272 ; Kirkpatrick, Lif/est

of Lai'j of Evidence, ut supra ; Chisliolni, Barclaijs Diyest, s.v. " Allidavit."]

Affiliation or Filiation.—AflUiation is the determination or

ascertainment of a child's paternity.

1. Ciiii.DREX BORX AV VVedlucr.—In regard to children born in

wedlock, the maxim Pater est quern nuptice demonstrant applies; but that is

merely a presumption, which may be redargued by contrary proof to the

effect that the child could not be the issue of the husband and wife.

Formerly, by our law this could only be done by proving that it was
])hysically impossible for the husband to be the father of the child, in

respect either that he was impotent and incapable of procreation, or that

he had no access to his wife during the period of gestation, which is now
fixed to be not more than ten nor less than six lunar months before the birth.

Lord Fraser, in liis work on Parent ami Child (11), seems to suggest a doubt

as to whether tlie longer period should not be ten ecdcndar months, but in

the only case where the point arose for decision Lords Gillies and Meadow-
b.iiik gave conflicting opinions. The Court do not now take so strict a

view of the proof necessary to redargue the presumption ; and in the case

of Brodie (1872, 11 IVf. 142) it was held that the presumption had been

redargued, although there was possibility of access. It is now recognised

as sound law that the fact that access or intercourse was physically

possible, is not of itself sufficient to fix the status of legitimacy. The eases

must be very rare indeed where access or intercourse is proved to have

been physically impossible. If the result of a careful consideration of all

the facts and circumstances proved, be, that the Court is satisfied that there

actually was not access or intercourse, at or about the period when the

child must have been procreated, and if the Court is also satisfied that

another man had access and had intercourse with the wife at that time,

then the presumption from the maxim Pater est quern nuptiw demonstrant

cannot receive effect in the face of such evidence. The presumption is

rebutted by such evidence as is sufficient to satisfy the judicial mind that

the husband could not be the father of the child, ff there be clear

evidence to the satisfaction of the Court that de facto a husband had not

intercourse with his wife, and could not be the father of his wife's child,

that child will be held illegitimate, though the utter impossibility of access

be not established by the evidence. It may be physically possible, and yet

in the circumstances and according to the evidence the possibility may be

excluded. Nothing less than complete satisfactory evidence can be
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.sufficient ; but if there be such eviilence, then, on the face of it, the

presumption cannot receive effect (per L. Ardniillan in Brodie, ut supra).

In the case of Stccdman (1887, 14 1\. lOGG), the Court lield the presumption

rebutted although the husband and wife at the time of the cliild's concep-

tion resided in the same village. A decree of sepai'ation in Scotland does

not overcome the presumption, though a decree of separation a mcnsa et

thoro in England has that effect. The maxim does not apply to one born

beyond ten mouths after the dissolution of the marriage, or within six-

months of the eercnuony. Th(> presum]»tion is not overturned by both

husband and wife declaring the child to be that of another man, unless that

declaration is corroborated by other evidence ; the law, as the child's guardian,

requiring the clearest evidence before declaring it to be illegitimate.

2. Ch/ldkex noR.y out of JVf.d/.ooa'.—Actions of affiliation with regard

to children not 1 )orn in wedlock generally take place in the Sheriff Court. The
quantity and quality of evidence required to prove paternity in such cases has

undergone a complete change since the Evidence Act of 1853 (16 Vict. c. 20),

which, by s. o,made the parties to the action competent witnesses. Prior to that

Act, a pursuer in an action of affiliation was entitled, on adducing a semiplcna

probed io, to give her oath in sup})lement that the defender was the father of

her child, and this was conclusive as regards him. A semiplena probatio

consisted of proofs of opportunity, acts of familiarity, etc., which suggested

that the pursuer's story was true. The ])eriod of gestation which the

Court have recognised in a series of cases is much the same as in cases of

legitimacy ; but in a comparatively recent case {Gibson, 1874, 1 E. 853),

where the period of alleged gestation was ten lunar months and a week, the

Court expressly guarded themselves from laying down that the period of

time was as great as to make it impossiljle that the defender could Ije the

father of the child. Affiliation cases have no longer the peculiarity that

the evidence of one of the parties is received as conclusive after a semiplena

Ijrobatio has been made out. The evidence is to be dealt with as in other

cases ; the parties are the principal witnesses, they know the facts which
lie at the bottom of the case, and what the Court has to consider is, on the

whole evidence, on which side is the Ijalance of credibility. Where the

parties distinctly contradict each other, the Court is in the position of a

jury, to decide on which side is the preponderance of credibility. Still,

however, the defender is entitled to say that the pursuer must prove her

case (per L. J.-C. Inglis in MBayne, 1860, 22 D. 738). The rule of

evidence to be followed in these cases thus enunciated Ijy his lordship

has been followed by the Court ever since, and in the recent case of

YoiiwjiX'^S^?), 20 Pt. 768) it was expressly apju'oved of. The rates of aliment

allowed against the father vary in different parts of Scotland, as also docs

the period for which the father is lialile in aliment. The nsual sum of

aliment allowed is £8 per annum, and the period varies in the case of a

male child from seven years to ten, and in the case of a female child from
eight years to twelve. In the case of Oliver (1894, 4 Foor Lew) Maejeezine

(N. S.) 419), it was held Ijy Lord Low that the offer by a father to aliment

his illegitimate male child in his own house, when the child attained seven

years, was no answer to the mother's claim for aliment where the decree

awarded the mother aliment for a period of ten years. See Markiage :

Bastard: Legitimacy; Parent and Ciuld: Semiplena Probatio.

Affinitas, in Eonuxn law, was the relation subsisting between a

person and the cognates of his or her spouse. Persons so related by
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iiiarriiigu uic kJI/ws. There uie, pnjperly siteaking, iiu degrees of affinltas

{D'kj. o8. 10. 4. 5). The ellect of affinitas us a bur to intirriage in Komau
law is discussed in lust. i. 10. G et scq. The expression affinitaa

affinitatis is soiuetiiues used to denote the relation Ijetween those in affinity

with one spouse and those in atihiity with the other. This relation is not,

li(nv(!vei-, ree(jgnised Ijy law ; for affinis mci afinis non eat mihi ajfinis (Stair,

i. 9. 15 ad Jin., and iv. 4:'.. 0: Ersk. 7?i.s/. i. (J. S). Thus a man may
marry a woman wliose brother is married to his sister, or Int may marry

the widow of Ins deceased wife's bnjther. (See Fraser, If. d.'' IF., 2nd ed., i.

1 19 f^ sctj.) See Al-FINITY.

Affinity. —"That tie whicli arises in consequence of marriage

betwixt <ine of the married pair and the lihjod relations of the other ; and the

rail' of computing its degrees is that the relations of the husband stand in

the same degree of affinity to his wife in which they were related to the

husband ])y consanguinity, which rule holds also ex converso in the case oi

tlie wife's relations" (Ersk. JnsL i. G. 8, 9).

in its treatment of affinity as a l)arrier to marriage, as, indeed, of all

matters relating to marriage, the law of Scotland formed itself prior to the

Eeformation on lines identical to those along which that of Christendom at

lar<'e was developing under the influence of the Canon law. Canon LXV. of

the Council of Perth, anno 1242, is in these terms: "Denuncient etiam . . ,

(piod matrimonium pr(jliibitum est intra quartum gradum consanguinitatis

vcl affinitatis." This Canon, confirmed by the king and estates, was the

statutory basis of the Scottish law of marriage ; and it so continues so far

as not altered by later enactment (Fraser, //. (C- W. i. 109-113; liiddell.

Peer, and Cunsistorial Lav:, 4G8). All marriages within this canonical prohibi-

tion were treated as null and incestuous, Imt a certain distinction seems to

have been recognised between relationship by consanguinity and that by

affinity, but that only to this effect, that ra])al dispensation might be more

easily obtained in the case of the latter {Paierson and otJicrs, 22 li. 513,

536).

At the Reformation, the Parliament of 15G7, at the instigation of the

General Assembly, passed the Acts 15G7, cc. 14 & 15. The former relates

to the crime of incest, of which it declares to be guilty " quhatsomever

person or persons there be that abuses their bodie with sic persons in

degrie as God in His Word lies expresslie forbidden . . as is contained in

the 18th chapter of Leviticus." The later Act, c. 15, declares "that

secunds in degries of consatiffuiniti/ and affinitic and all degries outwith the

samin contained in the Word of the Eternal God and that are not

repugnant to the said Word" may lawfully marry. The matter was

further dealt with by an Act 1649, c. 16, which in very express terms

id(nitified consanguinity and affinity as impediments to marriage, and con-

tained a Schedule ai»]iended in winch there were pruhil)ited twenty-nine

miions with affincs (G Thomson's Acts, Part ii. 275, 276). This Act, however,

being repealed at the Restoration, the Statute law n<iw rests on the two

Acts of 1567 coupled with the terms of the Confession of Faith, confirmed

by Acts of the Scots Parliament in 1G93, 1702, 1703, and 1707 (cp. dicta of

L. Curriehill, 23 D. 378). The Confession of Faith expressly declares that

" the man may not marry any of his wife's kindred nearer in blood than he

may of his own, nor the woman any of her husband's kindred nearer in

blood than she may of her own." All the institutional writers^ are

unanimous in regarding this as the true construction of the Acts 1567, cc.
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14 & 15 (see the authorities collected in Patcrson and utJicrs (Furres Trs.),

1895, 22 E. 513, at p. 628; 8. L. T. vol. ii. p. 528, etc.). Hume {Covi. i.

449, 450) does indeed express a doubt whether a union which is not

expressly prohibited in Leviticus ch. xviii. will infer the death penalty, but he

seems to concede that if ivithm the degrees prohibited, it is incestuous, and

arbitrarily piuiishable. Such early case law as there is recognises no

distinction between consanguinity and affinity in this Yes\)ect {Kinross, 157 5,

in Fraser, 129 ; Eiddell, Consist. Law, 1002 ; Hume, i. 450 ;
Aberdeen Pres.

Eecords (Spalding Club), 164, etc. ; see also Sess. Papers, 1805, No. 104). In

comparatively recent times, however, the Courts have on three occasions

been asked to draw a distinction between affinity and consanguinity as an

impetUment to marriage. The first case is unreported, Ijut its result was in

conformity with the later decisions (Eiddell, Fcer. and Consist. Lav:, 177),

In Fentoii (23 D. 366), the Court decided against the legality of a marriage

between a man and the sister of his deceased wife. " The view of the law is

that as to this matter parties in the married state are to be held as

identified, and that those related to the one in any degree are to be held as

related to the other in the same degree " (per L. Curriehill, 23 J). 377).

Finally, in Faterson and others (Furvcs' Trs.) (1895, 22 E. 513, S. L.

T. vol. i. No. 643, ii. No. 562, and vol. ii. p. 524, etc.), the Court was called

on to pronounce on the legality of marriage between a man and the niece

of his deceased wife. The case, in respect of the importance of the

question raised, having been appointed to be laid before the whole Court on

printed pleadings, the Court, following Fcnton, held unanimously that the

marriage was illegal. All the judges approved of the view that relation-

ship by affinity falls to be treated by the law of Scotland as for purposes of

marriage equivalent to that by consanguinity. (For the English law, see

Chadivick, Q. B. Eep. 173, 205; Magistrates of Brighton, 30 L. J. May,
Ca, 198; Foden, 10 T. L. E. 608; and see Session Papers, 1895, No. 104,

pp. 82-7.) Contrary to the Canon law rule and to the terms of 1649,

c. 16, mere illicit intercourse is not in modern practice treated as giving

rise to relationship ]jy affinity.

It is not a ground of declinature of jurisdiction tliat a judge is related

by affinity to one of the parties to a suit, except in the case of those relation-

ships—father-in-law% brother-in-law% and son-in-law—specially mentioned in

the Statute (Mackay's Mamial, 18 ; Act 1681, c. 13). Where, however, the

sahstantial interest is in the spouse to wliom the judge is related by con-

sanguinity, the declinature falls to be sustained in more remote degrees

(Mackay, loc. cit. ; Acts 1594, c. 216 ; 1681, c. 13 ; Calder, 1712, Mor. 197).

AfFirmanti incumbit probatio.—The leading rule is that

the burden of proof rests upon him who alleges the affirmative. Its

operation is determined not by tlie mere form, but by the substance of the

averment ; and, accordingly, it applies where a jjerson asserts, and thereby

makes part of his case, that a certain state of things does not exist

{Dominion Banlc, 1889, 16 E. 1081; affU. 1891,18 E. (H. L.) 21; Robertsons

Tr., 1890, 18 E. 12). But he who makes an averment adverse to a legal

presumption

—

e.g. of a criminal or culpable omission, or of fraud, or of neglect

of duty, or that a person is insane or illegitimate, or that a recognised course

of business has not been followed,—must prove it (see Presumptions ; and

cp. MIntyre, 1875, 2 E. 278). It is generally stated as another exception

to the rule that the onus rests on liim who makes an averment, affirmative

or negative, regarding facts peculiarly within his own knowledge; and to
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this principle is referred the incidence of the onus in certain cases, e.r/. in

prosecutions for conceahnent of pregnancy, or for doing an act which is

illegal without special qualification. In these, and in many cases where

the onu.'i is imposed on the accused by Statute, he or she is, in the first

instance, slunvu to have committed an ollenee, unless certain facts are

proved ; and, accordingly, it is thought that the principle, stated as an

exception, applies rather to the weight of the evidence than to the incidence

of the proof. If this l)e so, a /Ji'imd facie case must Ijc made out in order

to place the onus upon him who has special knowledge of the fact averred

(M'C'lurc, Naisniith, Brvdie, & Macfarlane, 1887, 15 K. (H. L.) 1, per L. Ch.

Halsbury; Hooil 1887, 15 li. (J. C.) 4; Elkin, 13 M. & W. 655; Jhmlett,

4 B. & A. 95, 140 ; Wlukhmd, 8 A. & E. 571 ;
contrasted with Turner,

5 Man. & 8. 20G ; The Ajyothccaries Co., E. & M. 150). The onus may
be shifted from the party upon wliom it rests in the first instance, if

he prove facts which, in the absence of contrary evidence, raise tlie pre-

sumption, as the only direct and logical inference deducible from them, that

his averment is true ; and it will then rest upon the opposite party, until

he has proved facts which, while uneontroverted, are sullicient to establish

his case {Williams, 1884, 11 R 982; Macfarlane, 1884, 12 R 232; Adam,
1890, is i:. 153; Bedouin Steam Navirjation Co., 1895, 33 S. L. R. 96).

Mere taciturnity, or acquiescence, may affect the incidence of the onus

{Sinclair, 1837, 15 S. 770 ; Rose, 1837, 2 S. and M'L. 958; Cuninyham,

1837, 2 S. & M'L. 984); and it may be materially increased by delay {C. B.,

1885, 12 Pt. (H. L.) 36, 40). Similarly, in criminal cases, the onus will be

shifted by proof of facts rebutting the presumption in favour of innocence.

In conj(jined actions, the incidence of the onus will depend upon the pre-

sumptions arising in the circumstances. Thus the onus will be on a

defender who is forced to raise an incidental process in order to establish

his defence. It is otherwise where such an action is not necessary for the

defence. In competitions between heirs, the onus will not be laid on one

rather than on another, as each is in petitorio ; but where a claimant is

served, it will rest upon him who seeks to reduce the service (cp. Willox,

1846, 8 D. 1226 ; M'Lcan, 1849, 11 U 880 ; 31 & 32 Vict. c. 101, ss. 35, 41

:

with Watson, 1834, 7 W. & S. 535). The same rule applies in the case of

the Crown, unless the reduction is at its instance as ultimus lucres {Ale.eander,

1808, 6 M. (H. L.) 54 ; iM'Zean, 1846, 5 Bell's A^jp. 60). In proving the

constitution and subsistence of a debt by the defender's writ or oath, the

onus rests on the pursuer ; but where the defender's oath is qualified, the

qualification, if extrinsic, must be proved by him {Cou-hrouijli , 1879, 6 E.

liiOl). In such a case the defender's waiver of the plea of prescription

will not shift the onus {Simpson, 1875, 2 R 673 ; K>rrs Trs., lt>83, 11 R
108).—[See Bill of Exchange ; PkesUiMPTIONS ;

Dickson on Evidence, s.

24-40; Kirkpatrick, Dvjest, ss. 149-51; Best, ss. 265-77; Stephen, Difj.

Art. 93, S(i<i. ; Taylor on Evidence, ss. 364-90.]

Affirination.—"Every person upon objecting to being sworn,

and slating, as the ground of such objection, either that he has no religious

belief, or that the taking of an oath is contrary to his religious belief,

sliall be permitted to make his solemn allirmation instead of taking an
oath, in all places and for all purposes where an oath is or shall be

required by law, which allirmation shall be of the same force and effect

as if he had taken the oath" (Oaths Act, 1888,51 & 52 Vict. c. 46, s.

1 ; which xVct, s. 6, repeals, inter alia, the Allirmation (Scotland) Act, 1865

VOL I. 11
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(28 & 29 Yict. c. 9) ; and the Jurors' Affirmation (Scotland) Act, 1868 (31 &
32 Yict. c. 39)). The form of allirmation prescriljed by the Act (s. 2),

is : " I, A. B., do solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare and affirm . .
."

;

" and then proceed with the words of the oath prescribed by law, omit-

ting any words of imprecation or calling to witness " (s. 2). The form of

affirmation in writing, as prescribed by sec. 4, is :
" I ,

of
_

,

do solemnly and sincerely affirm "
; and the form in lieu of jurat is

:

"Affirmed at , this day of 18 .
Before me,"

with usual signatures. See Oaths; Affidavit. Any person making

an affirmation"who wilfully, falsely, and corruptly affirms any matter or

thing which, if deposed on oath, would have amounted to wilful and

corrupt perjury, is "liable to prosecution, indictment, sentence, and

punishment in all respects as if he had committed wilful and corrupt

perjury " {ib. s. 1). See Perjury.

Affray.—This is an EngHsh law term, and signifies the fighting of

two or more persons in some puljlic place, to the terror of Her Majesty's

subjects. The place must be puljlic, for if the fighthig is in private, e.g. a

prize fight, it is not an affi^ay, but an assault. Affrays are misdemeanours,

and ar'e punishable, if common affrays, by fine and imprisonment; if

acTgravated, by more serious punishment. The term affray also occurs in

the English law of homicide. Homicide is excusable if it takes place se

dcfendciido upon a sudden affray, as where a man protects himself from an

assault in the course only of a sudden brawl or quarrel, by killing the

person who assaults him.—[Stephen, Com., 12th ed., iv. 180, 42; Chisholm,

Barclay's Digest, voce " Affray."]

Affreightment.—See Charter-Party ; Bill of Lading.

Age.—A male child is in pupillarity till fourteen years of age; a

female, till twelve. They then become minors, and remain so till they

attain the age of twenty-one years, when they are said to be of full age.

During pupillarity a child has no legal cajmcity; during minority, a

limited capacity.

An action on behalf of a pupil is raised in name of his guardian,

and a decree against a pupil is null unless his guardians have been cited.

All obhgations and deeds of a pupil are null. A minor who has no

curators may bind himself by deed ; but if he has curators, a deed without

their consent is null. A minor may sue alone ; but a decree against

him, where his curators do not sue, or are not sued along with him, is

treated as a decree in absence.

A marriage contracted by a pupil is null, as a pupil has not the

capacity to give consent to any contract. Consummation will not make

the marriage of a pupil legal or binding ; but if pupils, or a pupil and a

person of full age, who have gone through a form of marriage, continue

to cohabit after the contracting pupil has attained minority, it will be

a question of proof as to whether marriage has been constituted.

A child in pupillarity may be examined as a witness, if the presiding

judge is satisfied that the child is sufficiently intelhgent to give evidence.

A pupil is admonished to tell the truth, but not put on oath. A child

in minority is sworn in the ordinary way.
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In friminal law a pnpil is lirld not to be resi)onsible for criminal

acts till tlie age of seven : but children above that age are responsiljle,

and may be prosecuted. A sentence of capital punishment is not com-

petent on a pupil. The Court, in passing sentence ou a minor, will take

into consideration his age, and also his state of mental development

{Ferr/uson, 1894, 1 Adam, 517).

in cases of rape it is no defence that the accused is under the age

of puberty. A female pupil cannot consent to carnal connection with

a man; and therefore, if a man has connection with lier, he is guilty of

rape whether he use force or not. By the Criminal Law Amendment
Act, 1885, a person who has, or attempts to have, connection with a girl

under thirteen years of age, is liable to a sentence of penal servitude for

life ; and if the girl is between thirteen and sixteen years of age, to two

years' im}»risonmont, unless the accused had reason to l)elieve that the

girl was over tiie age of sixteen.

By the common law of Scotland, there was no presumption that a

person who had disappeared, and been absent for many years, had died,

even though he had attained a very old age. But by the Presumption

of Life Limitation Act, 1891 (which repealed an Act of 1881), if a per.son

has disappeared and not been heard of for seven years, the Court may,

after procedure and inquiry, find and declare that he died either at some

definite date or at a date exactly seven years from the date on which he

was last heard of.

There is no presumption of law that a woman is past child-bearing at

any particular age (Anderson, 1890, 17 R 337). See Pupil ;
Minor

;
Tutor

;

Curator; Contract: Marriage; Witness; Oath; Criminal PcESponsi-

rility: PvApe; Criminal La-w Amendment Act; Presumption of Life;

Education.

Agency may be defined as a contract under which A. acts for, or

represents, B., for"^the purpose of bringing B. into contract relations with

third parties. Some writers have described agency as a form of employ-

ment, but the reference to the contract of service does not render the

definition more useful. Agency being a modern business contract,

Professor Bell has pointed out that the principles of the gratuitous contract

of mandate in the civil law are inapplicable. It is proposed here to state

only the most general rules applicable to this contract : further information

will be found under the heads Broker ; Factor ; Jobber, etc. The only

peculiarity in the law of personal capacity touching agency is that, while

the principal (wlio originates the authority and defines the scope of the

mandate) naist necessarily be sui juris, the part of agent may competently

be sustained by persons under various forms and degrees of disability,

such as minors or infants, married women, and others (see D'Angihan-, 15

Cii. 1). 228). The acts of such agents will bind their principals, and their

contracts on behalf of their principals will bind third jiarlies, but the

extent of their personal liability in agency transactions has not yet been

developed by decision. There are various well-known cases of joint

principals, of which partnership is the most familiar ; for each partner is the

agent of all the other })arlners within the scope of the firm's business. This is

not necessarily true in other cases of joint ownership, although the managing

owner of a ship is the agent of all the owners. The members of a committee

who take part in its work are generally responsible for contracts made by
the secretary, unless it should appear that the contracting party relied
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exclusively on the funds, and did not give credit to the names. Tlie

members of a club, however, are not regarded as joint principals of their

committee. The most common case of joint agents, on the other hand, is

that of the directors of joint-stock companies ; and the general rule is that

an authority given to a stated number of persons can be competently

exercised only by all these persons, although where the joint agents have

discretionary and deliberative powers, as in the case of a board of directors,

they must necessarily act according to the vote of the majority. The
APPOIXTMEXT OF AN AGENT for any purposc need not be in writing,

except that in England it is held that the authority to execute a deed

must be given by deed, if the principal be not present when the act is done.

Such an authority is called a power of attorney. It was recently held, how-
ever ( ir/aY/c?/, 32 Ch. D. 337), that the memorandum of association of a

limited company was not a deed in the sense of this rule, and had been

well subscribed in the principal's name by an agent not authorised in

writing. The question whether a personal subscription is required, depends

frequently on the construction of a Statute, e. g. Lord Tenterden's Act, or

the Trade Marks Act {Jaclsoii, 35 Ch. D. 172). But writing, though not

required by law, is commonly used in many cases. The appointment of a

commission agent by a foreign merchant is usually contained in a full and
formal letter ; the authority given by an absentee proprietor to manage
lands or af!\iirs generally in Scotland, is contained in a formal factory and
commission ; the appointment of managing agents abroad by a British

joint-stock company is frequently contained in an article of association.

In the case of appointments by corporations, whether municipal or trading,

the formalities prescribed by law must be observed. Authority is often

given to an agent, however, by the single act, or by the conduct, of the

principal. The mere sending of goods to a broker (as in the leading case of

Pickering, 15 East, 38), whose common business it is to sell, accompanied

by a transfer in the wharfinger's books, implies an authority to sell,

whatever latent instructions may have been sent by the owner

;

and it is immaterial whether the liability of the principal be

referred to implied contract or to the principle known in English

law as estoppel, or personal exception. But authority may also be deduced

from a series of acts, or conduct, which is sometimes called " holding out."

Thus where a wife or other housekeeper has been habitually allowed

to make purchases on credit at a particular shop, the tradesman so dealt

wnth may reasonably infer that the husband has authorised the dealing.

As was pointed out by Thesiger L. J. {Dehcnham, 5 Q. B. D. 403, and 6 A,

C. 24), there is no necessity for the law conferring an agency on the

wife, if the husband has not done so, because tlie transaction might be

for ready money, or the tradesman might be supposed to trust to the wife

getting the money, or he might ask the wife whether she has authority.

In Scotland, the presumption of tlie wife's prccpositura in rebus domesticis

is stronger, and the husband is liable on all contracts necessary for the

aliment of the family, apparently even when he has given the wife a sufficient

allowance for such purposes (Eraser, I£. & W. i. 607-8). There may
be a " holding out " of authority beyond what the principal is legally

capable of granting, as where directors profess to have authority to issue

debentures or contract loans, ultra vires of a limited company or a building

society ; in such a case the company cannot be bound, but the directors

will in the ordinary case be liable {Chapleo, 6 Q. B. D. 696 ; Firhank,.

18 Q. B. D. 54). Lastly, agency may arise from necessity, as it has been

variously called " extreme, stringent, commercial necessity." Eor example.
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a shipmaster may have implied authority to sell his cargo before he arrives

at the port of destination, where the expenditure required lor taking on

tlie cargo would clearly exceed the merchantable value of the goods there

{Atlantic, IG Cli. ]X 474). Where authority to act has not been created

by any of the methods above described, a contract entered into without

authority may subsequently be ratified or adopted by the principal, so as

to create liabilities, as at the date of tiie contract, not only between

principal and agent, but also between the princii)al and the third party

contracting. lUit the power of ratification is subject to cojiditions

—

1. The contract must have been made as on behalf of the principal who
seeks to ratify it ; otherwise ratification would amount to an assignment of

the liabilities under the original contract. This was well illustrated in a

case of Joiii-.^ (:; T. L. R 247), wliere it was attempted to show that a contract

for clothimr, alleged to have been made witli the colonel of a regiment

personally, was subsequently ratified by the other officers of the regiment.

2. There must be a principal actually in existence at the date of the

contract. For example, in Kdner (L. II. 2 C. V. 174), where the promoter

of a limited company had contracted on its behalf a month before the incor-

poration of the company, it was held that the company, when formed, could

not ratify such a contract, although in many similar cases it may not be

difficult to imply a new contract. But it may be sufficient to let in

ratification if tlie principal is capable of being ascertained and in contem-

plation at the date of the contract, as in the case of a broker taking a

marine policy on goods to be afterwards declared ( Watnon, 11 C. B, N. S.

769).

3. The act of ratification must be at a time and under circumstances

which would have permitted the original act. For example, an unauthorised

stoppage in transitu, effected during the transitus, cannot be ratified, so as to

affect third parties, after the transitus has come to an end. In fact, ratifi-

cation cannot alfect the rights of the parties, which have emerged during

the interval, and cannot have complete retroactive effect where the effect

of the original act, if authorised, would have been to place the third party

mider an immediate liability. Xotice to determine a lease at a certain

period, so as to avoid tacit relocation ; notice of dishonour of a bill, so as to

avoid discharge of indorser's liability ; demand for payment, so as to justify

action—are all cases in which time is of the essence of the proceeding, and in

which, therefore, ratification comes too late. The third party, in such cases, is

entitled to act with certainty. There is an apparent exception to this rule,

also, in the peculiar circumstances of marine insurance ; it has been held that

a contract of insurance may be effectively ratified by the principal after the

loss of the ship has come to his knowledge {Williams, 1 C. P. D. 757).

4. An act ultra vires of the principal can never become binding on any-

body by ratification. This is the doctrine of Ashhury Co. (L. li. 7, (H. L.)

6r)3), where a registered British company of mechanical engineers and

general contractors were alleged to have ratitiiid a contract to make and

work a line of railway from Antwerp to Tournai. That was held to be

beyond the power of all the shareholders ; but where the contract is only

ultra vires of the directors and witliiu the objects of the company, the

ratification of the shareholders may be by resolution, or even by

acquiescence, without special resolution altering the articles which defined

the powers of the directors {Grant, 40 Ch. D. 13;")).

5. It is also impossible to ratify an illegal or criminal act: but if A. takes

no steps to prevent the com])lete uttering of a bill, to wliich he knows that

his subscription has been adhibited without his consent, he will be held to
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have authorised the subscription ; and even after uttering, liability may be
created by such conduct as induces a third party to believe that the bill is

genuine {Mackenzie, L. E. G A. 0. 82, 8 K. (H. L.) 8 ; Brool; L. E. 6 Ex. 89).

6. Eatitication must proceed upon a full knowledge of material facts, or

else upon a waiver of further ini^uiry ; it must be complete, embracing the

whole transaction ; and where it is not express, it must necessarily imply

an adoption of the iigent's act. There are endless varieties of implied

ratification : the implication is obviously more easy wliere there is an existing

relationship of principal and agent, than where the character is assumed for

the first tinu\

The AUTHORITY OF AN AGE.VT varies with the general or special char-

acter of his employment, and in many cases is largely determined by trade,

custom, or usage ; as where a broker is entitled to act according to the

custom of the Stock Exchange, if this be consistent with his instructions.

But an unreasonable custom, c.r/. to omit from the contract the numbers of

the shares, contrary to Leeman's Act, does not bind the principal, unless he

knew of it and made it a term of the contract (Fe/r)/, 15 Q. B. I). 388).

Similarly, no custom can justify a broker, employed to buy, in selling

his OM-n goods or shares to his principal {Iiohinson, 5 C. P. 646). As
between principal and agent, the actual authority given must be followed to

the letter; and deviation from this may involve the agent in liability for

damages (Bank of Scotland, 18 E. (H. L.) 21, where the agent accepted

payment subject to an unauthorised condition, and then cancelled the bill).

But if the agent honestly acts upon a reasonable construction of an
ambiguous authority, he cannot be held liable because the principal

intended another construction (Ireland, 5 E. & I. App. 416). Tiie authority

extends to all means necessary or usual for executing it, c.r/. there may be

implied power to raise an action, or to stipulate for beneficial conditions in

a contract of sale. While the limit of authority is, between principal and
agent, truly a matter of express or implied intention, in a question with third

parties dealing with the agent, the apparent and ostensible authority

cannot be cut down by any undisclosed communication between principal

and agent. The typical case of this principjle is that of tlie factor, who,
being intrusted with the possession and control of goods, or of the

documents of title thereto, has, in accordance with universal custom, the

right to sell these goods in his own name and receive payment of the price

;

so that, even if the sale were made contrary to the owner's instructions, on
the bankruptcy of the agent the purchaser is entitled to the goods sold, so

far as not delivered. Another result is that, if the principal sue upon the

factor's contract, the third party is jmmd facie entitled to set off a debt due
him by the factor. The case of the factor is contrasted with that of the

broker, who, although he may frequently sell in his own name, and
occasionally may sell his own goods as well as those of other people, is not

entrusted with the possession of either goods or documents. In such a

case the purchaser cannot claim a right of set-off against the owner, unless

he believed on reasonable grounds that the broker was principal, and this

belief was caused, or contributed to, by the conduct of the owner (Cooke,

12 App. Ca. 271). The ])resumption of authority derived from possession

was even stronger in Scotland than in England, for in Scotland it was held

that at conjmon law the factor could validly pledge, as well as sell, the goods.

The presumption was found to be so indispensable for commercial interests,

that by the Factors Acts (of which the last are those of 1889 and 1890,

for England and Scotland respectively) it was extended to various new
cases, particularly dispositions by sellers (in whose possession goods have
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been allowed by the purchaser to remain after the sale) and by buyers (wlio

have oljtiiined ixjssession of ^'oods with the consent of the seller without
payment). The Acts here practically overrule tlie decision in Johnmns
case (3 C. P. D. 32; see also Lee, 189.3, 2 Q. B. ^IS). The ini]died

authority of servants is often determined by the nature of their (hities.

An actin<f bank sub-manager has been ludd not entitled to institute criminal

proceedings against a customer of the Ijank (Oicston, -i A|)j). Ca, 270). But
the practice of the principal's iirm would create authority, as where a
manager, thougli not a partner, has been for some time permitted to draw
bills. The effect of business understanding is further shown Ijy contrasting

the case of an auctioneer, who is not entitled to warrant what he sells

{Payne, 51 L. J. Q. B. 042), with that of the agent of a horse-dealer, who,
as matter of ostensible authority, was held to have bound his principal by
the warranty of a horse, where such warranty had been prohiltited by the

principal {Hoicard, L. IJ. 2 C. P. 148). Custom may create a contingent

authority in certain circumstances, c.ij. a shi])master may borrow, when
he cannot communicate with the owner without unreasonable delay or

expense.

In general, an agent is not entitled to delegate authority to a sub-

agent, or " substitute," as Lord Thesiger calls him in the leading case of I>e

Bnssche (8 C. L. D. 280). ]>ut it may appear from the original contract, the

usage of trade, or the nature of the particular business in hand, that the

parties contemplated such delegation, and a necessity lor delegation may arise

from unforeseen emergencies. Where delegation proper takes place, privity

of contract is established between the principal and the substitute, and the
" intermediate " ceases to be liable to the principal quoad that part of the

agency which has been delegated. Delegation must therefore be distin-

guished from the employment Ijy the agent of others to do subsidiary acts,

the agent remaining generally responsible to the principal, and is not

liable for the acts or omissions of the substitute, if ordinary prudence has

been used in his selection. In Dc Busschcs case, the object of the agency
was to sell a ship at any port where she might be, which favoured the idea

of delegation. On the other hand, it has been held that a Board of Directors

is not entitled to delegate the allotment of shares (at least where allotment

is made on special terms) to the manager and two directors {Hoivard, L. E.

1 Ch. 501). "Wherever the principal may reasonably be held to have relied

on the personal skill or individual discretion of the agent, delegation is

excluded. In Spe'ujht tO Gaunt (0 App. Ca. 1), the principles are explained on
which, in trust administration, the trustee is entitled, according to the usual

course of business, to devolve certain duties on solicitors, bankers, brokeis,

and others, and to rely on their exercising ordinary professional skill.

There is also an important class of cases where authority has been given

partly in view of the pulilic interest, and where, accordingly, it has been

held incompetent to transferor delegate such authority. Among the leading

DUTIES OF AN AGENT msLj be mentioned: (1) to make a binding contract,

whether in his own name or that of the princijial, the benetit of which will

ensue to the principal: (2) to use ordinary skill and diligence; {o) to

observe limits of authority
; (4) to keep regular accounts, and to account

punctually; (5) to account for all profits received in course of principal's

business
; (0) to disclose the extent of any personal interest he may have

in an agency transaction. An example of (2) is that an agent will be

liable in damages for insuring cargo or ship without the usual deviation

clause, or for accepting a cheque wliere he should have taken cash. As to

(4), the ordinary commission agent is not a trustee, but merely debtor ou
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his obligation to account, and is not bound to keep a separate banking

account. Tlie del credere agent guarantees the performance of contracts

M-hich he makes on behalf of the principal; and when, in the ordinary

course of business, he receives cash, it should be at once paid over. The
rule as to profits is strictly enforced, everything of the nature of a present

or allowance being disallowed in an agent's account. Thus a commission

on repairs to the engineer of the party ordering the repairs, and a division

between brokers of the excess price, wliere the purchaser's broker had

undertaken to e;et a ship as cheaply as possible, have been so treated

(Ilaruigfon, 3 QAx D. 549; Morison, L. K. 9 Q. B. 480). The remedy is

not merely a claim of damages for breach of duty, but all profits acquired

by a servant or agent in the course of, or in connection with, the service or

agency (such as a higher rate of interest, a captain's Goverinnent money, a

premium on a foreign bill, an army agent's discount), belong to the master

or principal, with interest from the date of receipt {Boston, 39 C. D. 353).

The person who, by a bribe, secures an improper contract from an agent, may
also be liable to the principal; as in Salford (1891, 1 Q. B. 168), where, in-

dependently of the atlirmance or disaffirmance of the contract, the principal

recovered a bribe of one shilling per ton on tenders for coal from the sellers.

The claim, however, is a money claim, and the principal cannot revindicate

as trust property the investments of profits made by the agent {Lister, 45

C. D. 15). This case must be distinguished from the right of the principal

to follow his property, or the proceeds of it, when sold {Knatchbull, 13 C. D.

696). In every case of a sale by a promoter to a company, where the

promoter has concealed his profit, the company may elect to rescind, or to

claim the profit {Grant, 11 0. D. 918). And the effect of discovering a

single fraudulent entry, or entry in breach of trust, in agency accounts, may
be to open them up for a long period {Williamson, 9 C. D. 529).

On the other hand, the agent is entitled, as against his principal, to

(1) remuneration, and (2) indemnity; and generally to a lien on property or

documents for these rights. The agent cannot maintain an action if he

has agreed to leave his remuneration absolutely to the discretion of his

principal. Further, the commission usually agreed upon covers everything

incidental to the agency. Thus a managing owner cannot claim a separate

commission for procuring charter-parties {Williamson, 1891, 1 Ch. 390).

The common agreement for remuneration is by fixed commission on sales

or other series of transactions (as where a commercial traveller receives

commission on orders booked) ; and this commission is of course higher in

del credere agencies. In the ordinary case of employing a broker to sell or

buy, the rule is that reward comes with success, and commission is earned

by the introduction of parties, if that results in a binding contract, although

the contract was negotiated by the parties themselves. Difficult questions

arise as to the ritiht to commission where the contract is not carried out

owing to (1) inability of purchaser to complete
; (2) defect in seller's title

;

(3) breach of contract by seller
; (4) refusal by seller to warrant {Grogan,

7 T. L. R. 132). It is necessary in such cases to distinguish between the

commission allowed to a broker on price, and the discount allowed to a

purchaser ( Walker, 1873, 11 K. 369). By a recent Statute (55 Vict. c. 9, s. 2),

commission cannot be claimed in respect of contracts which are void

because relating to betting or gaming. And the same Statute excludes the

agent's right of, indemnity in respect of such transactions which had been

upheld in Read, &, Anderson (11 Q. B. D. 779). As regards all other transac-

tions within the scope of the agency, and not illegal, the agent's indemnity

extends to his disbursements, loss and damage incurred in executing the
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principal's instructions, and the costs of unavoidable legal procfedings.

The eliect of the agent's default or insolvency, in terminating or limiting the
right of indemnity, has been mainly discussed in Stock Exchau'^'e cases.

See Stocki!1;(jkek. If not inconsistent with the terms on which tlie

principal's property was originally received {e.g. as for custody, or on
express trust), agents generally have a lien on that property for tlieir claitDS

against the principal. Some agents, e.g. factors and insurance brokers,

have a general lien for the whole balance on their accounts ; mercantile

brokers have only a special lien for advances or otiier claims connected
with the particular property over which tlie lien is claimed. This lien, not
being a pledge, does not entitle the agent to sell, but it may be enforced

(in the case of a purchase for the principal) by stoppnge in transitu. The
sliij)master's lien for proper disbursements and liabilities, which was denied
in The Sara (14 App. Ca. 209), has now been declared by Statute (52 & 53
Vict. c. 40, s. 1). The general rule is that a mercantile agency may be
terminated at any time by revocation, except where the mandate is given

fur valuable consideration, as where a creditor becomes agent to dispose

of what is in substance a security. But a factor who makes advances has

no irrevocable authority to sell, although revocation will not affect his lien.

The rule of revocation at will applies to cases where a period of years

is mentioned in the appointment of agent. In the absence of express

stipulation, the principal is not bound to continue his business for auy
definite period {Rhodes, 1 App. Ca. 250). But where there is a definite

contract to continue the employment so many years, the right of the agent
is not defeated by the unavoidable stoppage of business {Turner, 1891, 1

Q. B. 544). The revocation operates from the time of notice to the agent.

Generally speaking, agency is also terminated by the death or bankruptcy
of the principal, and this apart from notice to the agent. But a distinction

as to notice has been taken in the case of winding up {G uillemin, 28 C. D.

634) ; and notice is required to complete revocation in the case of the

principal's insanity {Drew, 4l Q. B. D. 001). As regards England,
these questions are now partly regulated by the Conveyancing Act, 1882.

In the event of the agent's bankruptcy in Scotland, the principal's goods
do not pass to his trustee. In England, this question depends on reputed
ownership, or whether the fact of agency as regards the particular goods
was sufficiently notorious. The question whether an agent has incurred

personal liability on a contract, is one of construction of the instrument ; or

of intention to be deduced from all the circumstances, wheie the contract is

not in writing. There is a certain ])resumption that the person who executes

a contract assumes liability ; but where an agent contracts for a disclosed

principal, this presumption is displaced, and no liability attaches to the

agent, except by express agreement. And the tendency of recent decision

has been to exclude personal liability, wherever the document is executed

fadorio nomine. "Where, however, no })rincipal is disclosed, and, of course,

where the agent contracts as principal, the agent is liable on the contract,

whatever other rights or liabilities may emerge. "Where the principal is a
foreign merchant, the presumjition is that he gives no authority to the

commission agent in this country to pledge his credit, or to establish privity

of contract with the British seller. But this presumption will yield to proof

of express authority {Elhinger Actien Gesellschaft, L. K. 8 Q. B. 313) ; and
the law appears to be the same in Scotland {Bennett, L^ B. 975; Girvin

Eoper, 33 S. L. B. 73).

As regards the relations of the principal with third jKUtics, the principal

is bound by every representation, though fraudulent, made by the agent in
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the course of negotiating the contract or conducting the business of the

agency ; and he is liable for the quasi-delicts of the agent arising out of

the subject-matter of the agency. Where the principal affirms a contract

procured by the agent, he necessarily adopts the fraud by which it was
procured ; and this applies to every fraud committed for the master's benetit,

at least where that benefit has accrued and is retained, but not to those

comn)itted for the agent's benefit, although by means of his official

character as agent (British Mutual, IS Q. B. D, 714; see also Pollock

on Torts). The liability for fraud is more extensive where the agent is

a servant under orders. In the case of representations by an agent

as to character or credit, the principal is protected by Statute. Further,

where the agent who concludes a transaction is the agent to whom the

principal woidd look for information, knowledge of material facts acquired

by the agent during the agency will be held to amount to constructive

notice to the principal {Blachlmrn, 12 App. Ca. 531 ; Bidst, 1875, 3 E. 1078
;

Bawden, 1892, 2 Q. B. I). 534). The undisclosed principal may sue on the

contracts made in the agent's name, subject to any defences or equities

existing between the agent and the third party (Calder t& Dohcll, L. 11. GG P.

486 ; Broii-ning, L. E. 5 P. C. 486). If the agent be entitled to receive

payment, the principal's action will be excluded by such payment. The
third party's right of set-off in the case of a factor and a broker has already

been considered. As regards negotiable instruments given to an agent for

sale, and improperly pledged by hiin, the third party, if in good faith, is

entitled to retain them for the whole of his advances, but if he knows they

do not belong to the agent, his security will be restricted to the amount
for which the agent was secured {Simmons, 1892, App. Ca. 201 ; Sheffield, 13

App. Ca. 333 ; National Banh of Seotland, 1895, 22 E. 740. See also Factor.

The principal is also liable to third parties on his agent's contracts, unless

at the time of the contract there was apparent an intention to give exclusive

credit to the agent, or subsequently (as by recovering decree) the tliird

party has elected to go against the agent. It is not clear, however, that

the mere debiting of the agent, after the principal's name is known,

would amount to proof of exclusive credit {Thomson, 9 B. & C. 78).

The right to sue of the third party may also be excluded by the alteration

of accounts between principal and agent. In the case of a commission

agent, wdio may or may not be a principal, and is believed by the third

party to be a principal, the action against the principal will be excluded

by the principal's settlement with the agent while exclusive credit was
still given to the agent. In the case of a Ijroker, who cannot be a principal,

and whom, therefore, the principal cannot have expected that sellers would

treat as a principal, it is necessary, in order to discharge the principal by
payment to his agent, that the principal has been induced by the conduct

of the seller to believe that the matter has been settled with the agent.

Delay, for example, might be sufficient, where there is a custom of prepay-

ment, on wliich the principal relied {Trcine & Watson, 5 Q. B. D. 414).

Agent and Client.—See Law Agent.

Agents for Poor.—See Pooii's Agents.

Aggravation of Crime.—Aggravations determine, in great

measure, the class of tribunal which will take cognisance of a crime, and the
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degree of punishment with which it will be visited. There are two distinct
classes of aggravations :

—

1. Htntatonj or t^prcuil, dctonnincMl by peculiar circumstances in the
crime C(jnimillcd. Tims, under (uir former law, certain cases of homicide
were punished with more than ordinary severity as aggravated murders.
Murder under trust was punished as treason by 1587, c. 51. Assassination,

by KJSl, e. 15, was similarly ])unished. Muider l)y ])ois(in was regarded
by jMackenzie as an aggra\ated murder ; and the Act 15'J-l, c. 224, placed
the crime of parricide in the same category. There are several well-known
special aggravations of theft. Thus, if the thief is a police oilicer on duty,
or is the guardian of the ])r()perty stolen, there is aggravated theft {Ferric

and JJiods, IS.".!, Kell's Azotes, .'!-!:). Plagium, or the theft of a child, is an
aggravated theft, and so are thefts of horses, cattle, and sheep. Theft by
one who is lial)it and repute a thief, is an aggravated theft. ]iy 18 Geo. il.

c. 27, as amended by 51 Geo. ill. c. 41, it is aggravated theft to steal linen

from bleachiug-grounds. There are many cases in which assault is held to

be aggravated. Thus it may be aggravated in the intent, as where there is

intent to kill, to ravish, to rob, etc. ; in the mode of commission, as when fire-

arms or knives are used, or acids are thrown ; from the extent of the injury

inllicted, as when there is effusion of blood or mutilation : from the relati»jn-

ship of the victim to his assailant, as when a child assaults a parent, or a
soldier an officer (Hume, i. 280; Macdonald, 4G, 155).

2. Previous Conviction of a similar Offence.—This is an aggravation which
it is always competent to charge {Campbell, 1822, Shaw, 6(J) ; l)ut the con-
viction must be previous to the offence under trial {Mitchell or Carr, 18.">7,

Bell's Notes, 32; Graham, 1842, 1 Lroun, 445, and Bell's Xotcs, 32); and it

must be a proper legal conviction {Grant, 1889, 2 White, 261). Before 1887
it was necessary that the previous conviction should be for the same crime,
though the conditions did not require to be exactly the same in both charges.

This has been altered by the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1887 (50
& 51 Vict. c. 35). Three classes of aggravations by previous convictions

have been established by that Act :

—

(1) Dishonest)/.— Under s. 63, extracts of previous convictions of crime
inferring dishonest ap])ropriation of property, or attempts to commit
such crimes, may be law fully put in evidence as aggravations against any
person accused on indictment of any crimes of a similar nature, c.f/. theft,

robbery, reset, forgery, falsehood, etc.

(2) Violence.—Under s. 64, extracts of previous convictions of any
crime inferring personal violence may be lawfully put in evidence as aggrava-

tions of any crime inferring personal violence.

(3) Indecency.—Under s. 65, extracts of previous convictions of any
crime inferring lewd, indecent, or libidinous conduct, may be lawfully jmb
in evidence as aggravations of any crime of a lewd, indecent, or libidinous

character.

Under each of these sections any aggravations set forth in such extract

convictions may be lawfully used in evidence to the like effect.

It is not necessary to libel in the indictment the particular offence with

regard to which previous conviction has been obtained. It is enough to

state, " and you have been previously convicted of dishonest appropriation

of property," or "of attempt to api)ropriate property dishonestly," or "of
personal vi(»lenc'e," or "of lewd, indecent, or libidinous conduct" (Sehedule

A of Act of 1887). At one time it was the general rule that the previous

conviction, if it was founded on at common law, must have been by a Scottish

tribunal. This was altered by the Act 33 & 34 Vict. c. 112, s. 18, which
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enacted that a previous conviction in any one part of the United Kingdom
may be proved against a prisoner in any other part of the United Kingdom.
The Act of 1887 declares this to be the law as to the three classes of

aggravation by previous conviction before mentioned. Sees. 66 and 67

of the Act of 1887 prescribe the mode of proving extract convictions, and
the manner in which they may be used at tlie trial (Hume, ii. 170 ; Alison,

ii. 233; ]\Iacdonald, 13; Anderson, Crim. Law, 20). See Previous
CONVICTIOX.

Agnate.—A person's agnates are those of his kindred who are

rehited to him througli liis father. His relatives through his mother are

called his cognates. According to the Eoman law, a person's agnates were

persons related to him through males ; but that definition does not hold in

the law of Scotland, for the children of a sister of a person's father are

classed among his agnates. When both parents of a child have died

without nominating a tutor, the nearest male agnate of twenty-five years

of ao-e is entitled to the office, and is called tutor-at-law. The nearest male

agnate of a pupil orphan has a right to intervene as to the child's custody

{Ecilhj, 1895, 22 R. 879). In actions of choosing curators, the minor is

pursuer and his nearest agnates are called as defenders. In cognitions the

nearest agnate is usually pursuer, though another near relative may pursue

;

but in any case where a person is found insane, the nearest agnate of full

age has the right to become his guardian. As such he has the custody of

the ward's estate. The custody of the person of the lunatic is usually

given to the nearest cognate.

[Stair, iii. 4. 8; Bell, Prin. ss. 2078, 2111 ; Mackay, Manual, 496, 500.]

See Tutor ; Curator ; Lunatic.

Agreement.—An agreement is the joint act of two or more
persons, whereby one or more of them undertakes obligations in favour of

the other or others. The essence of an agreement is the consent of the

parties to it, which may be expressed by words or acts ; but is not, in

general, to be inferred from mere silence (Wi/lie, 1873, 1 R 41; Griffith's

case, 1892, 19 E. 550). Consent is a fact to be proved.

As the result of the agreement, one or both of the parties to it may be

bound to performance. Where one only of the parties is bound, the

obligation resembles a promise ; where both parties are bound in mutual
performance, the agreement is a contract.

" Agreement " is sometimes used as synonymous with " contract " (Stair,

i. 10 passim); but if contracts be regarded as "agreements enforceable by
law' (Pollock, p. 2), then "agreement " is a word of wider connotation,

including agreements not so enforceable. So we may speak of agreements

in restraint of trade, induced by fraud, in fraud of creditors, etc., which

are either voidable or void. See Contract ; Consent ; Offer and Accept-

ance ; Promise ; Restraint of Trade ; Fraud ; Essential Error ;
Stamps.

The Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Acts,
1883 & 1889 (46&47 Vict. c. 62, and 52 & 53 Vict.
C. 20.

—

Object of the Legislation.—The general object of the

principal Act is to ameliorate the law of landlord and tenant, in favour

of the tenant, and in the interests of agriculture, by abolishing certain
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presumptions and privileges which have hitherto existed in favour of the
landlord.

Application OF THE Act.—The Act applies (s. :j5) to every holding
in Scotland which is "either wholly agricultural or wholly pastoral, or in

part agricultural and as to the residue pastoral, or in whole or in part
cultivated as a market garden," with tlie exception of any holding which is

" let to the tenant during his continuance in any otlice, appointment, or

employment of the landlord." Where a holding is only in part a<.;ricultural,

the Act dues not apply. It was held not to apply in the case of a Highland
hotel with 30 acres attached let as one holding {Mackintosh, 188G, 14 K.

282), nor to subjects of about three-quarters of an acre in extent, one-
third of which was occuj)ied as a dwelling-house and garden and the
remainder as a grass park {Taijlor, 1892, 19 li. 399 j. "Landlord" and
" tenant " seem, for the purposes of the Act, to be relative terms (s. 42), so that
it was generally understood that a sub-tenant is entitled to the privileges of

the Act, as against the party from whom he immediately holds, as fully as

if he himself held directly from tlie owner of the soil ; but apparently in

Livingstone {l^^l, 18 11. 735, a case under the Crofters Act, which latter Act
adopts the definitions of the Agricultural Holdings Act by reference) the
Court took the view that sub-tenants are not witliin the provisions of the
Agricultural Holdings Act. The terms "landlord" and " tenant" include
the successors and the predecessors in title of any laudlonl or tenant.

How FAR Compulsory.—With the exception of the clauses relating

to compensation for unexhausted improvements (s. 36) (and even this, as
will appear, is a qualified exception), the Act is permissive, and does no
more than change the presumption of law. It is therefore in the power
of parties to contract tliemselves out of all the other provisions of the
Act. The Act applies, however, to leases current when it became law
(1 Jan. 1884), and in this case no opportunity is given to either party to

declare that any of the provisions of the Act shall not apply. The result

is a curious inversion of the ordinary rule of legislation. Under contracts

the terms whereof were adjusted with reference to a different state of
the law, the tenant is allowed all the privileges of the present Act

;

whilst, in all contracts of tenancy entered into in the full light of the

Act, it will be in the power of the landlord to insist upon the exclusion of
most of the provisions of the Act.

Branches of the La w Affected.—The following branches of the
law of landlord and tenant are affected by the Act :

—

1. The tenant's right to compensation for unexhausted improvements
(ss. 1-23 and^3G-39).

2. Eemoving for non-payment of rent (s. 27).

3. Notice to quit at the termination of a tenancy (s. 28).

4. Bequest of a lease by the tenant (s. 29).

5. Tenant's property in fixtures (s. 30).

The provisions in reference to compensation for unexhausted improve-
ments bulk so largely in the Act, that it will be most convenient to consider

this subject in its entirety, in the first place, irrespective of the order of

the clauses of the Statute. The further changes effected by the Act are

of a heterogeneous character, and will therefore be considered together

under the head of " Miscellaneous Provisions."

I. Compensation for Unexhausted Improvements.

The most important effect of the Act, as it was the special and
immediate object of the Bill, is to secure to the tenant compeusatiou for
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^'unexhausted improvements,"—in other words, compensation for skill

and capital employed in the execution of improvements which, at the

date of the tenant's quitting the holding, have increased the letting value

of the same. The Act commences (s. 1) by setting forth that, subject to

certain conditions, any tenant " who has made on his holding any
improvement specitied in the Schedule " to the Act, is to be entitled, " on

quitting his holding on the determination of a tenancy," to such com-

pensation "as fairly represents the value of the improvement to an

incoming tenant." It is not necessary that the improvement shall have

been made during the tenancy then expiring: it is sufficient that it

vshall have been made at any time during the tenant's occupancy of the

holding (s. 39). An improvement which justly entitles the tenant to

compensation has been effected lolien hy a ivorh of supererogation, the tenant

has increased the letting value of the holding. As will appear below, the

Act provides a further limitation (s. 1, and Schedule) by expressly

enumerating the classes of improvements for which the tenant shall be

entitled to compensation. An attempt is made further to safeguard the

interests of the landlord, by a provision (s. 1) that the tenant shall not

receive compensation for what is "justly due to the inherent capabilities

of the soil "—an equitable provision, but one to which it has been found

very difficult to give practical effect. The best soil bears no fruit so

long as it is allowed to lie waste : capital and skill are thrown away upon
unfertile soil ; only by the application of capital and skill to fertile soil

X3an beneficial results be obtained ; but who shall determine in what
proportion these results flow from the one source or the other ? As well

try to determine how much of the value of a fat bullock is due to care

iind feeding, and how much to the " inherent capabilities " of the stirk.

Except, then, as an indication to arbiters of the general principles by
which they are to be guided, this proviso is of little practical value.

Formerly, in the matter of improvements, the presumption of law

favoured the landlord; for, in the absence of any express stipulation to

the contrary, the benefit of all improvements executed by the tenant

nccrued to the landlord at the determination of the tenancy, without any
obligation to compensate the tenant therefor. The general effect of the

recent legislation has been to substitute for that presumption one in

favour of the tenant. Considerations of supposed public policy, however,

have dictated a still more sweeping change. Not only has a presumption

in favour of the tenant been substituted for the old presumption in favour

of the landlord, but the former presumption has been made absolute by
2, provision (s. 3) invalidating any agreement by which a tenant deprives

himself of the right to claim the compensation for improvements allowed

by the Statute. Tlie stringent character of this provision has rendered it

necessary for the Legislature to introduce certain important limitations

in favour of the landlord, which probably would not have been necessary

had the Act done no more than change the presumption of law when claim

arises. The most important of these limitations has reference to the

occasion on v;hich the tenant is to be entitled to receive compensation.

The provision under this head (s. 1) is to the effect that the tenant shall

receive compensation only " on quitting his holding at the determination

of a tenancy." It is obvious that, so long as the tenancy subsists during

which the improvements were made, the tenant can have no claim for

compensation. He pays the same rent which he paid before the improve-

ments were executed, and consequently he himself reaps the full benefit

of the increased value of the holding. It is only on the determination
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of the tenancy that any claim lor conipensutuni can arise ; and if tlie

tenancy ])e then renewed, it is for the tenant to make his own terms with
the landlord. Accordingly, the Act provides that the tenant shall receive

compensation only on his (putting the holding at the termination of a

tenancy. Direct lemcdy to the sitting tenant the Act has provided
none; but it has indirectly furnished him with a strong weapon in his

negotiations with the landlord for a new lease, by adding a new terror

to the loss of a tenant. If the landlord seeks to raise the lent upon the

tenant's improvements, the tenant can, not only rpiit—he could do that

Ijefore— but he can (put, and take the value of his improvements with

hiui. A n'lniuciation of his lease by the tenant accepted by the landlord

does not bar the tenant from recovering compensation for unexhausted
improvements under the Act (Slranr/, 1887, 14 li. (Jo7).

C/.ASs/FJC.iJ70.y OF I.MPROi'EMEXTS.— Another important limitati(ju

of the tenant's right has reference to the classification of improvements
(s. 1, and Schedule) for which the tenant is entitled to claim compensation.

Improvements are by the Act divided into two great classes,— namely,
structural or "permanent" improvements, and "temporary" improvements
incident to tillage,—corresponding generally to what were pojjularly known
as " landlord's" and " tenant's " improvements. The claim of the landlord to

have a right to veto the former is very strong ; for not only are most of

them radical and irrevocable, but the expediency of executing any of them
must always be n)ore or less matter of discretion ; and where discretion is

to be exercised, it is only just that the riglit to do so should be vested in

the proprietor, who has the permanent interest in the soil. The latter class

of improvements, on the other hand, are of a class—all of them generally,

and some of them universally— advantageous; and they are so much the

ordinary incidents of agriculture, that it would be deemed harassing and
vexatious w^ere the consent of the landlord to their execution made a

condition precedent to the claim for compensation. Between these two
classes of im])rovements, then, an important distinction has been drawn by
the Act, in so far as no claim ibr compensation is allowed in respect of

the former, unless the consent of the landlord has been obtained previous

to their execution (s. 3) ; whilst in the case of the latter no such consent

is re(piired.

But a third class of improvements, occupying an intermediate position,

is recognised by the Act. These are drainage operations. The position

assigned by the Act (s. 4) to improvements of this class may be regarded as

a compromise between two conflicting theories. In some respects drainage

appears more closely to resemble the former, in others the latter, of the two
great classes of improvements. On the ground, probably, that it is generally

advantageous, and not of a structural or radical character, drainage has

been classed with improvements which do not require the consent of the

landlord as a condition to the claim for compensation ;
whilst, on the other

hand, as it is not an ordinary incident of agriculture wiiicii nuist necessarily

be carried out by the tenant, an opportunity has been aHbrded to the

landlord, if so minded, to execute the improvement himself.
' Pi:rm.i.\/:\t" lMPNorj-:Mi-:.\rs.—As regards "permanent" improve-

nients, the chief change introduced by the Act (ss. 1 and ."!, and Schedule,

Part I.) has been to alter, in the case of such improvements executed by the

tenant with the consent of the landlord, the presum])tion of law by which
all such improvements formerly belonged to the landlord witiiout any claim

for compensation on the part of the tenant. The Act, it is true, declares

(s. 36) null any agreement whereby the tenant deprives himself of the right
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to claim compensation ; but such a provision can have little effect in

reference to improvements, the landlord's consent to whicli is a condition

precedent to any claim for compensation. The fact should not be lost sight

of, that the Act does not increase, or diminish, or in any way affect tlie

common law or conventional right of the tenant to execute such improve-

ments ; its provisions have reference solely to claims for compensation in

respect of their execution.

"Drainage" and " Temporary" Improvements.—In regard to the

two other classes of improvements, "drainage" and "temporary" improve-

ments (ss. 1, 4, 5, and ;iG, and Schedule, Parts I. and III.), no consent upon

the part of the landlord is necessary in order to entitle the tenant to

compensation. It is, it is believed, popularly supposed, and it may perhaps

even be contended, that the effect of the Act is to render null and void any

stipulation in a future lease which deprives the tenant of the right to make
such improvements to any extent he may think fit, and then claim com-

pensation for them. But this is not expressly laid down in the Act, and

it is thought that it is not there even by implication. Section oG, the only

clause in the Act which limits freedom of contract, provides that

—

Anv contract or agreement made by a tenant by virtue of which he is deprived of

his rigiit to chxim compensation under this Act in respect of any improvement specified

in the Schedule hereto (except an agreement providing such comjtensation as is by this

Act permitted to be substituted for compensation under tliis Act), shall, so far as it

deprives him of such right, be void.

Now it may be urged that any agreement whereby a tenant deprives

himself of the right to make an improvement, deprives him of his right to

claim compensation for such improvement. The terms of section 40,

saving every right not expressly affected by the Act, seem, however, to

forbid such a method of construction, and, apart from that, the Court will

probably be disposed to construe very narrowly any provision which limits

freedom of contract. The view here taken is confirmed by the fact that

section 36 applies also, without distinction, to those improvements, the

consent of the landlord to the execution of which is a condition to the

claim for compensation ; and therefore it is clear that, in the view of the

framers of the Act, the right to claim compensation for an improvement, if

made, does not necessarily imply a right to make such an improvement.

Turther confirmation of this view is found in the fact that the Irish Land

Act of 1S70, after providing compensation to the tenant for improvements,

expressly declares (s. 4) that " any contract between a landlord and a tenant

whereby the tenant is prohibited from making such improvements as may
be required for the suitable occupation of his holding and its due cultivation,

shall be void." Xo such provision is found in the present Act.

The landlord may prohibit unauthorised drainage, or the application to

the land, without the consent of the landlord, of anything other than

natural manure made on the holding ; and if a tenant took the holding on

such terms, it would be in the power of the landlord, in respect of drainage

and of " temporary " improvements, other than the comsumption of feeding-

stuff's, to regulate their extents, and to make a bargain for himself with the

tenant as the price of his consent. "Temporary" improvements differ,

however, from " permanent " improvements and drainage, in so far that if

the tenant has executed them, no agreement can defeat his claim for "fair

and reasonable" compensation (s. 5); whereas in the case of "permanent"

improvements and drainage, no such test is to be applied to the conditions

of any agreement which may be arrived at between the parties.

Improvements Executed prior to the commencement of the
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Act, or subsequent thereto under Leases then current.— The
preceding remarks have reference to the }jrovisions of the Act, in so far as

these (leal with improvements executed under tenancies beginning after the

commencement of tlie Act; but the same }jrovisious, sul)ject to a certain

limitation, apply (ss. 2 and 5) to improvements executed after the commence-
ment of tlie Act uniler tenancies subsisting at the date of its commencement,
and even, but with greater limitations, to improvements executed before the

commencement uf the Act.

As regards '"permanent" improvements and drainage, executed within
ten years prior to the commencement of the Act, landlords were merely
incited to recognise the tenant's claim for compensation, Ijy consenting, ex

jiost facia, to the execution of such improvements, within one year after

the commencement of the Act, in which case the tenant was to have a

claim for compensation. On the other hand, " temporary " improvements,
executed before the commencement of the Act, were placed upon the same
footing as those executed subse(|uent thereto, except that no compensation
was to be claimable under the Act—(1) where the tenant was under an
express obligation to make the improvement, and (2) where the tenant was
under any contract or custom entitled to ciut/ compensation (not as in the

case of " temporary " improvements, executed subsequent to the date of the

Act, to "fair and reasonable" compensation).

Improvements executed subsequent to tlie conmiencement of the Act,

mider a tenancy current at that date, were placed (s. 5) upon the same
looting as improvements executed under a new tenancy, with only this

difference, that where the compensation lixed by any agreement was
"specific" (whatever that means), the tenant could not raise the question

whether or not such compensation was " fair and reasonable."

Agreements to exclude the Compensation Clauses.—Although
the Act interferes to a limited extent with freedom of contract, it jjives

every encouragement to landlords to make their own bargains with their

tenants. In regard to sucli agreements, the Act stands on this footing,

that whilst, in respect of " permanent " improvements and drainage (ss. 3
and 4), freedom of contract is practically unrestricted, the compensation for
" temporary " improvements lixed by any agreement must not be elusory,

but must (s. 5) be " fair and reasonable, having regard to the circumstances
existing at the time of making such agreement." Any honest bargain
ought to stand this test. It is not the province of the Court to make a
bargain for the parties, which it would practically l)C doing were it to

inquire whether tlie terms were on the whole more favourable to the land-
lord or to the tenant. The provision is meant to strike at bargains for

elusory compensation, secured by undue pressure; and where there is no
suggestion that the compensation is elusory, or that the tenant has been
concussed into a bargain which no reasonable man would willingly make,
there is no ground for the interference of the Court.

" Reductions " and " Deductions."—The Act prescribes (s. 6) that

certain matters are to be taken into account in assessing the amount of

compensation. Any benefit which the landlord has allowed to the tenant,

on consideration of his executing the improvement, is to be taken into

account in ascertaining the amount of compensation ; and an absolute right

is given to the landlord to have deducted from any compensation, payable
in respect of manures, the value of the manure which would have been
created by the consumption upon the holding of any crop sold oil within

the two last years of the tenancy, unless a proper return of manure has
been made in respect thereof.

VOL. I. 12
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The section next deals with certain " deductions " which are to be made
from the amount of compensation payable to the tenant. These are sums

due to the landlord in respect of (1) rent, (2) taxes, rates, etc., (3) the breach

by the tenant of any stipulation of the lease, and (4) deteriorations. Counter-

ciainis in respect ot' the breach of any stipulation in reference to cultivation

or management and of deteriorations, are limited to acts committed during

the fourlast years of the tenancy.

These provisions in no way affect the right of the landlord to recover,

by the ordinary processes of law, sums due to him under any of the fore-

croin*' heads. Of course, if the landlord has recourse to the Law Courts, he

musrrun the risk of the tenant's obtaining and enforcing an award under

the reference, before the landlord's counter-claims are settled. On the

other hand, if the referee under the Act finds that the balance is in favour

of the landlord after crediting the tenant with the compensation to which

he is entitled, he may decern in favour of the landlord for that balance

{Birrdl, 1887, L. Eraser, unreported).

Purchase of his Pi^edecessor's Improvements by the hvcom/ng

Tenant.—The Act contains one provision (s. 37) which, though intended

as a privilege to the landlord, may be regarded by some as the first step

towards the creation in Scotland of a " tenant-right " similar to that which,

under the fostering care of the Legislature, has grown up in Ireland. The

incoming tenant is authorised to pay the compensation for, or, in other

words, to purchase, with the landlord's consent, the improvements of the

outgoing tenant, and to keep up a claim for compensation in respect thereof.

Instead, therefore, of agreeing to pay a rent upon tlie present value of the

holding, the incoming tenant may, if the landlord consents, pay to the

outgoing tenant the amount due to him as compensation for improvements,

in which case he will agree to pay to the landlord only such a rent as the

holding would bring without the improvements. On his quitting the

holding, he will be entitled to claim compensation for these improvements,

—

so taken over, as it were, from his predecessor,—in so far as they are still

unexhausted, exactly on the same footing as if the improvements had been

executed by himself.

Compensation under the Act exclusive.—A tenant cannot claim,

otherwise than under the Act, compensation for an improvement in respect

of which he is " entitled to claim compensation under the Act " (s. 38).

Accordingly, a claim under the Act must be referred to the statutory

arbitration, and cannot form the subject-matter of a counter-claim to be

investigated in any action by the landlord against the tenant {Gaslight

& CoU Co., 52 L T. E. (N. S.) 434, and Schofidd, 58 L. J., Q. B. 147,

60 L. T. E. (N. S.) 573). Of course, where there is an agreement

sanctioned by the Act substituting compensation for that provided by the

Act, the tenant is to be regarded as one not " entitled to claim compensation

under the Act."

Procedure.—No fewer than seventeen sections (7 to 23) of the Act

of 1883 are devoted to the procedure which is to be adopted under the Act

for the ascertainment and recovery of compensation for improvements.

This subject is dealt with separately at the end of this article.

Power to charge Tenant's Compensation Qi^. 24 to2G).—Power is

conferred upon the landlord, with the authority of the Sheriff, to charge the

holding or the estate of which it forms a part with the amount paid as

tenant's compensation for improvements, or expended in the execution

himself of improvements proposed to be executed by the tenant {i.e. pre-

sumably drainage). The object of this provision is to allow limited owners.
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who liave no power at common law to bunlen their property, to charge

upon their estates the amount of sums which they may have been called

ujjon to disburse for improvements. Xo charge is in sucli a case to extend

beyond the perifjd wlien the improvements are to Ije held as exhausted.

II. Miscellaneous Pkovisions.

Removing for Non-Payment of Rent {^. 27).—Under the Act of

Sederunt ancnt Kemovings, of 14th December 1756, as amended by the

Hypothec Abolition (Scotland) Act, 1880 (43 Vict. c. VI), a landlord was

entitled at any time to have a tenant who was twelve months' rent in

arrear summarily removed, and a tenant who was six months' rent in arrear

also summarily removed, unless he paid his arrears or found caution lor

them and for one year's rent further. The tenant had the privileges of an

outgoing tenant as at the immediately preceding term of Whitsunday or

Martinmas.
The changes introduced by the present Act are

—

1. The restoration of s. 4 of the Act of Sederunt against s. 2 of

the Hypothec Abolition Act, to the effect of imposing an immediate

irritancy, only when the tenant has run two years' rent in arrear,

—

a penalty which, under the Hypothec Abolition Act, was incurred

by running a single year's rent in arrear.

2. The provisiu'^n that the tenant shall not be removed for non-payment

of six months' rent, and subse([uent failure to find caution, save at

Whitsunday and Martinmas, and shall have the privileges of an

outgoing tenant as at the term of removal.

3. Fourteen days' notice to the tenant of an intention to raise an action

of caution and removing, as required by s. 2 of the Hypothec

Abolition Act, is no longer necessary.

This section applies only where the landlord's right of hypothec has

ceased, i.e. under all leases executed subsequent to 11th Xovember 1881.

It has been found, in the case of an action of removing under this section,

that when a tenant is bound to pay rent at a certain term, the landlord

then in possession is entitled to enforce the obligation, notwithstanding

that he may be liable to account for the rent recovered to the represent-

atives of his predecessor {Lennox, 1893, 21 E. 77).

Notice of Termination of a Tenancy.—Formerly, a tenant was

entitled to forty days' warning prior to the term of removal, or, where

there was more than one ish in his lease, prior to that which was first in

date. The tenant is now (s. 28) to receive, and is to be bound to give,

not less than one or more than two years' notice in the case of a tenancy

for three years or more, and six mouths' notice in the case of a tenancy

of less than three years' duration. There is no provision against con-

tracting out of the requirements of this section, and therefore the present

Act seems to apply only where there is no obligation to remove without

warning ; but the matter is doubtful, and it is safer in all cases to give the

statutory notice. The provisions of this section do not apply to the case of

a conventional break in a lease.

Bequest of Lease.—The Act confers upon the tenant authority to

bequeath his lease (s. 29). Trior to the commencement of the Act, the

tenant under an ordinary agricultural lease had m) power to afiect the

destination of his lease by any testamentary writing; and, in the absence

of any exjnvss stipulation, the lease passed to the heir. This provision ot

the Statute interferes with what has always been regarded as one of the

most valuable privileges of the landlord—the delectus persona-, or right to
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choose his own tenant. Formerly the landlord, in letting the farm, was
generally able to conjecture who would be the tenant's legal successor

;

%
and even where his expectation was disappointed, he had the consolation

of knowing that his tenant had been chosen for him by the operation of

the law. This is now changed ; but as security against having an objection-

able tenant thrust upon him, an opportunity is all'orded to the landlord to

state before the Sheriff any objection he may entertain against receiving

the legatee as a tenant; and, in the event of the Sheriff being satisfied that

the objection is a reasonable one, the bequest is to be null. It is doubtful

whether the right to a lease is carried by a general bequest of estate or

residue, or requires, on the other hand, to be specific (see Johnston,

Agricultural Holdings Acts, 56).

Tenant's Property in Fixtures.—Hitherto a tenant has had no

right to remove fixtures on quitting the holding, although it is true that

the law of Scotland has always l)een very liberal to the tenant in the

construction put upon the term " fixtures." By this Act (s. 30) the tenant

is allowed to remove fixtures and buildings on quitting the holding, sub-

ject always to two conditions—namely, (1) that the landlord shall first

have an opportunity of taking over the same at a price to be fixed, in

default of agreement, under a statutory reference
; (2) that any damage

done to the holding, in removing the fixtures or buildings, shall be made
good by the tenant. The landlord has no right to insist upon taking over

anything which the tenant was formerly entitled to remove, but the Court

has no longer the same inducement, as formerly, to attach a narrow con-

struction to the term fixtures.

Crown Lands and Limited Owners.—Three sections (ss. 31-33)

of the Act, which deal with Crown lands, and with the powers of limited

owners, call for no special comment. Ministers are not to act without the

consent of their presbyteries, nor trustees for public purposes without the

approval of a Secretary of State. With these exceptions, a limited owner

has the same powers under the Act as if he were absolute owner of the

holding.

ILL Proceduhe.

Procedure is authorised by the Act for the purposes of

—

1. Ascertaining the amount of compensation due to a tenant for

improvements, and the amount due to the landlord under any counter-

claims, and for determining the value of fixtures erected by the tenant.

2. Enabling the landlord to charge improvement outlay upon the estate.

3. Eemoving a tenant for non-payment of rent.

4. Determining whether or not there is any good ground for objection

to the IcLratee of a lease.

Proceedings may be taken either under a reference or before the

Sheriff

Under a rcfermcc.

(a) To determine the compensation due to the tenant for improve-

ments, and, in the event of a counter-claim, the amount due to the

landlord for rent, reparation for deteriorations, etc. (ss. 7, 8, 11-23 of

1883 Act and whole of 1889 Act).

(h) To determine the value of fixtures left by the tenant (s. 30).

Before the Sheriff.

(a) To appoint a referee (s. 2 of 1889 Act).

(b) To extend the time within which the referee may issue his award
(s. 3 of 1889 Act).
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(t) To extend the time within wliich the over.sniun may issue his award
(s. 10).

(d) To review the taxation by the auditor of the Sheriff Court of the

exjjenses of a statutory lel'ereiice (s. 18).

(c) To determine an appeal ayainst the award in a reference (s. 20).

(/) To appoint a lutor or cuntfar, for the purposes of tlie Act, to any

one unalde to act for himself (s. 22).

{(j) To obtain authority for tlie landlord to charge estate with improve-

ment outlay (ss. 24-(J).

(A) To remove a tenant lur nun-jniyment of rent (s. 27).

(/) To determine the validity of the bequest of a lease (s. 29).

The parties to all proceedings under the Act must be the landlord and
tlie tenant, or liiose in right of their respective interests. Every foi'mal

act, in the course of any proceedings under the Act, other than intimations

in reference to the beijuest of a lease, must be in writing. Provision is

made (s. 22) for the appointment of a tutor or a curator, for the puiposes

of the Act, to a landlord or a tenant incapable of acting for himself.

I. OUDER OF rROCEDUKE UNDER A REFERENCE.

Notice of Claim (s. 7).—Notice in writing by the tenant to the land-

lord of an intention to claim comijensation under this Act, given at least four

months l)efore tlie determination of a tenancy, is a necessary preliminary to

every reference for the purpose of ascertaining the aniount of compensation

for improvements due to the tenant under the Act. Accordingly, no claim

for compensation can arise in the event of the sudden determination of

the tenancy through any unforeseen contingency, as, for example, an irritancy

incurred through bankruiJtcy or the breach of any stipulation of the lea.se

(Gaslight tO Coke Co., o2 L. T. R. (N. S.) 4:U, and Schofield, 58 L. J.

(,). 15. 147, GO L. T. E. (N. S.) 573). In the case of a Whitsunday ish as to

the houses and pasture, and Martinmas as to the arable land, it is sulficient

if notice be given four months before the term of Martinmas {Black, 1893—4,

21 11. 41, attd. ih. (H. L) 72 ; Strang, 1887, 14 E. G37 ; In re Paid exjMvte L.

Fortarliwjton, L. E. 24 Q. B. D. 247) : but a right to eat-off turnips or occupy

buildings after a Martinmas i^h does not ])rolong the lease after that term,

and notice must be given ibur montlis before ]\Iartinnias {M'aldu:,

1.S9G, L. Low, 3 S. L. T. No. 385). On receipt of notice, the landlord,

if he desires to make a counter-claim for " compensation " mider the Act,

must give the tenant written notice of the same not later than the fourteenth

day after the determination of tlie tenancy. The landlord, it should be

observed, cannot pursue a claim under the Act unless the tenant has fir.-t

preferred a claim for compensation. If the tenant makes no claim, the

landlord must work out his remedy, at common law or under the lease, liy

the ordinary ]»roeesses of the law.

The notice and the counter-notice must state, " as far as reasonably may
be, the particulars and the amount of the intended claim." It should con-

tain such specific information as to the various items, such as the quantity,

nature, (juality, and date of a])i)lieation of manure, as will enal)le the

landlord to determine whether he will entertain the claim or not {Sinclair,

1892, 19 K. 780). If these conditions are not complied with, the notice is

invalid
; and if the period allowed for giving notice has expired before tliis

error is rectified, the claim for compensation is forfeited. The manner in

which such notices are to be conveyed is regulated in the English Act
(4G A; 47 Vict. c. Gl, s. 28), but there is no corresponding provision in the
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Scottish Act. Accordingly, if the receipt of a notice be denied by either

party, the matter must be determined by evidence in the usual way.

After notice of a claim has been given, or notices interchanged, the

parties may settle by private arrangement " the amount, and mode, and
time" of the payment of the compensation to be allowed in respect of the

various items claimed by either party (s. 8). There is no limit to the time

during which negotiations towards such a settlement may be carried on

;

but it is in the power of either party at any time to force on a statutory

reference by appointing a referee, and giving notice of such appointment
to the other party.

Tlie Act provides (s. 8) that, in the event of a difference between the

parties, " the amount, and mode, and time of payment of compensation
"

are to be settled by a statutory reference. Accordingly, these are the only

matters to be submitted to a statutory reference ; and, save of consent of

parties, it is not within the scope of such a reference to determine whether

or not any claim is a competent one under the Act. Such questions, for

example, as whether compensation provided by an agreement is either " fair

and reasonable " or "specific," must be determined in the ordinary way by
a Court of Law. So too, whereas, wlien there is a reference, under the Act,

in respect of some other matter, the amount of compensation payable under
any such agreement is to be determined by the statutory referees (s. l(i)

—

where this can be done consistently with the terms of the agreement—the

question whether or not such a method is consistent with the terms of

the agreement is one not for the referees, but for a Court of Law. It would
be unreasonable if the law compelled either party to submit to arbitration

any matters which practically involved the question of the jurisdiction of

the arbiters.

The Act makes no provision for the case where one party insists upon
submitting to a statutory reference claims which, in the opinion of the other

party, cannot competently be determined by such procedure. It is, however,

always open to the aggrieved party to refuse to concur in the appointment
of a referee, and to resist any application to the Sheriff" to appoint a referee.

No doubt the appointment of a referee by the Sheriff is a quasi-ministerial

act ; but before performing that act, the Sheriff must satisfy himself that the

duty has devolved upon him in terms of the Statute ; in other words, he
must be satisfied that the reference is a competent one. Sec. 2, subsec. 3, of

the 1889 Act, providing for the appointment of a referee by the Sheriff, applies

only when the claims to be adjudicated upon are competent ones. Perhaps
it may be held that a summary application to appoint a referee is not a
suitable process in which to raise the question of the validity of a claim

under the Act, but in this case the Sheriff would sist proceedings in the

summary application until the matter had been otherwise adjudicated upon.

If the party opposed to the reference were to take proceedings at a

sufficiently early stage, he might have the other party interdicted from
applying for the appointment of a referee. If a referee has been
appointed in an incompetent reference, the party aggrieved may interdict

him from proceeding, and the other party from prosecuting the reference

{Sinclair, 1887, 15 li. 18.".. See also Himkr, 188G, 13 11. 883).

Appointment op Referei-:s.—If the parties fail to arrive at a mutual
adjustment of their claims, the next formal proceeding is (s. 8 and s. 2 of

1889 Act) either for tht; parties to make a joint appointment in writing of

a referee, and hand this to the rel'eree, or, in the event of their being una1)le

to concur in such an appointment, they may agree each to appoint a referee.

Failing such agreement, a referee falls to be appointed by the Sheriff on the
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;ipplicatioii of eitlier ])arty. The Slicrifrinu.st iiiiike the appointment within
I'ourteen days of the presentation of the ajiplieatiou to iiini ; hut if he ha\e not
done so, a second application is competent {Sinclair, 1892, 19 li. 780).

Every referee must accept the reference or act within seven days of

notice of liis apj)oiiitnient, otherwise the appointment falls, and another
referee must Ije apjiointcd in his place. Provision is also made for the death
or the supervening incapacity of a referee (ss. 2 and 4 of 1880 Act).

Delivery of his a})pointnieiit to the referee is to be deemed a submission
to a reference hy the party delivering it, and is irrevocable, save of consent
<if parties (s. 11).

Appoi.\tmj:.\t of ax Ovrksman (s. 4 of 1889 Act).—As soon as two
referees have been duly appointed and have accepted oflice, their first duty
is to apj)oint an oversman. Trovisitin is made for the appointment of

another oversman in ])lace <>f one who has died or become incapable of

acting; none for the case where the oversman declines t<j act—but, in such
a case, the referees have prol.iably the power at common law to appoint
another oversman (Bell on Arbitration, 188).

Conduct of tiii-. Rfffrff.—The referee or referees and oversman
liaving been appointed, the referees proceeds in the usual manner. The
referees have all the usual powers of such functionaries at common law, some
of which are expressly enumerated in the Act (s. 12). The giving of false

evidence before a referee or oversman is perjury ; and the referees or

oversman, after notice c^iven, may |)rocced in the absence of either party
(s. 13).

The Award (s. lo and s. 3 of 1889 Act).—A single referee must
pronounce {i.e. sign) his award, and have it ready for delivery within
twenty-eight days after his appointment, but this period may be extended
by the Sherifl'to forty-nine days, on the application of the referee or of either

party. If it is not ready by that time the reference falls, and no valid award
can thereafter l»e issued.

Two referees are allowed to prolong the period from twenty-eight to

forty-nine days, but that only by a joint writing under their hands executed
before the expiry of the twenty-eight days (s. 15). If the two referees fail

to comply with these rec^uirements, the reference then devolves upon the

oversman (s. IG); or the rei'erees, if unable to agree, may at common law,

at any time within the period allowed them to issue an award, execute a

minute of devolution. The oversman is allowed twenty-eight days to

prepare his award after notice in writing of the devolution of the reference
given him " by either party or referee," but this period may be extended to

forty-nine days by the Sheriff, on the application of the oversman or of

either part}'. If the award is not then ready, the reference falls.

The form of the award is of some importance (s. 14). It must be in

writing, subscribed by the referees or oversman, and it must not decern for
" a sum generally for compensation," but must, " as far as reasonably may
be," specify the details (s. 17). The award must ;dso fix a ({wy not sooner
than one month after the delivery of the award for the payment of the sum
awarded (s. 1'.i)

; and it may also contain a decerniture for the payment, in

whole or in part, of the expenses, which, on the application of either party,
may he taxed by the auditor of the SheritV Court in the usual way, subject
to review by the Sheriif (s. 18). Where the expenses have yet to 'be taxed,

it will not be possible to specify in the award the amount of expenses which
will be ultimately recoverable—yet section 18 imperatively requires that
where there is any decerniture for expenses, the amount of expenses to be
jtaid shall he specified in the award. This diniculty may be got over by
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the award simply ruiding expenses due, without (hccrning for them; but iu

that case, as, after delivery of the award, the arbiter isfuncfus, the expenses,

if not paid, must be recovered in an ordinary action, unless, as is reasonable,

it be held that the power conferred upon the Sheriff to review the taxation

of the account implies a power to decern for the taxed amount.
The absence of anv express statutory requirement will render the award

invalid (per J. iManisty in Srhojidd, 58 L. J. (,). B. 147, GO L. T. II.

(N. S.) 57o). But a reference, although begun under the Act, may, by the

actings and the implied consent of parties, become a common law reference,

so as to bar objections on the ground of non-compliance with certain

statutory requirements (Shnihb, 59 L. T. 11. (N. S.) ;'>76 ; see also Carver, 86

L. T. olG). As to the riglit of appeal against an award, see infra.

To Ascertain the Value of Fixtures (s. 30).—A reference

to determine the value of fixtures or buildings erected by the tenant is to be

conducted in a similar manner. In place of giving notice of a claim for

compensation, the tenant must give one month's previous notice to the

landlord of an intention to remove the fixture or building ; and if the land-

lord elects to purchase the same, he nmst give notice to that effect within

the month. Here, as the only question wliich can arise is a practical one,

there is no right of appeal.

n. ORDER OF PROCEDURE BEFORE THE SHERIFF.

Incidental Applications. — The incidental applications to the

Sheriff in the course of a reference should be made by petition in the

ordinary way. Service or notice is in the discretion of the Sheriff. The
Sheriff may either award expenses against either party, or leave that matter
to the arbiter.

Appeal against an A ward (s. 20).—Where the amount claimed

—which, it is thought, means the amount claimed by either party, not the

joint amount of two conflicting claims, which are matters of subtraction

rather than of addition—exceeds £100, an appeal to the Sheriff is allowed

(if taken within seven days of the receipt of the award by the party appeal-

ing) upon certain grounds which are enumerated in s. 20. This appeal is

virtually a general appeal upon any question other than the practical one
appropriate to a man of skill :

" Admitted that a sum is due in respect of

an improvement, a breach of stipulation, or a deterioration, which is the

just amount?" What the Sheriff has to determine is " whether the arbi-

trator has taken into consideration subjects which he ought not to have
considered, and not considered points which he should have considered :

whether he has properly applied tlie section of the Act in making his

award, and whether he has kept witliin the scope and ])rinciples of the Act
"

{><mitk, 53 L. T. \\. (N. S.) 230 ; JlrunHklll, 29 Solicitor's Journal, 29).

Wfiere the sum claimed is less than .€100, there is no appeal, but this does

not affect the right of either party to set aside an invalid award by any of

the ordinary processes of law. Any award under this Act, whatever be the

amount claimed, may be reduced and set aside in respect of

—

1. The neglect of a requirement of the Statute, either in the course of

the proceedings or in the award itself.

2. The invalidity of the award at common law, on any of the grounds
upon which an ordinary decreet-arlntral may be set aside.

Where a statutory appeal is taken, the note of appeal should set out

clearly upon which of the grounds enumerated in s. 20 the appeal is taken,

and the particulars upon wliich it is founded. The Sheriff may eitlier

dispose of the case himself, or else remit the case to the oversman or
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referees, with sucli directions as he may think tit. In remitting the ease,

the Sheriff onght, iu accordance with the spirit of tlie preceding provisions,

to fix some time within wliich tlie case nmst be disposed of. 'J'he Sherilfs

decision n))()n ap])eal is final. And tlicre is no appeal from the Sheiifl-

Substitute to the Slierill'.

Petjtio.xs to Chance (s. 1'4). — Under petitions to charge the

holding or estate with improvement expenditure, the SiieriH" must in-

satisfied (jf

—

1. The actual paymcnL ul' the sum souglit to be charged.

2, The observance in good faith liy the parties of the conditions imposed

by the Act.

"When the landlord is not absolute owner of the })roperty, the charge

authorised must not impose u})on the holding or estate the payment of any

instahnent subsecpient to the period at which the improvement is to be held

to be exhausted. The course of procedure is similar to that adopted undei

entail petitions to charge.

To Di/iERMiM-: THE Validity of tui-: Beoies't of a Leasi.

(s. 29). — The legatee of a lease must, within twenty-one days of the

death of the tenant, or, if unavoidably prevented, as soon as possible

thereafter, intimate the be([uest to the landlord. Such intimation imports

acceptance of the lease. If the landlord objects to receive the legatee as

tenant, he must intimate his objection within one month of notice of the

bequest. It then devolves upon the legatee to petition the Sheriff to have

it declared that he is tenant under the lease as from the death of the

testator. The landlord may appear, and state any objection. The decision

of the Sheriff is final. The interim possession is with the legatee, unless the

Sheriff shall otherwise direct on cause shown. Pailing the legatee, the

lease descends to the heir.

Remomxg tor Nox - Payment of Rext (s. 27).— The i>ro-

cedure in actions of caution and removing under this Act calls for no

special comment. The Act need not be specially founded upon in the

petition, which differs from the form in use under the Hypothec Abolition

Act of 188(j only in two particulars

—

1. The priiyer is not for summary ejection on failure to find caution,

but for ejection at the next term of AVhitsunday or Martinmas.

2. The petition does not set forth that fourteen days' notice of an intention

to raise the action has been given, such notice being no longer

re(|uired.

[Johnston, ji;/rift(lfural IIoldi7U/>i (Scotland) Ads; Philip, dif/u; Lely

and I'eurcc on the Eufjlish Act \ Hyslop, Lectures on AfjriaiJtvral Lav:;

llankine on Lccises?\

Aid, Extent in.—See E.xtknt.

Alba firma.—AYhen lands arc held blench, the vassal is liable

only for an elusory yearly duty to the superior, rather as an acknow-

ledgment of, than as profit to, the superior. The duty is saiil to be in

name of bleuch-farm

—

nomine cdbcc firma:. See Blench.

Alias—" Otherwise called."—In an indictment of a j.er.son who goes

by several names, it was formerly the usual practice to describe him sis
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"A. B. alius L\ 1)."; aiul in earlier times, when the pleadings were in

Latin, this was ex-presscd '' alias did us." In Scotland, however, this mode
of designing an aecnsed person is no longer necessary or usual. The
prosecutor cannot be called upon to set forth any "alias" by which an

accused person has passed (Crim. Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1887, 50 & 51

Yict. c. o5, s. -4 ; ]\Iacdonald, Crim. Law, 290, and authorities there) ; and

the accused may be indicted by the name given by him when examined

on declaration (Crim. Trocedure Act, 1887, s. 4). This is the mode now
almost invariably adopted ; but where an accused has not been apprehended,

and consequently has not been examined on declaration,— as in the case of

"Edward Sweeney, alias Davis, alias Scott," nidicted along with Alfred

Monson, for murder (1893, High Covu^t, 1 Adam, 115),—it would seem to be

a proper precaution to set forth the several names by which he has passed
;

and further, where a series of previous convictions have been obtained

against an accused person under various names, there may be some practical

convenience in setting forth these names in the indictment. See Criminal

Prosecution ; Indictment.

Alibi.—This is a defence which consists in proving that the accused

was not at the place when the offence was said to have been committed,

but was at that time at a dilterent place, thus making it impossible that he

could be the perpetrator. It is a special defence, the plea of which must

be tendered and recorded at the first diet, unless cause be shown to the

satisfaction of the Court for its not having been lodged till a later day,

which must in any case not be less than two clear days before the second

diet to which the accused is cited for trial (Crim. Proc. Act, 1887, s. 36).

But this does not apply in Courts of Summary Jurisdiction, in trials in

which notice of the defence of alihi is not required {Hoivman, 1891, 19 Pt.

(J. C.) 19). The place must be specified (Eraser, 4 Coup. 70).

Tlie form of tlie defence is

—

1). [name of Counsel or Ayeitt] stated the panel pleaded not guilty, and particularly

that on the night of [ili(t>], fr(>\a half-jjast nine until a (quarter past eleven (between

which times the alleged crime is said to have l)een committed), he was at [Ihcre specify

minutely tlie place or flaces icherc the fanel ims'], in company with certain persons who are

called as witnesses for the defence [o?- as the rase nuiy /«]

[Signed by Counsel or Agent.']

[Hume, ii. :'.99 ; Alison, ii. 3G9 ; Macdonald, 424.] See Defence
(Special) ; Chimjnal TnosECUTiON.

Alien.—A foreigner; one who is not a British subject; "a subject

i)i a foreign State, who has not been born within the allegiance of the

British Crown" (per Bramwell B. in Burke, 18G8, 11 Cox, Crim. Ca. 138).

Alien by Birth.—British nationality being at common law determined

according to the feudal principle of the jus soli, every person actually born

outwith the liritish d(jminions is an alien, unless made a British suljject by

Statute. The only exceptions are persons such as the children of British

amljassadors, or those born to British soldiers within the lines of a British

army on active sei'vice, who are deemed born witldn the British dominions

in virtue of the fiction of ExTERiUTOUlALiTY {(j.v.). Conversely, no person

actually born in the British dominions is, at connnon law, an alien, except

children of foreign ambassadors, or children l)orn to an enemy father

during the hostile occupation of any part of British territory. The
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consequence of Ihilisli nationality attaching to birth in the British

dominions may now, however, be avoided by any person who, at the time
of his birth, is, by the law of any foreign State, also a subject of that

State, by his talcing, wlien of full ago, a declaration of alienage in the

manner prescribed by the Naturalisation Act, 1870, s. 4. lioth iu Scot-

land and England, at common law, no effect is given to descent as a
source of nationality; but the inconvenience of making the place of

birth tilt! sole criterion of tlu; rights and duties of citizenship has led in

modern times to tin; introduction of the principle of the jus sanffuinifi

followed in the law of Kome. ]>y the Acts 7 Anne, c. 5. s. 3 ; 4 Geo. ii.

c. 21, s. 4; and l;l Geo. iir. c. 21, s. 7, liritish nationality has been
extended, and the status of alienage removed, in the case of children and
grantlchildren, wherever l)orn, of par(»nts who, at the time of the birth of

such children, were lU'itish subjects, not attainted or liable to the })enalties

of high treason or felony in Britain, or actually in the service of an enemy
State. Tlie status of natural-born British subject thus conferred is merely
personal, however, and is not made transmissible to the descendants of those

to whom it is thereby given. Sucli descendants are therefore aliens {I)e

Qccr, 1882, 22 Ch. D. 243; Ee WiUoufjhhy, 1885, 30 Ch. D. 324; and the

joint clfecL of the statutory enactments is that "no children, neither whose
fathers nor whose paternal grandfathers were l)orn within the British

dominions, have been made British sul>jects by Act of Parliament " (West-
lake, Frir. Int. Law, s. 283). Thus the grandchild and child of a man who
was by the common law a natuia]-lH)rn British subject, are themselves
natural-l)(trn Ijritish subjects by force of Statute, although they may both
ha] (pen to be born abroad ; but the childrcMi of the giandfliild. if Imin abroad,

are aliens.

Alien by Separation of Ckowns.—While the crowns of two
countries are held hy the same person, the inhabitants are not aliens in the

two countries respectively. Thus the Pod nati, persons born in Scotland

after the accession of James I. to the throne of En<fland, were held not

to be aliens in England (Ca/vin's case, 1608, 2 St. Tr. 585). And persons

born in Hanover while its crown was united to that of Great Britain, were
held to be of British nationality (Isaacson, 1886, 17 Q. B. D. 54). But
wh(ni the crowns of Hanover and I'ritain became separated upon the

accession of Queen Victoria, the Hanoverians already born ceased to owe
allegiance to the lUitish Crown, and became aliens in Britain. Those born
subsequently were of course a fortiori in the same position (Isaacson,

id supra).

Alien hy Separation of Territory.—The dissolution of tlie tie of

allegiance l)y cession, or conquest, or by separation of territory in such a

manner that the separated portion becomes an independent State, renders

tlu' inhabitants of the disjoined territory aliens in the State to which it

formerly belonged. The option of retaining nationality is frequently

provided by the treaty governing the separation, as, e.g., in the Anglo-

German agreement respecting the cession of Heligoland in 1800 (53 & 54
Vict. c. 32). But if no option is expressly given, the nationality of an
individual depends on whether he actually (piits, or ]irefers to rtMuain in,

the separated territory (.see Dundas, 183".», 2 D. Ml)—in other words,

upon the voluntary transference or retention of domicile (
Wcstlalr,

V. I. L. s. 27). If the domicile! in the separated territory is retained, the

inhabitants of it become aliens in the State to which it formerly belonged.

Alien FY CiioicF, Statutory Alien.—At connnon law the British

nationality is imposed, and not merely olVered for acceptance. The allegiance
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to the Crown implied in it is indelible, I'or ju'mo j^otest cxmere patriam h a

maxim of ])iitish law {/Earns Macdonald's case, 1747, 18 St. Tr. 857). Except

by virtue of recent legislation, therefore, voluntary expatriation on the i)art

of natural-born British subjects is impossible. 13ut by the Naturalisation

Act, 1870, s. 6, any natural-l)orn I'ritish subject who voluntarily becomes

naturalised in any foreign State, thereby ceases to be a ]}ritish sul)ject, and

becomes what the Act calls a "statutory" alien. A naturalised British

subject may also divest himself of Britisli nationality, and resume that of

the State to which he originally belonged, when Her Majesty has entered

into a convention with that State for the purpose, l)y taking a declaration

of alienage in the manner prescribed by the Naturalisation Act, 1870, s. 3.

The only convention as yet concluded on this subject is that with the

United States, w'hich will be found in the Schedule to the Naturalisation

Act, 187:^ (35 & oG Vict. c. oO). At common law, marriage has no effect

upon the nationality of women. A woman who was a British subject did

not cease to be so by marriage with an alien, and an alien woman remained

an alien in spite of her marriage with a British subject. The latter anomaly

was removed by 7 & 8 Vict. c. G6, sec. IG of which provided that any woman
married " to a natural-l)orn subject or person naturalised shall be deemed
and taken to be herself naturalised, and have all the rights and privileges

of a natural-born subject." This provision has been repealed, and the status

of married women detinitely settled by the Naturalisation Act, 1870, sec. 10

(1) of which declares that" a married woman shall be deemed to be a subject

of the State of which her husljand is for the time being a subject." This

provision is further qualified by the Naturalisation Act, 1872 (35 & 36 Vict,

c. 39), sec. 3 of which declares that n(jthing contained in the Act of 1870

shall deprive any married woman of any estate or interest in real or personal

property to which she Ijecame entitled previously to the passing of the Act,

or affect such estate or interest to her prejudice. If she has married an

alien, she is deemed a statutory alien in Britain-, and as such she may, on

becoming a widow, obtain a certificate of readmission to British nationality

in the manner provided by the Act, s, 10 (2). It would appear doubtful

whetlier tliis provision extends to a divorcee. In a recent case, a private

Act of Parliament (von lioemer's Besumption of British Nationality

Act, 1895) was passed to enable an English lady who had divorced her

German husband to reacquire the status of a British subject. By sec. 15 of

the Naturalisation Act, 1870, any Britisli sul»ject who has become an alien

under the provisions of the Act is not discharged from liability in respect

of acts done before the date of his so becoming an alien.

Any statutory alien, i.e. a natural-born British subject who has become

an alien in pursuance of tlie Naturalisation Act, 1870, may cease to be so l)y

obtaining a certificate of readmission to JJritish nationality in manner
provided Ijy sec. 8 of the Statute. He thereby resumes his position as a

British subject from the date of the certificate, but not in respect of any
])revioiis transaction, and sul)ject to th(i (jualification that he is not to be

deemed a ]iritish sul)ject when within the limits of the foreign State of

which he became a suliject, unless he has ceased to be a subject of it by its

laws or in virtue of a treaty with it. An alien born may acquire British

nationality (1) ])y Act of rarliament, (2) l)y Letters of IJenisation {q.v.),

or (3) \)\ naturalisation under the Naturalisation Act of 1870 {v. NATUitAL-

isATiON ; Nationality).

Status, Rights, axd Disaiulitiks of Alie.y Residexce.—The
I'ight of residence within the British dominions is in general freely accorded

to aliens. Great Britain has only had occasion to regai-d their presence as a
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source of danger to the State, in \'iew of some temporary emergency, and
tlien only during limited periods. The influx of foreigners at the time of

the French IJcvoIution led to the passing of a series of Statutes called the
Alien Acts, which rei[uired the masters of vessels arriving from f(jreign

countries to give an account of the numher and names of any foreigners on
hoard to the Custom House officer at the port of arrival. These have
now been repealed, and the admission of foreigners to the United Kingdom
is now regulated l»y the I'eace Alien .Vet (I80G, G & 7 Will. iv. c. 11), which
contains similar provisions. IJut the rights of exclusion and exijulsii»n of

aliens are still exercised on occasion. Thus the Prevention of Crimes
Ireland Act, 1.S82 (45 & 4G Vict. c. 25), re-enacted for a period of tliree years
the Alien Act, 1848 (11 & 12 Vict. c. 20), and authorised the Secretary of

State or L(jrd Lieutenant of Ireland to order aliens to depart the realm
within a certain time, on pain of imprisonment and deportation. And the
right of exclusion was recently affirmed by the Privy Council {Musyrovc,

A. C. (1801) 272), to the efleet of refusing to an alien a right of

action to compel admission to British territory. See on this subject

articles by W. F. Craies (1) in the Law Quarterly Bevievj, 1890, voL vi.

p. 27, on " The IJight of Aliens to enter ]>ritish Territory " ; and
(2) in the Joimud ile Droit International Price, 1889, vol. x\-i. p. o57,
on " Le Droit d'Expulsion des Etrangers en Angleterre." The Queen's
Speech at the opening of Parliament, on 11 Feb. 1806, promises, amongst
other legislative projects, "measures for checking the importation of

destitute aliens."

PoLiTiCAi. Rights.—Political rights, which imply a share in the
government of the State, cannot be exercised unless there is a permanent
obligation to loyalty. They are therefore everywhere denied to aliens.

Aliens resident in Britain, although their civil disabilities have been almost
entirely removed by sec. 2 t)f the Xaturalisation Act, 1870, are not thereby
(jualitied for any office, or for any municipal, parliamentary, or other fran-

chise ; nor are they entitled to any right or privilege as British sul »jects,

except such rights and privileges in respect of property as are expressly
conferred by the Act, s. 2 (2). They are not capable of entering the Privy
Council, or of becoming members of Parhameut, or of holding any place or
ofhce of trust, or taking any grant from the Crown (12 & 1:3 Will. iii. c. 2, s. 3).

All these disabilities, however, may be removed by Natukalisation (g-.y.). The
certificate of naturalisation issued under the provisions of the Naturalisation
Act, 1870, s. 7, entitles the alien obtaining it to " all political and other rights,

powers, and privileges ... to which a natural-born British subject is

entitled ... in the United Kingdom, with this qualification, that he shall

not, when within the limits of the foreign State of which he was a subject

])re\'iously to ol)taining his certificate of naturalisation, be deemed to be a
British sul)ject unless he has ceased to be a subject of that State in pur-

suance of the laws thereof, or in pursuance of a treaty to that effect." A
doubt has been expressed as to the effect of the qualification. In Ee
Bonnjcohc (41 Ch. D. 310), Kay J. held that it prevented the naturalisation

from being complete, and disal)led the naturalised alien from transmitting
British nationality to his children. The Court of Appeal, however, decided
the case on other grounds, and avoided expressing an opinion on the

(piestion. The disabilities of the Act 12 & 13 Will. iii. c. 2, s. 3, are not
removed by Denization ('?.?-.). It would appear that the effect of s. 2 of

the Act of 1870 is l)y implication to abolish the distpialitications imposed
upon aliens by the Act 12 & 13 Will. in. c. 2, s. 3, which are declared to

apply both to natm-alised persons and to denizens. When naturalisation
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was effected by Act of Parliment, it was usual, in the case of any distiuguished

foreigner, to repeal that Statute (and also the explanatory Act 1 Geo. i. st. 2,

c. 4), so far as he was concerned

—

cjj. ilie instance of the Baron de Ferrieres

{Cheltenham Elcctioii Pdition, 1880, o 0. M. & H. 80). The restrictions are

still operative as regards deni/ens, Itut the terms of the section imply that

naturalisation iinder the Act of 1870 confers unrestricted political riglits

and capacities upon the person so naturalised.

Civil Rights.—As regards civil rights, the position of aliens prior to the

Naturalisation Act, 1870, was one of equal capacity with natives, except in

two particulars—̂ r-5^, they were unal)le to hold landed estate except for a

term not exceeding twenty-one years ; and second, they were unable to own
]>ritish ships. The latter restriction is preserved by the Act of 1870, s. 14,

and is based upon obvious considerations of public policy, for otlierwise the

national character, and the protection of the British flag, would be afforded

to persons who, once beyond the limits of our territory, are no longer subject

to our laws, and might compromise us with other nations, without being

amenable to our jurisdiction. The former restriction is abolished by s. 2

of the Act of 1870, which puts aliens on the same general footing as British

subjects as to acquiring, holding, and disposing of real property, and enables

a title to such property to be derived through, from, or in succession to an

alien, in the same manner as through, from, or in succession to a British

subject. The Act is not retrospective, and does not affect rights accrued

anterior to its passing {Shcu'iJ, 1871, L. E. 7 Ch. 343). Nor does it

extend to aliens the privileges conferred upon British subjects by Lord
Kingsdown's Act (24 & 25 Vict, c. 114), of making a valid will according

to the lex loci, the lex domicilii, or the lex domicilii origiiiis (Bloxam,

1884, 9 P. D. 130). In respect of personal rights, an alien, so long as he

remains on British territory, is in the same position as British subjects.

He may carry on trade or industry as freely as the native. The law gives

him the same rights as a British subject in respect of copyright, patents,

and trade marks. As a litigant, he is entitled to equal rights and
liabilities with the native, subject to the obligation of giving security in

England, and in Scotland of sisting a mandatary, who shall be responsible

for costs (see Jurisdiction). He is subject to the operation of the Bank-
ruptcy and Poor Laws, and is also entitled to the benefit of them (see

infra ; and Bankruptcy) {Higrjins, 1824, 3 S. 108).

Alien Enemy.—A distinction, liowever, is to be observed between an
alien subject of a friendly State, called an alien friend, and one with whose
country Britain may be at war. An alien enemy, so called, has no civil

rights in this country, unless he is here under a safe-conduct or licence from
the Crown. He becomes an enemy by the declaration of war (but not

before, Blomart, 1044, Mor. 1G091), and has thereafter no title to sue

in the Courts of Scotland {Arnaidd, 1704, Mor. 10159); and a contract

made with him is void, and cannot be enforced even after peace is

restored {Johnston, 15 Feb. 1809, F. C). An alien, however, sued in this

country, was held entitled to insist in a counter-action even after war
intervened {Burgess, 12 Jan, 1813, F. C). But in the case of a cause of

action arising before the war, his right to sue is only suspended during the

war {Carron, 28 Nov. 1809, F. C), and will revive on peace being restored.

In the proclamation of war, however, it is usual in modern times to insert

permission for subjects of the enemy resident in this country to remain, so

long as they demean themselves peaceably, and while they do so they are

to be regarded as alien friends {Jhirgess, 12 Jan. 1813, F. C), A British

subject who continues to reside in an enemy's country, is in England
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regarded as an alien, nnless liis detention is involuntary. In Scotland it

has been held that a natural-bmii subject does not lose his title to pursue

in the Courts of this country liy residin*^' in a f<jreign country at war with

Cireat Britain (Aithru, 10 June 181.'}, F. C). I'.y sec. 5 of the Act of 1S7U,

the right of an alien to a jnry de medietate linijucr, is aljolished, the law of

England being there])y assimilated to that of Scotland {Itonsen, 1858, :5

Trv. .')). It has not been decided whether an alien is competent or com-

pellable to serve as a juryman in the Criminal Courts {Jkirlhtt, 187G, '6

Coup. 357). He is, even altliough an alien enemy, admissible as a witness

in a criminal trial (M'Guirc, 1857, 2 Irv. G20). Every person, whether a

British subject or not, is answcralde for the offences whir-li he commits

against tbe law of Scotland within the jurisdiction of tiie Scottish Courts.

See Nationality; ExxEKitiTouiAUTY ; Uknizen.

[Cockburn, Nationality, London, 18G9 ;
Cogordan, La Natiomdit^ an

point dc vtie dcs o^apports intcrnationaux, Vnr'is, 1879; Hume, Commentaries

on the Zavj of Scot/and rcqucting Crimes, Edinburgh, 1844.]

Ai.iRM (Baxkk'UFTCv).—An alien may Ije n-udered notour bankrupt,

provided he is at the time subject to the jurisdiction of the Courts

of Scotland in respect of domicile, or of ownership of lieritage in Scot-

land, or of residence for forty days in this country {Jod, 1859, 21 D. 929
;

Frascr, 1870, 8 ]\I. 400 ; Mackay, Practice, 53 ct soj. ; Goudy on Banhnqitnj,

78). An alien may be sequestrated {Joel, ut sujrra, per L. P. Inglis), and is

also apparently liable to cessio (Goudy on Bankruptcy, 473).

Alienation.—Eor alienation of heritage, see Disposition; Feu-
CiiAKTEii; and Entails.

Alienations by Bankrupt or Insolvent. — See

Bankuui'TCY ; Insolvency.

Alieni juris.— in lluman law, persons were divided into those sui

juris, who were independent and not subject to any family head, and those

alieni juris, who were dependent and under the power of a family head.

In the earlier law the latter class included children in patria p)ot€stcde,

slaves ill dominiea p)otest(de, women in manu, and free persons in causa

mancipii (Gains, i. 49 et scq.). In the Justinianian period, persons cdicni juris

were either children in p)otcstcde p)arentuni, or slaves in potcstcde dominoruui

{Inst. i. 8. pr.). As regards public law, the distinction between a Jilius

J'amilias, who was alieni juris, and a ^;«^t'r familias, who was sui juris, had

no importance. The effect of the distinction was coufiued wholly to private

law. In private law a person alieni juris was under certain disabilities in

holding property, in incurring obligations, and in the matter of testaments.

These tlisabdities, however, became gradually less with the progress of the

law. The term cdicni juris is frequently somewhat loosely applied by

lawyers in Scotland to persons, such as married women and pupils, who are

under certain disabilities in dealing with their prt>perty and in binding

themselves in obligations. This use of the term, however, is nut sanctioned

by the institutional writers. See E.mancipatio ; Patpja Potestas;

Forisfamiliation.
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Aliment.—This term denotes the inaintenaiice or support which
certain persons are legally entitled to claim from others on account of

their connection with them by kinship or marriage.

An indigent person is entitled to claim aliment from the members of

his family in the following order, those more remote having no liability

unless those nearer are unable to discharge the obligation :

—

1. Husband. For the support of a married woman her husband is

primarily liable. See Poor Law Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 83), s. 80; and,

infra. Wife's Claim to Alimentfrom HushoMcL Whether a wife with separate

estate is liable to aliment an indigent husband is still unsettled. See infra,

Liability of Wife to Aliment Children or Husband.
2. Descendants, in order : first, children, then grandcliildren, etc. It

appears that children, and even grandchildren, are liable before the parents
of the indigent person ; but the point does not seem to have arisen.

(Fraser, P. & C. 85; Dunloi), Parochial Law, \\1l ; M'Glashan on Aliment,

53 ; Guthrie Smith, Poor Lav:, 256.)

3. Fatlier, or, in certain cases, his representatives ; see infra.

4. Mother (Ersk. Prin. iii. 1. 4 ; Fraser, P. & C. 86 ; More, Notes on
Stair, 29). Erskine in his Institutes (i. 6. 56) postpones the liability

of the mother to that of paternal ascendants : but this seems erroneous.

(As to the mother's liability in general, see Stair, i. 5. 7 ; Bankt. i. 6. 13 :

BuchcfM, 1666, Mor. 411 ; Scott, 1759, Mor. 440 ; Kirliand, 1685, Mor. 403
;

Macdonald, 1846, 8 D. 830 ; Fairgrievcs, 1885, 13 E. 98 : Diclc, 1895, 3 S.

L. T. No. 311.)

5. Paternal grandfather (7.V//, 1890, 17 P. 549).

6. Paternal grandmotlier.

7. Paternal great-grandfather, etc.

8. Maternal grandfather, and so on, in like order {Wilson, 1^2o, 3 S.

547 ; Fraser, P. & C. 88).

A father is not Ijound to aliment the widow of his deceased son, at

any rate unless she is the mother of the next heir of entail {Hoscason, 1870,

9 M. 37) ; nor, it is thought, is he bound to aliment his son's wife, e.g. if she
is deserted by her husband (Chrystie, 1802, Mor. Apx. voce, No. 5, "Aliment " :

Tait, 1802, ib. 3 ; Belch, 1798, Hume, i. ; Hamilton, 1807, ib. 3 ; MKissocl;
1817, ib. 6 ; Pagan, 1838, 16 S. 399 : Hoscason, ut supra; More, Notes, xxx.

;

Bell, Prin. s. 1633 : Fraser, P. & C. 87, 105 : but see Duncan, 17 Dec. 1810,
F. C).

A brother is not bound ex delito naturcdi to aliment his brothers or

sisters, and still less more distant collaterals ; but he may be liable as his

father's representative (Mackintosh, 1868, 7 M. 07; Liston, 1870, 8 M. 980;
Stair, i. 5. 10; Ersk. i. 6. 58; Fraser, P. & C. 88; and infra as to

representation).

A stepmother is not lialjle super jn^'c natura:- {Macdonald, 1846, 8 D. 830).

A stepfather is liable during the marriage, as having taken liability, for his

wife's antenuptial debts (see Axtexuptial Debts of Maeried Woman); but
if married since 1 January 1878, his liability is limited to the amount by
which he was lucratus by the marriage (40 & 41 Vict. c. 29, s. 4). (See

MAllan, 1888, 15 R. 863.)

How Payment of Aliment is enforced.—The indigent person may
bring a direct action against the relative or husband liable. And a paro-

chial board, or a person who has supplied necessaries, has, in general, an
action of relief (Stair, i. 5. 7 ; Ersk. i. 6. 56 ; Fraser, P. & C. 95 ; Dunlop,
Par. Iaivj, 369). The mother of an illegitimate child can obtain a continuing

decree for payment of aliment to be expended (see infra) ; but a parochial
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board will (jnly get a decree for sums actually expended {Den, 1S91, 19

li. 77).

A husljand or father who iieglects to riuiintaiii hi.s wife or children,

being ablt; to do so, whereby thi' wife or child becomes chargeable to

a parish, is liable to imprisonment under the Toor Law Act, 1845 (8 it

9 Vict. c. 88, 8, 80). And so are the mother of an illegitimate child, and its

putative father when the paternity has been proved or admitted.

The credit(jr in a sum of aliment decerned for, r.g. a woman holding a

decree for alinujut to be paid by the putative father of her bastard ciiild,

may enforce payment of arrears by an application for a warrant to imprison

the debtor under the Civil Imprisonment (Scotland) Act, 1882 (45 & 40

Vict. c. 42.) (See Cain, 1892, 19 If. 8l;J ; Cook, 1889, IG \\. 505 ; Dove
AVilson, Sheriff Court rractice, 381 d seq.) See Civil Imprisonment.

JUit a parochial board, or a person who has supplied aliment and has

obtained a decree for reimbursement against the relative liable, cannot

enforce the decree by imprisonment {2'cvendale, 1883, 10 li. 852).

Repayment of Aliment.—For necessaries sup])lied to a child not

provided for aliunde, a direct action lies against the father, and that even

though the child was not living in his father's house (Stair, i. 5. 7 ; More,

Notes, xxix. No. 3 ; Ersk. i. 6. 57 ; Eraser, P. & C. 95 ; Wallace, 1072, Mor.

13425 ; see Lijertwood, 1872, 10 M. 832). And on the same principle the

husband may be sued for the price of necessaries supplied to the wife

(Eraser, H. t6 IF. i. 007 ; see iiifra. Claim hy Wife against Husland). By
s. 71 of the Toor Law Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 83), a parochial board

which has given relief has recourse against the person legally bound to

maintain the indigent person. Such a claim is essentially one of relief

;

and a continuing decree for sums proposed to be expended, such as is

granted to the mother of an illegitimate child against its father, will not be

pronounced {Den, 1891, 19 If. 77). By sec. 2 of the Custody of Children Act,

1891 (54 & 55 Vict. c. 3), where a parent, or relative entitled to do so,

applies for a writ or order for the production of a child which has been

brought up by a third person or by an institution or a parochial l)oard, the

Court, if it orders the child to Ije given up t(j the parent, may, in its

discretion, order him to pay the whole or part of the costs incurred in the

child's upbrhiging {Soufar, 1894, 21 E. 1050). Where aliment has been

furnished ex ^j)ic^ft<'f, an action will not lie for its repayment, though

the person alimented have subsequently acquired property {Home, 1757,

Mor. 412; Dnunmond, 1750, Mor. 412; More, Notes, xxxii. 10; Eraser,

r. tt- C. 100). But see M'Gau-s, 1882, 10 E. 157. Nor can a parish claim

reimbursement if a pauper acquires estate (/n.s^j. of Kiiniartin, 1885, 12

E. 713). Whether aliment has been given as a donation and ex pietate, is

a question of fact. The general presum}»tion is that it was given on that

footing if the person alimented was a major, or a minor with a curator.

For then, if repayment had been contemplated, a bargain might have been

made (Stair, i. 8. 2; Ersk. iii. 3. 92; Eraser, F. d- C. 100; Dickson on Evidence,

s. 103). This presumption extends to persons not liable ex jure natura-

{Drnmmond, 1834, 12 S. 342 ; Fergiuwn, 1831, 9 S. 472 ; seeJf'Gaics, ut supra).

In the case of pupils or minors without curators, if they are brought ui»

by their father or one in loco parentis, and have no means of their own,

aliment is presumed to be given expietate {Home, ut supra: Guthrie, 1^1 2, Mor.

10137 : Gourlai/, 1097, Mor. 11438 ; Wilson, IS2Q, 4 S.S17). Where the cliild

has estate of its own, it would seem that the relative alinu'uting it is entitled

to claim repayment of aliment out of the child's income (Ersk. i. 0. 50 ; Eraser,

I.e.; Dickson, I.e.; Fairr/ricves, 1885, 13 E. 98). In the last named c^se the

VOL. I. 13
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opinion was expressed by Lord I'resident Inglis that a father's obligation to

maintain his children was so absolute that he could not claim reimbursement.

This diet urn, it is respectfully thought, is not borne out by authority ; and it

is submitted that even a father may, as his child's administrator-in-law,

apply the rents or interest of the child's estate, up to a reasonable amount,
in payment of its maintenance. Without express agreement or authority,

it does not seem to be permissible to encroach upon the child's capital for

its maintenance {Winrahan, 1668, Mor. 11433; Maxurll, 1669, Mor. 11435;
Irvi-nc, 1725, ]\ror. 11433; Mcnzics, 1839, 1 D. 601 ; Steele's Trs., 1830, 8 S.

926 ; Bankt. i. 6. 4 ; Ersk. I.e. ; Eraser, Lc. ; Dickson, I.e. ; M'Glashan on
Aliment, 96 ; see Gait, 1830, 8 S. 332 ; Fairgrieves, ut supra).

Wl)en the estate of a pupil child is vested in trustees, they will

\isually have power under the trust deed to pay income, or part thereof,

to the father or other person having the custody of the cliild, for its

maintenance. Where the trustees doubt their power to do this, it is

competent for them, or for the father, to present a petition praying the

Court to grant the necessary authority, upon such conditions as they may
think fit {Seott, jjetr., 1870, 8 S. L. E. 260; Steurcrt's Trs., 1871, 8 S. L. E.

367; Edmiston, 1871, 9 M. 987 ; Seddon, 1891, 19 E. 101, 20 E. 675).

A. Claims of Legitimate Descendants for Aliment.—By the law
of nature, as recognised in our jurisprudence, parents are bound to support
their children, for whose existence they are responsible. Nor is this obliga-

tion limited to immediate children. It extends to grandchildren, or even
more remote descendants, provided that the ascendants nearer in degree are

unable to fulfil the obligation. A renunciation or discharge of such claims

is invalid, as eontra honos mores (Stair, i. 5. 1 ; Bankt. i. 6. 7. For order of
licdtilitij and authorities, see heginning of article). The claim for aliment is in

a sense a claim of debt, and transmits against the representatives of the

person liable. So a posthumous child was found entitled, as a creditor, to

aliment out of the father's trust estate {Spalding, 1874, 2 E. 237). But the

claim of legitimate children for aliment cannot compete with claims of the

father's creditors, or entitle the children to a ranking in his sequestration

{Onckens Judicial Factor, 1892, 19 E. 519).

Duration of Obligation.—The obligation is perpetual, but is

suspended when the child becomes self-supporting (Ersk. i. 6. ^(^).

A son is not entitled to look to his father for support when he is

major, and has been put to any trade or profession ; or if, even before

majority, he has left his father's house, and has supported himself by his

own industry. A daughter has a claim to be supported by her father till

her marriage, if her father is in such a position that it would be contrary

to the usages of society for her to earn her own livelihood. In the humbler
ranks of life her claim is suspended when she can earn her own subsistence

(Ersk. i. 6. 56; Eraser, P. & C. 104; Dunn, 1842, 4 D. 454: Cleland &
Geddes, 1678, Mor. 449 ; Uidzicl, 1788, Mor. 450 ; Bissct, 1748, Mor. 413).

But although the child has been self-supporting, the parent's obligation

is not extinguished, and revives if the child becomes unable to support
itself (Ersk. I.e.; More, Notes, xxix.; Eraser, P. &. C. 102; Smith, 1885, 13

E. 126; Parochial Board of Elgin, 1893, 20 E. 763). See Fokisfamilia-
TION.

Quantum of Aliment.—The obligation is to supply food, clothing,

and other necessaries.

The measure is " support beyond want . . . and all that is beyond that is

left to parental affection," a phrase of Lord Kames approved of by Lord
liedesdale {Maide, 1825, 1 W. & S. 266, in C. of S., July 9, 1823, E. C, and
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2 S. 4G4). But this dues not mean that the father can discharge his obhgatioii

by giving the child tlie relief to which he would be entitled as a parish

Itaujjer. The child is entitled to be "secured against that pressure of want,

which would place him in the ]»osition of a pauper, relatively to iiis

position in life" (per L. 1'. Inglis in Thom, 1804, o M. 177; see Smith,

ut supra ; Foulis, 1887, 14 K. 1088).

But a son who has been educated and put into a profession cainiot

claim an allowance from his father <jn the ground that he cannot make a

livclilnjod l)y it. If his profession will not yield him a subsistence, he mu.st

turn to other pursuits {Smith, ut supra).

Mode in which the Obligation may be implemented.— The

('encral rule is that the person upon whom the burden falls may implement

it in the way least oppressive to himself, provitled this causes no injury to

the person alimented (Eraser, P. & C. 91 ; Bdl, 1890, 17 R. 549). So the

parent may, if he choose, compel the child to live in a separate lodging

(/^fu"//, 18G0, 22 D. 1021; Fraser, h:: Bell, Prin. s. 1G30; Stair, i. 5. 7):

and an ofler by the father to take the child into family with himself is in

general a suliicient defence (Ersk. i. 6. 56 ; Fraser, 92 ; Bankt. i. G. 13 ;
Dirk,

IGGG, Mor. 409 ; Biichan, 16GG, Mor. 411 ; Smith, ut supra). It was held to

be so even where the claimant was a married woman, and would have had

to leave her husband to enter her father's house. In that case the father's

means were very small {Wallace, 1848, 10 D. 1510).

And where a grandchild was eight years old, and the paternal grand-

father in straitened circumstances, an offer by him to take the child into

his house was held a good answer to a claim for aliment by the child's

mother {Ikll, id supra ; and see Javicson, 1845, 8 D.8 G). But where it would

be dangerous to the child's safety or morals to live with its father, as

where he has formerly maltreated it, he cannot discharge his obligation by

offering to take the child (A^c/cAe^, 1871, 9 M. 690; Hepburn, 1734, Mor.

410 ; Morrison, 1716, Mor. 410 ; Ersk. i. 6. 56 ; Fraser, P. &. C. 92).

It is a valid defence that the ascendant is so poor that he could not

support the descendant without being himself greatly impoverished (Stair,

i. 5. 7 : Ersk. iii. 3. 89 : Fraser, P. & 0. 93 ; Wilson, 1825, 3 S. 547 ;
Allan,

1895, 3 S. L. T. No. 206).

B. Illegitimate Children.—The father and mother of an illegitimate

child are jointly liable to aliment the child until it is able to support itself.

The inability of either parent casts the whole liability on the other (Bankt.

i. 5. 64; Ersk. i. 6. 56 : Fraser, P. & C. 123 : Onchcns Judicial Factor, 1892,

19 E. 519 : Clarl-c, 1891, 18 E. (H. L.) 63). But in order to fix the father with

liability, the paternity must be admitted, or must be established in a Court of

Law (see Downs, 1886, 13 E. 1101). His debt is to the child, or, in a sense, to

the community, which is not unnecessarily to be taxed to support the fruit of

his ]irotligacy \sec per L. Watson in Clarice, ut supra, at (j^). So a discharge

by the mother of all claims for a single sum will not prejudice the child's

natural right to demand aliment from its father ; and either the mother or a

third person who has supported the child may have recourse against the

father, in spite of the discharge {A. B., 1842, 4 S. 670). The obligation is

a claim for debt, and transmits against the parents' representatives

{Onckcn, ut supra). The claims of legitimate chihlren for aliment cannot

compete with claims of creditors on the father's sequestrated estate. But an

illegitimate child is in this respect in a better position: the mother is

entitled to rank on the father's estate for the child's future aliment as a

contingent claim {Dou:ns, ut supra; Onch:n, ut supra).

The mother is as much a debtor to the child as is the father, and her
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claim against him is fur ratable contribution towards the payment of

a debt for which they are jointly liable (Bell, Prin. s. 2002 ; Com., 7th

ed., i. 681 ; Fraser, P. <{• 0. 123 : Doums, ut supra ; see Poor Law Act, 8 & 9

A'^ict. c. 83, s. 80). Her claim is not liable to be barred by the triennial

prescription, which applies only to claims Ibunded on contract (Moncreiff,

1859, 21 D. 216 : Dickson on Evidence, s. 488, and cases cited ; see Wcstlands,

1887, 14 E. 763: Li(jcHv:ood, 1872, 10 M. 832). The mother's liability to

aliment her natural child, as being- one of her Antenuptial Debts {q.v.),

was fi)rmerly transferred to her husl)and if she married (Aitken, 1815,

Hume, 217). His lial)ility, if married since 1 Jan. 1878, is now limited to

the amount by which he is lucratiis by the marriage (40 & 41 Vict. c. 29, s.

4; see M-Allan, 1888, 15 E. 863).

The liability of the parents is equal : and if the mother leave the child

in the father's custody during the period in which she might claim to have

the child with her, the father may sue her for relief to the extent of one-

lialf (see a Sheriff Court case, Alexander, 1883, Guthrie, Select ,S. C.

Cases, 2nd Ser. 13).

Where the man who has been found to be the father persistently denies

the paternity of the child, but nevertheless offers to take it into his

custody at the age when this is usual, it is doubtful if this is an offer which

the mother is bound to accept (Ccddicell, 1773, 5 Sup. 390 ; Keay, 1825,

3 S. 561 (N. E. 387) : ITardie, 1878, 6 E. 115 ; Eraser, P. & C. 129)!

A married woman whose husband had gone abroad and had not been

heard of for some years, was found to have a title to sue for aliment of an

illegitimate child {McQuillan, 1892, 19 E. 375). See Custody OF Children.

It is only the parents of a liastard who are liable to maintain it. A
grandfather is not liable. If he does so, he may have a claim for relief

against the parish liable {Nicoll, 1832, 10 S. 670 : Zitmsden, 1846, 8 D.

1251 ; Fraser, F. & G. 124).

Failing the father and mother, the bastard's claim for aliment is against

the parish (Fraser, P. & C. 124). See Poor; Settlement.

How LONG IS THE Mother extitled to Rei.iee erom the Father?—" The general rule in such cases," said L. P. Inglis, " is that the father of an

illegitimate child has to contribute one-half to its support till it is the age

of seven, and in some cases till the further age of ten. The reason for that

rule is that during these years it is proper that the child should be left with

its mother, and that it is not able to do anything for its own support. After

that age a great deal depends upon the condition of parties ; and if the

mother chooses to go on keeping the child, without asking for more money
or insisting upon the fatlier taking the child, then, if she thinks fit to bring

an action for aliment of the child at the end of two or three years, she may
l)e held to be debarred by her conduct from making any such demand.
On the other hand, if the father of the child desires to have the custody

and charge of the child, then is the time for him to offer to take it : and if

the mother does not offer to keep it, the father will have to support it until

it is fourteen, or imtil it is able to do for itself" {Dunnet, 1883, HE. at

282). As to mora as a bar, see Wcstlands (1887, 14 E. 763).

Probably seven is the lowest age at which a father of an illegitimate

child can relieve himself of his obligation to contribute by offering to take

the child himself ( Wrstlands, mt sujora).

The mother is not liound to make an offer to give the child to its father

when it is seven years old. If he leaves it with her, knowing it cannot

support itself, and if she intimates to the father that she holds him
liable, his lial)ility continues {Shearer, 1877, 5 E. 263).
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DuK.rno.y .iXD Amolwt OF A/./.\jj:.\t.—The rule is that tlie child is

entitled to alinieiit till it is able to support itself. This is a question of

circumstances. A common practice is to give decree in the first instance

for aliment till the age of seven in the case of ijoys and ten in tlie case of

• "•iris, reserviu'r the riy;ht to make a furtiier ainjlication at the exjjiration of

the first period. It is to be o])served that the age of seven in boys, as that at

which they may Ije supposed to do something for their own support, was

fixed u[)on at a time when there was more opening for child labour than at

])rtisent. The Factories Acts and ]\Iinos Acts have much restricted the avenues

for such labour, and the rccpiircmcuts of the Eihication Act make it in most

cases impossible for a boy of seven to earn anything. See the elaborate opinion

of L. Fraser, when Sheriff of Eenfrew, in A. (1875, Journal of Jurisprudeiice,

vol. xix. lGr>). ]>ut as circumstances are so liable to change, seven yeai-s

is probably a period long enough for which to fix the amount at first. A
renewed apjilication mayeasily be made at the expiration of that period {Baird,

1877, ib. vol. xxi. p. 525). in Ihuiinl {id supra), the father was held liable

to aliment a male child till twelve ; and in Slwarer, ut supra, till thirteen

years of age. Erskine (i. G. 56) and l>ell (Priii. s. 20G2) extend the

obligation till puberty ; and the cases must be few in which a girl under

twelve is able to support herself (Bell, Prf/i. s. 2062 ; M'Glashan on Aliment,

68; Fraser, P. cO C. 127; Short, 1795, Mor. 442).

The obligation, apart from special circumstances, falls, at latest, on

the child's attainment of the age of puberty. " There is no case in which

a parent (whether father or mother) who had launched a bastard into the

world, after educating and fitting the child to support itself, has been

held liable, upon the child subsequentlv becoming indigent, to relieve its

necessities" (per L. Watson, Clarke, ISOl, 18 il. (H. L.), at 69). But,

as in the case of legitimate children, if the child is unable from bodily or

mental infirmitv to support himself, his jmrents are bound to maintain

him during his entire life {Majorihanks, 1831, 10 S. 79; Fott, 1833, 12

S. 183; Andersun, 1S4S, 10 I). 961; Fraser, P. <0 C. 127; Ersk. Pria.,

17th ed., iii. 1. 4, Moir's Note; Oackens Judical Factor, 1892, 19 R 519;

Clarke, ut supra).

The amount of aliment granted is a question of circumstances, and depends

on what is the cost of the child's maintenance. In Glasgow the practice is

to gi\e £8 a year, payable quarterl}- in advance. In some counties 2s. 6d. a

week, in others 3s., is often granted (Bell, Prin. s. 2062 ; A., 1875, Journal of

Jurisprmlence, xix. 165). Decree will l)e granted irrespective of the ability

of the father to pay, as the claim is simply one of debt (A., 1878, Journal

of Jurisprudence, xxii. 448). Fraser says the rank of the father is not

an element for consideration. Mure than what is necessary for bare sub-

sistence will not be allowed (P. t& C. 126). And it rather seems that the

position of the mother is also immaterial, and that if she belong to the

up]ter class, and chooses to bring up and educate her child suitably to her

own station, she cannot claim from the father more than would be given to

a woman in the lunnbler ranks. The considei'ations as to the measure of

support being relative to the child's po.sition in life, whieh were advanced

by L. P. Inglis in Smith (1885, 13 E. 126), do not seem applicable to the ca.se

<»f an illegitimate child, which at its birth does not take the rank of either it.s

father or'its nujther. (But see Laml, 1842, 5 D. 248 ; Ivory's Note to Ersk.

i. 6. 56 ; A., 1878, Journal of Jurisprudence, xxii. 448).

Claims for Aliment by Ascexdants.—The obligation between

]nuents and children is reciprocal, and children arc bound to sujipcut

their paternal and maternal ascendants (Bankt. i. 6. 20 ;
Stair, i. 5. 9 ;
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Ersk. i. 6. 57 : Eraser, /'. .1'' r. 1 14 : lluie. 1 80:;!, 2 ^I. 208, Lial)ility to Aliment

Grandmother).
" In order to support the claim of a father, two things are necessary

—

first, that the father should be indigent, and second, that the children

should have a supertiuity after providing for the maintenance of them-

selves and their own families" (per L. 1*. Inglis in Hamilton, 1877,4 E.

G88.) Here the claim was against a son, whose wages were at most 25s.

a week, having a wife and two children to support. In considering the

amount to be given, regard will be had to the position of the claimant,

and something more than the scale of an allowance to a pauper may be

given. But the sum will not exceed a l)are subsistence relative to the

claimant's position. The wealth of the children is immaterial, provided

they are in a position to discharge the obligation. But possibly it may
be a reason for ui-antino; a larger sum, that the child's wealth has not been

gained by his own exertions, but has come to him from his father or

some other near relation {Landers, 1859, 21 D. 706). In that case it was
held that a mother having an income of £60 could not claim additional

aliment from a son who had an income of £1500 a year. And in two

cases between mothers and their children, £40 a year has been regarded

as a reasonal)le sum to allow to ladies unaccustomed to earn money by

their own work {Thorn, 1864, 3 M. 177; Foulis, 1887, 14 E. 1088).

Sons and daughters are equally lialde : and in the case of a daughter it

makes no difference that she is married, if she has separate estate {Foulis,

v.t supra). A son-in-law married since the Married Women's Property Act,

1877, is not liable to aliment his wife's indigent parents beyond " the value of

any property which he shall have received from, through, or in right of

his wife, at, before, or sul)sequent to the marriage" {M'Allan, 1888, 15 E.

863). See Antenuptial Debts of Makuied Woman.
But the father's estate or his representatives may be liable before the

children for the aliment of their mother (see infra, Aliment ex jure

Ficprcscntationis, and Aliment to Indigent Widow; Eraser, F. & C. 114;
MCulloch, 1778, 5 Br. Sup. 376).

It has been held in two Outer House cases that a child against whom an

action for aliment was raised, could not insist on its being dismissed on the

plea that there were other children able to discharge their share of the

obligation, and that these had not been called {Duncan, 1882, 19 S. L. E.

696 ; Dear, 1896, 3 S. L. T. No. 379 ; see Hamilton, 1877, 4 E. 688). The
obligation transmits to the children's representatives {Buchanan, 21 Jan.

1813, E. C. ; Muirhead, 1849, 11 D. 1262, and 12 D. 356).

A parent, as has l)een seen, may in general implement his obligation

by an offer to take the child into his own house. But the converse does

not hold good. If the parent is unwilling to live in the child's family, he

must, as a general rule, be provided with a separate maintenance. But this

is a question of circumstances ; and if the child's means are very small, such

an offer may be regarded as a sufficient implement of the duty {Grci<j, 1817,

Dunlop, ParocAm/ Lcau,'i12, n. 5; Jackson, 1825, 4 S. 186; White, 1829,

7 S. 567; Heritors of Ftlriel; 1824, 2 S. 715; Buie, 1863, 2 M. 208;

Eraser, P. & C. 94).

A bastard child is not liable to aliment either his mother or his iiutative

father {Clarke, 1891, 18 li. (H. L.) 63). As there is no duty to aliment a

brother, so, a fortiori, there is none to aliment an uncle or other collateral

a.scendant.

Aliment ex jure Rkpre.sentationis.—An eldest son who has suc-

ceeded to a " competent estate " is bound to aliment his younger brothers and
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sisters if tliey are unprovided for (M'Intosh, 18G8, 7 ^I. ^7 ; Ndherlie, IGG^!,

Mor. 415 ; Stair, i. 5. 10 ; Ersk. i. G. 58, Pria. iii. 1. 4 ; Eraser, P. & C. 107 ; see

ffoivard's Executor, 1804, 21 II. 7'S7). The rule applies where the succession

was to UKJveables, and by a will {ThomHon, 1G7.S, M(jr. 419 ; Scot, 1759, Mur.

440 and App. {v. Parent and Child, 1); Ivory, A'o^e un Ersk. I.e.; Eraser, I'.

t& C. 108). it applies to a half-bruther consanguinean (Eraser, 1G63, Mor.

415) ; and a sou or daugliLcr who succeeds to a uiothcr is, as re]»resenting her,

liable to aliment (jthcr ciiildren who are unprovided for {Scot, v.t siqrra
;

Thomson, ut supra). Where this liability cj: jure representationis exists, the

heir is liable before persons, e.g. the mother, whose liability is only siqyerjure

naturec {Doiujhix, 1739, Mor. 425). But wlien the estate is small and tlie

widow well provided for, she may be bound to contribute (Bisscts, 1748, Mor.
41.')). The liability transmits against the trustees or general represent-

jitives of the person liable ex debito natiirali {Spaldhuj Trs., 1874, 2 IJ. 237 ;

Eraser, P. & C. 107 ; M'Laren on Wills, ii. 11G2).

In one case where a landed estate had passed to two distant collateral

relations, these were found liable to aliment the mother and maternal

grandmother of the deceased proprietor {HucJmnan, 21 Jan. 1813, E. C).

And it is thought that the heir to a corisiderable estate, however distantly

he may be related to the deceased, would be bound to aliment the latter's

children (Eraser, P. & C. 109 ; see Huivard's Executor, 1894, 21 It. 787).

The doctrine would, pi'obaljly, not be carried further. Aliment cannot

be claimed on the ground that the claimant's grandfather possessed the

estate, and that the heir represents him {Scaton & Patcrson, 1761, Mor.

429 ; see Anderson & Gibson, 1754, Mor. 427 ; Duncan, 28 Eeb. 1809, E. C.
;

Clark, 1799, Mor. App. "Aliment," 2; Stuart, 1848, 10 D. 1275).

It is based upon the fact of representation ; and as an heir of entail does

not represent his predecessor, he incurs no liability on this ground. So it

has been held that an heir of entail was not l)Ound to aliment his brothers

and sisters (/'A/'tVic/-, 11 July 1838, E. C. ; Jackson, 183G, 15 S. 313: see

Ersk. iii. 8. 51; Eraser, P. & 6'. Ill; M'Laren on Wills, ii. 1162). But of

course the fact that the heir takes under an entail will not remove his

liability to aliment his own relations where he is liable ex jure naturw
{Muirhcad, 1849, 11 D. 1262, 12 D. 35G).

The heir's liability to aliment his brothers ceases at their majority, or

even when they become minors, if the heir's means are such as to make it

unreasonable that he should support his brothers. But the obligation con-

tinues if, from bodily or mental iulirmitv, thev cannot maintain tliemselves

(Thomson, 1678, Mor. 419 ; Ilastic cO Ker, 16^, Mor. 416 ; Pun, 1697, Mor.

420 ; Seatons, 1764, Mor. 431). As to sisters, if the estate is sufficient, and
they are of a rank in which it is unusual for them to earn their own liveli-

hood, the heir is liable to aliment them till their marriage. A married

sister has no claim against her brother for aliment (Mcxurll, 1711, ^lor.

423). In the hmnbler ranks, the obligation ceases when the sisters are of

an age to support themselves (Douglas, 1739, Mor. 425 ; Bissets, 1748, Mor.

413; Dalziel, 1788, Mor. 450; Fletcher, 1696, 4 Sup. 294: M'Rostie, 1818.

Hume, 9 ; Ersk. i. 6. 58, Prin. iii. 1. 4; Eraser, P. (f- C. 111).

As the obligation is not a natural one, if it has once ceased, or been

satisfied or discharged, it does not again revive by the claimant's falling

into destitution (Strathmore Trs., 1825, 1 W. & S. 402 ; Stuart, 1848, 10 D.

1275 ; More, Notes on Stair, p. xxxix. ; Ersk. Prin. iii. 1. 4, editor's note). ^Ir.

More's statement that, in a question with the parish, the representatives

would still be liable, seems contrary to principle. As to claim of widow,

see infra.
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Wife's Claim to Alimext from Husbaxd.—The husband is bound

to aliment the wife while she is living with him, and while she is living

apart, if he has been guilty of adultery, or cruelty, or has deserted her, or

if the conjugal cohabitation was broken up with his consent (Stair, i. 4. 10
;

Ersk. i. 6. 19; Eraser,//. tO W. i. 8:')6). Eor wilful neglect, whereby she

becomes chargeable to a parish, he is liable to imprisonment (8 & 9 Vict. c.

83, s. 80.). Unless there is a contract of voluntary separation, which bears

ill girmio an admission of adultery or cruelty, the wife's demand is validly

met by a hoad Jidc offer to take her back {Arthur, 17G9, 2 I'at. 184; Huod,

1871, 9 M. 454 : Patcrson, 1861, 24 D. 215 ; Cromhic, 1868, 6 M. 776). The

wife's claim during the cohabitation is only for necessaries, and the husband

is the sole judge as to the style in wliich tliey shall live (Eraser, H. & W. i.

614, and Loo : Manhy, 1 Mod. 138 ; 2 Smith's Leadiiuj Cases, 9th ed., p. 466
;

JVaithman, 1807, 1 Camp, at p. 121. But the Court may find the husband

liable for necessaries for his wife, though he has been unwilling to supply

them, e.g. the expenses of going to a watering place recommended by

physicians as a course necessary for the wife's health {Kinfavns, 1711, Mor.

5882). Where the wife is living apart on account of the husband's mis-

conduct, or with his consent, the husband is liable for necessaries suitable

to his position supplied to her (Eraser, I.e. and i. 848 : Ersk. i. 6. 26 ; Buie,

1827, 5 S. 464, and 1831, 9 S. 923 ; Bazclcy, 1868, L. E. 3 Q. B. 559). But

the husband is not liable if the wife have sufficient means of her own
(Eraser, i. 639 ; Johnston, 1858, 3 H. & N. 261), or if he pay her a suitable

allowance (see Auchinleck, 1675, Mor. 5879 ; RoUns, 1688, Mor. 5955), or one

to which she has agreed at the separation {Eastland, 1878, 3 Q. B. D. at

436: Hunt, 1829, 5 Bing. 550; Eraser, i. 640); or if she have agreed to

support herself {Biffin, 7 H. & N. 877). And in England it is settled that

the wife cannot pledge the husband's credit if she have been guilty of

adultery, whether this be known to the tradesmen who supply her or not

{Govier, 1796, 6 T. E. 603 ; Harris, 1801, 4 Esp. 41 ; Cooper, 1859, 6

C. B., N. S., 519. See Eraser, i. 644; but see Crichton, 1561, Mor. 5877;

and Logan, 1561, ih.).

Aliment Pendente lite.—Where a wife has raised an action of

divorce or separation against her husband, she is not to be expected to

continue to live with him during the action. Accordingly, if she have a

good case ex ]irimd facie, and have no means of her own, an order for

interim aliment will generally be granted to her (Eraser, i. 851 ;
Maefarlane,

1844, 6 D. 1220, and 10 D. 962 ; Borthwicl; 1848, 10 D. 1316, note). Where
the wife is defender, she is also entitled to aliment pendente lite, however

strong the case against her may appear {Cook, 1700, Mor. 5905 ; Ilitehic, 1874,

1 E. 826 ; Hoej/, 1883, 11 R. 25). But a mandatary for the husband is,

apparently, not liable to pay the interim aliment awarded as a condition

of insisting in the action {Webster, 1896, 3 S. L. T. No. 396).

A wife who is pursuing an action of imllity of marriage will be entitled

to iiWmawt pendente lite if a ceremony of marriage is proved or admitted, or

she had other reasonable grounds for supposing the marriage to be valid

(;S'., 1884, 9 P. D. 80 ; Langworthy, 1886, 11 P. 1). at p. 86. But see Eraser,

i. 851).

If she is defender in such an action, she is generally entitled to aliment

{Ballantyne, 1866, 4 M. 494; Eraser, i. 850). In an action of declarator of

marriage at the woman's instance, she may get an order for aliment if she

produce primd facie evidence of marriage {Sassen, 20 Jan. 1819, E. C,
1826, 2 W. & S. 309; Broicne, 1843, 5 J). 1288; Fleming, 1858, 21 D. 179;

Eraser, i. 846).
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A I.IMEMT AFTiiR DiiCREE OF SEPARATION.—A wife after decree of

separation, even for lier own fault, is, as a general rule, entitled to such a

yearly aliniciit as will enable her to live suitably in the station which she

occupies in virtue of her husband's position. The amount of aliment is

eminently a matter of discretion in the i)articular circumstances, and the

Court will be slow to bind itself by any fixed rules. From one-fourth to

one-third of the husband's inc(jme is often given. It is very unusual to give

more than one-third {Laarj, 18G8, 7 M. 24; >SW/, 1894, 21 If. 85;;). The
(Jourt will be inclined to accept a sum previously agreed on by the spouses

themselves in a contract of voluntary separation {Thompson, 1890, 17 If.

1091; Scott, vt siipra). The amount originally fixed by the Court may be

varied on proof of change of circumstances {Syminfjton, 1874, 1 IJ. 871

;

][a(j, 1882, 9 11 067; JStcwart, 1887, lo 1{. llo ; Scott, tit svpra). A wife

who has adequate separate estate is not entitled to aliment {Pitt, 1861,

24 D. 1444; M'Fariane, 1844, G 1). 1220, and 10 D. 962; see Milne,

1885, i;j 11. :j04; Fraser, i. 859).

It may l)e an element for consideration, that the wife is capable of earn-

ing money, and has been in the habit of doing so. But the Court will not

expect a woman who had never worked for money before the decree, to

take to some occu])ation in order to lessen the burden on the husband
(Atcvamhr, 1849, 12 D. 117; Goodhdm, 1861, 2 8. & T. 250; Fraser,

i. 860).

Aliment after Divorce to Wife who has Custody of
Children.—A divorced wife has no claim for aliment for herself, and a

wife who has divorced her husband has a claim not for aliment, but for her

legal provisions. See Divorce. But a wife in whose custody the children

of the marriage are left, is entitled to aliment, to be expended in their main-

tenance and education {Dunn, 1842, 4 D. 454; see Conjugal Eights Act,

1861, s. 6). If the order is made under the powers given by this section, it

falls 7^^(;ft(/ each child when it attains niinoritv {Watson, 1895, 33 S. L. \\.

150).

Permanent Aliment to indigent Widow from Husband's
Estate.—It may happen that a husband dies possessed of considerable

estate, and yet that the widow's legal provisions are so small as not to afford

her a decent maintenance. In such a case it is in the discretion of the

Court to award her an additional aliment {Loicthcr, 1786, Mor. 435, Hailes,

ii. 1012: Thomson, 1778, Mor. 434: Harvic, 1828, 6 S. 1144, and 7 S. 305 :

M'Conochfj, 1830, 8 S. 604; Hohhs, 1845, 7 D. 492; Fraser, ii. 968). Such
additional aliment will not be granted unless there is a great disproportion

between the heir's income and the income from the widow's share. It will

be a payment out of income. The Court will not order the heir or next

of kin to divest themselves of part of the capital of the estate in favour of

the widow. The criterion of the amount of additional aliment to be granted

is not the widow's income, but the amount of the total income of the

estate {Howard's Executor, 1894, 21 E. 787). The claim will be barred by
the wife's having accepted a provision under an antenuptial marriage

contract {Countess of Sectfield, 8 Feb. 1814, F. C. ; Ersk. i. 6. 41, note). lUit

not by a renunciation in a postnuptial contract if the provision be

inadequate {Lee, 1840, 3 D. 317). It would seem that an indigent widower
has a similar clahn {Lowthcr, 1786, Hailes, ii. 1012 : Fraser, ii. 969).

Liability of Wife to aliment Children or Husband.—A wife

with separate estate is bound to aliment her children, if her husband is

incapable of doing so (Ersk. i. 6. 56 ; More, Xotes, xxix ; Fraser, P. tO C.

86).
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It is thought, however, that she is not bound to contribute to the

expenses of the household when the husband's means, though small, are
sufficient to supply her ami tlie children with the necessaries of life

(see Fingzics, 1890,^28 S. L. 11. 6: and cp. Hodgens, 1837, 4 C. & F. 323;
Coleman, 1881, G l^ B. D. G15 : Walton, H. tO W. 205. But see Fraser, i.

837.

It would seem that a wife has no liability to aliment her husband (see

Filvjzies, ut siipra).

Alimext OF JV/no]}- riu. first Term after Husbaxd's Death.—
In a question with her husband's representatives, but not in competition
with his creditors, a widow is entitled to aliment from the death of the

husband till the first term at which her provisions, legal or conventional,

become payable. The theory is that she is entitled to keep up the husband's
establishment until the term following his death, and she will, accordingly,

get aliment, although she have means of her own {Ormiston, 1708, Mor. 5909 ;

Moncricf, 1712, Mor. 5915; M'Jntyrc, 1865, 3 M. 1074; Palmer, 27 June
1811, F. C. ; Buelianan, 1822, 1 S. 322 (N. E. 299) ; Ersk i. 6. 41 ; Fraser, ii.

9G5). The claim is not renounced by a general clause accepting provisions

in lieu of all legal rights {I'almer, ut su-pra), but it is impliedly renounced
by acceptance of the liferent of the whole residue of the husband's estate

{De Blonay, 1863, 1 M. 1147 ; Hadaway, 1830, 8 S. 800).

Alimext of F/ar by Liferexter.—The Act 1425, c. 25, ordains that,

where lands fall in ward or are "given in conjunct fee or liferent as ivcll to

hurgli as to land," the Sheriff shall take surety that the ward superior shall

not waste the subjects. The Act further provides, "and an reasonable
living to be given to the sustentation of the air, after the quantitie of the

heritage, gif the said air has na blanche ferme, nor feu ferme land, to

susteine him on, alsweil of the ward lands that fallis to our Soveraine
Lordis Lands, as onie uther baronne, spiritual or temporal." By inter-

preting the last clause as if, like the first, it applied to liferenters as well

as to wardatars, it was held in a number of cases (Mor. 381-409) that a

liferenter is burdened with the sui)port of an heir who has no other means
of subsistence. The doctrine is attacked by Mackenzie (Ohscrvations on
Act 1491, p. 101, vol. i. 226 of ed. of 1716); but is not doubted by
Erskine (ii. 9. 62, 63). In Ifaide (1825, 1 W. & S. at 294), it was
characterised by L. liedesdale as " the most monstrous misconstruction of

an Act that was ever brought under the view of a Court of justice." In
addition to the argument on the intention of the Act, is the consideration

that tlie fiar may raise money upon the estate which is vested in him, and
is not, therefore, destitute. (See Woollcy, 1818, 6 Dow, 257.)

According to the old decisions, the doctrine never applied to the life-

renter of a sum of money {Mctrrie, 1731, Mor. 397); nor to an annuitant
(Steivart, 1780, Mor. 398, Hailes, 861) ; nor where the fiar had renounced the

succession and had taken the estate by a singular title {Lyon, 1712, Mor.
383); nor after he had sold the land (Sandilands, 1700, Mor. 385). No
attempt seems to have been made to set up the doctrine since Maulcs case,

and it is proba])ly no longer law (Bell, Prin. s. 1065).

JuRi.sDicTiox IX Questioxs OF AiJMEXT.—Tlic Court of Session has,

no doubt, jurisdiction to grant interim aliment to a wife when the spouses
are resident Init not domiciled in Scotland. This is upon the principle that

the wife must not Ije allowed to starve until her right to live separate can
he determined l)v the Court (Fraser, ii. 1295

;
per L. Mackenzie in Ringer,

1840, 2 D., at 316; Walton, 7/: <& W. 448). It is at present undecided
whether the Court may not have jurisdiction to grant a separation altlunigh
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the Imsband's domicile is uol wilhiu Ihe ternloiy. If this sliould be held, the

light to decree permanent aliment will, of course, follow. (See Fraser, ii.

1294; Nihoyet, 1S78, 4 P. T). per L. J. Cotton, at 21 ;
ih. per L. J. Brett, at

19 ; Le Mcmrur [1 895], A. C, per L. Watson, at 527 and 5:; I ; Wcstlake, Priv.

Int. La%i\ 81 ; Bishop, Marricujc awl Dkonr, ii. G9 ;
Walton, If. dc W. 44G).

JuRisDiCTio.M OF SHERIFF.—In cases as to the aliment of children,

legitimate or illegitimate, or of ascendants, the Sheriff is competent, for no

(piestion of status is raised. In cases hetsveen hnsl.and and wife, the wife's

claim generally di'pends upon her right to live separate from her husl)and.

This is a consistorial question, and tlie power of the Sheriff' is limited to

making an interim award pending its determination by the Court of Session.

This power exists only when tlie parties are (h- facto separate, and the

marriage is admitted {Smith, 1874, 1 R 1010; McDonald, 1S75, 2 B. 705:

Jknsoa, 1854, IG IX 555 ; M'Lcocl, 189:3, 1 S. I. T. Nos. 284, 385. In Sheriff

Court, Murphy, 1888, Journal of Jurisprudence, xxvii. 441 ; Niven, 1877,

Journal of Jurisprudence, xxi. 52o ; 3f'Aulay, Gnthrie, Selects. C. Cascs,i\. 16).

[Stair, i. 4. 10, i. 5. 7 ct seq. : IVIore, A'^otes, xxiii.-iv., xxix. Bankt. i. 6. 4,

i. G. i;; ct scq. ; Bell, Com., 7th ed., i. G80-1, i. 58-9 : Bell, Pnu. ss. 1 5:'.8, 1545,

1620, 1629, 2062, 1065 ; Ersk. i. 5. 26, i. 6. 19, i. 6. 41, i. G. 56, 57, 58, ii.

9. 62, iii. 3. 29 ; Fraser, F. tO C. 85 et seq. ; If. & W. i. 837 et seq., 905, 912, 965

ct seq., 1463 ; M'Glashan on Aliment ; Cuthrie Smith, Poor Lau:, 255 et seq.
;

Dunlop, Parochial Jaic, oddetscq.: Dickson on L'cidence, s. liio; Walton,

//. cC-ir. 100 ct seq., 264 et seq., 448.'1 See Poor; Settlement; Custody of

Children ; Foeisfamiliation ; Donation ;
INIarkied Woman.

Aliment (in Bankruptcy Law).— 1. Aliment to Banhrujit.—Under

the Bankruptcy Act, 1856 (19 & 20 Vict. c. 79), the creditors on a

sequestrated estate may, by a majority of four-fifths in value present at

the meeting, authorise paynumt of an allowance to the bankrupt from the

estate (s. 78). This may be done either at the meeting for election of the

trustee, or at the meeting held after the bankrupt's examination, or at any

meeting called for the purpose {ih.). The maximum is £3, 3s. per week {ih.).

The duration of the allowance is until the period assigned by the Act for the

second dividend, namely, ten months after the first deliverance (ss. 78, 131).

Where the sequestration is that of a partnership, an allowance may ])e

made to each partner (s. 78). It is essential to the validity of an allowance

that the l)aukrupt shall have complied with the provisions of the Act {ih.).

A special and additional allowance may be made by the Lord Ordinary on

the Bills or the Court, on application by the trustee, provided that a

majority of the creditors present at a meeting have resolved that it is for

the interest of the estate, and that the Accountant of Court has reported in

favour of it {ih.). The Act does not assign any limit to this special allow-

ance, either in respect of duration or amount. "The creditors cannot sanction

the employment of the bankrupt to discharge duties falling within the

scope of the ordinary management of the trustee {Turner, 1822, 1 S. 444).

[Cloudy on Banlrvptey, 372," 3,1 6; liell, Com., 5th ed., ii. 435; Kinnear on

Bankrupcty, 101.]

2. Alimentary Dehts in Banlruptcy.—An obligation for a periodical

alimentarv pavment falls to be valued and ranked for in the sequestration

{Duu-ns, 1880,^1:; B. 110 L ; ]rehstcr, 188G, 24 S. L. B. 67). A claim by the

mother of an illegitimate child for aliment against the father, is valued ami

ranked as a contingent claim under s. 53 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1856

{Dovns, ut supi-a).

It is not settled how far alimentary tlebts, or debts arising e.r jure

natura:, are affected by the del)tor's discharge in bankruptcy {Majori-
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hanJcs, 18:U, 10 S. 79 ; Boicns, id supra; see Talludi, 1847, 9 1). 582).—[Bell,

Com. i. 688 ; Goudy ou Bankruptcy, 190, 193, 405, 427.]

3. Aliinentary Funds IcJoiujing to Bankrupt do not pass to the trustee in

sequestration or cessio (Bell, Com. i. 124-5 ; Goudy on Banlrupfci/, 269, 385,

484). r>ut if the fund exceeds a reasonable provision, taking into account

the bankrupt's circumstances in life, it is, to the extent of the excess, avail-

able to his creditors, and may be claimed by the trustee. Thus, in the case

of the younger sou of a landed proprietor, an alimentary income of £860 was

lield to be attachable 'juoad tlie excess above £500 {Licingstonc, 1886, 14 li.

4.3). Where the bankrupt is in possession of a salaried office at the date

of sequestration, as, e.g., a minister or a professor, the trustee cannot claim

more than the excess above a hcneficium compctentice, the amount of which

depends on circumstances (Laidlau; 1801, Mor. App. voce " Arrestment " No.

4: A. B., 1824, 3 S. 133 ; Lcarmonth, 1858, 20 D. 418; Moinet, 1833, 11 S.

348). Government pay, half-pay, salaries, emoluments, and pensions can

only be made available through the medium of a petition by the trustee to

the Lord Ordinary on the Bills, or the Sheriff, for an order recommending

tlie head of the Department in question to pay a portion of the salary or

pension, etc., to the trustee (19 & 20 A^ict. c. 79, s. 149). An order so

granted may be subsequently recalled or varied. A salary or pension paid

])y the Treasury is not subject to this provision {Latta, 1857, 19 D. 1107).

The petition will be refused when the salary, etc., does not exceed a hcnejicium

competcnticc (Scott's Tr., 1885, 12 IJ. 540).

[Bell, Com. i. 126, ii. 129-30; Goudy on Banlruptcy, 384-5.]

Alimentary Interest.—Where it is desired to protect a

beneficiary against his own improvidence, this can be done, where a trust

has been created by another than the beneficiary, by declaring the interest

of the beneficiary in a periodic payment out of the trust estate to be

alimentary. A valid alimentary interest can only be created in a periodic

payment out of a capital sum, and a trust must be created to protect that

capital sum. A direct gift of a capital sum, with a declaration that the

interest <jf the donee therein shall be only alimentary, is, in the case of

moveable estate at least, held to be an unconditional gift of the capital.

A donor cannot derogate from his gift, and the condition expressly

attached to the gift is therefore held v()id for repugnancy (as to the effect of

declaring legitim alimentary, see Wishart, 1895, 3 S. L. T. No. 42). To

support the alimentary condition of the gift, a trust must be created. The

alimentary condition then prevents the beneficiary assigning his interest

by anticipation for otlier than alimentary considerations, and the fund,

which is the source of the alimentary interest, is protected from dissipation

by the title of the trustees. " It has long been settled that the Court will

not supply the means for restricting the rights of legatees. If there is a

trust constituted for the special purpose, and the trust fails, the Court will

supply the deficiency by the ai)pointment of new trustees or a judicial

factor, Init the Court will not set up a trust to protect a legatee against

himself, unless it is clear that the settler has directed the constitution of

such a trust" (^^urray, 1895, 22 Ii. 927, per L. M'Laren, at 941).

For the purpose of rendering the interest of the beneficiary unassignable

in anticipation by him, and unattachable by the diligence of his ordinary

creditors, the use of the word alimentary, without any qualification, has been

held to be quite sufficient, it being a word " wliicli, according to high authority,

has a very comprehensive eU'ect" (Ji'dianec, etc., Society, 1891, 18 11. 615, per
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L. M'Laren, at G-!2). Tlii' word "alimentary " is not, however, necessiiry,

nor are any special terms of art, if the purpose of the truster be sutticiently

declared (Chambers Trs., 1875, 5 It. (H. L.) 151, per L. Ilatherley, at l.'.G,

and per L. l^lackburn, at IG."'. ; cp. expressions hi Nairn, dc, 189:;, 1 S. L.

T. No. 05). Where the interest is declared alimentary, the qualification

operates as a conventional incapacity of the beneficiary, restraining him

from, by deprivin<,' liim of the power of assigning, either giatuitously

or onerously, his interest, as far as unrealised. It is only the prospective

assignation that is struck at. "An alimentary annuity cannot be validly

assigned, but each term's annuity, when reduced into possession, is, of

course, at the absolute disposal (if tlie owner" {Hevats, 1881, 9 II. 195,

per L. J. C. Moncreilf, at 181). Tiiis conventional incajmcity of an

alimentary beneficiary prevents him discharging his interest by anticipa-

tion, and so bringing to an end the trust administration. The rule has

" long been settled " that " the combined action of all i)arties interested cannot

defeat the settler's intention to make the annuitant's right alimentary, a

result which cannot be attained except by continuing the trust " (Ili';//tcs,

1892, 19 R (H. L.) oo, per L. Watson, at 35 ; cp. Coscns, 1S73, 11 M. 701,

and Sanders, 1879, 7 E. 157). Even when the alimentary Ijcneficiary

becomes vested with the fee on which his alimentary interest is a burden,

the incapacitv still rt-maius, and he cannot do more than appoint the fee

{liarrun, 1887, 24 S. L. 1!. 7"5 ; Duthics Trs., 1878, 5 II. 858). He may
make this appointment, however, for a present consideration, and so

improve his position financially during his lifetime {EHott's Trs., 1894,

21 Ft. 975, per L. J. C. Macdonald, at "p. 979). A fee burdened with an

alimentary interest has been released from the trust administration, on

the alimentary interest being made a real burden on the fee, and the real

burden so created being held in trust for the alimentary beneficiary

{Munro, etc., 1^1^, 16 S. L. E. 120). The distinguishing feature of this

arrangement is the retention of tlie alimentary interest in the hands of the

trustee {Whites Tr., 1877, 4 li. 780; Smith, 1873, 10 S. L. E. 433). _ It is

a moot question whether an alimentary interest can be discharged with the

consent of the truster (see discussion in Eliott's Trs., 1894, 21 E. 975). As
the alimentary qualification renders the interest not only non-assignal)le,

l)ut also non-attachable by creditors, the alimentary beneficiary must be

(jther than the truster himself. " I know of no authority or precedent,"

says L. J. C. Moncreiff, "either here or in England, for holding that

a man of full age and sui juris can put his property out of his power,

and beyond the reach of his creditors, without constituting at the same

time some right, direct or contingent, in regard to that property in another
"

{Hamilton s Trs., 1879, G E. 121G, at 1221). The only exception is the

case where a woman, under her marriage contract, creates an alimentary

interest in her own favour in property derived from herself. Such an

interest is protected by the marriage contract stantc matrimonio (see

Marriage Contract). An interest is only protected by the alimentary

([ualification in so far as it is a reasonable allowance for aliment in the

circumstances. " It is fixed in our law," says L. ]\Iackenzie, " that a

party can make an alimentary provision not alienable. lUit there must be

some limit to this power. A party cannot leave to another £20,000 a year,

and render it inalienable by calling it alimentary" {Paterson, etc., 1849,

21 Sc. Jur. 125, at 127. For exa'mples of sums held to be inordinate

alimentary allowances, see cases of Hamilton's Trs., 1879, G E. 121G:

Licin'i^tonc, 1880, 14 E. 4:i ; Hanilon, 1895, 3. S. L. T. No. 280). Owing to

the nature of the beneficiary's interest in the fund, it does not pass on his
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bankruptcy to his trustee in bankruptcy. His alimentary creditors have an

exchisive claim to it, in so far as the interest is a properly alimentary one.

The trustee in bankruptcy can only acquire the beneficiary's interest in the

alimentary fund by buying up the claims of the strictly alimentary creditors

{Corbet, etc., 1879, 7 li. 2U0, per L. Shand, at 211). What is in excess

of a proper alimentary interest, of course, falls into the hands of the

trustee in bankruptcy.—[See generally, Ersk. iii. 5. 2, and iii. G. 7.]

Alioqui SUCCCSSlirilS.—"Where the heir of the last proprietor

succeeds to his property under a ditiercnt character, he is alioqui (or,

alioquin) sucecssurus. Where he takes up the succession as the heir of the

last proprietor, he takes responsibility for the debts of his ancestor, at

least to the extent of the succession (37 & o8 Vict. c. 94, s. 12). Where,

however, he is aliociui successurus, he takes the succession free from responsi-

bility for the debts of the last proprietor. Thus, in the ordinary instance

of son succeeding father in an entailed estate, the son makes up his title as

heir under the entail, and not as heir of his father, and incurs no liability

for his father's debts, beyond those authorised by the deed of entail to be

charged on the estate. In all cases where the heir of the last proprietor is

alioqui successurus, the extent of his liability is defined by the title under

which he takes, and not by the obligations of the last proprietor. It has

been lately decided that the heir of a tenant does not, on taking up the

lease as heir under the destination of the lease which excluded assignees

and subtenants, incur responsibility for the previous tenant's obligations

{Bain, 1896, 3 S. L. T. No. 439).

Alkali Works.—The Alkali, etc., Works Eegulation Act, 1881

(44 »& 45 Vict. c. 37), provides that alkali works shall be carried on so as

to ensure the condensation of any noxious gases (s. 3), and that the best

practicable means shall be used for preventing the discharge of noxious

and offensive gases in alkali works, sulphuric acid works, chemical manure

works, gas liquor works, nitric acid works, sulphate of ammonia w^orks,

muriate of ammonia works, chlorine works, or works in which chlorine

bleaching powder or bleaching liquor is used (ss. 3, 48, 29, and Schedule).

By the Alkali, etc., Works Eegulation Act 1892 (55 & 56 Vict. c. 29),

alkali w^aste works, barium works, strontium works, antimony sulphide,

bisulphate of carbon, Venetian red works, lead deposit works, arsenic

works, nitrate and chloride of iron works, muriatic acid works, fibre

separation works, tar works, and zinc works are also included. Every

work in which acid is produced or used must be carried on so that the

acid does not come in contact with alkali waste, or the drainage therefrom,

so as to cause a nuisance (s. 5). If alkali waste is deposited or discharged,

the best practicable means must be taken to prevent a nuisance (s. 6).

Contravention of any of the above provisions entails a penalty. Local

authorities, at the expense of the owners of works, must construct drains

to carry off acid, where such is discharged (s. 5). The works above

specified must be registered, and a certificate of registration must be

obtained every year (s. 11). The Secretary for Scotland appoints inspectors

and a chief inspector, who have power to enter and inspect the works dealt

with in the Act (ss. 14, 16, and 17), and 48 & 49 Vict. c. 61. A local

authority, on a written representation of any of their officers, or of any

ten inhabitants of their district, may complain to the Secretary for Scotland
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ill regard t(j any works which contravene this .Vet or cause a nuisance.
The Secretary for Scotland may direct proceedings to be taken (s. 27).

—

[Alkali, etc., Works Kegulation Act, 44 &45 Vict. c. 37; Skelton, Handhook
of Pidilic Health, 239; ihoun on Xuisance, 187; Alkali, etc., Wurks
llegulation Act, 1892, 55 *& 5G Vict. c. 29.] See Nuisan'CE.

Alleg'iance.—The bond between the sovereign and his suliject

(Skene, f/f' r»//>. ;S'/V/.,rocc"Ligeantia"; IJu Cange,"Ligius,"etc.,"Ligeancia"),
and hence "a true and faithful obedience of the subject due to his sovereign."

(Coke, quoted by Broom, Const. Laic, 25, cp. 3, 8 ; Blackstone, Com. bk.

i. ch. 10; Steplien, Com.,l2i\\ ed., ii. 398; Kent, Com., 13t]i ed., ii. 39).

Natural allegiance is that wliieh is due by a natural-born subject
(Hume on Crimes, i. 534; Blackstone, Stephen, Broom, ut supra, Kent,
ii. 42. See Alien ; Nationality ; Treason.) The name acquired allegiance
{Lvjeanfia acquisita) has been applied to the allegiance due by persons who
become subjects by Denisation or Natuiiallsation {q.r. ; Blackstone, Broom,
I.e.). Local allegiance is temporary. It is due by aliens while they reside
in British territory (Bell, Prin. s. 2133 ; Hume, i. 535 ; Blackstone, ?<i! sirpra

;

Stephen, ii. 403 ; Kent, ii. 64 ; Broom, 9). In certain cases the duties of
allegiance are crprcsshj undertaken by an Oath {infra). Prior to the passing
of the Naturalisation Act, 1870 (33 & 34 Vict. c. 14), natural allegiance
was perpetual and indefeasible, and could not be severed or altered by " any-
thing but the united concurrence of the Legislature " (Blackstone, Hume,
etc., ut snjjra) ; but now, sul)ject to the provisions of this Act, a British
subject may renounce his allegiance to the British Crown (Nelson, Private
Lntcrnational Law, pp. 47 and 56). Cases of conHict arising from double
allegiance must be dealt with by the royal prerogative or diplomatic negotia-
tion.—[Hume, loc. elf. ; Stephen, ii. 402, n. (c) ; Forsyth, Cases and Opinions
Oil Constitutional Law, pp. 262, 333 ; Wheaton's Lntcrnationcd Law (3rd ed.,

Boyd), p. 238, etc. ; Bar's Private International Law (Gillespie's tr.), 2nd
ed., 192 ; Cookhwrn, Nationcditij] Eeport of Naturalisation Commission, 1869.]

Alleg'iance, Oath of . — A simple form of the oath of
allegiance is prescribed by the Promissory Oaths Act, 1868 (31 & 32
Vict. c. 72). It is as follows :

—

I, A. B., do swear that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her Majes^ty
(.^Hieen Victoria, her heirs and successors, according to law. So helj) me God."

See Oaths ; Affiu.matiox.

Allenarly (All, adv., and anerly = singly: alone, solely, merely,
Dr. Murray's Neuj Dictionary).—The word is used in connection with the
conveyance or reservation of liferents of heritable estate. Upon the
])rinciple that the fee of an estate cannot be in pendente, it was finally

settled in Froejs case, 1735 {Ross, L. C. 3 L. P. 602 ; followed in Jl'Cl>/mont's

Llcrs., 1895, 22 E, 411), that a conveyance to "A. in liferent, and liis

children nascituri in fee," is truly a conveyance of the fee to A. Where,
however, the word " allenarly " is introduced, or its synonym " only," so

that the disposition runs: "To A. in liferent allenarly and his children
naseituri in fee," then A.'s right is restricted to a liferent, and there vests

in him a fiduciarv fee for the children yet unborn {Xevlands, 1794;
Ross, L. C. 3 L. P. 634; Camstic's Trs., 1876, 3, P. 021). In tlie latter of
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these cases Lord Ardmillaii said :
'• 1 read the word us creating a very

marked and stringent Umitation of the word ' hferent,' as meaning ' only a

liferent,' a ' mere liferent,' or, still more accurately, ' a liferent and nothing

more,' which is, I think, the true meaning of the expression."

Allies, Fighting against King's, Is punishable as an ad-

herence to the king's enemies (Hume, i. 529; Alison, i. 613; Macdonald, 2;')0).

Building, or oilering to build, commissioning, equipping, or de-

spatching a ship to be used against a friendly State, is a crime (33 & 34

Vict. c. 90, s. 8), unless ordered before war ; and when neutrality proclaimed,

information and security given, and means taken to prevent breach of

neutrality (ib.). The same applies to increasing the warlike force of ship

(ib. s. 10) ; or being active in the preparation of, or being employed in,

any sea or land expedition (ib. ss. 11, 12).

Allocation of Seats.—See Church.

Allodial.—By the expression "allodial" property is meant property

enjoyed by the owner of it independent of a superior (Ersk. Frin. ii. 3. 4).

Moveable goods are allodial ; and under allodial property there also fall

to be included :

—

(a) Crown property, including the superiority of the lands

l_^elonging to subjects in property, tlie rights reserved to the Crown out of

lands feued to subjects, e.g. mines of gold, salmon fishings, etc., the sovereign's

lands, castles, strongholds, and palaces (Jlfcnzies, 510 ; Bell, Prin. ss. 668 ct

scq.)
;

(b) The principality of Scotland, consisting of lands belonging to the

sovereign's eldest son, as Prince and Steward of Scotland, and to the

sovereignwhen there is no prince (Menzies, 516; Bell, Pvm.s. 674); (c) Churcli

property, consisting of churches, churchyards, manses, and glebes, to which
a title is vested by the designation of the presbytery (Menzies, 516;
Duncan, Parochial Uccl. Law, 386) ;

{d) udal property, comprehending
those lands within the islands of Orkney and Shetland which have not been
feudalised by the proprietors of them obtaining a charter from the Crown

;

but lands in Orkney and Shetland, feudalised by charter and sasine from
the Crown, are subject to the ordinary feudal principles, with the excep-

tion of church lands not exceeding £20 Scots of valued rent, which, under
1690, c. 32, are appointed to be held by the udal right (Menzies, 516);
and (c) lands acquired under sec. 80 of the Lands Clauses Consolidation

Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 19) {Mugistratcs of Inverness, 1893, 20 B. 551 ; and
see Magist'ixitcs of Elgin, 1884, 11 E. 950). After stating that allodial is that

whereby the right is without recognisance or acknowledgment of a superior

having a real right in the thing. Stair says (ii. 3. 4): "Now there

remains little allodial ; for lands holding feu, or blench, or burgage,

or lands mortified, are not allodial, seeing they acknowledge a superior having
tlie direct right of property, and to whom there must be some rent or

return." [Stair, ii. 3. 4 ; Ersk. ii. 3. 8 ; Ersk. Prin. ii. 3. 4 ; Bell, Prm. ss.

667 et seq., 932, 1679; Duif, Feudal Conveyancing, 39 ; M. Bell, Led. i. 562,

566-7, ii. 1002; Menzies, 509, 510.]

Allonge.—An allonge (YviinQ\\,allonger,io lengthen) is a piece of

paper annexed to a bill of exchange for the purpose of containing additional
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indorsements, in the event of there being no further space available on the

back of the bill itself. By sec. 32 (1) of the Bills of Exchange Act, 1882

(45 & 4G Vict. c. 01), an indorsement written on an allonge is deemed to

be written on the bill itself. An allonge does not require an additional

stamp. Allonges are more frequently met with in ctnuitries where the

Code Napoleon is in force, than in Scotland, because the Code requires that

the consideration shall be expressed in an indorsement, holding it to be

otherwise merely a procuration.—[See Byles on Bills, 15th ed., 170 ; Chitty

on BlIU, lltii ed., 24, IGG.] See BiLLS OF Exchange.

Allotment of Shares.—See Company.

Allotments.—There has been legislation to facilitate the provision

of allotments for the labouring classes in Scotland. It is contained in the

AllutmcMits (Scotland) Act, 1892, 55 & 56 Vict. c. 54 (of which s. 9 is now
repealed), and the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1894,57 & 58 Vict. c.

58, s. 24, subs. 4, and s. 26. These contain the whole law on the subject.

The object of this legislation is mainly twofold—(1) to enable local

authorities to undertake, on the security of the rates, pecuniary responsibility

for the purchase or leasing of lands for allotments or common pasture

;

(2) to provide local authorities with compulsory powers for the acquisition

of land for such purposes, on purchase or on lease, where suitable lands

cannot be obtained by agreement.

The local authorities intrusted with these powers are—in royal,

parliamentary, and police burghs, town councils or police commissioners

;

and in counties, county councils, and, in certain cases, parish councils.

They act on a written representation, which must be made in a burgh by

six resident parliamentary electors or ratepayers, and in a county by the

same number resident in any one parish or by the parish council or

landward committee. Before proceeding to exercise its powers, the local

authority must be satisfied that there is a demand for allotments which

cannot be met by voluntary agreement between those desiring allotments

and the owners of suitable lands.

Liiud may be purchased or leased for allotments or common pasture

either voluntarily or by compulsion. The provisions for purchase, whether

voluntary or compulsory, are contained in the 1892 Act, and can be

exercised only by county and town councils. Under the 1892 Act, county

and town councils may lease by agreement, but have no compulsory powers

of leasing. Under the 1894 Act, in rural districts, parish councils and

landward committees may lease land for allotments either by agreement or

by compulsion. It is a question if they can lease compulsordy for

common pasture.

In the case of purchase by agreement, the appropriate portions of the

Lauds Clauses Acts apply. In compulsory purchase, the local authority

proceeds by Provisional Order, which puts in force, as to the lands therein

specified, the appropriate sections of the Lands Clauses Acts. The

Provisional Order reqiui-es confirmation by Parliament, and the Secretary

for Scotland introduces the confirming Bill. In compulsory leasing, the

procedure is by Order, made by the county council on the representation of

the parish council or landward committee, and requiring confirmation by

the Local Government l)oard for Scotland. Questions of price, rent,

compensation, etc., are in all cases determined by a sole arbiter.

VOL. I.
!•*
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The local authority has power to improve and adapt tlie land for

allotments, power to dispose of supertiuoiis lands, and other necessary

powers. It makes regulations as to the management of allotments, which

require the confirmation of the Secretary for Scotland, and it must keep a

register of tenancies. In burghs, the management may be placed in the

hands of allotment managers appointed by the local authority; in counties,

it is vested in rlu' parish'council or the landward committee ; in both cases

the management is subject to the direction of the local authority.

The maximum allotment which may be held by one tenant under the

1892 Act is one acre; under the 1894 Act, it is either four acres pasture,

or one acre arable and three acres pasture, or of £4 annual value. The

rents must be fixed so as to aftbrd the local authority reasonable security

against loss, and there are provisions for recovery of rents and for removal

and ejection.

The expenses incurred by local authorities under the 1892 Act are

defrayed as if they were expenses incurred for water supply under the

Public Healtli (Scotland) Acts ; but in counties they fall on the district in

which the parish lies for which the allotments were supplied. Expenses

incurred under the 1894 Act by a parish council or a landward committee

fall on the special parish rate.

[For details the Statutes must be consulted.]

Allowance of an Apprizing.—See Adjudication for Debt.

Alluvio.—"Alluvium," says Gains {Mst. ii. 70), "is an addition of

soil to land ])y a river, so gradual that it is impossible to estimate how

much is added in a short period, or, as is usually said, the change is so

gradual as to be imperceptible." Alluvio was, in Koman law, one of the

recognised modes of acquiring ownership. It is, indeed, a particular

instance of AccESSio (q.v.), the owner of the land to which the addition

has been made, obtaining the ownership of the increment (Inst. ii. 1. 20 et

seq.). It is to be distinguished from AvuLSio (^7.'?'.). A man might protect

his land against loss from the action of a river by securing the banks, pro-

vided he did not injure the navigation (Difj. 43. 15 ;
Marquis of Twceddale,

1822, 1 S. 397 (N. E. 373)). In Scotland, the principles of the Eoman law

in regard to these natural changes have been fully adopted (Stair, ii. 1. 34

;

Ersk. ii. 1. 14 ; Bell, Prin. ss. 934 d scq.). The doctrine of alluvio is also

applied to land left exposed by the gradual retreat of the sea (Bell, Prin.

s. 936) ; l^ut in order that a landlord may successfully maintain a claim

in such a case, it is necessary that his lands should, either expressly or as

a matter of fact, be bounded by the sea, flood-mark, or other fluctuating

boundary (Kerr, 1840, 3 D. 154, affd. 1 B. App. 499 ; Hunter, 1869, 7 M.

899 ;
Pl>/th's Trs., 1883, 11 R 99 ; Montrose Marjs., 1886, 13 K. 947).

Alternative (or, A me vel de me) Holding.— See

Disposition.

AltiuS non tollendi.—This is a negative servitude restraining

the owner of the servient tenement from building beyond a certain height

—the advantage to the dominant tenement being the preservation, wholly or
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partially, of light, air, or prospect (Kankine, Landovjncrshi]), 401 et scq. ; SUiir,

ii. 7. 9. ; iiell, Frin. a. 1007). Like other negative servitudes, the servitude

altius nan tollcmli can be constituted oidy liy writing. But tlie writing need
not be holograjth nor tested {jh'ny, 1792, Mor. 14513), and it does not

re(piire to appear on the records {Cowan, 1872, 10 M. 735). This last point

is the princijtal resi)ect in which this servitude is distinguished from a

simple building restrictiou, wiiich depends for its validity on its being duly
recorded (Jj'chIs <C- Co., 1874, 1 li. 981). There is, however, a recent tendency,

even in decisidiis, to give a more extended signiticance to the expression
" servitude," which seems more properly applicable only to a limited number
of well-known Inndens, borrowed, for the most part, from the civil law
{}rnitchuii Trs., 1S80, 7 II., at 392, 395, and 8 R (H. L.), at 102).

Although an inf(Hnial writ is sullicient to constitute a servitude altius non
tollcndi, the words bnuided on must clearly indicate a continuing servitude,

and not merely a temporary personal ol)ligatioii. Hence an agreement in

missives of sale that, in consideration of the seller, as proprietor of adjoining

suI)jects,con('ui'ring in an application to lie made by the I)uyer to the iJean of

Guild for authority to erect certain Iniildings, the buyer should restrict the

height thereof, was held to be merely a personal obligation with regard to

a particular application, and not to constitute a permanent servitude altius

oioii tollcntH {CoKan, vt svpra). The restriction, in any case, imposed on
the servient owner is not made more burdensome than is consistent with

the existence of the servitude. Thus, where a proprietor was restrained

by a servitude altius non tollendi from building a house beyond one storey

high, he was nevertheless held entitled to build a chimney four storeys

high (Jf'aaks d' Co., id supra: see Craig, 1861, 24 D. 20: Moricr, 189.5,

23 1{. 67).

In liome there is said to have been a servitude altius tollendi, w^hich

was a privilege acquired by an individual from the neighbouring owners,
of building higher than was permitted by the street regulations of Augustus.
There is, iKjwever, nothing analogous to such a right in Scots law (Bell,

Prin. s. 1008).

See Seuvitude (Negative) ; Building Eestrictions ; Eeal Burdens.

Alvci muta.tio.—Alvei omUatio is the shiftino- of the bed of aO
river, which in law operates a change of ownership. Where a river entirely

abandons its old channel, and begins to flow in a new one, the old channel,

alrcus dcrclictus, belongs to the owners of the banks on either side, while

the new channel becomes public, like the river itself (Inst. ii. 1. 23). If

the shifting of the bed be gradual, the general doctrine of Alluvio (q.v.)

applies. The Eoman law is concisely stated in Dir/. 41. 1. 38. (See also

Marquis of Tinrddalc, 1822, 1 S. 397 (N. S. 373).) The fact that land is

tcm])orarily flooded does not, of course, operate any change of ownership
(Inst, ii, 1. 24). See AccEssio ; Insula Xata.

Amand.—An amand is a pecuniary penalty or fine, which a judge
has powt'r to impose upon litigants in a civil cause pending before him.

This power was at one time frequently exercised to prevent undue delay on
the part of litigants in conforming to the orders of the Court, and to punish
the putting forward of ill-founded picas animo diffrrcndi litem. Thus
defenders who jilcaded improbation or forgery were called upon to consign

an amand, which would be forfeited should the judge be of opinion that the
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plea was not well founded, but urged merely for the purpose of delay.

Before 1825, when by the Judicature Act, 6 Geo. iv. c. 120, the time for the

lodgiug of pleadings, etc., in causes was fixed by Statute, the judges used to

fix a time for lodgiug papers, and enforce the implement of their orders by

imposing an amand. The aniand is never used in modern practice (Stair, iv.

1. 63 ; 4:0. 12 and 49.

Ambassador.—The political intercourse of sovereign States is

carried on by agents authorised under credentials to negotiate for their

Governments in the countries to which they are sent. Popular usage applies

the term ambassador to all such agents ; but in strictness the name denotes

specifically those of the highest rank alone. By the Congresses of Vienna,

1815, and Aix-la-Chapelle, 1818 (Hertslet, jUap of Euroj^e, by Treaty, i.

62, 575), " diplomatic characters " were classified as follows :—(1) Am-
bassadors, legates, or nuncios

; (2) Envoys, ministers plenipotentiary, and

others accredited to sovereigns; (3) Ministers resident accredited to

sovereigns
; (4) Charges d'affaires accredited only to ministers for foreign

afiairs. This classification has only a ceremonial value, as settling questions

regarding precedence, and does not now correspond to any distinction in

privileges or duties. For the personal audience with the sovereign to whom
he is sent, which the ambassador can claim as representing the " person

and dignity " as well as the affairs of his own sovereign, is now accorded

on suitable occasions to all grades, and is of no practical importance under

modern methods of government ; and the " solemn entry," or state-pageant,

with which an ambassador's mission used to be inaugurated, has in most

coimtries fallen into desuetude.

History.—" Diplomacy," it has been said, " is as old as the world," but

it was not until the fifteenth century a.d. that diplomatic missions became,

through the multiplication and increasing complexity of international rela-

tions, a regular practice ; and the establishment of permanent embassies,

which originated in the statecraft of Louis XI. of France, is usually dated

from the middle of the seventeenth century.

Privileges.—In recognition of their representative character, and for

the more convenient conduct of international intercourse, ambassadors and

other public ministers have been invested by the law of nations with many
privileges. These are sometimes explained by the doctrine of " Ex-

territoriality," viz. that an ambassador is in law outside of the territory of

the State to which he is sent. But though the term " Ex-territoriality " is

a picturesque and convenient designation for a certain class of inmiunities,

it does not correspond to a legal fact. The chief of the privileges in question

is personal inviolability. Long before there was a systematised international

law, the persons of envoys sent by State to State were held sacred. The
assassination of the heralds of Darius at the hands of the Spartans was

stigmatised by Xerxes as a violation of "obligations which all men acknow-

ledge" (Herodotus, i. 136) ; and hi the Digest, 50. 7. 17, we read, " Si quis

legatum hostium pulsasset,contra jus gentium id commissum esse existimatur,

quia sancti habentur legati."

Being personally inviolable, the ambassador is wholly exempt from the

territorial criminal jurisdiction, and cannot be tried or punished for any

offence whatsoever. If he commits a crime, his recall and punishment may
be demanded of his Government, or he may be ordered to leave. Generally

speaking, he cannot even be arrested. The only exception occurs when he

has been guilty of conduct endangering the peace and safety of the State
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to which he is accredited, as complicity in a plot against the Government.

In that event he may be seized, and forcibly expelled, or imprisoned until

his State recall him (cases of Count Gijllmhury, 1717, and Prince Cellamare,

1718, ]Je Martens, Causes CeUhrcs, i. 99, 149).

The ambassador's person is equally exempt from the territorial civil

jurisdiction, and he cannot be arrested, imprisoned, or compelled to plead.

This iul(! of international law is fortified by the municipal enactments of

some countries. Thus in (Ireat Britain tlie Statute 7 Anne, c. 12, s. 3, which

purports to be declaratory of the law of nations, and which was passed on

the occasion of the arrest for debt in London of the Czar's ambassador,

enacts that :
" All writs and processes that shall, at any time hereafter, be

sued forth or prosecuted, whereby the person of an ambassador or other

public minister of any f()roi,<i;u prince . . . may be arrested or imprisoned,

. . . sliall be deemed and judged to be utterly null and void ..."

Penalties are denounced against attorneys, etc., suing forth such

processes.

His immunity from the local jurisdiction protects an ambassador from

being compelled to appear and give evidence either in criminal or civil

causes.

The immunity of the ambassador's person extends, according to the prac-

tice of most countries, to his moveable property, which cannot be touched by

suits arising out of transactions into which he has entered, even in a wholly

unofficial capacity, as trader, executor, trustee. The Statute 7 Anne, c. 12,

declares null and void all writs and processes whereby his "goods and

chattels may be distrained, seized, or attacked." It has been held on this

Statute that an ambassador cannot be sued against his will while he remains

such public minister, although neither his person nor his goods are touched

by the suit {Magdalena Steam Navigation Co., 2 Ellis, 94). Eedress for

civil injuries must be obtained through the ambassador's Government.

The ambassadorial hotel, too, is exempt from the local jurisdiction,

thougli the ambassador's real property unconnected with the mission is

subject thereto. The hotel may not be entered against the ambassador's

wili by the local authorities save in the circumstances which justify

his arrest ; but it must not be used as an asylum for criminals, nor

—

except in the Central and South American States and Oriental States—for

political oilenders. The British Government, moreover, has claimed the

right to arrest a servant in the ambassador's residence for an offence com-

mitted outside (J/r. Gallatin's Coachman, Hall, International Law, p. 185)

;

and it seems that a State would be entitled to demand for trial in the local

courts a subject connnitting a crime against another subject in the hotel,

neither having any connection with the mission. Within the precincts

of the hotel the ambassador is entitled to the exercise of his religion,

though it be a form proscribed by the local law.

An amliassador is not liable for taxes or contributions to the public

revenue, Init is required to pay local rates, though no process can issue

agamst him in respect of these. He is in most countries, to a greater or

less extent, exempt from payment of duties or customs on commodities

imported hn- his use ; he pays tolls and postages, liut may send his own
couriers with sealed despatches.

An ambassador does not lose his domicile by the fact of residence in a

foreign country ; and cliildren born to liini abroad are not subjects of the

State to whicli he is accredited, even though the local law declares children

born of foreigners in the territory to be subjects.

It has been held in Great Britain that a British subject accredited to
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Great Britain as ambassador of a foreign Government is entitled to ambassa-

dorial privileges, unless he has been received on the express condition that

he is to remain subject to the territorial jurisdiction {Macartney, L. E. Q.

B. D. xxiv. 368). A State, however, may refuse to receive a subject as

ambassador of a foreign Power, or may receive conditionally on waiver of

privileges.

The immunity of an ambassador continues for such a reasonable period

after he has presented his letters of recall as to enable him to wind up his

official business, and he is not deprived of the innnunity by reason that his

successor is appointed before the period has elapsed {Masurus Baj, L. E. 1

Q. B. (1894), p. 533).

International law extends the privileges of the ambassador to his wife

and family, because of their relationship to him, and to his suite, as being

necessary to him. The secretary of legation and the secretary to the

embassy are especially entitled as official persons to these privileges.

The authorities are not agreed as to the extent to which domestic

servants in the regular employment of the ambassador enjoy similar

immunities under international law, nor is the practice of nations uniform.

In Great Britain the Statute 7 Anne, c. 12, exempts domestic servants from

civil process, but declares this exemption lost by the circumstance
^

of

trading, or by failure to have name duly registered; and the British

Government claims criminal jurisdiction in respect of offences committed

by domestic servants outside the hotel. The more usual course is to leave

it to the ambassador to determine whether a civil suit or criminal action

against a servant shall be tried in the local court or reserved for the courts

of the ambassador's country. Ambassadors used to claim to exercise

themselves criminal and civil jurisdiction over their suite and servants.

Such derogation of the territorial sovereignty is no longer permitted.

The ambassador's criminal jurisdiction is wholly obsolete, and all that

is left of civil jurisdiction is the power to legalise, according to the forms

prescribed in his own country, wills and contracts, including probably the

contract of marriage, made by and between members of his suite.

[Dirj. 1. 50. t. vii. Dc Lerjationihus ; Albericus Gentilis, Dc Legationibus
;

Grotius, De Jure Belli ac Facts, 1. ii. c. 18 ; Wicquefort, L'Emhassadeur et

ses Fonctions; Stair, B. i. t. i. s. 11; Wheaton, Fntcrnational Law (Dana's

edition), p. 289; Phillimore, Internaiional Law, ii. 15G ; Woolsey, Lntro-

clvxtion to the Study of Lnternational Law, 131.]

Amendment, in (l) Public and (2) Parliamentary Pro-
ceedings, may Ije defined as any alteration of, addition to, or omission

from a motion, bill, or other proposal submitted to the meeting.

(1) Public Meetings.—A motion may, before it is put to the vote, be

amended by alterations, additions, or omissions ; but the amendment must

be relevant to the motion, and ought not to amount to a direct contradic-

tion of the motion. The proper course for opponents of the motion is

simply to vote against it. Wlien several amendments have been proposed

and seconded, the chairman decides the order in which each separately is

to be discussed. As a rule, tliis order ought to be that of the sentences or

clauses of the motion to be amended ; but when the ellect of an amend-

ment depends on the fate of the amendment of some subsequent part of

the motion, the latter amendment takes precedence. That is, amendments

should be disposed of in the logical, and not necessarily in the grammatical

sequence of the clauses of the motion. After each amendment, singly and
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ill turn, has been discussed, voted upon, and disposed of, the motion, witli

or without amendment, as the case may be, is then read by the chairman.

But before it is put to the vote, further amembncnts may be proposed,

provided they aCl'ect parts of the motion subsequent to the parts already

amended or proposed to be amended, it beinjjf inc(jnipetent to re-open

questions previously discussed and settled. When it is proposed to amend
an amendment, the ditHculties of which are also noticed in the following

parai^raph, the amendment becomes for the time the substantive motion,

amendments to which fall to b(^ disposed of on the same principles

as amendments to the original motion. And lastly, llie motion,

whether modified or not by amendments or amended amendments, is put

to the meeting. An amendment cannot 1)0 moved or seconded by the

mover, seconder, or supporter of the motion ; but when moved and seconded

by others, it may be discussed by all.

(2) /.v Parliamentary Procedure the rules are similar, but present

certain peculiarities. Thus a motion to omit all the words of a motion after

the introductory " that," with a view to insert words of opposite import,

althougli really a negation of the motion, is technically deemed an amend-
ment. In this case, as with all substitutional amendments, the procedure

is divided into two stages

—

(1) The question whether certain words are to be left out, and (2) the

question whether other words are to be inserted in their place. The first

of these questions is put to the House in the affirmative form :
" That the

words proposed to be left out stand part of the motion," motions of a

negative form being proliil)ited. If this motion be aflirmed, the whole

amendment falls to the ground. But if it be negatived, the second question is:

" That such and such words bo inserted in the motion." Lastly, if no further

amendments are moved, the amended motion is put to the vote in its final

shape. This double procedure is at once logical and practical. It ensures

a fair competition (1) between the whole motion and the aliridged motion,

and (2) between the abridged motion without, and the aljridged motion with,

added words. The meeting may therefore pass the motion in the

intermediate (abridged) form (with certain words omitted, but no new ones

added), which it cannot do, if, according to the looser popular practice, the

substitutional amendment is put to the meeting as a whole. Another
advantage is that further amendments may be proposed, with a view to

fill up the blank in a different way. It should also be noted that certain

formal motions, such as " adjournment," with a view to defeat a motion,

the " previous question," etc., cannot l)e amended. Like motions, amend-
ments can only be competently withdrawn with consent of their seconders,

and by leave of the House. Difficulties in the amendment of amendments
generally disappear if the above rules are adhered to. "When the amend-
ment is that certain words be left out of the motion, anil the amendment
of the amendment is that some of these be left out of the amendment,
it must be kept in view that whatever is omitted from the omission is

retained in the original motion.

[Sir li. E. I). Palgrave, CAa//-wrtw's Handbook; G. F. Chambers on Puhlic

Mcctiufj^ ; Sir T. Erskine May, Farliamcntarf/ Practice] See also Chaiu-

MAN ; Motion ; ruEvious Question.

Amendment of the Libel.—Where an objection to the libel

is sustained, au anieiulnieiit by sirikiui: out words has sometimes been

permitted (Macdonald, 4:35). But this is not permissible if the substance
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of the charge is altered by the amendment {Spiers, 1 Swin. 163). It was
formerly questionable Nvhether the alteration could be made if the accused

objected (Hume, ii. 280 ; Alison, ii. 365 ;
Macdonald, 435 ; Kcrmath, 3 Trv.

602 ; Dawson, -1 Irv. 357), and in some cases the Court made the alteration

although the accused did object (Hume, ii. 280 ; M'Caffie, Shaw, 165

;

Mackenzie, 2 Swin. 350; see also M'Gregor, 1 Br. 331). But in other

cases the Court refused (Jardine, 3 Irv. 173 ; Dudley, 4 Irv. 468 ; see also

Macdonald, 435, cases in note 9).

In a recent case the Court allowed some words to be added to the libel

{Livingdone, 1 White, 578). This may have been done under the belief

that it is now allowable by Statute (Crim. Proc. Act, 1889, s. 70). But it

is to be noted that this new statutory rule applies only to amendments
after evidence, to correct unimportant discrepancies between the libel and

the evidence, where the accused cannot be prejudiced by the alteration.

Such alterations may be made at any time before the prosecutor closes

his case {ib.).

Summary complaints may be amended, by deletion or addition, but

only in matters not changing the character of the offence (27 & 28 Vict. c.

53, s. 5; Jaekson, 5 Irv. 409; Morris, 5 Irv. 529; James, 4 Coup. 321;

Crim. Proc. Act, 1887, ss. 70, 71). It is not competent after evidence to

add a new locus to the complaint (Stevenson, 4 Coup. 196), or to delete a

locus {Henderson, 4 Coup. 120 ; Mackintosh, 1 White, 218). But an altera-

tion may be made in the date of the offence {Matheson, 5 Coup. 582).

Amendment of Record.— l. In undefended Actions.—
" In undefended actions any error or defect in any summons or other

pleading, whereby the action is commenced in the Court of Session, may
be amended upon application to the Lord Ordinary or the Court before

whom it depends, if the Lord Ordinary or the Court think such amend-

ment should be allowed ; and such amendment shall be made in writing

either upon the summons or pleading, or in a separate paper, and shall be

authenticated by the signature of counsel ; and the Lord Ordinary or Court

may, if he or they think fit, order the amended summons or other pleading

to be served upon the absent defender or defenders, with liberty to him
or them to enter appearance within such time as shall seem proper;

provided that the expenses occasioned by such amendment shall not be

chargeable against the defender or defenders" (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 20).

2. In defended Actions.—"The Court or Lord Ordinary may at any

time amend any error or defect in the record or issues in any action or pro-

ceeding in the Court of Session, upon such terras as to expenses or otherwise

as to the Court or Lord Ordinary shall seem proper {Keith, 1877, 4 K. 958,

and cases therein referred to) ; and all such amendments as may be necessary

for the purpose of determining, in the existing action or proceeding, the real

question in controversy between the parties shall be so made" (31 & 32

Vict. c. 100, s. 29). This section has no apy)lication to alterations made
by parties at the adjustment of record {Cairns, 1892, 20 R. 16, per L.

Kinnear; but see Henderson, 1894, 2 S. L. T. No. 149). It is thought that

the power of allowing an amendment is still in the discretion of the

Court; and if the proposed amendment is in their opinion inexpedient, it

may be rejected {Taylor, 1885, 12 R. 1304; Macleod, 1880, 8 R. 227; see,

however, Guinness, Mahon, & Co., 1890, 28 S. L. R. 285 ; and Carruthers, 1890,

17 R. 769). Such amendments are not limited to the statements of facts

or pleas-in-law or issues, but apply likewise to the conclusions of the
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suminons, wherever the conclusions do not exhaust the matter submitted

to the adjudication of the Court {Shotts Iron Co., 1870, 8 M. 383). A new
ground of action or defence may be stated by amendment (Guinness, Mahon,

<!; Co., ut supra ; Keith, ul supra). The omission of a formal conclusion is

within the power of amenchnent conl'erred by the Statute {Shotts Iron Co.,

ut supra; Dobson, 1858, 20 D. 010); and in several cases decided prior to

the Act of 18G8, and which it is thought still hold good, an alternative

conclusion of substance was allowed to Ije added (Millar, IS'.M, 9 S. G25
;

Campbell, 18:jl, S. 875 ; Cul'iuhoun, 1852, 14 D. 997 ; Dickson, 1851, 13 D.

1291). Leave to amend a second time is sanctioned by the Act of 1868

(Lynch, 1871, 9 M. 800). In a note of suspension and interdict, the

cornplainei' was entitled at tlio closing of the record to correct an error by

amending the (quotation from the title on which he founded, no alteration

in the prayer of the note being necessary (Cairns, 1892, 20 11. 10). The
Court may attach such conditions as it may think proper while authorising

an amendment, such conditions not being limited to questions of expen.ses

;

and where a ])arty has been allowed to amend on certain conditions, he

cannot, after making liis amendments, object to the competency of the

conditions (Duthie Brothers, 1892, 19 E. 905).

3. Limitations of Power of Amendment.—The Court of Session

Act, s. 29, provides that "it shall not be competent, by amendment of the

record or issues under this Act, to subject to tlie adjudication of the Court

any larger sum or any other fund or property than such as are .specified

in the summons or other original pleading, unless all the parties interested

shall consent to such amendment" ( Shotts Iron Co., 1870, 8 M. 383 ; Edin-

lurqh & Glas(/ow Union Canal Co., 1842, 1 Bell's App. 310; Gillespie, 1874,

1 11. 423; Gibsons Trs., 1877, 4 E. 1001). In an action of declarator,

an amendment to include a heritable subject, not included in the original

summons, was refused (Forbes, 1870, 9 M. 96), as was also an amendment
to substitute a cumulative for an alternative claim of damages. An amend-

ment to convert a declarator of a common right of property into a declarator

of separate and exclusive right, is incompetent (Levy, 1894, 21 E. 749

;

Laminfj, 1889, 16 E. 828); again, an amendment to substitute separate

conclusions against several defenders, in place of a joint and several conclu-

sion, was refused (Taylor, 1885, 12 E. 1304) ; and in a recent case of damages
for breach of contract, an amendment was held incompetent, though ex facie

it was for a smaller sum than the amount originally sued for (Russell, Hope,

& Co., 1895, 33 S. L. E. 242). An amendment to raise a question different

from that in the original summons is incompetent (Gibsons Trs., ut supra

;

Furbes, ut supra; Paterson, 1883, 11 M. 70). A diligence to recover docu-

ments to enable a party to make an amendment will not be allowed

(Thomson, 1869, 7 M. 687).

The Act of 1868 does not, it is thought, countenance an amendment
where the summons is null (Camplicll, 1826, 4 S. 766; MPnduc, 1826, 5 S.

92), or bad for want of jurisdiction (Morlcy, 1888, 16 E. 78), or so as to

validate an irrelevant action after the period for raising a new action has

expired (Paul, 1823, 2 S. 628; Mitchell, 1838, 16 S. 409: Clarl; 1885, 12

E. 1092). In an action founded upon a Statute whieli limited the right

of action to one year, a proposal by the defender, after the year had elapsed,

to add a plea that before raising the action the pursuer had not given

timeous notice, was refused (Lirermore, 1865, 3 M. -ilO).

A further proviso is applicable to both defended and undefended actions,

viz. "Tliat no such amentlment shall have the elfect of validating diligence

used ou the dependence of the action so as to prejudice the rights of creditors
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of the defender interested in defeating such diligence, but shall be operative

to the effect of obviatmg any objections to such diligence when stated by the

defender himself, or by any person representing him by a title, or in right

of a debt contracted by him subsequent to the execution of such diligence
"

(ss. 20, 29).

4. Addition to Number of Pursuers or Defenders.—The Act

of 186S does not contemplate the importation of new parties into the

litigation {Hislop, 1881, 8 H. (H. L.) 95). It therefore follows that a third

party cannot be sisted as a pursuer without the consent of the defender

{Anderson, 1871, 10 M. 217; Bemimjton, Crawford, & Co., 1829, 7 S. 692;

Trinity House of Leith, 1829, 7 S. 374; Taylor, 1833, 12 S. 39). Nor can

a pursuer change his character from an individual to an executor {Turn-

hull, 1889, 16 K. 1079; Smith, 1850, 12 D. 1185). In one case a judicial

factor was sisted, not as a pursuer, but as a party concurring with the

pursuer, the general rule being expressly reserved {Morison, 1873, 1 R 116),

A new defender cannot be added by amendment without his own consent.

A pursuer cannot, without his consent, force a singular successor or a trustee

in liankruptcy of an original defender, to take up action against him. If

such an one fails to sist himself, decree can be asked for. The original

action can, however, be continued against singular successors by a motion

for transference. See Sisting.

5. Restriction of Summons.—A summons can always be restricted

whether the action be defended or not (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 23).

Dismissal of an action proceeding on a minute of restriction does not

preclude a pursuer from bringing a new action {Steivart, 1868, 6 M. 954).

A minute of restriction which completely changes the scope and nature of

the action is mconi\:)etent {Camphcirs Trs.,lSiio, 1 M. 217; Gibson's Trs.,

1877, 4 R. 1001). A minute containing a reservation of a right to bring a

new action, unaccompanied by a tender of expenses, is incompetent, such

a minute being virtually an action of abandonment on terms that are

inadmissible {Wilson, 1868, 6 M. 483). "If there are alternative con-

clusions, the minute of restriction should state in terms of which conclusion

decree is desired ; and in such cases, or where the restriction is not of a

simple character, it is expedient, though not necessary, to enroll the case in

the Motion Roll, and instruct counsel to explain the restriction" (Mackay,

Manual, 2~jI). See Eestriction ; Abandonment.
6. Stage at which Amendment Competent.—An amendment is

competent at any time before final judgment {Gclot, 1870, 8 M. 649; Rose,

1878, 5 R. 600 ; ijrey, 1890, 17 R. 890), but in certain instances proposals to

amend at late stages of a case have been refused ; the stage at which they

are proposed is a material element in determining whether they ought to

be allowed {Gibsons Trs., 1877, 4 R. 1001 ; North Benvick Gas Co., 1884, 22

S. L. R. 93 ; Carsewell, 1887, 24 S. L. R. 643 ; Machenzie, 1869, 7 M. 676

;

Simpson, 1881, 8 R. 469; Mcnzies, 1889, 17 R. 881).

7. Expenses of Amendment.—When eitlier party desires to amend
the record or issues, it is usual for the Court to award all expenses against

him up to the date of lodging the minute of amendment {Arnott & Others,

1872, 11 M. 62; Cruickshank, 1863, 1 M. 928; Bignell, 1859, 22 D. 190;

Lawrie, 1848, 11 D. 110; Bell, 1862, 24 D. 505), unless the amendment be

an immaterial one {Mackenzie, 1859, 21 D. 304; Gray, 1847, 9 D. 925).

When a defender desires to add a new plea, he is only allowed to do so on

condition that jjursuer may abandon tlie cause ; and if he does abandon, he

is allowed all his expenses incurred from the date when the defence ought

to have been stated {Thomson, 1861, 23 D. 679; Bailton, 1834, 13 S. 26;
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Keith, 1877, 4 R 958). The Court, however, may modify expenses {M'Leod,
1869, 7 M. 1103), or award none at -aW {Watson, 1834, 13 S. 190; Rose,

1827, 5 S. 883). When an important ]jlea is withdrawn or added, the pay-
ment of expenses thereljy incurred (usually the expenses of process up to

date) is a condition precedent to further procedure (St rutin r, 1840, 8 D.
815; Ilcuirjhtun, 1892, 20 R 113; Wallace, 1870, 4 J:. 2i;4> Wh.-n the
Court orders a new trial on fresh issues to be adjusted upon an amended
record, the defender will Ik; awarded all the expenses of the old trial, in so

far as they are not availaljle tor the new trial (tniot, 1870, S M. (JVJ). An
important amendment will, as a rule, only be allowed in the Inner House
on payment of expenses from the date of closing the record {Morgan,
Gcllihramt, ,i; Co., 1890, 18 \l 205; Guinness, Mahon, & Co., 1891, 28 S. L.

R 285 ; Gallagher, 1891, 19 li. 79); but expenses have been moditied, where
part of the previous costs may be available for the case as amended
{Cochrane, 1891, 28 S. L. R 697).—[Mackay, Manual, 250-5

; Shand, Practice,

494-9; Dove Wilson, >S'/ieri// Court Practice, V^'^,2o^ ; Monteith Smith on
Expenses, ^Q~4.'\ See Abandon.aiext ; Sisting ; Suitlp:mi:mai:v Summons;
Minute of liKsTiiiciioN.

Amendment of Record (in Sheriff Court Proceedings).
—In the Shcriir Court the rules as to tiiis arc adapted from, and. with the

necessary verbal changes, are identical with, the provisions regulating the

same matter in the Court of Session, viz. 31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, ss. 20, 29.

I. Amendment of Petition in Undefended Causes.

39 & 40 Vict. c. 70 (Sheriff Courts Act, 1870), s. 13, provides—
1. Any error or defect may be amended, if the Sheriff thinks the amend-

ment should be allowed.

2. The mode of amendment is by writing, (uther on the petition or in a

separate paper signed by the pursuer or his agent.

3. The Sheriff may then order, if he considers the amendment of sufficient

importance, the petition as amended to be served on any defender

who has not entered appearance, and allow him such time to do so

as shall seem proper.

4. The expenses of such an amendment are not chargeable against any
defender.

5. The amendment does not validate diligence on the dependence so as

to prejudice the rights of creditors of the defender, but does so in

questions with the defender himself, or with any person represent-

ing him by a title, or in right of a debt contracted by him subse-

quent to the use of the diligence.

//. Amendment of Becord in Defended Actions.

The rules as to this are contained in 39 & 40 Vict. c. 70 (SheritV Courts

Act, 1876), s. 24, and are to the following effect:

—

1. Any defect or error in the record, that is, in any of the i)l('adings of

either of the parties, may be corrected, and all amendments
necessary to determine in the action the real (|uestion in controversy

between the parties shall be allowed.

Practically, the only discretion in the Slierifr as to allowing an
amendment competent \uuler the Act is as to the terms as to expenses,

and as to the other conditions on which it is to be allowed ; though

doubtless in extreme cases, where it is obvious that allowing the
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amendment can serve no possible purpose, the Sheriff would be

entitled to follow the example of the Court of Session and refuse it

{Ta>/Io)',lSSo, 12 E. 1304; Ifacleod, 1880, 8 K. 227).

The real question in controversy is the question intended to he

raised by the petition {Gibson's Trs., 1877, 4 R 1001 ; Forbes, 1870,

9 M. 96).

2. Amendments varying the real question at issue, or subjectmg to the

adjudication of the Sheriff any larger sum or estate, or any other

fund or property than that specified in the petition, except with

the consent of all the parties interested, are incompetent.

S. The amendment may be made at any time during the course of the

action before final judgment in the Inner House.

The view that the stage at which it is proposed is a material

element in determining whether an amendment competent under

the Act should be allowed is not warranted by the Act ; but it is

an element in determining the rigour of the conditions on which

the amendment is to be admitted (North Berwick Gas Co., 22 S. L.

E. 93 ; CarseircU, 1887, 24 S. L. E. 643 ; Dove Wilson, Slieri:^ Court

Practice, p. 244).

4. The Sheriff allows the amendment on such terms as to expenses, and

on such other conditions, as he thinks fit. The general rule as to

expenses is that amendments are allowed on payment of the

expenses incurred by failure to state the matter at the proper

time.

An amendment having been permitted, the parties, except where

some special condition has been attached to the granting of it, are

put in the same position as if it had formed part of the original
'

pleading, provided always (as in the case of undefended petitions)

that

—

5. An amendment shall not have the effect of validating diligence on

the dependence of the action, so as to predjudice the rights of

creditors interested in defeating such diligence; but shall be

operative to obviate any objections to such diligence when stated

by the defender himself, or by any person representing him by any

title, or in right of a debt contracted by him subsequent to the

execution of such diligence.

The Act of 1876 gives no method by which amendments are to be

added. They are accordingly made, as formerly, by minute, which is

allowed or disallowed after hearing parties; and thereafter, if necessary,

answers are allowed, which, if long, may also be in the form of a minute.

By interlocutor the amendment and answer, if any, are allowed to be

added, which is done by the parties, and authenticated by the clerk

(Sellar, Forms, vol. i. pp. 258, 262, 266).

As has been already pointed out, amendment in the Sheriff Court

and amendment in the Court of Session are ruled by practically identical

provisions. Authority on the one accordingly illustrates the other ;
where-

fore see the article on Amendment in the Court of Session for the

authorities bearing on the above propositions.

See Sisting; Supplemkntahy Summons {res noviter).

A mensa Ct thoro, "From board and bed."—In the language

of the Canon law and of the older writers, what is now called judicial

separation is generally designated as divortium a mensa et thoro, or, simply
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divortium. See in the Canon Law Decret., Greg. ix. lib. iv. tit. xix. De
Divortiis. Such a decree does not dissolve the bond of marriage,

—

vinculum
matrimonii,—but it absolves the spouses from the conjugal duty of cohabit-
ation at bud and board. And accordingly, a summons of separation prays
that the defender shall separate himself from the pursuer a mensa et

thoro. See Separation.

Amicus curiae.—A person wIkj, being in Court, and having
nothing to do with tlie case under discussion, gives the judge information
of which he may take judicial notice. Counsel, for example, not unfrequently
in cases witli whi(;]i tlu!y are not concerned, mention reported cases within
their knowledge, but unknown to the judge, or refer to unreported cases
in which they themselves have acted. In England a person was permitted,
as amicus curice, to move to quasli a bad indictment (Tomlin, Bid.),
while another was allowed to inform the Court of a usurpation of juris-

diction by an inferior Court (2 Shower's liep. 406). Where, in a criminal
action, a counsel urged that he might, as amicus curia;, inform the Court of
an error in its proceedings, the Court refused to allow him to do so unless
the party to the proceedings was present (The Xing, 2 Shower's Eep.
297).

Ammunition.—Any person who sets on fire or destroys ammuni-
tion of war at any place whore such ammunition is kept in any part of Her
Majesty's dominions, is guilty of felony (12 Geo. in. c. 24). Section 156 of
the Army Act, 1881 (44 & 45 Vict. c. 58) makes it an offence punishable on
summary conviction by fine or imprisonment to buy or receive ammunition-
from a soldier. Provision is made for the carriage of ammunition by the
Railway Act of 1842 (5 & 6 Vict. c. 55, s. 20), the Eailway Act of 1844
(7 & 8 Vict. c. 85, s. 12), and the Cheap Trains Act, 1883 (46 & 47 Vict.
c. 34, s. 6).

Amotio.—Amotio signifies removal, and it is an element essential to
the constitution of the crimes of theft and robbery. In each of these
crimes it does not amount to felonious appropriation that an article is

merely moved : there must be actual removal of it. Thus it is not theft if

the hand of a pickpocket is discovered in a person's pocket, and held there
{Lymlsay, 1829; Bell's Not&i, 19); or if an owner seizes, before it leaves
his pocket, his watch, which a thief is attempting to purloin {Cameron,
1851, J. Shaw, 526). But it is theft if the watch is extracted from the
pocket, though still attached by a chain to the person. And it is theft

though the article taken be immediately recovered by the owner, or be at
once thrown away by the thief {Lyndsaij, ut supra). The slightest removal
completes the crime. Thus the insertion of a stick into a window and the
drawing of articles towards the person using the stick, constitutes theft

{O'Neil, 1845, 2 Broun, 394). To pack up goods, preparatory to removing
them, is to steal them, though they be left on the premises {Carter, 1832,
Bell's Notes, 19; Philips and Simpson, 1832, Bell's JVotes, 19; M'Cawjhic,
18.')6, 1 Swin. 205). The removal of a receptacle, such as a box or till,

constitutes theft of its contents {Waller, 1836, 1 Swin. 294; Smart,
1837, Bell's Notes, 19).—[Hume, i. 70 ; AHson, i. 265 ; Macdonald, 25, 55

;

Anderson, Crim. Lau\ 102, 112.] See Theft; Bobbery.
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Anatomy Acts.—The Anatomy Acts regulate the conditions

nnder which anatomy may be practised for the purposes of science, but

do not interfere with post-mortem examinations directed by the legal

authorities.

The principal Act is 2 & 3 Will. iv. c. 75, which is amended in one

detail by 34 & 35 Vict. c. 16. Licences to practise anatomy v/ill be

granted by the Secretary of State to qualitied practitioners, and to teachers

and students of anatomy, on presentation of a petition, accompanied by a

certiticate signed by two justices of the peace, certifying their belief that

the applicant intends to carry on the practice of anatomy (s. 1). A week's

notice must be given to the Secretary of State of any place in which it is

intended to practise (s. 12). Inspectors of anatomy are to be appointed by

the Secretary of State (s. 2), and he may appoint their districts and

regulate their method of supervision (s. 3) ; but they must report quarterly

on all bodies subjected to anatomy in their district (s. 4), and must inspect

all places where anatomy is practised (s. 5).

Any one who has the lawful custody of a body, except for the purposes

of interment, may permit it to undergo anatomical examination (s. 7),

unless to his knowledge the deceased in his lifetime expressed a wish to

the contrary (s. 7). The objection of a near relative is always sufficient to

stay the examination (s. 7), even if the deceased had expressed a wish that

his body sliould be examined (s. 8).

Ko dead Ijody may be removed until forty-eight hours after death, and

twenty-four hours' notice of the intention to remove it must be given to the

inspector of the district (s. 9). The body must be placed in a decent coffin

prior to its removal (s. 13), and a certificate of death obtained from a

doctor, which must be handed with the body to the person receiving it for

anatomical purposes (s. 9). (See John Daniel, Glasgow CO., 1891, 3 White,

103.) A licensed practitioner (s. 1) who has complied with the above

regulations is entitled to be in possession of a dead body (s. 10), but he must

transmit the death certificate to the district inspector within twenty-four

hours of his receiving the body, with full particulars as to how and from

whom he received it (s. 11), and he must send the inspector a certificate of

the interment in consecrated ground (s. 13) within such period as the

Secretary of State shall from time to time order (34 & 35 Vict. c. 16).

ISTo restriction is placed on jjost-mortem examinations directed by legal

authorities (s. 15), but dissection of murderers is forbidden, and their bodies

must be buried within the prison (s. 16). But see Dead Body (4 & 5 Will.

IV. c. 26; 31 & 32 Vict. c. 24, ss. 6 and 13).

Ancestor.—In the law of Scotland, an ancestor is a person from

whom an heir has derived an estate, whom he represents, and for whose

deljts the estate is responsible. If a person purchase an estate from another,

that other is not his ancestor, but his Author {q.v.). And there is no

representation of an author by a person who has purchased an estate from

him. The creditors of an ancestor are entitled to a preference over the

creditor of the heir, and that preference continues for three years as against

the heritable estate which belonged to the ancestor, and for a year and a

day as against his moveable estate (Act, Car. ii. 1661, c. 24). After the

lapse of a year, the heir is entitled to convey or burden the heritable estate

for onerous causes {MAlpine, 1885, 12 E. 604 ; Bain, 1896, 3 S. L. T. No. 439).

[M'Laren on Wills, 3rd ed., 1294; Goudy on Bankri/ptcy, 2nd ed., 567;

Stair, iv. 35. 16; Bell, Prin. s. 1931.] See Autiiok; Heir.
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Animals: Contagious Diseases.—See Contagious

Diseases (Animals) Acts.

Animals, Cruelty to.—See Cruelty to Amimals.

Animals, Liability for Damage caused by
dangerous.— i'li"' liaMlily nt' an owner (if au animal for damage; (lont-

by it depends upon his knowledge of its propensities. He is bound to take

precautions against such injurious acts as he might reasonalily expect it to

commit: he is not bound to guard against unlikely and novel outbreaks

(Stair, i. 9. 5). Knowledge of tlie dangerous tendencies of an animal, which

imposes on an owner the duty of taking precautions, may be obtained from

(1) the natural habits of the class to which the animal belongs, (2) previous

acts of the individual animal.

(1) Animals of the former class, said to heferce naturcc, are known to be

untrustworthy, and the possessor of one, although that particular animal

may seem to be quiet, and may have exhibited no dangerous proclivities, is

presumed to know that it may at any time become a source of danger. He
is therefore bound to keep it safe, and if it does damage he will be liable.

The injured person does not require to prove that the owner was negligent

in his manner of keeping it. The duty to keep it safely is absolute, and

the owner can avoid liabilitv only by taking precautious which are effectual

(Filbnrn, 1890, L. R. 25 Q. B. D. 258, 2G0). Animals held to hefcrce nahirce

are: lions and tigers {Pu'x, 2 L. Eaymond, 17^0, 1574, 1583), monkeys {May,

1 846, 9 A. & E. Q. B. 101, 111), bears (
IFyatt, 1886, 2 T. L. E. 282), wild boars

(Kellt/, 1848, 2 I. L. E. 424, 430), elephants {Filburn, ut supra), and the like.

The duty to keep such animals safely being absolute, it is doubtful if the

owner will avoid liability where the animal has been set free by vis major

{Nichols, 1875, L. E. 10 Exch. 255, 260), or by the malicious act of a third

party. But he will not be liable where the person injured has brought the

injury on himself {Filburn, ut sui^ra).

(2) Animals of the second class, viansucfa: nalura?, such as horses, oxen,

dogs, are not kept at an owner's peril, and for damage done by an outbreak

of vice on their part an owner is not liable, unless he has previous knowledge

of the vicious disposition of the animal {Filburn, ut siqjra). Having this

knowledge, an owner nicurs practically the same responsibiUty as that for an

animal ./nw naturcc for subsequent outbreaks of the same vice. But actual

knowledge? must be proved, and is not to be inferred from the fact that

there were previous outbreaks known to parties other than the owner

{Thomas, 1835, 2 C. M. e^ E. 496). If these parties, however, are connected

with the owner, as his wife {Gladman, 1867, 36 L. J. 11 C. P. 647), or servant

havhig charge of the animal {Ba/cltcin, 1872, L. E. 7 Exch. 325 ;
Appkhcc,

1874,'L. E. 9 C. r. 647), their knowledge will be imputed to the owner;

though that of a servant who has no charge or control of the animal will

not (Stiles, 1864, 33 L. J. Q. B. 310).

The circumstances which ought to put an owner^ on his guard with

respect to an animal mansucta-- naturm vary with different species, as all

domestic animals are not equally quiet. Some are by natm-e fierce and

prone to mischief, and in those cases the animals should be carcfidly

noticed, and shght indications that their natural tendencies are active is

ijufficient. To this class belongs the boar {Hcnnigcn, 1882, 9 E. 411).

Contrasted with it stands the horse. A person is entitled to consider
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his horse free from vice until it shows him the contrary, and is not liable

for a sudden outbreak {Hammack, 1862, 11 C. B. (N. S.) 588), unless induced

by his negligence {North, 1861, 10 C. B. (N. S.) 572. For Driving Accidents,

see Hoeses'and Vehicles, Negligent use of).

A bull also is clearly outside the category of wild beasts, and an owner

only requires to keep it in a way which is usual and reasonably safe {Harper^

1886, 13 E. 1139) ; unless it has shown itself to be more fierce than bulls

ordinarily are {Clcrl; 1862, 24 D. 1315), or to have some special peculiarity

of temper {Blackman, 1827, 3 C. & P. 138. A bull, if ordinarily quiet, may
be driven through the streets of a city, and does not require to be put in a

tloat {Harper, ut supra). The sameappUes a fortiori to an ox {Tillct, 1882,

L.E. 10 Q. B. D. 17).

^Yheu exciting causes are known to be present, however, extra pre-

cautions have to be taken. This applies to all kinds of cattle {Phillips, 1884,

1 1 E. 592). Such extra precautions, if reasonably suilicient, will afford a

good defence, since an owner does not keep an animal mansuctm naturcB at

his peril. But sometimes the only reasonable precaution to be taken with

a dangerous animal is to kill it.

That is the course to be followed with a dog known to be vicious.

Though a dog, being a domesticated and useful animal, is not presumed to

be vicious by nature, and the liability of an owner is in general that attach-

ino- to o\vners of animals mansuetcc natiirm {Flecming, 1855, 2 Macq. 14;

Gray, 1890, 18 E. 76), yet when the ferocity of a dog is known to the

owner, his obligation is not one of reasonable care, but not to keep the

dog at all, unless he does it in such a way as to make it perfectly secure

{Burton, 1881, 8 E. 892; Smillics, 1886, 14 E. 150). Vice is conclusively

instructed by the dog having previously bitten some one, but less may
suffice {Worth, 1866, 2 C. P. 1), as a habit on the part of a dog of fierce

breed of rushing at people, though out of reach {Benwick, 1875, 2 E. 855),

and showing an inclination and attempt to bite {Fraser, 1887, 14 E. 811).

Certain propensities also, not instructing general viciousness, impose on an

owner the duty of effectually guarding against them. Instances are:

killing sheep, game {Bead, 1864, 34 L. J. C. P. 31), and swine {Boulton,

1632, Cro. Car. 254).

The injury inflicted by the previous outbreak of vice does not require to

be of exactly the same character as that which is the cause of action, if the

tendency to commit injuries is similar. Where a vicious dog by its violent

rush and barking startled one person and caused him involuntarily to injure

another, the owner was treated as if the injury had been caused directly by

a bite from the dog {Braser, 1887, 14 E. 811). Previous sheep-worrying also

rendered an owner liable for his dog subsequently biting other cattle

{Jackson, 1813, 1 M. & S. 232). It is doubtful, however, if a previous habit

of sheep-worrying will sustain an action where a person has been bitten

(Shearman & Ee'dfield on Negligence, 4:t\\ ed., 631); and a frolicsome habit

of jumping on people, although injurious to their clothes and annoying^

will not {Line, 1862, 3 F. & F. 731). Further, if the person injured has

provoked the dog which has bitten him, he has no action {Charhvood,

1851, 3 C. & K. 46). On similar grounds it is held that persons improperly

putting themselves within reach of a watch-dog cannot recover damages for

a bite {Sarch, 1830, 4 C. & P. 297 ; Ba.ly, 1886, 14 E. 154). A watch-dog

is necessarily prone to attack people ; but a person is entitled to keep one

for the yjrotection of his property if he ensures the safety of others by

giving tliem distinct warning to avoid it, and keeping it confined {Curtis,

1833,°5 C. & P. 489). An owner should either keep the dog chained, or,.
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wlien loose, take effectual precautions to prevent its having access to any
puljlic place (Broivn, 1824, 3 S. (n) 127, (o) 187), or attacking any person

who is on the premises by the permission and invitati(jn of the owner, and

who is not himself in fault (Sml/llrs, l.SSG, U li. 150).

An exception to the rule that kncnvledge of previous vice is required, is

introduced by Statute (2G & 27 Vict. c. 1 00) in the case of injuries d<jne

by a dog to sheep and cattle (cattle including horses, WrvjlU, 18G9, L. \l 4

Q. B. 582). It provides that it shall not be necessary to prove a i)revious

propensity to injure slice}) or cattle (s. 1), so that apparently a pursuer

requires only to prove the injury and the ownership of the dog (M'Intyir,

1870, 8 M. 570). The same Act also provides that the occupier of any

premises in which the dog causing the injury has been kept or permitted

to live at tlu^ time of the injury, shall be liable as the own(!r of such dog,

unless he can prove that he was not the owner, and that the dog lived there

without his knowledge (s. 2). Allowing a dog belonging to a late tenant

to stay on at a farm, and feeding it, was held to render the landlord lialjle

under this section {Murray, ISSl, 19 S. L. K. 253). Evidence of identity

of the dog being usually ditlicult to obtain in a sheep-worrying case, it

has been said that slight circumstances in corroboration of one eye-witness

are sufficient {M'Intyre, ut supra).

At common law, a custodier of a dog or other animal is liable equally

with an owner when he has knowledge oi its vice {Cowan, 1877, 5 If. 241

;

Fli'ciniiiff, 15 D. 486, 2 ]\Iacq. 14). A carrier, therefore, who has knowledge

of an animal's dangerous disposition, from notice given by the owner or

from his own observation in transit, incurs this liability {Gray, 1890, 18 R.

76). Failing notice by a cognisant owner, the owner will be liable {Harpers,

1886, 13 li. 1139). A person is also held to incur liability, as a custodier,

who allows a dog to resort to and remain at his premises {M'Konc, 1831,

5 C. & r. 1). But for a stray dog which comes uninvited on to a person's

premises there is no liability, imless there has been negligence in not

getting rid of it {Smith, L. E. 2 C. P. 4).

Injuries from game, apart from contract (for wdiich see Lease), have

not been the subject of decision in Scotland ; but it is thought that

creating, or allowing to arise, an excessive load of game on one's land, to the

injury of one's neighbour, would amount to an infraction of the rule. Sic

atcre tuo ut alicnum non krdas, antl would found an action {Cox, 1863, 13

C. B. (N. S.) 430 ; Read, 17 C. B. (X. S.) 245, 260). Keeping pigeons has

been dealt with by Statute (see Pigeons).

[See Winter Herding Act; Glegg on Reparation, oV2-2^.'\

Animals, Property in, and Theft of. Wild.— As
there is no property in a wild animal while it remains free, there can be

no theft of it while in that condition.

To wild animals the maxim is applicable. Quod nullius est fit occu-

patitis—they are the property of the first captor, and remain his property

so long as he retains possession of them (Thomson's Acts, i. 749 : Wdsou,
1872, 10 M. 444). P)Ut if an animal /'c/w natura- which has been

captured, regains its liberty, the ownership in it ipso facto comes to an
end (Thomson's Acts, I.e.). To the general rule of the common law,

that first ca})ture of a wild animal confers the property of it on the

captor, " the only proper exception is that of royal fish, which belong to

the Crown" (Bell's iV//^ s. 1288), viz. whales fouiui stranded on the sea-

coast, if larger than can be drawn by a wain with six oxen (Thomson's

VOL. I. 15
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Acts, i. 748; Bruce, 1890, 17 II. 1000). Although sahnon-fishings belong

to the Cl•o^Yu, and illegal tishing may be punished, the salmon itself is

force natunc, am! falls under the general law of occupancy which is

expressed in the maxim referred to (Ersk. ii. 1. 10).

It is always a question of circumstances whether a wild animal has

been reduced to possession or not. In one case our law recognises con-

structive appropriation, holding that where one wounds a wild animal

so that it may be forthwith taken, and continues in pursuit of it, his

claim will exclude that of another who intervenes to capture it (Stair,

ii. 1. 33). Since a wild animal becomes the property of its captor from

the moment that it falls within his power and control, the crime of

theft is committed if it is then feloniously appropriated by another. In

charging theft of an animal fercr nafnirr, it is necessary to specify

distinctly the mode in which it was reduced into, and remained in, the

possession of the person from whom it is alleged to have been stolen

{Huic, 1842, 1 Broun, 383 ; Wilson, ut supra ; see also Hume, i. 81 ; Alison,

i. 279 ; Macdonald, 19 ; Anderson, Crim. Lav-, 99. As to the conventional

rule of " fast and loose " recognised in whale-tishing in the North Sea,

see Addison & Sons, 1794, 3 Pat. App. 334 ; Sutter, 1862, 4 Macq. 355).

See Theft.

The offence of poaching is purely statutory, and consists in any

violation of a proprietor's right of hunting and killing game,—a right

which is vested in him in virtue of his real title to the lands, and which

remains with him as a separate estate after the lands have been let for

other purposes (Irvine, Game Laivs, 32). Unless the Statutes dealing

with poaching expressly provide for forfeiture of the animals captured

(('.//. 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 68, s. 5), the general law of occupancy is applicable,

and they remain the property of the taker,—[Stair, I.e. ; Ersk. I.e. ; Scott,

1853, 15 D. 288.] See Game Laws.

Ann 'ir Annat.—The half-year's stipend payable in addition to the

stipend vested in a parish minister at the time of his death. If he survive

Whitsunday (loth May), a half-year's stipend is vested; and if he survive

]\Iichaelmas (29th September), a whole year's stipend is vested. The Ann
is a half-year's stipend in addition to what is vested at either of these

terms (Act 1672, c. 13, 24, Thomson's edit. ; see Mackenzie, Olscrvations,

149). The stipend vested must be taken up by confirmation, but the

executors have right to the Ann under the Act " without necessity or

expenses of a confirmation."

The annates or primiticc were the first fi'uits out of tithes exacted by

the pope, as explained by English writers (Degge, Parsons' Counsellor,

224). Lord Selborne (Defenee of Cliurch of England, 224) says that at

the Eeformation first fruits were " taken from the pope and given by Act
of Parliament to the king." In the reign of Queen Anne they were

handed over to the Church. His lordship adds, " First fruits were one

year's profits levied originally (a.d. 1316) from tlie successors to vacant

bishoprics, and afterwards extended to other ecclesiastical benefices."

These authorities seem satisfactorily to account for the term Annat being

applied to the fruits of a year (Lat. Annus). (See also Ersk. ii. 10. 65 ;

Duncan, Par. Lav), 320.) The early history of Annat in Scotland is not

so satisfactorily traced. The Acts 1546, c. 4, and 1571, c. 41, imply that

Annat was then a known exaction, and it seems probable that it woidd be

intermittently jjaid to papal collectors. The object of both Acts was ta
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traiisfer the Aniiat to the next of kin of Chuichnieu killed in the service of

the king duiin<^' the hostilities of these periods, and they imply the power

to set the papal claim aside. The old form of Annat was put an end

to Ijy the Act 1587, c. 20, wliich declares that the benefices which, under

prelacy, were subject to first fruits and lifth penny, were thereafter to be

free. The extent of the Annat appears to liave been a full year's fruits

of the benefice. And even so late as 1071 a whole year's stipend was

decerned for as Annat after it had come into operation in its new form

{Turner v. Lord Bortkivick; 3 Nov. 1071, B. Supp. 1. 0;;'.»).

Mackenzie {(Jhscrvat ions, 150) remarks tiiat the Act of 1072, c. l-M, was

not well expressed in declaring that Ann belonged to the executors, for it

belongs to the nearest of kin and the widow, because the Ann was of old

introduced in favour of the nearest of kin (Act 15-40, c. 4), " for Cimrchmen

had no wives under popery." It was all the more singular that the Act

should have referred only to executors, since the rights of widows and

children had been recognised in decisions of the Court from the year 1020

downwards (Brown, Si/uo/isis, s.v. "Ann," 84). The Act 1072, c. 13, had

in view the extension of the provision to the next of kin of bishops, and the

limitation of the Ann to a half-year's stipend (Stair, ii. 8. 34).

The benefit of Ann is supposed to have been conferred on the widow

and children after the lieformation, following a German practice referred to

by Erskine (ii. 10. 00), and more fully noticed by Lord President Inglis in

Lutfa (1877, 5 R 200). Where there were no children, it was held that the

Ann fell to be divided equally between the widow and next of kin

(Scrinu/cour, 1033, Mor. 404; Spencc, l(i7 9, Mor. 405). The claim of the

widow'where tliere were cliildren was held to be one-half, the other half

going to the children {M'Dcrmd's Children, 1747, ^lor. 404). Doubt was

thrown upon this decision by Erskine (ii. 10. 07), but most writers approve

of it (see Forbes on Tit/tes, 130 ; Buchanan, 430 ; Connell, ii. 93). The last

very properly points out that the Ann is not a succession, and never

belonged to the minister, and, he adds, " it has been justly decided that the

widow gets half." It is important to add that it has been followed, and

continues to be followed, in practice, both by the collector of the Church

Schemes (who collects stipend provided by the Endowment Committee for

quoad saera parishes) and the collector of the Widows' Fund (who collects

vacant stipend under the Act 54 Geo. iii. c. 109). There is often great

dilliculty in tracing the next of kin, which suggests a doubt whether Ann
should go further than the widow and children. When the scheme for the

Ministers' Widows' Fund was instituted in 1744 [for its origin and progress

see Morren, Annals], the Ann was not touched. In a later Act, however,

in 1778 (19 Geo. iii. c. 20, s. 14), it was provided that a sum of half the

particular rate of the minister (or other contributor connected with the

Universities) shall be payable out of the Ann where the Ann is by law

competent, and where no Ann is competent the half-rate shall be paid by

the contributor's heirs and executors. The highest rate is £7, 17s. Od., so

that a half-rate is not an excessive burden upon the Ann.
The Ann is payable out of all stipends, whether paid in money or

victual, and was held exigible in town charges {Sl(iel.-<, 1709, Mor. 406;
Hutehison, 1747, ]\Ior. 407), and is allowed out of sums contributed by

Exchequer to small livings under 50 Geo. ill. c. 84, s. 16, and 5 Geo. iv. c.

90, s. 21. The vacant stipend in quoad sacra parishes falls to the Widows'
Fund {('Inline, 1803, 1 M. 903); and in consequence of that decisit.n Ann
is also alk>wed. The ministers of quoad sacra parishes fall to contribute to

the Widows' Fund. In Grant (1849) a first minister in a parliamentary
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church was not held ehgible, but in Madagan (1887), in an ordinary quoad

sacra parish, a first minister was lield Hable. The decision was followed by

the Act 53 & 54 Vict. c. 12-i. The ordinary income from glebes is not

subject to Ann {Cohnllc, 1665, Mor. 464); but under the Glebe Lands

(Scotland) Act, 1866 (29 & 30 Vict. c. 71, s. 15), it is provided that the Act

1672, c. 13, shall apply to the feu-duties and rents under the Act. It is

thought that the provision also applies to interest on prices of glebes sold.

The revenue in all cases under the Act arises from the authority to feu or

lease being granted by the Court. When a sale takes place, it is only after

the authority to feu,"^ and the price, when invested, produces an income

coming in place of the feu-duty.

Ann is not payable where the minister has demitted his charge or been

deposed {Archbishop of Glasgow, 1675, Mor. 15897).

The title to the Ann, as already pointed out, is complete by survivancy

without confirmation, and it is not sul)ject to the debts or deeds of the

incumbent {Bairns of the Bishop of Galloway, 1628, Mor. 470 ; Doimklson,

1694, ih.)\ nor is it subject to the Apportionment Act, 1870 (33 & 34 Vict,

c. 35). See Latta's case, ut supra. And it cannot be subjected to the pay-

ment of an assistant and successor's stipend {Dow, 1887, 14 E. 928).

Annexation.— I. Annexed Patrimony of the Crown.—K\\
lands and revenues belonging to the sovereign were either annexed to the

Crown by Statute or otherwise acquired. The annexed property was

properly called the Patrimony of the Crown. The term annexation is

applied to the act of conjoining lands to the Crown, such lands being

declared inalienable by the sovereign, except with the approval of

Parliament, which ought only to be given for " great seen and reasonable

causes of the realm." The first great Act of Annexation was the Act 1455,

c. 41. The object of this Act was to restrain the unbounded liberty of our

kings towards their favourites, and to secure for the sovereign a patrimony

sufticient for the maintenance of his dignity ; it was therefore declared that

any aheuation of annexed lands by the king was of no avail, except with

the approval of Parliament as above mentioned, and that the reigning

monarch might summarily take liack such lands, and that the grantees

were lialde to refund all bygone profits intermeddled with by them during

their possession. Following this Act came a series of Statutes, which to

a certain extent rendered inoperative the Act of 1455, in that they

authorised our kings to feu their estates, so long as the feu-duty was not

less than the just avail of the lands: or, in the words of the Statute, " sa

that it be set till a competent availe without prejudice to the king" (1457,

c. 71; 1540, c. 115; 1584, c. 0; 1597, cc. 233, 234). By 1584, c. 6, the

extent of this avail is declared to be " the duty to which the lands are, or

may justly be, retourned for the new extent." In 1633 an Act was passed,

by which it was provided that, subsequent to its date, no annexed land

could be set feu by the king without the consent of Parliament, either by

Act of dissolution or by particular ratification. This Act, taken with that

of 1455, finally tied up annexed Crown lands, so that they could neither

be alienated nor feued without the consent of I'arliament.

In modern times the Crown patrimony has been given over to

Parliament, and a fixed sum set apart f<jr the maintenance of the royal

dif-nity (1 Will. iv. c. 25). The management of the Crown property

generally is now under the care of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests

(2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 112; 3 & 4 Will. iv. c. 60 ; 14 & 15 Vict. c. 42). The
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Crown's right to tlie foreshore is uovv transferred to the Board of Trade

(29 & 30 Vict. c. 02).

[Stair, ii. 3. 35, 30 ; Ersk. Inst. ii. 3. 14 ; Bankt. ii. 3. 18 ; Bell, rnn.

072.] See Crown ; Ckown Lands ; King.

11. A.\'.\'i:.\AT/u.w OF Church Laxds to the Crowx.—At the time

of the Keforniution, on the suppression of the monasteries, all benefices,

including the spirituality as well as the tenip«jrulity, returned jure corona:

to the king ; I)ut the king, actuated either l)y fear or by generosity, had

alienated the greater part of them tu the nublcs and gentry, under the

burden of making proper and sutlicient provisions for the ministers. By

the Act 1587, c. 29, these gifts were reduced ; by it tiie temporality of all

benefices belonging to archbishoi)s, bisliops, priors and prioresses, or belong-

ing to any abbey, cloister, friars, monks, canons, connuon kirks, and

collegiate kirks, were, with certain exceptions, annexed to the Crown. The

spirituality or teinds were declared by the Act not to be annexed. The

Act was passed to check abuses, and to secure some renmant of the Church

lands to the Crown. It proceeded upon a narrative of grants made by

former kings, whereby tlu'V had impoverished themselves, and that it was

just tliat the benefices should revert to the Crown, besides that thereby a

constant rent would be secured to the king, the necessity for taxes

precluded, and future kings engaged not to retm-n to Popery. The

exceptions to the general annexation under the Act were as follows:

—

Fir.'^fh/, All lands which prior to 1587 had been erected into temporal lord-

ships by the Crown. Secondly, All lands made over to hospitals, universities,

or schools, and which were still employed for their original purposes.

Thinll]!, Benefices, the patronage of which was vested in laymen before the

lleformation. Foiirthlij, Manses and gleljes were excepted, on the ground

that they formed part of the spirituality. Fifthly, Grants of pensions out

of benefices were, in certain cases, excepted from the Statute.

Feus and leases granted by Churchmen prior to the Act were secured

to the feuars or tacksmen for payment of the duties formerly paid by them,

while the superioritv of the lands feued returned to the king.

[Ersk. Inst. ii. 10. 10, 20, 21 ; Stair, ii. 8. 35 ; Buchanan on Tcbuh.']

III. A.\-NEXATiox OF Laxds, QUOAD SACRA.—When it happens

that lands lie at a great distance from the church to which they originally

belonged, they may be transferred to a church in greater proximity to

them. By this annexation the inhabitants of the annexed lands are for

convenience placed under the care of the nearest minister, but the lands

themselves remain in all civil respects part of the ohl parish, and they

remain responsible for the payment of stipend to the church to which they

originally belonged ; moreover, they are in no wise liable for the upkeep of

the manse, or for any parish burdens of the church to which they are

annexed, with the exception that they are lialile for a ])roporti(Mial share

of building or repairing the church Xlurh, 1748, Mor. 8503 ;
Dnunmand,

1773, Mor. 7020). Annexation of lands quoad sacra does not affect

the liability of the lands annexed for poor rates to their original parish

(T/iomson, 17 Nov. 1808, F. C).

[Stair, ii. 3. 35 ; Ersk. ii. 10. 04, see Notes to Xicolson's edition.] See

Teinds; Erection; Disjunction.

Annualrent.—The interest of money, or the yearly consideration

paid for the use .>f money or otlier fungibles. The Jews were prohil>ited by

the Mosaic Diw from takiuii interest from their brethren, though not from
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strangers (Lev. xxv. 36 ; Dent, xxiii. 19, 20). By the Canon Law, because

money was a lunion subject which yielded no fruit, all lending on interest

was forbidden, and he was declared a heretic who should maintain the

lawfulness of it (Clement, Tit. dc Ihar. s. ult.). This strict rule of law led

to its evasion by the device of purchasing annualrents or annuities out of

land, which was equivalent to lending upon interest. Hence infeftments

of annualrent took their rise, and the term aunualrent came to be

svnonvnious with interest. It is now obsolete.

[Stair, i. 15. 7 ; Bankt. i. 21. 1 ; Ersk. ii. 2. 5, ii. 8. 31-35, iii. 3. 75 ;
Ersk.

Prill, ii. 2. 3; Bell, Prin. s. 908; Brown, Synop. h.t.; Kames, Stat. Law
Ahrid(jt.\ AVatson, Stat. Lau:.'] See Interest; Annualrent Eight.

Annualrent Right, or Infeftment of Annualrent.—A right

constituted by infeftment upon land, wliereby, in consideration of a money
payment, the lands contained in the deed were charged with the yearly

payment of a certain sum,—at first an irredeemable annuity. This was an

ancient mode of lending money, devised to evade the rule of the Canon

Law prohibiting loans of money upon interest ; and was at first, strictly

speaking, not a security for debt, but a proper purchase of an annuity.

Ikfore the abolition of the Canon Law, a clause giving the debtor the

right to redeem was mtroduced,—the transaction thus becoming an

impignoration of rents, and the payments annualrents. Later, after the

lieformation, a clause of requisition was added, whereby, for the first time,

the creditor could call for ])ayment of the principal sum ; and subsequently,

instead of the power of redemption and requisition, a proper personal bond

was introduced, oljliging the borrower personally to repay principal and

interest,—the security, for tlic interest only, being the infeftment in an annual-

rent payable from the land. The obligation to pay the annualrent was a

real burden by constitution, and the debt was heritable. As the right con-

stituted a nexus over the rents, the arrears of interest after seisin were

dehita fundi, payment of the annualrent was competently enforced by

poinding of the ground, and tenants were liable to the extent of their term's

rents. The right was extinguished at first by a discharge or renunciation by

the annualrenter, recorded in the Register of Eeversions ; but later, when the

obligation to r)ay annualrent became accessorv to the i)ersonal obligation, it

might competently 1je extinguished not only by an unregistered aischarge,

but by payment or intromission with the rents. The deed was superseded by

the heritable l)ond, now the heritable l)ond and disposition in security, and

is obsolete. (For bonds of annualrent and rent charges for improve-

ments under the Montgomery and Eutherfurd Acts, and Improvement of

Land Acts, see 27 & 28 Vict. c. 114, s. 51; 38 & 39 Vict. c. 61, s. 8

Juridical Styles, i. 440-53; Scottish Drainaye 6'o., 1889, 16 E. (H. L.) 16

41 & 42 Vict. c. 28; 45 & 46 Vict. c. 53, s. 6; Eankine on Landownership

965 et seq.).

[Stair, ii. 5 ; More, Notes, ccix. ; Ersk. ii. 2. 5, ii. 8. 31-5 ;
Bankt. ii. 5. 1

Ersk. Prin. ii. 2. 3, ii. 8. 15: Bell, Prin. s. 908; P>ell, Com., 7th ed., i. 713

Eoss, T.ect. ii. 372. 322. 328; Eoss, Leadiny Cases, iii. 108; Menzies

Conveyanciny, 845; MlJonedd, 1829, 7 S. 826.]
'

See BURDENS ; Eedeemable
Eights ; Heritable Securities : Ground Annual.

J

Annuities.—Tlie right to an annvnty may be defined as a right to

a periodical payment of money, which amounts to a fixed sum in each year.
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The magnitude of the annuity dei)en(ls upon the sum payaljle in each year

;

but payment need not be yearly. Periodical j)aynicnts may be made at any
interval that may be chosen, and accordingly there may ha (quarterly,

monthly, weekly, or daily annuities {Sinitk, 1847, D. l.')-44_). As a
general rule, however, in Scotland, annuiLies are payable twice in the year

—

at Whitsunday and Martinmas.
Tliey may be granted either for a fixed term of years—when they are

known as annuities certain—or during the continuance of a given life, or

of a given series of lives (Mccckcnzie, 1840, 2 D. 833) ; or, indeed, they may
be granted in jjerpetuity, though this raixdy occurs. They may be immediate
or deferred. Accordingly, the termination or the commencement of an
annuity, or perhaps both, may depend upon some contingency, or some
combination of contingent events.

An annuity may, according to the terms of the contract, or testament,

or disi)osition, in which tlie annuity is reserved, or other instrument by
whicli it is created, exist during the life of the granter, or of the grantee,

or during the life of any third party, or during the joint continuance of any
number of lives ; and it may commence from the date of the grant or from
a more distant period.

According to Bell, in his Commentaries (Tk'll, Com., 7th ed., i. 355), the

rule of law upon which an annuitant is entitled to bring his action, or to

do diligence, is as follows :—He may claim a capital sum corresponding to

the annuity ; that is to say, such a capital as would, if invested, produce an
annual return equal to the annuity to which he is entitled. The interest

thereon is to be paid to him in terms of his ground of debt. At the termina-

tion of the period for which the annuity is to last, the capital will go back
to the debtor. The rule in bankruptcy used to be the same, but questions

of bankruptcy are now regulated by various sections of the Bankruptcy
Act of 185G.

The instrument in which an annuity is usually set forth is called a

bond of annuity, and forms of it may be found in the style books. The
bond of annuity is defined as a contract in which the obliger engages to

make to the obligee a certain yearly payment in consideration of a ])rice

deemed adequate at the time of granting it, or in the intention of settling on
the annuitant a yearly sum for family purposes, or from favour, as a permanent
aliment (Bell, Com.., 7th ed., i. 353). When a price is paid, the sum should

be set forth, in order to comply with the Stamp Acts. The obligant binds

himself and his heirs, in the usual form, to pay, for the period agreed upon,

at such terms as may be arranged, with penalty and interest in the event
of due payment not being made. It should set forth whether the terndy
payments are to be in advance or at the end of each termly period. A
widow's annuity is payable in advance ex leije (Krsk. i. 6. 41, ii. ".'. 07), and
should be declared payable in advance. Until tlie })assing of the ArroH-
TION.MENT Acts {q.v.), if an annuitant died between two terms nothing was
due for the current term, but now the matter is regulated by the Act of

1870 (.)3 & 34 A'ict. c. .*)5), wliicli jiroviiles that all rents, annuities, dividends,

and other periodical payments in tlie luiture of income, shall be considered

as accruing de die in diem, and be apportionable accordingly, unless there be
special stipulation to the contrary.

lledeemalde lionds of annuity were, during the existence of the Usury
Laws, much used as a device for evading the prohibitions of these Statutes.

These bonds acknowledged receipt of the money as the ]>rice of an annuity,

which was to endure for the life of a person selected, or until redeemed,
and which was made large enou*ih to cover the interest on the sum
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advanced, and the premiums of insurance on the selected life, for a sum
corresponding to the sum advanced (Bell, Com., 7th ed., i. 359). This use

of an annuity as a security is still made. The liorrower is the granter and
the lender the grantee of such an annuity.

Annuities may be secured over heritable property, and this may be done

by absolute disposition qualified by back letter, by a disposition in security

ancillary to the bond of annuity, or by making the annuity a real burden

by reservation. It is to be kept in view that a real burden must be for a

sum certain. In marriage contracts the security for the wife's jointure is

usually granted in the form of a disposition in security of such a

portion of the husband's lands, if he is a fee-simple proprietor, as will

fully cover the annuity ; or the disposition may be not of the lands, but of

an annuity payable out of the lands. The heir of entail in possession of

an entailed estate may exercise the powers usually granted in deeds of entail,

or, under the Aberdeen Act (5 Geo. iv. c. 87), he may infeft his wife in an

annuity not exceeding one-third of the free rents of the estate, after deducting

public burdens—but not income-tax {Madainc, 1845,8 D. 150)—and other

deductions mentioned in the Act. An heir-female can similarly infeft her

husband in an annuity not exceeding one-half of the rents. Not more than

two annuities granted over an estate under this Act can coexist. By the

Entail Act of 1868 (31 & 32 Vict. c. 84), an heir-apparent, with consent of

the heir in possession, can grant provisions to his wife, and these may be

provided out of entailed money. By the Entail Act of 1882 (45 & 46 Vict.

c. 53, s. 24), such provisions may be secured over the fund into which an
entailed estate may be converted.

A real annuity is a yearly revenue payable out of the ground without

respect to a stock or principal sum, in which respect it chiefly differs from

an annualrent. In other respects an annuity constituted by infeftment

resembles an infeftment of annualrent, with the following variations :

—

(a) An annuity is suliject to a proportion of the public Ijurdens affecting the

lands out of which it issues, unless it is otherwise stipulated, or it is

provided that it shall Ije payable out of the first and readiest of the rents.

(Jj)
An annuity remains always the same, and docs not vary with any rate

of interest (Ersk. ii. 9. 43 ; Bankt. 651).

When lands are so burdened in favour of a wife, the husband cannot

dispose of the lands except under l)urden of the annuity, and they cannot

be freed of the burden except with her consent ; nor can the husband's

creditors take the lands except under the same restrictions. Her consent

may discharge the burden {Standard Prop. (Jo., 1877, 4 E. 695).

In the case of an annuity granted by a husband who is not in a

position to give security, or who does not give it, the annuity, suljject to the

rules which govern marriage-contract provisions, as they are antenuptial

or post-nuptial, is a deljt due l)y his estate to the wife, contingent on her

surviving him, and postponed till his death, for which she will be entitled

to rank with his creditors in the event of his l)ankruptcy (Bell, Com.,

7th ed., i. 682). An aliment granted to a wife did not fall under the

pis ma/riti, so as to be affectable by her husband's creditors, or to be

liable to compensation for debts due Ijy him; but in order to this the

fund must have been alimentary, and it is not sufficient to make it

alimentary that it Ijc the sole fund of subsistence (Turnhull, 1709,

Mor. 5895 ; Rohh, 1794, Mor. 5900). It has been held where, by ante-

nuy)tial contract of marriage, an annuity was granted to the wife, and

declared to be alimentary, but was allowed by her to fall into arrear, that

she was not entitled to rank for the arrears, the existence of alimentary
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debts not being alleged (Miiirhead, 1877,4 II. 1139; Donald, 18G0, 22 D.

1118). This was dining the liusband's lifetime.

Annuities lieing rights tliat l)ear a tract of future time are in their

nature heritable (Hell, Prin. s. 1490; Stair, ii. 1. 4, and iii. 5. G; Ersk. ii.

2. G ; Bell, Cow., 7tii ed., ii. 4 ; HUl, 1872, 11 M. 247 ; Mackintosh's Trs., 1870,

8 M. G28; revd. 1873, 11 U. (H. L.) 28; Crawford's Trs., 18G7, 5 M. 275
;

Wallace, 184G, 8 I). 1038; llrcadalhancs Trs., 1873, 11 M. 912: Held, 1878,

5 R. G30), and therefore, in the absence of express provision or stipulation,

fall to be paid out of heritage, where in a succession there is sutticient

heritage to satisfy the heritable debts. This rule applies l)oth in testate and
intestate succession. Uv tlie Titles to Land Consolidation Act of 18G8 (31
6 32 Vict. c. 101), and t'he Conveyancing Act of 1874 (37 & 38 Vict. c. 94),

heritable securities and real burdens were made moveable as regards

succession, unless executors are expressly excluded. They remain heritable

quoad fiscuin, are not to be computed in calculating the amount of a

legitim fund, and are still heritable in questions between husband and
wife, lly tiie interpretation clause of the Act of 18G8, "heritable security"

includes " bond of annuity." By Act 1661, c. 32, bonds containing clause

of annualrent and profit, where there was no obligation to infeft, had been
made moveable.

Annuities are primarily payable out of income {Currie, 1846, 8

D. 1021). But if the income of an estate be insullicient to provide the

annuities with which it is burdened, capital must be used : and they are

preferable to a gift oi residue {Knoxs Trs., 1869, 7 M. 873; Kinmond's Trs.,

1873, 11 M. 38*1; Adamson, 1891, 18 E. 1133; but see Hutcheson, 1886, 13

E. 915). A direction to purchase an annuity gives rise to a charge upon
capital. In the case of Webster (1882, 10 E. 109), it was held that an
annuitant was entitled to insist that each year's annuity should either be
paid to him, or expendetl for his behoof within the year.

If an annuity be validly declared to be alimentary, it will not be

capable of ])eing attached, except for alimentary debts, nor will compensa-
tion be pleadable against the annuitant's claim for payment. If it be
unreasonably large, the Court will restiict it to a reasonable sum, and
allow the balance to be affected by diligence (Ersk. iii. (i. 7 ; Licingslonc,

1886, 14 E. 43; Reid, 1884, 12 E. 178^; Corhct, 1879, 7 E. 200: Lewis,

1852, 14 D. 857, 15 D. 263; Harvey, 1840, 2 D. 1095; Monypenny, 1835,

13 S. 1112; M'Doncll, 25 Nov. 1819, F. C). Xo one can put his own
property out of the reach of his creditors and at the same time retain the

beneficial use of it (Ersk. iii. 6. 7 ; Bell, Com., 7tii ed., i. 125 ;
ir/iifc's Trs.,

1877, 4 E. 786 ; Reid, id supra). If not alimentary, the annuity may be

assigned or renounced, and arrears of an alimentary fund may be attached

(Bell, Co))}., 7th ed., i. 12G).

If an annuity Ije left to a person with power to l)urden it or dispose of

it, he can claim its capitalised value, on the principle that the Court will

not compel a man to do that which he can at once undo (Lanson's Trs.,

1890, 17 E. 1167; Dow, 1877,4 E. 403; klppni, 1871, 10 M. 134; Tod,

1871, 9 M. 728). If, however, the annuity is alimentary, no such claim

can be made (Dufus {White's Trs.), 1877, 4 E. 786; Cosens, 1873, 11 M.
761; Smith, 1873, 11 M. 639).

It is thought tiiiit an annuitv mav l)e secured bv arrestment (}racdonald,

15 June 1811, Y. C), or heritable property may be adjudged to secure it.

Arrestment used against those in ri<4ht of an annuity will onlv allect the

payment for the current term and anv arrears that mav exist (Smith, 184<,

9 "D. l:U4; Bell, Com., 7th ed., ii. 72: Stair, iii. 1.'27: Ei-sk. iii. 6. 9).
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Annuities granted to the widows of ministers by 19 Geo. ill. c. 20, are hj

s. 78 declared not arrestable, and cannot be assigned beforehand {Machcnzic,

1791, Mor. 104l;\y Professors' pensions, under 17 Geo. ii. c. 11, are similarly

favoured; but annuities under the Schoolmasters' Widows' Fund are not

protected {Irvine, 1829, 7 S. 317). The diligence to carry acquirenda is

adjudication (Clunies, 1739, Mor. 713; iM'Lcod, 1891, 18 E. 930). Govern-

ment Funds are of the nature of an annuity, but they are personal by

Statute (Bell, Com., 7th ed., i. 101; Bell, Frln. s. 1342; IIo(j, 28 Dec.

1791, F. C.).

It has been decided that annuities do not fall nnder^a clause conveying

acquirenda to marriage-contract trustees (Boi/d's Trs., 1877, 4 11. 1082).

Where a capital sum has to be set aside to secure payment of an annuity,

those in right of the reversion are not entitled to distribute the balance

of the estate on purchasing an annuity (Wilson, 1833, 11 S. 343, 7 W. & S.

457. See Forsijtlis Trs., 1854, 17 D. 208.)

The mere fact that payment of a legacy is postponed to the lapsing of

an annuitv, does not suspend vesting of the legacy {Cunnmghame, 1889, 17

K. 2L8 : Ditncnns Trs., 1882, 9 K. 731 ; Millar, 1875, 2 K. (H. L.) 1 ;
Carleton, •

1867, 5 M. (H. L.) 151 ; Nimmo, 1864, 2 M. 1 144)j nor will a trust_be kept

up merely for the purpose of securing annuities {Kerr, 1858, 20 D. 561).

In the case of Bnjcc (1878, 5 If. 722), it was held that an alimentary

annuitant was entitled to a share of residue proportional to the capitalised

value of her annuity.

There are English cases which establish the principle that the gift of

an annuity is a gift for life only, but that if, in giving the annuity, a certain

description of property is pointed out as the fund to pay it, this generally

constitutes a gifc of the thing indicated {Bright, 1881, 19 Ch. Div. 294;

Ee Tcdjer, 51 L. J. Ch. 721 ; Stokes, 12, CI. & Fin. 161) ; In the event of a

deficiency of assets, an annuity bequeathed would sutler abatement along

with other legacies.

Under the Life Assurance Co.'s Acts, 1870 and 1872 (33 & 34 Vict. c. 61

;

35 & 36 Vict. c. 41), assurance companies dealing in life policies and annuities

are bound to keep all receipts in respect of life assurance and annuity con-

tracts separate, and the fund thus set aside is to be security for the life

policy and annuity holders, and is not to be liable for any contracts but

such as would be entered into in carrying on a life assurance business.

Investigations have to be made periodically by an actuary. When a life

assurance company is being wound up, all annuities must be valued

according to the tables used by tlie company granting the annuity at the

time of granting; and where such tables cannot be ascertained or adopted

to the satisfaction of the Court, then according to the tables known as the

Government Annuity Ilxperience Tables, interest being reckoned at the

rate of four per cent, per annum.
Baxkruptcy.—Special provision is made in the Bankruptcy Act of

1856 for fixing the value of an annuity. Sec. 54 provides that no creditor

in respect of an annuity granted by the bankrupt shall be entitled to vote

and draw a dividend until the annuity shall Ije valued ; but he may, if the

trustee has not been elected, apply to the Slierill", or, if the trustee has been

elected, to the trustee, to put a value upon such annuity. The value of the

annuity is, in the ordinary case, its market price, as estimated either by the

Government tables, or by any of the recognised life assurance tables

{Fergasscm, 1836, 15 S. 25 ; Ex p. Fearce, L. IL 13 Ch. Div. 262). The Sheriff

or trustee, as the case may be, is directed to put a value upon the annuity,

regard being had to the original price given, deducting therefrom such
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diminution in its value as has been caused by tlie lapse of time
since the j,a-ant tliereof to the date of secjuestratioii. In the case of

un annuity certaiu, this is a mere matter of discountinj^ interest. The
creditor is entitled to vote and draw dividends in respect of such value, and
no more. Notice of the application has to be given to the bankrupt, and
Id the ])eiitionary or concurring creditor {Watson, 184H, 10 D. 1414). The
iudgment valuing the annuity is sul)ject to review; and auy creditor may
ai)i»cal, or appear in any appeal. Pending an a]>peal, the creditor may vote.

It is a (iiustion whether the successor of an annuitant who dies during
tiie se([uestration, before the annuity has been actually valued, is entitled to

vote and rank for the estimated value (see Wntsnii, ul Hupra; (iardiui, 18G0,

22 1). 1190). It is also provided that the creditor in an annuity is not to sue
or charge any cautioner for the annuity after the date of the se<|uestration,

except for the value fixed in the manner above set forth, and arrears and
interest. On the cautioner making payment of such value and arrears and
interest, he is to be discharged of all liability for the annuity, and he may
thereupon enter a claim in the se(|uestration for the sum so paid, and vote

and draw dividends thereon. But until he makes such payment he is to

be liable for the various payments of the annuity as they shall become due.

In making the payment of the value, arrears, and interest, he is entitled

to deduct such dividends as the creditor shall have received before full

payment as aforesaid. Wliere several persons are bound for an annuity, it

may be inferred, perhaps on the general principle, that the creditor will not

be entitled to enter into a compromise for valuing the claim aijainst the

principal debtor without the consent of the cautioner (Bell, Com., 7th ed.,

i. 878).

Stamp Act.—Under the Stamp Act of 1801 (54 & "oo Vict. c. 39), ss.

54-GO, a grant of an annuity is treated as a conveyance on sale. Where the

consideration consists of money payable periodically for a definite period

not exceeding twenty years, the duty is to be charged on the total amount
so payable. When such definite period exceeds twenty years, duty is to be
charged on the total amount which will, or may, according to the terms of

the sale, be payable; during the twenty years next after the date of the

instrument l)y which the grant is made. When the consideration consists

of money payable periodically during any life or lives, the conveyance is to

be charged with ad valorem duty on the amount which will be payable
during the term of twelve years next after the date of the instrument.

Where, upon the sale of any annuity, such annuity is not created by actual

grant or conveyance, but is only secured by bond, warrant of attorney,

covenant, contract, or otherwise, the bond or other instrument, or some
one of such instruments, is to be charged with the same duty as an actual

grant or conveyance.

T.ixj:s.—With regard to income tax (3 & Met. c. .'*)7
; I'J ^V 17 \'n-i.

c. 34), annuities from any public revenue, imperial, colonial, or foreign, are

chart,'ed under Schedule C of the Income Tax Act. As regards annuities from
the National Kevenue, the assessment is made l)y Commissioners ajipointed

for that ])urj)ose. In the case of annuities Ironi loreign sources, all person

charged with the payment of them in this country are bound to account for

income tax to the Special Commissioners. Annuities charged upon land fall

under Schedule A, and the owner of the land ]>ays the duty, and deducts it.

All annuities, either as a charge on any property of the person paying the

same, by virtue of any deed, or will, or otherwise, or as a reservation

thereout, or as a personal debt or obligation, by virtue of any contract, and
whether payable half-yearly or at any sliorter or more distant period, are

5
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charged with duty by the Act of 1853, s. 40 ; Act 1842, s. 102. Every person

paying an annuity is entitled to deduct and retain thereout a proportionate

amount of the several rates which were chargealde in respect of such

annuity duriug the time it was accruing due (27 & 28 Vict. c. 18, s. 15).

These deductions must be made at the time of payment, otherwise they

may not be recovered (Currie, 2 Mad. 163 ; Galashiels Provident Buildinrj

Co., 1893, 20 E. 821). By 51 & 52 Vict. c. 8, s. 24, the person so

deducting is bound to render an account of the sums so deducted to the

Commissioners. By 16 & 17 Vict. c. 34, s. 54, and 22 & 23 Vict. c. 18, in

returning income, a deduction may lie made by persons who have contracted

for deferred annuities on their own or their wives' lives, of the annual

premuim paid in respect of such annuities, such deduction not to exceed

one-si.\th part of the person's profits and gains.

A contract to pay an annuity free of income tax is void by 5 & 6 Vict. c.

35, s. 103, but this has been decided not to apply to a bequest. When an

annuity is left by will, if the testator leaves it free of income tax, that is just

increasing tlie amount of the legacy (Kinloch's Trs.. 1880, 7 11. 596; Mackies

Trs., 1875, 2 E. 312; but see Bochier's Trs., 1875, 2 E. 294).

Death Duties.—By s. 2 (1), subsec. d, of the Act of 1895 (57

& 58 Vict. c. 30), property passing on the death of a deceased person

is deemed to include any annuity or other interest purchased or provided

by the deceased ... to the extent of the beneficial interest accruing or

arising, by survivorship or otherwise, on the death of the deceased. But

by s. 3 (1) and (2), estate duty is not payable in respect of the determination

of an annuity for lives where the annuity was granted for full consideration,

in money or money's worth, paid to the vendor or granter for his own use

and benefit. When partial consideration was so given, the value of the

consideration is allowed as a deduction. The value of any property is to

be estimated to be the price which, in the opinion of the Commissioners,

such property would fetch if sold in the open market at the time of the

death of the deceased (s. 7, subsec. 5). By s. 15, estate duty is not to be

payable in respect of a single annuity not exceeding £25 purchased or

provided by the deceased, either by himself or in concert with any other

person, nor in respect of any pension or annuity payable by the Government

of British India.

Eor the purchase of Government annuities, see 10 Geo. iv. c. 24 ; 2 & 3

Will. IV. c. 59 ; 1 & 2 Vict. c. 49 ; 10 & 17 Vict. c. 45 ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 43 ;

36 & 37 Vict. c. 44 ; 3 & 4 Will. iv. c. 14
; 7 & 8 Vict. c. 83 ; 26 & 27 Vict.

c. 87 : and 45 & 46 Vict. c. 51.

Annuity of Tcinds, or King's Annuity.—This was a

yearly charge, estimated at <i percent., on money and victual teinds, granted

to King Charles i., as a compromise of his claim to resume the teinds which

had been appropriated by Lords of Erection and others about the period

of the Eeformation. From the annuity were excepted (1) teinds paid to

bishops
; (2) teinds paid as stipend ; and (3) teinds devoted to colleges,

hospitals, and other pious uses. Commissioners in 1627 and 1631 fixed the

rate, and it was ratified by Act 1633, c. 15, which declared that the annuity,

though payable to the king and his successors, was not annexed to the

Crown, but left to His Majesty's disposal. The Act also declared that the

annuity should commence wdth crop and year 1628, and should be payable

for subsequent years in all time coming as well from " the unvalued as

valued teinds." When unvalued, the teind was fixed at one-fifth of the
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reutul. The king assigned the annuity, in security of a debt of £10,000, to

one Livingstone. The right was purchased by the Earl of Loudoun, and in

1642 the king granted him a coniniissiou to sell to such land(j\vuers as

chose to purchase. Li 1074, King Charles II. stopped the further collec-

tion, and cancelled all arrears j)rior to IGGO. The collection was never
resumed, although the matter had been under consideration (Connell,

i. 2G4-70).

The annuity, though not collected, has continued as a deduction in

sales of teinds down to the present reign. It is usually called " Queen's

Annuity," but in one case it has been called " (Queen's Ease " (Elliot, Tcind
Court rrocedure, 27, 28, 97). An example of the sale of the annuity,

in 1044, is found in CountcH^ of liotlus (1874, 2 If. lOG). The question

whether the annuity was dchilum fundi, as aflirmed by Mackenzie (378),

or only ddntnm frvctuinn, as suggested by Erskine (ii. 10. 39), is now of no
importance. . See Teini>s.

Annus deliberandi.—By the common law of Scotland, an
api)arent heir, in most cases (cp. Alioqui SUCCESSURUS for exception)

incurred a general responsibility for his ancestor's obligations on his

entry to the succession (op. Scots Acts, 1G95, c. 24, and 1G9G, c. 11). It

was therefore of importance to him to consider whether he should renounce

the inheritance or take it up. To permit of his consideration of this

question, a year was given him, during which he could not either be called

upon to renounce the inheritance or be proceeded against as representing

his ancestor. This year was called the annus ddibcrandi. It ran from
the death of the ancestor, whether known or not to the apparent heir, or

from the apparent heir's birth, if born after the ancestor's death. If

the first apparent heir died during the year, the annus deliberandi of

the ne.xt apparent heir ran from the death of the first. The heir-apparent

may sue for exhibition of writings connected with the succession, to

enable him to come to a decision (Ersk. Inst. iii. 8. 56 et scq.). By
Statute (21 & 22 Vict. c. 76, s. 27 ; 23 & 24 Vict. c. 143, s. 16, repealed

and in i)art re-enacted by 31 & 32 Vict. c. 101, s. 61), the period for

deliberation is now reduced to sbc months. Though the annus deliberandi

still exists in this limited form, its practical importance has now greatly

rlisappeared, for the responsibilities of an heir at common law, which
made the annus deliberandi a very practical favour to him, have now been
modified by Statute. By the Conveyancing (Scotland) Act, 1874 (37
«& 38 Vict. c. 94, s. 12), it is enacted as follows: "An heir shall not

be liable for the debts of his ancestor beyond the value of the estate of

such ancestor to which he succeeds; and if an heir shall renounce the

succession, the creditors of the ancestor shall have the same rights

against the estate as upon a renunciation according to the law before

the conunencement of this Act. When an heir has, before renunciation,

intromitted with the ancestor's estate, he shall be liable for the ancestor's

debts to the extent of such intromission, and no further." This statutory

provision places the apparent heir, on his entry to the succession, in the

same position as an apparent heir entering to the succession tVtrmerly

cum benefcio invcntarii (Ersk. Insf. iii. 8. 68; Scots Acts, 1695, c. 24),

and makes the exercise oi his Jus deliberandi during the annus deliberandi

of no practical use. Sec Bexeficium Invextaiui ; ArrAUEXT Heiu.

The lioman law doctrine of Annus deliberandi is dealt with in the article

Hereditas (q.v.).
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A non dom i no .—A grant ur conveyance of lauds is said to be a non

domino when it proceeds " from one wlio is not the proprietor " of the lands

so granted. Such a grant is necessarily invalid, but the defect may be cured

by the grantee's possession of the lands for a period, formerly of forty years

under the Act 1617, c. 12, now of twenty years under the Conveyancing

Act, 1874 (37 & 38 Vict. c. 94), s. 34. Assuming the title to be ex facie

valid, all inquiry into its original nature becomes, after the lapse of that

period, incompetent. To exclude this extrinsic objection to the validity of

a title may, indeed, be said to be one of the main objects of the positive

Prescrii'TION ('/.r.).

A non habentC potestatcm.— From one who has not

power," owing to the fact that he himself is not infeft, to grant a precept

of sasine, which, under the system of conveyancing in force prior to 1874,

was necessary to enable a vassal or disponee to feudalise his title. The
title of one infeft upon a precept of sasine granted a no?i hahente i^otcstatem

laboured under a fatal extrinsic defect, which could only be cured by
prescriptive possession. See A non domino and Prescription.

Answer*.—Answer is the written pleading stated by a party, as a
reply to the condescendence and claims in a multiplepoinding, and to the

statement of facts by the complainer in a suspension, and in petitions

where the parties dispute as to the facts. The term is further applied to the

replication ordered by the judge to a statement. See Multiplepoinding
;

Suspension; Petition; Action.

Antenuptial Contract of IVIarriage.—See Marriage
Contract.

Antenuptial Debts of a lYIarried Woman.—Any
debt contracted by a woman before her marriage is an antenuptial debt,

though it may not become prestable vmtil after the marriage. Under this

head fall, therefore, a wife's natural obligations to aliment her indigent

parents QPAllan, 1888, 15 E. 863 ; Reid, 1866, 4 M. 1060; Foidk, 1887,

14 E. 1088), her children by a former husband (see Grcig, 1865, 3 M. 575

;

Reid, ut sup'a), or an illegitimate child born before marriage (Aitken,

1815, Hume, 217). A wife's obligations as an heir, a vitious intromitter, an
executrix, or a trustee, contracted before marriage, are antenuptial debts

(Knows, 1627, Mor. 5862 ; JDumhar, 1663, Mor. 2367 ; Burnet, 1665, Mor.

5863 ;
Palmer, 3 Beav. 227 ; Praser, R. & W. i. 588 ; Williams on Executors,

9th ed., ii. 1742; and see Pattison, 1886, 13 E. 550). And so is her obligation

as a contributory in the liquidation of a company in which she held shares

at marriage {Wishart, 1879, 6 E. 823). And her liability for a call made
before marriage would be an antenuptial del>t. (As to the husband's

liability to contribute, see infra.') So also is her liability incurred before

marria'^e in damages for non-performance of contract (Fraser, i. 590).

Where l>efore marriage her father was dead, or she was not living in

his house, ordinary furnishings made to her will be presumed to have been

made on her credit, and her liability for them will be among her ante-

nuptial debts if they are unpaid at her marriage {llopeldrl:, 1698, Mor. 13426
and 12482 ; Fraser, H. &, IV. i. 590). But if she was living infamilia with her
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father, ordinary clotlies or similar necessaries will be presumed to have been
furnislied t(j her on her father's credit, ami unless this presumption is

rebutted, she will not be liable for them {Jhnuiafjine, 1708, Mor. 5860;
More, N(jtes, xxii. ; Jiell, Com., oth ed., i. G75 ; Eraser, I.e.). Where it

appeared that the wife's wedding' clothes were furnished on the credit of

the husband, as, eg., where her father was in prison for debt, the husband
was found lia]:)le fur them, as for her antenuptial debts: and also on the

ground tiiat they were in rem versum of him {IlciKh'rson, 1C9G, Mor. 5881
;

Ncilsun, 107-!, Mor. 5878; see Ahton, 1G82, :\Ior. G007).

WiFJis Li. iiiii.rry for her Antf.xuptial Debts.—A married woman
is exempt from personal diligence, and is not personally liable for her ante-

nuptial debts {Gordon, 1704, Mor. G078 : Ersk. i. G. 19: Eraser, ^. cO W.
i. GUI). The creditor may constitute his debt in an action against both the

spouses, but, quoad the wife, execution will be superseded so long as the

marriage subsists {Gordon, ut supra; Graham, 1668, Mor. 12491). But as

imprisonment for debt is, except in a very limited class of cases, now-

abolished, this rule is of less importance than formerly. The protection

falls with the marriage, and at its dissolution the wife becomes personally

liable for her antenuptial debts (Killoc],-, 1G12, Mor. 5861: iri7/i?<?, 1678,
Mor. 587G; Bell, Prin. s. 1570; Ersk. i. 6. 16; Eraser, H. &W. i. 593).

Wife's Estate is Liable.—If a wife has estate from which \.\\q, jv.s

inariti has been excluded, this is liable for her antenuptial debts, and a

creditor may jioiud her moveables or adjudge her heritage (Ersk. i. 6. 17

:

Eraser, H. & W. i. 602 ; Levcn, 1683, Mor. 5876, 5803, & 3217). The estate

of a married woman exempted from thejws mariti by the Maiikied Women's
Rropektv (Scotland) Act, 1881 (q.v.), is similarly lial)le. Even in the

cases afterwards noticed in which the husband is also liable, he is not the

proper debtor, and may require that her estate be first discussed (Stair, i. 4.

17. 7 ; Ersk. i. 6. 17 ; Eraser, H. cO W. i. 602 ; Wilkie ; Leven, %it sujJra). And
if he pays such debts, he is entitled to relief against her separate estate

{Levcn, lit supra \ (^orfZo^i, 1681, Mor. 5924: liohcrtson, l^2\,l S. 48 ; Bell,

Com., 5th ed., i. 676, Prin. s. 1571 ; Eraser, H. & W. i. 596).

Husband should be called.—The safer course is in all cases to call

the husband, as his wife's curator, and for his interest, though, when she has

separate estate, which is here the hypothesis of the action, this is, probably,

not strictly necessary (Mackay, Manual, 166; Walton, //. cO W. 315.

Liability of the Husband (A) when the Marriage took place on or

after 1 January 1878.—The Married Women's Pioperty (Scotland) Act,

1877 (40 & 41 A^ict. c. 29), provides by sec. 4 :
" In any marriage which takes

place after the commencement of this Act, the liability of the husband for

the antenuptial debts of his wife shall be limited to the value of any
property w'hich he shall have received from, through, or in right of his wife

at, or before, or subsequent to the marriage ; and any Court in which
a husband shall be sued for such debt shall have power to direct any
inquiry or proceedings which it may think proper for the purpose of ascer-

taining the nature, amount, and value of such property." See the corre-

sponding provisions in England (45 & 46 Vict. c. 75, ss. 13 and 14). It has not

l)cen decided if this limited liability continues after the dissolution of the

marriage. But it is submitted that this is the case, the intention of the

Legislature being to remove the hardship of the husband's liability where he

was not Incratiis, but not to enable him to take property without satisfying

the just claims of creditors upon it. And it is thought that the old doctrine

that he was not liable as luerad's when he had received merelv a moderate

tocher, has no application. See Bell, Prin. 1570, and authorities infra, as to
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a moderate tocher). For the statutory language is not, " he shall be liable in

quantum lucratus," and even a moderate tocher is " property received through

his wife." Apart from contract, in a marriage to which the ]\Iarried Women's

Property (Scothmd) Act, 1881, applies, the husband receives no property

" from, "through, or in right of his wife," and consequently he has now

no liability stanfc matrimonio for her antenuptial debts. But any legal or

conventional rights accruing to him through her at the dissolution of the

marriage, including his statutory right, conveniently called his .jus eelicti

{q.i:), will, it seenis, be subject to payment of her antenuptial debts. (See

Ciuinhujham, 1GG2, j\Ior. 5870 ; Ersk. i. 6. 17, and iii. 9. 22 ;
Eraser, H.

t& W. i. 599, and ii. 985).

The words of the section, " subse([uent to the marriage," appear to mean
" during tlie marriage, and after its dissolution."

L IABILITY OF HusBAXD to he a Contrihiitory in respect of Wife's Shares.

Where the wife held shares in a company before her marriage,

it was held that the husband married after the Act of 1877 was

entitled to have his name removed from the list of eontributories on

surrendering any property he had acquired through his wife (Wishart,

1879, 6 11. 823). In England, it has been held that, in terms of sec. 78 of the

Companies Act, 1862, the husband is a contributory in his own right, and

is liable in solidum (E.c parte Hatcher, 1879, 12 Ch. D. 284; Lindley on

Companies, 5th ed., 42 ; Walton, H. & W. 242). And in a^ subsequent

case, where, however, the marriage was prior to tlie Act of 1877, the names

of both husband and wife were put on the hst {Hill, 1879, 7 R. 68).

By sec. 78 the husband's liability is only during the marriage. The section

does not apply to tlie case of a woman ac<iuiring shares after marriage

{Biggart, 1879, 6 E. 470; Forhcs, 1879, 6 K. 112; Lindley, Companies,

41). (See, for the present law in England, sec. 13 and sec. 14 of the Married

Women's Property Act, 1882.) In tlie view of some writers, the husband, in

England, is even yet liable in solidum as a contributory in his own right

(Lindley on Companies, 42 ; Thring on Comjjanics, 87).

Debts contracted after Proclaalation of Banns.—It is laid

down by Erskine and Eraser, that after banns have been proclaimed in the

parish church of the bride, she is disabled from contracting debt, being already

under the curatory of lier future husband (Ersk. i. 6. 22 ;
Eraser, H. & W.

i. 592 and GSl). But this appears erroneous, except as regards gratuitous

alienations (Bell, Trin. s. 1551 ; Com., 5th ed., i. 673 ; Gilchrist, 1682, Mor.

<)032 ; arg. in Blair, 1776, Mor. 5846, at 5848). And since the Married

Women's^Property (Scotland) Act, 1881, there seems to be no foundation

for the theory that such alienations are in fraiulcm of marital rights (Bell,

Brin. s. 1551).

Wife's Heritable Debts.—For tlie wife's heritable debts contracted

before marriage, the husband was never liable, except in quantum lucratus

by the marriage (Ersk. i. 6. 17 and 18 ; Bell, Com., 5th ed., i. 675 ;
Eraser,

H. & W. i. 597 ; Leslie, 1708, Mor. 5853). He is liable for her heritable as

well as moveable debts when her whole estate has been conveyed to him per

aversionem. For such a conveyance must be understood as made clecluctis

deUtis {Did; 1738, Mor. 5857 ; Weir, 1738, Mor. 5857 ; Bell, Prin. s. 1570
;

Eraser, i. 599).

Reference must be to Oath of Husband.—Where it is necessary

to prove the constitution and resting-owing of a debt of the wife by a

reference to oath, this must be to the oath of the husband to fix him with

liability {Mwm-o, 1809, Hume, 215; see Mitchell, 1882, 10 P. 378).
_

The

wife's oath will be effectual against lier, or her heirs, after the dissolution of
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the marriage, and will allect lier separate estate during its subsistence (Anon.,

1G28, 1 Sup. 259; Ker, 1G27, Mor. 12478, 12489; Fraser, Jl. cL- JK. i. GOl).

HVSBAMJ IS FREED BY HIS DlS( UAh'GE L\ Ba.\KKUETCV.—It liaa

been held in England that the husband's discharge extinguishes his liability

for his wife's antenuptial dt-bls {Milrs, 1 l\ W. 257 ; Lurkicoud, 5 li. & Ad.

303 ; and see Williams, Bankruptcy Practice, 4). And as the deliverance

releases him " of all debts and oljligatious contracted by him, orfor ickick foe

'was lui/'lc at the date of the srqn est ration "
( P.ankruptcy Act, 185G, s. 147), it

cannot be doubted that it covers such liabilities (Fraser, //. d; jy. i. 595;.

Effect of Change of Wife's Domicile on Husband's Liability.—
Where a man domiciled in Scotland marries a woman domiciled in another

country, tlic ipicstion what law determines his liability for her antcnuiitial

debts is not free from dilliculty. It is thought tliat where her estate remains

separate, as in the case of a domiciled Scotsman marrying a foreigner after

the ]\Iarried Women's Property (Scotland) Act, 1881, his lialiility will be

limited by the Act of 1877. But in an English case, an Englishman who
liad married a Jersey woman was held to be not liable in solidum, because

iMigland was the locus contractus. Grove and Lopes, JJ., said, however, that if

the marriage had been in Jersey he would have been liable in solidutn {Be

Greucliy, 1879,4 C. P. D, 362). It is sul)mitted, notwithstanding, tliat as the

Act of 1881 protects a foreign wife's fortune, the husband's liability must

be limited.—[See Burge, Commentaries, i. G3G ; Westlake, Friv. Int. Lnw,

G8 and 273 ; Eraser, //. & IF. ii. 1321 ; Walton, H. & W. 417 ; Murray,

Fropcrty of Mai^ied Persons, 58.]

Liability of the Husband (B) ivlten the Marriayc tooh place hfore

1 January 1878.—In this case the husband is still liable in solidum during

the marriage for his wife's antenuptial debts which are moveable by nature
;

i.e. which, if they had been due to her instead of by her, would have fallen

under his jus mariti {Osborn, 1G9G, Mor. 5785 ; Bell, Prin. s. 1570 ; Eraser,

jr. cl; W. i. 588). It is immaterial that he has received no fortune with her,

or that he has renounced hi&jus mariti (Simpson, 1G82, Mor. 5852; Ersk. i.

G. IG ; Eraser, If. & W. 1. 592). The husband's liability has been ascribed

by some writers to the doctrine of the eommunio lonorum (Stair, i. 4. 17. 5
;

Bankt. i. 5, 92; Ersk. i. G. IG). But this doctrine is now generally discredited,

and the husband's liability is referred, with greater reason, to the personal

subjection of the wife, and to the fact that she is placed by the u)arriage

beyond the reach of personal diligence (Osborn, ut supra; Gordon, 1704,

Mor. 5788 ; see Eraser, //. & W. i. ^586).

The Husband, after the Dissolution of the Marriage, is

Liable only in quantum lucratus, unless the debts have been fixed

during the marriage as debts on his estate. But he remains liable if a com-

l)leted diligence have been done stante matrimonio, by which a nexus rcalis

has been imposed upon his property (ICrsk. i. 6. 17; Bell, Prin. s. 1571; Eraser,

H. tO ]r. i. 59G ; Willdc, ut supra; L'ryson, 1G98, Mor. 58G9). But an in-

choate diligence, c.y. an arrestment not followed by a furthcoming, and any

personal diligence against him, fall on the dissolution of the marriage (Ersk.

:

Bell, Prin. ; irHkie ; Bryson ; Douglas, 1623, Mor. 5861 ; More, Stair, i. 4. 17,

note, and xxiii.; Eraser, /.r.). But completed diligence does not make the

debts proper debts of the husband ; and if he is compelled to pay them, he

has relief against his wife's estate (Bell, Prin. ; Eraser, id supra ; Bell, Corn.,

5th ed., i. 676 ; Lercn, 1G83, Mor. 5876 (5803, 3217); Gordon, 1681, M..r.

5924; Smith,lS2^, 1 Sc. Jur. 334; Pohertsun, 1821, 1 S. 48). Contrary to ul.ler

decisions, it is now settled that sunnnary diligence against the husliand on

bills by the woman, or decrees against her, is not competent (Bell, Pr/;?.

VOL. 1. 16
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s. 1571 ; Com. i. 675-6 ; Fraser, Jl. i(- ir. i. 595). If the maniage is dissolved

bv tlie death of the husband, or by divorce, the wife again becomes personally

liable for her antenuptial debts {Killoch, 1612, Mor. 5861 ; Wilkie, 1 678, Mor.

5876 ; Bell, Prin. s. 1570 ; Ersk. i. 6. 16 ; Fraser, //. cC- W. i. 594). If the

wife predecease, the creditor's remedy is against her representatives, or her

separate estate (Ersk.: Bell, I.e. ; Fraser, K cC- IF. i. 593). But the husband

or his heirs are liable, and that whether the wife's debts are heritable or

moveable, to the extent to which he was lucratus by the marriage ( Wilkie,

id supra ; Weir, id supra ; Bohcrtson, 1821, 1 S. 48 ; Ersk. i. 6. 17; Fraser,

H. cf- jr. i. 600). But he is not lucratus if he have merely received a tocher

of moderate amount, looking to tlie position of the parties {Burnet, 1665,

Mor. 5863 ; Drummond, 1740, Mor. 5858 ; Ersk. i. 6. 17 ; Bell, Prin. s. 1570
;

Fraser, i. 598).

[See Stair, i. 4. 17. 5 ; Bankt. i. 5. 92 ; Ersk. i. 6. 16 ; Bell, Com., 5th ed.,

675 ; Prin. s. 1570 ; Fraser, H. & W. 586 ; Walton, H. & W. 190 ;
Murray,

Property of Married Persons, 58.]

Antichresis.—In Pioman law a creditor could not, as a rule, make
use of a subject pledged by a debtor. An arrangement, however, was

frequently come to between a debtor and a creditor, who had possession

of property in security of a debt, that the latter might take the profits

ij'ructus) of the subject of security by way of interest on the debt due.

Such an arrangement was called Antichresis {Di;/. 20. 1. 11. 1 ; Big. 13. 7.

33). Bankton compares the right of a creditor under a pact of this kind

to the right of a creditor in a proper w^adset (Bankt. i. 384). " If," says

Lord Stair, " the profit of the pledge be allotted for the profit of the debt,

which is called antichresis, it is a mixed contract, having in it a mandate,

and the exchange of the usufruct or use of the pledge for the use of the

debt" (Stair, Inst. i. 13. 11. See also Both. Oblig. s. 535, and Both.

Traites de Droit Civil, 2nd ed., vol. ii. 951 ).

Antinomy.—Antinomy is the opposition of one law or rule to

another law or rule.

Apocha Trium Annorum.—In the case of periodical pay-

ments, three consecutive written discharges raise a presumption that the

previous dues have been paid. If the terms l)e short, the presumption is

correspondingly weakened. It will not be inferred from a single discharge

embracing three terms' dues ; nor from payment for three consecutive terms,

where discharges have not been granted; nor from irregular payments,

amounting in all to three terms' dues ; nor where the debts of which it is

sought to presume satisfaction differ in character from those embraced in

the discharges ; nor where the arrears have been constituted by bill, bond,

or decree. But receipts for payments to account, of which the cumulo

amount suffices to meet a term's due, may be read as one receipt therefor.

Discharges granted to different persons will raise tlie presumption, provided

they have been granted by the same person. I>ut it is otherwise in case of

discharges granted by different persons, e.g. ancestor and heir, unless the

latter's knowledge of the previous discharge be proved. The presumption

applies where cHscharges are granted by a duly authorised factor (see

Buccleueh, 1845, 7 D. 927) ; and will avail the creditor as well as the debtor.
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It may bo rediirgued, and Liu- proof is not limited to writ or oath {Cameron,
1891, IS li. 728; cp. Hninj, 1884, 11 It. 713).

[See Stair, i. 18. 2, iv. 40. o5 ; i\Iore, NoteSy cxxiii. ; Er.sk. iii. 4. 10

;

Dickson on Evidevcc, ss. 177-84; Tuit, 469 ; Bell, iVm. s. 507; Kankine,
Leases, 284; Kirkpatriflc on Bridevce, s. 157.]

Apology.—In an action of damages for slander, an apology by the
defender i.s, under certain conditions, lield to be ade(|uate reparation to tiie

pursuer, and after its date the pursuer is considered to have no occasion

to insist further in his action. In order to be afterwards successfully

founded upon by the dd'cndci-, an apology niu.sL have been judicial {Curror,
18.">9, 11 S. J. 403), have been accompained Ijy a tender of a definite sum of

money, have been capable of immediate acceptance (Bissef, 1847, 10 D. 2.'>.")),

and have contained a complete retractation of the charge as innuendoed
by the pursuer {Faulks, 1854, 17 I). 247). A tender of money alone is

insutticient (Marjie, 1854,20 S. J. 459); but the defender does not require

to admit that lie used the expressions complained of, provided that he
admits their falseness, and withdraws them. If these requisites have been
complied with, and the jury return a verdict in favour of the pursuer for

a sum of damages less than that tendered, the defender is entitled to

expenses against the pursue)- for the period subs(M[uent to the date of the
tender (Mitchell, 1890, 17 It. 795 ; Arrol, 1855, 18 D. 98). See Palinode;
Slandek.

Apparent Heir.—The person who is entitled to enter hc^r to a
deceased aneestor, or stands in the position of nearest heir, is, before his

actual entry, an apparent heir. Though the doctrine of apparency is

rendered of little practical importance by the Conveyancing (Scotland) Act,
1874, s. 9 (see ad fin.), it may be of advantage to note its general in-inciples,

since it bulks largely in the institutional writers, and in the decisions

prior to the Act.

1. The jus deliberandi.—xVs the heir's entry carried w^itli it universal
lialjility for the ancestor's debts, the apparent heir was allowed six months
from the death of the ancestor (formerly a ycar'and day,

—

annus deliberandi,—1095, c. 24) to consider the expediency of taking up the succession upon
a comparison of the value of the estate with the debts (31 & 32 Yict. c. 101,
s. 61 ; see Annus Deliberandi). If the heir were posthumous, the time
ran from the date of his birth {Livimjstone, Mor. 0870; Summers, Mor.
0882). Though the heir might competently be charged to enter, or an
action might be served, no action or diligence could proceed against him,
within the time {Loclchart, Mor. 6878 ; Mackintosh, 1829, 7 S. 882 ; Fergusson,

1829, 7 S. 580), except in regard to the widow's provisions {Pitcairn, Mor.
0870) ; because, if he had defended, founding on an ancestor's right, he
would have incurred a passive title (see Passive Titles). An action of

ranking and sale brought against the ancestor might, however, be continued
against the heir without waiting till the expiry of the tempus dcliherandl

(A. S. 23 Nov. 1711, s. 5). The privilege could not be pleaded by an
apparent heir who had acted as heir (Heimilton, Mor. 0873; see Gestio
ruo ilerede). The objection that diligence was used within the tcmpvs
deliberandi might be pleaded by any competing creditor, if the heir diil

not take advantage of it {Summers, ]\lor. 0882).

2. Action of Exhibition ad delibej-iandum.—Further, within, and
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even after, the lapse of the tanpus {Nisbd, Mor. 398i^), every heir who
might be charged to enter (even if he had behaved as heu-), had the

additional privilege before his entry of bringing an action for exhibition

ad deliberandum (see Exhibition, Action of) of all writings granted to or

by his ancestor relating to his estate or debts (Spark, Mor. 3988). This

was to enable him, by an inspection, to decide upon the expediency of

entering as heir {TaUzifcr, Mor. 4006). Any irredeemable disposition divest-

ing the ancestor of any special estate was a good defence to the action, so far

as affecting the subjects contained in it {Cathcart, Mor. 3993, 1 W. & S. 239).

But it has been held that a general mortis causa trust disposition, the trustees

under which could not complete their title without an action of constitution

and adjudication in implement, did not exclude the heir's right to call for

exhibition (Liddcll, 1855, 18 D. 274; Douglas, 1854, 16 D. 1116; but see

31 & 32 Yict. c. 101, s. 19) ; nor did the heir's renunciation of the suc-

cession on a charge to enter by one creditor bar him from suing another for

exhibition ( Waird, Mor. 3983). Until he had completed his title, the heir

could not call for dclirery of deeds belonging to his ancestor (Smith, 1871,

10 M. 211: see also Campbell, 1869, 7 M. (H. L.) 101, and Fult07i, 1878,

5 R. 752.)

3. Limitation OF Heir s Liability FOR Debts.—By the Act 1695,

0. 24, the apparent heir, if he had not immixed with the heritable estate,

could limit his liability for the ancestor's debts to the value of the estate,

by entering upon a sworn inventory,

—

cum bcneficio invcntarii,—of all the

heritable rights to which he succeeded, signed within year and day of

the death, and recorded, as directed, within forty days after the expiry

of the year (see Beneficium Inventakii). The Act did not require actual

entry thereafter within the year. An heir entering by inventory became

a trustee for creditors, and any creditor dissatisfied with the value of the

inventory might insist that the estate, if unsold, be put up to public sale

(Strachan, 'Mow 5348). This procedure was superseded by the Acts 10 & 11

Vict. c. 47, ss. 23, 25 ; The Titles to Land Consolidation (Scotland) Act,

1868, ss. 47, 49 ; and, finally, Ijy The Conveyancing (Scotland) Act, 1874,

s. 12, limiting the heir's liability for ancestor's debts to the value of the

succession.

4. Action of Ranking and Sale.—The same Statute, 1695, c. 24,

empowered the apparent heir to bring an action of Ranking and Sale

(q.v.) of the ancestor's estate, whether bankrupt or not. It was competent

even where the heir had incurred a passive title (Blair, Mor. 5247), and,

in Hamiltoiis Creditoi^s (Mor. 13323), the Court refused to authorise

creditors to interfere. If there was a balance after payment of the debts,

warrant was granted to pay it to the heir, even though he should not

enter (Middlemore, Mor., Heir Apparent, App. No. 2 ; Hamilton, Mor. 6297).

An heir who had renounced in an action of constitution might bring a

ranking and sale without incurring passive representation (Smith, 1854, 16

IJ. 727). He was also entitled before entry to iiistilLitc proceedings under

the Entail Statutes (see Manic, 1876, 3 R. 831). The necessity for the

action, with its extremely cumbrous procedure, has been in great measura
obviated by the provisions of the Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act, 1856.

5. The Estate, Kexts, etc.—Although the heir had no active title to

his ancestor's rights till feudally entered by service (jr otherwise, he was, never-

theless, entitled to the natural possession of the estate, and had right even to

cut wood. He could continue his ancestor's possession (Heron, Mor. 5239),

and defend the titles of tenants granted Ijy the ancestor (L. Eoslin, Mor.

5233). If he took infeftment before decree, the heir might sue his ancestor's
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tenants for rent, and proceed witli actions of removing (;S'co^/, 1832, 10 8. 2S4 :

Maclcintosk, 1854, 17 D. 99). The (lidum of L. J. C. Inj^lis to the c<jntrary

effect in jMalco/m (1800, 5 M. 18, at 20) has been thought to be menAy obiter.

No tenant holding on a title granted by the apparent heir could impugn
tlie heir's title (Traill, 1873, 1 K. 01). The piincipal sul)jects which vest

without S(!rviee are (1 ) titles of honour {Cockhiira, ^L^r. 150) ; (2) tacks {Buyd,

Mor. 14375), even tr) the extent that the heir could assign them ;
and (3)

rights, not feudal, having a course of future time. Long leases recorded

under the Act 20 & 21 Vict. c. 26, ss. 8, 9, appear to need service, at all

events to giv(! the tenant a good title to sell (M'Laren on Wills, i. 99). The
course of possession for ac(|uiring a right by prescription, if founded on

seisin, might be continued on apparency.

6. Tj/jc Heir's Aliment.—liy an extension of the Act 1491, c. 25,

applicable to the lands of ward-minors, the doctrine grew up that the heir

(including heir-apparent) should receive maintenance or aliment from the

liferenter of his heritage, when he had no other means of subsistence

{Hepburn, Mor. ;!81) ; and, according to Erskine, the "bare name of an employ-

ment" was no good answer to the claim (Aiton, Mor. 390). Tliis burden is

not imposed upon liferenters of money {Mirrie, Mor. 397), or annuitants

u^xtn the estate {Stcirart, Mor. 398). It was held in Canninfjham (Mor. 405),

that though part of the liferenter's lands were evicted, he was bound, not-

withstanding, to contribute to the heir's aliment, unless what remained was
nnly a " bare pittance " for himself. It is doubtful if tliese decisions would

nuw be regarded as authoritative (see Maidment, 25 May 1815, F. C, revd.

Dow, 257 ; lUav.le, 1825, 1 W. & S. 200 ; Smith, 1855, 13 R 120 ; Ersk. i.

0. 56, Ivory's note).

7. Reduct/ox Ex capite LECTI, etc.—The appanmt heir's right to

reduce deeds granted to his prejudice by his ancestor on deathbed

—

ex capite

lecti—was abolished, as regards persons dying after 16 Aug. 1871, by 34 &
35 Vict. c. 81. He had also right to reduce infeftments where the right of

challenge had first accrued to himself, and had not been derived by service

(see Rutherford, 1830, 9 S. 3, where it w^as necessary for the apparent heir

to reduce a service and infeftment, in order that he might procure himself

served).

8. Gestio pro h^rede.—While in the ordinary case the heir incurred

no liability till he entered, an a[)parent heir who beliaved himself in regard to

the heritage "as none other but a legally served heir had a right to do"—GESTiO

riio ILEREDE (i2.r.)—incurred liability for all the ancestor's debts. Examples of

such behaviour are ; dealing with the rents of the lands {Gardener, Mor.

9840), or granting a lease thereof, or meddling witli the title-deeds of the

estate {Eleis, Mor. 9008), or granting discharges for debts due to the ancestor.

It has been decided in Bain (1890, 3 S. L. T. No. 439), that an heir did not

incur passive representation by taking up a lease in his ancestor's favour,

and passing «>n the tenant's death to his heir, "excluding sub-tenants and
assignees," on the ground that a lease with such a destination was a sul)ject

that creditors could not attach (see Bell, Com. i. 78, and note 5 ; More, Xotc^,

ccclxiv.; Eankine on Leases, 159; Bell, Prin. s. 1924).

9. Ancestor's Creditors.—(1) By the Act 1661, c. 24, the creditors

of the ancestor were preferred to those of the heir, if they used and
perfected (Z. /Jallcitdcn, Mor. 3127) diligence against the estate within

three years after the ancestor's death. A decree of sale at the instance of

the apparent heir was held such diligence attaching the ancestor's estate

as entitled liis cre«Htors to claim the statutory preference over the heir's

creditors (/rr///'',M<»r. 5204); but an inhibition useil within the three years
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was held not to create a preference over the creditors of the heir whose

debts were contracted prior to its date (Mcnzies, 1841, 4 D. 257). The

three years must in every case be reckoned from the date of the ancestor's

death {Patcrson, Mor. ol26). By the Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act, 1856,

s. 102 (2), it is expressly provided that the trustee's act and warrant of

confirmation shall operate as complete diligence in favour of the creditors

of the bankrupt's ancestor (see also 19 & 20 Vict. c. 91, s. 4).

(2) The second part of the Statute enacted lliat no disposition of the

ancestor's heritage granted by the heir within a year of the ancestor's deatli

should be valid, if to the prejudice of the ancestor's creditors. This Act

relates only to heritable rights.

10. Liability for Ancestor's Debts, under the Act 1G95, c. -•!•—

(1) This Statute " for obviating the frauds of apparent heirs " enacted, that if

an heir, passing by his own immediate predcccsssor, who had been three years

in possession, should serve, or adjudge upon his own bond, and so enter to

a more remote ancestor, he should be liable for the " debts or deeds" of the

interjected person, to the extent of the value of the estate. Be, facto

possession by the interjected heir was sufficient to infer the lialiility {Knoo:,

]\Ior. 5276). Possession by any one in the deceased's right was enough (
Yule,

:Mor. 5299), but not by a liferenter {MacCavJ, Mor. 9748), or a judicial factor

(Buchan, ]\Ior. 9822), or a tenant of the deceased after his death. The
" debts or deeds " must have been onerous, and were held to include marriage

contract obUgations {3fuirhcad, Mor. 9807; Carmichad, 15 Nov. 1810,

Y. C; Lindsay, 1794, Hume, 429; Lmsdl, 1852, 15 D. 192; Taylor,

1854, 16 D. 885). Where the person possessing was an heir of entail, the

heir succeeding was held liable for bonds of provision granted by him

{Kennedy, 1829, 7 S. 397; RuHsell, 1852, 15 D. 192 ; see also Orr, 1871, 9

M. 500: Glen, 1881, 9 E. 317; Burncss, 1882, 9 R 1013). The heir

ser\ing had the benefit of discussion as between himself and the heir-at-law

of the deceased {Vint, Mor. 3562; see Beneficium Ordinis); and also right

of relief against the deceased's representatives in any other estate for any

])ersonal debt he might pay {Clydesdale, ]\Ior. 1275; see Morris, 1867, 6

^I. 60), but not where the obligation had reference to the particular estate

succeeded to {Ogilvy, 16 Dec. 1817, F. C). The Act has been strictly

interpreted ; and in ^Grant (Mor. 9819, affd. H. L., 15 April 1755, 1 Pat. 605),

it was held that the heir who possessed witliout making up a title incurred

no liability under the Statute, The liability is only jj'^rsoncd on the heir

succeeding {Simpson, Mor. 9807).

(2) Passive Title.—The Act also provided that (a) if rights or legal

diligence belonged to a near relation to whom the heir succeeded, and if

the heir should possess the estate on such rights, except on purchase by

pubHc roup, and {h) if he purchased any right to, or diligence against the

estate otherwise than at a sale by public roup, he should incur a universal

liability for the ancestor's debts.

The former procedure for forcing an heir to enter, or renounce, by letters

of charge, has been abohshed, and the simpler procedure, with the same

effect, of the action of constitution, or constitution and adjudication com-

bined, whether in respect of the ancestor's or the heir's obligation, has

been substituted. The action may be insisted in after the lapse of six

months from the time the heir becomes apparent heir (31 & 32 Yict. c. 101,

s. 60).

It has been said {MAdam, 1879, 6 K. 1256) tliat the Act of 1695 is

superseded by s. 9 of The Conveyancing (Scotland) Act, 1874, which

provides that " a personal right to every estate in land descendible to heirs
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shull, wiLhuuL .service ur other procedure, vest, «»r be lu-M to have vested,

in the hen- entitled to succeed thereto, ))y his survivance of the person to

whom lie is entitled to succeed, ;uid such personal right shall ... be

attended with the like consequences as a personal right to land under an

unfeudalised conveyance," and that this enactment renders it impossible for

any heir to possess an estate on a})itarency.

[Stair, iii. 5. 1 ct seg., 50, iv. 20. 8 ; More, Notes, eccxxxii., cccxxxvi.,

ccclviii.; Ersk. ii. 9.62, ii. 12. 61, iii. 8. 54-8-77-94-100; Ersk. Fnn. (Rankine)

ii. 12. 5, iii. 7. 2, iii. 8. 25, 46 ;
liankt. iii. 4. 65, iii. 5. 1 ; Pell, Prin. .ss. 1677 d

scfj., 1929; M'Laren, Wills and Si'ccn. 99 et seq., 1291, 1294; liell, t'om. i.

94,702; Menzies, Conveyancing, 781, 80:> ; Mackay, Prac. i. 285, 623, ii. 605.]

See Succession ; Annus Deuhekaxdi ;
I'.eneficium Invkntaiui :

Benkficium OifDiNis; Adjl'dication ; Discussion: iJEATiiiiKD; Exhiuition;

R.vNKiNci AND Sale; Attaindek.

Appeal.—In this work the sul)ject of appeal from a lower to a

higher tribunal is treated in the following separate articles:

—

1. Ai'i'EAL TO THE House of Loitns.

2. Reclaiming—that is, appeal from the Outer to the Inner House of

the Court of Session.

3. Appeal to Court of Session fuom Siiehiff Court.

4. alte^vl from sheriff of cliancery.

5. Lands Valuation Api'eal Court.

6. Registration Appeal Court.

7. Api'Eal to Sheriff fiiom Sheriff-Sup.>^titute.

8. Burgh Court.

9. Police Court.

10. Dean of Guild Court.

11. Appeal to High Court of Justiciary.

12. Ai'PEAL TO Circuit Court of Justiciary.

13. Appeal to Quarter Sessions.

14. Church Courts.

See also Revie\v : Reduction ; Suspension ; Advocation.

Appeal from Sheriff of Chancery.—The procedure is

regidated by the Titles to Land Consolidation Act (31 & 32 Vict. c. 101,

ss. 41-4), and the Court of Session Act, 18G8 (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100).

In all cases where competing petitions have been presented, or where

any one competently appears to oppose a service, any of the parties may,

at any time before proof is begun to be taken by the Sherill', remove the

proceedings to the Court of Session by note of appeal, wliich note of appeal

is proceeded with in the same manner as ajtpeals for jury trial from the

Sherilf Courts ; and where the jury lind a verdict in favour of a party

petitioning to be served, a remit is made by the Court to the Sherifl", with

instructions to serve.

Where, again, the Sheritl" i)ronounces a decree refu.'^ing to serve, or repel-

ling the objections of an opposing jiarty, the decree may be brought under

review of the Court of Session by note of appeal presented within fifteen

days, and the api)eal is dealt with in the same manner as appeals against

final judgments of the SheritV Courts ; and the Court mav, if they think tit.

allow further evidence to be taken, either by way ot proot or jury trial :
and

when the Sherilf has refused to serve, and the Court determine that the
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party ought to be served, a remit is made to the Sheriff, with instructions

to serve.

Decrees of service by the Sheriff may also be brought under review by

process of reduction in the Court of Session, and the Court may allow

further evidence to be taken by way of proof or jury trial ; and where tlie

decree brought under reduction has proceeded on competing petitions, and

the Court of Session determines that a different person should be served

from the person preferred by the Sheriff, a remit is made to the Sheriff, with

instructions to serve such person.

The judgments of the Court of Session in appeals and reductions are

appealable "to the House of Lords, in the same manner as judgments in

ordinary civil causes.

The procedure in appeals from the Slieriff of Chancery is applicable also

to petitions for service presented to Sheriffs of counties.

See Chancery ; Service of Heirs.

Appeal to the Circuit Court.—The Circuit Courts of the

High C*»urt of Justiciary have no appellate jurisdiction apart from that

conferred by Statute. The rules governing the exercise of such appellate

jurisdiction as they possess, must therefore l)e sought in the Statutes by

which it is conferred. It is l^oth criminal and civil.

Part I. Criminal Jurisdiction,

1. Statutes conferring jurisdidlon.—A limited appellate jurisdiction

concerning matters criminal is conferred on the Circuit Courts by the

Heritable Jurisdictions (Scotland) Act, 1746 (20 Geo. ii. c. 43), ss. 34, 36, and

37, made permanent as to appeals by 31 Geo. ii. c. 42. Similar jurisdiction

as regards particular proecutions is conferred by many Statutes (in this

article termed " special Acts "), containing penal clauses, e/f. the Salmon

Fisheries (Scotland) Acts, 1828 to 1868 ; Licensing (Scotland) Acts, 1828 to

1887 ; Tweed Fisheries Act, 1857 ; Glasgow Police Act, 1866 ;
Conspiracy and

Protection of Property Act, 1875 ; Weights and Measures Act, 1878 ; and

Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1887. The operative enactment determining

the Court of Appeal is the special Act, when that Statute contains a clause

expressly regulating review {Wrighf, 1874, 2 Coup. 504).

2. Use in practice.—Although competent in prosecutions for common
law crimes, appeal to the Circuit Court is seldom used except in proceedings

under Acts of Parliament. An appellant is guided by considering whether

the special Act prescribes any mode of appeal ; whether he seeks to have

the judgment reviewed as erroneous, or quashed as fnudities null ; and

whether any special advantage will result from his adopting one method or

another. He has to observe that, although the special Act prescribes

appeal to the Circuit Court, and expressly excludes all other modes of

review, he may present a bill of suspension to the High Court of Justiciary,

wherever the cause is taken outwith the special Act by a clear nullity, or

a clear case of illegaHty ah initio, or of oppression, appearing ex facie of the

proceedings, and not specified in the Statute as a ground of appeal {Kidger,

1888, 2 White, 107). If, however, tlie appellant objects to the judgment

upon a ground which falls into one of the categories of review contemplated

in the special Act, the Circuit Court alone can give redress, unless sufficient

c-ause is shown for departing from the statutory course {Mackenzie, 1874, 3

Coup. 29). Again, althougli the special Act declares that review must be

sought by appeal to the Circuit Court and not otherwise, the appellant may

^
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take an appeal to tlie High Court, on a case stated under the Summary
Pnj.secutioiis Appeals (Scotland) Act, 1875, against the inferior judge's

determination as erroneous in point of law. To exclude such appeal, the

special Act must exi)ressly provide tliat, notwithstanding the 187o Act, no

appeal shall lie except to the Circuit Court (Crauj, 188:J, 10 Pt. (J. C.) 51).

Where, therefore, the special Act directs appeal to the Circuit Court, and

the appellant prefers a suspension, yet doubts its competency, his course is

to note ail appeal in terms of th(^ Statute, and then present his bill of

suspension. If the bill is refused as incompetent, he can follow out

the appeal to the Circuit Court (KIrlqmtrid-, 1870, 1 Coup. 434). If,

however, he elects to take an ai)p('al under IIk; 1875 Act, he is held

to have abandoned his title to appeal in any other way (38 & 39 Vict,

c. 02, s. 9).

3. Court in which (qjpcal taken.—Appeal is permitted from the Courts of

( 1 ) a Sheriff, (2) a Steward, (3) a Koyal Burgh, (4) a Burgh of Begality, (5) a

JJurgh of liarony, and (0) a Baron or Heritor whose jurisdiction was not

abrogated by the Act (Her. Jur. Act, s. 34). Many special Acts prescribe

appeal in this manner from tlic Justice of the Peace Court; but, without

distinct statutory authority, there is no appeal from that Court to the

Circuit Court {MaxiucU, 1820, 20 F. C. App. 1), or from the Glasgow Water
Bailie Court, or prol)al)ly from a Dean of Guild Court {Thmahhon, 182S, 7

S. 41), or from a Police Court, unless there is an irregularity patent on the

face of the proceedings, or an allegation that the magistrate has exceeded

his jurisdiction (Burns, 1850, 1 J. Shaw, 373).

4. Judgments appealable.—An appeal is competent against any inter-

locutor, decree, sentence, or judgment concerning matters criminal, of

whatever nature or extent the sanu- may be, exce])t (1) a judgment in a

case inferring the loss of life or demembration; and (2) an interlocutor

before final decree, sentence, or judgment has been pronounced (Her. Jur.

Act, s. 34; List, 1867, 5 Irv. 559). This provision includes judgments on

charges both of crimes at common law and of contraventions of special

Acts, provided the latter do not exclude or limit review.

5. Appellant.—Any party or parties conceiving himself or themselves

aggrieved by the judgment, may appeal,—the accused against conviction,

and the prosecutor against dismissal of his complaint or acquittal of the

accused (Her. Jur. Act, s. 34; Gnaj, 181G, 19 F. C. App. 1 ; JojqJ, 18G9, 1

Coup. 240).

0. ?V;?ic of tahing appeal.—The a|)peal is taken and entered either (1

)

in open Court at the time of pronouncing the judgment (Her. Jur. Act, s. 34)

;

(2) at any time thereafter within ten days (//'.): or (3) at any time during

the appellant's imprisonment under the sentence appealed against, or within

ten days after liis liberation (38 & 39 Vict. c. 62, s. 11). But in the last

case the imprisonment must have commenced witliin ten days after

sentence was pronounced (I'i.) ; therefore the extended period does not

apply where more than ten days are allowed to elapse between sentence

and incarceration.

7. Court to which ajipeal talrn.—The appeal is taken to the next

Circuit Court of Justiciary held in the circuit wherein is situated tlie

county, burgh, or other territory of the Court which pronounced the

judgment appealed against, provided sudi Court is held fifteen days at least

after service of the appeal (Her. Jur. Act, s. 34). The times and ])laces of

these circuits are stated elsewhere (see Circuit Courts). Appeals from

counties for which there are no Circuit Courts are taken to the High Court

at Edinburgh. Except in the contingency mentioned in par. 15 infra.
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appeals can be lieard at no place except the appropriate circuit town.

Appeals from Shetland may be brought to the Inverness Circuit
(
Walker,

1870, 1 Coup. 466). The additional Circuit Courts established l)y Order

in Council, dated 18 May 1881, and relative Act of Adjournal, under 9

Geo. IV. c. 29, s. 3, have"^ the same criminal and civil jurisdiction as the

ordinary Circuit Courts (Sinclair, 1881, 4 Coup. 518). No appeals can be

taken to Glasgow AVinter Circuit (Daridson, 1844, 2 Broun, 13).

8. Grounds of ap'pcal.—The Heritable Jurisdictions Act contains no

limitation of the grounds of appeal; but these are usually restricted by

the special Acts. In proceedings at common law, or under Statutes which

either incorporate the Heritable Jurisdictions Act, or, like it, contain no

Hmitation, an appeal is competent in respect of errors in fact or in law,

or of fundamental nullities. The Circuit Court is, in such cases, entitled to

review or to quash the judgment on the same grounds as would have been

competent before the High Court (Bliodcs, 1870, 1 Coup. 469). When the

special Act restricts the grounds of review to certain categories, an appeal

upon any other ground is incfimpetent. The unrestricted grounds include

(1) error of inferior judge in point of fact; but there can be no appeal

on the merits, unless the special Act makes provision for a record of the

evidence being preserved (JVrif/ht, 1875, 3 Coup. 99); (2) proceedings or

judgment fundamentally null in respect of a radical defect
; (3) oppressive

prosecution
; (4) proceedings grossly irregular; (5) conviction on an irrele-

vant or defective complain't {Kidgcr, 1888, 2 White, 107) ; (6) Cinirt has

exceeded its jurisdiction {Rhodes, 1870, 1 Coup. 469) ; (7) Court has refused

to exercise its jurisdiction {Mnclcersie, 1874, 3 Coup. 54) ; (8) inferior

judge has improperly dismissed the complaint {Joj)p, 1869, 1 Coup. 240).

Severity of sentence is not, Ijy itself, a ground of Appeal, if the punishment

awarded is within the powers of the Court {Boyce, 1891, 19 P. (J. C.) 13).

9. Manner of talcinrj appeal.—The appellant lodges a written appeal in

the hands of the clerk of the inferior Court (Her. Jur. Act, s. 34). Verbal

notice, although given in open Court, is not suflicient {M'Millan, 1832, 10

S. 220 ; Anderson, 1872, 2 Coup. 359). The minute of appeal may he

written in the Minute Book of Court, Ijut preferably upon tbe principal

indictment, complaint, or interlocutor sheet, immediately after the

judgment

—

Inverness, 28th November 1894,— I ajipeal in open Court against the foregoing

judgment to the next Circuit Court of the High Court of Justiciary to be held at

Inverness, and tliat for reasons to be stated at the l)ar of the said Circuit Court.

(Signed) Thos. Donald, Solicitor, 914 High Street, Inverness,

I'ror.for Jolin Grant, Ai)i)ellaid.

The appellant or his agent may give this notice {Wyllie, 1863, 4 Irv.

441). The Sheriff Clerk, in every case, should authenticate the appeal, as

mentioned in par. 10 infra. It is necessary to ({uote, narrate, or refer to

the judgment appealed against with perfect accuracy, as a material error is

fatal (Murphie, 1872, 2 Coup. 216). An appeal on a separate paper may
be lodged within the period stated in ])ar. 6, supra. It may be expressed in

the same terms as the foregoing minute, provided it clearly identities the

judgment. The Clerk of Court marks upon this appeal the date of lodging.

It is not essential that written reasons for the appeal should ])c lodged

{Orrock, 1844, 2 Ikoun, 189; M'Oreyor, 1854, 1 Irv. 579); but it is ])rudent

U) furnish these when tiiere is time to do so. The following form may, in

that event, be used, premising that a more dc^tailed statement of the facts

will occasionally l^e necessary as a f(jundation for the reasons of ai)peal :

—
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Unto the Right Hdnolrarli: the Loud Justice-General, Lord Ji-stice-Ci.f.rk, and
Lords ('ommiskioners of Justiciary, or such of their Lordsliips as may be the

judges at tlie next Circuit Court of the High Court of Justiciary to be lieM at

Inverness

;

The Appeal of luveruess

John Grant, i.uMi. -liouse keeper, Milne's Wynd, Inverness,—^/>?;e«a)i< ; 1894.^"^'

against

Chades Esson, solicitor, luvcrupss, Procurator-Fiscal of the Justice of Peace Court

for Inverness-sliire, for the public interest,

—

Jicspoudcnt ;

Humbly shoiveth.

That the rcsi)ondcut instituted a prosecution against the appellant, in the Justice of

Peace Court for Inverness-shire at Inverness, by a complaint dated lilsL Xuveinber 1894,

in which conij-laint he alleged that the appellant [here copy chanje as in complaint]

:

That in said jirosecution, after sumlry steps of ])rocedurc, inchuling the taking of

jiroof for both parties, the oresiding justices, (ju 28th Novciubei- 1804, were pleased to

pronounce the following judgment [here nccurately copy jucbjmait] :

That the appellant conceives himself aggrieved by the judgment above copied, and

complains and seeks relief against the same by appeal to the next Circuit Court of the

High Court of Justiciary to be held at Inverness, and that for the foH.jwing reasons

among others to be stated at the l)ar of the said Circuit Court, namely—(1) that the

complaint in said i)rosecution does not contain any statement relevant to infer a contra-

vention of the Act -2') & 2G Vict. c. 35, s. 17, upon which it is founded ; and (2) that the

said comi/laint does not set forth, in a relevant and sufficient manner, any crime or

offence known to the law of Scotland :

May it therefore ])lease your Lordships to recall the judgment appealed against;

"to annul and discharge in into the conviction recorded against the appellant

;

to ordain repayment to the appellant of the penalty and expenses paid by

him ; and to find the appellant entitled to expenses ; or to do otherwise in

the premises as to your Lordshijis shall seem just.

According to Justice, &c.

(Signed) Thos. Donald, Solicitor, 914 High Street, Inverne-ss,

Pror. for John Grant, Appellant.

10. Findinrj Cauiio?!.—The uppellant lodges with the Clerk nf Court a

bond of caution with a sufficient cautioner (1) for answering and abiding

by the judgment of the Circuit Court, and (2) for paying the costs, if any

sliall be awarded by that Court (Her. Jur. Act, s. 3G). The Clerk_ of Court

is responsible for the sufficiency of the cautioner (ib.). The omission to

find caution for both the statutory obligations is fatal {M'Millan, 1832,

10 S. 220 ; Skinner, 1844, 2 Broun, 185 ; Christie, 1854, 1 Irv. 560; Kcciu,

18G6, 5 Irv. 248). The Ijond is lodged, either along with the appeal, or at

least within tlie period mentioned in par. 6, ^vpra {Keenc, 186G, 5 Irv. 248).

The Clerk marks on the bond the date of lodging. If the appeal is taken

in open Court, he writes beneath it a certificate in this form :

—

Inverness, 28th Nov. 1894.—I herein- certify that the foregoing appeal was taken

and entered in open Court, at the time ()f lu-nnouncing the judgment appealed against,

and caution found, all in terms of the Statute.

(Signed) Chas. Graham, Clerk of the Peace.

This certificate, in a modified form, will be written upon the appeal if

lodged as a separate paper. It is not indispensable, although customary.

If it is disputed that caution lias been found, the Circuit Court allow time

for the production of evidence on that point {MarsJudl, 1849, 1 J. Shaw, 222).

The bond is signed by both appellant and cautioner, Imt is sufficient althniigh

signed by the cautioner alone ( WijUie, 1863, 4 Irv. 441).

11. Service.—T\w appellant, or his agent, serves the adverse party with

a duplicate of the appeal (Her. Jur. Act, s. 34; If >///<•, .1803. 4 Irv. 441).

If the appeal contains any conclusion against the inferior judge by way

of censure or reparation for alleged wilful injustice, i>i)i>ressioii, nr other
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malversation, the appellant serves a duplicate upon the judge in like manner

and within the same period as npon the adverse party (Her. Jur. Act, s. 34).

It is, however, improper to call the inferior judge as a respondent (Paterson,

1895, 1 Adam, 576). The service must lie made within the period mentioned

in par. (j,.^i(^ra, and at least fifteen days before the Circuit Court (Her. Jur.

Act, s. 34). In calculating this period, the rule is to count either the day of

service or the date of the Court, but not both {M'Ritcliie, 1847, Ark. 270).

If service has not been made within the period stated, the fact that a copy

of the appeal had been sent within that period to the respondent will not

supply the want of service {Allan, 1857, 2 Irv. 701 ; Christie, 1874, 2 Coup.

560 ). The appeal should be regularly served, even though it is taken in open

Court {Gall, 1857, 2 Irv. 704). Service need not necessarily be made by

an officer of Court. It is effected by delivering a duplicate to the adverse

party personally, or at his dwelling-house, or to his procurator or agent in

the cause (Her. Jur. Act, s. 34). Where the Circuit Court is held less than

fifteen da^'s after service, the notice, though bad for that circuit, is good for

the next circuit at which the appeal can competently be heard {Ncivlamls,

1866. 5 Irv. 245).

12. Proof of service.—Service is proved Ijy either (1) a probative

attestation of delivery written on the principal appeal, and signed by the

person who delivered the duplicate, and two witnesses who were present

and saw delivery made ; or (2) by a notarial instrument attesting delivery,

signed by a notary public and two witnesses ; or (3) by an acceptance of

service written on the appeal, holograx)h of the respondent or his agent,

thus

—

Inverness, 2&th Xov. 1894—I accept service on behalf of the respondent.

(Signed) Egbert Gray, Solicitor, Inverness,

Agent of Respondent.

{M'Mlllan, 1832, 10 S. 220; Weathcrstonc , 1860, 3 Irv. 589.)

• 13. Intcrbii liberation.—The appellant, if imprisoned under the judg-

ment or threatened with diligence, may obtain interim liberation or a sist

of execution either by presenting a separate petition to the High Court,

or by adding a crave to the prayer of the appeal, and moving for liberation

at a special enrolment {Lccs, 1888, 1 White, 565). If he obtains interim

liberation, he must attend the Appeal Court in person (see par. VI, infra).

Interim liberation is usually granted on the prisoner finding caution, the

amount varying according as he is in prison under a sentence of im-

ytrisonment alone, or of fine with imprisonment in default of payment. In

the latter case, caution is fixed at the amount of the fine and expenses,

if any {Pirrie, 1867, 5 Irv. 433).

14. WiUulraioing appeal.—If the appellant, after noting an appeal,

is advised that he will obtain review more satisfactorily by another method,

he lodges a minute intimating withdrawal of the appeal. The latest period

at which he may withdraw is not decided, but leave to withdraw would

jjrobably be refused after the papers had been lodged with the Circuit Clerk

of Justiciary. The appellant may, however, present a bill of suspension

without withdrawing his appeal. If the bill is disposed of on the merits,

lie cannot proceed further with the appeal; but if suspension is refused as

incompetent, he may insist in the appeal previously noted {KirkpatricI:,

1870, 1 Coup. 434; Be Belmont, 1871, 2 Coup. 95).

15. Lodyliifi with Circuit ClerL—On the meeting of the Circuit Court,

the appellant lodges in the hands of the Circuit Clerk of Justiciary the

appeal, the original complaint, the judgment appealed against, or legal
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proof of its teiiiis, the btjiid ui" caution, tin- certificate of service, ;iuJ other

papers. He will have previously borrowed these from the clerk of the

inferior Court. It is not necessary for the respondent to lodge written

answers to the ai)i)eal. If no a])pearance is made f<»r the appellant, the

respond(!nt may lodge a minute signed by his counsel, craving protestation

and dismissal of the ap]ieal, with ex])enses (Keith, 17G6, Hailes, 135). If

a Circuit Court is not held in respect of the absence of criminal ctuses, the

appeal is heard either by the High Court of Justiciary in Edinljurgh, or

(when both ])arties consent) at a sitting of the High Court in any j.lace

(50 & 51 \'ict. c. 35, s. 48).

16. Ohjedions to coinpetcue//.—One judge may constitute the (J(jurt (20

Geo. II. c. 43, s. 32; 31 & 32 Vict. c. 95, ss. 2 and 3). He first hears

objections to the competency of the ;i])peal. Such olgections n)ust be

disjjosed of l)y the Circuit Court, and canu(jt l)e hearel after certiiication

to the Higli (Jourt {Whatman, 1854, 1 Irv. 483). They are of great variety,

c/j. (1) the appeal does not fall within the categories of the Heritable

Jinisdictions Act, or of a special Act allowing appeal to the Circuit Court

;

(2) special Act prescribes a particular Court of Appeal {cjj. Quarter Sessions),

and exja-essly excludes all other modes of review (Shanls, 1837, 1 Swin.

617; Anderson, 1872, 2 Coup. 225; Porter, 1858, 3 Irv. 57); (3) special

Act expressly excludes review by Court of Justiciary {Crairj, 1883, 10 P.

(J. C.) 51); (4) cause belongs to a class for which a special mode of review

is provided, c.(j. Customs and Excise cases (Mackenzie, 1891, 2 White, 589);

(5) no evidence produced of existence of a formal judgment of inferior Court

(Balder, 18G1, 4 Irv. 84; Jupp, 18G3, 4 Irv. 355); (6) the a])i)ellant has

already api)ealed to another Court (cjj. (Quarter Sessions), wiiich lias disposed

of appeal (Furdic, 1863, 4 Irv. 447); (7) ground of appeal should have

been stated in inferior Court, but was not (Maitland, 1892, 3 AVhite, 298 ;

(8) special Act prescribes certain grounds of appeal to Circuit Court, and

reason stated is not one of these
; (9) appeal is taken from an incompetent

Court (par. 3, siipra); (10) judgment is not appealable (par. 4, snpra);

(11) appeal is taken to an incompetent Court (par. 7, fiupra); (12) the

procedure prescribed by the Herital)le Jurisdictions Act, or the special

Act, has not been correctly followed (pars. 6-12, supi-a). It is no objection

to competency that the appellant has olitempered the judgment by going

to prison, paying the fine, or otherwise (liussrll, 1845, 2 Broim, 572

;

Marnuj, 1872, 2 Coup. 284; Bonthronc, 1886, 1 White, 279).

17. Hearing. — Objections to competency having been disposed of,

counsel for the parties are heard on the merits of the appeal. The

respondent need not appear unless he chooses. If the appellant has

obtained interim liberation, he must appear personally at the hearing.

Failing his doing so, he is held to have abandoned the appeal. The

Court have then power to grant warrant to apprehend and recommit him
to prison for any time, to run from the date of his apprehension, not

longer than the period which, at the date of his liberation, remained

unexpired of the term of imprisonment specified in the sentence brought

under review (38 & 39 Vict. c. 62 s. 10). Prior to 1875, the Court,

altliough they granted protestation, never granted warrant to reapprehend

and imprison. The Court dispose of the appeal in a sunmiary way. The

terms of the judgment appealed against are proved by the record of the

proceedings Ijcfore the inferior Court. It is not competent to prove

verbal statements by the inferior judge, to the effect of adding to or

qualifying an interlocutor which is bad per se, so as to give it validity

(M'Garth, 1869, 1 Coup. 260); nor can the judgment be supported by a
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ground of conviction which was not pleaded before the inferior judge, and

which does not appear eoj facie of the procedure to have been a ground

upon whieli the latter proceeded in convicting (M'Bonald, 18G8, 1

Coup. 105).

IS. Jii.dijmcnt.—The Court dispose of the appeal by the like rules of

law and justice as the Court of Session or Court of Justiciary respectively

cognosce and determine in suspensions of the interlocutors, decrees,

sentences, and judgments of inferior Courts (Her. Jur. xVct, s. 34). They

may (1) sustain the appeal, quash the sentence sinqdicitcr, and order any

tine, penalty, or expenses paid by the appellant to be refunded
; (2) dis-

miss the appeal, and, where necessary, grant warrant to apprehend and

recommit the appellant to prison (38 & 39 Vict. c. 62, s. 10) ; (3) remit

back to inferior judge, with instructions to amend complaint {Baird,

1865, 5 Irv. 200); (4) remit back to hhu, with instructions as to judgment

(Mackintosh, 1823, 2 S. 339) : (5) remit back to him, with instructions to

proceed with trial (Snell, 1834, 12 S. 626; Cooper, 1874, 2 Coup. 547);

(6) remit to a competent person to take proof as to disputed jurisdiction

{Wothcrspoon, 1867, 1 Coup. 33); (7) partly sustain and partly dismiss

appeal, where parts of judgment are separable {Snaddon, 1862, 4 Irv. 200)

;

(8) certify to High Court (par. 19, infra). The judgment is in the

following f < irm :

—

High Court of Justiciary.

InverncA^, lOth April 1895.—^cf. A. for apiDellant—^l/f. B. for respondent.—Lord

X., one of tlie Lord.s Commissioners of Justiciary, having heard counsel for the parties,

in respect that the comjihiint on which the com'iction appealed against was obtained

does not contain any statement relevant to infer a contravention of the Act libelled

on : sustains the appeal ; recalls the judgment appealed against ; annuls and dis-

charges, ill toto, the conviction recorded against the appellant ; ordains repayment to

the appellant of the penalty and expenses paid by him ; finds the respondent in the

appeal liable in expenses ; modifies the same to £5, 5s., and decerns.

(Signed) A'.

19. Certifyinfj to Ilbjli Court.—If the Court, in the course of the hear-

ing, find any such difilculty arise that, in consequence thereof, they cannot

proceed to the determination of the appeal, consistently with justice and

the nature of the case, they may certify the same to the High Court of

Justiciary (Her. Jur. Act, s. 37). This is the usual interlocutor :

—

Inverne.-fs, lOth April 1895.

—

Act. A. for appellant—yl/i. B. for respondent.—Lord

X., one of the Lords Commissioners of Justiciary, in respect of the general importance

of the (juestions raised in this appeal, and that it is expedient that the same should

be authoritatively settled by a judgment of the High Court, certities this case to the

High Court of Justiciary to meet on 27th May next ; and appoints the parties to be

prepared to discuss the same at that sederunt, or at such other times as may then be

fixed by the said Court. (Signed) X.

On the case being called in the High Court, the judge who certified

it explains the grounds on which he did so. The appellant, if liberated,

must attend personally, as before (par. 17, supra).

20. Expenses.—The Court may award costs against either a public or

a private prosecutor, as they think proper, not exceeding the real costs

land fide expended (Her. Jur. Act, s. 34; Nimvio, 1872, 10 M. 477).

They may refuse expenses when the appeal is sustained upon an objection

not stated in the inferior Court {Bole, 1883, 5 Coup. 350). There is no

absolute rule as to finding the unsuccessful party lialjle in expenses, either for

the full amount as taxed, or for a modified sum. When modified to save

taxation, the amount is not fixed according to the nature of the error

into which the inferior judge has fallen, Init is regulated by the importance
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and diitic-ulty of the case {M'Iidjix , 187<J, :; C'uup. .'.IHJj. Tlie Court

may remit to the inferior judge to ascertain and decern for the expenses

in both Courts {Macintosh, 182;J, 2 S. 2;:;0 ; Sadl, 18;J4, 12 S. G2G

;

GUiHS, 187G, 3 Coup. ::570; Alliwn, 1882, 5 Coup. l:J7).

21. Finality.—The decree, sentence, or judfijment of the Circuit Court

is final, even if pronounced in absence (llcr. Jiu-. Act, s. o4 ; Kcilli, 17GG,

Hailes, 135).

Paut II. Civil Jurisdiciiox.

1. Statutes cuiifcrrinrj jurisdiction.—A limited appellate jurisdiction in

matters civil is conferred on the Circuit Courts by the Heritable Jurisdic-

tions Act (see Part I. par. 1 hereof). This has been curtailed by sub-

sequent Statutes. The Small L)cl)t (Scotland) Act, 1837 (7 Will. iv. and

1 Vict. c. 41), which is hereafter spoken of as the "Small L)cbt Act,"

confers on the Circuit Courts an appellate jurisdiction on special grounds, in

the manner and l)y and under the rules, limitations, conditions, and restric-

tions contained in the Heritable Jurisdictions Act (S. 1). Act, s. 31).

2. Use in irracticc. — In the Sheriffs Ordinary Court, appeal to the

Circuit is practically superseded by other modes of review. In Burgh

and Baron Bailie Courts, it has fallen into abeyance along with the civil

jurisdiction of those Courts. Under the Small Debt Act, all other review

is expressly excluded (S. 1). Act, s. 30); but reference must l)e made to

the remarks in Part I. par. 2 hereof, with regard to proceedings which are

null oh initio. In such cases, reduction or suspension of a Small Debt

decree may be competent {Murchic, 1863, 1 M. 800 ; Manson, 1871,

9 M. 492; Shiell, 1871, 10 M. 58; Lc Conte, 1880, 8 E. 175). But if

the ground of appeal falls within the categories of the Small Debt Act, an

action of reduction is not competent {Graham, 1848, G Bell's Aj^p. 214).

Again, as stated in Part I. par. 1 hereof, when the proceedings are founded

upon a Statute which confers jurisdiction to appeal in a particular way,

c.'j. the Friendly Societies Act, 1875, which prescril)es appeal on a case

stated, the provision in the special Act is the operative enactment

{Linton, 1895, 3 S. L. T. No. 174).

3. Court in which appeal taken.—The Heritable Jurisdictions Act allows

appeal in the Courts named in Part T. i)ar. 3 hereof. Tlie Small Debt Act

applies only to the Sheriff's Small Debt Courts. In the Sherifi's Ordinary

Court, and Courts under the Debts liecovery (Scotland) Act, 1867, appeal

to the Circuit Court is excluded, except as mentioned in par. 8, infra. The

mere circumstance that a Small Debt action has been remitted to the

Ordinary Poll does not take away the right of appeal {Camphell, 1871, 2

Coup. 142).

4. Judgments appealaUc.—Under the Heritable Jurisdictions Act, s. 34,

an appeal was authorised against any interlocutor, decree, sentence, or

judgment, in matters civil, where the subject-matter of the suit did not

exceed in value £12 ; but no appeal to be competent before a final decree,

sentence, or judgment had been pronounced. The limit of value was

raised to £25 by 54 Geo. iii. c. G7 s. 5 ; but 16 & 17 Vict. c. 80, s. 22,

rendered it incompetent to bring under review of the Circuit Court any

cause in the Shenf Court not exceeding the value of £25, and thus

practically abolished such appeals in the latter Court. This provision

does not apply to proceedings in Burgh and Baron Bailie Courts ; nor to

cases under the Small Debt Act {Aitlcu, 1855, 2 Irv. 156). Tlie Small

Debt Act, s. 31, allows an appeal against any decree given by a SherilV in

a cause raised under the authority of that Act, upon special grounds
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after lucntioued (par. 8, infra), ll has been decided that the limitation to

"tinal judgments" does not apply to Small Debt appeals {Goic & Sons,

1895, 1 Adam, 534). Appeals under the Heritable Jurisdictions Act alone

are rare. The person objecting to the appeal is under the burden of proving

that the subject-matter of the suit exceeds in value £25 {Wilson, 1851, 1 J.

Shaw, 495). Api>eal is excluded when the conclusions are for a definite sum,

exceeding that amount ^Varid.^on, 1822, 2 S. 76; Giffen, 1824, 3 S. 301); or

are brought above that sum by accruing interest (Mitchell, 1855, 17 D. 682)

;

but not where they are raised by the addition of expenses (HopJdrJc, 1855,

18 D. 299). Appeal is also excluded in actions of count and reckoning,

interdict, ad factum prccstanduui, and deli\ery, where the conclusions are

indefinite, if it does not clearly appear that the subject-matter is under

£25 in value (.^o^/, 1834, 12 S. 828; Lamh,lM4.,2 Proun, 311 ; Wilson,

1845, 2 Proun, 519 ; Wyhcr, 1849, 1 J. Shaw, 265 ;
Cameron, 1857, 19 D.

517; Glass, 1848, Ark, 468; JoUon, 1852, 1 Irv. 89; Shotts Iron Co.,

1871, 10 D. 195; Aberdeen, 1872, 10 D. 971). In a multiplepoinding, the

criterion is the sum admitted by the connnon debtor {Matliieson, 1849,

1 J. Shaw, 266). Restriction of conclusions by a minute lodged after

litiscontestation does not affect the question of appeal {Buie, 1863, 2 M. 208).

5. Appellant.—See Part I. par. 5.

6. Time of taking appecd.—^QQ Part I. par. 6. In applying the rules to

civil procedure, it has been decided that an appeal may be entered either

within ten days of a judgment disposing of both merits and expenses

{Henderson, 1849, 1 J. Shaw, 219; Whitson, 1853, 1 Irv. 221); or within

ten days of a judgment on the merits, although expenses have not been

taxed {Dundee and Union Whale Fishing Co., 1848, 1 J. Shaw, 15);

<jr within ten days from an interlocutor decerning for taxed expenses

{Launders, 1850, 1 J. Shaw, 347).

7. Court to vMch appecd iaken.—See Part I. par. 7.

8. Grounds of appeal.—Under the Heritable Jurisdictions Act, as

restricted by 16 & 17 Vict. c. 80, s. 22, there is no appeal to the Circuit

from the Sheriff's Ordinary Court, and Courts under the Debts Recovery

(Scotland) Act, 1867, except on the ground that the Court has exceeded or

refused to exercise its jurisdiction, or that the proceedings are otherwise

taken outwith the Statutes, in consequence of fundamental illegality {Did;

1860, 3 Irv. 617; Stev:art, 1808, 1 Coup. 92). In the Burgh and Baron

Bailie Courts, appeal is competent on all the grounds mentioned in Part I.

par. 8. Under the Small Debt Act, ss. 30 & 31, it is not competent to

review the decision of the Sheriff on the merits, or on the allegation that

lie took a wrono' view of the facts, or of the law governing the facts (S. D.

Act, s. 30; Sturrocic, 1866, 5 Irv. 234; Mosson, 1872, 2 Coup. 325;

Pcderson, 1872, 2 Coup. 327 ; Wilson, 1878, 5 R. 981 ; Allison, 1882, 5

Coup. 137; Scott, 1885, 23 S. L. R. 273; Findlay, 1886, 1 White, 110).

Unless vitiated by fundamental nullity (see Part II. par. 2 hereof), no decree

given by the Sheriff in any cause decided under the authority of that Act

fs subject to reduction, advocation, suspension, appeal, or any other form of

review or stay of execution except an appeal to the Circuit Court on

special grounds, namely—(1) corruption or malice and oppression on the

part of the Sheriff; (2) such deviations in point of form from the

statutory enactments as the Court shall thiidv took place wilfully, or have

prevented substantial justice from having been done; and (3) incom-

petency including defect of jurisdiction of the Sheriff (S. D. Act, ss. 30

and 31).

(1) Corruption, etc.—This ground is not restricted to actual bribery,
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personal malice, or iiiteutional oppressimi. U arises where aiiythiut' has
been done by the Sheriff so grossly unjustitialjle, or so unfair, as to be
legally equivalent to corruption, <tr malice and oppression {Pldllip, 18G8,
1 Coup. 87; (Jonhii, 1891, 2 Wliite, 570). Thus, it is oppnjssion for the
Sheriff to act as judge in his own cause {Floii:crdcii.\ 1852, 1 Irv. 91); or to
unreasonably refuse to hear evidence after jjroof allowed {Sinclair, 1894,
1 Adam, 5U0). It is not oppression, where he proceeds in face of an
erroneous citation (Afherfon, 1843, 1 I>roun, 524); or grants decree in
<irror after lie has fairly applied his mind to the facts and law (Si/iith

1892, 3 White, 294).

(2) Wilful deviation.—This ground arises where the Sheriff has done
something, knowing that under the Act he had no right to do it, or has
acted in so capricious a manner as to cause grave injustice (Patcrsoa lO

JSo/is, 1895, 1 Adam, 570). It does not arise where small irregularities

in procedure have taken place, but substantial justice has been d(jne

{Wcatherstone, 1860, 3 Irv. 589). The following have been held to be
wilful d(!viations:

—

{a) iinu'udment of instance by a radical alteration

( Welsh, 1894, 1 Adam, 389) ;
{h) decree given for what is ex facie incon-

sistent with account annexed to sunnnons, c.fj. decree for damages, when
account for goods sold {G. & S. W. Rv:y., 1855, 2 Irv. 162); (c) account
shows no ground of action, and omission has prevented substantial justice
being done (,S'. A'. E. Ra-ij. Co., 1866, 5 Irv. 237; S. N. K Rwy. Co.,

1806, 5 Irv. 298; G'rawjc, 1806, 5 Irv. 324); {d) improper granting or
refusal of a sist and rehearing {Rov:an, 1863, 4 Irv. 377; Wyllie, 1863,
4 Irv. 441 ;

Montgomery, 1891, 2 White, 597; M'Neil, 1891, 3 White, 1;
Gow & Son, 1895, 3 White, 534); (c) admission of clearly incompetent
^ividence (iWlachlan, 1871, 2 Coup. 45); (f) improper reference to oath
{Gordon, 1891, 2 White, 570); (y) dispensing with production of a
document which formed the ground of action (Bell, 1886, 1 White, 229)

:

{h) failure to inquire into allegation of no contract and no transactions
(Brycc, 1885, 5 Coup. 624) ;

(i) extract issued before case completely
disposed of by Sheriff", e.y. expenses not taxed {Guthrie, 1856, 2 Irv. 476);
{j) granting warrant to carry back furniture without taking steps to
ascertain facts {Young, 1890, 2 White, 527). The following are not wilful
<leviatious :—(«) account annexed does not set forth title to sue, date, or
•explicit details of ground of action, but omission has caused no substantial
injustice {Bisscll, 1871, 2 Coup. 43) ;

{h) informality in account which does
not vitiate instance {Sinclair, 1863,4 Irv. 390); {c) alteration of account
which does not cause substantial injustice {Sturrock, 1866, 5 Irv. 234) ;

{d)
decree given for a claim which is stated in slump without detail {Mount,
1856, 2 Irv. 435) ;

(c) summons contains no account of origin of cause of
action, except by reference to account annexed {Aitkcn, 1855, 2 Irv. 156);
(,/) rejection of a counter-claim which had not been duly served {Cowie,
1800, 5 Irv. 320) ; {g) cause proceeding without a regular continuation
{Flowcrdcw, 1852, 1 Irv. 91); (A) alleged "improper allowance or refusal of
proof {Bnchftimn,^ 1802, 4 Irv. 225 ; Hare, 1871, 2 Coup. 40 ; Faterson,
1872, 2 Coup. 327); (i) granting sists on two separate occasions (Gramjc,
1800, 5 Irv. 324).

(3) Incoini>elcncy, etc.—This ground arises where an objection is alleged
which strikes radically at the competency of the action, or totally excludes
the jurisdiction of the Sheriff to try it {Beattie, 1862, 24 D. 431 ; Murray,
1892, 3 White, 314). Appeal has been allowed on the following grounds :

—

(a) action for recovery of a statutory penaltv raised under Small Debt Act
{Grant, 1888, 2 White, 6); {h) action raised at wrong instance {Campbell,

vou 1. 17
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1871,2 Coup. 1-42): {<) giouiul of action prescribed and unsupported ])y

coinpeteut evidence; but this judgment has been questioned {HhirraT/, 18Q9^

1 Coup. 247). On the other hand, no appeal on this ground was allowed

where {a) Sheriff said to have misconstrued the Act on which proceedings

founded {Mossou, 1872,2 Coup. 325; AlUsun, 1882, 5 Coup. 137); (b) action

raised in Ordinary Small l)el>t Court instead of Small Debt Circuit Court

{Steirarf, 1868, 1 Coup. 92) ;
(c) pursuer had no title to sue {Findlay, 1886,

1 "White, 110) : and (</) where action proceeded with, and decree pronounced,

after lapse of year and day {Kran, 1852, 1 Irv. 88).

9. Procedure.—The principles explained, and the forms given in Part I.

pars. 9-21, with a few modifications, may bo applied to civil appeals. No
sist or stay of the process and decree pronounced under the Small Debt
Act, and no certificate of appeal, can be issued by the Sheriff Clerk, except

upon (1) consignation of the whole sum (if any) decerned for by the

decree, and the expenses (if any) ; and (2) security being found for the-

whole expenses which mav lie incurred aiul found due under the appeal

(S. D. Act, s. 31). Th(> Sheriff Clerk adds to the certificate, in Part I. par.

10 hereof, a statement that such consignation has been made. The form of

minute without reasons shown in Part I. par. 9, is often used in Small

Debt appeals. The appellant lodges with the Circuit Clerk of Justiciary

the Small Debt decree or evidence that it was pronounced, e.rj. the Sheriff's

Small Debt Court BooV {Baxter, 1861, 4 Irv. 84; Sinelair, 1863,4 Irv. 390).

The appeal is heard and determined in open Court (S. D. Act, s. 31). It is not

competent {a) to produce or found upon any document, as evidence on the

merits of the original cause, which was not produced to the Sheriff when the

case was heard, and to which his signature or initials were not then aftixed ;.

or {h) to found upon or refer to the testimony of any witness not examined
before the Sheriff, and whose name was not written by him, when the case

was heard, upon the record copy of the summons {ih.). The Circuit Court
ha^^e power to correct deviations in point of form, or to remit the cause to

the Sheriff, with instructions, or for rehearing generally {ih. ; Murraij,

1869, 1 Coup. 247; Gla^s, 1876,3 Coup. 370; Bryce, 1885, 5 Coup. 624;.

Bell, 1886, 1 White, 229). Should difficulty arise, the Court certifiy

a})peals under the Heritable Jurisdictions Act to the Court of Session

(Her. Jur. Act, s. 37). li perinevriam, an appeal under that Act is certified

to the High Court of Justiciary, that Court will transfer it to the proper

tribunal {Cctmhuslang Boctd Trs., 1845, 2 Broun, 550). In appeals under
the Small Debt Act, the Circuit Court usually certify to the High Court
of Justiciary, who either transfer the appeal to one of the Divisions of

the Court of Session {BecUtie, 1862, 24 D. 431 ; Burrell & Son, 1868,

1 Coup. 103); or dispose of it tliemselves {Allison, 1882, 5 Coup. 137).

Appeal to Court of Session from Sheriff Court.
—Appeal is the method of {a) Itringing under the review of the Court of

Session the merits of all judgments sisting process or giving interim decree

for money, and final judgments in the Sheriff Court, which have not been
extracted, except in those cases in wliich warrants may be issued before

extract, where the mode of review is by suspension. Appeal is also used

for {b) removing processes in certain circumstances to the Court of Session,

not for review, but in order that further procedure in them may be carried

through there.

Appeal may be from tlie judgment eitlier of the Sheriff or of the Sheriff-

Substitute without the necessity of first appealing to the Sheriff.
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J'.i/.r/-: Limit.—No appeal, oi any kind, except the few that can be

brought uuder the Act of 1877 (see infra) can be made to the Couit of

Session, except in cases exceeding,' tlie value of £25 (10 & 17 Vict, c, 80, s.

22; jr^isA, 189::;, 20 li. 1014; Mitchell, 1S55, 17 U CS2). The objection

that the case is of less value cannot be j^ot over by consent {Sinjir Jlanu-

faduriufj Co. 1881, 8 It. G95), nor by stating the action as a special case

{Bntce, 1889, 17 li. 276). Nor may the requisite value be attained by

assigning to one ])arty, without consideration, debts under £25, due to

others ((r'ihson, 1827, 5 S. 784); but the fact that the sum sued for is made
up of sums under £25, due by dillerent defenders, is immaterial, provided

the total sum is sullicient {Dijlcs, ISGO, 7 M. GOo ; Nelson, 187G, 3 R. 810;

nirrcll, 1884, 12 It. 151).

If the conclusions of the petition show the value of tlie action to be over

£25, the action is appealalilc, and in com})Uting the value interest is allowed

{Martin, 1872, 10 M. 949), but not expenses {Ho'pldrlc, 1855, 18 D. 299).

Where the sum sued for is under £25, but the decision, if favourable,

will benefit the pursuer to a larger amount, as by the extinction of a

counter claim, there is appellate jurisdiction (Inglis, 1859, 21 U. 822;
Jh-i/don, 18G4, 3 M. 7), unless the counter claim arises out of the same
transaction as the principal one (Stevens, 1877, 5 R 19). If the sum sued

for is under £25, but the decision determines the right to future or con-

tinuous payments bringing it to more, there is jurisdiction {Drummond,
18G9, 7 M. 347 ; Cunninyham, 1883, 10 K. 441); but tlie fact of continuous

liability must be made quite clear {Macfarlanc, 1870, 8 ^\. 438 ; Nwon, 1873,

3 li. (J. C.) 31), and it is not sufficient that the same case may arise again

between the same parties (Ifeddlc, 1880, 18 S. L. E. 9G ; Xurtlt British

llailway, 1889, 17 E. 30).

There is always right of appeal where the money value of the case is

indefinite ; as where less than £25 is concluded for, but with an alternative

conclusion for such sum more or less than £25 as may be found due {Lamh,

1844, 2 Broun, 311 ; Wilson, 1845, 2 Broun, 519 ; Stott, 1834, 12 8. 828), as

also in actions for interdict and ad facta 2^raestanda, even though the subject

of dispute is in itself manifestly below £25 in value {Rohertson, 1857, 19 D.

594; Purvcs, 1867, 5 M. 1003 ; Henry, 1881, 8 R. 692). If in such actions

there is an alternative conclusion for money, the amount of this determines

whether or not the case may be appealed. If under £25, stated dehnilely,

there is no appeal {Cameron, 1857, 19 D. 517; Simjer Manufacturing Co.,

1881, 8 R. 695), but stated indefinitely and alternatively, " or such other sum
as may be found due," there is appeal {Shotfs Iron Co., 1871, 10 M. 195;

Aberdeen, 1872, 10 M. 971). In such cases the value of the cause is the

sum by ])ayment of which the defender can satisfy the claim of the pursuer

{North British Railway Co., 1889, 17 R. 30; Dickson, 1889, 16 R. G73.

lUit see Henderson, 1896, 3 S. L. T. No. 451).

The sum orifrinallv sued for, althouoh restricted, no matter to what

extent, during the course of the action, still determines whether the case

is capable of review, provided the restriction takes place subsequent to the

closing of record {Buie, 18G3, 2 M. 208 ; Flcmimj, 1881, 9 R. 11 ;
Robertson,

1857, 19 I). 594), but the restricted sum rules if restriction takes place

before closing {Cairns, 1884, 12 R. 1G7). AVhere, however, a i)ractically

new litigation arises as to a balance, less than £25, of a sum greater than that

amount as originally sued for, there is no appeal {Bobbie, 1880, 7 R. 983).

(A) App/-:.t/..s FOR Review.

There are only three kinds of interlocutors against which appeal for
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review on the merits to the Court of Session is competent. In all other

cases it is prohibited (IG & 17 Vict. c. 80, s. 24; Boss, 1894, 22 R. 174).

The cases where it is competent are :

—

(a) Interlocutors sisting process.

(See Wafsun, 1872, 10 M. 492.)

(b) Interlocutors giving interim decree for money.

(See Baird, 1874, 2 R. 25 ; Sinclair, 1884, 11 R. 413.)

Interim decrees for expenses are not appealable {Notman, 1872,

S. L. R. 292), nor are interim orders for assignation {Maxton,

188G, 13 R. 912).

(c) Interlocutors disposing of the whole merits of the cause.

Section 24 of the Act of 1853 made such interlocutors appealable,

" although no decision has been given as to expenses," but this is repealed

by the Court of Session Act, 1868 (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 53), which

substituted for interlocutors disposing of the whole " merits," interlocutors

disposing of the whole " subject-matter," which includes expenses, that is

to say, "final judgments." These are identical with the final judgments

which admit of appeal from the Sheriff-Substitute to the Sheriff, wherefor

see Appeal to the Sheriff from the Sheriff-Substitute, for what con-

stitutes a final judgment entitling to appeal to the Court of Session (16

& 17 Vict. c. 80, s. 24; 31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 53; 39 & 40 Vict. c. 70,

ss. 27 & 3).

The form of appeal is by writing on the interlocutor sheet, or by a

separate note of appeal lodged with the Sheriff Clerk, to the effect that

" the pursuer [or defender or other party] appeals to the Division of the

Court of Session." The note must specify which Division, and must be

signed by the appellant, or his agent with his authority {Stephen, 1863, 2

M. 287), and bear the date of signature (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 66). The

appellant is not required to find caution for expenses {ih. s. 65).

The appeal may be taken any time up till the interlocutor is extracted,

that is to say, fourteen days in every case where special leave to extract

within a shorter time has not been allowed (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 32)

;

and the time is extended to six months in the case of any final interlocutor

that has not been sooner extracted or implemented {ib. s. 33 ;
see Tcnnents,

1881, 8 R. 824; Thonvpson, 1883, 10 R. 469). The time runs from the date

of signing, and the date of signing or extracting of any supplementary inter-

locutor is immaterial {Baird, 1882, 9 R. 970; Thompson, ut supra;

Macfarlane, 1884, 12 R. 232).

Within two days of receiving the note of appeal, the Sheriff Clerk must

give written notice of it to the respondent or his agent (and should note

that he has done so on the interlocutor sheet {Chisholm, 1874, 1 R. 388).

Failure to do so does not invalidate the appeal ; but the Court of Session

may give what remedy appears proper for any inconvenience or disadvantage

tliat may result (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 70). Also within two days from

receiving the note of appeal, the Sheriff Clerk must himself {Tnncs, 1859, 12

D. 1007) transmit the process to the Clerk of the Division to which it is

marked, who must note on it the date of receiving {ib. s. 71).

The regulations as to boxing and printing the appeal are contained in

the Act of Sederunt of 10th March 1870, and'are to the following effect :

—

Within fourteeji days after the process has been received by the Clerk of

Court, the appellant must print and box the note of appeal, record, inter-

locutors, and proof (see Muir, 1881, 9 R. 10), if any, unless within eight

days after the process has been received he has obtained an interlocutor of

the Court, or, if in vacation, of the Lord Ordinary on the Bills (for which
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purpose, if necessary, the process must be laid before liiiu by the assistant

Clerk) dispensing with printing in whole or in part (Allan, 1881, 8 P. 563;

and see lioss, 1887, 14 P. 708; JJolan, 1885, 12 P. 1190); if in part, it is

necessary to print and box only those papers whereof printing has not been

dispensed with ; if in whole, the appellant lodges with the Clerk of Court

and also with the clerk of tlic President of the Division a manuscript copy

of the note of appeal.

In vacation, the period within wliicli the appellant must lodge with the

Clerk of Court the necessary prints, or if printing has been wholly dispensed

with, the manuscript copy, is likewise fourteen days ; and on tlie iirst box

day or sederunt day following on sucli deposit in vacation, if there are prints,

these are boxed to the Court, and if there are none, a manuscript copy is

furnished to the clerk of the President of the Division.

If the appellant, either in session or vacation, fails to observe any of

these periods, he is held to have al)andoned his appeal; but within eight

days after it is held to be so abandoned, lie may ask the Court in session,

or the Lord Ordinary on the Pills in vacation, to repone him {Greig, 1880,

8 P. 41), which is only granted on cause shown {Ruhertson, 1877, 5 P. 257
;

Grcicj, ut supra; Doiujan, 1885, 23 S. L P. 133 ; Macquian, 1871, 9 M. 743
;

Lattimcr, 1881, 9 P. 370), and on such terms as to printing, payment of

expenses to the respondent, or otherwise, as seem just. On the other hand,

also within the eight days, the respondent, by printing, and, if in session,

boxing the papers himself, and, if in vacation, by lodging a copy thereof

with the Clerk of Court, may insist in the appeal, in which case the

appellant may insist also.

If, however, the eight days elapse, and the appellant is not reponed,

nor does the respondent desire to insist, then the judgment or judgments

complained of become final, and cannot thereafter be reviewed by appeal

or suspension {Park, 1874, 12 S. L. P. 11 ; Watt Brothers, 1879, 7 P. 126) ;

the process is forthwith retransmitted to the Sheriff Clerk, the Clerk of

Court having first engrossed on the interlocutor sheet and signed a

certificate to this effect: "[Date]— Petransmitted in respect of the

abandonment of the Appeal " ; which certificate is a warrant to the judge

of the Sheriff Court to award, on a motion to that effect being made to

him, three guineas of expenses to the respondent in the appeal (Act of

Sederunt, 10th March 1870, s. 3). The Court have allowed trifiing errors

to be corrected, so long as the process has not been actually retransmitted

and the other side has not been prejudiced {Park, ut supra ; Young, 1875,

2 E. 456 ; Walker, 1877, 4 P. 714 ; 'poyd, 1888, 16 P. 104).

Objection to the competency of the appeal is properly stated at the Single

Pills {Ross, 1878, 15 S. L. P. 438), but is not incompetent later {HiUhouse,

1891, 19 P. 47 ; Sliirra, 1873, 11 M. OGO).

The appeal brings under the review of the Court all the judgments

that have been pronounced in the case, whether final or interlocutory {Cross,

1879, 6 P. 974 ; Weir, 1892, 19 P. 858), no matter at whose instance, and

without the necessity of any counter appeal (;'.l & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 69).

An appellant may not withdraw or abandon an appeal without leave
;

and any party in the case may insist in it {ih. ; Bell, 12 P. 961). With-

drawal, if at the Single Bills, entails paying £3, 3s. of expenses {dcntlcs,

1880, 8 P. 13.); if later, expenses of respondent as taxed {Sligo, 1880, 8 P.

41) ; and if the appeal have been competent, the interlocutor becomes final

( Weir, ut supra). If the respondent absent himself from the hearing, the

Court will not sustain the appeal without argument sutUcient to warrant it

(Dunbar, 1884, 11 P. 052; Aitkrn, 1880, 8 P. 12 ; Aldn; 1880, 7 P. 1093).
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The record mav, with leave, be amended on such conditions as the

Court thinks proper (Eosc, 1878, 5 E. GOO; Gibson, 1870, 8 M. 445 ;
D. of

AthoU, 18G9, 8 M. ".7), and the Court gives judgment according to the law

truly applicable to the circumstances, whether it is pleaded or not (31 & 32

Vict. c. 100, s. 72).

The Court, after hearing, may remit tlie case to the Sherili for further

procedure, or order proof or additional proof to be taken in the same way

as proof in a case before the Inner House, or dispose of the case without

any such order {ih.) ; or it may send the case to be tried by jury {iWBonagh,

1886, 13 E. 1000 ; Gorman, 1885, 12 E. 1073).

Interim possession till the time of the hearing of the appeal is regulated

by the Sherili" Court, thereafter by the Court of Session (31 & 32 Vict. c.

100, s. 79).

(B) Appeals for Removal of Process.

1. Appeal for Jury Trial.—In all cases originating in the inferior

Courts in which the claim is in amount above £40, as soon as proof is

allowed (unless it be proof to lie in retentis, or diligence for the recovery

and production of documents), either of the parties, who may conceive that

the cause ou<dit to be tried by jury, may appeal to the Court of Session to

have it so trfed (31 & 32 Vict. c". 100, s. 73 ; 6 Geo. iv. c. 120, s. 40). The

mode of appeal is by note of appeal, subject to the conditions specified in

6 Geo. IV. c. 120, s. 40 (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 73).

If in such an action tlie claim is not simply pecuniary, so that it does

not appear on the face of the petition that it is above £40, the party

intending to appeal must previously apply by petition to the Sheriff for

leave, which application must be intimated to tiie opposite party or his

agent ; and the petitioner is bound, if required by the Sheriff, to give his

solemn declaration that the claim is in amount above £40 (A. S. 11 July,

1828, s. 5; Boss, 1894, 22 E. 174; Poain, 1877, 4 E. 732). The Sheriff-

then grants leave, which is certified by the Sheriff Clerk, or if he is dis-

satisfied, refuses it, his decision in either case being final and unappealable

{Rain, ut snpyri).

In a pecuniary claim the sum must be over £40 (see Hamilton, 1877,

4 E. 688). The sum claimed determines the value (Steioart, 1862, 24 D.

1442 ; Baird, 1830, 8 S. 852).

The appeal must be taken in the ordinary case before fifteen days

(Kimies, 1881, 8 E. 386), and if in Orkney and Shetland, before thirty

days have elapsed from the date of the interlocutor allowing proof, the

time running from the date of the principal interlocutor, and not from

that of any supplementarv one (Williavis, 1889, 16 E. 687; Davidson,

1891, 18 IL 1009; Illllhousc, 1891, 19 E. 47). In all cases where the

petition is ex facie for more than £40, these periods should be allowed to

])arties to consider the advisability of apj)ealing, but where it is not ex

facie of that value, proof may be ordered sooner, and the parties must

upply for leave to appeal at once {Ritchie, 1870, 9 M. 43). Leave to

appeal must be obtained in time to allow of the appeal being taken within

the above periods {Duff, 1881, 9 E. 17).

The stage of the action at which appeal is competent is after an order

for proof at large. It may be proof " before answer" {Stcimrt, 1862, 24 D.

1442); or proof as to only a part of the case {Conroy, 1895, 32 S. L. E.

496) ; or a remit to a man of skill to report {Paltoch, 1838, 16 S. 983) ;
but

an allowance of proof by writ or oath only {Bohertson, 1875, 2 E. 935

;

Shirra, 1873, 11 M. 660; Wilson, 1888, 15 E. 587) is not an order for
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proof entitliii;^ to Mppeal for jury trial. An order for proof cannot he

apjH'altid for jury trial if at the time it is under appeal from the Sherilf-

.Substitute to the Hheriil' {M'A rthiir, 1887, 15 R. 117).

The rules as to boxing, printinc:;, and stating objections to the com-
petency, are the same as in apj)eals for review on the merits.

If tlie Court thinks the appeal should lie tried Ijy jury, it orders issues

when the appeal appears in the Single Bills, where also they are adjusted,

unless likely to lead to lengthy discussion, when they are sent for adjust-

ment to tlie Siimmar Pioll. Tiiereafter it is remitted to a Lord Onh'nary to

conduct the trial ('-'d Sc o2 Yict. c. 100, s. 73).

It is not imperative on the Court to send the case to trial by jury

;

where it considers other procedure more suitable, it may deal with the case

as if it had originated in the Court of Session (Cochrane, 1883, 10 It. 1279;

Willimj, 1892, 20 K. 34; (.'mwfonl, 1895, 32 S. L. E. 272), and send it to

proof before a judge of the Inner House or before a Lord (Jrdinary (Laidlaw,

1874,2 1\. 148; Cochrane, ut supra; Sands, 1829, 7 S. 290, in which case it

was done on aj^pellant's motion ; see, however, Machiidosh, 1875, 3 E. 232
;

Dcnnlstown, 1871, 9 M. 739; Jnlnistonc, 1894, 21 E. 19); or the case may
be remitted back to the Sheriff Court for proof {Bcthanc, 1880, 13 E. 882

;

Mcol, 1893, 20 E. 288; Cunningham, 1893, 21 E. 19; Bain, 1894, 21 R
536; but see, Doanachie, 1892, 20 E. 210: Crahh, 1892, 19 E. 580;
Willison, 1893, 20 E. 970).

2. Removed of Process imdcr the Act of 1877.—The provisions for

removal to the Court of Session of the actions made competent in the

Sheritf Court by s. 8 of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act, 1877 (40 & 41

Vict. c. 50), are contained in' s. 9 of that Act, which provides that at any
time before, or not more than six days after the record is closed, the

defender may lodge in process a note that " the defender prays that the

process may be transmitted to the Court of Session." The note is signed

by the defender or his agent, and dated. The Sheriff Clerk at once

transmits the process to the Keeper of the Eolls of the First Division, who,

under the directions of the Lord President, remits it to the Division and

Lord Ordinary before whom it is to depend, and the case proceeds as if it

had been raised in the Court of Session (s. 9 (1) ). If, however, in the event

of his being successful, the Court are of opinion that the defender should

have allowed the action to remain in the Sherilf Court, they will allow him
only such expenses as he would have been entitled to if successful there (s.

9 (2) ). Any action competent under the Act may be removed under the

foregoing provisions, even though its value be under £25 (s. 9 (3) ). If the

value of an action raised in the Sheriff Court, under the Act, appears to

exceed the amount specified by the Act, the Sheritf may, of his own accord

or on the pursuer's motion, transmit it to the Court of Session after, and
to proceed in, the manner stated above {ih. s. 10). See Declak.\tou

;

Division, Action of: Division of Co.mmontv : Division and Salk
;

AltUESTMENT (OF Sllll') ; J UKISDICTION ; FOKKKINElt; JuiUSDICTION, HERIT-

ABLE.

Actions raised under the Employers' Liability Act of 1880, in addition

to being removable for jury trial under 31 & 32 Yict c. 100, s. 73,

Geo. IV. c. 120, s. 40, are removable under the provisions of the Act
of 1877, s. 9, provided they are not under £25 in value, the freedom from

this restriction being accorded to those actions only which are raised under

s. 8 of the Act of 1877.

3. Ermoval on the Cround of Continffem'if.
—"When an action in

the Sherilf Court stands in such a relation to an action in the Court of
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Session, that, if both ^ve^e pending in the same Court, they would be con-

joined, it may be removed to the Court of Session. The party desirous of this

course lays before the Lord Ordinary, or the Division before which the Court

of Session process is pending, a certified copy of the process in the Sheriff

Court; and if tlie Division or the Lord Ordinary are satisfied that there is

contingency between the processes, warrant is granted for the transmission

of the Sheriff Court process (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 74). The decision of

the Division or of the Lord Ordinary is final at that stage ; but if refused,

the motion for transmission may be renewed at any subsequent stage of the

cause {ib. s. 75). See Conjoining of Actions.

Review where Appeal Incompetent.—An extracted decree cannot

be appealed against, nor can an unextracted one if six months have elapsed

from its date. In these cases, as also where extract is unnecessary to

enforce the decree, or where it is issued too soon to permit of appeal, the

mode of review is by suspension, or reduction, in the Court of Session. See

Eeview^; Suspension; Eeduction.

[Appeal in the Small Debt Court, Debts Becovery Court, and against

decisions ptronounccd in in-occedings having refcrcncje to Entailed Estates, to

Ecclesiastical Buildings and Glebes, to the Service of Heirs, to Judicial Factors,

and, genercdly, vjherever in specicd actions it differs from the forms here given,

is treated of with reference to these subjects.']

Appeal to High Court of Justiciary.—Appeal on

case stated is one of the four modes of reviewing, in the Supreme Court,

the proceedings in inferior Courts. (For the other three modes of review,

see Advocation to Coukt of Justiciary; Appeal to Cikcuit Court;

Suspension.) No appeal from a decision of the High Court, whether

sitting in Edinburgh or on Circuit, is competent (Hume, ii. 504-8
;

Alison, ii. 677, 678; Macdonald, 532).

Appeals on cases stated may be made to the High Court in Edinljurgh

by either party in any criminal case, as defined by the Summary Procedure

Act, 1864, s. 28, against any decision on a matter of law. The party

applies directly or by his agent to the judge, within three days of the

judgment or sentence, to state the facts, his decision, and the question of

law (38 & 39 Vict. c. 62, ss. 3, 7).

The apxjlication to the judge to state a case may be in this form:

—

{Place and cZ«/e].— I lierel)y ri-quire you to state and sign a case, setting forth the facts

and the grounds of the foregoing determination [or judgment, or conviction], for the

opinion thereon of the High Court of Justiciary.

(Signed) A. B., Complainer [or Respondent].

or C. D., Agent for A. B., Comphiiner [or Respondent],

When the party is abroad, his agent cannot demand a case, unless he

has a mandate {Williamson, 3 White, 20). Such appeals may now be

taken in Revenue cases (44 & 45 Vict. c. 33, s. 11 ; Schultze, 2 White, 449).

Such appeal must raise a question of law {Gair, 4 Coup. 305). (On the

distinction between a question of law and one of fact, see M'Adam, 1876,

3 Coup. 223; Blach, 1875, 3 Coup. 209; Grant, 1876, 3 Coup. 282;

Henderson, 1876, 3 E. 62:5.) A question of law includes a question whether

the facts proved entitled the judge to convict (Campbell, 3 Coup. 291).

The case may be asked for, although review is excluded by the special

Statute in question (38 & 39 Vict. c. 62, s. 3). Caution or consignation

of the sum fixed by the judge must be made within three days, and the
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appellant must puy clerk's fee for drawiiij,' the case {ih. sul)see. 1). An
objection to an appeal on such ground must be stated before the merits are

entered upon {Thorn, 1 Wliite, 248).

Where one of tlie tliree days is Sunday, it is wot a dies non ; and if

the last day is a Sunday, application must be made on or before that

day (M'Vrrm, 1S9G, 'So S. L. Pi. 207), but caution may be found on

the Monday {lluttun, 5 Coup. 274). The clerk must pre^ire the case

in five days, and its terms are settled by the judge (38 & :!0 Vict. c. 62,

s. 1, subsecs. 2, 3, 4). The judge sliould state, not the evidence, but the

facts found |>rnvcd by him (Sijir/dir, 1 White, 337; Falconer, 1893,

1 Adam, OG). The appellant nnist, within three days of issue, send a copy

and a notice of appeal to the respondent, and send the case to the Justiciary

( 'leik, with certificate of notice to the respondent (38 & 30 Vict, c 02, s. 1,

suljsec. 5 ; Gairns, 1 White, 521).

The certificate of notice does not require to Ije probative or tested. 1

1

should be written on the principal case, and may be in this form :

—

[Place and date].— I herd)}' certify Dial I tlii.s day gave notice of appi-al in writing,

together witli a copy of this'^casie, to A. J!., the respondent, by delivering the same to

him personally at [or by posting the same addressed to him,

or by leaving the same addressed to him at ].

(Signed) C. D., Appellant.

[or E. F., Agent for the Appellant.]

The case is laid before a High Court judge, who may liberate ad interim,

and sist execution with or without caution (38 & 39 Vict. c. 62, s. 1, subsecs.

6, 7). The case is heard by the High Court, w^hich may affirm, reverse, or

remit, with opinion, or make other orders, and deal with costs, or send back

the case for amendment {ih., subsec. 8 ; Dunlop, 2 White, 115). There may
be a remit for additional evidence (Nelson, 5 Coup. 514). It is only a

determined cause that can be dealt with on case stated (Lcishman, 3 Coup.

482). In some cases remit may be made to amend the judgment (ih.).

A fri^•ol(JUs demand for a case may be refused, the judge giving

certificate of refusal on demand. But he cannot refuse to state a case

to the public prosecutor, nor require caution from him (38 & 39 Vict. c. 62,

s. 4). A case nuiy be refused if the proceedings are not criminal (Conper,

2 White, 393), or raise no point of law (Jioss, o White, 63), or if no operative

judgment has been given (Torrance, 3 White, 254).

"When a case is refused, written application may be made within three

days to High Court for an order on tlu> judge and the other party to show

cause why a case should not be stated, the certificate being produceil with

the application (38 & 39 Vict. c. 62, s. 5, and Schedule C). A High Court

judge may order intimation to the inferior judge and the other party, and

thereafter dispose of the matter summarily (ib. and Schedule B).

If a case is taken, it excludes otlier modes of review (ib. s. 9). But an

application for a case may be withdrawn, at least up to the time of signature

(Kay, 3 Coup. 305). The case cannot be withdrawn, to the efiect of making

other forms of review competent, after it has been laid l)efore a jmlge of

the High Court, and a deliverance pronounced (ir<fll:cr, 1895, 32 S. L. II.

624).

In order to found an appeal, any party to a cause may require the

Sheriff, or Sheriff-Substitute, where tlie cause depends before him, or the

Clerk of Court, where the cause depends before any other inferior judge,

to take and preserve a note of any objections to the admissibility of

evidence sustained or repelled by such Sheriff, Sheritl-Substitute, or other
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inferior judge. Any sueh note iiuule by ;i Clerk of Court shall be authenti-

cated as correct by the inferior judge (;7'. s. G).

Au appeal is incompetent wliich is founded on an objection winch ought
properly to iKive been stated in the inferior Court. All objections as to

matters of procedure are of this nature. Such are questions as to the

reception and rejection of evidence, as to citation, designation of the

accused, and the like. These objections require to have been recorded,

as well as stated in the inferior Court, before an appeal can be based upon
them.

An appellant sentenced to imprisonment must appear personally, and if

he do not appear, or if the appeal be dismissed, warrant is granted to

I'eincarcerate (38 & 39 Vict. c. G2, s. 10) (Macdonald, 537 ; Moncreiff,

Review in Crim. Cases, 190; Anderson, Crim. Law, 270).

ExpjiXSES.—Sitting as a Court of Ap]ieal, the High Court of Justiciary

may, in absence of express statutory regulation, award expenses in both
the High Court and the inferior Court, or in the High Court alone, or may
modify or refuse expenses. No inferior judge who shall state and sign a

case under the Summary Prosecutions Appeals Act, 1875, shall be liable in

any costs in respect or by reason of such appeal against his determination

(s. 3, subsec. 11).

Since 1872 the general practice of the Court has been to modify the

expenses, generally to £7, 7s., with £1, Is. for dues of extract, without saying
whether they are expenses in both the superior and inferior Courts. Full

expenses in the High Court have since 1872 been given only in exceptional

cases.

In complaints under the Summary Procedure Act, 1804, for a statutory

penalty, where the Statute founded on does not sanction, expressly or by
implication (Iloss, 1869, 1 Coup. 343), an award of expenses, no expenses
in the inferior Court {Nimmo, 1872, 10 M. 477 and 482) shall be
awarded to or against a public prosecutor (Summary Procedure Act, 18G4,

s. 22).

Wliere the Statute founded on authorises costs to be t^iven against an
accused person, the Court may award costs to either party {Walker, 1873,
2 Coup. 460 ; Todrick, 1891, 3 White, 28).

Where the Statute founded on authorised expenses being awarded
against a party appealing against conviction, and made no provision for

awarding expenses against the prosecutor-respondent, the Court awarded
expenses against the prosecutor in both Courts (Christie, 1853, 1 Irv.

293).

The Summary Prosecutions Appeals Act, s. 3, subsec. 9, empowers the

superior Coui't to make such order in relation to the costs of the appeal
as they shall see fit. In the practice of the High Court in cases under this

Act, the Court have awarded expenses in l)oth Courts as costs of the appeal

( Waller v. Linton, H. C, Edinburgh, 24 Oct. 1892 ; Fairfoul v. Somerville,

H. C, Edinburgh, 25 Oct. 1895 : Lan<i v. Wilson, H. C, Edinburgh, 7 Eel).

.1896; WlUon v. Mackenzie, II. C, Edinlnirgh, 29 Feb. 1896).

As to appeal on bail, see Bail. See Culminal Puosecution.

Appeal to House of Lords.—Tlie House of Lords is the

ultimate ( 'ourt of A[)peal for tiic tinc.ii kingdoms. In disposing of appeals

from the Scottish Courts, it is bound to ;ipply, and does apply, the law of

Scotland. But it is an imperial tribunal, and in a})plying principles of

law that are common to tlie jui-is])rudencc of the three countries, its
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decisions tire binding in Scotland, altlionoli pronounced in an English or

Irish litigation (KiW/u, 187;), 1 If. -!''^-">)-
.

CoMPi-.ri-:\'CY OF Appeal.—Appeal is competent from the decisions of

the Inner House of the Court of Session, hut not from the judgment of a

Lord Ordinary which has not been submitted to review (48 Geo. III. c.

1.11, s. If)). Ai)peal is also competent from decisions of the Tenid Court

(MiiilHtrr i>f Klrkdni, 1784, Mor. 7471> : Minister of Frestonkirk, 1808,

Mor. Stipend Apx. G, note; 48 Geo. iii. c. i:38, s. 4), from judgments

pronounced by the Court in the exercise of its Bill Chamber jurisdiction

(V/c///i//v, l.S:'.9,Macl. .^- IJob. App. 54; Blad; 180:5, 21 K. 41; 1894, 21

li. (II. L.) 72), and in Excheciuer cases (19 & 20 Vict. c. 56, s. 20), but

not in Uebts Recovery cases (30 & 31 Vict. c. 90, s. 12). There is no

appeal against decisions of the Kegistration Appeal Court (.31 & 3.2 \ ict. c.

48, s. 22), or of the Lands Valuation A].i.eal Court (30 & 31 ^ ict.

c. 'so, s. 8). Xor is there any appeal from the High Court of Justiciary

(J/((e/aWus//, 1870, 3 II. (H. L.) 34; Criminal Procedure Act, 1887, s. 72).

Appeal is competent, however, from the decisions of the Court of Session

in the exercise of its criminal jurisdiction (Co/'juhmn, 1784, 2 Tat. Ap. 026).

There is no ajipeal against the verdict of a jury in civil cases, but ^inter-

locutors allowing or refusing bills of exceptions may be appealed (55 Geo.

III. c. 42, s. 7). Interlocutors granting or refusing a new trial after dis-

cussion upon a rule are not appealable (s. G). Interlocutors applying the

verdict of a jury are appealable (s. 9). When a Lonl Ordinary tries issues

of consent without a jury, the judgment of the Division upon the law is

appealable (13 & 14 Vict. c. 36, s. 47).

Every final judgment of the Inner House is appealable (unless appeal

is excluded by Statute), but appeal against interlocutory judgments is coni-

])etent only in cases in which there is a difierence of opinion among tjie

judges, or, if they are unanimous, with leave of the Court (48 Geo. iii. c. lol,

s. 15). If a dilatory defence, leading to the dismissal of the action, is

sustained, leave is not required (6 Geo. iv. c. 120. s. 5). When an appeal

is taken against an interlocutory judgment, the counsel who sign the petition

of appeal, or two of the counsel for the appellant in the Court below, must

certify either that leave has been given, or that tli_e judgment was not

unanimous (Standing Order of the House of Lords, 1870, No. 9).

Leave to Appeal.—Leave is obtained, in cases where it is necessary,

upon ])etition presented to the Court pronouncing the judgment appealed

against. In granting or refusing leave to appeal, the Court has an absolute

discretion, and no rule of luiiversal application can be formulated. The

leading consideration is t.» i)revent, if it be possible, two appeals in the same

ease {Eilinhurqh Norfhrni Traw>raj/s Co., 1891, 18 E. 1152). If the Court

lias had ditVculty, or the judges ha\e decided upon difterent grounds, leave will

be more readily given ; and where a reversal of the interlocutor appealed

against would conclude the cause, or where the disadvantages to the

appellant from comi.elling him to exhaust the case in the Court of Session

outweigh those which the respondent would suiter from delay, leave will in

general be granted. But leave will rarely l)e given to appeal upon questions

of title, relevancy, or procedure. The leading cases in which leave has

been granted or refused are noted in :\Iackay, Manual of J'radur,

580.
. . , . ,

T/.UE ALLOWED FOR ApPEAL.—l^y Standing Order 1. it is ordained

that, except lohere otkcrivise provided hi/ Statute, no petition of appeal shall be

received unless lodged within a year from the date of the judgment appealed

from, provision being made for indulgence in the case of persons under
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incapacitv, iinpiisoucd, or out of the United King-Join. The time within

which appeals from the Court of Session may be presented is, however,

regulated by the Act 6 Geo. iv. c. 120, s. 25, which provides :
—"The decrees

or orders of the Court of Session shall be final, and not subject to be com-
plained of by appeal to the House of Lords, unless the petition of appeal

shall be lodged with the Clerk of rarlianient, or clerk assistant, within two
years from the day of signing the last interlocutor appealed from, or before

the end of fourteen days, to be accounted from and after the first day of

the session or meeting of rarlianient for the dispatch of public business

next ensuing the said two years : provided always that when the person or

persons entitled to appeal shall be out of the kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, it shall be competent for him or them to enter an appeal at any
time within five years from the date of the last interlocutor, if he or they

shall remain abroad so long, or witliin two years from the time of coming
into Great Britain or Ireland : the time allowed to such person or persons

for lodging his or their appeal in no case, on account of mere absence, ex-

ceeding the foresaid space of five years, together with the space that may
elapse before the end of the fourteenth day from and after the session or

meeting of Parliament next after the expiration of the said five years:

and in case the person or persons so entitled to appeal shall be under the

age of twenty-one years, or oion compos mentis, it shall be competent for

them, or their heirs or representatives, where no appeal has been previously

entered on this behalf, to enter an appeal at any time within two years

after full age or coming of sound mind, or after the death of the persons

so disqualified, and the opening of the succession to the heir, or before the

end of fourteen days after the first day of the session or meeting of Parlia-

ment next ensuing the said two years." It is doubtful whether these pro-

visions apply to judgments of the Teind Court, and it is thought that appeals

against such judgments should be presented within a year, as provided by
the Standing Order (48 Geo. ill. c. 138, s. 4). Appeal against an interlocutor

allowing or refusing a bill of exceptions must be taken witliin fourteen days,

if Parliament is sitting, or, if not, within eight days after the commencement
of the next session, and a copy of the exceptions, certified by one of the Clerks

of Session, must be attached to the petition of appeal (55 Geo. in. c. 42, s. 7).

Appeal against the judgment of the Division reviewing that of the Lord

Ordinary upon issues tried liy him without a jury, must be taken within the

same time (13 cSc 14 Vict. c. 3G, s. 47). A judgment of the Inner House,

granting or refusing decree of cessio bonorum upon appeal from the Sheriff',

is appealable to the House of Lords within ten days, if Parliament is sitting,

or, if not, within six days after the commencement of the next ensuing

session (6 & 7 Will. iv. c. 56, s. 19 ; 43 & 44 Vict. c. 34, s. 9 (4) ).

FiNDiA'GS IN Fact.—Where there has been proof in an inferior Court,

the judgment of the Court of Session on ajipeal must distinguish by separate

findings the facts held proved and the law held applicable to the case.

The latter findings only are appealable to the House of Lords (6 Geo. iv. c.

120, s. 40). The House accordingly has no concern with proof led in the

Sheriff Court {Mackay, 1881, 8 E. (II. L.) 37). As to what are findings in

fact, and what are findings in law, when mixed findings have been pro-

nounced, see Shqiherd, 1881, 9 R (H. L.) 1 ; Fleming, 1886, 13 Pt. (H. L.)

43. Where it can be shown that the Court of Session has not exhausted

the issue before it, and that there are material questions of fact left unde-

termined, a remit will be made to the Court below to pronounce findings

upon these questions, but the omission can only be shown by reference to

the judgment and the record, not to the proof {Mriclcaif, id snpra ; Gilroy, 1 892,
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20 U. (11. L.) 1). In (Jiie Whole; (.'luut case whuiu Lhu judges were much
divided in opinion, and the facts held proved were not properly discriniinuted

from the law in the interlocutor, thou<.;h it was clear from the opinions of

the majority what were the facts held proveil Ity tluan, the House proceeded

to judgment without putting parties t(j the trouble and expense of a remit

to have a proper separation made (Caird, 1887, 14 11. (H. L.) ol). Where a

proof has been taken in the Court of Session, and the Lord Ordinary and
the Court concur in their view of the facts estaljlished by the evidence,

their decision, so far as ]troceeding upon matter of fact, will not be liglitly

interfered with by the House of Lords. It is necessary to show that some
cardinal fact has been overlooked, and that the judgment is clearly erroneous

(M'Infj/rc Brothers, 1S93, 20 R. (PL L.) 49; Iliron, 1893, 20 1(. (H. L.) 53).

In tlie Court below, F^nglish or Irish law must be proved by evidence as

matter of fact ; but if the case goes on appeal to the House of Lords, the

House, as the comnmnc forum of the three countries, may disregard the evi-

dence led, or even, if no evidence has been led, proceed of its own knowledge
to apply the law appealed to (Cooper, 1888, 15 E. (H. L.) 21). When the

ojtinion of an English or Irish Court has been o1)tained, upon case stated,

for the pur[)oses of a litigation in a Court in Scotland, the House may adopt or

reject the opinion according as the same appears to be well founded or not

(Law Ascertainment Facilities Act, 1859, s. 4).

Procedure in Appeals.—The Standing Orders and Directions by
which procedure before the House of Lords is now regulated are printed at

length in Burness & Co.'s Parliament House Book, and Skinner's Court of
Session and Sheriff' Court Annual, published yearly. A})peal is taken by
tlie presentation to the House of a petition praying that the interlocutor or

interlocutors set forth in the Schedule appended to the petition be

reviewed before Her Majesty the Queen in her Court of Parliament, and
be reversed, varied, or altered, or that the petitioner may have such other

relief in the premises as may seem meet. The petition also prays that the

respondent be ordered to lodge such printed case as may be necessary in

answer to the appeal, and that service of the order upon his solicitors may
be deemed good service. (For form, see Appendix to Standing Orders).

The petition and relative schedule must be signed by two counsel who
have attended in the Court below, or purp(jse attending as counsel at the

hearing of the appeal. They must also certify that they conceive the case

to be proper for appeal (Standing Order 2). The ai)peal must be printed

on parchment (quarto size), and two clear days' notice of intention to

present the appeal, together with a correct copy of it, must be served upon
the respondent or his solicitor prior to presentation. A certificate that

such service has been made must be endorsed by the appellant's solicitor,

or his clerk, upon the appeal. It is usual and convenient to deliver to the

respondent's agent at least five additional ])rinted copies of the appeal.

The appeal, and four printed paper copies thereof , may then he lodged in the

Parliament Ollice; and if the House be sitting, or, if not, then at the next

ensuing meeting of the House, the appeal will be presented, and an order

made reejuiring tlie respondent to lodge his printed case in answer to the

appeal. The order will be issued to the appellant's agent for service, and
must be returned, along with an affidavit of due service endorsed thereon,

to the Parliament Oltice within the time fixed by Standing Orders 5 and
7 (infra), unless within that time all of the respondents have lodged their

printed cases. In default, the appeal stands dismissed (Standing Order 3).

The attidavit must be sworn before a Justice of the Peace. Service is etlected

by delivery to the respondent or his agent of a copy of the order, the
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original being al the same time ylioNvn to him. It may be made by the agent

or his clerk. The order of service, which is granted as a matter of course,

stops execution of the judgment appealed against, and all further procedure

in the case in the Court below, even altliough leave to appeal has l)een re-

fused by the Court of Session (Order, 1709 : 48 Geo. III. c. 151, s. 17 ; Edialurgh

Xorthcrn Tramways Co., 1891, 19 E. 24). Should the respondent desire to

enforce his decree after the t)rder of service has been issued, or obtain

interhn possession, he nnist ai)ply for leave by petition to the Court whose

judgment is under appeal (see Execl'tion (Inteium) pending Appeal). But

as nothing short of an order of service stops execution, the appellant cannot

refuse to pay the taxed amount of the respondent's expenses in the Court

of Session, if these have been awarded, on the ground that he is contem-

plating an appeal. It is usual, however, in such circumstances, for the

respondent's agent to grant an undertaking to repay the amount should

the judgment be reversed upon that point. If an order of service is

desired upon the day of presentation of the appeal, for the purpose of

stopping execution, tlie appeal must be lodged in the Parliament Office not

later than one o'clock on that day, accompanied by a letter from the agent,

stating that the order is desired for the purpose of staying execution. The
order of service and affidavit, along with the appellant's case and relative

appendix, must be lodged in the Parliament Office within eight weeks from

the date of presentation of the appeal (Standing Order 5). If such period

expires during recess, it is extended to the third sitting day of the next

ensuing meeting of the House (Standing Order 7). The time for lodging

papers may be further extended upon petition showing reasonable cause

(Form, Appendix C).

S^CL'A'/TV FOA' Costs.—The appellant must give security for costs by

granting his own recognizance, or that of a satisfactory substitute, for £500,.

and by either lodging a bond by two sufficient sureties for £200, or paying

that sum into the Security Fund Account of the House of Lords. Each
appellant, if there be more than one, must grant a recognizance. The
sufficiency of the substitute and sureties must be certified by the appellant's

agent (Form of Certificate, Appendix A), and notice of their names and

information as to their means must be given by him to the respondent's

afent. The sufficiency of the sureties is determined by the Clerk of the

I'arliaments. If satisfactory security is not found, or if the £200 are not

paid into the Security Fund Account within a week from the issue of the-

Ijond and recognizance, the appeal will stand dismissed. The sum consigned

is available ^rro tanto in meeting the respondent's costs, should these be

awarded to him : if not, it is repaid to the appellant.

Entering Appearance for Respondent—Appeal Committee.—
The solicitors of the respondents who purpose lodging printed cases in

answer to the appeal, attend at the Parliament Office for the purpose of

ascertaining the due execution of the recognizance and l)ond, and entering

their names in the Appearance Bo(jk. Only solicitors who have so entered

appearance are entitled to notice of the meeting of the Appeal Committee

of the House. The Appeal Committee consists of the Lord Chancellor and

the Law Lords—three of them being a quorum; 1)ut there is usually a full

attendance. Any objection to the competency of the appeal is stated to this

body, and is practically determined by it, although, in point of form, it

reports the result of its deliberations to the House. The Committee may
allow an appeal to proceed even although leave to appeal has been refused

by the Court of Session {Orr Evnw/fi Trs., 1885, ^^^ II. (H. L.) 1; Mann,

1892, 20 11. (H. L.) 7). If the respondent is to maintain that the appeal
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is iuconiiK'Leiit, lu; pn-bfuls a petiliou to IIh- House pruyiii;j; lliaL it lie

refused. If the question raised is one of ditliculty or general importance,

the Committee may reserve thf matter for tlie House {Mackintush, 1870,

'A li, (H. L.) ."54). The dehuU- before the Appeal Committee is con-

ducted by the solicitors of the parties, and counsel are not heard unless

in very exceptional circumstances (Macqueen, Ap/>clli(tc Jurisdiction, ."».">

;

Denison & Scott, Appeal rractice, 2.S).

LoDGiXG Prints.—The appellant must, within the time fixed by

Standing Orders 5 and 7 above narrated, lodge his i»rinted case and relative

a[)pendix. Chjss appeals must be lodged within the same time (Standing

Order G). The case must contain a printed copy of the record, as

autiienticated by the Lord Ordinary, together with a supplement, con-

taining an account, without argument or statement of other facts, of the

steps which have been taken in the cause since the record was completed,

and contain also copies of the interlocutors, or parts of interlocutors, com-

plained of. Each party must also lay before the House a copy of the case

presented by him in the Court of Session, if any such case was presented

there, with a short summary of any additional reasons upon which he means

to insist; and if no such case was presented in the Court of Session, each party

must set forth in his case the reasons upon which he founds his argument,

as shortly and succinctly as possible (Standing Order 5). The cases upon

eacli side are signed by one or more counsel who have attended in the Court

below, or purp(jse attending at the hearing of tlie appeal. The appellant's

appendix consists of such documents, or parts thereof, used in evidence in

the court below as may be necessary for the argument in support of the

appeal. The printed matter used in the Court ])elow must, so far as avail-

able, be utilised for the appeal, so as to save unnecessary printing. Tlie

a[)pendix may be used in argument Ijy either party. It is tlie duty of the

appellant to furnish the respondent with a list of the documents which he

])roposes to print, and in due course with a proof print of the a})pendix.

The respondent may ]»rint any additional documents used in evidence in

the Court below upon which he desires to found, and, when printed, they

must be paged consecutively with the appellant's appendix, with a view to

being bound up along with it. Eacli party is, in the first instance, liable hi

the expense of his own piint. The case and relative apjiendices must be

printed quarto size, and be lettered down the margin. The case should

contain, in the forefront, a reference to the report of the decision in tlie

Court below, and be indented and marked for facility of reference. It is

desirable to submit the prints in proof to the clerks in the Judicial Office.

A respondent can only be heard at the bar upon lodging a iirinted case,

if it is not lodged within the time specified in the order of service {i.e. the

time fixed by Standing Orders 5 and 7), the appellant may have the case set

down for hearing ex. parte : but the respondent may tliereafter lodge his

l>rinted ease, and this puts him in the same position as if his prints had

l)een timeously lodged. Should he not do so, however, until the case is

actually put out for hearing, he requires leave of the House before he can

lodge his case and be hcnd. A\'h('re several parties are called as respondents

to an a])])(»al, they are required, wiiere possible, to join in one case in answer.

Where tliey do not, the respondents, after the first who lodges his case in

answer, must apply, by petition to the House, for leave to appear sejtarately,

and must state good reasons in support of their desire. Each party must

lodge in the Tarliament Office thirty co])ies of his case and ajquMidix : each

must also send to the other ten cojues of his case; and thereafter the

appellant must lodge, for the use of the House, ten bound volumes con-
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taining the whole printed matter iipou each side, the respondent supplying

liim with the additional copies of his case and appendix necessary to enable

liim to do so. The prints should be bound up in the following order :

—

(1) Petition of Appeal
; (2) Appellant's case

; (3) Eespondent's case or cases
;

{4) Appendix containing the whole documents founded on upon each side,

l)aged consecutively. These bound volumes should be lodged by the

appellant's agent immediately after the respondent's case is delivered.

Sf-TT/xg doh'.v C.ii'sj-: fok Hearing.—As soon as the printed cases

of all parties and the appendix have been lodged, it is optional for either

side to set down the cause for hearing, but it is obligatory upon the

appellant, upon the lodgment of his printed case and appendix, to set down
the cause for hearing within the time limited hj Standing Order 5 {ex 'parte

as to those respondents who have not already lodged printed cases, upon
proof, by affidavit, of the due service of the order of service upon the

respondents or their solicitors). A respondent who has lodged his printed

case is at liberty to set down the cause for hearhig on the first sitting day
after the expiration of the time limited by the Standing Order for lodging

printed cases. The cause will tlien Ije ripe for hearing, and will take its

position on the effective cause list. A copy of the record, duly certified by
the Clerk of Court, must be lodged with the Purse-Bearer of the Lord
Chancellor a few days before the hearing of the appeal. Subject to special

dh'ection by the House, the originals of documents contained in the record

do not require to be produced at the bar. At the hearing of the cause the

appellant's case is opened by his leading counsel, who is, or may be, followed

by the appellant's other counsel on the same side ; thereafter the

respondent's case is opened hy his leading counsel, who may be followed by
the other counsel with him. One of the appellant's counsel has the right

of reply. The judgment will not be reversed merely because of the

absence of the respondent : the appellant must show that it is wrong.

Death or Bankruptcy of a Party.—Provision is made by Standing

Order 8 for revival of the appeal in the case of abatement or defect by
reason of the death or bankruptcy of a party. Supplementary cases must
be lodged by the party or parties reviving the appeal.

Pauper Appeals.—Petitions for leave to sue informd pauperis must
hQ lodged for presentation within one week from the date of presentation

of the petition of appeal to the House. In default, the petition will stand

dismissed, unless the usual security for costs is found within the time

limited by the Standing Orders. Forms of pauper petitions and of affidavits

and certificates of poverty can be obtained from the Judicial Department.

In pursuance of the Appeal (Formd Pauperis) Act, 1893, appellants praying

for leave to sue in formd 2Jccuperis are required to establish, to the satis-

faction of the Appeal Committee, a primd facie case for the appeal ; they

are also required to lodge in the Judicial Department, as soon as possible

after the presentation of the petition, a copy of the proceedings in the

Courts below, together witli references to the reports, if any, of the cause.

When a pauper appellant is awarded costs, the fees of the House are now
<lisallowed, and also the fees of counsel, but the solicitor may get his costs

out of pocket, with a reasonable allowance to cover office expenses, including

clerks, etc. A person who sues for declarator of a puljlic right (e.g. of

fishing or right-of-way) will not ])C allowed to prosecute an appeal in

formd pauperis (Boivie, 1887, 15 E. (H. L.) 114).

Costs.—Forms of Bills of Costs in appeal cases may be obtained at the

office for the sale of printed papeis. House of Lords. The costs of the

appeal are taxed by the Taxing Officer of the House. See Expenses.
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Pet/t/o.v to Ai'i'i.y Judcmext.—After judj^meut is pronounced in

the appeal, it is very fre<juently necessary to apply to the CVnirt of Session by
petition to apply the judt^nient. An authenticated copy of the judgment
must be produced along with the petition. However little remains to be

done, even although it be only to get decree for certified costs {Fcrrie, 185^,

15 D. 76G ; Caftan, 1872, 9 S. L. P. 54G), a petition nmst be presented.

The House frequently remits the case to the Court of Session, " to do therein

as shall be just and consistent with this judgment " ; but even when there is

no remit, if anything remains to be done, a petition is the com]jetent and
proper course (A/ulcrson, 1859, 21 D. 723). Put where, by the judgment of

the House, a case was remitted to the Court of Session, and the parties

thereafter compromised the action, the Court applied the judgment upon
presentation and in terms of a joint minute {Sinitli-Cunninyhaiae, 1873, 11

M. 955). Where the House simply allirms the judgment and dismisses the

appeal, a petition to apply the judgment is unnecessary (liickctts, 1861, 23

D. 1014; Peters, 1893,20 E. 924). Decree for payment of costs is given

under the remit, and it does not matter that the process has been concluded

l)y extract of the final decree. The exi)enses of the petition to apply tbe

judgment were, according to former practice, not given to the successful

party, unless there was opposition {Diinnct, 1839, 1 D. 689), But the rule

is now altered, and expenses are allowed when the petition is necessary

{D. of Hamilton, 1872, 9 S. L. P. 304; Catton, ut supra; Lifjcrtwood, 1874, 1

P. 1122). Where the petition asks for more than the Court grants, and the

respondent's appearance is necessary to oppose it, expenses are not given

(Hoioden, 1868, 7 M. 79 ; Peters, ut supra).

[See Ersk. i. 3. 24, iv. 3. 2 et seq. ; Macqueen, Ajyj^cllate Jurisdiction
;

Denisou & Scott, Apypcal Practice ; Mackay, Manual of Practice, 579

;

Coldstream, Procedure, 243 ; Spink, Handbook of Procedure, 198 : for forms,

see Standing Orders and Directions before referred to, and Jmndical
Styles, iii. 733.]

For the constitution and history of tlie House of Lords as an appellate

tribunal, see Lords, House of.

Appeal to Quarter Sessions. — Justices of the Peace,

assembled in Ceneral or (.^Juarter Sessions, are invested with appellate

jurisdiction over the proceedings of justices in Special or Petty Sessions.

This jurisdiction is regulated by the Scots Act, 1661, c. 38, and a few

sijecial Acts framed on English models, e.g. Licensing (Scotland) Act,

1828, ss. 14 and 25 ; Theatres Act, 1843, s. 20 ;
Pailway Clauses Consohda-

tion (Scotland) Act, 1845, s. 151 ; Pevenue, Customs, Excise, and other

Acts imposing Excise penalties {Hunter, 1883, 5 Coup. 354). The appeal

to Quarter Sessions allowed by the Game Acts is abrogated along with

the jurisdiction of justices under those Statutes (40 & 41 Vict. c. 28, s. 10).

1. Use i.\ Practice. — This mode of appeal, unless its effect is

restricted by the special Act, sets aside the whole previous proceedings

except the complaint, allows a re-trial, and permits review of the judg-

ment on every ground {Mackenzie, 1891, 2 White, 589). It appears to be

competent in all prosecutions before justices, either at common law or

under Statutes which prescribe no particular method of review, although

this latter point is not free from doubt {Pirrie, 1867, 5 Irv. 433). In

prosecutions under Statutes which expressly direct appeal to Quarter

Sessions, the appellant, wlio is aggrieved by a judgment on the merits,

must, in the absence of a sutticient reason for departing from the statutory

VOL. I. 18
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procedure, go to that Court in the first instance {Craigic, 1826, 4 S.

447; 2 W. & S. 642; Alexander, 1828, 7 S. 117; Cam.2)hcll, 1848, 10 D.

655 ; Caledonian Ranj. Co., 1869, 1 Coup. 193 ; Anderson, 1872, 2 Coup.

225). If he ohjects to the judfrment as erroneous in point of law, or

as fundamentally null through tlagrant illegality or injustice, he has the

remedies explained in Appeal to Circuit Court, Part i. par. 2, except in

prosecutions before justices under the Revenue Acts. In cases under these

Statutes, besides appeal to Quarter Sessions and appeal on a case stated,

he has an appeal to the Court of Excheciuer (now the Court of Session)

in respect of errors appearing on the face of the proceedings (19 & 20

Vict. c. 56, s. 17 ; Bodsworth, 1886, 14 R. 238) ; but suspension is entirely

excluded (7 & 8 Geo. iv. c. 53, s. 79: Sharp, 1861, 23 D. 1015; Lazenby,

1874, 3 Coup. 23; Metckenzie, 1891, 2 White, 589).

2. Appellant.— Either party considering himself aggrieved by a

judgment, whether of conviction or absolvitor, may appeal (7 & 8 Geo.

IV. c. 53, s. 82 ; 9 Geo. iv. c. 58, s. 25 ; 6 & 7 Vict. c. 68, s. 20 ; 8 & 9 Vict,

c. 33, s. 151). At a general meeting for granting or rcneiving certificates

for licence, if a justice of the peace, or the proprietor or occupier of a

house for which a certificate has been applied, is dissatisfied with any

proceeding of the justices or burgh magistrates in granting, refusing, or

otherwise disposing of such application, he may appeal therefrom to next

Quarter Sessions for the county (9 Geo. iv. c. 58, s. 14; Sneddon, 1854,

17 D. 72; Proctor, 1845, 17 D. 197); but no appeal hes against any

proceeding in refusing an application for a neio certificate (39 & 40 Vict,

c. 26, s. 5).

3. Court to which Appeal taken.— An appeal is taken to

the next General Quarter Sessions of the Peace for the county within

which the justices pronounced the judgment appealed from. These

Sessions are held at the head burgh of the shire {Earl of Home, VJAI, Mor.

7602), upon the first Tuesdays of May, August, and March, and the last

Tuesday of October (1661, c. 38). In Revenue prosecutions, twenty clear

days at least must intervene between the judgment and the Sessions (4

& 5 Will. IV. c. 51, s. 23).

4. Time of taklvg Appeal.—An appeal is taken within the period

prescribed by the special Act, calculated from tlie date of judgment, e.g.

in an application for certificate for licence, ten days (9 Geo. iv. c. 58, s. 14)

;

in a licensing prosecution, eight days (ib. s. 25) ; in a Revenue prosecution,

immediately, while the justices are sitting (7 & 8 Geo. iv. c. 53, s. 83

;

Sumner, 1878, 5 K. 863) ; and under the Railwav Clauses Act, four months

(8 & 9 Vict. c. 33, s. 151).

5. Manner of takpng Appeal.—Within the statutory period, the

appellant lodges with the Clerk of Court a written appeal. If not timeously

lodged, the appeal cannot be heard by the Sessions {Her. of Avondale, 1864,

3 M. 263). A minute of appeal written upon the principal complaint in

open Court, and authenticated by the Clerk, may suffice {Robertson, 1869,

1 Coup. 348). The following is an example of an appeal against the refusal

of an apjjlication for the renewal of a certificate for licence :

—

Inverness, 23rd April 1891.

Unto the Honourable Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for Inverness-shire in

Quarter Sessions assembled,

The Appeal of James Dewar, licensed grocer, G Cliurch Street, , Inverness-

shire, Appellant,

Hurnhly .'thevjeth.

That at a general meeting for granting or renewing certificates for the sale of excise-
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able li<iuois, held Ijy Her Majesty's Justices of the PeJice for Iiiverness-shire at
,

Inverness-shire, on 21st April 1891, the Justices therein assembled were pleased to
refuse tlie applii^iitiou of the ajipellant for the renewal of a certificate for licence for

a dealer in groceries and provisions, at the shoj) G (Jhiinh Street,
, in the jtarish

of , Inverness-shire, of which he is the proprietor and ocfui)ier : That the

appellant has held a certificate for licence for the Siile cf exciseable liquors at the said

shop for twenty years, and during that period no complaint has been made against

him: Tiiat at the said Court olijcct ion was takvii [fitre stide t/ie ohjudiua to t/w uj/plira-

tioit, and (jruttnd of refusal] : That the following Justices of tlie Peace took part in this

Sroceeding, namely [nanits and designations of Justices j^Tesent] : Tliat the appellant is

issatistied with the proceeding of the sjiid Justices in refusing his apjdication, and
appeals then-from to the next Ci)uarter Sessions of the Peace for Inverness-shire :

May it therefore please your Honours to recall the judgment a]tj>ealed irom, and
to grant to the appellant a renewal of the foresaid certificate for licence held by
him ; or to do otherwise in the preuiises as to your Honours shall seem just.

According to Justice, etc.

(Signed) Jamk.s Dewar.

This funn may be adapted to suit an appeal in a prosecution by modifying

the instance, narrative, and prayer, and adding reasons of a])poal where
necessary (8 & 9 Vict. c. 33, s. 151 ; liuhcrUun, 1860, 3 Irv. GOT).

6. Caution and Consignation.—The appellant, at the time of

entering his appeal, is usually required to lodge with the Clerk of Court

a bond of caution that he will abide the appeal, and pay costs. Its terms

are regulated by the special Act. This provision does not a])ply to a justice

appealing from a proceeding at a Licensing Court {Proctor, 18r)4, 17 D.

197). In a Revenue case the appellant does not find caution, but deposits

the penalty and costs within three days after judgment in the hands of the

Revenue officers, with whom goods seized are allowed to remain until the

appeal is disposed of (7 & 8 Geo. iv. c. 53, s. 83). In a licensing prosecu-

tion, in addition to finding caution, the appellant deposits the penalty and
costs forthwith in the hands of the Clerk of Court (25 & 26 Vict. c. 35,

s. 33).

7. Sea'17C£.—The appellant, within the statutory time, intimates the

appeal to the adverse party, and also to the justices of whose proceeding

or judgment he complains (M'Conochie, 1848, unreported ; Proctor, 1854, 17
D. 197). Intimation is made by serving the 'adverse party with a copy of

the appeal, and by posting a written notice to each justice in a registered

envelope. In a Revenue prosecution the appellant further delivers to the

adverse party, personally or at his place of abode, seven clear days at least

before the hearing, a notice of the time and place when and where the

appeal is to be heard (4 & 5 Vict. c. 20, s. 30). Intimation under the

Railway Clauses Act is given te7i days before the hearing (8 & 9 Vict. c. 33,

s. 151). Service is proved as explained in ArrEAL to (Jikcuit Court, Part
I. par. 12.

8. Interim Liberation.— Liberation on caution is sought by a

petition to the High Court of Justiciary (Pirric, 1867, 5 Irv. 433). The
justices cannot liberate unless authorised by the special Act. The party

liberated must appear personally at the hearing, otherwise the appeal

will be dismissed, and he himself re-incarcerated (38 & 39 Vict. c. 62,

s. 10).

9. Withdrawing Appeal.—The appellant may withdraw the appeal

after he has given notice and found caution ; but if lie allows it to proceed

and be dismissed for non-appearance, it is doubtful whether he can tlien

present a bill of suspension {M'Grcqor, 1854, 1 Irv. 579 : Rohcrtson, 1869, 1

Coup. 348 ; Doricard, 1870, 1 Coup! 392).

10. Citation of Witnesses.—If the witnesses examined at the
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oricnnal trial will not attend voluntarily before the Quarter Sessions, a

petition may be. presented in the following form :

—

Inverness, Wth Febntarj/ 189G.

Unto the Honourable Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for Inverness-shiro,

The Petition of Charles Esson, solicitor, Inverness, Procurator-Fiscal of the Justice of

Peace Court for Inverness-shire,

Hiunbhj shciceth.

That at a Court of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for Inverness-shire, held at

Inverness, Inverness-shire, on 11th December 1895, Alexander Grant and Charles Riach,

Esciuires, two of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for Inverness-shire, were pleased to

pronounce judgment of absolvitor in the complaint, at the petitioner's instance, against

William Smith, licensed grocer, 4 High Street, , Inverness-shire : That, con-

sidering himself aggrieved by the said judgment, the petitioner appealed therefrom

to the Justices assembled at the next Quarter Sessions held for Inverness-shire, and his

appeal will be heard at the General (Quarter Sessions of the Peace for Inverness-shire,

to be held at Inverness, on 3rd March 1896 :

Mav it therefore please your Honours to grant warrant to cite the witnesses and

havers for both parties for all diets in the said appeal, whose naiues appear in

the record as having been examined or tendered for examination at the hearing

of said complaint.
According to Justice, etc.

(Signed) Charles Esson, P. F.

The warrant of citation is as follows :

—

Invernesii, Wth February 1896.

The Clerk of Court grants warrant to othcers of Court to cite witnesses and havers

for both parties for all diets in the appeal, as craved.

(Signed) Charles Graham, Clerk of the Peace.

11. Hearing and Judgmext.—Three justices constitute a quorum in

Quarter Sessions, except in counties where a larger number is fixed by

standing regulations. Two may, however, suffice {TXcid, 1730, Mor. 7636).

On assembling, they elect a chairman, who is limited to one vote. Objec-

tions to competency having been disposed of (see Appeal to Circuit Court,

Part I. XJar. 16), the justices hear and finally adjudge the appeal, re-trymg

the case exactly as if they %vere a Court of original jurisdiction {Mackenzie,

1891, 2 White, 589). The procedure is regulated by the Summary Jurisdic-

tion (Scotland) Act (27 & 28 Vict. c. 33, s. 2, " Court"). If necessary for

the explication of their appellate jurisdiction, they may direct tlie proof to

be led before them ch novo {Anderson, 1868, 1 Coup. 18); in which event

the whole evidence adduced before the Petty Sessions is brought forward,

and the witnesses re-examined {Allice, 1863, 1 M. 406 ;
Mvxkersie, 1874,

3 Coup. 54; Wilson, 1878, 5 Pt. 1097). Interlocutors of Quarter Sessions

prior to final judgment are not appealable {Lisi, 1867, 5 Irv. 559). In

Eevenue appeals, the justices are empowered, if they think fit, hefoo-e

pronoancing judgment, to oljtain for their guidance the opinion and direction

of the Court of Session, coming in place of the Court of Exchequer (7 & 8

Geo. IV. c. 53, s. 84 ; Sumner, 1878, 5 P. 863 ; Steele, 1879, 7 E. 192). On a

case being stated to that Court, an opinion and direction is given, of which

a certified copy is laid l)efore the (Quarter Sessions, who pronounce judgment

accordingly. The justices may adjourn the hearing to the next Quarter

Sessions°(1661, c. 38 ; 4 & 5 Will. iv. c. 51, s. 23). They are entitled to

award expenses, but not against the Crown {White, 1862, 1 M. 72; Allice,

1863, 1 M. 406 ; Beattie, 1866, 5 M. 191 ; Gilroys, 1866, 5 M. 656). Their

determination of the appeal is conclusive on the merits {Pui^die, 1863,

4 Irv. 447) ; but if they have acted oppressively, maliciously, or illegally,

exceeded their jurisdiction, or refused to exercise it, their final judgment

may be reviewed by a bill of suspensi(jn, or an action of reduction, or

(where the sj^ecial Act allows it, e.g. 25 & 26 Vict. c. 35, ss. 33 and 34) an
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appeal to the Circuit Court, or, in Pevenue ca.sc.s, an apjit-al to the Court

of Session as Court of Exchequer (Surddon, 1854, 17 I). 7w ; J^rodor, 1854, 17

D. 197; Alllce, 18G3, 1 M. 4UG : M'lJonahl, 1864, 2 M. 407; Her. of Avon-
dale, 18G4, 3 M. 263 ; Walker, 18G5, 4 M. 268 ; liuherlson, 1869, 1 C(nip.

348; Murray, 1872, 2 Coup. 284; Laznihy, 1874, 3 Couj). 23; Muclersie,

1874,3 Coup. 54: Wilwn, 1878,5 P. 1097). In the event of an appeal

being intinuited after tlie (Quarter Sessions have finally disposed of a case,

execution ought not to be enforced until that appeal is decided {Meldnun,

1746, Mor. 7637; Camphcll, 1848, 10 1). 655).

Appeal to Sheriff-Principal from Sheriff-Sub-
stitute.—The right of appeal in the Sheriff Court from the Sheritt-

Substitute to the Sheriff is regulated l)y the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act,

1876 (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70). Unlike the case of the Supreme Courts, to

which, at common law, there is always an appeal, unless it is prohibited,

there is no appeal to the principal Sheriff except where it is expressly

permitted. Section 27 of the Act of 1876 enumerates the appeals which,

and which alone, are competent. They are :

—

1. Appf.al agaixst a FixAL Jl'dgmhnt.—By s. 3 of the Act of 1876,
" final judgment" is defined as meaning " a judgment or interlocutor, which,

either by itself, or taken along w'ith a previous interlocutor or interlocutors,

disposes of the whole subject-matter of the case, or of the competition

between the parties in a process of competition, although judgment shall

not have been pronounced on all the questions of law or fact raised

therein, and although expenses, if found due, have not been taxed, modified,

or decerned for." The subject-matter of a cause includes the question of

expenses, and until that has been decided the judgment is not final, and
cannot be appealed {Greenock Parochial Board, 1877, 4 P. 737; Ilusscll,

1877, 5 P. 22 : Mcdcolm, 1877, 5 P. 22), and where the question of expenses

had been settled extra-judicially, the Court of Session refused to allow an
appeal, on the ground that it had not l)een settled by the interlocutor

appealed against, even though the respondent waived all objections to the

competency (Govs, of Stricken Endoiomcnts, 1891, 19 P. 79). If the question

of expenses has been expressly reserved, there is no llnal judgment till it

has been disposed of (Greenock case, ut supra) ; and wdiere it liad been

reserved and thereafter decided, it is not the decision on the merits, but the

subsequent one on the expenses, that is the final judgment (Baird, 1882, 9

E. 970). It is not, however, necessary that the expenses should have been

taxed, modified, or decerned for, and supplementary interlocutors doing any

of these things are not final in the sense of the section ; and, except on the

ground of incomitetency {Macf/illlvrai/, 1891, 19 P. 103), such interlocutors

cannot be appealed against if, for any reason, the final judgment in the

cause has become unappealable (Tenncnts, 1881, 8 P. 824). It is not

necessary that all the questions of fact or law in the case should have been

decided, provided the decision leaves it unnecessary, if well founded, to

decide anything further, in order to completely dispose of the case. Hence
a judgment sustaining a preliminary plea is final {Whytc, 1861, 24 D. 102).

So also is a decree" bv default {Bohh, 1877, 14 S." L. P. 473: but see

Morrison, 1871, 9 M. 902, and Smith, 1881, 18 S. L. P. 563). Interlocutors

which do not dispose of the whole subjeet-nuitter are not final («•.'/. Shirra,

1873, 11 :\r. 660: Gordon, 1874, 1 P.' lOSl : Davidson, 1891, 18 P. 884;

Brofhcrston, 1892, 20 P. 1 : see also Adam, 1883, 10 P. 670: Boss, 1884, 12

P. 26).
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2. Appeals are Competext agaixst the eollowixg Ixter-
locutoryjudgmexts :

(1) Interlocutors granting or refusing interdict, interim, or fined.

An iuterini interdict, though appealed against, is binding until

it is recalled (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. ol).

(2) (a) Interlocutor granting interim decree for money.

This does not include interim awards of expenses {Notman, 1872,

9 S. L. R 292). An order for the payment, to one party, of

money consigned by another is an interim decree for money, and

appealable (JJaird, 1874, 2 11. 25 ; Sinclair, 1884, 11 E. 413); but an

interim order to consign is not appealable {Maxton, 1886, 13 R. 912).

(b) Interlocutor making an order ad factum pra'standum.

(c) Interlocutor sisting an action.

(3) Interlocutor (a) allou-ing yroof.

Where there are two separate interlocutors, one allowing

proof, and the other fixing a diet or assigning a new one for it,

it is the interlocutor allowing the proof that is appealable {Murphy,

1866, 4 M. 444). If proof is allowed of new, the order is appeal-

able {Kinncs, 1881, 8 E. 386).

(b) Refusing proof

.

E.g. An interlocutor assuming as proved a fact which is not

admitted.

(c) limiting the mode of proof
As, for instance, where the Sheriff refuses to allow proof prout

de jure, but allows it liaUli modo. Merely disallowing evidence

as inadmissible during the course of a proof, would not come
into this category ; and a Sheriff may always, without challenge,

make an order for proof to lie in retcntis, with a view to the

preservation of evidence (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 31).

(4) Finally, the Sheriff-Substitute, either of his own accord, or on the

motion of a party, may grant leave to appeal against any inter-

locutor he has pronounced.

Motion for leave must be made within the time allowed for appeal

against an interlocutory judgment (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 28 ; Smellie,

1888, 4 S. L. Eev. 178; compare Luff, 1881, 9 E. 17). The time allowed

in which an appeal, where competent, may be taken, is, in all cases,

seven days from the date of the interlocutor or judgment (39 & 40 Vict.

c. 70, s. 28) , and provided it shall not have been sooner extracted or

implemented, a final judgment may be appealed against any time within

a month of its date (ib. s. 33). The time allowed runs from the date of

signing the interlocutor (Clcland, 1849,11 D. 601); and if signed out of

the sheriffdom, from the date of the interlocutor being received at its

proper Court (39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 50).

The mode of appealing is by writing on the margin, or at the end

of the interlocutor sheet containing the interlocutor or judgment appealed

against, that " the pursuer [or defender, or other party] appeals to the

Sheriff." This note is signed by the appellant or his agent, and bears

the date of signature. Where the Sheriff" Clerk has not the interlocutor

sheet in his hands, the note is made, signed, and noted as aforesaid, on

a separate paper, to which is prefixed the name of the cause and the

date of the interlocutor appealed against, and having annexed a certificate

by the Sheriff" Clerk that he had not the interlocutor sheet. When
appeal has been thus made, the Sheriff" Clerk at once transmits the

process to the Sheriff {ih. s. 28).
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If b(;tli puitics c(jiicur in asking tlie Sheriff" to dispose of the action

without argument, oral or written, he may do so if he thinks fit (ih. &.

28 (2)); otherwise he either fixes a diet for hearing the parties orally,

or he orders a reclaiming petition and answers to be lodged within

prescribed times, but he cannot do both (ib. s.^28 (1)). These times he

can prorogate once on cause shown (IG & 17 Vict. c. 80, s. 6). Re-

claiming petitions and answers must be drawn without quotation from

the interlocutors, notes thereto, proof, or process, except where indispens-

able (:39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 30).

The etlect of the api^eal is to submit to the review of the Sheriff", not

only the particular interlocutor appealed against, but all interlocutors

pronounced in the cause, whether these interlocutors were, at the time of

being pronounced, competent to be appealed against or not. These inter-

locutors may be brougiit under review at the instance not only of the

appellant, but of every other party appearing in the appeal, thus doing

away with the necessity for counter-appeals {ib. s. 29). It is competent to

tlie Sherilf, on appeal, to open the record when it appears to him not to have

been ])r(iperly made up, or to allow further proof (ib. s. 28 (o) ) ; and the

provisions of s. 24, as to amendment of record, apply to appeals before the

Sheriff", as well as to actions before the Sheriff-Substitute. See Amendment

OF Recoui). Finally, appeal once taken, the appellant is not at liberty to

al)andon it without the Sheriffs leave; and any other party in the cause

is entitled to insist in the appeal, as if it had been taken by himself {ib. s.

29 ; Kinff, 1880, 17 S. L. R. 583).

Having due regard to the interest of the parties as they may be affected

by the decision of the Sheriff" on appeal, the Sheriff"-Substitute,or the Sheriff",

has power to make any order for the preservation of evidence ; to regulate

all matters relating to the interim possession, or to the preservation of any

property to which the action relates ; or to make any order as to the sale

of such property where it is perishable. An appeal does not prevent the

immediate execution of a warrant of sequestration for rent, or a warrant to

take inventories, or place effects in custody ad interim, or other warrants of

interim preservation {ib. s. 31).

The Sheriff's interlocutor must dispose of the question of expenses

{Macdonahl, 1880, 7 R. 574, 17 S. L. R. 392).—[Dove Wilson, Sheriff Court

rradice, 310, 321.]

Appearance, Entering: Court of Session.—
A])pearancc may be entered for the defender in an action on the day of

calling, or on either of the two days following (A. S. 14 Oct. 1868, s. 11),

by marking the date " Alt. C. D. {name of clefendei-'s cotinsel], To see /;. F.

[name of defenders agent]." No minute or note of appearance is required

;

intimation to the clerk at the Register House by the agent, that he enters

ai)pearance for his client, and giving the name of counsel, is sufficient.

Wh(>n appearance is entered for one of several defenders, the agent is

entitled to borrow the process ; but if another agent enters appearance for

another defender, the first must, on receipt of a letter from tlie second

agent, return the process on or before the seventh day after his entry of

appearance, if there are two defenders, and on or before the fourth day, if

there are more than two defenders (A. S. 11 July 1828, s. 32).

A party appearing is not entitled to object to the regularity of the

execution or service as against himself (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 21); and

after appearance for a defender with his authority, the decree, though in
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absence, if not recalled within ten days, npon the lapse of sixty days after

the expiry of a charge upon it, not brought under review by suspension, is

entitled to the privileges of a decree in foro ; and if the decree be one on
which a charge is not competent, it becomes final after the lapse of twenty
years from its date, unless before that time it shall have been lawfully

recalled or brought under review by suspension or reduction (31 & 32 Vict,

c. 100, s. 24).

AVliero a defender does not enter appearance within the authorised time,

the cause may be enrolled either in the Roll of Undefended Causes or in

the Lord Ordinary's Motion Roll for decree in absence (31 & 32 Vict. c. 100,

s. 22). Where there are several defenders and one only defends, the cause

must be enrolled as ordained by this section, so that decree in absence may
be taken against those who do not defend (Dulr of Devonshire, 1873, 1 R.

45). Where appearance was not timeously entered, and the cause had
been enrolled for decree in absence, defences were allowed to be put
in at the bar {Macfarlane, 1878, unreported ; see Mackay, Manual,
211, note).

[See Shand, Practice, 280, 285; Mackay, Practice, i. 415-17;
Manual, 210 ; Coldstream, Procedure, 15 ; Balfour, Handbook of Practice,

32.]

Appearance, Entering: Sheriff Court.—A defender

signifies his intention of defending an action by entering appearance.

This he does by lodging with the Sheriff Clerk, within the time allowed

him to do so, namely the inducia' of citation, a notice as follows :

—

In the Sheriff Court of shire, at
,

In the action A. B. [clesir/n Inm] against C. D. [design him'], C. D., defender, enters

appearance to defend said action. (Signed) C. I)., Defender.

[or] E., Agent for Defender.

(39 & 40 Vict. c. 70, Sch. B (Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act, 1876).) Sec.

14 of the Act of 1876 provides that if this be not done before the expira-

tion of the inducia:, " the Sheriff shall, on the motion of tlie pursuer, grant

decree in al/sence . .
." in which case the defender's remedy is by repon-

ing. No provision is made for the case of notice of appearance being

otfered after the expiry of the induciw, but before decree in absence is pro-

nounced ; l)ut the difficulty may be got over by the pursuer consenting to

the appearance on Ijeing paid the expenses occasioned by the delay (see

Dove Wilson, Sheriff Court Practice, 126, 127).

Appearance may Ite withdrawn at any time up to the lodging of

defences, l)y minute signed by the defender or his agent, with the effect of

leaving the defender in the position of not having entered appearance; and
in such a case the defender may be reponed against decree in absence, just

as in the ordinary case {Gray, f 856, 18 D. 628).

See Absence, Decree in.

Appellant.—The name given to the party by wlioni an appeal is

made. The other party to the appeal is called the Respondent.

Appendix to Libel.—See Libi-:l; IndicTxMent; Inventory.
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Appointment, Power of.—A power of appointment is a power
given in a deed to some person, either the granter or another, in virtue of

which he may disjjose of the projterty to wliicli it refers, or a])]M»int the

proportions in \vhich it is to be divided among tliose to wh<nii it is

destined. Where the granter of the deed reserves to himself a liferent of

the property with power to dispose of the fee, the right which he retains is

equivalent to a fee {Baillie, 2?> Feb. 1809, Y. C. ; Wcdddl, ;J Feb. 1849,

Scot. FLxcheq. liep.). IJut where he constitutes a liferent in another, and
gives him even a most general power of disposal of the fee, the right con-

stituted is not equivalent to a fee {Miller, 12 S. 31 ; Mcn-rvi, 1853, 15 L).

710, 18 D. (H. L.) 48, 27 Jur. 540; Alvcs, 1861, 23 D. 712; Wcdddl,
id su]im). The a])]M')intoe under such a deed takes as the heir of the

granter of the power ( Wcdddl, id siijrrn).

A father has at common law the right to apportion a provision given to

his children as a class (F^rsk. iii. 8. 49 ; Edmonston, 1706, Mor. 3219, 13002

;

Cam2-)hdl, 1738, 5 Br. Sup. 651, 683, Mor. 13004) ; but it is very usual in

marriage contracts to give or reserve such a powder of a})portionment to the

fatlier over the provision which is destined to the children of the marriage.

Where such a power is given, it takes the place of the common-law right,

and must be exercised according to the terms of the deed ; but a reserved

power is more favourably construed than one given by a third party (see

Maddc, 1885, 12 li. 12:!6). The power may be given to the spouses to be

exercised by tliem jointly, and in such a case an exercise of it by the

husband, concurred in after his death by the wife, will be upheld (irUscm,

1701, Mor. 13000). A power is fre(|uently given to the wife, to be exercised

by her if her husband predecease her without making an appointment. If

there is only one child, or if all the children except one predecease the

father, he has no power of appointment, but the whole provision goes to

the surviving child (see Brodic, 1840, 3 D. 39, per Lord Moncreiff). Where
one child predeceases the father leaving issue, the principle si sine lihcris

deccsscrit comes into operation, and the father is entitled to appoint a share

to the issue {Wood, 1789, Mor. 13043). It is doubtful, however, if he has

power to apportion that share among them (see Menzies, Lcdurcs, 443).

Formerly, the entire exclusion of any one of the objects of the power
invalidated the whole ajjpointment {Watsun, 18:')7, 15 .S. 586; Campbdl,

1878, 5 It. 961): and there are cases in which it has been held that

where any one share was inadequate or illusory, the appointment must be

set aside, and the provision equally divided (see Mardcr, 1853, 15 D. 033) ;

but now, by 37 & 38 Vict. c. 37, s. 1, no appointment, made after the date

of the Act, is invalid on the grDund that an object of the power has been

altogether excluded. Where an a})pointnient is made with conditions

adjected which are not authorised by the power, the conditions Hy ofl', and
the appointee takes the y)rovision unconditionally {Wallace, 1891, 18 li.

921; Macdo/iald, 1875, 2 It. (H. L.) 125); but where the power authorises

the imposition of conditions or limitations, it is competent for the

appointer to restrict the provision to a liferent, with power to dispose of

the fee {Wallace, %d supra; Lcnnodc, 1880, 8 K. 14). Where the appointer

acts ultra vires in making the appointment, e.g. in appointing to persons

who are not objects of the power, the appointment is bad, and the

provision falls to be equally divided {Gillon, 1890, 17 II. 4:'5
:

J'xdlde,

1802, 24 1). 589). If, however, a liferent is given to a daugiiter (an

object of the power) and the fee to her cliildren (who are not olijects), her

consent to the arrangement will make the aiqiointmcnt valid {Mackic,

linghanu, 1872, 10 i\I. (11. L) 39: White,1885, 12 E. 1230; Smith Cunm
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1813, 1 Ves. and B. 399). It is competent for a father to give the whole
fund to one child, under burden of provisions to the others (Campbell,

1738, 5 Hr. Sup. G51, 683; Mor. 13004).

A power of appointment need not be exercised once for all, but may be

exercised from time to time, as the exigencies of the family may require

{Smith Cunninghame, ut supra). A father may delegate his power of

appointment ; but if the delegates refuse to act, the Court will not interfere,

and the apportionment is in equal shares (Campbell, 1738, 5 Br. Sup. 651,

683). The right to appoint is not lost by divorce (M'Lcod, 1841, 3 D.

1288 ; 5 Bell's Ajyp. 210 ; Macalister, 1854, 26 Sc. Jur. 597). A power of

appointment mav be validly exercised by will (Hi/slop, 1834, 12 S. 413

;

Macl-ic, 1885, 12"' E. 1230; Dahjlelsh, 1893, 20 II. 904; Clark, 1894, 21 R.

546) ; antl a holograph will, valid by the law of Scotland, though not by

that of England, exercised in England by a domiciled Englishwoman, has

been held to be an effectual exercise of a power of appointment under

a Scottish trust deed (Kcnnion, 1880, 7 E. 570). But a fund over which

he has a power of appointment is not in mobilibns of the appointer, and
the appointment of an executor to distribute his estate does not imply

the exercise of the power (Mackenzie, 1874, 1 E. 1050 ; Bowie, 1889, 16

E. 983). The deed in exercise of the power need not recite it (Dalgleish,

lit supra), but it must at least be possible that the granter could exercise it,

and intended to do so (Lord Advocate v. Methven, 1893, 20 E. 429). A
deed making an appointment may be revoked, although it has been

communicated to the appointees (SivrigJtt, 1824, 2 S. 643), unless it

has been delivered, and titles made up under it (Murray, 1872, 10 M.
778).

Where a power of appointment is not exercised, the provision, if it is

destined to a definite class, such as the children of a marriage, falls to be

divided in equal shares among the objects of the power (Oliphant, 1793,

Mor. 6603; Hill, 1874, 2 E. 68); but if it is destined to an indefinite

class, such as " relations " or " charities," or if its destination is entirely

dependent upon the appointer, it reverts, failing appointment, to the

granter's estate (Robbie, 1893, 20 E. 358 ; Pursell, 1865, 3 M. (H. L.) 59).

Where the fund falls to be equally divided among children, a posthumous
child is entitled to a share (Oliphant, vt supra).

Where a power of appointment is given to a particular trustee or

trustees, in terms which imply a delectus personam on the part of the truster,

that power cannot be exercised by trustees who have been assumed by the

original trustees, or by a judicial factor appointed by the Court (Hill, infra,

see Simson, 1883, 10 E. 540 ; Hovxlen, 1805, 23 E. 113). Where a trustee

had been given jiower to apportion a sum of money among a family of

children, and had made certain unequal payments to the children, but,

after assuming another trustee, had iDecome insane, it was held that the

remainder of the fund fell to be divided in such proportions as to make
the payments to all the children equal (Hill, 1874, 2 E. 68). Where a sum
of money is given to trustees for distribution among objects to be selected

by them, and they fail to make the selection, the fund reverts to the

truster's representatives, unless it appear from the deed that there was no
delectus persona; in the nomination of trustees (Bobbie, 1893, 20 E. 358).

The selection of the o])jects may be made by the trustee in his testamentary

settlement (Copinger, 1877, 11 I. E. Eq. 429).—[Ersk. iii. 8. 49 ; Bell, Prin.

ss. 1971, 1988 • M'Laren on Wills and Succession, 1086 ; Eraser on Husband
and Wife, 1365 : Bell, Conveyancing, 901.] See Entail; Mahkiage Con-
tract ; Provisions to Children.
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Appointment of Trustees by the Court.—The Court

has power, both at common hiw and by Statute, to ai)point new trustees in

any case where the trust seems in danger through the faihire of the trustees

Ijy death or otherwise. 15y .'iO & 31 Vict. c. 1)7, s. 12 (1807 Act), it is provided

that when trustees canncjt be assumed under any trust deed, or when a sole

trustee has become insane or incapable of acting by reason <jf physical or

mental disability, tlie Court may, on the apphcation of any party having

interest in the trust estate, and after intimation and inquiry, apponit a

trustee or trustees under such trust deed, with all the p<Avers incident to

that office. The section further provides f(jr the completion of title to the

trust estate by the trustee so appointed. Trustees have been appointed

imder tliis section where one trustee predeceased the truster, and tlie other

died without assuming new trustees {Zvllcr, 1808, M. 577); and where__all

the trustees nominated predeceased the truster (Graham, 1808, G M. 958;

see Blackivood, 189-i, 1 S. L. T. No. 631). 'i"he Court will not appoint on

an English trust, although tlie trust estate consists in part of heritable estate

in Scotland (L'rockir, 187.'), 2 II. 923). Nor will the Court appoint where there

are persons in existence who have power to do so. For e.Kample, where all the

trustees nominated under a marriage contract fail, the spouses retain their

right to nominate other.trustees {Newlands, 1882, 9 R. 1104 ;
Wilson, 1864, 2

M. 1304). But a surviving spouse has only power to appoint quoad his or her

own share of the estate {Malcolm, 1895, 22 \l 908 ;
Wdslts Trustees, 1871. 10

M. 10). The Court will not appoint new trustees on the petition of the bene-

ficiaries so long as there is a trustee who can exercise his right to assume

(see Higqinhotham [1892], 3 Ch. 132). The section applies to non-gratuitous

trusts {Royal Banl; 189."., 20 U. 741). Trustees appointed by the Court have

not power to assume new trustees unless that power is specially conferred

on them by the Court (s. 13). Where money has been left for charitable

purposes, but the testator has neglected to provide the machinery necessary

for carrying out his intonticms, the Court will intervene to prevent them

from behig frustrated. In such a case they may appoint trustees to hold

the fund, and provide for the appointment of managers to carry out the

administration {see Freshjtery of Beer, 1807, 6 M. 940 ;
Marjisirates »/ Dundee,

1861, 3 Macq. 134, 23 D. 493). The Entail (Scotland) Act of 1882 (4.') & 46

Vict. c. 53, s. 23, subsec. 4) provides for the appointment l)y the Court, iii

certain circumstances, of trustees, not less than three in number, to hold, for

behoof of the heirs of entail, the price of entailed lands sold under the Act.

These trustees are entitled to such remuneration as the Court may fix
:
and

the Court is given power to accept the resignation of any of them, or to

remove them, or to appoint new or additional trustees (subsec. 5). Trustees

appointed under this Act, or under the Trusts Act of 1867, appear to be

entitled to take advantage of the provision in the Judicial Factors Act of

1889 (s. 18), by which testamentary trustees are empowered to put the

administration of their trust under the superintendence of the Accountant

of Court (see 52 & 53 Met. c. 39, s. 6). In special circumstances, e.(/.

where a girl, foiutei'u years old, suing informa pauperis, obtained a sum of

money as damages, the Court will appoint a trustee to hold tlie money for

her behoof {Sharp, 1885, 12 11. 574). See Tuustee.

Appointment to Confess or Deny.—In the Sheriff

Court, either after the closing of record or sooner, if he think tit, the

Sheriff may order botli parties or either of them tt) confess or deny in

writing such statements in the record as he may specify : or he may order
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them to attend personally for examination by himself or by a commissioner

appointed by him. If the party fails to comply with such an order, he is

held confessed to such extent as the Sheriff thinks just (Act of Sederunt,

10 July 18;'9, ss. GG & G7). The power is little used, and generally

unnecessary (Dove Wilson, Sheriff Court rractice, 247).

Apportionment Acts.—At common law, where a person

entitled to draw rents, or to receive an annuity or termly
_

payment,

predeceased a term of payment, his executors received no portion of the

rent or instalment due at that term (Bell, Com. ii. 8). This hardship

was dealt with by 4 & 5 Will. iv. c. 22, which has been superseded Ijy the

Apportionment Act, 1870 (33 & 34 Vict. c. 35). This Act provides that

"all rents, annuities, dividends, and other periodical payments in the

nature of income, shall, like interest on money lent, be considered as

accruing from day to day, and shall be apportionable in respect of time

accordingly." It follows that the executor now receives a portion of

the rents, etc., due at the succeeding day of payment proportional to the

time the deceased lived during the currency of the term. The apportioned

part cannot be recovered until the whole sum of which it is a part falls

due; but then the executor is entitled to recover his portion by all

remedies which would have been competent to the deceased (had he

survived) for the recovery of the whole. With this exception: that in

the case of rent the whole rents shall be levied by the heir or pro-

prietor, who thereby becomes responsible to the executor for his share

{Lennox, 1893, 21 E. 77). Before so accounting, the heir may pay out

of the rent collected all burdens which properly fall to be paid out of

such rent {Paid, 1864, 2 M. (H. L.) 1 ; Learmontli, 1878, 5 E. 548). The

Act does not apply to sums made payable under policies of assurance ;
nor

to payment of the Ann to the widow and children of deceased clergy-

men, in terms of 1672, c. 13 {Latta, 1877, 5 E. 266); nor does it exclude

special agreement that no apportionment shall take place. So, in a ques-

tion between buyer and seller of shares, it is the universal custom of the

Stock Exchange (and so a term of the contract) that the price includes

accruing dividend.

The Statute operates only in favour of executors, and puts on them no

corresponding liability to disburse funds paid to the deceased in respect

of a debt not yet due. Accordingly, where the deceased has received

rents in advance, the executor cannot be called on to refund any portion

of such rent. Take, (V/., the case of an arable farm, with entry to the

house and pasture at Whitsunday 1895, and to arable land at Martinmas

1895 : then rent, being due in respect of the crop, is legally payable one-

half at Whitsunday 1896, after the crop is sowed ;
one-half at Martinmas

1896, after the crop is reaped. AVhere rent has been paid forehand, i.e.

at Martinmas 1895, before the crop in respect of which it is payable has

been sowed, and the deceased died in March 1896, his executor would

not only retain the rent received at Martinmas 1895, but would receive

an apportioned part of the rent payable at Whitsunday 1896.

So also, where the conventional term of payment was postponed, and

the deceased survived the legal, but died before the conventional term,

the executor was held entitled to recover, at the conventional term, rents

accruing at the date of death; the land being treated as a rent-earning

subject, the rent accruing in terms of the Act from day to day from the

date of entry, and being apportioned in respect of time.—[See Camplcll,
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1849, 11 D. U-2iJ
; JJ/>u/,ie, 1849, 11 D. 1450.] See Hkiu and Executor:

Lkase; Annuity.

Appraisement.— Tlie valuiii<^' of poinded goods.—See PoiNDiNf..

Appraiser.—A person wlio values or appraises property of any
descrii)Lntii, ur any interest therein, for or in expectation of gain or

reward (4G Geo. ill. c. 43, s. 4). He must, under a penalty of £50, take out
an annual Excise licence, tlie duty on which is £2 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 70, s. 1).

Licensed auctioneers (40 Geo. ur. c. 4'-'>, s. 7 ; 8 & 9 Vict. c. 70, s. 1) and
house-agents (24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 11) may act as appraisers without
additional licence, and licensed appraisers may act as house agents (24 &
25 Vict. c. 21, s. 13). An appraiser must, under a penalty of £50, write out
his appraisement or valuation on duly stamped material within fourteen
days after making it, and pers(jns receiving an unstamjted appraisement or

valuation incur a })enalty of £20 (54 & 55 Vict. c. 39, s. 24). Certain
appraisements or valuations are, however, exempted from stamp duty, e.f/.

such as are made for the information of one party only, or for the purpose
of ascertaining inventory, or estate, or legacy or succession duty (54 & 55
Vict. c. 39, Sell.).

Apprehension.—See Malicious Tkosecution.

Apprehension of a Criminal.—The legal process by which
the person of one charged with having committed a criminal oU'ence is

secured and detained until he is brought before a magistrate for examina-
tion, or before a Court for trial.

1. Apprrhexding wrPHOUT Writtex Warrant. — In sanctioning

apprehension without a written warrant, the law carefully provides that, on
the one hand, the liberty of the lieges shall not be endangered by indis-

criminate arrest, and, on the other hand, the escape of criminals shall not
be facilitated by a too strict adherence to form. A rolicc Constable or other
officer of the law, acting irithin the jurisdiction for which he is appointed
{Leaslx, 1893, 31 S. L. IJ. .">0), may in the following cases apprehend without
a written warrant—(1) where he sees a man committing a high crime and
offence {e.g. murder, murderous assault, robbery, serious theft, etc.), or finds

a man in possession of stolen goods for which iie cannot account, and where,
without such instantaneous stretch of authority, there is a probability of

the criminal escaping (Hume, ii. 75, 70 ; Alison, ii. 117 ; Interpretation Act,

1880, s. 28); (2) where he is informed by a credible eye-witness, or by an
injured party, immediately after the occurrence, that a man, known by sight

to the informer, has committed a high crime and oti'ence, and that there is

a similar risk of his escape {ih.)
; (3) where he sees a man committing a

breach of the peace, or an outrage, or tlireatening immediate violence, and
where, without instant restraint of the oH'ender, there is danger of his doing
injury to himself or others (Hume, ii. 70; M'Vei/, 1850, 2 Irv. 429);

(4) where he sees a man committing a contrav'ention of an Act of Parliament
which, in such circumstances, authorises a constable or other person to

apprehend the offender without a warrant, r.g. Xight Poaching Act, 1828,

s. 2; Salmon Eisheries (Scotland) Act, 1828, s. 11; Game (Scotland) Act,

1832, s. 2; Cruelty to Animals (Scotland) Act, 1850, s. 0; Coinage Olleuces
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Act, 1861, s. 31; Trespass (Scotland) Act, 1865, s. 4; Salmon Fisheries

(Scotland) Act, 1868, s. 29 ; Habitual Criminals Act, 1869, s. 3 ; Prevention

of Crimes Act, 1871, s. 7; Pawnbrokers Act, 1872, s. 49; Eoads, etc.. Act,

1878, s. 124: Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, 1894, s. 4; and (5)

where a general or local Police Act confers authority to take offenders into

custody without a warrant, e.g. Police (Scotland) Act, 1857, s. 12, and Burgh

Police (Scotland) Act, 1892, ss. 86 and 467. A Magistrate, or even a Private

Citizen, has generally the same power as a constable in this matter (Hume,

ii. 75, 76 ; Alison, ii. 116, 119) ;
but apprehension of criminals is now left to

police officers. If the person accused has taken refuge in a house, a

constable in pursuit of him will inform the inmates of his office and the

charo-e against the accused, and demand admittance. If refused, he may
then force the door (Hume, ii. 76). A private citizen, who pursues a

criminal, cannot break open doors, and can only watch the house until a

constable arrives (Macdonald, 253). Apprehension without a written

warrant is but a temporary detention in custody. A formal warrant ought

invariably to be obtained prior to examination or trial {Jameson, 1849, 1

J. Shaw, 238; MVey, 1856, 2 Irv. 429; Stevenson, 1857, 2 Irv. 592).

2. Apprehension for Examination.—When a man is charged with

a crime too serious to be tried summarily, the prosecutor applies for a

warrant to apprehend and bring him before a magistrate /o?' examination.

Any magistrate may, in virtue of his commission for the preservation of the

peace, grant warrant to apprehend for examination, within the territory of

his jurisdiction, a person charged with any crime, although it be one of that

deoree which he has not cognisance of to the effect of trial and punish-

ment (Hume, ii. 77; Alison, ii. 120). A written application is not indis-

pensable (Hume, ii. 77 ; Alison, ii. 121), but it is customary and proper to

present a petition or information. The charge may be set forth as in

Schedule A annexed to the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1887 (50

& 51 Vict. c. 35, s. 16). It is not essential, except in certain statutory

charges, that the applicant should depone to the truth of his petition, or

produce a signed information (Hume, ii. 77; Alison, ii. 121). The public

prosecutor never emits a preliminary oath, even where the proceedings are

founded upon an Act which prescribes one {Neil, 1834; Bell's Notes, 120).

The petition ought to be dated, but the omission may be sup])lied

otherwise {MLeod, 1835, 13 S. 1153; Crawford, 1838, 2 Swin. 200). The

following is the form of this petition :

—

Inverriess, I8th December 1895.

Unto the Honoural)le the Sheriff of Inverness-shire,

The Petition of , Procurator-Fiscal of Inverness-shire, for the public interest,

Hurnhhj sheveth,

That, from information which the petitioner has received against
,

labourer, 238 High Street, Inverness, it appears that on Tuesday, 17th December 1895,

in the slioi? G8 High Street, Inverness, occupied l)y
, draper, he did steal

a shawl ; and he has been previously convicted of dishonest appropriation of property :

May it therefore please your Lordship to grant warrant to officers of Court and
assistants to search for and api)rehend the said , in order to his

being brought before you for examination respecting the premises ; also to grant

warrant to cite witnesses to be precognosced in the premises ; and thereafter to

do in the case as to your Lordship shall seem meet.

According to Justice, etc.

(Signed) ,
7'. F.

Upon this petition a warrant is written. It contains six important

jjarts

—

{a) place of signing; {h) date of signing; {e) style, quality, and

county of magistrate, e.g. " one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for

"
;
{d) as full identification as is at the moment possible of the
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person meant to bi; uppiiihended, by nanic and designation or other
description

;
(c) specification of the crime with wliieh the accused is charged,

or (in an emergency) a general statement that he is to answer to such
crimes as sliall be laid to his cliarge ; and (J) signature of magistrate

(Hume, ii. 78; Alison, ii. 122). Most of these jjarticulars are, in practice,

supplied Ijy reference t(j the petition upon whicli the warrant is written.

The only indispensable requisite is the magistrate's signature {ih.). The
warrant may be addressed generally to oilicers of Court, or to a named
officer, or even to a ])rivate citizen (Ilume, ii. 7H). T\\q. name of tlie person

to be apprehended, if unknoic/i, will be omitted, but the warrant nmst
contain expressly, or by reference to the petition, a description sufficient to

distinguish him from all others (Alison, ii. 123). It is, however, illegal to

issue a general warrant to apprehend all persons suspected of a certain

crime, or to order a general search for stolen goods (Hume, ii. 78). Tlie

following is the usual form of warrant :

—

Inverness, 18th December 1895.
The Slicrifr-SuLstitutc having considered the foregoing ])etition, grants warrant

to .search for and apprehend the .sud , and bring liini for examina-
tion ; and also to cite witnesses, as craved.

(Signed)

3. Apprehension FOR Trial.—"When the charge is of sucli a nature
that it may be tried in a sunnnary manner, the prosecutor, except in

proceedings under Statutes which direct citation, presents a complaint
craving warrant to apprehend the accused and l)ring him before the Court
to answer to the charge. See Criminal Prosecution (Summary Procedure).
The warrant under the Summary Jurisdiction (Scotland) Acts, 1864 and
1881, is in tliese terms :

—

Invernc.is, ISth December 1895.
The Sheriff-Substitute grants warrant to otiicers of Court to search for and

apprehend , responch-nt, and, if necessary for that purpose,
to ojjen any sluit or lockfast places, and to bring lum liefore the Sheriff" of

,

to answer to the foregoing complaint, Avithin the Sheriff" Court-house at
;

and in the meantime to detain him in a jxtlice station-honse or other convenient
place ; and also to cite witnesses and luners for both parties for all diets in the cause.

(Signed)

(27 & 28 Vict. c. 53, ss. G and 8, and Schedule D ; 55 & 5G Vict. c. 55, ss. 463,
510, and Schedule vii.) This warrant must be signed by a judge (27 & 28
Vict. c. 53, s. 8, and Schedule D). When the special Act directs citation, a
warrant to apprehend in the first instance cannot be granted (Smifh, 1848,
Ark. 508). H that Statute declares that the charge must be made on the

oath of a credible witness, or, while du-ecting citation, authorises apprehen-
sion when the magistrate has reason to suspect from information upon oath
that the party is likely to abscoiul (e.r/. Game (Scotland) Act, 1832, s. 11),

such an oath must precede the issuing of the warrant (Smif/i, vt fiiqrra ;

Simpson, 1851, 54 Sc. Jur. 141; Morris, 1867, 5 Irv. 529: Bli/t/i, 1853,

1 Irv. 235; Miirray, 1872, 11 M. 147). It is preferable that such pre-

liminary oath should be emitted before the magistrate who signs the

warrant {B///t/i, supra); but it may be sworn liefore a justice of the peace
or burgh magistrate, althougli the prosecution is to be before a Sherill" (44
& 45 Vict. c. 33, s. 9 (2)). One justice of the peace may sign the warrant,

unless the Statute expressly requires more than one (27 & 28 Vict. c. 53, s.

21; 3rLcod, 1835, 13 S. 1153 ; M'Crcadic, 1862, 4 Irv. 176). Warrant to

cite witnesses and havers for both parties sliould always be granted (Cock-

hum, 1854, 1 Irv. 492).
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•4. Procedure at Apprehexsiox.—The apprehension is carried out

l)y similar procedure, whether the officer has a written warrant or not. If

a warrant has been granted, he must have it in his possession (Hume, ii.

80) ; but a temporary detention until the warrant arrives seems to be

competent, when the criminal is likely to abscond {}PHattle, 1882, 3 White,

289). Should the accused person have taken refuge in a house, the officer

proceeds as described in par. I, supra. He must take care that the place of

apprehension is within the bounds for which he acts (Hume, ii. 78),—more
particularly if he has no warrant (Lend-, 1893, 3 S. L. R. 30),—and also

within the bounds for which the warrant runs (Hume, ii. 78). For the

mode of execution outside these bounds, see Backing a Warrant. The
officer briefly acquaints his prisoner with the charge against him, or the

substance of the warrant (if any). He will show the warrant, if asked, but

must upon no account part with it (Hume, ii. 79). Unless required by the

special Act of Parliament founded upon, it is not necessary, although

advisable, to deliver to the accused a copy of the petition or complaint and
w^arrant {Ai/ton, 1836, 1 Swin. 78; Mackcan, 1848, 1 J. Shaw, 132;
Chapman, 1850, 1 J. Shaw, 466; Bissd, 1855, 2 Irv. 08). Apprehension on

Sunday is competent only on a charge of a criminal character {Maitland,

1861, 24 D. 193). After reading or stating the charge, the officer cautions

the accused that he need not say anything with reference to it, but that if

he does so it will be written down, and may be used as evidence against

him. Prolonged interrogation by police officers is objectionable ; but any
voluntary statement made by the accused with reference to the charge is

admissible as evidence, and should be noted in writing at the time {Smith,

1888, 1 White, 600; Laimj, 1871, 2 Coup. 23; Grade, 1884, 11 R. (J. C.)

22; Siinjnon, 1889, 2 White, 298). The officer may take his prisoner to a

police station-house, or other suitable place of detention, if that course is

rendered necessary by the lateness of the hour, the distance from the

magistrate, or other true and sufficient cause ; otherwise he must bring him
w4th all convenient speed before a magistrate, for examination or trial,

according to the terms of the warrant (Hume, ii. 80; Alison, ii. 129;

Crawford, 1856, 2 Irv. 511 ; Maitland, 1861, 24 D. 193). Detention for a

lengthened period without satisfactory explanation is illegal {M'Donald,

1851, 1 Stuart, 129).

5. Legal Advice.—Immediately on apprehension upon a warrant

for examiiiation on a criminal charge, the prisoner is entitled to have

intimation sent to any qualified law agent, whom he may choose, that

his professional assistance is required, and that the prisoner is to be

taken to a certain place for examination (50 & 51 Vict. c. 35, s. 17). The
agent is entitled to be present at the examination, and may demand
a private interview with the prisoner previous to it {ih.). The
magistrate may delay the examination for a period not exceeding forty-

eight hours from the arrest, to allow time for the attendance of the

agent {ih.). These statutory provisions do not apply to apprehension

upon a warrant for ti'ial, but they ought to be adopted in such cases so

far as possible. On the same principle, the officer who apprehends a

young person or a married woman should always inform the parents or

husband. An interpreter ought to be procured in the case of a foreigner.

6. IVarx/xg Notice.—A warrant is not in practice enforced in

every case by the immediate apprehension of the accused person. It

seems to be competent to deliver a copy of the petition or complaint

and warrant to him, and to inf<jrm him, either verbally or by a written

notice, of the time and place of his examination or trial, warning him
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thai if he does not attend tht-ii ami there, he will be a[)prehended under
the warrant {Parr, 1.S79, 4 Coup. 252; Sjmvart, 1895, 1 Adam, 539).

In I'arr's case the proceihiro was vitiated by the circumstance that no
warrant had been obtained, and no notice given to the accused of the
charge against him. If the person attends, he is apprehended under the
warrant when he is brought up for examination or trial; if he fails to

appear, he is appreliendt-d in the usual way. This course spares a
respectable person the in<lignity of detention in custody, saves the in<lucia:

of citation, and obviates the cost of citing witnesses until after the accused

has pleaded not guilty. It ought only to be employed, however, in petty

ftCfcnces, and where the accused is law-al)iding and respectable. Youthful
iiffcnders should never l)e unnecessarily detained in custody, and this

mode is specially useful in dciding with them. See Ckimixal Prosecution.

Apprehension on Civil Diligence. — See CrviL

Impuisonment.

Apprentice.—An apprentice is one who engages to serve a master

for a detcrniiuaLf nuudier of years, on condition that the master instruct

him in the knowledge of his trade or handicraft. The contract between
master and apprentice, though it include a contract to work for hire, is

primarily a contract to teach and to learn a certain trade or handicraft

{Frame, 1836, 14 S. 914, per L. Jeffrey; affd. 1839, M'L. & E. 595). The
contract can only be constituted by writing {Murray, 18G3, 4 Irv. 4GG, per

L. J. C. Inglis), and the instrument in which the contract is embodied is

termed an indenture. It is not binding unless it be probative or followed

by rci intcrccnius {I?f/i»rr, 1781, Mor. 5726 ; ^^eil, Hume, 20, 1807). If a

premium or consideration is paid to the master for taking an apprentice,

the full sum to be paid must be set forth in the indenture, otherwise the

persons who are parties to the contract are lia])le in a penalty, and the

contract is null and void (33 & 34 Vict. c. 97, s. 40). The indenture must
be stamped. "Where no premium is paid the duty is 2s. 6d; but in any
other case, for every £5 of premium or fractional part thereof the duty is

5s. (33 & 34 Vict. c. 97, ss. 39, 40). Indentures for sea service are not liable

to stamp duty (17 & 18 Vict. c. 104, s. 143). If the apprentice be a pupil,

his father, as his ailmiuistrator-at-law, or the pupil's tutor signs the inden-

ture. If the apprentice be a minor jJuhcs, the minor's father, if he be alive,

or the minor's curator, if he has any, must be parties to the indenture ; but they

only give their consent, and the minor expressly undertakes the obligations

of the indenture. Lord Fraser is of opinion that a minor with curators or

a, father living cannot enter into a contract of indenture, without consent

{Fraser, 31astcr and iieriroit, 13; low, 14 Nov. 1797, Hume, 422; but see

ffcddcl, 5 June 1810, F. C, and Stevenson, 1872, 10 M. 919). The minor may
competently enter mto a contract of indenture, if his father be dead, or if

he have no curators (Ersk. i. 7. 62). In some trades the age of apprentices

is regulated. Colliers' apprentices must be at least ten, sea apprentices at

least twelve, and chimney sweepers' sixteen (3 & 4 Vict. c. 85 ; 17 & 18 Vict,

c. 104: 27 & 28 Vict. c. 37). In the contract of indenture a cautioner is

usually taken bound for the fulfilment of the apprentice's duties, he is liable

for the apprentice's fraud as well as fault, and he is liable even although

the apprentice is not bound by the indenture {Stevenson, 1872, 10 ;M. 919).

An apprentice must enter his master's service and reiiiaiu there. He

VOL. r. 19
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must be obedient, diligent, and respectful. Dismissal is justifiable for

repeated insolence, gross disrespect, and disobedience, repeated absence

without leave, and trross neglect of business. Misconduct must be continued

and repeated, and the apprentice must be corrected and remonstrated with,

before dismissal is resorted to (Fraser on Master and Servant, 351-353).

If he desert or is dismissed for improper conduct, an apprentice cannot

demand the return of any part of the premium paid, or refuse payment of

the whole of it {Caff, 1818, 5 Price, 1^97). An apprentice who enlists with-

out the consent of his master can be reclaimed ( Wrvjht, 1742, Mor. 586
;

Stcicart, 1778, Mor. 587, note) ; but the master must fcjllow the procedure

laid down in the Army Act, 1881 (44 &45 Vict. c. 58, s. 96, 144(2), Schedule

1). The principal duty of a master is to instruct the apprentice in his call-

ing, either himself, or by an experienced deputy {Gardner, 1775, Mor. 593).

An apprentice is entitled to be taught the whole of his calling ; and to teach

him one particular part of the trade is insufficient {Lylc, 1863, 2 M. 115).

A master may not ask an apprentice to work at another business than his

trade (P6'^t'/-,"'l818, 2 Mur. 28; Chiesely, 1665, Mor. 9150; Watson, 1826,

5 S. 3). Corporal punishment in moderation may be administered to an

apprentice (Ersk. i. 7. 62 ; Forles, 1708, 4 Sup. 708 ; Wight, 1884, 11 E. 217,

per L. Young) ; but it is questionable whether this would be recognised

except in the case of very young persons. Excessive chastisement will

liberate the apprentice from his indenture {Smart, 1794, Hume, 18). A
master cannot assign the indenture without the apprentice's consent

{Edinburrjli Glasshouse Comiiany, 1789, Mor. 597). If a master violate the

indenture by neglecting to teach his apprentice, by treating him cruelly,

or by rendering it impossible to carry out the contract, the apprentice is

entitled to damages, and may leave his service {Smart, ut supra; Lyle, 1864,

2 M. 115).

By the Employers and Workmen Act, 1875 (48 & 49 Vict. c. 90), in

case of disputes between master and apprentice, provision is made for

dealing therewith in the Small Debt Court (s. 14). But this provision

only applies to apprentices for whom no premium is paid, or where the

premium, if any, does not exceed £25, and to apprentices in the business

of a workman (not a domestic or menial servant), being a labourer, servant

in husbandry, journeyman, artificer, handicraftsman, miner, or otherwise

engaged in manual labour (s. 12). The Court under this Act has the

following powers:—(1) It may make an order directing the apprentice to

jjerform his duties under the apprenticeship. (2) If it rescinds the

instrument of apprenticeship, it may, if it thinl^s fit to do so, order the

whole or any part of the premium paid on the binding of the apprentice to

be repaid. (3) AVhere an order is made directing the apprentice to perform

his duties under the apprenticeship, the Court, if satisfied that the

apprentice has failed to comply therewith, may order him to be imprisoned

for a period not exceeding fourteen days (ss. 5, 6).

"When the stipidated period of apprenticeship is at an end, the apprentice

is entitled to his discharge, and the master writes upon the indenture a

discharge. The indenture may be dissolved by consent, death of either of

the parties, or the master's sequestration. Where the apprentice binds

himself to a firm, he must fulfil his indenture with any of the partners

who survive {Bagans, 1837, 10 Sc. Jur. 90), except where the death of a

partner operates as a dissolution of the firm {Hocy, 1867, 5 M. 814; Tasker,

1861, 30 L. J. Ex. 207). Though the apprentice dies, the master is not bound
to repay any jjortion of the apprentice fee previously paid, or to abstain from

claiming a portion unpaid {Shepherd, 1760, Mor. 589). If the master dies
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or becomes bankrupt, or deserts his Ijusiiiess, the iip}n-eiitice has a claim

for a return of a proportion of the fee paid {Cutler, 1711, ^lor, 583).

Indentlrk bktwekx a Tradksman and his Apprentice.

It is contracted, agreed, and ended, between A., of the first j>;ut, and B., with the advice
anrl consent of C, his father, and tlie said (/., for liiniself and as rautifjncr, and otlierwise

hound in manner underwritten, of the second ]jart, in manner following : That is to

say, the said B., with advice and consent foresai<l, lierehy binds liimself apprentice to

tlie SJiid .1. in his art and craft of , and that for the space of si.\ years next
from and after the tlale ui these presents; and the said B. binds and obliges liiniself

that he shall, during tlu^ said 82)ace, be a faithful and obedient aj)prentice to his s;iid

master, and that In- shall not reveal his master'.^ secrets, or conceal his skaith, Imt shall

acMjuaint him therewith, and jn-event the same to the utmost of his j)Ower ; and that he
shall not aVisent himself from his said service without ]e;ive obt^iined from his master

;

and that if he fails in pinictual attendance, he shall serve two days, after the e.xpiration

of the term herein specified (in the same station in which he serves while it lasts), for

each day's absence (hiring tliat time : And the said C hereby lands and ohluji-s liimself,

conjunctly and severally with the said apprentice, for his lawful and oljedient service

during the space and in the terms foresaid, and for his fulfilling the whole obligations

incumbent on him under this indenture : And the said apprentice hhuh and ohlujes

himself to free, relieve, and skaithless keep his said cautioner of all cost, skaith, damage,
and expense which he may sustain in consefpience of his said cautionary obligation :

And the s;iid C. further hinds and obliges himself, his heirs, executors, and successors, to

furnish the said B. with work-tools, and with sufficient lodging, bedding, food, and wash-
ing during the whole S])ace of his aiiiirenticeshiji : For n-hich caiincs, and in consideration

of tlie sum of £ sterling, paid by the said C. in name of apprentice fee, with the

Niid i^., whereof the said A. acknowledges the receipt, and exoners and discharges all

concerned, the said A. hinds and ohlvjes himself to teach and instruct his said apprentice

in his art and craft of , and in so far as he knows and practises the same him-
self ; and that he shall not conceal from him any part thei-eof, but shall do his utmost
diligence to cause him learn the same, in so far as he is capable. And, finally, the i)arties

bind and oblige themselves, their heirs and executors, to implement the premises to each

other, under the penalty of £50 sterling, to be ])aid by tlie party failing to the party

observing or willing to observe the same, over and above performance ; and both parties

consent to the registration hereof for preservation and execution.—In witness whereof,

etc.

[Ersk. i. 7. 62, iii. 3. 16; Bankt. i. 58; Bell, Frin. ss. 2185, 181,

note ; M. Bell, Conveyancing, 360 ; Menzies, Conveyancing, 388 ; Eraser,

Master and Servant, 335 ; Chisholm, Barclay's Digest, s.v. " Apprentice." For
English law, see Manley Smith on Master caul Servant. See Juridical

Styles, ii. 215.]

Apprentice to Law Agent.—See Law Agent.

App ret iat io n .—See Appraisement.

Apprising.—See Adjudication for Debt.

Approbate and Reprobate.—See Election.

Approbatory and improbatory Articles.—Sce

Beduction ; Ai;u»ing i;y.

Appropriation of Indefinite Payments.—See

Payments (Indefinite).
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Appropriation, Dishonest—of Property.—This is a

sufficient description, in a charge of previous conviction of any crime, of

dishonest character in an indictment (Grim. Proc. Act, 1887, s. G:'.).

Apild acta—" in the course of procedure."—This expression refers

to orders judicially pronounced in the presence of parties, and which

require peremptory obedience. Thus in a criminal case, if it is thought

inconvenient or unsuitable to proceed with the case, the Court may adjourn

the trial to another day, which is specified in the deliverance, and intimated

apitd acta to the parties, witnesses, and assizers. This intimation is

sufficient to require their attendance without further citation. So, too, if

an adjournment of a proof or other proceeding is made by the Court, and

the parties and witnesses are convened to attend, this is called a citation

ajnid acta (Hume, ii. 275 ; Trayner, Latin Maxims).

Aquaeductus, or watergang, is a proedial rural servitude, by

whicli the owner of the dominant tenement has the right to lead water

through the servient tenement by pipes, canals, or other means. In a

wider sense, the word aquccducfus is used to include (1) the servitude of

dam or dam-head, by which the owner of a dominant tenement has the right

of erecting and keeping dam-dikes or weirs, in whole or in part, on the

servient tenement ; and (2) the servitude of outfall (aqtm educendw), by

which the owner of a dominant may, in an artificial or unnatural way, send

down water on to a servient tenement. While the owner of the dominant

tenement uses these servitudes, or any of them, he is bound to keep the

pipes, dam-dykes, or other works in proper repair, and he has a right of

access to the servient tenement for that purpose (Tcn7iant's Trs., 2 S. L. T.

Nos. 88 and 158 ; Frestons Trs., 1859, 22 D. :]66). The owner of the dominant

tenement is entitled to the full enjoyment of his rights of servitude, but not

to extend them (Scolder, 1828, 7 S. 344) ; and he must use them in the way
which maybe least inconvenient to the proprietor of the servient tenement,

who may make any repairs on the aqmeducts or other works on his tene-

ment, provided such alterations do not lessen or interfere with the rights

of the proprietor of the dominant tenement (EohcHson, Mor. 12799). The

dominant owner may renounce and abandon the use of his servitude ; but

if he do so, he is bound to prevent any injury being thereby done to the

servient tenement {Bridges, 1873, 11 M. 588). These servitudes may be con-

stituted (I) by express grant
; (2) by grant implied in favour of a purchaser,

where a portion of a subject has been sold {Blantijrc, 1848, 10 D. 509 ; Cochrane,

1861, 4 Macq. 117; (3) by prescription (Falldand, Mor. 1091G}; (4) by

acquiescence {Stirlincj, 1829, 8 S. 131).—[Ersk. ii. 9. 13 ;
Stair, ii. 7. 8 and

12 ; Bell, Prin. s. 1012 ; Ptankine on Land Ownership, 500.] See Servitude.

AquaehaustuS.—Aqucehaustus, or watering, is a prtedial rural

servitude, by which the owner of the donunant tenement has a right to

water cattle at a stream, well, or loch situated in the servient tenement, or to

take away water for that or other domestic purposes. It involves a right of

access to take the water away, or a right to bring cattle to the water. The

rights of the dominant proprietor will be limited strictly to the amount of

water required for the purposes of the servitude {Melville, 1842, 4 D. 1231);

and the proprietor of the servient tenement may use water for his own cattle
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or domestic needs, so lon^,' as he leaves enouffli to satisfy the rjf^lits of tlie

dominant proprietor {Ifoiuddson, 1877, 1-i IS. L. II. 587). Tlie dominant owner
may prevent jtolhition {Dumfries Cori\missioncrs, 1874, 1 \l. 775), and may
clean and repair a well (Preston's Trs., 1859, 22 1). 3GG). He must use his

right " civiliter" subject to the convenience of the owner of the servient

tenement. Thus, wliere tliere is a rij^ht of watering cattle at a stream, the

proprietor will not be prevented from covering parts of it, so long as an

open space suilicient f<jr the purposes of the servitude is left {Bexeriihje, 18

Nov. 1808, Y. C). If the stream or well from which the water has to be

taken should dry up, the right of servitude woidd ]inHS away; but it would

revives if the Hup}>ly of water should return. Tliis servitude may be

constituted in the same ways as the servitude of AcqUvCDUCTUS (q.v.).

It is necessary, however, that a person claiming the servitude should be in

right of the dominant tenement, even if his title be oidy that of feuar. An
inhal)itant, as such, cannot claim a servitude of tliis kind {MacLm/, 1849,

12 D. 132 ; but see Smith, 1880, 7 H. (H. L.), 28 L. E. 5 App. Ca. 489). Use
may prove that such a right of servitude has been constituted, but the

right cannot be constituted by use {Macnah, 1880, 17 E. 397).—[Stair, ii.

7. 11 ; Bell, rrin. ss. 987, 1011 ; Ersk. ii. 9. 13 ;
IJaiikine on Land Ownership,

499.] See Sekvituue ; Well.

Aquilian Law.—Tlie Jaw Afjuilia, a plrliscitum of uncertain date,

but undoubtedly belonging to the earlier period of the Eepuljlic, is the basis

of the lloman law of damage to property. In accordance with the character

of early law, the Lex Aquilia did not itself lay down a general rule that an

owner, whose property was wilfully or negligiaitly damaged, could claim

compensation. It merely ])rovided for rc])aration for certain particular

acts or cases of damage. Tlie first cha}»ter enacted that if a man unlaw-

fully killed the slave or quadru})ed of another, he should be bound to pay

to the owner the liighest value of such slave or quadruped within the year

immediately ])reee(ling. The third chapter enacted that if a man unlawfully

damaged corporeal property belonging to another, he must ])ay to the owner

the highest value of such property within the month immediately preceding.

The manner in whieli the damages were assessed obviously imported a penal

element into the law, and, accordingly, the Aquilian action could not be

brought against the heirs of the delincjuent. It was necessary, also, that the

damage should liave been caused directly by the act of the delin(iuent, and

should have resulted in injury to a definite corporeal thing. In all cases of

damage, however, to whicli the law did not apply, the edict of the ]irietor

or the later jurisprudence of the Empire supjilied analogus remedies by

means of artiones utiles, or even ctetiones in fiutum. Actions of the latter

kind were granted, for example, where there was not, properly speaking,

any damage to a thing, but where the owner was deprived of a thing in

a way tantamount to a destruction of it, as where A. throws B.'s ring

into the sea. So the Lex only gave an action to the owner of the

property damaged, not to a person who had some other interest in it, and

who suffered loss by the danuige done to it. In the later law, however, a

honer' fulei possessor, itsu/ructuarius, nsuarius, mortgagee, and other ])ersons

having inttu-est, might competently bring an action for rejjaration. In this

manner, working mainly by way of analogy, the Lex A(p(ilin was extended,

and the law regulating compensation for damnum injuria datum was com-

pleted. The gradual development, under the name of intciyrctatio, of the

I\(^man law of damage to property, wliereby the elaborate system of
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principles and doctrines forming the Justinianian law of reparation was

evolved from the particular enactments of the Lex Aquilia, is very remark-

able {List. iv. 3 ; Dig. 9. 2 ; Cod. iii. 35). [The Roman law of damage to

property is fully discussed in a commentary on The Title of the Digest, "Ad
Legem Aquiliam" (ix. 2), ])y Grueber ; Clarendon Press, Oxford, 188G.]

Arage.—A term used to signify services by horses, or carriage by

horses, due by a tenant to his landlord.

Arbiter is a person voluntarily chosen by parties to decide a dispute

or difference finally between them. There is practically no limitation to

the kind of dispute which may be so referred. Nor is there any practical

restriction as to the persons who may competently act as arbiter, or, in tlie

case of more than one arbiter being appointed, as oversman. Balfour,

indeed, states {PracticJcs, folio ed., 1754, 412) that "all persounis that

ar not forbidden be the law, may be arbiteris ; sic as all fremen, not beand.

under the hand or power of ane uther ; and it is requirit that he quha sail

be arbiter be of gude brute and fame "
; and in enumerating those who may

not be arbiters, though chosen by consent of both the jDarties, he specifies

" bondmen or slaves," women, " ony persoun wod or furious," or " alluterlie

deif or dumb," and minors. But there are now no bondmen or slaves in

Scotland. As to women, there seems to be no reason to doubt that a woman,

whether married or not, may competently act as arbiter, if parties choose to

select her for the office (Bankt. Inst. i. 23. 14 (p. 455) ; Bell on Arbitration,

2nd ed., 1877, p. 128). The " wod and furious " are obviously ineligible. The
" alluterlie deif or dumb," though not perhaps necessarily disqualified from

acting as arbiters, are unlikely in practice to be selected for that office.

It was decided in the year 1582 {Gordon, Mor. 8915) that a minor may
competently act as arbiter ; but the abstract question seems to be of slight

practical importance. The office of arbiter being of an honorary character,

an arbiter has no legal claim to be remunerated, apart from previous

stipulation with the parties {/{'ennedj/, Jan. 20, 1819, F. C, and Faterson,

Feb. 19, 1819, reported in note io Kennedy; Henderson, 1867, 5 M. 628

;

More, Notes, G Iv. ; Bell on Arlitration, 312 ct seq.).

By referring a disputed matter to arljitration, the parties exclude

themselves from the ordinary jurisdiction of the Courts of Law in regard to

the merits of the dispute. " The parties have chosen their own judge ;
and

so far as his decision has been honestly given, they must submit to it,

whether it be according to law or not" (per Lord Watson in Holmes Oil

Co., 1891, 18 R (H. L.) 52, at 55). " I never heard that it was ultra vires

of an arbiter to form a wrong opinion " (per Lord Glenlee in Spearman,

1828, 6 S. 645). This should be carefully borne in mind by those who
intend to go to arbitration. The powers and duties of an arbiter, as

regards the conduct of the reference, and the acceptance or rejection of

evidence, are dealt with under Arbitkatiox {q.v.). His duty is to duly

inform his mind upon the matter, by such metliods as he considers most

suitable, and to dispense even-handed justice to the parties to the best of

his ability. Upon no account must he proceed beyond the scope of the

submission. An arbiter may Ije disqualified from acting l)y any circum-

stance tending to bias his mind, and to prevent him from dispensing equal

justice to both parties, e.g. if he has a patrimonial interest in the matter,

adverse to that of one of the parties, and favourable to that of the other.
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Such an interest would disqualify him, though it was unkno\\ii to both

parties at the date of submission; it was his duty to disclose it, before

accepting otlice ; and a fortiori if known to the party in whose favour

the interest tended, and unknown to the other. Again, it has been held

incompetent for a person to act as arbiter, after he has been examined as

a witness h)V one of the parties (IHcLson, 1&70, 8 M. oGG). An arbiter

who identities himself with one of the parties, by taking an active interest

in the prosecution of his claim, will be held disqualified (M'Doiifjall,

1894, 22 R. 71). ]>ut it is no bar to a person acting as arbiter that he is,

in the knowledge of l>otii the parties-suljmitters, in the employment of one of

the parties, c.(/. as engineer or architect, or in some (jther otlicial position.

Such cases are familiar in practice, and in the reported decisions (Rell

on Arbitration, 130 ; Fhipj^s, 1843, 5 D. 1025 ; Mackenzie, 1861, 24 D.

251; Trousdale, 18()4, 2 M. 1334; Trousdale, ISOo, 4 M. 31). An advo-

cate is not disqualified from continuing to act as arbiter by his promotion to

the Bench {Fisher, 1844, G D. 1286). That case contains certain obiter dicta

adverse to judges taking up arbitrations, though there is no law against

this. It appears from an old case (Montrose, 1639, "Slov. 14155) that one

party may ccjmpetently constitute the other as arbiter in the dispute

between them, but the case is not likely to recur in practice. Any objec-

tion to the competency of an arbiter, or to his conduct in the arbitration,

or to the competency or propriety of the proceedings, must be timeously

stated,-otherwise it will be rejected {Jolniston, 1817, 5 Dow, 247; Dreu\

1855, 2 Mac([. 1). An arbiter who has accepted ottice is bound to go on

with the matter, and issue his award, unless he can show good and

sufficient reasons for declining to act. He is not entitled to renounce

capriciously {Marshall, 1853, 15 D. 603; Ersk. Inst.iy.Z. 30; Bankt. iv.

45. 133). Lord Cuuninghame, in Marshall's case, observed (at p. GOG)

:

"What shall be deemed a sufficient cause must clearly depend on the

specialties of each particular case, and the Court will not probably scan

the objections " (of the arljiter) " critically when they occur, as the leaning

of the law must be always to liberate a conscientious man from a duty

which he feels, on reasons satisfactory to himself, that he cannot discharge

with propriety." The Court of Session alone, and no inferior Court, has

jurisdiction to compel a recalcitrant arbiter to proceed with his task

{Forbes, 1886, 13 R. 465). Unless in exceptional circumstances, the

appropriate procedure in such a case is by way of action in the Outer

House, and not by a summary petition addressed to the nobile ofUcium of

one of the Divisions of the Comi {Watson, 1895, 22 R. 362). The latter

course, however, may apparently be competent in certain circumstances.

" I do not say that a sunnnary petition to compel arbiters to proceed in a

submission is, on the face of it and necessarily, an incompetent proceeding.

It may quite well be that, when some specific duty is plainly and immedi-

ately incumbent on an arbiter, the Court may be asked by summary

petition to order him to do it ; and the mere fact that an ordinary action

would lie for the same purpose, would not necessarily exclude the com-

petency of the application" (per L. P. Robertson in Watson, ut supra,

at p. 366).

An arbiter appointed to assess the pecuniary amount due by one party

to the other is entitled, and in certain cases it may be his duty, to separate

the items in his award in such a way as to make clear what part of his

award applies to each of the items included in it ; so that the Court, if the

matter be brought before it, and there is reason to think that in respect of

any particular item the award cannot stand, as being ultra fuics or other-
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wise, may reduce the offending item, and sustain the rest of the award

(see Dumbarton Water Commrs., 1884, 12 E. 115, per L. E. Inghs,

at p. 120). Or, when questions of law are raised before such an arbitei-,

he may pronounce alternative findings, to meet the various views of the

law which may be taken, and to enable the Court, when it has decided the

legal question, to give effect, in the light of tluit decision, to the finding of

the arbiter upon the question of amount. (This course is exemplified in

Aijr Harbour Trs., 1883, 10 E. (H. L.) 85 ; ^'^shet Hamilton, 1886, 13 E.

710 ; Lord Blantyrc, 1888, 15 E. (H. L.) 56 : Flcminrj, 1895, 23 E. 98.) See

Arbitration ; Am'ahu ; Oveksman.

Arbiter, in Roman La^V.—In Eoman law, an arbiter, as

opposed to a judcj:, was a judge who liad power to pronounce a decision

according to the principles of bona fides and as might seem fit in the

particular circumstances of the case. From the distinction between judex

and arbiter, there arose the division of actions into judicia and arbitria.

Either a single arbiter might sit, or several arbitri might be associated

together. Arbitri might be appointed by a magistrate, or they might act

under a private agreement Ijetween the parties to a dispute {arbitri ex

compromisso). Instances of matters submitted to arbitri may be found in

Difj. 10. 1. 2. 3, the division of common property ;
Dig. 5. 1. 53, the settlement

of accounts ; Dig. 8. 2. 11, a dispute as to the height of a neighbour's house.

The expression arbitrium boni viri, or arbitratics boni viri, is frequently

used to denote a standard of fair judgment—in other words, in the sense " as

a good man would judge fit." The deahng of a usufructuary with the subject

of usufruct (Dig. 7. 1. 13. 6); the punishment of a slave {Dig. 47. 10. 17. 5) ;

the compensation for damage done to property {Dig. 17. 2. 76), are

examples of the very diverse sul)jects to which this standard of proper

conduct or fair judgment was in use to be applied. In cases of doubt

whether the standard had been conformed to, the most ready test naturally

was to subject the matter to the decision of a good man, who should take

account of all the circumstances.

An important application of the principle is in sale, in which the price

of the subject sold was frequently left to be determined by a third party.

An agreement that the price should be fixed by the valuation of a third

party, who must be named (Cod. iv. 38. 15), was effectual if he actually

fixed a price
; but if such third party could not, or did not, make a valuation,

the agreement to sell was avoided {Dist. iii. 23. 1). The principle of the

Eoman law, that the piice may be left to the decision of an arbiter, has

been adopted in Scotland {e.g. Earl Selkirk, 1778, Mor. 627). The
law of Scotland, indeed; goes further than the Eoman law {Dig. 18. 1. 35. 1

;

Cod. iv. 38. 13), and allows the amount of the price to be referred to one

of the contracting parties.—[Stair, i. 14. 1 ; Ersk. iii. 3. 4 ; Bell, Prin. s. 92
;

Lavarjgi, 1872, 10 M. 312. See Eothier on Scde, s. 24 et seq. : and Sale of

Goods Act, 1893, 56 & 57 Vict. c. 71. ss. 8, 9.]

Arbitrary Punishment.—Certain crimes are punishable by
a fixed or determinate punishment ; in others the judge may impose an

arbitrary or discretionary penalty. In the case of a capital offence the

judge has no discretion : he must pronounce a determinate sentence—that

of death. Mitigation of this sentence can be effected only by the exercise

of the royal prerogative of pardon.
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The judge may also be bound by Statute to impose a certain jienalty as

the punishment of the statutory oflenee. AVhere the comnnjn or Statute

law permits the imposition of an arbitrary i)unishmeut, the judge has the

widest discretionary powers as to the extent of this. The gravity of the

oHence and the character of the criminal determine the severity of the

sentence. It may range from a mere reprimand to penal servitude foi-

life. R)ut it can never extend to capital punishment.

The tendency of modern times has been to mitigate the severity of

l»unishnH'nt for crime. Under our former law, not only munlcrers, but also

hal)itual thieves, heretics, and those convicted of what were then described

as " high and atrocious crimes," were punished capitally. Now, the

l)unishment of death is limited to treason, murder, and attemi»ts U) murder,

under 10 Geo. iv. c. 38 (oO & 51 Vict. c. 35, s. 5G). The punishnu'uts

of scourging, torturing, standing in the pillory, being set in the st(jcks, in

the jugs, or on the cuck-stool, being transported beyond seas or banLshed

from Scotland, are now almost entirely unknown. In addition to the

l)unishment of death, crime may now be punished by penal servitude, which

was substituted for transportation by 20 & 21 Vict. c. 3, and 27 iK: 28 Vict,

c. 47. Penal servitude may be fen' life, or for any period not less than three

years (54 & 55 Vict. c. 69, s. 1). Imprisonment, with or without hard

labour and solitary confinement, is another form of punishment for crime.

In a few cases imprisonment may be for four years, but sentence for a

longer period than two years may seldom Ijc pronounced. The punishment
of whipping is sometimes imposed, either in addition to imjirisonment or

by itself.

Trilling offences are usually punished by the exaction of a fine. The
})unishnient of juvenile offenders may proceed under 17 & 18 A'ict. c. 86,

and 23 & 24 Vict. c. 105, which empower magistrates to pronounce a

sentence of whippnig, or under 29 & 30 Vict. c. 117, which authorises the

seclusion in a reformatory of boys convicted of serious offences. The Acts
rt^gulating the municipal government of large cities, such as Edinburgh
and Glasgow, and General Police Acts, such as the General Police and

Improvement (Scotland) Act, 1862 (25 & 26 Vict. c. 101), and the Burgh
Police (Scotland) Act, 1892 (55 & 56 Vict. c. 55), set forth a list of offences

whicli may be tried summarily in the local Courts. These Statutes also

declare tiie penalty projjcr to each offence ; but, while the .judge may not

legally impose a penalty in excess of the statutory one, he has, in virtue of

the Summary Jurisdiction (Scotland) Act, 1881 (44 & 45 Vict. c. 33, s. 6),

large powers of mitigating these penalties.—[Hume, ii. 481 : Alison, ii. 664;

jMacdonald, 17; Anderson, Crim. Law, 3. 9.] See Admonition: Punish-

ment.

Arbitration.—Arbitration is the voluntary and contractual sub-

mission by parties of any matter or matters in dispute between them to

the amicable and final decision of a person or persons in whom they repose

confidence. The practice of arbitration is undoubtedly of great antiquity,

and in Scotland has for centuries bulked largely in the active business-

life of the country. There is practically no limitation to the nature or class

of questions which may be referred. The reference may be made by formal

or informal writing, and apparently, in small and unimportant mattei's,

even verbally {Ferric, 1824, 3 S. 113; Otto, 1871, 9 M. 660). But, as

reaards the last class, "it mav probablv be said with truth, that the chief111
practical instruction derivable from the books, with respect to verl>al sub-
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missions and awards, is little else than this : that they ought, in prudence,

to be aA'oided altogether" (Bell on Arbitration, 2nd ed., 1877, 57).

Informal references are of constant occurrence in the busy life of the

mercantile world. In such cases it is not necessary to have a regular

deed of submission, nor a stamped decree; a mere letter, neither holograph
nor tested, has been held to be a valid and sufficient award {Dykes, 1869,

7 M. 357). Similarly, an opinion of counsel, though neither holograph nor

tested, is binding upon the parties who have agreed to submit a question to

him as referee {Frascr, 1850, 7 Bell's App. 171).

Deed of submission.—The formal reference is constituted by a contract

to refer, which is called the deed of sul)mission. It contains, in the first

place, a clause defining—and this ought to be dt)ne with special care and
accuracy—the nature and scope of the question which is referred to the

amicable decision, final sentence, and decree-arbitral to be pronounced by
the arbiter or arbiters chosen by the parties, wdiose names should be stated,

and upon whom is usually conferred the power to appoint an oversman,
whose decision, in the event of the arbiters differing in opinion, shall be
final. Sometimes, how^ever, the oversman is named by the parties them-
selves. ^Vhere no oversman was named in the submission, and no power
given to the arl)iters to name one, it was held that the proceedings would
prove al)ortive if the arbiters differed in opinion, unless the parties con-

sented to a nomination {Merry & Cuninghame, 1860, 22 D. 1148 ; af!d.

18G.3, 1 M. (H. L.) 14). But the Arbitration (Scotland) Act, 1894 (57 & 58
Yict. c. 13), provides (s. 4) that " unless the agreement to refer shall other-

wise provide, arbiters shall have power to name an oversman on whom the

reference shall l^e devolved in the event of their differing in opinion.

Should the arbiters fail to agree in the nomination of an oversman, the

Court " [which means (s. 6) " any Sheriff having jurisdiction, or any Lord
Ordinary of the Court of Session "] " may, on the application of any party

to the agreement, appoint an oversman. The decision of such oversman,
whetlier he has l)een named by the arbiters or appointed by the Court,

shall be final." The deed of submission next sets forth the powers of the

arbiters to recei^e claims, to take such probation as they may think

necessary, by writ, witnesses, or oath of a party, to decern for expenses,

and so forth. When power to award expenses is not expressly conferred

upon an arbiter, it has been decided that he has, by implication, such a
right (Fcrrier, 1843, 5 D. 456 ; 1845, 4 Bell's App. 161). An arbiter has no
power to assess damages, unless he is empowered to do so expressly (3IaeIcoy,

1893, 20 IJ. 1093, and cases there cited). The deed of submission next
specifies the time witliin which, subject to prorogation, the decree-arbitral

is to be pr(»nounced. AVhen the time is left blank in the deed, it has been
held that it is limited to a year and day (E. of Dunmore, 1829, 7 S. 595

;

but see Ersk. iv. 3. 29; Bell (m Arhitration, 179, note 3). A power
to prorogate should 1)0 inserted in the deed. Without power, express or

inijilied, an arbiter cannot prorogate the submission (Bell on Arbitration,

177; Goivans, 1859, 21 D. 403). The parties may prorogate it, either

expressly, or impliedly by acting and pleading under it after expiry of the

term specified {Peiul, 1867, 5 M. 613). After the submission has expired,

no decree-arbitral can ])e issued, and this has been decided even in a case

when the arbiter had c(jme to his decision, and issued notes of his proposed
award, prior to the expiry {Lany, 1855, 2 Macq. 93). The next clause in

the deed of submission is that by which the parties bind themselves, under
a stipulated penalty, to implement the award. Provisions usually follow to

the effect that the submission shall continue in force, in the event of either
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party's death, a<^ainst his lieirs and roprcsentatives ; and that, in case no final

deeree-aibitral shall I'dIIow on the sulmiission, any idoltation which may have
been taken in it shall lie held and received as legal, in any further submis-
sion by the parties. The former of these provisions is important, because,

at conniioii law, and in the absence of any stipulation to the contrary, a sub-

mission generally falls by the death of either of the parties-submitters

(Ersk. Imt. iv. 3, 29 ; Bell on Arbitration, 299). Hut this general rule

does not apply when one of the parties to the submission is a trust, though
one or more of the original trustees may have died before decree is pro-

n(junct'd, nor where the reference is purely executorial of a contract, e./j. in

regard to fixing the price in a contract of sale {Alexander's Trs., 18S3,

10 II. 11S9; U. of Sclkirl-, 1778, IMor. 727, /.c. ; Caledonian liwxj. Co.,

18G0, 3 Macq. 808). Lastly, the deed of submission should bear the con-

sent of parties to registration, for preservation and execution, of the deed

itself, and of the prorogations and decree or decrees-arbitral to follow

thereon, in order that they may be the warrant, if necessary, for summary
diligence. The last portion of the clause is important, for if the

consent to reijistration is not made to extend to the decree, no diligence

can be done upon it, because an arbiter has no jurisdiction, and the power
to enforce the decree by diligence depends entirely upon the consent of

parties to its registration (Ersk. lad. iv. o. 31 ; Bell on Arhitration

,

358).

Ancillary siihnissions.—It is very common in practice to insert, in

contracts of various sorts, a clause referring to arbitration—frequently to

the arbitration of the engineer, architect, or other official of one of the

contracting parties—the decision of claims or disputes arising in the

execution of, or in connection with, the contract. The books are full of

cases where such clauses have been pleaded as excluding the merits of the

dispute from the consideration of the Court, and the point has been argued,

in reference to each particular clause which has been brought before the

Court, whether the words import a reference purely executorial of the

contract, i.e. confined to matters arising within the period of its duration,

or are intended to be conceived in a wider sense, and to embrace questions

arising out of the contract after it has, strictly speaking, been completed.

The distinction between these two classes of reference depends upon a close

attention to the words of the clause in each particular case, and the

decisions on the subject are not entirely easy to reconcile with one another.

A distinct illustration of the wider class is found in Maclcay (1883, 10 R.

104G). Lord Eutherfurd Clark there observed (p. 1050) :
" The contracting

parties may create a tribunal for settling differences which may occur in

the course of executing the works, and which has no other function.

l)Ut, of course, they may do more, and extend it to the decision of any
claim which may arise out of the contract. In this sense the reference is

not less executorial of the contract than when it is confined to the

settlement of questions which may arise during the execution of the

works." The more limited class of clause, where the reference has been

held to be merely executorial of the contract, in the narrower sense indicated

by Lord liutherfurd Clark, is exemplified in the cases of Pearson, 1859,

21 I). 419; M'Cord, 18G1, 2-4 D. 75; Tovqh, 1872, 11 M. 23G ; Kirkirood,

1877, 5 R 79 ; Saville Street Foundrij Co., 1883, 10 K. 821 ; and Beattie,

1883, 10 n. 1094. Li the last of these cases. Lord President Inglis, in

distinguishing the clause then inider consideration from that which was

considered in Maelay (ut si(pra), said (p. 109i')): "T really hope there will

be an end to cases of this class. A verv little care in the choice of
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language will prevent all ambiguity. Let partiet^ only distinctly express

themselves so as to mean that the reference is to cover every kind of claim

arising out of the contract, and the Court cannot interfere. On the other

liand, if they will nse language like that hi the clause here, let them clearly

miderstand
"^

that it is now settled law that such a clause covers only

questions which arise during the execution of the contract." The words

are salutary, and appear to have been of some effect, though similar clauses

have since occasionally been the subject of litigation, f.^. M'Alpine, 1889,

17 E. 113 ; Maclay, 1893, 20 II. 1003.

Bcfcrencc to arbiter unnamed.—lentil recently, the general rule of Scots

law was that an agreement to refer future disputes or differences, if and

when they shall arise, tn an arbiter or arbiters unnamed, or to a person

merely designed as the holder for the time being of a particular oftice, were

ineffectual, subject only to an exception where the agreement to refer (Bell

on Arhit ration, 87) "does not contemplate the decision of proper disputes

l)etween the parties, but the adjustment of some condition, or the liquidat-

ing of some obligation, contained in the contract of which such agreement

td'^sulimit forms a part." Examples of the rule niav be found in Ihtclianan,

1799, Mor. 14593 ; Tancred, Arrol, tO Co., 1890, 17 K (H. L.) 31; especially

per L. Watson, 36 ; Banisai/, 1884, 11 E. 527 ; Gilmour, 1891, 18 E. 1219;

cp. also Hamlyn & Co., 1894, 21 E. (H. L.) 21. Examples of the exception

to the rule are Lord Advoeate, 1891, 18 E. 397, and Merry v. Cuninghame,

1859, 21 D. 1337. But the law was altered by the Arbitration (Scotland)

Act, 1894 (57 & 58 Vict. c. 13), which provides (s. 1) that " from and after

the passing of this Act, an agreement to refer to arbitration shall not be

invalid or ineffectual by reason of the reference l)eing to a person not

named, or to a person to be named by another person, or to a person merely

described as the holder for the time being of any ohice or appointment."
_

Procedure in suhmissions is subject to no fixed rules, and necessarily

varies very much, according to the nature of the questions submitted, and

the means of knowledge possessed by the arbiter in regard thereto. In

formal and important arbitrations it is usual to appoint a clerk, who is

responsible for the process, and frequently acts as legal assessor or adviser

of the tribunal. Written pleadings', by way of a claim and answers, or in

such other form as may be appropriate to the circumstances, are ordered

and lodged, and a record is made up upon these pleadings. Parties are then

heard, or such evidence is led as the arbiter may order, or the parties offer.

But in all cases the arbiter has very wide powers of discretion as to the pro-

cedure to be adopted, and as to the extent and mode of proof or other inquiry,

if any, which he may consider necessary. This is especially the case where

the question in dispute is a purely practical one, e.n. the valuation of farm

stock, and the arbiter has been selected by the parties as a person of reputed

skill and knowledge in regard to the matter in hand. In such cases the

arbiter is clearly entitled to control and limit the extent and nature of the

])roof, and even to decide the matter without proof at all, though evidence

may be tendered by one or both of the parties, so long as, by inspection or

otherwise, he takes proper means of informing his mind, so as to pronounce a

just determination. An arbiter is entitled, if he considers it necessary for

his own proper information, to require; and obtain assistance from a man
of skill, e.g. an engineer or a valuator, or to consult counsel {Caledonian

Evjy. Co., 1860, 3 Macq. 808; Bell on ArUtration, 223 and following).

" An arbiter is not bound in all cases to receive evidence, whether it will

have any effect on his mind or not " (per Lord Chancellor Eldon in Johnston,

1817, 5 Dow, 247, 264). On the other hand, the refusal by an arl)iter to
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receive proof where pXKjf is necesHary, iiiii\- aiiKuiiit to such misconduct of
the case, and want of fair dealinf^, as will invalidate the award; for "by
the ffreat principle of eternal justice ... it is impossible that an award
should stand, where tlic arbitrator heard one party, and refused to hear the
otber" (per Lord L-haiicellor Eldon, in Sliarpi:, ISl"., :j iJow, 102, 107).
The nature and limits of the discretion which an arbiter may exercise in
this matter will be fuither commented on in dealing with the jrrounds upon
whicli a decree-arbitral may be reduced by the ("ourts of Law. The books
ab(jund in decisions rt-lating to the matter. Many of these were ai)parently
decided upon specialties, but others contain valuable expositions of tin-

general principles whicli regulate the sul)ject. Among the best known and
most instructive cases are the following, viz. S/tftrj>c, nt .supra : Jo/inston, ut
siq)ra; Colquliuun, ISlio, :! S. 424; Spmnnan, 1828, G S.G4r); Als(on,'[S:'>0, 2 1).

248; Macdonald, 184:!, G D, 18G: Muuirray, 1848, 10 i). 1102'- MUckeU
1848, 10 D. 1297; Milhr, 1855, 17 D. 689'; Lcdbujham, 1859, 22 D. 245-
Holmes Oil Co., 1891, 18 l{. (H. L.) 52.

Dccree-arhitrcd.—The decree-arbitral, sometimes called the Aw Ai:i) {q.v.),

commences by narrating the submission, and the procedure which has
followed on it, including, where such is the case, the difference of opinion
between the arl)iters, and their devolution of the submission upon the
oversman (Ersk. IhhI. iv. 3. 29; Gordon, 171G, Mor. G55 ; Gardner, 1773,
Mor. G.ID)

; and then the arbiter, or oversman, as the case may be, states
that, being well and ripely advised, and having Clod and a good conscience
before his eyes, he gives forth his final sentence and decree-arbitral in the
terms stated, and h(> finds and decerns accordingly. It is thouglit that an
arbiter may, if he finds it expedient to do so, issue nn interim award, or
interim awards, before the stage arrives at which his final award is to be
pronounced (Lell on ArUtration, 263; Edin. & Ghmjovj Rinj. Co., 1840,
2 I). 48G). An express power to issue such awards is sometimes contained
in the deed of submission. They are inherently sul>ject to recall or altera-
tion by the final award. Even when an interim award is intended to stand
unaltered by the final award, it is probably better, and more regular, to
refer specially to it in tlie (inal award, and expressly reaffirm it. AVhen
the interim award is to I)e recalled or altered, that must be clearly expressed
in the final award; and in all cases where an interim award has been pro-
nounced, great care must be taken, in expressing the final award, to avoid
all risk of ambiguity or repugnancy, which might otherwise arise. An
arbiter is not bound, before issuing his award, to submit proposed findings,
or tlie draft award, to the parties; but it is very common in practice to do
so, and to allow parties, if so advised, to lodge representations, and
approval of such a course has been indicated by the Court {Baxter, 1836,
14 S. 549 ; M'Callum, 1826, 2 W. and S. ;544). An arbiter may competently
recall and cancel his award, though it has been formally executed and signed,
provided it lias not been issued to the parties, nor put upon record, and
that the submission still subsists. Questions of nicety sometimes arise as
to tlie point of time, at whicli an award can be said to have been issued to
the parties, e.r/. when it has reached the hands of the clerk to the reference,
but has not been actually delivered bv him to the parties (Macrae, 1885,
13 R.^2Gr>; Gra>/ ((' Woodroj^, 18^1,^5 W. & S. 305; MQaa^cer, 1859,
21 D. 794). A valid award, issued and delivered, is binding upon the heirs
and successors of the parties (Bell on ArUtration, 262).

Rednction of dccree-arlnfral.—The reduction of a decree-arbitral, if it has
been honestly pronounced, and if the arbiter has not proceeded ultra jines

compromissi, is no easy matter. Prior to the year 1695, such decrees
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appear to have been subject to review \\]nni their merits by the Courts of

Law in this country, so that they were liable to be set aside if, in the

opinion of the Court, the arbiter liad erred in fact or in law, though his

decree had been pronounced in ])erfcct lionesty, and without exceeding, in

any degree, the scope of the subnussion to him. This is not now law. By
the 25th enactment of the " Articles of Eegulation concerning the Session,

dated the 29th day of April 1 G95," and recorded in the Books of Council

and Session on 2ncl November in that year, it was declared " that for the

cutting oil" of groundless and expensive i)leas and processes in time coming,

the Lords of Session sustain no reduction of any decreet-arbitral that shall

be pronounced hereafter upon a subscribed submission, at the instance of

either of the parties' suljmitters, upon any cause or reason whatsoever,

unless that of corruption, bribery, or falsehood, to be alleged against the

judges-arbitrators who pronounced the same." These " Articles of Eegula-

tion" were made in pursuance of the Statute 1693, c. 34, which authorised

the issuing of a royal connnission for the regulation of judicatories, the

commissioners being empowered to make such orders, acts, and constitutions

as they should think just. The commissioners accordingly framed the

" Articles of Eegulation," which have prefixed to them a deliverance Ijy

King William iii., dated at Kensington on 25th April 1695, by which His

Majesty " approves and ordains the same to be put to execution, and to

have full force, strength, and etfect, conform to the late Act of Parliament

made thereanent; and ordains the same, together with this approbation,

both superscribed l>y his royal hand, to be recorded in the Books of Secret

Council and Session, and thereafter pul»lished and printed, that none

pretend ignorance." The xVrticles of Eegulation are thus of statutory force.

The three grounds upon which, in accordance with their terms, decrees

following upon written submissions may be set aside, are " corruption,"

" bribery," and " falsehood." In Adams (1890, 18 E. (H. L.) 1), a deathblow

was struck at the use of the phrase " constructive corruption," as a supposed

ground of reduction. The phrase, which is said to have originated with Lord

Thurlow, had crept into use in Scotland, but the learned Lords in Adams' case

repudiated, once for all, as a ground for the reduction of a decree-arbitral, any

other than actual "corruption," in the ordinarysense and meaning of the word.

Lord Bramwell (at p. 10) observed, in regard to the words "constructive

corruption "
: "I think that that and similar expressions are only used by

persons who have a desire to bring about a certain result, and do not know
how to do so by the use of ordinary and intelligible expressions." Lord

Watson, in the same case, examined (p. 9) the decisions which were alleged

to depend upon " constructive corruption," and indicated the true ground

of judgment in each instance. Thus, the well-known case of Alexander

(1869, 7 M. 492) really proceeded, not upon " corruption," nor upon the

Act of Eegulations at all, but upon excess of jurisdiction by the arbiter
;

while in Mitchell (1848, 10 D. 1297) the true prmciple of the judgment

was that the arljiter, in refusing to allow to one of the parties an oppor-

tunity of leading evidence, and in proceeding to decide upon the evidence

of one side alone, had "violated the principles of justice, and that justice

could not be done Ijctween the parties witliout setting aside his award." It

is important to remember that, apart altogether from the three grounds of

reduction specified in the Act of Eegulation, decrees-arbitral are liable to

reduction, if the arbiter lias exceeded his jurisdiction and wandered ultra

fines convpromissi ; or if, in the course of the arbitration, he has been guilty

of misconduct in disregarding " any one of the express conditions contained

in the contract of submission, or any one of those important conditions
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wliich the law implies in every suhinissioii " (per Lord ^\'at.sun \\\ Jilams
ut supra, at p. 8 ; see also Sharpr, 1815, 3 Dow, 102 : Hulmes Oil Co., 1891,'

18 11. (H. L.) 52). In other words, a decrce-arhitial will not he reduced
merely hecause the Coiirl dillers in (jpinion ircjm the arbiter upon the
merits, whether as regards fact or law, of the dispute submitted fur his
decision. U])on those matters the arl)iter is the judge chosen h\- ihe
parties, and his decree is final, and he is entitled, as has already been
explained, to a very wide measure of discretion as to the manner in' which
the proceedings are to be conducted, and a due knowledge of tiie whole ease
is to be brought to his mind. 15ut the decree will be set aside wherever it

can be shown that tlie arbiU'r lias l»een guilty of corruption, bribery, or
falsehood, in tiie blunt and ordinary signification of these words, oi- tbat he
has gone beyond the scope of the submission, or that he has violated either
any of the conditions expressed in the submission, or the essential principles
of justice and even-handed dealing between parties which the common
law holds to-be inij)lied in every submission. It is well settled law that,
when parties " have agreed to refer their dillerences to arbitration . . . you
cannot set aside the award simi)ly because you think it wrong. The
parties have agreed tliaf, it shall not be subject to the ordinary inodes of
appeal, and that it shall be final ; and that is, in nine cases out of ten, the
very object which they mean to attain by submitting their diflerences to
arbitration " (per Lord Chancellor Halsbury in Holriies Oil Co., v.t supra, at
p. 53). But it must be observed that the jurisdiction of the Court is not
wholly, and to all effects, ousted by a reference to arbitration. " It deprives
the Court of jurisdiction to inquire into and decide the merits of the case,
while it leaves the Court free to entertain the suit, and to pronounce a
decree in conformity with the award of the arbiter. Should the arbitration,
from any cause, prove abortive, the full jurisdiction of the Court will
revive, to the effect of enabling it to hear and determine the action upon
its merits. When a binding reference is pleaded in limine, the j.roper
course to take is either to refer the question in dispute to the arbiter
named, or to stay procedure until it has been settled by arbitration.
The latter course was adopted in Calrdonian Ewy. Co. v. Greenod- &
Wchujss Bay Ihvy. Co. (10 M. 892), where tlie reference was to arbiters
unnamed, but had been confirmed by Statute. I cite that case, not as
establislnng, l)ut as illustrating the rule of procedure, wliich was in
force long before its date "(Lord Watson in Hamlyn <b Co., 1894, 21 11

(H. L.) 21, at p. 25). (See also Levy & Co., 1883, 10 R 1134.)
Partial reduction of an award is competent, when the matter in which

the arbiter has exceeded his jurisdiction is sei)aral)le from the other matters
upon which he has decided, and if it is plain that the decision of the former
did not influence the rest of his award. Otherwise, the award, as a whole,
must fall, if the arbiter has, to any extent, proceeded ultra fines eompromi.-isi

{Groseit, 1739, Mor. 626; Kidd, 19 June 1810, F. C; Bcid, 1826, 5 S. 140;
Napier, 1844, 7 D. 166). "When a decree-arbitral has been pronounced,
including incompetent matter, the object of the decisions has been only to
correct what was wrong, if tlie decree can stand after such correction"
(Zain//, 1846, 9 1). 70, per L. J. C. Hope, at p. 74). But a decree-arbitral
is void if the arbiter has therein awarded, beyond his authority, anything
to the prejudice of one of the parties, which cannot be severed from what
he has lawfully awarded within the scope of his authority (Caledonian
Eicy. Co., 1800, 3 Macq. 808, per L. C. Westbury, at p. SQo).

An arbiter or oversman may competently be examined as a witness, in
an action to enforce or to set aside his award, and may be questioned as to
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what passed before liiiii in the proceedmgs previous to the issuing of his

award, and as to the matters which were presented to him for his considera-

tion, so as to ascertain wliether he took into account any matter which was

not properly within his jurisdiction under the reference. But it is not

competent to question liim as to what passed in his own mind when
exercising his discretionary power as to the matters submitted to him
{D. of Baccleuch, 1872, L. E. 5 E. and T. App. 418 : Glasrjow Citij & District

Bin/. Co., 188G, 13 E. 609).

Stat litorji a rh it rations.—Provision for arbitration is made by a great

number and variety of Acts of Parliament, for the settlement of claims or

disputes arising within their scope. It would be unprofitable to attempt

to treat of these in detail. The Statutes in regard to arbitrations between

masters and workmen are dealt with by Fraser (Master and Servant, 3rd ed.,

395 ct sc'j.). Arbitration is also provided for by Statute in the case of

Industrial and Provident Societies, Friendly and Building Societies (see

Pratt's Lair of Friend!// Societies, 12th ed.), in many of the Acts relating to

the regulations, rights, and duties of railway companies (see Ferguson's

PMilicaij lliijlds and Duties), in the Companies Acts, and very many others.

But the statutory arbitrations which are of most frequent occurrence, and
bulk most largely in practice, are those conducted under the machinery

provided by the Lands Clauses (Scotland) Act, 1845, which is adopted

by and embodied in the Eailways Clauses (Scotland) Act, 1845, and
is now commonly incorporated in the various private Acts promoted

by railway companies and others who require to take lands and heritages

compulsorily. The procedure in these arbitrations is usually conducted

in a formal manner : a clerk is appointed, a record made up, and a proof

led, frcijuently at great length. It is usual for the oversman to sit along

with the arbiters to hear the evidence. The witnesses are generally, and
should always be, put upon oath. The duty of the tribunal is confined

to assessing compensation. Questions of legal title are for the Court

to decide {Alexander, 1869, 7 M. 492; and see Arbiter, si'jvri). It

is competent to apply to the Court for interdict cd) ante against the

arbiters proceeding to entertain the whole, or any specific part of, the

claim; and interdict will be granted, if it can be demonstrated, on the

face of the claim, that it is, in whole or in part, clearly untenable or

non - existent, or that the arbiters are called upon to exercise powers
which they do not possess. In Glasfjoiv & S. W. Phioy. Co. v. Caledonian

Rwy. Co. (1871, 44 Sc. Jur. 29), Lord Neaves observed, p. 31: "It

is very often inexpedient to interdict an arbiter l)efore he acts. But it

is a perfectly competent form of procedure, and one which the Court will

adopt, to save the parties unnecessary expense and litigation, wherever,

as in the present case, it appears plain on the face of the matter that the

arbiter has no such power as that which he is called on to exercise."

This statement was quoted with approval by Lord President Inglis in

Dtirnharton Water Commrs. (1884,12 E. 115. See also Caledonian Bioy.

Co., 1879, 17 S. L. E. 192; Clyde Navigation Trs., 1883, 10 E. 910;

Glasyoio District Subway 6'o., 1895, 23 E. 81). "When promoters of an under-

taking enter upon ground compulsorily taken by them before the amount
of compensation due to the owner has been assessed, he is entitled to

•interest at five per cent, upon the amount ultimately found due to him,

from the date of such entry {West Highland Ilwy. Co., 1894, 21 E. 576).

Judicial reference is the submission to the final decision of an

arbiter of matter in dispute between parties in an action pending in

Court. Such reference may be made at any stage during the dependence
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of an action. The submission is constituted 1)y joint minute of parties,
which is revocable by either {Juid, 1841, o I). 11U2) until the Court inter-
pones authority to it, after which it cannot be recalled except by consent
of both parties. The powers and duties of a judicial referee are in general
the same as those; of an ordinary arbiter. A judicial reference is a "sub-
scribed submission," and the award following u])on it is therefore protected
by the Act of llegulatiuns from review by the Court on nuitters of fact or
law which fall within the reference {Mackenzie, 1840, '.', I). 318; Rofjcrso/i,

]H85, 12 I\. 583). When the referee's award is issued, it is lodged in the
process, and tlu; authority of the Court is interponed to it. In a case
where the authority of the Court had not been interponed either to the
minute of judicial reference, or to the award, and the action, for lack of
procedure in it, was dismissed, it was held that the reference and award
fell with the action, and that the award could not therefore be enforced
(Oll/o/i, 1859, 21 D. 243).

The Court of Session Act, 1850 (13 & 14 Vict. c. 36), contains a clause
(s. 50) intended to "extend the benefits of arbitration" by way of pro-
cedure, " in any cause before the Court of Session in which an issue is to
be tried," before an arbiter or arbiters, sitting as a jury, subject to the
right of taking exceptions, as in jury trials, and obtaining a new trial

upon the ground of such exceptions, but not in respect of the verdict
of the arbiter or arbiters being against evidence, or upon any other
ground implying miscarriage on the part of the "jury " alone. IJut there
does not seem to be any instance on record of resort being had to this

mode of procedure (Mackay, Manual, 323).
When parties to an action in Court have virtually constituted an

inferior judge an arbiter between them, the superior Court cannot com-
petently review ids interlocutor, which is practically an award or decree-
arbitral {Dijlccs, 18G9, 7 M. G03).

[On the subject of arbitration generally, see Bell on Arbitration, 2nd
ed., 1877; Ersk. Inst. iv. 3. 29, i. 2. 2 ; Stair, Inst. iv. 3. 1, iv. 2. 18;
Bankt. Inst. i. 23. 7-20; Mackay, Manual, 279 et scq., 414, 450, 649;
M. Bell, Conveyancing, 3rd ed., 366-87 ; Deas, laiu of Ilcdlicai/s.] See
also Arbiteu ; Award ; Oversman.

Aries.—See Earnest.

Armigcr; Scutifer; Esquire.—Originally the term denoted a
personal attendant of a knight. The esquire was a youth of birth, and an
aspirant for knighthood. The term is now used merely as a name of wor-
ship. It is not a name of dignity.

The following are entitled to be called esquires :
—

1. All the sons of peers and lords of Parliament, during the lives of their

fathers, and the younger sons of such peers, etc., after their father's

deaths ; the eldest sons of the younger sons of peers, and their

eldest sons in perpetual succession.

2. Noblemen of otlier nations.

3. The eldest (and perhaps all) sons of baronets.

4. The eldest sons of knights.

5. Esquires of the Bath, and their eldest sons.

6. Members of the Bar.

7. Provosts of burirhs while in office ; J.l'.'s while on the commission.

VOL. I. 20
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8. Persons filling any superior office under the Crown.

9. Persons styled es(]_uires by the sovereign in their patents, commissions,

or appointments.

10. Attorneys in colonies where the department of counsel and attorney

are united (Burke, Peerage, art. "Precedency").

The members of all the learned professions claim to be esquires

iu virtue of their being members of these professions. In unofficial

practice, the title is commonly bestowed on all otherwise untitled

"entlemen.

Armistice—Any agreement for the suspension of hostilities short

of a general truce or peace. A commanding officer is presumed to have

the power to make such agreements delegated to him by the sovereign

(see Halleck, International Lav:, ii. 311).

Armorial Bearings; Armorial Ensigns ; Arms ; Coat
Armorial ; Coat of Arms ; Heraldic Cognizances.—Originally

the distinctive devices worn by warriors on or over their armour, on

their banners, horse-clothing, etc.

At an early date, the nature, composition, marshalling, and right to wear

such devices were reduced to accordance with rules, and became indicative

of the rank, descent, family alliances, territorial dominion, feudal tenure,

office, etc., of the bearer of them ; and at the same time rights to exclusive

and undisturbed use of these devices became recognised.

" I define arms," says Nisbet (ch. ii.) :
" hereditary marks of honour,

regularly composed, of certain tinctures and figures, granted or authorised

by sovereigns for distinguishing, differencing, and illustrating persons,

families, and communities. These marks of honour being represented upon
shields, surcoats, banners, pennons, and other military instruments, and

ensigns . . . are now called arms, coats of arms, and armorial ensigns. . . .

The three principal ends of arms are (1) to distinguish the noble from the

ignoble, the worthy from the unworthy; (2) to difference the branches

and cadets of one and the same family
; (3) to illustrate persons, families,

and communities with ensigns of noble descent, and other addjtaments

of honour within and without the shield."

Armorial ensigns include (1) the shield, with the bearer's heraldic

devices on it, and (2) the crest on its wreath, and (3) the motto or mottoes.

They include also several additaments of honour—supporters, garter, badges,

etc., should the bearer of the arms have a right to any of these. He is

entitled also to display, above the shield and below the crest and wreath,

a helmet befitting his degree, and if he is a peer, his proper coronet.

Ladies' armorial cognizances, the Queen's alone excepted, have neither

crest, motto, nor helmet.

The power of granting arms is part of tlie royal prerogative (per L.

Eobertson in 3I'IJonncU, 1846, 4 S. 371), and is still exercised by the

sovereign, in special cases, and in granting those honourable augmentations

and additaments which can be bestowed by the sovereign alone. But the

granting, differencing, and registering of arms in ordinary have been con-

ferred by sundry Statutes on Lyon King of Arms (1593, c. 125 (c. 127

in Sma' Acts), 1672, c. 47 (c. 21 S. A.), 30 Vict. c. 17. See Kames,
Law Tracts, Courts, 2nd ed., 211 ; Beport of Commissioners of IT. of C. on

Office of Lord Lyon, 1822). In virtue of these Acts, no person possessing a
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hereditary ligliL to uniis may exercise it, unless tlie arms have been
registered by him, or one of his ancestors, in the Lyon Register; no cadet
is entitled to wear his ancestor's arms without a congruent difference
assigned to him by the Lyon ; no person may assume or use arms to
wiiich he lias no ancestral riglit, without the authority of the soverei'Mi
or Lyon King.

With Lyon resides the original jurisdiction in the granting of arms.
And in the case of an (jrdinary application for a grant of arms, liis

exercise of his power to grant or not to grant, and his selection of the
armorial bearings, marks of cadency, or other diirerences, which he assi'^ns

in the event of his granting the application, are discretionary and minis-
terial {Ciinin(jk(uiie, 1849, 11 D. llo'.)) If his decision involves no
infringement of right, the Court of Session will entertain no appeal or
reduction of ins decree {M'Uunjull, ut svpra).

A provision is common, in wills and deeds of entail, requiring the heir
under the deed to assume and use the name and arms of the maker of

the deed. How far it is competent to provide that one who is not the heir
shall assume arms which, by the laws of arms, are the natural hereditary
cognizances of the heir, is doubtful (Seton, .':!70 et sccj.)

; and the provision
might possibly be held to be sufficiently complied with were the heir
able to show that he had made an unsuccessful application to the
Lyon for the authority requisite to bear the prescribed arms legally.

Tiiere seems nothing in tlie case to oblige the Lyon to waive his discre-

tion to grant or refuse the application. In the case of Moir of Lcckie

(1794, Mor. 15537), in which the Court u])held the entailer's provision that
the heirs of the entail should assume the name and arms of Moir of

Leckie, there was no heir outside of the entail who could dispute their

right to such arms.

Where it was discovered that the entailer, who had made such a
proviso, had no arms, the Court ordered the heirs to oljtain from Lyon,
" arms of that description, descendible to the heirs of entail " {ib.).

The manner and extent to which the heir must carry out the directions

of the deed in assuming arms, are dependent solely on the terms of the
deed, and follow rules similar to those governing the assumption of the
ancestor's name. When the husljand of a female heir was obliged by the
entail to " assume, use, bear, and constantly retain " the entailer's " surname
and arms," he was found to have satisfied these conditions by prefixing the
entailer's surname to his own, and placing the entailer's arms in the second
and tliird quarters of a quartered coat in which his own arms occupied
quarters one and four {Hunter, 1882, 9 L. 492).

Arms once granted, whether by the sovereign, the L}-on, or I'arliamenL,

are the exclusive property of the grantee, and as such are protected to him
[Cuninghame, ut supra).

It is an infringonu'ut of the rights of the owner of a coat of arms, and
is a real injury to him, if another person assumes it. " By the civil law, he
who bears and uses another man's arms to his prejudice, vcl in ejus

scandalum ct y/nominiuvi , is to be punished arbitrarily at the discretion of

the judge ; but he who usurps his prince's arms, loses his head, and his

goods are confiscated " (Sir (i. jMackenzie, Science of Jlerahlr/f, tredtcd as

a 2mrf of the Civil Lau: and Law of Nations, 12). "Ileal injuries are

committed by hindering a man to use what is his own . . . by arresting

his goods unjustly, by wearing in contempt what belongs to another man
as a mark of honour" (Sir CI. ^Mackenzie, Zaus and Customs of Scotland

in matters Criminal, i. 30. 3). "Ileal injuries are connnitted l>v doing
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whatever may hurt one's person ... or may affect his honour or dignity,

as assuming a coat of arms or any mark of distinction proper to another

. . . and the offence is punislied arbitrarily by the Judge Ordinary, accord-

ing to the circumstances attending it, either by fine or imprisonment"

(Ersk. iv. 4. 81 ; see also Seton, p. 19).

The original jurisdiction to punish for contraventions of the law of arms,

or for redress of' wrong in a matter of arms, or in a competition as to right

to arms, resides in the Lyon Court, and apjioal from his decision lies to the

Court of Session {rrocurator-Fmal oj the Lijon Court, 1778, Mor. 7656, per

cur. in M'Donnell, ut supra). But if the arms claimed have been already

granted by the Lyon, and decree pronounced by him, the claimant must

seek his remedy in an action of reduction (ih.).

Popular actions being unknown to our law, no appeal or reduction of a

grant by Lyon will be heard save at the instance of a competitor claiming

the arms in question {M'Donnell, ut supra).

The validity of a patent of a coat armorial granted by Lyon must be

challenged in the regular way, before it can competently be called in

question as a side issue in a declarator of irritancy on the ground of contra-

vention of a condition of an entail {Hunter, ut sujwa).

The Court of Session will inquire whether Lyon has differenced

an applicant's shield with a true mark of cadency where the provisions

of an Act of Parliament required it, but it will not prescribe the mark

of cadency which lie is to adopt {Cuninghame, ut supra). See Lyon
Court.

Unauthorised assumption and use of arms creates no right or property

in them; it is a statutory offence, rendering the user liable to a tine of

£100 Scots, and the escheat of all articles on which the arms appear (1672,

c. 49). See Lyon Court.

The presumption omnia antiqua rite acta esse operates, however, as

regards the fine and escheat, in favour of the wearers of arms which they

cannot prove to have been registered, if the arms were in use by their

ancestors earlier than the earliest extant register of arms {Procurator-Fiseal

of the Lyon Court, 1778, Mor. 7656). But it does not absolve them from

registering these arms under the Act of 1672 {ih.).

By the Licensing Acts, a sum of two guineas is payable annually by

persons who display armorial bearings on a carriage. One guinea is

leviable if the arms, though not placed on a carriage of any sort, are used

or worn in any other way. These taxes are exigible irrespective of the

wearer's right to the arms he uses, or whether the crest, or coat alone, or

the whole atchievement, is displayed ; and payment of the tax neither

creates nor proves any right to the arms in respect of which the payment

is made.

Armorial Ensigns of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain (and Ireland).—See Flag; Seals.

Army.—Before the institution of a standing army, Military law

existed only in time of war. On the outbreak of war, articles of war were

issued by the Crown or the Commander-in-Chief, under authority from the

Crown, given in his commission. The liill of Eights (1 Will. & Mary, sess.

ii. c. 2) declared the institution of a standing army in time of peace without

the consent of Parliament to be illegal. In 1689 the first Mutiny Act.
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<1 Will. & Mury, c. 5) was passed, Lhi; preamble of which expressly declared
" that tiie raising or keeping of u standing army within tin- kingdom, in

time of peace, unless it be with consent of Parliament, is against law," and
these words have now been transferred into the annual Act which brincrs

the Army Act into force. From 1G89 to 1878, with the exception of short

period.s, annual .Mutiny Acts were passed. Till 1712 the Mutiny Acts did

not extend to the Queen's dominions abroad ; but in that year power was
given to the Crown Ln make articles of war for the regulation of the army
in Her Majesty's dominions Ijeyond the seas in time of peace, in 180."5 the

Mutiny Act and statutory Articles of War were extended to the army
within or without the Crown's dominions (43 Geo. ill. c. 20). In 1879 the

Army Discipline and Regulation Act (42 & 43 Vict. c. 33) was passed,

consolidating the provisions of the ^Mutiny Act and Articles of War made
under the authority of that Act. This Act was repealed and re-enacted

witli certain amendments, by the Army Act of 1881 (44 & 45 Vict. c. 58),

which, in order to become effective, requires to be brought into operation

annually by a separate Act. The annual Act specifies the number of troops

to be maintained for the current year, and introduces any amendments
which may be necessary in the principal Act.

The Army Act, Queen's Regulations, and Array Orders form the code

of Military law by which the army is governed. Part i. of the Act deals

with discipline, including crimes, punishments, and courts-martial ; Parts

II. and III. with regulation, including enlistment, billeting, and imi)ressment

of carriages ; and Part iv. with miscellaneous provisions, including pay,

exemptions, offences in respect of forces, evidence and jurisdiction. The
Royal ]\Iarines have now been made subject to the Act except wdien on
the books of a Queen's ship. The discipline of troops embarked as

passengers in any of Her Majesty's ships is regulated by an Order in

Council of 6th Feb. 1882. Soldiers can be tried and punislied for offences

against the ordinary criminal law as if they were civilians. A soldier

while in the service cannot change his domicile or his parish of settlement.

If he marries without the consent of the military authorities, his wife will

not be provided for by those authorities, nor can he be punished for desert-

ing or neglecting to maintain his wife or family ; but special provision has

been made to compel him to maintain his wife and family or illegitimate

child, and a certain sum may be deducted from his pay for that purpose

(Army Act, s, 145). Certain restrictions are imposed upon a soldier's

creditors ; these, however, do not affect the soldier's private property, but

only his person, pay, or military equipment (Army Act, s. 144). An officer

or soldier cannot legally charge or assign his pay or pension. An ofticer

or soldier on actual military service is entitled to make, as to his moveable

estate, a nuncupative will. Officers are not required to pay licence duty

for any servant who is a soldier and who is employed in accordance with

the regulations of the service. Officers on full pay are exempt from

serving on juries, and they are prohibited from joining the directorate of

any public or private company, without the consent of the Connnander-in-

Chief (Queen's Regulations, s. 6, par. 10). Officers and soldiers, if on the

roll, are entitled to vote at parliamentary elections, and, if themselves

elected, to attend the House of Commons.—[See Manual of Militaiy Iaiiv

(War Oftice, 1894); Clode, Military Forces of ike Croicn; Vvait, Miliiari/

Zaiv; Tovey, Militarij Laiv; Stephen, Commentaries, ii. 612; Dicey, The

Constitution.'] See Billeting ; Commission; Courts-Maihial: Desektion :

Exlistmext: Fuklougii ; Impressment of C.viuuages : ;Milit.\i;v Lani'S

Act; Militia; Volunteers; Yeomankv.
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Arrangement, Deed of.—See Deed of Akrangement;
Sequestkatiox.

Arrest.—See ArpREiiRNSiox of Criminal.

Arrest on Civil Diliffence.^See Civil Imprisonment.

Arrestee.—The person in whose hands an arrestment is used.

See Arrestment.

Arrestment and Furthcoming,—JV.iruj^it of Aj?/?£st-

MENT.—The dihgence of arrestment is defined by Erskine (ii. 6. 2.) as the
" command of a judge, by which he who is debtor in a moveable
obUgation to the arrester's debtor, is prohibited to make payment of his

debt or perform his obhgation, till the debt due to the arrester who uses

the diligence be paid or secured." There are three parties to an arrest-

ment, viz. the arrester who lays on the arrestment, the arrestee in whose
hands the arrestment is used, and the common debtor, likewise called the

principal debtor, who is debtor to the arrester and creditor of the arrestee.

The diligence is of two kinds, according to the grounds on which it

proceeds.

1. When the debt is liquid, arrestment is made in execution.

2. When the debt is future or contingent, or is that of a claimant whose
jus crediti is not yet established by decree, arrestment is made in security.

The former diligence is an attachment of moveables or of a pecuniary

fund for satisfaction of the debt ; the latter is an attachment till security

shall be found that, in the event of the arrester's debt being liquidated, the

fund or moveables arrested shall be made furthcoming to satisfy it.

Whether the arrestment be in execution or in security, the arrester's right

is only made real when decree of furthcoming is pronounced.

Warrant.—The warrant to arrest is the authority either of the Court

of Session or of an inferior judge. When of the Court of Session, it

proceeds

—

1. On a warrant contained in letters of horning. A charge need not be

given on these letters in order to render arrestment competent (
Weir, 2

Feb. 1814, F. C).

2. On special letters, which may be obtained from the Court by bill,

the creditor exhibiting his ground of debt, which must be liquid, though
it need not be registered. When a foreigner procures these letters, they

must, to be competent, bear the concurrence of a mandatary {Johnston,

23 Jan. 1813, F. C).

3. By arrestment on the dependence. By sec. 16 of the Personal Diligence

Act, 1838 (1 & 2 Yict. c. 114), warrants to arrest may be inserted in the

will of summonses before the Court of Session, and, by the Sheriff Court

Act of 1853, in petitions before the Sherii'l' Court. (See also Sheriff Court

Act of 1876, Schedule A).

4. By the Personal Diligence Act of 1838, warrants of arrestment may
be inserted in extracts of decrees of both the Supreme and the Sheriff

Courts. The Act of Sederunt of 1839, regulating procedure in the Sheriff

Court, authorises tlie Clerk to issue precepts of arrestment on production of
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a petition with pecuniary conclusions ; and by Act of Sederunt, as well as

by sec. 19 of the l*ersonal Diligence Act, any warrant or precept of arrest-

ment granted by any Slicrill" may be executi'd witliin the territory of any
other Shcrilf on being indcjrsed l)y the SherilV Clerk of such other sherill-

dom (see s. 18 and ss. 153-G of the A. S.) ; and tlie precept of arrestment

may be issued by the Clerk at any time till the process has ceased to depend
before the SheriH".

Arrestment on th(t dependence is competent even after the case lias

been appealed to the House of Lords {Juhnston, '!?> Jan. 181:], F. C). When
the defender is resident abroad, the summons must l)e preceded by an
arrestment ad jurisdictioncm fandandam to render arrestment uw the

dependence competent (Jiniram^, (J ^lar. 1821, F. C).

By sec. 17 of the Personal Diligence Act of 18o8, arrestment on the

dependence is competent before executing the warrant of citation,

provided the latter shall be executed against the defender within twenty
days after the date of the execution of the arrestment, and the summons
called in C(jurt within twenty days after the diet of com]»earanee ; or, when
the expiry of twcnity days after tlie diet of compearance falls witliin Vacation,

or previous to the first calling day, in the session next ensuing, provided

the summons be called on the first calling day next tliereafter ; and if the

warrant of citation sliall not bo executed, and the summons called as stated,

the arrestment shall be null, without prejudice to the validity of any
subsequent arrestments. This enactment has been extended to the Sheriff

Court by A. S. 1839, s. 154.

Arrestments on the dependence are incompetent if the summons
contain no pecuniary conclusions, as in purely declaratory consistorial

or recissory actions. The summons must conclude for money presently

due, not for a debt future or contingent, unless the debtor be xergcns ad
inopiam or in mcditationc fnfjcv, in which cases the arrestment should

proceed by bill, to give the defender an o])portunity of answering before his

funds are arrested {Symingtun, 1875, 3 U. 2Ur» ; J!arm, 1879, 7 E. 355 ; James,

188G, 13 E. 1153). Arrestments have been sustained in practice, when used

on the dependence of a summons of divorce which contained conclusions for

accounting to the pursuer for his or her rights as the injured spouse. The

arrestment covers expenses of process and interest on the principal sum
sued for {May, 1825, 4 S. 79 ; AtDonald, 1825, 3 S. 344) ; but not the

expenses of the arrestment itself {Symington, ut sujjra).

Application by bill for letters of arrestment must be made " (1) where no

warrant to arrest has been inserted in the summons ; and (2) though a

warrant has been inserted,where arrestment has not been used before citation

;

or where there has been no citation williin twenty days from the date of

execution of the arrestment, or where the summons has not been called

within twenty days of the diet of compearance or the first calling day in

the session next ensuing ; when the expiry of the last-mentioned twenty

days falls in Vacation, the Personal Diligence Act, 1838, provides that the

arrestment shall be null, without prejudice to the validity of any

subsequent arrestment duly executed in virtue of said warrant (s. 17).

Perhaps, under the saving clause at the end of this section, it might still be

competent to arrest on the dependence of a summons containing a warrant;

but as this has not been decided, it would be safer in these cases also to

proceed by bill and letters" (:\lackay, Manual, 19). (.".) Arrestment in

security upon a liquid document of debt before the term of payment, on tiie

ground that the debtor is cciycns ad inopiain.

Arrestments may be executed in the hands of a person furth of
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Scotland, by delivery of a schedule of arrestment at the office of Edictal

Citations (Personal Diligence Act, 1838, s. 18). Under the Sheriff Court

Act, 1876, s. 12 (5), an arrestment shall be ineffectual when the schedule of

arrestment shall not have been personally served on the arrestee, unless a

copy of such schedule shall also be sent to the arrestee at his last known
place of abode through the post by the officer serving the same, who shall

certify in his execution that he has done so, stating the address to which

the copy has been sent. The warrant to arrest is executed by leaving in

tlie arrestee's hands, if within Scotland, a schedule or short copy, and

returning an execution, either indorsed on the warrant or separately,

bearing that his arrestment was duly executed. If the arrestee is furth of

Scotland, the arrestment is executed by delivery of a schedule at the office

of Edictal Citations at Edinburgh ; but in such case the arrestee is not

interpelled from paying to the common debtor, unless he, or those having

authority to act for him, were previously in the knowledge of the arrestment

liaving been used {Leslie, 6 S. 165 ; 19 & 20 Vict. c. 91, s. 1). But justifiable

ignorance on the part of the arrestee may excuse him even if he be in

Scotland. Thus the arrestee, before the arrestment, remitted to his agent a

sum to pay a debt due at the place where the agent resided, and thereafter

left home. An arrestment was used at his dwelling-house. The agent

thereafter paid the debt, and it was held that the arrestee, who was ignorant

of the arrestment till too late to stop the payment, was not liable in

second payment (Laidlaw, 1838, 16 S. 367, affd. 2 Bob. App. 490). An arrest-

ment executed neither personally against the arrestee nor at his dwelling-

house, but only at the counting-house of a company of which he was a

partner, was held inept (Sharp, 1822, 1 S. 314). The execution is null

unless the messenger and the witness sign it, and are named and described

in it (1681, c. 5). The copy delivered to the arrestee must be signed by
the messenger, and liear the date of the execution and the name and
description of tlie witness (1693, c. 12). But this Statute, while prescribing

these requisites, does not contain any express declaration of nullity.

Arrestment being a diligence, the omission of anything essential in the

execution, the incorrect description of the debt, or the omission of the

requisites of the above Act (1681, c. 5), will be fatal (Bell, Frin. s. 2277).

An erroneous execution may be replaced by a correct one before

being produced in judgment {3fccy, 182.5, 4 S. 79). Warrant to arrest a

ship was granted on summary petition to the Inner House in special

circumstances, the circumstances being that a bottomry bond had been

granted over a vessel by the master, that the bond was not paid, and that

the holder was proceeding to raise action upon it against the master. The
vessel had put into Leith, and the bondholder, being unable in the circum-

stances to arrest it on the dependence, and being apprehensive that it

might be removed beyond the jurisdiction, presented the petition (Lucovieh,

12 K. 1090).

Subjects Arrrstablr.—All moveable goods belonging to the common
debtor in the possession of third parties may be arrested. Household furniture,

liowever, in the occupation of a tliird ])arty as tenant of a furnished house

renited from the common debtor, has been treated as an exception to this

general rule. All moveable debts due to the common debtor, whether pure

or conditional, are also arrestable, as also are the following:—Arrears of rent

or interest; claims in respect of moveal)le subjects, though their validity or

extent may depend on the issue of a suit, seeing they are transmissible by
voluntary assignation ; ships, by an ordinary warrant of arrestment (Clark,

15 D. 750). The arrestment is made by fixing the copy to the main mast
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if the ship is masted, and chalking above it the royal initials. If it is not

masted, the copy is fixed to tlie stern. The arrestment was held good
tliough the debtor's name did not appear on the register {Bell, 1 M. 183).

Aiicstnifut used by the piivate crecUtor of the part-owner of a shi]»

authorises detention of the ship till s(!curity is granted to the extent of

the debtor's interest {M'Aulay, 6 IMaich ISIM, F. C). Shares of ships

(Zwcowc/i, ?«< SM^jm), and shares in companies {Jiorjesson, 5 R. (II. L.) 215),

are arrestable. A l)en{'ficiary's interest in a trust estate, if moveable, may
be arrested in the hands of the trustees, though the estate itself C(jnsists of

land or other heritable property, and is not turned into money (Lmrmont,

4 M. 540). Arrestment of a trust fund must be made in tlie hands of a

(luorum of trustees (Black, 8 S. 3G7). All bonds on which seisin has not

been taken, and wliich have therefore not been made jjroperly heritable,

are arrestable. This was so held for lessening the expense of diligence to

creditors ; but the rule applies only to contracts and obligations, and does

not cover adjudications, wadsets, or other personal rights to land which are

not debts pro]ier ( 1 G44, c. 41 , revived 1 GO 1 , c. 51 ; Stcivart, Mor. 705 ; Lachltart,

]\lor. 701). Where the bond is moveable, or when it is heritable, Ijut is in-

complete through no seisin having been taken, an arrestment will carry the

wliole capital sum, the past interest, and all future interest until payment.

But where the bond is heritable, perfected by seisin, tlie capital sum is not

touched by the arrestment, which only secures the interest wliich is already

due, or which has become current at tlie time of the laying-on of the arrest-

ment. A bond due to a wife was lu'ld not attached by an arrestment,

which was held to have secured only the past and current interest

(Cliinics Crs., Mor. 713). The price of heritable subjects vested in trustees

for behoof of creditors {Grurson, 1780, Mor. 759), or for behoof of legatees,

may be arrested {Douglas, 1796, Mor. 16213). Past-due interest upon an

alimentary debt by him at whose expense the aliment was supplied

;

ministers' stipends {Hale, 1736, Mor. 711 ; Zearmonth, 20 1). 418); the salary

of a professor {Laidlaw, 1801, Mor. Arrestment, App. No. 4); of an extractor

of the Court of Session {Miller, 11 July 1827, 5 S. 926); of the rector of an

academy {Murray, 11 S. 599); of a pursuivant-at-arms {Moinet, 11 S. 348): a

clerk's salary in municipal offices {M'Intyre, US. 658), are arrestable. The

Court will consider the circumstances of the common debtor, and, while sus-

taining the arrestment, may do so under reservation of a reasonable aliment.

As to army and navy pay, see 47 Geo. iir. c. 25, s. 4; 19 & 20 Vict. c. 79, s. 140.

Arrears due to officers in the army are arrestable {Broclic, 1715, Mor. 700),

but not half pay. Macers' fees {Ciaininrjham, 3 B. S. 393) ; the dues payaltle

to the principal keepers of the rarliament House {Holiday, 1773., ]\lor. 729)

;

conditional debts, for the condition after it is purified acts retro to the date

of the ground of debt (Ersk. iii. G. 8; Marshall, 10 D. 328); contents of a

policy of insurance during the life of the party insured. If he dies before

another premium falls due, the arrestment is ell'ectual ; but it is not settletl

what is the effect of the arrestment after another premium has fallen due

{Slraclian, 13 S. 954; BankharcU's Trs., 9 M. 443). The rule that the arrestee

must have possession of the subject arrested when the arrestment is laid on,

sutlers exception in the case of an insurance broker, premiums being arrestable

by the insurer's creditors in the hands of the broker, though he has not, in fact,

received them {Pitcairn, 7 Feb. 1809, F. C). Rents and interest so far as

current only are arrestable, because what falls due afterwards is accounted

future debt ; but an arrestment used between ;Martinmas and Whitsunday

in the haiuls of a tenant atleets not only the past-due rent, but that which

does not become payable till Whitsunday, for its term is current, because it
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has begun to run as from Martinmas, and therefore it is accounted a present

debt {Livingston, 1795, Mor. 7G9). This principle appHes in regard to all

termly payments, however short {Smith c5 Kimuar, 9 D. l.'-]4-4). But arrest-

ment on the term day will not atlect the half-year's rent then ensuing,

that day being considered as the last day of the preceding term ( U'right,

1802, Mor. 15919 ; Pindar, 1824, 3 S. 69). Where the conventional term
of payment is postponed beyond the legal term, the arrestment of rents is

regulated by the latter {Ilandiiside, 15 Jan. 1813, F. C). When annuities

due to widows are arrestable, there is no current term, because whether any
annuity shall fall due to her at the next term after the arrestment depends

on her surviving that term. lUit the arrestment was sustained where the

widow actually survived the next term {Corse, 1705, Mor. 767).

All debts in which the debtor is personally .bound are arrestable.

But arrestment cannot attach debts whereof the term of payment has

not yet come, " for it is presumable that the debtor has got the term
of payment postponed, from a view that he may in the intermediate

time have a free administration of his whole estate, and thereby raise

a fund sullicient for the payment of his debts " (Ersk. iii. 6. 10). But
if the debtor be vcrgens ad inopiam, arrestment for security may be

used on a future debt {L. Pitmcdden, 1678, Mor. 813). It may also

proceed when the debtor is in mcditationc ftigoi, or when there are other

special circumstances calhng for the exercise of the Court's discretion

{Smith, 6 K. 1107 ; Burns, 7 E. 355). Future or contingent annuities

may be arrested {Macdonald, 15 Jan. 1811, F. C. ; Bell, Com. i. 338;
ii. 73).

Subjects not Arrestable. — Bills and promissory notes, which
pass from hand to hand like money, are not arrestable (Bell, Cum. ii. 71,

72; Mor^, 1766, Mor. 12259). Sums destined by the granter for a

special purpose cannot by arrestment be inverted, contrary to the granter's

intention, to any other use {BaiUic, 1674, Mor. 703; Wight's Trs., 3 D.
243 ; Mags, of Dundee, 1 M. 701). Upon this ground, alimentary rights

for the personal subsistence of the grantee thereof are not arrestable

{Urquhart, 1738, Mor. 10403; Hartey, 2 D. 1095; Smith, 17 D. 778).

]jut the person who has furnished the alimony may arrest the past-due

interest : and the fund, in so far as it is in excess of a fair aliment, is

available to other creditors {Livingstone, 14 E. 43). Annuities to ministers'

widows and sums to their children under the Statutes establishing the

Widows' Fund (19 Geo. in. c. 20, s. 78). Annuities due to the widows
under this Statute cannot be assigned before the term of payment
(Mackenzie, 1791, Mor. 10413) ; but annuities under the Schoolmasters'

Widows' Fund are arrestable {Lrvine, 7 S. 317 ; but see 9 & 10 Vict. c.

226). Servants' wages are not arrestable (see 1 Vict. c. 41, s. 7, whereby
the wages of labourers and manufacturers, so far as necessary for their

subsistence, were declared not arrestable ; and 8 & 9 Vict. c. 39, whereby
all arrestments of wages on the dependence of small debt summons are

illegal).

By 33 & 34 Vict. c. 63, wages of all labourers, farm-servants, manu-
facturers, artificers, and workpeople, are free from any arrestment, except

in so far as they exceed twenty shillings a week, or unless the diligence

is used in virtue of decree for aliment, rates or taxes, and sets forth the

nature of the debt {MMurch/, 15 E. 375). Pensions granted by the

Crown, because they are alimentary (A. S. 11 June 1613; Bell, Com. i.

128), and salaries annexed to Crown offices, and to all offices in so far as

they amount to no more than a reasonable allowance for the decent
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support of lliosu wlio !ii(! nunied to tliein, also being alimentary, are not
arrestable.

Future debts, i.e. debts not due by the arrestee till after the execution
of arrestment, are not arrestable. Claims which depend on the issue of ;i

suit are not considered as future debts, and therefore they are arrestable :

for the sentence, when pronounced, goes back to the pjeriod at which tin-

claim was first founded {Wanlrop, 1744, Mor. 48G0).

An obligation (uL fadunx 'prKslanduvi is not arrestable (Jihitkvood,

1702, Mor. GSi); lloi^s, 1712, Mor. 090). ArrestnuMits can only attach a

debtor's interest tanium d tale as it stands in him (C/iamhcrs 7V'.s., 'j R.

(If. L.) 151).

/a- whose Hands Ah'REsrMExr may be made.—The subjects to

lie arrested must not be in the hands of the common debtor. They must
be in the possession of one indebted to the connnon deljtor. A leading

jjrinciple in this connection is that tlie arrestment must not be u.sed in

the hands of one indebted to the common debtor's debtor (Rell, I'rin.

s. 227(5). Any one who is bound to account to the common debtor, as a

trustee or a jiulicial factor, is one in whose hands arrestment can be

used ; and arrestment is competent in a trustee's hand although the

estate be heritable, provided the common debtor's interest in the trust

fund be moveable {Lcarmont, 4 M. 540; ('haniber.^' Trs., 5 R. (H. L.) 151).

Arrestment is not to be nsed in the hands of a pupil or an idicjt, but

in tlie hands of his tutors and curators (Ersk. iii. 0. 4). An arrest-

ment was held inept, whicli was used in the liiiuds of two out of six

trustees, a majority of the trustees having been declared to be a quorum
(JJlack, 8 S. oG7). "It is usual to serve schedules of arrestment on all the

trustees; and this form, whether necessary or not, ought to be observed,

as the most efl'ectual means of interpelling the trustees from paying to

the beneficiary" (M'Laren on 1 Fills, 851).

Arrestment may, however, be used in the liands of a minor. If tlie

person in whose hands arrestments would be used have connnitted the

general management of his ahairs to commissioners, arrestments may
be used in their hands, but not in the hands of a mere factor or steward,

who is debtor to his employer, but not to the common debtor (Campbell,

1752, Mor. 742). I)y sec. o of the Mercantile Law Amendment Act.

1856, a seller of goods was permitted to arrest the same while in his

own hands or possession, but this is repealed by the Schedule of the Sale

of Goods Act, 1893 (56 & 57 Vict. c. 71). See the substituted provisions

in sees. 38 to 43 of tlie Act.

Arrestments may be used in the hands of coryiorations as well as of

indivitUials ; in the case of incorporated joint-stock companies, by using

them in the hands of the treasurer or manager, or in the hands of the

managers and directors (see Macdonald, 9 R. 211): in the case of com-

panies registered under the Companies Acts, by arresting in the company's

hands at their registered ofllce (Companies Act, 1862, s. 62): in the ca.se

of railway companies, in the same way at the principal oHice, or in the hands

of the secretary, or, if tlnre l)e no secretary, of one of the directors.

Arrestment in tlie liaiuls of the agent of a branch bank was found

inept (Ersk. iii. 6. 5). But, as a general rule, a beneliciary under a trust

who has raised an action against the trustees for payment of money alleged

to be due to hiin under the trust, is not entitled to use arrestments on the

dependence, so as to prevent the trust funds coming into the hamls of the

trustees.

Goods cannot be arrested in the hands of a servant, clerk, or steward of
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the comiuoii debtor ; but where tlie common debtor had placed the goods

in the hands of his law agent, and had gone abroad animo remanendi, they

were held arrestable, though not removed from the client's house (Broivn,

13 D. 149). Arrestments" in the hands of law agents of the proceeds of

a bond due to a client were sustained {Telford's £xr.,4:M. 3G9). Funds

consigned in Court may be arrested in the clerk's hands, but only subject

to the orders of the Court (Pollock, 6 D. 1297). When the Court had

granted special warrant to a party to uplift a sum consigned in bank upon

a petition to that effect, an arrestment by an agent in the process in the

hands of the bank of a part of this sum was held incompetent {liennie, 10 D.

223). Arrestments of the landlord's furniture in the hands of the tenant of

the house is incompetent {Davidson, 1784, Mor. 761). Arrestment may be

used in the hands of one employed to recover payment of bills, or to sell goods,

or to recover money, for he is under obligation to do diligence and to

account (Bell, Com. ii. 74). When goods have been appropriated to a specific

purpose in the hands of another, or where they have been consigned to an

agent for the benefit of others, to whom notice is given so as to complete

their right, arrestment is incompetent. And where goods were consigned

with instructions to pay certain creditors named, who agreed to accept

payment, the arrestment was bad {Stalker, 1759, Mor. 745). An arrestment

is ineffectual if the arrestee is not in actual possession of the funds, e.g. a

consignee before the goods have come into his hands, or a factor who has

sold and delivered goods but not received payment (Bell, Covi. ii. 75). When
one has not the custody or possession of the goods, although he may have

complete power over them, an arrestment in his hands will be bad. But

the arrestment will be sustained if the goods are in the possession of his

servant as his mere hand {Ranter, 1733, Mor. 736).

Effect of Arrestment.—Arrestments interpel the arrestee from

making payment to the common debtor, but arrestment on the dependence

of an action is personal to the arrestee, and his heir requires to be inter-

pelled by another arrestment, otherwise he may with safety pay to his

creditor. But an arrestment continues to affect the subject after the death

of the arrestee, and a furthcoming may be raised upon it against the heir

while he holds the fund, and an arrestment after the arrestee's death in the

hands of the heir is postponed to one which had been used in the hands

of the ancestor {E. Aberdeen, 1738, Mor. 775). Arrestments continue in

force after the death of the common debtor, but an arrester before the death

who had not obtained decree of furthcoming was postponed to a creditor

who, after the death, had confirmed the debt arrested as executor-creditor

to the deceased {Carmichael, 1742, Mor. 2791 ; Wilson, 1823, 2 S. 383).

But an arrestment before the debtor's death is preferable to a later arrest-

ment also before the delator's death, though the latter be followed by the first

decree of furthcoming, and likewise to an assignation not intimated during

the debtor's life (Bell, Com. ii. 72). An arrestment for a Crown debt

transfers to the Crown, preferably to all other creditors, all right to and

interest in the arrested fund competent to the Crown debtor, to such extent

as may be requisite to satisfy and ])ay the entire debt due to the Crown, in-

cluding interest and expenses, and the arrestee may pay without furthcoming

(19 & 20 Vict. c. 56, s. 30). An arrestment subsists after the death of the

arrester, who arrests for his heirs as well as for himself. The arrestment

subjects the arrestee to a claim for the value of the arrested fund if he

part with it, but it does not entitle the creditor to vindicate it from third

parties who have acquired it hand fide. Arrestment used on the dependence

remains in force after a decree of absolvitor where an appeal has been taken
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t(j th(j House of Lords (Coimfcss of Ifaddliujton, 1822, 1 S. 362). ]iut the
Court there recalled on ec[uituble considerations arrestments used after

the decree of absolvitor. Wherever a decree is suspended, arrestments on
it may be loosed tliough laid on before the suspension {]VlLit<\ 1741, Mor.
802). A trustee, after arrestments have been used in his hands, is not
entitled to make advances to the truster {Bank of Sfotlaad, 1820, 4
S. 811). AViien arrestment to found jurisdiction has been used, and tlie

foreign owner has thereby been made a party to the process, the arrestment
is spent, and the arrestee is no longer, as in a question witli the arrester,

under any obligation to retain in his hands tlie moveables which the
arrestment allected {North, 17 11. (H. L.) GO). It has been held that a
single arrestment is not a sullicient ground for raising a multiplepoinding,

and that the proper remedy of the arrestee is a sus^jcnsion of a threatened

charge {Mitchdl, 8 ^I. 154 ; but see Dill, 12 11. 404). As to arrestments in

bankruptcy, see Bankuuptcy, and the Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act, 18.JG

s. 12.

Breach of Arrestment.—If the arrestee, nothwithstanding the

arrestment, make payment or delivery to the common debtor, he will l»e

lial)le to pay the debt over again to the arrester, and is liable criminally

for breach of arrestment. In Inrjlis (5 M. 320), a breach of arrestment was
held to be not quite parallel with a breach of interdict, but might still be
treated as a contempt of Court.

FuRTHCOMiXG.—Au arrestment is only inchoate diligence. Though
it is not merely prohibitory like an inhibition, yet it is a step of diligence

which, to be completed, requires a furthcoming, which is an action raised

by the arrester against the arrestee to have him ordained to make the

subject or debt arrested furthcoming. It is competent both in the Court
of Session and in the inferior Courts. A furthcoming may be raised in any
Sherifi" Court to whose jurisdiction the arrestee is subject, although the

common debtor may not reside within such jurisdiction (Sheritl Court Act,

1876, s. 47; Small Debt Act, 1838, s. 9; Debts Eecovery Act, 1867, s. 6).

The common debtor as well as the arrestee must be called as defender,

and the grounds of action are (1) the debt due by the common debtor to

the arrester, (2) the arrestment, and (3) the debt due by the arrestee to the

common debtor. The conclusions are that the arrestee and common debtor

for his interest should be ordained to make furthcoming, payment, and
delivery of the sum owing by the arrestee to the common debtor, and
arrested in his hands by the pursuer, or of so much thereof as will pay
the debt and the expenses of the arrestment. There may be a conclusion

for warrant to sell arrested goods, and to apply the proceeds in extinction

of the debt. The expenses of the furthcoming cannot be made good out

of the arrested subjects (3/«//, 1825, 4 S. 76), but the pursuer gets

decree therefor against the common debtor. The pursuer nuiy, however,

obtain decree against the arrestee for the expenses occasioned by his

opposition. The sum recovered from the arrestee includes the original

debt, interest from the date of arrestment, and the expenses of constituting

the debt and arresting.

The pursuer must have as his title a decree or other liquid ground of

debt {Ci(7ini)if/hame, 15 S. 687). Both the arrestee and the common debtor

nuiy lodge defences, as well as any person having an interest in the subjects

arrested. The arrestee is not allowed to dispute the debt due by the

common debtor to the arrester {Houston, 11 D. 1490), but he may plead

the invalidity of the arrestment, or that no subjects have been arrested

in his hands, or that the common debtor has not been duly rallied. He
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may, in short, plead every defence against the arrester which he could

have pleaded aoahist the common debtor. He has an interest to see that

the common debtor has been 'made a party to the proceedings, and may

])lead that the debt in respect of which the arrestment proceeded was not

duly constituted against the common debtor, on the ground of the latter

not being subject'to the jurisdiction of the Court {Smith, 5 S. 7).
^

" The

arrestee may refer the existence of the debt to the common debtor's oath,

unless he is bankrupt or the arrester's right is founded on an intimated

assii^nation " (Mackay, Manned, :381). The arrestee may deny that he is

indebted to the common debtor, and, according to Erskine, may refer this

defence to the common debtor's oath, which will be etfectual against the

arrester (Ersk. iii. 6. 16). The common debtor may defend on the ground

that the arrestment is invalid or that he is not indebted to the arrester.

The procedure in a furthcoming is the same as in an ordinary action.

Decree completes the arrester's right to the sul)jects arrested, and excludes

all co-creditors from poinding them afterwards. The decree, whatever the

nature of the subject arrested may be, is a judicial assignation to the

arrester of that subject even before' the sentence is carried into execution

(Ersk. iii. 6. 17).
^ ^

CoMPETiTiox OF Arrestments.—Preference is given to the first m
date, even though the difference be of hours only, provided the precise

hour's are marked in the executions. But wdiere two arrestments were

used on the same day, and the execution of one bore that it had been laid

on between six and eight p.m., and the execution of the other did not

specify any hour, the former was, in the absence of proof, preferred {H&rtz,

:17 Sc. Jur. 3G5). If the prior arrester, however, neglects to prosecute his

diligence for such a time as may reasonably infer the abandoning of it, he

lose's his preference, and a subsequent arrester who has obtained decree of

furthcoming will be preferred. Three years was held not to be such mora

as inferred abandonment {Lktcr, 1787, Mor. 824). Preference is given to

arrestments in the order of priority " whether the arrestment be on the

dependence, or on a decree, or for debts not yet due, or on debts already

payable, provided dependency shall have been closed, or the debt have

become payable l)efore the issue of the competition " (Ersk. Frin. iii. 6. 9).

CoMPE TiTioN DETWEEXARRESTEES AXD A ssicxEES.—An assignation

granted by the common debtor, and completed by intimation before arrest-

ment, is preferable to the arrestment, because the intimated assignation

divests the common debtor ; but where the arrestment is used before intima-

tion, the arrester is preferred to the assignee, because the arrestment renders

the subject arrested litigious, after which it cannot be affected by any

^oluntary deed of the debtor (Ersk. iii. 6. 19). If the intimation is of even

date with the arrestment, they are to l)e preferred pari passu if the hour

in which they were respectively used do not appear.

Recau. axd Restrictiox of Arrestmexts.—The Lord Ordinary

before whom any summons containing warrant to arrest shall be enrolled,

or before whom any action, on the dependence whereof letters of arrestment

have been executed, has been enrolled, and the Lord Ordinary on the Bills

in vacation, on petition duly intimated to the pursuer (to which petition

answers may be ordered) may recall or restrict such arrestment on caution

or without caution, and dispose of the question of expenses, and his judg-

ment shall be subject to the review of the Inner House by a reclaiming

note lodged within ten days (Personal Diligence Act, 1838, s. 20). By sec. 21

of the same Statute, the Sheriff from whose books a warrant of arrestment

has been issued, on petition duly intimated to the creditor, may recall or
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restrict such arrestment on caution (jr witliout caution, provided that the

.Sheriff shall allow answers to he given in to the said petition, and shall

proceed with the further disposal of the cause in the same manner as in

summary causes, and his ju(l<i;ment shall In- subject to review in the Court

of Session. The arrestment njuy be recalled on caution or without caution.

The caution may guarantee that the sul)jects attached in the hands of the

arrestee shall be nuide furthcoming, or that the; debt sued for, witii interest

and ex})enses, shall Ije paid if found due. When the arrestments are loosed,

the arrestee may safely pay to his creditor. This remedy is probably

available only to the common debtor. The arrestee, it is thought, has no

right to it, his remedy being to await and defend the action of furthcoming.

In Vincent (5 li. 4M), the petitioner, on the averment that arrestments

had been wrongously laid on, the goods arrested having been sold and
delivered to him by the common debtor before the date of the arrest-

ments, petitioned for their recall. The respondent averred that the sale

founded on was not bond fide, but was simulated with the object of defeating

his diligence. It was held that the question truly being whether the

arrestments were valid or not, could not be tried in a petition for recall, but

only in an action of furthcoming. The Lord President observed :
" The

petition contains allegations of fraud, and involves a proof at large. Such a

question can only be tried in the furthcoming, which is the appropriate

action for deciding all such questions. In an application of this kind we
must be able to say that arrestments should never have been used at all, or

else to say that they should be recalled on caution being found. We cannot

allow a proof."

The Personal Diligence Act of 1838 requires that the petition for recall

be duly intimated to the pursuer, but in special circumstances intimation

may be dispensed with {Mdlis, 1872, 9 S. L. Pt. 630). Arrestments may be

recalled by a letter under the hand of the arresting creditor, and cannot after-

wards be revived so as to compete with a second arrestment {Einnr), May
A Co., Dec. 1813, F. C). A third party is not entitled to obtain recall of arrest-

ments on the dependence of an action, on the ground that the subjects

alleged to have been arrested truly belonged to him. If the fund arrested

belong to the common debtor, then the arrestments are valid, and ought not

to be recalled. But if the fund l)elong to the petitioner, then the arrest-

ments in no way al'lect him, and there is therefore no need to recall them,

for they do not touch the fund. A petition for recall of arrestments always

assumes that they have, been well laid on, so as to attach certain specific

debts, or the debts generally which the arrestee may owe to the common
debtor, and the Court is prayed to interfere as a Court of Equity to prevent

an oppressive use being made of the arrestments {Brand, 20 Pt. 29). In

JIuchanan (9 E. 926), Lord Eutherfurd-Clark expressed the opinion that the

word " enrolled," under the 20th section of the Personal Dihgence Act, 1838,

above referred to, im])lied that defences in an ordinary action must be

lodged before the petiliou can l)e presented. In the same case the Court

disapproved of the making up of an independent record on a separate

petition, holding that the proper course was to make a motion in the cause.

A petition for recall of arrestments may competently be presented to

the Inner House (Matthew, 21 D. 18), even when the process depends before

a Lord Ordinary, for the Act of 1838 in conferring power on the Lord

Ordinary to recall arrestments did not deprive the Inner House of the

jurisdiction previously possessed by it (Hart, 3 M. 336). In cases of great

urgency, tlie Court may be moved to recall arrestments before defences are

lodged. When arrestments are recalled, expenses must either be obtained
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or reserved; and when an interlocutor was pronounced recalling the

diligence and allowing extract, without disposing of or reserving the

question of expenses, it was held incompetent to move for expenses either

in the petition or in the relative action (Dohhic, 10 M. 810). When arrest-

ments are rightly laid on, the expenses of using the arrestments do not

enter into the expenses of the original action. Each party must bear his

own expenses in getting the arrestments out of the way. When the

defender tenders the sum decerned for and the expenses of the action, that

must be accepted as a satisfaction of the decree. The arresting creditor

is not bound to discharge the arrestments voluntarily, or to grant a letter

which will entitle the arrestee to pay or hand over the sum arrested, and

is not liable in the expenses of the proceedings which the defender may
have to take for that purpose (i^oy, 18 E. 717). The matter of the expenses

of a petition for recall is in the discretion of the Court. The Court

recalled arrestments of a ship to the effect of allowing the ship to sail, upon

the petitioner, who was a mortgagee in possession, consigning a sum

sufficient to cover the claim of the arrester as a surrogatum for the ship

(Stetcart, 10 E. 382). In .WPhcdron (16 E. 45), the Court recalled arrest-

ments of a ship, and prohibited further arrestments, on the petitioners

iinding caution or consigning a certain sum. As to loosing of arrestments

under^the Small Debt Act, see 1 Vict. c. 41, s. 8; and under the Debts

Eecovery Act, see 30 & 31 Vict. c. 96, s. 5. The Court of Session may
loose arrestments laid on by an inferior Court {Drummond, 12 S._ 454).

A cautioner in a general loosing of arrestments, being a cautioner y-M^-ica^^iWi

solvi, is entitled to the privileges of an ordinary cautioner, and may plead

that the claim of the arrester against the common debtor is not well founded

{MacDovjjaU's Tr., 3 M. 68). Mackay, Manual, 577, gives the following cases

illustratintf the grounds which will justify the recall of arrestments:

—

Hamilton, 12 D. 745; Ncilson, 24 D. 956; Cullcn, 24 D. 1280;

Marfarlane, 40 Sc. Jur. 189; MacdonakVs Trs., 9 S. L. E. 72; Wilson,

3 E. 18 ; SymiiKjton, 3 E. 205.

Wrongous use of Arrestments.—As a party is entitled to raise an

action to recover payment of a debt, so he is entitled to use arrestments

for the same end. A party complaining of the arrestments as illegal

cannot recover damages unless he show that the arrester acted mahciously

and without probable cause. As arrestments are obtained without special

averments in support of the application for them, damages are not due

unless the diligence is irregular, or has been used maliciously and without

probable cause ; whereas in the case of a warrant for the use of particular

diligence, such as interdict, requiring special averment in the applicati()n

for a warrant, it is enougli to show that the diligence was wrongful or

illegal, without showing that it was exercised maliciously and without

probable cause {Wolthekkcr, 1 M. 211 ; Kenncdij, 5 E. 302). Damages may
be recovered wliether the arrestment be on the dependence, or in execution,

or to found jurisdiction. If an arrestment is used without warrant, or if

the warrant be used against the wrong person, the complainer may recover

damages without showing malice and want of probable cause, or even

special damage, seeing he has sustained a legal wrong.

Prescription of Arrestments.—Arrestments for sums not exceeding

£12 prescribe in three months unless from time to time renewed (1 Vict.

c. 41, s. 6, extended by 16 & 17 Vict. c. 80, s. 26). In all other arrest-

ments the period is three years. The period was originally five years, the

Statute 1609, c. 9, providing that any arrestment "already used upon the

ground aforesaid shall prescribe within five years of the date hereof, and
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tliat all arrestments used or to be used upon dependence of actions sliall

likewise prescribe within five years after sentence is obtained in the said
actions, if tlie said arrestments be not pursued or insisted in within that
time." By the Personal Diligence Act, 1838, s. 22, the period was reduced
to three years.

The necessity for " pursuing or insisting on " arrestments within the
three years received forcible illustration in the case of Jameson (14 E. G43).
Tliis period is reckoned from the date of using arrestment, in the case of

arrestments in execution, and from the date of the decree in the action,
when raised on the dependence of such action.

Arrestment jurisdictionis fundandce causa.—The general prin-
ciple of the law is aetur scquitar forum rei, but a foreigner may be
subjected to the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court by the use of arrest-
ments ad fuiKlandaiii jurisdidioncm. By the Sheriff Courts Act, 1877, s. 8
(4), the Sheriffs jurisdiction is extended to any action against a foreigner,
provided (1) that such action would be competent in the Court against a
Scotsman subject to the jurisdiction thereof, and (2) that a ship or other
vessel belonging t(j such foreigner, or of which he is part owner or master,
shall have been arrested within the sherifrdom.

The Court thus expressed itself in Cameron (IG S. 907): "It is not
necessary to inquire on what principle the custom is founded of arresting'

moveables to found jurisdiction against their owner, being a foreigner. It
is i»lainly in opposition to tlie general doctrine both of the Eoman law and
modern jurisprudence, both of which admit the maxim, 'odor scquiturfonun
rei' It was borrowed in Scotland from the law of Holland, where, as Voet
observes, it had been introduced contrary to principle, from views of expedi-
ency, and for the encouragement of commerce."

The arrestment may be by warrant of the Sheriff, or by letters passing
the Signet on a warrant from the Bill Chamber. The arrestment should
be used before the action is raised. It is not enough that it be executed
before defences are lodged (L. Watson in North, 17 t\. (H. L) GO explain-
ing Walls Trs., 15 R 359).

It was in one case held enough to sustain the arrestment that there
was primd facie evidence of funds in the hands of tlie arrestee ; and a pre-
liminary defence, that it would be found on investigation that there were
no funds, was not sustained, because there was not snchprimd facie evidence
{Dour/las, 9 S. 85G). l>ut where the defender pleaded no jurisdiction, because
at the date of the arrestment the arrestees were not debtors to the defender,
the Court allowed a proof, which disclosed that at the date of the arrestment
the balance on an accounting was in favour of the arrestees. The Court
sustained the plea of no jurisdiction, although the i)ursuers maintained that
it was enough that at the date of the arrestment there was a relationship
between the defender and the arrestees, which made the latter liable to an
accounting, even though ultimately it should be found that there was a
debit balance against tlie defender. Lord M'Laren thus expressed himself

:

" I know of no decision which has gone the length of excluding inquiry
into the state of the cash account between the parties for the purpose of
seeing whether there are funds subject to arrestment" (Xapicr, 19 E. 412;
see also Baincs, 6 E. 846).

For the purpose of founding jurisdiction, it seems to be immaterial
how .small the sum arrested may be. £1, 8s. Gd. was held enough in
.Shaiv (7 M. 449), and a contingent claim against a bankrupt estate, or

VOL. I. 21
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an interest in that estate, ^vill suffice to found jurisdiction {Lindsay, 22 D.

571) : but if there are no assets in the hands of the trustee on the bankrupt

estate against whom the defenders had a contingent claim, the x»loa of no
jurisdiction will be sustained ( Wyjicr, -1 K. 444).

The point of time to ascertain whether anything has been arrested is

the date of citation upon the summons. If at that date there is a valid

arrestment against the defender, and the summons is duly served, the

action has commenced, and tlie jurisdiction of the Court over the defender

in that suit is fully constituted. When he has been competently brought

into Court, he cannot thereafter escape from its jurisdiction by reason of

circumstances supervening which, had they originally existed, would have
exempted him from its process {North, 17 E. (H. L.) 60). The subjects

arrested must be capable of attachment by diligence in execution, and so

the arrestment of books and documents of no mercantile value will not

found jurisdiction {Trousdale's Tr. 9 ]\I. 88). If jurisdiction be once

founded, tlie decree is not limited in the action to the sum or effects

arrested. They will ground a petitory action to any amount, however
great {Kirlpatricl-, 16 S. 1200 ; Lindsay, 22 I). 571 ; 3 :Macq. 107).

An arrestment against a foreign firm of John Hare & Co. was held com-
])etently laid on in said firm-name alone, but an arrestment of funds not due

by the arrestee but by a firm of which tlie arrestee w'as a partner, was held

to be bad {Parnell, 16 E. 917); and similarly arrestment of funds not due

to the common debtor but to a partnership of which he is a member is bad.

An arrestment of funds as belonging to the executors-nominate of a

deceased foreigner not confirmed l)y these executors was held to be

inept as the ground of a decree of constitution and pavment against the

executors {Houston, 1824, 2 S. 672, affd. 1 W. & S. 199). "^The mode of pro-

ceeding against the funds of a deceased debtor whose executors are

foreigners is to arrest to found jurisdiction, and then to raise an action

concluding for decree coynitionis causa tantnm. On this ground of debt

the creditor may be confirmed executor-creditor {AsJdon, 1773, Mor. 4835).

Arrestments against executors-nominate unconfirmed are ineffectual unless

the property arrested has been specially bequeathed to them, such bequest

being considered a special assignation within the meaning of the Act 1690,

c. 26 {Lnncrarity, 2 D. 813). When a foreign executor has confirmed in

Scotland, arrestment of executry funds gives jurisdiction, but not otherwise.

The executor being confirmed in this country is quoad, the funds a Scotch

executor {M'Morine, 7 D. 270). But the Court may refuse to entertain

proceedings in this country against a foreign executor where proceedings

here would be attended with inconvenience {Tulloch, 8 D. 657). Where a

person resident in England intromitted with a Scotch executry estate, the

arrestment of private funds in Scotland was held sufficient to found juris-

diction against her in a question between her and beneficiaries claiming a

share of the executry estate {Macadam, 11 M. 860). On the death of a

defender against whom jurisdiction had been founded by arrestment,

arrestments must be used of new to found jurisdiction against his executor

if resident abroad {Cameron, 1 6 S. 907). So where an action of transfer-

ence was raised against the two executors-nominate of a deceased English-

man who had neither heritaljle nor moveable property in Scotland and
both executors resided abroad, although one of them had heritable estate in

Scotland, it was held that the Court had no jurisdiction {Mackeiizie, 6 M.
932). A ship can be arrested to found jurisdiction against a part owner,

but not after it has left port {Carllcry, 5 E. 188, afld. H. L. 215). After the

defender has been subjected to the jurisdiction of the Court by arrestment,
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the pursuer, if lie wishes to arrest in security, must arrest on the dependence
of the action or by separate letters, as otherwise the arrestee may pay away
the funds arrested to found jurisdiction {North, 17 It. (H. L.) GO). An
arrestment to found jurisdiction is of no avail to any one except to him who
has used it {Caincrun, IG S. OUT), and if another action has to he raised

there must he a new arrestment. As arrestment founds jurisdiction against
tlie arrestee only in tlie particular action for the purpose of which it is

used, if in such an action new pursuers are intrtjduced by amendment or
otherwise, tlie ])lea of no jurisdiction will be sustained (Andeisrn, 10 ]\I. 217).
See JuiiisDicTiox ; IIeconvkntiox ; Actor sequituu foiiu.m iiei.

Arrestment, Wrongful.—See Ai-jiest.mext ; Diligenxe,
WUONGFUL USE OF.

Arrhae, Arrae, or ArrabO.—The word, which occurs in the
LexLs in each of Lhese diU'erent forms, appears to be of Phoenician origin,

and is employed in lloman law to denote anything, e.(/. a ring, given to bind
a bargain (cp. "earnest," "arles," " erles-penny "). Arrhcc was merely a
proof of the contract having been finally concluded ; but it appears to have
been so common that Ijotli Gains and Justinian deem it necessary to warn
their readers against supposing that arrhcc was essential to the existence
of a binding contract (lust. iii. 23, pr. ; iJir/. 18. 1. 35, pr.). The arrha,
unless where ib was given in part-payment of the purchase money, had to

be restored on the fulfilment of the bargain, and indeed could be recovered
by legal action {Duj. 19. 1. 11. 6). In sales accompanied by a Lex
COMMISSORIA {q.v.), OX forfeiture clause, the buyer, in case he made default,

forfeited to the seller what he liad given as earnest {Dig. 18. 3. 6).

.Fustinian enacted that when arrlicc was given to secure the making of a
purchase {suiky facicndd cmj^tione), the buyer, if he refused to fulfil the
bargain, should forfeit the arrhcc; the seller, if he refused, should repay
the arrhcc, and as much again ; and this, whether the contract was intended
to be in writing or not, and though no special agreement had been made as

to what was to be done with the arrhw (Cod. iv. 21. 17. 2). It is scarcely

possible to harmonise these provisions in all points with the passage in

Insf. iii. 23, pr., and opinions differ as to whether the enactment in the Code
refers to an actually completed contract, or wlietlier it refers to a case
where negotiations for a sale are still pending (cp. Pothier on Sale, ss. 507
cf scq. ; Savigny, Ohiij. s. 79 ; Benjamin on Sale, 177). The Scots institu-

tional writers assign the same functions to arrhcc as did the classical jurists

(Stair, i. 14. 3 ; Ersk. iii. 3. 5 et scq., in which passage the relation of the
Scots law of earnest to the Poman law of arrhae is fully discussed ; see
also Bell, Prin. s. 173 ; and as to forfeiture of earnest, Hov:e, 1884, 27 Ch.
Div. 89, in which case the relation of the Eoman law principles to the law of

England is discussed). See Earnest.

Arriage and Carriage.—An expression used to denote
services which tenants or feuars were bound to render to their landlords or

superiors (Stair, ii. 4. 7 ; Ersk. ii. G. 42). See Feu.

Arrogation.—See Adrogation.
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Arson.—A term of the crimiual law of England,—the malicious

and wilful bm-ning of the house or outhouse of another man. "Wilful fire-

i^aismg is the corresponding offence in the criminal law of Scotland. At
one time the crime was capital in both countries. By the Act 24 & 2~)

Vict. c. 99, arson is punishable, as a felony, by penal servitude or imprison-

ment.—[Stephen, Com., 12th ed., iv. 85, " Fire-raising."]

Art and Part.—See Actor ur Aut and Part.

Articled Clerk.—This expression is not used in Scotland. The
Scotch ct|uivaleni is. Apprentice to a Law Agent. See Law Agent.

Articles improbatory and approbatory.—See

Keduction : Abiding by.

Articles, Committee of, Lords of the.—This subject,

which forms an important chapter in the })arliamentary history of Scotland,

ciin only be treated in outline. The first Scottish Parliament, expressly so

called, was held by John Baliol at Scone in 1292. From that period down
to the Union, the representatives of the Estates (clergy, barons, and burgesses

till 1594; then prelates, greater and lesser barons, and burgesses down to

the Revolution : later, nobles or greater barons, lesser barons, and burgesses

only) sat and deliljerated in one House ; but from 1367 onwards, their pro-

ceedings began to be controlled by committees, which formed a kind of

Upper House, and which soon took permanent shape in the Committee,

or Lords of the Articles. The duty of this committee was to consider
" articles " presented to it, " materis concerning the trew religion and the

common weill," and " sutis, complaintis, and grieffes qualifeit in articles,"

and to prepare measures to be submitted to the whole House. As the

kings usually influenced the election and controlled the proceedings of the

Lords of the Articles, a royal veto on legislation in the modern sense was
rendered practically unnecessary. In 13G7, when a committee of this kind

is mentioned for the first time, certain members of each estate were elected
" to hold parliament," and leave of absence was given to the others. In

13G9 and 1371, committees were elected to prepare business for the General

Council, and in 1424 a committee was elected to consider " articles pre-

sented by the king" (James iv.). From 1467 to 1690 the number of the

committee varied from three of each of the three estates to twelve of each

of the four classes above named, along with eight officers of State ; but the

burgesses often had fewest representatives, until an Act of 1587 required

an equal representation of each estate.

Besides the sole initiative in legislation, the Lords of the Articles

possessed certain judicial and executive functions. Thus, in 1524, under

James v., they chose certain lords as members of the King's Secret Council

;

in 1535 they are empowered to pass Statutes with the force of Acts of

Parliament; in 1542 they receive full legislative power; in 1581 they are

empowered to make laws on certain articles ; in 1593 they and King James
VI. enact a Statute ; and an Act of 1 594 requires four of each estate to

meet twenty days before Parliament, in order to consider and present

articles to the Lords, while the king might present them at any time.
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In IGOG the king is dissuadt'd hy his Secret Council at Perth from
presenting a proposed Act to the Lords of the Articles ; and from a petition

presented tlie same year by Glasgow to tlie Secret Council at Edinburgh,
it appears that the Lords of the Articles liad suspended the ratification of

the burgh's ancient liberties.

An Act of Charles I. in 1G33 requires the clergy to elect eight of the
nobility on the Articles, the nobility to elect eight of the clergy, and the
elected clerics and nobles to elect eight Ijarons and eight burgesses, while
eight olticers of State are to be nominated by the king. The royal control
of the Lords of the Articles culminates in 1G39, wlien, in violation of

the Act last cited, the king's commissioner nominates eight noblemen as

members; but this proceeding, so characteristic of a Stuart monarch, is at

once denounced an n/tra rircs. In 1G4G the Act of 1594 is repealed; all

grievances and other matters are now to be presented in open l*arliament

;

and the same year it is enacted that Parliament may choose Committees
of Articles or not as it pleases, that each estate elect its own members,
and that the committees treat only of matters ])reviously laid Ijofore Parlia-

ment and remitted to them for report. Put this triumph of liberty is short-

lived. Under Charles ii., in 1663, the Act of 1633 is re-enacted, the old

abuses are revived, and vacancies in the Articles caused by death are filled

up by the king's commissioner, e.;/. in 1672 and 1686. The Picvolution of

1689 witnesses the final crisis. Anud great excitement, the Committee of

the Articles is declared a national grievance. King AMlliam, by way of

compromise, proposes that the committee consist of members elected by their

own estates, besides the usual officers of State, and that Parliament be not
debarred from considering matters rejected by the Lords of the Articles.

But the Opposition carries an amendment that the officers of State be not
members unless elected, with the result that the Act is vetoed by the king's

commissioner. But next year the king yields. The Act of 1690 repeals that
of 1663 ; the permanent and autocratic Lords of the Articles are abolished;
the Estates may choose their own committees from time to time, an equal
number from each estate; they may dispose of business without the inter-

vention of any committee ; and while the officers of State may attend such
committees, they are no longer allowed to vote. Thus tardily in Scotland
were the constitutional liberties of Parliament successfully vindicated.

[J. Hill Burton, Hutunj of Scotland ; The Scottish Acts ; Pegister of the

Privy Council, etc.]

Articles of Association.—See CoMrANv.

Articles of Roup.—The conditions of a sale by auction when
embodied in a formal dwd. At the sale, a minute of exposure and
preference is appended and signed by the respective bidders (or at least

the highest bidder), and by the judge of the roup, who is usually the

Auctioneer (q.v.) The articles need not be stamped, but the minute
should bear an agreement stamp. If either articles or minute contains

a clause of registration, a deed - stamp is required. Articles of roup
subscribed by the exposer, with the relative minute subscribed by the

preferred bidder, are essential where the subject exposed reqiiii'es writing

to constitute a contract of sale, as in the case of heritage {Ahcrdcin, 1867,

5 M. 726 ; see also ShieU, 1874, 1 P. 1083.). They are also usual where
the subject of sale is important, e.q. a ship ; but many sales by auction
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may be carried through in Scotland under verbal or unsigned conditions,

which in England require writing, or one of its equivalents, under the

Statute of Frauds or the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, s. 4. In a sale of land

or other heritage by auction, the articles usually provide that the

purchaser shall "be obliged within a specitied period to grant bond for

the price offered, with a sufticient cautioner; and that upon failure not

only will the purchaser's interest be forfeited, but the exposer may hold

the subjects himself, or may devolve the purchase upon the immediately

preceding otlerer, who in that event will be obliged to find caution in

like manner within a specified period from the date of the devolution :

and so on among the whole preceding offerers. Where, by oversight,

the purchaser had allowed the period for ollering a bond with security

to elapse, and intimation of devolution had been made by the exposer

to the preceding bidder, the latter was preferred in a question with

the highest bidder (Hannaij, 1788, Mor. 14194). But in another case,

diifering only from the preceding in that the exposer had not intimated

any devolution, the highest bidder, notwithstanding his failure timeously

to ofier security, w^as preferred to the preceding bidder {Walker, 1787,

Mor. 14193). The party in default, besides forfeiting the purchase, is

liable to the exposer in damages, the measure of which is the difference

between the price agreed on and the price to be got at a new sale ; but

where the articles provide a specific penalty, the damages will be limited

to the penalty {Johnstones Trs., 19 Jan. 1819, F. C). Where no sufficient

caution is offered within the time specified, the party in default is not

entitled to a further period in respect of a preceding offer made by

himself {Davidson, 19 Jan., 1815, F. C). A condition in articles of

roup of heritage, that purchasers shall be held to have satisfied themselves

as to the sufficiency of the exposer's title, and as to the extent of ground

and other particulars, will cover an alleged misdescription leading to the

non-disclosure of restrictions upon building. In such a case the risk

of error is with the purchaser {Wood, 1886, 13 R. 1006). The same

was held where a purchaser of heritage alleged that, shice the sale, he

had discovered that a small part of the subjects belonged to himself

{Morton, 1877, 5 E. 83). Where heritable subjects are exposed for sale

under the burdens contained in the title deeds, and the purchaser has

an opportunity of examining the title, he is not entitled to repudiate

the sale on the ground of an alleged burden disclosed by the title

{Davidson, 1881, 8 E. 990. See also Murray, 26 Jan. 1815, F. C.

;

Younrj, 1849, 11 D. 1482). In the articles of roup oi 'pro indiviso property

sold under the orders of Court, it is competent to reserve a power to

the 2rro indiviso proprietors to bid at the sale {Thorn, 1875, 3 E. 161).

See Auction or Eoup.

Articles of War.—See Army.

Artillery and Rifle Ranges.—The Artillery and Eifie

Eanges Act, 1885 (48 & 49 Vict. c. 36), has been repealed, except s. 3,

by the Military Lands Act, 1892 (55 & 56 Vict. c. 43). The Eanges Act,

1891 (54 & 55 Vict. c. 54), has also been repealed by the Military Lands Act,

1892, except s. 11, so far as that section relates to the acquisition of land

under the Defence Act, 1842, and the Acts amending the same. See

Military Lands Act, 1892.
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Artizans and Labourers' Dwellings.—Aiti/uns and
Labourers' Dwellings Act, 31 & 32 Vict. c. 13U; Arlizaiis and Ljiboiirers'

Dwellings Act, 42 & 43 Vict. c. 04 ; Artizans and Lab(jurers' Dwellings Act,

43 Vict. c. 8; Artizans' ])wellings Act, 45 & 4G Vict. c. 54. See Housing
OF THE WOKKINU CLASSES.

Ascendants.—The ascendants of a person for the purposes of

heritable succession are his father, and those of his rehitives who are his direct

ancestors, or are connected with him through his father. In the legal order

of succession to lieritage, ascendants take after descendants and collaterals.

They take in this order— 1st, father of defunct; 2nd, father's brothers

and their issue, and, failing brothers and tlieir issue, sisters of father and

their issue ; .3rd, the defunct father's lather. The relatives of a defunct

through his mother are not among his ascendants for this purpose

(Ersk. iii. 8. 9 ; M'Laren on Wills, 3rd ed., 71, 110). See Succession.

Asleep.—See Wakening; Admissions and Confessions.

Asleep : Criminal Law.— It is a good defence against a

charge of crime that the accused was asleep when he did the act (Mac-

donald, 13 ; Fmscr, 4 Coup. 70). But this must be given notice of as a

special defence (Macdonald, 424).

Taking advantage of a woman asleep to have connection with her is a

crime (Macdonald, 168; Swccnie, 3 Irv. 109; Palmer, -i Irv. 227; Thomson,

2 Coup. 346).

Assassination,—Hume says that "in our practice assassination

seems nut to have been understood, in the strict and most proper sense, of

murder connnitted for hire, and in the quarrel of another; but, more
generally, as of any murder done per insidias ct industriam, or by deliberate

lying in wait" (i. 288). The Act 1681, c. 15, made the crime of assassina-

tion punishable as treason where the victim had been assassinated on

iiccount of service rendered by him to the King or the Church. This Statute

further provided that it was treason even to maintain or assert the lawful-

ness of killing any one for serving King or Church. The Act of 1681 was

repealed by 7 Anne, c. 21, s. 7, which provided that assassination and

certain other crimes which were declared to be treason by particular

Statutes n Scotland, should be dealt with as (irduiary capital ollences.

Erskine (iv. 4. 45) states that " the capital punishment which is annexed to the

bare endeavour or attempt to assassinate, though death should not follow,

was introduced by the Canon Law, Gto Decretal v. 4. 1, s. 2." Mackenzie

also contends (ii. 8. 5) that, where poison is the means employed, attempt

to kill is capital. Hume, however, is clearly of opinion (i. 180, 181) that,

by our common law, attempt to murder is punishable oidy by an arbitrary

sentence. See Attemit to Muudeij; Mukuki;.

Assault is criminal attack on the person. It is not necessary tliat

injury be intlicted. An attack by spitting or throwing dirt is an assault

{Cairns, 1 Swin. 507). It is not necessary that the act done should take
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effect, if in its natiu-e it is an assault. Firing at another person, or aiming a

blow at him, is an assault, although the shot does not strike him, or the blow

fall short or be evaded {Stevart, S^'Sc. Jur. 32 ;
3far, Bell's Notes, 89).

_
There

are also indirect cases, such as hounding a dog on a person, or striking his

horse to cause it to run off (Kcay, 1 Swm. 543), or violently stopping a horse

that is being ridden or driven (Kennedy, 1 Irv. 533). A very bad assault

may be committed by a slight act, such as pushing a person off a train, or

down a stair or precipice (Lct/s, 2 Swin. 337). Assault may be committed

by violent menace, say with a lire-arm {Dcvmr, 1 Br. 233), although the

assailant do not draw the trigger (Alison, i. 175 ;
Macdonald, 153), or cock

the weapon (see Mar, ut supra). If the weapon be not loaded, the offence m
still assault, unless the person attacked knew the fact (Hume, i. 443:

Macdonald, 153; iVorrUoii, 1 Br. 394). Threatening gestures producing

alarm of injury constitute assault even without threats by word {Irviiig,

Bell's Notes, ^d^), but words alone are not enough.

There must be intent against the person. Injury caused by carelessness

or an act of mischief is not assault {Irvinrj, Bell's Notes, 88 ; Keay, 1 Swin.

543 : Roy, Bell's Notes, ^^).

Provocation by words will not justify, it will only palliate assault

(Hume, i. 333; AHson, i. 176; Macdonald, 154). Blows justify, if the

retaliation is not excessive (Hume, i. 334, 335 ; Macdonald, 154). Extra-

ordinary provocation would be required to vindicate assault on a wife

{Burnet, Bell's Notes, 91). Cruel ill-usage by a parent might excuse assault by

son or daughter {Dow, Bell's Notes, 87 ; MAnally, 1 Swin. 210). Provocation

must be recent (Hume, i. 336 ; Alison, i. 178, 179 ;
Macdonald, 155), but a

libel published several days before is pleadable {Cameron, 5 Deas & Anderson,

257). Verbal provocation must have been very recent, probably at least

on same day (Hume, i. 336 ; Macdonald, 155 ;
Stcu-art, 1 Swin. 540), but a

series of provocative wrongs may justify reference to the earlier ones

although beyond one day (Hume, i. 336 : Macdonald, 155).

Assault may be aggravated by the intent, as intent to kill or do grievous

injury (Hume, i. 328, 329 ; Macdonald, 156 ; Brown or Graham, Syme, 152 ;

Loughton, Bell's Notes, 88) ; intent to ravish (Hume, i. 308, 309 ;
Alison, i.

184-7 ; Macdonald, 156) ;
[It is doubtful wliether this applies in case

of a child where no violence was used, but only persuasion {M'Arthur, Shaw,

211) ; but if there be an attempt to have connection, then that is an assault in

such a case {BucJian, Bell's Notes, 84) ;] intent to gratify lewdness on women,

or young persons of either sex {Thomson or Walker, Borrovmian, Bell's Notes,

86 : Galloway, Bell's Notes, 85 ;
Johnston, 2 Br. 261, note ;

Philip, 2 Irv. 243 ;

Thomson, 2 Coup. 346) ; intent to aljduct (Hume, i. 329 ;
Macdonald, 156) ;

intent to rob (Hume, i. 329 ; Alison, i. 188 ; Macdonald, 157) ;
to mtimidate

employers or workmen, or the like (Hume, i. 329 ; Alison, i. 188-93

;

Macdonald, 157; Uwing, Shaw, 64); to extort confession {Findlater and

MDoufjaU, 2 Swin. 527); to rescue prisoners {M'Lellan, 1 Br. 478).

The following are aggravations in the mode :— 1. With fire-arms (Alison,

i. 179-81 ; Macdonald, 157), which may be unloaded, if the person believed

the weapon to be loaded. Threat is sufficient, without pointing at the

person {Morrison, 1 Br. 394).

2. Stabbing or cutting {Afflcel; 1 Br. 354 ; Hagan, 1 Irv. 342). ,

3. Throwing acids {Fitchie, 2 Irv. 485 ;
Fitzherhert, 3 Irv. 63).

Assaults by any of these modes with intent to seriously injure, are capital

offences (10 Geo. iv. c. 38, ss. 1, 2).

Aggravations from the exteiit of the injury are : danger to life, serious

injury to the person, mutilation or disfiguration, fracture, effusion of blood
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(Hume, i. 330, 331 ; Alison, i. 195, 19G ;
Mucdonakl, 158 ; iJroun, 1 Br. 230)

;

communication of venereal disease (Mad; 3 Irv. 310).

It is an aggravation if the cliaracter of the assault tends to expose tin

person to great danger (Tliom, 3 Coup. 332).

Assaults in presence of, or in the domain of, the sovereign, or in the

Supreme Courts of Justice, are aggravated (Hume, i. 326, 327, 405 ; Macdonald,

158).

It is an aggravatinn if the assault is (»n the ])orson in his own premises,

especially if he is sought there for the purpose (Hume, i. 318 ; Alison, i. 190,

197; Macdonald, 159 ; Williamson, 1 Irv. 244).

Assaults on parents (Macdonald, 159 ; Aloes, 5 Deas & Anderson, 147

;

Bcatson, 1 Swin. 254), f)n young children, and especially hy a parent, on a

cliild l>y j)erson in ciiarge of it, and especially if indecently (L'rotrn, 2 Br.

2G1), on a wife, on a pregnant woman, on an infirm person, on a clergynuin,

( Williamson, 1 Irv. 244), on a judge (Hume, i. 245), on a magistrate on dut}'

(Hume, i. 329, note (a); Alison, i. 193, 194: Falconer, Ark. 242; Nicolsov,

Ark. 268), or in reference to official conduct (Alison, i. 194-201, 573, 574:

Duncan, Syme, 280 ; Irving, Ikll's Notes, 88), on an ollicer or Privy Councillor

of Crown (Hume, i. 327), or an officer of law because of duty done (Hume,
i. 329, note {a) ; Alison, i. 194, 195 ; see Macdonald, 160, and cases there, as

to what constitutes " oliicer of the law"), on soldiers aiding civil power

{Nicolson, AvV. 264), on a prisoner by officer in charge (Fiitdlatrr, 2 Swin.

527: see Macdonald, 159, 1(^0, passim). AYhere the aggravation is created

liy the quality of the suflerer, it must have been known to the offender

{Alexander, 1 Br. 28 ; M'LcUan, 1 Br. 478).

It is an aggravation of any act of assault that the offender has been

previously convicted of any crime inferring personal violence (Crim. Proc.

Act, 1887, s. 64).

Assault, Civil Liability for.—Assault, being the malicious

use of violence against the person of another, entitles the injured party to

a civil action of damages, on the ground that the party committing the

assault has been a wilful wrong-doer. An action will lie not only where

actual physical hurt has been inflicted, but where an assault has been only

technically committed, and the person of the assaulted has not been touched

(iWLaren, 1859, 21 D. 183; Hi/sloj), 1816, 1 INIur. 22). Throwing a missile,

pointing fire-arms {Tnllis, 1834, 13 S. 698), or threatening to strike at one

within reach (Sfrphrn^, 18:!0, 4 C. & P. 349), and riding at a foot-passenger,

are assaults, although there has been no contact with the body of the

assaulted {Ewing, 1851, 14 D. 314), unless it appear that the aggressor

did not intend to carry out his act {Tuherville, 1660, 1 Mod. Eep. 3). On
the other hand, where the wrongful intention is against one person, but

the violence takes effect on another, the one injured has also an action of

damages {James, 1832, 5 C. & P. 372). Where there is no wrongful inten-

tion, there is no action of damages for assault, although there may be one

founded on netrlifrence.

Justification of the \ise of force may 1)C instructed in various ways. A
party to a dangerous game, having consented to the use of force, has no

action for injuries received in the course of it {Stanley, 1891, L. P. 1 Q. B.

86); while a passer-by, not having consented, has {Beid, 1885, 12 P.

1129). A doctor making a nu'dical examination is not acting wrongfully

if he has the consent of the examined, or has proper legal authority

{Latter, 1881, 50 L. J. Q. B. 448). Again, a person is entitled to use force in
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.self-defeuce, aud in defence of liis property, so long as the force is not
unreasonably greater than is recpiired for protection {Dowie, 1 S. App.
125,30 May 1817, E. C. ; Oakcs, 1837, 2 M. & W. 791). It is doubtful

whether force may be used to eject a trespasser whose offence is merely
civil and trivial, but the necessary force may be used to eject a criminal

trespasser {Bell, 1870, 7 S. L. R 267). The same rule applies to the case

of the removal of a passenger from a public conveyance {Highland Eicy.

Co., 1878, 5 E. 887; Apthorpc, 1882, 10 li. 344; North Eastern Rivy. Co.,

1866, 5 Irv. (J. C.) 237), or from a private place, on account of refusal

to comply with a legal condition attiiched to the contract of admission

{Wallace, 1885, 12 E. 710). Authority to use force is also enjoyed by
a ship-captain. He may restrain passengers for the safety of others

on board, and confine sailors for disobedience. He may even chastise

apprentices, and a Court of justice will not review his judgment so as to

determine whether he W'as right or wrong in inflicting chastisement, pro-

vided always that his act is truly of that character, and not an act of

cruelty for his own gratification under cover of his character as captain

{Wight, 1883, 11 E. 217, 222). At one time masters generally had the

power to chastise apprentices {Forbes, 1708, 4 Brown's Sup. 708), but this

would not now be allowed. Schoolmasters, however, who are in a sense in

loco 'pare litis io the children, and who must maintain order and discipline,

are entitled to chastise in moderation {JluclMrsie, 1848, 11 D. 4), and are

not liable although permanent injury may result {Scorgie, 1883, 10 E.

010). But a dangerous instrument must not be used, nor a delicate part

of the body struck {Enrtrf, 1882, 10 E. 163).

The justification attaching to self-defence does not cover blows given

in response to verbal provocation {Falconer, 1837, 15 S. 891), though
provocation is an element for consideration in estimating damages {Thorn,

13 S. 1129; Anderson, 1835,13 S. 1130).—[Addison on Torts; Glegg on
Ficparation^

Assembly, General.—See Ciiuuch Courts.

Assent, Royal.—See Eoyal Assent.

Assessment.—See E.\ting.

Assessor, County.—For the purpose of preparing annually the

valuation roll of the lands and heritages within a county, under the

A'aluation Act, 1854 (17 & 18 Vict. c. 91, s. 3), the County Council may
appoint an assessor or assessors, who (under 20 & 21 Vict. c. 58, s. 1) may be

an officer of Inland Eevenue, to conduct the valuation. If the assessor

appointed be an officer of Inland Eevenue, the consent of the Treasury is

required (Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889 (52 & 53 Vict. c. 50, s. 8."!,

subsec. 4)). The assessor must be paid a reasonable salary by the County
Council, who may make regulations as to his duties ; but if he be an
officer of Inland Eevenue, the approval of the Treasury is required to the

salary and regulations (Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, s. 83,

subsec. 1, 4, 6). The county assessor cannot be a county councillor (Local

Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, s. 83, subsec. 3), and he cannot be a
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«lieiiir clerk, county clerk, collector ul" \>(>nv rates, factor for heritalde

])r()i»erty, land agent in the county (48 & 49 Vict. c. 16, s. 11); Imt the

< 'ijunty Council may appoint an assessor (not being an otticer of Inland

Kevenuo) to be collector of the consolidated rates (Local Government
<Sc<jtland) Act, 1889, s. 83). liy the County Voters Act, 1861 (24 & 2r,

Vict. c. 83, s. 13), the assessor is disqualified from voting or taking part

in any parliamentary election for the county, liefore entering upon the

«hities of his office, the as.sessor must make a declaration df fuleli

'(dmiiiislrafAonc (17 & 18 Vict. c. 91, s. 3). Under the Valuation Acts

the assessor's duty is annually to ascertain and assess the yearly rent or

value of the several lands and heritages within the county, other than the

lands and licritages of railway and canal com])anies (17 & 18 Vict. c. 91,

s. 3). See Assessor for Railways. Tlie county assessor has nothing to

<lo with questions of rating and taxation : his duty is to make up a roll of

lands and heritages according to the Statute {Blytlt Hall's Trs., 1883, 10 \\.

659, per Lord Lee, at 661). It is incompetent to bring a declarator that

it is an assessor's duty to value in a certain way {Adamson, 1S6.">, 1 M.

974, 988). If the assessor appeal in the face of repeated and express

decisions in regard to valuations, an opinion has been expressed that he may
be found liable in expenses {Forbes Irvine, 1893, 20 R. 626). For assessor's

duties under the Valuation Acts, see Rating (Vali:.\tion). P>y 24 & 25

Vict. c. 83, s. 7, the County Council must appoint the valuation assessors,

or one of them, registration assessor. L'uder the County Voters Act (24 &
25 Vict. c. 83), amended by the Registration (Scotland) Act, 1885 (47 & 48

Vict. c. 16), the assessor has the duty laid upon him of preparing the

register of parliamentary electors. He must prepare and mark the register

according to the provisions of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889,

s. 28, in regard to electors for the County Council. A supplementary register

must also be prepared of persons, other than parliamentary electors, entitled

to vote in an election for a County Council (52 & 53 Vict. c. 50, s. 28 (2).

The register nmst be made up in acicordance with the provisions of the

Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1894, s. 12 (1).— [Armour on Ratiwj, 22.]

Assessor of Railways and Canals.—An oiiicial appointed

l»y the Crown, whose piiniary dut\' it is to make up valuations and valua-

tion rolls of lands and heritages belonging to or leased ]>v railwav and

canal companies, and forming part of the undertakings of such companies

(17 & 18 Vict. c. 91, s. 20). He is charged with the same duty in regard to

water companies and gas companies, or any other companies having con-

tinuous lands and heritages liable to lie assessed in more than one ])arish,

county, or Inn-gh where such companies desire to have their undertakings

valued by him (s. 23): and the word company occurring in the sections of

the Valuation Acts, which define his duties, falls to be read as including

corporation, burgh commissioners, trustees, or local authority (57 & 58 Vict,

c. 36, s. 7).

His remuTu^ration, and that of the clerks and other officers he may
omploy, sul)je('t to tlie sanction of tlie Treasury (Act of 1S54, s. 20), is paid

Ity the Treasurv, Imt defravi'd bv tlie railway and other companies which

appear in his roll (s. 29). He nuist make a declaration of fidelity before

entering on office, and is removeable at Her Majesty's ])leasure. An appeal

lies from his valuation to the Lord Ordinary on i\\o l')ills, or, if the lands

and heritag(\s of the company concernwl are all in one county, to the Sheriff

of that county (ss. 24, 25).
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It is his duty to transmit the vahiation rolls annually made up by him

to the Eegister House. He has power to call for books and evidence (s. 26),

and may be called upon to explain the grounds of his valuation to any

person having interest (30 & 31 Vict c. 80, s. 6). As to the principles on

which his valuation is carried out, see under Eating (Valuation) and

Eailways. The Acts bv which his powers and duties are defined are, 17

& 18 Vict. c. 91, ss. 20-20 (1854) : 30 & 31 Vict. c. 80 (18G7) ; 50 & 51 Vict.

c. 51 (1887) ; and 57 & 58 Vict. c. 3G (1894).

Assessor (to a J lldge) .—A person called in, on account of his

skill, to assist a Court in trying a question needing technical or scientific

knowledge. In early times he was suniinoned because possessed of excep-

tional knowledge in the law (see Stair, iii. 5. 25; Bankt. iv. G. 10; Hume,
ii. pp. 15, 29, 31).

1. By the Supreme Court of Judicature Act, 1891 (54 & 55 Vict. c. 53,

s. 3), the House of Lords may call in assessors to aid them in hearing and

determining Admiralty actions; and by 30 & 31 Vict. c. 114, s. 73, and

39 & 40 Vict. c. 28, s. 8, the High Court of Admiralty in Ireland, and

the Eecorders of Cork and Belfast, are entitled to invoke the assistance of

nautical assessors. County Court judges are enabled to appoint two

assessors in Admiralty cases by 31 & 32 Vict. c. 7, s. 10: and in any

maritime cause, by 32 & 33 Vict. c. 51, s. 6. Following the practice of the

Court of Admiralty in England, the High Court and Court of Appeal are in

use to summon assessors in cases dealing with navigation or seamanship.

2. The Merchant Shipping Act, 1894 (57 & 58 Vict. c. GO), authorises

the employment of one or more assessors in inquiries (1) as to shipping

casualties (two being necessary where the cancellation of a certificate is

involved), s. 4G6
; (2) as to the conduct of a certificated officer, s. 471

; (3)

in appeals from judgments on these matters, s. 475. (4) Courts of Survey

consist of a judge with two assessors, s. 487. (5) In salvage disputes, any

Court to whom the matter is referred may call in a person conversant with

maritime affiiirs as assessor, s. 548 ; and (G) in appeals from the decision of

a pilotage authority, the judge sits with an assessor of nautical and pilotage

authority, s. 610 (2).

3. By the Nautical Assessors (Scotland) Act, 1894 (57 & 58 Vict. c. 40),

the Court of Session and the Sheriff Court, and the House of Lords in

Scottish appeals, may, and if either party requires them, shall, summon
assessors in all actions relating to any maritime matter.

4. Under the Judicature Act, 1873 (.".6 & 37 Vict. c. 66, s. 56), and 40 &
41 Vict. c. 57, s. 59, the High Court and Court of Appeal in England and

Ireland may invoke the aid of one or more assessors in any cause before them.

5. The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act, 1883 (46 & 47 Vict. c. 57,

ss. 28 and 101), empowers the High Court in England, and the Courtof

Session, to try any action for infringement or revocation of a patent with

the assistance of a specially (pialified assessor.

6. Upon the trial of any action under the Employers' Liability Act,

1 880 (43 & 44 A^ict. c. 42, s. G), in the County Court or Sheriff Court without

a jury, one or more assessors may be appointed to ascertain the amount of

compensation.

7. Coroners, under the Eegulation of Eailways Act, 1871 (34 & 35 Vict,

c. 78, s. 34), have power to request tlie appointment of an assessor on

inquiries under that Act.

8. By the Appellate Jurisdiction Act, 187G (39 & 40 Vict. c. 59, s. 14),
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provision is mudu I'ur Lhu utteiidaiice ol' .such nuiubfr ul' the aielibishops and
bishops as may be determined on, as assessors of the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council, in the hearing of ecclesiastical cases.

9. Asses.sors ari^ uiijiointed t«> the Dean of Guild Courts in Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Dundee, Pcrtli, and (ireenock. In some of the larger towns
assessors are ap])ointed to assist magistrates in tlie Police Courts. Where
there is no special aj)i)ointment, tlie clerk acts, when necessary, as assessor

both in tlie Dean of Guild and l*olice Courts. In all cases the a.ssessor's

duties are confined to assisting, l)y means of his superior knowledge, in the

deliberations of tiie Court.

Assets.— I'ltijH'rly a term of Engli.sh law (from French asscz, Latin

satis), meaning " go(xls enough to discharge that burden which is cast upon
the executor or heir in satisfying the debts and legacies of the testator or

ancestor " (Tomlins). It is now in common use in Scots law, and is applied

in the most general sense to the entire property and rights of a person,

corporation, or company, or of a partnership, Ijankrupt, or trust estate.

The word does not occur in the Bankrupt Acts, where " estate " is chiefly

used. It occurs in the Companies Acts, 1856 & 1862, where, in a winding
up, the lialjility of past and present shareholders for calls, and of directors

or others for misfeasance, is described as a liability " to contribute to the

assets of the company " (Act 185G, s.s. 61-6.3 ; Act 1SG2, ss. 38, 75, 90, l:J4,

165). Assets are directed to be collected and applied in discharge of the

company's liabilities and the costs of winding up, and for the adjustment of

the rights of the contriliutories among them.selves (Act 1862, ss. 95, 98, 102,

133, 144). Surplus assets are to be distributed "amongst the parties

entitled thereto " (Act 1862, s. 109). Surplus assets mean assets remaining
over after discharging debts and costs of liquidation, and are applied in

repayment to shareholders according to their preferences (if any) of paid-

up capital, and thereafter for distribution of any furtlier surplus among the

whole shareholders in proportion to their holdings in the company (Birch,

1889, 14 App. Cas. 525). Cut effect will be given to special stipulations

(if any) contained in the company's constitution. See Company.

Assignation .—An assignation is defined by Erskiue (iii. 5. 1) as " a
written deed of conveyance by the proprietor to another of any subject not
properly feudal." Thus heritable rights when they are not perfected by seisin,

or when they require no seisin,—as servitudes, reversions, patronages, etc.,

—

corporeal moveables, debts, and, generally, all incorporeal rights, may be

transferred by assignation. The term is also applied to the transfer of

property or rights which takes place in certain cases by operation of law,

as, for e.\'ami)le, by decree in a furthcoming, or by certain acts which are

held equivalent to a written conveyance, such as indorsation of a bill of

exchange.

Form of Deed.—With reference to the form of the deed, a variety of

styles applicable to tlie conveyance of different subjects will be found in the
Juridical Styles, vol. ii. pp. 671 et seq. The granter is termed the cedent, the

receiver the assujnec, and sometimes the cessionary. In the old style the

assignee was made mandatary and procurator in rem suam, the cedent " making
and constituting" the assignee "his lawful cessioner and assiunee in and to

"

the subject, and "surrogating and substituting" him in and to the cedent's

full right and place in the premises. In later ]iraetice the deed frequently
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assumed the form of a direct conveyance, and the cedent " assigned, conveyed,

disponed, and made over" the subject to and in favour of the assignee.

But words directly importing assignation or conveyance are not indispens-

able ; any words giving authority or directions which, if fairly carried out,

will operate a transference, are sutlicient to effect an assignation (Bell, Frin.

1461 ; Carter, 1862, 24 D. 925). The Transmission of Moveable Property

Act, 1862 (25 & 26 A'ict. c. 85), introduced a form of assignation which

may be used by any party in right of a personal bond, or of a conveyance

of moveable estate, and a form which may be written on the bond or

conveyance itself. The words " bond " and " conveyance " are defined to

include " persomil bonds for payment or performance, bonds of caution,

bonds of guarantee, bonds of relief, bonds and assignations in security of

every kind, decreets of any Court, policies of assurance of any assurance

company or association in Scotland, whether held by parties resident in

Scotland or elsewhere, protests of bills or promissory notes, dispositions,

assignations, or other conveyances of moveable or personal property or

eftects, assignations, translations, and retrocessions, and also probative

extracts of all such deeds from the books of any competent Court " ;
and

the words " moveable estate " are defined to include " all personal debts and

obligations, and moveable or personal property or effects of every kind."

The°form simply states the consideration, and assigns the bond or other

deed described. It is registrable in the books of any Court, in terms of any

clause of registration contained in the bond or conveyance so assigned.

When the assignee assigns the right to a third party, the deed is termed a

"translation" ; when he reassigns it to the cedent, it is termed a " retrocession."

AVhen the term " assignation " is used in the above Act, it includes " transla-

tions and retrocessions, and probative extracts thereof." Forms of translations

and retrocessions will be found in the Juridical Styles, vol. ii. pp. 718 et seq.

The following may be taken as an example of the modern form of

assignation in erases to which the statutory form is inapplicable or

inappropriate :

—

AsSIGXATIOX OF A LEGACY.

I, A. B., considering that hy liis trust disposition and settlement dated ,
C.

directed liis trustees to make' payment to me at tlie first term of Whitsunday or

Martinmas occurring after his death of a legacy of £ sterling, with the interest

thereof at the rate of five per centum per annum from said term till payment ;
and that

D. has made payment to me of the sum of £ , being the amount of said legacy, witli

the interest due thereon, in consideration of my granting these presents m manner

underwritten : Therefore I have assigned, as I do hereljy assign, convey, and make over

to the said />., his executors and assignees whomsoever, the foresaid sum of £
sterling, with interest thereof at the rate of five per centum per annum from the terin

„f °
, heing the term immediately following the death of the said C, and in

time coming during the non-pavment thereof, together with the said trust disposition

and settlement itself, in so far as the same relates to the sums hereby assigned, and mv
wliole right, title, and interest in the premises, with power to him to ask, crave, and

uplift the sums lierebv assigned, and upon payment to grant discharges or conveyances

tliereof, either in whole or in part, and generally to do every other thing concerning the

premises which I might have done mvself before granting hereof : which assignation

above written I binci and oblige nnself and my heirs, executors, and representatives

whomsoever, jointly and severally, without the necessity of dis.'ussing them m their order,

to warrant to the said D. and his foresaids, from all facts and deeds done, or to be done,

bv me in prejudice thereof [where absolute v:arraiulice is intended, the iked will run:

'Ho vjarrant to the said D., etc., at all hamh and against all mortals as law wiH."]

Intimation.—When property or rights are transferred by assignation,

intimation to the holder of the property or debtor in the obligation is

necessary to complete the transfer. The most formal method of intimation

is proper notarial intimation, attested by notarial instrument. The Act of
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1862, while saving any form then in use, provided that an assignation should
be. validly intimated (1) by a notary delivering a certified copy in presence
of two witnesses, the evidence of whicii is a certificate to that effect in

statutory form : and (2) by the holder of the assignation, or any one
authorised by him, transmitting a copy, certilied as correct, to the person to

whom intimation is to be made, a written acknowledgment of the receipt

of the copy being evidence of intimation, liut neither regular notarial

intimation, nor intimation in the statutory form, are solemnities, and the law
accepts in certain cases other forms of notice, or evidences of notice, which are

regarded as equivalent. Thus it is sutlicient if there be judicial intimation,

such as a charge upon a bond against a common debtor at the instance of the

assignee, or a citation of a common debtor liy an assignee in an action for

payment. The registration in tlie Register of Sasines of a heritable bond,

or bond and disposition in security, granted by one not feudally vested, luis

been held suflficient intimation of the conveyance of a personal right in the

lands {P(ml, 1835, 13 S. 818; Edmund, 1855, 18 D. 47, afi'd. 3 Macq. 118;
Ersk. iii. 5, 6). But registration in tlic Books of Council and Session has no
such effect (Tod's Trs., 18G7, 7 ]\I. IIOU). So also, any act of the debtor

undertaking to pay, or corroborating the debt, is sufficient. Thus it is suffi-

cient if the debtor is a party to the assignation, or if he acknowledge the

assignee's right by letter, or pay interest or part of the principal to the

assignee, or if he accept a draft in favour of the assignee for the sum in

a bond, or even if such a draft be presented and protested. Mere private

knowledge, though it may put the debtor in bad faith in a question with
the assignee, is not equivalent to intimation, and is of no avail in a com-
petition with other properly completed assignations, legal or voluntary
(Bell, Com., M'L. ed., ii. 17).

When the debtor is out of Scotland, intimation is made edictally upon
letters obtained in the P.ill Chamber (G Geo.'iv. c. 120, s. 51 ; 1 & 2 Yict. c.

118; A. S. 11 July 1828, 24 Dec. 1838)." When there is more than
one debtor, intimation must be made to each ; and intimation to a firm

sliould be made to all the partners, unless there is a regularly appointed
manager ; and the fact that the assignee was defacto manager of the firm has
been held not equipollent to intimation to the firm {Hill, 184G, 8 D. 472).

Intimation to one of two trustees who held the trust funds, and practically

administered the trust, has been held sullicient {Jameson, 1887, 14 E, G43).

In the case of an incorporated joint-stock bank, intimation should be
made to the manager at the head office, and also to the agent of the

V)ranch where the money is, if it is lying at a branch. Intimation may
be made to companies incorporated under the Companies Acts by
delivering it or posting it in a prepaid letter addressed to the company at

their registered office (Companies Act, 18G2 (25 & 2G Vict. c. 89, s. 02)).

A corresponding provision is contained in The Companies Clauses Act
(8 & 9 Vict. c. 17), s. 137: The Lands Clauses Act (8 & 9 Vict. e. 19), s.

128 ; and The Bailway Clauses Act (8 & 9 Vict. c. 33), s. 130.

Transfer ivithout Deed.—While assignation is the appropriate deed for the
transfer of moveables and incorporeal rights where writing is necessary, w-rit-

ing is not in all cases retpiired. Thus (1) moveables corporeal, and certain

classes of debts to which the right runs with the voucher (as bank bills ami
notes, and bills payable to the bearer and bills blank indorsed), are trans-

ferred, in the way either of sale or security, by mere delivery. In these cases

delivery, with the intention to pass the property or create the security, is

sufficient without any writing. But where moveables are in sucli a position

that actual delivery cannot be made, as, for example, in the hands of a third
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party, tlieii \viitiug and iiitimatiou is necessary ; and in certain cases, such

as ships, writing is necessary on account of the title by which they are in

law held and transferred (with respect to the transfer of ships or shares in

ships, see Merchant Shipping Act, 180-4 (57 & 58 Vict. c. GO, ss. 24-30)).

(2) There are certain cases in which a deed of assignation is unnecessary,

because the law recognises an equivalent. Thus the obligation contained in

a bill of exchange or promissory note passes by indorsation. The acceptance

of a bill, and, when the drawer has funds available for the payment thereof,

tlie presentation of a bill, is equivalent to a duly intimated assignation—Bills

of Exchange Act, 1882 (45 & 46 Vict. c. 61, s. 5:3 (2)). Again, the indorsation

and delivery of a bill of lading, by custom of merchants, passes the property

of the goods which it represents (Lidharroiv, 1794, 5 T. li. 683) ; and the

assignation thus effected may be either an absolute transfer of the property,

a conditional transfer, a mortgage or a pledge, according to the intention of

the parties (Seivell, 1884, L. E. 10 A. C. 74). So also, where goods are

represented by a document of title, the transfer of the document, coupled

with intimation, completes the assignation. The expression " document of

title" is defined by the Factors Act, 1889, and by the Sale of Goods Act,

1893, to include "any bill of lading, dock warrant, warehouse-keeper's

certificate, and warrant or order for the delivery of goods, and any other

document used in the ordinary course of business, as proof of the possession

or control of goods, or authorising or purporting to authorise, either by

indorsement or by delivery, the possessor of the document to transfer

or receive the goods thereby represented. The Factors Act, 1890 (53

& 54 Vict, c, 40, s. 1); The Factors Act 1889 (52 & 53 Vict. c. 45, s. 4);

Sale of Goods Act, 1893 (56 & 57 Vict. c. 71, s. 62). The Factors Act

also provides that, for its purposes, the transfer of a document of title

may be by indorsement, or, where the document is by custom or by its

express terms transferable, by delivery, or makes the goods deliverable to

the bearer, then by delivery. In the case of bills of exchange and bills of

lading, indorsation and transfer of the document is a complete assignation

of the rio-hts represented by the document, without any intimation. In the

case of other documents of title, intimation of the transfer is necessary to

complete the right of the transferee {Conned & Co., 1868, 6 M. 1095, L. J. C.

Inglis, 1110).

Asdgnations requiring no Intimation.—While intimation is requisite for

the completion of the transfer of property or rights conveyed by an assigna-

tion, in the sense of a deed of conveyance, there are certain assignations in

the secondary sense, i.e. transfers of property from one person to another,

wiiich require no intimation. The cases of bills of exchange and bills of

lading have already been noticed. The rule in these cases is founded upon

the law merchant, and has its origin in the convenience of traders. There

is another class of assignations which require no intimation, namely, legal

or judicial assignations, these being in themselves public. Thus the act

and warrant of a trustee in a sequestration vests in him the moveable

estate and effects of the bankrupt, as if actual possession had been obtained

or intimation made (Baidvruptcy Act, 1856 (19 & 20 Vict. c. 79, s. 102)).

So also a decree of adjudication, although no seisin had followed upon it,

was held preferable to a subsequent arrestment (L. J. Clerk, 23 Feb.

1671, Mor. 2766). But legal assignations, although preferable in a

competition, without intimation do not put the debtor in the obligation

in bad faith ; and a debtor wlio, without knowledge of the legal assignation,

pays to the original creditor, will not be liable in a second payment.

Ejlfect of Afisignatlon.—The effect of a completed assignation is to put the
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assignee in the cedent's place, so that (1) every riglit competent to the cedent
is competent to the assignee, and Cl) every defence competent against the

cedent is competent against the assignee. This rule is usually expressed in

the maxim, Assii/natus utitur jure auctoris. The assignee may sue or do
diligence either in his own name, or in tliat of the cedent, if he be alive. Ikit

he cannot execute in his own name diligence issued in the name of tlie

cedent (Stetmrt, 1745, Mor. 3G89). To the general rule, however, as to the

effect of assignations, there are certain exceptions to be noted, ^\here the

defence competent against the cedent can only be established by reference

to his (jatii, such reference is incompetent after assignation (('(rmplnll,

1860, 2."> I). 15'J), unless (1) the subject conveyed has been rendered

litigious liefore intimation, as, for example, liv un action brought by the

debtor against the cedent (SomerrU/e, 1G73, Mor. 8325), or (2) the

assignation l)e gratuitous or in trust for the cedent. Again, the nature of

the original contract under which the obligation assigned arises, may be
such as to bar the debtor from pleading against an assignee a defence

]ilcadable against the cedent. An example of the application of this

principle will be found in Merchant Banldng Co. of London (L. E. 5 Ch. D.

205). There vendors of steel rails, who had issued to the purchasers

warrants for the goods deliverable to the purchaser, or assigns by indorsement

which were, by usage of trade and the intention of the parties, meant to

be transferable to holders for value free from any vendor's lien, were held

not entitled to plead vendor's lien for unpaid purcliase money against third

parties to whom the warrants had Ijeen indorsed in pledge by the purchasers

(see also Agra & Mastermans Bank, ex p. Asiatic Banking Corporation, L. E;

2 Ch. App. 391 ; in re Blakeley Ordnance Co., L. E. 3 Cli. App. 154 ; Well, L. E.

5 Q. B. 642 ; Crouch, L. E. 8 Q. B. 374). By the Sale of Goods Act, 1893
{oij & 57 Vict. c. 71), s. 47, it is enacted that "where a document of title

to goods has been lawfully transferred to any person as buyer or owner
of the goods, and that person transfers the document to a person who takes

the document in good faith and for valuable consideration, then, if such

last-mentioned transfer was by way of sale, the un]iaid seller's right of lien,

or retention, or stoppage in transitu, is defeated; and if such last-mentioned

transfer was by way of pledge or other disposition for value, the unpaid

seller's right of lii-n, or retention, or stoppage in iransitn, can only be

exercised subject to the rights of the transferee.'"' The rule that

exceptions grounded on latent trusts or equities in favour of third parties,

though ])leadable against the cedent, will not be effectual against onerous

assignees (recognised in Redfcarn, 1813, Mor. App. Pers. & Eeal, 3 ; 1 Dow,
50 ; 5 Pat. 707), is not an exception to the rule, Assigmiius utitur Jure

auctoris, but a case to which the rule does not apply (Scottish Widous' Fund,

1876, 3 E. 1078, per L. P. Inglis, 1082). But such exceptions are good

against the trustee in a sequestration, for he takes the subject tantum et tale

as it stood in the bankrupt (Dingwall, 1822, 1 S. 463; Gordon, 1824, 2 S.

675; Flccmiug, 1868, 6 M. (H. L.) 113; Graeme's Tr., 1888, 15 E. 691).

Warrandice.—Assignation of a debt implies w"arrandice that the debt

is due and the title to assign good, but not that the debtor is solvent

(Ersk. ii. 3. 25; Riddell, 1707, Mor. 16616; Fcrrier, 1828, 6 S. 818;
Sinclair, 1820, 7 S. 401 ; Rcid, 1879, (J E. 1007).

Assignation of Contracts.— While rights acquired by contract are

assignable, contracts involving mutual obligations cannot be assigned.

Thus, when A. enters into a contract of sale with B., he cannot assign that

contract to C. to the effect of giving C. a right to perform the contract and
sue for the price (Boulton, 1857, 2 H ».^' N. 564: Buhson d'- Sharpc, 1831,

VOL. I. 22
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2 B. L^- A. r.O;". ; The Family Endowiucnt ^oddy, 1870, L. 11. 5 Ch. App.

118: Grkrson, Oldham, d'- Co. Lim., 1895, 22 R 812). And it is not

inconsistent with this rule that a party to a contract which does not n\-

YoXwe delectus persona: may perform it by the hand of another, the obliija-

tions and rights of action under the contract remaining in his own pert-on

{The British IVagt/on Co. and the Farkgate Waggon Co., 1880, L. II. 5 Q. B.

D. 149 ; The West Stockton Iron Co., 1880, 7 li. 1055 : Johnston & Reai/,

1881, 8 K. 437 : see also, for iUustration of this principle, Fleming, 1859,

21 D. 548, 4 ^lacq. 1G7: Tally, 1891, 19 11. G5 ; Blumer & Co. and Ellis c!c

Sons, 1874, 1 K. 379; Tinncvclly Sugar Fefining Co. Lim., 1894, 21 Pt.

1009). An exception to this rule exists under Statute in the case of bills

of lading. By the Bills of Lading Act, 1855 (18 & 19 Vict. c. Ill),

" every consignee of goods named in a bill of lading, and every indorsee

of a bill of lading to whom the property of the goods therein mentioned

shall pass upon or by reason of such consignment or indorsement, shall have

transferred to him and vested in him all rights of suit, and be subject to

the same liabilities in respect of such goods as if the contract contained

in the bill of lading had been made with himself."

Conjlict of Laws.—It is outwith the scope of this article to deal with

questions of conflict of laws arising in connection with assignations of

moveables and incorporeal rights, but reference may be made to Strachan,

1835, 13 S. 954; Donaldson, 1855, 17 D. 1053; Connal & Co., 18G8, 6 M.
1095 ; Scottish Frovident Institution, 1888, 16 E. 112 ; Bell, Com. ii. 18

;

i'oote, International Law, 2nd ed., 247, 251 ; Story, Confiict of Laws, ss. 392,

395 ; Bar, International Law, Gillespie's ed., G02-3, and note T. ; Williams,

L. E. 38 Ch. D. 388, 15 App. Ca. 267).

It remains briefly to notice certain rules applicable to the assignation

of special kinds of property.

AssignA t/ons ofFa tents. Designs, and Trade Marks are directed

to be recorded in the respective Eegisters of Patents, Designs, and Trade

Marks, and these registers are primd facie evidence of the matters inserted

in them (Patents, besigns, and Trade Marks Act, 1883 (46 & 47 Vict.

c. 57, ss. 23, 55, and 78)). See Patents, Designs, Trade Marks.
Eeference has already been made to the statutory provisions with

respect to the transfer of ships and shares in ships (see ante).

Shares in Companies incorporated under the Companies Acts are to

be transferred in manner provided by the regulations of the company
(Companies Act, 1862, 25 & 26 Vict. c. 89, s. 22, and Schedule I. Table

A(8)-(1G)).
In the Assignation of Lfases, where these are assignable, intimation

to the landlord is not sufficient to complete the right in a question with

third parties, although sufficient in a question with the landlord. Possession,

natural or civil, is necessary. Thus, when the cedent is in actual possession,

the assignee must complete his right by actual possession ; when the

cedent has sublet, .the assignee may complete his right by intimation to

the subtenant. It was for a long time a subject of controversy whether, in

the case of leases not burdened with a sublease, actual possession was
necessary, or whether an equivalent might not be effected by the assignee

crranting a sublease to the cedent. The result of the cases is to establish

the rule as above stated (Eaiikine on Leases, 175-80, and cases there

cited). Por the law as to assignability of leases, see Lease.

Leases of thirty-one years and upwards, recorded under the Eegistration

of Long Leases Act, 1857 (20 & 21 Vict. c. 2G), may be assigned in the

form jjrovided by the Schedule to the Act, and the recording of such an
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assignation eliccLualiy vcsLs tliu assignee in the rights of the granter (jf

the assignation (s. 3). Such leases may also be assigned in security uf

borrowed money, annuities, or provisions to wives or children, or in security
of cash eiiidits or (jtiier debts in the form ])rovi(led in the Schedule (s. 4).

I'he iiolder of tiie security, in addition to his power of sale, may, in default
of payment of principal or interest for six mcjnths, enter into possession
unchsr wairaut (jf the Sherin': luit unless and until he so enter into possession,

lie is not liable to the lantilord in any of the obligations and prestations
of the lease (s. G). Assignations of such leases are preferal)le, in comjietitiou,

accordiug to the date of recording (s, 12).

Heritalde securities may be transferred ]>y assignation in the form
prescribed by sec. 124 of the Titles to Land Consolidation Act, 186S (31 & 32
Vict. c. 101), and the title is completed by recording the assignation in

the a])propriate llegister of Sasines.

[Stair, iii. 1, and Note Bli ; Ersk. iii. 5 ; Bell, Com. v. chap. 2, sec. 1
;

Bell, Frin. chap. ix. ; Ersk. Frin. iii. 5 ; Anson, Contract, part iii. chap. 2

;

Addison, Con/nrefs, 203.]

See HKKiTAr.LE SKcntrriKs.

Assignation of Rents.—in a formal disposition of heritage,

whether absolute or in security, there is always a clause assigning rents.

The statutory form of the clause of assignation of rents applicable to an
absolute conveyance of heritage is :

" And I " (i.e. the disponer) " assign
the rents " (31 & 32 Vict. c. 1 01 , s. 5, and Schedule (B) ) ; and such a clause,

unless it is specially qualified, is " held to import an assignation to the rents
to become due for the possession following the term of entry, according to

the legal and not the conventional terms, unless in the case of fore-hand
rents, in which case it shall be held to import an assignation to the rents
payable at the conventional terms subsequent to the date of entry" (see 31
& 32 Vict. c. 101, s. 8). The statutory form of the clause of rents applicable
to a bond and disposition in security is also :

" 1 assign the rents " (31 & 32
Vict. c. 101, s. 118, and Schedule (FF), No. 1) ; and by sec. 119 of the Act of

1868 it is declared that a clause in this form "shall be held to import an
jissignation to the creditor and his representatives in molUihas or his heirs,

as the case may be, and to his assignees, to the rents to become due or
payable from and after the date from wliich interest on the sum in the
security connnenees to run, in the full(M' form generally in use prior to

the 30th day of Septeml)er 1847, including therein a power to the creditor
and his foresaids to insure all buiUlings against loss by fire, and, on default
in payment, to enter into possession of the lands disponed in security,

and to uplift the rents thereof, or to uplift the rents thereof if the lands
are not dis])oned in security, and to make all necessary repairs on the
buildings, subject to accounting to the debtor for any balantte of rents
actually recovered beyond what is necessary for payment to such creditor
and his foresaids of the sums, principal, interest, and penalty, due to him
or them under such security, and of all exjjenses incurred by him or
them in reference to such possession, iuehuling the expenses of manage-
ment, insurance, and repairs." The subject of assignation to rents willbe
fully dealt with under the articles on the Feu-Charter and on the Bond
AND Disposition in" Security.

Assignation of Writs.—As there is in a formal disposition of

heritage, whether abtiolulc or in ^eeuritv, a clause of assignation of rents, so
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there is a clause of assignation of \viits. The statutory furm of a clause of

assignation to writs applicable to a disposition of a fee of property already

created is : "I " (i.e. the disponer) " assign the writs, and have delivered the

same according to inventory " ; and such a clause, unless it is specially

qualified, imports " an absolute and unconditional assignation to such writs

and evidents, and to all open procuratories, clauses, and precepts, if any, and

as the case may be, therem contained, and to all unrecorded conveyances to

which the disponer has right" (ol & o2 Vict. c. 101, s. 5, and Schedule (B),

and s. 8). This form is not adapted to an original feu-right, in which the

clause of assignation of writs may run thus :
" And I assign the writs, but

to the effect only of maintaining and defending the right of said B." (i.e. the

disponee) " and his foresaids in the subjects hereby disponed ; and for that

purpose I oblige myself and my foresaids to make the same, to the extent of

a legal progress, furthcoming to the said B. and his foresaids, at their

expense, on all necessary occasions, and that on a receipt and obligation to

redeliver the same within a reasonable time and under a suitable penalty"

(Juridical Styles, i. 12. 29 ; Hendry's Styles, 17).

In the bond and disposition in security in the form of Schedule (FF)

of the Titles to Land Consolidation (Scotland) Act, 1868 (31 & 32 Vict. c. 101,

s. 118), there is a clause of assignation to writs in this form :
" I assign the

writs "
; and by sec. 119 of that Act it is declared that the clause of assigna-

tion of writs in the form given in the schedule just mentioned " shall be

held to import an asijignation to the creditor and his foresaids to writs

and evidents to the same effect as in the fuller form generally in use in a

bond and disposition in security, with power of sale prior to the thirtieth

day of September 1847." The subject of assignation of writs will be treated

in detail under the articles Feu-Ciiarter and Bond and Disposition in

Security.

ASSignatuS Utitur jure auctoriS.—This legal maxim
expresses the general rule applicable in the transfer of obligations, that the

assignee acquires no higher right than his cedent, and that all exceptions

pleadable by the debtor in the obligation against the cedent are pleadable

ao-ainst the assignee. It is no exception to this rule, that collateral obliga-

tions or latent trusts which might have been enforceable against the cedent

by third parties, are not enforceable against the assignee, because these are

not part of, but extraneous to, the right assigned (Bell, Com., M'L.'s ed., i.

302; Scottish Widoios' Fund, 1876, 3 II. 1078, per L. P. Inglis, at 1082).

The only real exception to the rule occurs in the case of negotiable

instruments, the bond fide holder of such instruments having a good title,

notwithstanding defects in the title of the transferer (Dixon, 3 Macq. 1, per

L. Cranworth, at 16 ; Crouch, L. E. 8 Q. B. 380 ; Mangles, 3 H. L. C. 735

;

Graham, 8 Eq. 36).

The maxim is also employed, with reference to the transfer of property

generally, as expressive of the rule that no one can give a better title than he

himself has. Nemo plus juris ad alium transferre "potest quani vpse habet (Dig.

50. 17. 54). To the doctrine thus widely expressed there are certain exceptions

to be noted. For exanqjle, one who has obtained property by fiaud may give

a good title to a hond fide purchaser (see cases cited. Bell, Prin. 13 A, note

c). But this exception is rather apparent than real, as a fraudulent contract

is not void, but only voidable, and accordingly, until it is set aside, there is

a good title to transfer. Again, there is the large class of cases provided

for by the Factors Acts (now consolidated in the Factors Act, 1889 (52 & 53
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Vict. c. 45), and Factors (Scotland) Act, 1890 (53 & 54 Vict. c. 40)), in which
persons in the possession of goods, or of documents of title to i^'oods, are held

to be able to confer a good title by way of sale or pledge for v;ihie. The rule

in these cases proceeds upon the theory of irnijlied authority. So also tlie

purchaser of goods, to whom a document oi' title (see Factors Act, 1889—52

& 53 Vict. c. 45, 8. 1 ; Sale of Goods Act, 1893—56 & 57 Vict. c. 71, s. 02,

(1)) has been transferred, may transfer such document to u person who
takes it in good faith and for valuable considerati<jn, so as to defeat the

unpaid seller's riglit of lien or stoppage i)i (ransitu (Sale of Goods Act, 1893

(56 & 57 Vict. c. 71, s. 47). See As.signation.

Assignee.—The person in wliose favour an assignation is granted.

—

See As.SIGN ATIUN.

Assisting.—See Actor or Art and Part. It is a crime by
StaLuti; to assist a prisoner of war to escape (52 Geo. in. c. 150); and also

at common law {ib. s. 4 ; Hume, i. 527 ; Macdonald, 239, 240).

Assize.—In the Criminal Law of Scotland, assize means the jury

called for the trial of prisoners at a sitting of a criminal Court. In
England, and sometimes in Scotland, the word assize is used to mean the

sittings of a criminal Court. See Jury,

Assoilzie.—To assoilzie is to acquit the defender in an action, or to

find an accused not guilty. See Action ; Decree.

Assumed Trustees.—Assumed trustees, being only liable for

their own acts and intromissions, are not personally liable for the adminis-

tration of their predecessors, except in so far as they have acquiesced in or

homologiited it: but thev are bound to give an account of the intromissions

of theii" predecessors, so far as these have nut been audited and discharged

{Somcrvillc, 1854, 17 D. 151). They may incur liability as partners of a

trading company, although there is no executed transfer of the shares to

their name {BcU, 1879, 6 R 548, 6 E. (H. L.) 55). They are not entitled to

exercise a discretionary power {cfj. in the apportionment of the fund) con-

ferred on the original trustees {Hill, 1874, 2 E. 68). They may, however,
apply to the C(uut for authority to exercise such a power, and the Court
will be guided in granting or refusing the authority according as there is or

is not a delectus personcr and intention in the deed to intrust the power to a

particular person (see Hill, ut sitpra ; Bobbie, 1893, 20 E. 358 ; Sir/ison, 188;'»,

10 E. 540; Howden, 1895, 23 E. 113).—[M'Laren on Wills and Succession,

1124.] See Assumption OF Trustees ; Trustees.

Assumption of Thirds.—Assumption of thirds, or assignation

out of thirds of benefices, was a method of providing stipends to the

Protestant ministers, commenced in 1501. After the Eeformation, diflieulty

was experienced in obtaining the means of support for the new ministry.

To remedy this state of matters, on a petition by the ministers to the Queen
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and Privy Council, an Act of Privy Council, of 22 Dec. 15G1, ordered that

a fourth part of the revenue of the whole benefices of the kingdom should

be employed partly in maintaining the reformed clergy, and partly in

support of the queen ; and if this was not sufficient, then a third was to

be taken. By another Act of Council, 15 Feb. 15G1-G2, a third of the

revenue w'as ordered to be collected and applied to these purposes. There
was much delay in ulitaining rentals, and further difficulty was caused by
the queen having granted gratuitous discharges. On 10 Oct. 1564, the

Council declared the queen's dis(;harges ino])erative, and the Act 1567, c.

10, provides that the whole thirds should ])o })aid to the ministers, notwith-

standing any discharge thereof granted by the queen. One of these

.gratuitous discharges is contained in a letter, of 16 May 1565, by the

queen, amongst the Eoxburgh MSS. [Hist. MS. Comm. 14 Report, Part iii.

'.jO], by which the queen, for "pity and commiseration" to the Convent of

" Senis " (Sciennes), Edinburgh, remits the third due from their benefices

to the Crown, and discharges all collectors from troubling them.

Stipends were modified out of the thirds by a Commission known as the

Commission of Plat, from 1573 till 1606, when bishops were restored.

—

[Acts of Conncil v. Benefices ; Acts of Parliamc7it v. Thirds, Council, i. 90, ii.

25 : Elliot, 7-9.] See Teinds.

Assumption of Trustees.—Prior to the Trusts Act of 1861

(24 & 25 Vict. c. 84), it was not possible for trustees to assume new trustees,

unless a special power to that effect had been given to them in the trust

deed. By that Act a power to assume new trustees is read into every

deed by which gratuitous trustees are appointed, unless the contrary be

expressed in the deed (see Allan, 1878, 5 R. 576 ; Munro, 1887, 14 R. 574).

The power of assumption may be exercised by a majority or quorum of the

trustees, but due notice must be given to all the trustees
(
Wysc, 1881, 8

R. 983) who are available to act {Malcolm, 1895, 22 R. 968). 'The Court

will only listen to the objections of a minority " upon allegations of cor-

ruption or impropriety or such like" {Neilson, 1885, 12 R. 670; see Foggo,

1893, 20 R. 273). Persons nominated as executors who are unable to

distribute the estate at once, and who have therefore to hold it for some
time, are in the position of trustees, and have power to assume {Ainslie,

1886, 14 R. 209). Where a trustee becomes insane or incapable of acting

by reason of physical or mental disability, or by continuous absence from

the United Kingdom for a period of six calendar months or upwards (see

Malcolm, 1895, 22 R. 973, per Lord Kinnear), the remaining trustee or

trustees may execute a deed of assumption under s. 11 of the 1867 Act
(30 & 31 Vict. c. 97). But in this case, if the signature of a quorum is

not available, the consent of the Court must be obtained on the application

either of the acting trustee or trustees, or of one or more of the beneficiaries

under the trust. A trustee-nominate, who does not wish to accept office,

may act, where it is necessary to make a quorum, to the effect of assuming
new trustees, without incurring any further liability in the administration

of the trust {Blain, 1836, 14 S.'361 ; Millar, 1837, 2 S.' & M'L. 889, per Lord

Brougham). A sole trustee who wishes to resign may do so after assuming
new trustees with the consent of the beneficiaries under the trust who are

of full age and capable of acting at the time (18G7 Act, s. 10). Trustees

ai)pointed by the CJourt have not power to assume new trustees unless

such power is expressly conferrccl on them by the Court (1867 Act,

s. 13).
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FORM OF IJEED OF ASSUMPTION is provided in Schedule B of

the 1867 Act:—

I, A. 11. [or we, A . II. and C. D.\ the accepting and surviving [or remaining] trustee \or

trustees, or a majority au<l <iuurum of the arcei)ting and surviving trustees], acting under

a trust disposition aiid deed of settlement [or ofhtr duKd] granted Ijv K. F. in favour of

, datetl the day of ['/ recorded, specify rerjister and date of

recordimj], do hereljy assume G. H. [or G. 11. and 7. K.] as a trustee [or trustees] under

the said trust disp(jsilion and settlement [or other deed] ; and I [or we] dispone and convey

to myself [or ourselves] and the said G. H. [or G. If. and /. A'.], as trustees under the said

trust disp(jsition and settlement [or other deed], and the survivcjrs or survives-, and the

heirs of the last survivor, the majority, while more than two are acting, being a quorum,
All and Sundry the wh(jle estate and ell'ects, heritable and moveable, real and personal,

of every description, or wherever situated, at jjresent belonging to or under my [or ourl

controlas trustees [or surviving trustees, or otherwue as the case may he], under the said

trust disposition and settlement, together with the whole vouchers, titles, and.instructions

thereof. [Then may follow, if wished, special conveyances of heritable or jjersonal property,

with the usual claii.ses of a conveyance apjilicablc to such property, and as the ca.<^c may require.']

And we consent to registration hereof for preservation, and also in the General or Par-

ticular [or Burgh] Register of Sasines for publication.—In w itiiess whereof [testing clause

ill the usual form.]

" A deed of assumption so executed, in addition to a general convey-

ance of the trust estate, may contain a special conveyance of heritable

property; and in such case may, with the necessary warrant of registration

thereon, be recorded in the Eegister of Sasines, and when so recorded shall

be cifectual as a conveyance of the heritable property belonging to the

trust estate, so far as specially conveyed, in favour of the existing trustees

and the trustees so to ])e assumed ; and such deed of assumption shall also

be ellectual as an assignation in favour of such existing and assumed trustees

of the whole personal property belonging to the trust estate" (1867 Act,

s. 11).—[M'Laren on Wills and Succession, 1124 ; Howden on Trusts, 123
;

IVIenzies on Trustees, s. 43.] See Assumed Tiu'steks ; Trust; Trustee.

Assurance. — See Insurance; Accident Insurance; Fire

Insurance ; Life Insurance ; Maritime Insurance, etc.

Assurance, Married Women's Policies of,

(Scotland) Act, 1880.—See Jus Mariti.

Assyth ment.—This was the sum of money payable by a homicide to

certain relatives of the deceased, a survival of the custom of paying blood-

money in order to escape the blood-feud (Kames, Laio Tracts, vol. ii. art. i.).

By ancient custom, it was payable after the guilt of the accused had been

ascertained, and possibly also if the accused had been outlawed for non-

appearance by the Criminal Court. If the panel suffered the punishment

due to his crime, no claim for assythment arose ; but if he had been found

guilty only of culpable homicide, or if he escaped execution liy an act of

indenniity or through the prerogative of the sovereign, he had to appease

the vengeance of the injured relatives by making this money payment.

So well recognised was this claim on the part of the relatives, that the

I\oyal prerogative could not deal with it, and the Statute law provided that

no remission of sentence should be allowed in Court unless upon evidence

that it had been satisfied. To obtain remission, the panel produced littcrw.

2)acis or " letters of slains," signed by the four principal branches of the
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kindred of the deceased, bearing receipt of the assythment, discharging the

panel of all action, civil or criminal, at their instance, and reqnesting the

king to grant a remission. In practice, however, there came to be accepted,

inst°ead of the letters, surety for payment of such a sum as might afterwards

be awarded. This sum, in strict procedure, fell to be ascertained by the Court

of Exchequer, but where the relatives themselves were prosecutors in the

Justiciary Court, that Co\irt was accustomed to ascertain and award

assythment. Assythment could also be recovered in the Court of Session

by civil action {Machii/, 1767, Mor. 12541). It is not clear from the

authorities who were entitled to sue for assythment, or in what proportions

it was distributed among the relatives. The title was said to be in the

next-of-kin, but a widow, uncle, and brother could all sue together,

and if the nearest kin refused to sue, the more remote might. In the

distribution of the money, the widow shared along with the issue, the heir

along with the other children, and the immediate issue excluded their

descendants. The action for assythment has been long in disuse, and is

not to be confounded with the existing civil action of damages for personal

injuries (Horn, 1878, 5 E. 1055). Crime was necessary to found an action

of assythment. Negligence, personal or vicarious, suffices for an action of

damages (Eistm, 1870, 8 M. 980).—[Balfour, Pradivks, 516; Bankt. i.

:i4G: Hume, i. 284, ii. 124; Stair, i. 9. 5; Ersk. iv. 4. 105; Bell, Prm. s.

2029.]

Astriction.—The bindmg of lands to a mill under the prandial

servitude (or pseudo-servitude) of thirlage, now almost in disuse. "^To

astrict" and "to thirl" are here synonymous terms: but "thirlage" is

used to denote the general character of the obligation, while "astriction"

is used to describe the constituting of the obligation in a particular case.

Tints thirlage consists in the astriction of specified lands to a specified mill,

at which the occupants of these lands are bound to have their victual

ground. Astriction involves (1) payment to the owner or tenant of the

mill of a duty called multures, payable in kind and calculated according

to the quantity of victual to be ground, but almost always considerably in

excess of the competition value of the services rendered
; (2) payments to

the miller's servants, known as sequels—knaveship bannock, lock or gowpen
;

(3) services in keeping up the mill -house, dam -dykes, and water -gaits

(aqueducts), and in bringing home the mill-stones. The precise extent of

all these services depended partly on the terms in which the obligation

was constituted, and partly on usage. If the right of thirlage is questioned,

the remedy of the projjrietor or tenant of the mill is to bring a declarator

of astriction in tlie Court of Session, in which it is necessary to call the

owner of the lands as to which declarator is sought {L. Wardis, 1628,

Mor. 2201 ; Juridical Styles, :3rd ed., vol. iii. p. 44). See Thirlage.

Astriction to the smithy of a barony seems also to have been known in

Scotland {Yamian, 1770, Mor. 14537).

Atheism.—Denial of the existence of the Deity. It was formerly

a crime, both at common law and by Statute. The nomcn juris which

the insitutional writers apply to this offence is "blasphemy"; but the

Statutes recognise a distinction between railings and cursings at divine

things, with reference to which one transgression was punishable, and

dispassionate denial of the Deity, which required to be persistent in order
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t(j ho erimiiiitl. 'J'lic former offence is blasphemy, according to the niodeni
couception of the term; the latter, atheism. The Act 1621, c. 21, makes
the ohstinatc denial of (\oi\, or of any of the persons of the blessed Trinity,

a capital ollence, and the Act 1G95, c. 11, declares that an ohstiaale oll'endur

is one who has been convicted thrice of an offence under the Act 1621, or

of the denial of the authority of the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments, or tlie providcnice of God in the government of the world. ]'.y

the Act of IG'J") the penalty of such a conviction was death. These Statutes

were both repealed by 53 Geo. in. c. 160, s. 3, and, at comnujn law, ikj

prosecution on the charge of atheism would now be undertaken. The Act
6 Geo. IV. c. 47, amended by 7 Will. iv. c. 5, restricts the punishment of

blasphemy to fine or im])riHoniii(!nt, or l)otli. The sale of blasphemous <n-

atheistic works may be tried summarily {Fuilay, 1843, 1 Broun, 648, note)

;

or, on indictment {Rohinson, 1843, 1 Broun, 590, 643 ; Faterson, 1843,

1 Broun, 629). Formerly, a person who did not believe in a God or a

future state was inadmissible as a witness {Ilcnru, 1842, 1 Broun, 221
;

JJickson on Ecidcnce, s. 1557). Tliis ground of exclusion must now be held

to be obsolete, because, by the Oatlis Act, 1888 (51 & 52 Vict. c. 46), any
person objecting to be sworn, and stating, as the ground of such objection,

either that he lias no religious belief, or that the taking of an oath is

contrary to his religious belief, may make a solemn afUrmation, in the form
given in the Act, instead of taking an oath, in all i)laces and for all

purposes where an oatli is or shall be required by law.—[Hume, i. 568 ;

Alison, ii. 437 ; Ersk. iv. 2. 23, iv. 4. 16 ; Bankt. ii. 645 ; Chisholm, i^arck^'.s

i^i^cs^, voce " Atheism."] See Affikmatiox ; Blaspiiemy; Oath.

Attainder.— Corruption of the blood, and part of the punishment
of treason. A person w'ho is attainted forfeits all his honours and dignities.

Further, he cannot succeed to any ancestor, and the immediate superior takes

as escheat all estate to which, but for the attainder, the attainted would
have succeeded. The heirs of an attainted person cannot inherit from him,
nor can any one take a succession where his right to succeed depends on his

relationship to one wdio has been attainted. If a person who possesses an
estate upon apparency is attainted, the Crown at once takes the whole
finidal right to the estate, and not merely the interest of the apparent heir

{E. of Perth, 1871, 9. M. (H. L.) 83). Corruption of blood can be removed
only by Act of Parliament. Attainder is part of the punishment of treason

under the treason law of England, which was extended to Scotlarul by 7

Anne, c. 21. By the Act 33 & 34 Vict. c. 23, attainder does not now follow

on a conviction of treason or felony in England. This Act, however, does
not extend to Scotland.—[Hume, i. 549 ; Alison, i. 623 ; Macdonald, 231

;

Anderson, Crim. Lav\ 33
; Bankt. ii. 261 : Stair, iii. 3. 37 ; Ersk. ii. 3. 16,

iv. 4. 24; Swin. Ahriihj. wee "Treason"; Bell, Frin. s. 1645.] See
Forfeituue; Tkeason.

Attempt to commit Crime.—Ai ronnnou law, prior to

1887, it was competent to charge a person with attemjitiug to connnit an
indictable crime. The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1887 (50 & 51
Vict. c. 35), is declaratory of the common law in this respect, and, in

addition, eual)les a conviction for an attempt to be obtained imder an indict-

ment charging a completed crime. Sec. 61 of the Act of 1887 jtrovides

that "attempt to commit any indictable crime shall itself be an indictable
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crime, and uiuUt an indictment whicli charges a completed crime, the

person accused may be lawfully convicted of an attc^npt to commit such

crime ; and under an indictment charging an attempt, the person accused

may be convicted of sucli attempt although the evidence be sullicient to

prove the completion of the crime said to have been attempted; and under

an indictment wliich charges a crime which imports personal injury

intiieted l)y the person accused, resulting in death or serious injury to the

person, the person accused may be lawfuly convicted of the assault or other

injurious act, and may also be lawfully convicted of the aggravation that

such assault or other injurious act was committed with intent to commit

such crime." What amounts to an attempt is always a c|uestion of circum-

stances. It is unnecessary that actual harm has ensued, provided there has

been " an inchoate act of execution of the meditated deed." Kemote acts of

preparation for the commission of crime are not punishable; the pre-

paratory acts, to amount to attempt to commit crime, must be connected

with, and lead up to, the final act of perpetration (Hume, i-. 26).

Attempt to lYIurder. — 1. At Common Law.—A person

may competently be charged, at common law, with attempt to murder.

It is immaterial whether the attempt has been made by direct violence,

or by administering or attempting to administer poison, or by the

employment of such indirect means of attack as cutting a rope or

placing a spring-gun (Alcorn, 1827, Syme, 221 ; TumUeson, 1863, 4 Irv.

426). The intent to murder is held to be proved when the injury done

shows utter recklessness as to the life of the victim; or, if no injury has

been done, where the accused has done all he could to inflict serious

injury, as where he points a pistol, but it misses fire, or the bullet does

not hit its object. The intent is also presumed if poisoned food or drink

is placed where it is likely to be partaken of {Williamson, 1863, 6 Sc.

Jur. 40). Similarly, the crime is completed when A. hands poison to

B. to be administered to C, whether B. is an accomplice of A. or is

not {Tumhleson, ut supra). The 61st sec. of the Criminal Procedure

(Scotland) Act, 1887 (50 & 51 Vict. c. 35), also makes it competent to

charge attempt to murder as a substantive offence. The institutional

writers are divided in opinion as to whether or not attempt to murder

is punishable capitally at common law. See Assassination.
_

The

authorities adduced by Hume, however, clearly establish that no higher

penalty than an arbitrary sentence can follow on conviction of this

crime.

2. By Statute.—By the Act 10 Geo. iv. c. 38, attempt to murder

is made a capital crime. The Statute, however, specially provides that

if it appears at the trial that, under the circumstances of the case, if

death had ensued, the act or acts done would not have amounted to

murder, the offender shall not be subject to capital punishment. The

Act does not say whether this is to be decided by the judge or the jury.

It is thought that it would be left to the jury (Macdonald, 146). Under

the Act (ss. 1, 2) it is a capital offence wilfully, maliciously, and unlaw-

fully to do any of the following acts :

—

1. Shooting at any of Her Majesty's subjects.

2. Presenting, pointing, or levelling any kind of loaded fire-arms at

any of Her Majesty's subjects, and attempting to discharge the same at

or against his (jr their person or persons. With reference to these offences

by the use of fire-arms, it is to be noted

—
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(1) Thai no special intent is required by the Act. Hence, where

there was proof of sliooting, but only with intent to do "bodily harm,"

tliis was held a good conviction {Dmimn, 1845, 2 Broun, 455 ; Robertson,

I.Son, Bell's NotcH, G7; Blair, 18;]G, Ikdl's NoUs,ij^; Barn d- Others, 1842,

1 Broun, 1).

(2) That " loadcnl " does not necessarily mean " charged with powder and

lead"; ])owder aii<l ])aper-wadding is enough {Blackwood, 1853, 1 Trv. 22.')).

(3) That injuiy need not have; been inflicted.

3. Stabbing or cutting any of Her Majesty's subjects, with intent to

murder, maim, disfigure, disable, or to do some other grievous bodily

haini.

4. With like intent, administei'ing, or causing to be administered to, or

taken l)y, any of \U'X Majesty's suljjects, any deatUy pois(jn, or other noxious

or destructive sul)ject or thing. As to these offences, it is to be observed

that tlie injury must be actually done—the stab inflicted, or the poison

taken.

5. Attempting to suffocate any of Her Majesty's su})jects, with intent

to murder or disable, or to do some ()th(U' griev<jus Ixxlily harm.

6. With like intent, attempting to strangle any of Her Majesty's subjects.

7. With like intent, attempting to drown any of Her Majesty's subjects.

As to these offences, it is to be noted

—

(1) Tliat injury need not have been inflicted.

(2) Tliat the intent must be plainly shown.

H. Throwing at, or otherwise applying to any of Her Majesty's subjects,

any sulphuric acid or other corrosive suljstance calcidated to injure the

human frame, with intent, in so doing, to murder, or to maim, disfigure, or

disable, or to do sonu'. other grievous Ijodily harm, and where, in conse-

quence, any of Her Majesty's subjects shall be maimed, disfigured, or

disabled, or receive some other grievous bodily harm.

As to this offence, it is to be noted

—

(1) That injury must have been done.

(2) That it must be serious or grievous injury.

(3) That the actual victim need not have been the person for whom the

injury was intended. (For authorities, see AciDS, TiirxOWiNC.)

It would probaV)ly be left to the jury to determine what amounts to

"maiming, disfiguring, etc.," in the sense of the Statute {Wood, 1836, 1

Swin. 283).

The Statute applies only to offences against Her Majesty's subjects:

aliens are not included. It is, however, unnecessary to set forth explicitly

in the indictment that the injured person is a British subject. It is sufh-

cient if he is so designed that it may naturally be inferred that he is a

British subject {Davidson, 1SS2, 4 Coup. 600).—[Hume, i. 26; Alison,!. 163;

Macdonald, 144; Anderson, Crim. Law, 74.] See MuiiDEi;.

Attendance at School.—See Education.

Attestor—"Attestor in the Bill Chamber."—An attestor in the Bill

Cliandjer is one who attests the sufficiency of a cautioner. The Clerk of

the Bills, who is responsible for the reputed solvency of cautioners in the

Bill Chamber, may, for his security, require attestors of the solvency of

cautioners, and if the attestors are persons of unquestionable credit, it

liberates the Clerk (Stair, iv. 52. 25). The attestor is bound as a cautioner
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for the cautioner, and is liable siibsidiarie for him (A, S., 27 December 1709).

An attestor is entitled to have both the party to the action and the cautioner

discussed before recourse is had upon him (Stair, iv. 52. 25 ; A. S., 27

December 1709 ; Gillespie, 17-47, Mor. 21G3; but see Henderson, 1824, 3 S.

90). "Where an attestor becomes bankrupt during the cause, the defender

may object to further procedure until a new attestor has been found. The
Act of Sederunt, 11 July 1828, s. 118, does not apply to such a case

(A. B. and C. D., 1836, 15 S. 158). An attestor must be certified by a

justice of the peace or magistrate, to the effect that he is reputed to

l3e in good circumstances to fulfil the bond, and such certification is proper

evidence of sufficiency. The certificate should be holograph of the justice

or magistrate, and endorsed on the bond of caution in the form printed on

the back as issued from the office. If the certificate is on a separate paper,

it must identify the bond by its date and terms (Mackay, Manual, 428).

Such certification infers no personal responsibility, beyond the knowledge

and belief of the justice of the peace or magistrate that the fact certified

is true. So that if the attestor thereafter becomes bankrupt, the certifier

is not liable (Beveridge on Bill Chamber, 33 App. 44). The Clerk of the

Bills is entitled to refuse the certificate of a justice of the peace as to an

attestor, if he has reason to believe that he is not reliable (Simpson, 1860,

22 D. 679).

Style of Attestation.

I, A., do hereby not only certify and attest tlie sufficiency of the within designed D.,

as cautioner in the manner within expressed, but also bind and oblige myself, my heirs,

executors, and successors, as cautioner and surety suJ)sidiarie along with him, to the

within designed C, in manner within specified
;
[declaring that, before any proceedings

are taken against me or my foresaids, for payment of any of the said sums, all manner
of legal diligence shall be used against B. and C] ; and I consent that this attestation be

recorded along with the witliin bond, in terms of the clause of registration therein con-

tained, and to the effect within mentioned.—In witness whereof.

Attestation by a J.P. or Magistrate.

I, N., one of Her Majesty's Justices of Peace for the county of T. (or one of the

Magistrates of the city of G.), hereby certify that A. and B., the within designed cautioner

and attestor, are habit and repute responsilde fur the oljligation contained in the within

bond. (Signed) , J.l'. or Magistrate.

Attorney.—An attorney is a person appointed by another to act,

in his place, or to represent him for a certain purpose. See Mandate
;

AgeN'CY ; Proxy. The name of attorney was introduced from England

(Stair, ii. 3. 16). " One that is set in the turne, stead, or place of another,"

is the definition of Coke (Coke upon Littleton, 51, b); "and of these some

be private, and some be publike, as attorneys-at-law." The document by

which the appointment is made is called a Power, or Letter of Attorney

;

and this regulates the limits of the authority conferred. See Power of

Attorney ; also Warrant of Attorney.
Attorney-Ar-LAW.—This name has never been applied in Scotland

to any class of legal practitioners. " Law agent," is the Scotch generic

name for all such practitioners, except members of the Faculty of

Advocates.

Attorney TO take Sasixe.—In the ceremony of giving sasine the

person who appeared to take symbolical delivery on behalf of the grantee

was called his attorney or procurator ; the person acting for the superior

being called his Bailie {q.r.).—[Menzies, Conveijancing Lectures, 571 ; Bell,

Conveyancing, 653.] See Infeftment ; Sasine.
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Auction or Roup.—A public sale \>y competition among Ijidders

or offerers. The word "uuctifjii" suggests an increase by each bidder upon
the price olVered by the preceding bidder, and implies that the highest
bidder will l)e ])reft'rred to the purcliase. "l!oup"is a term formerly mucli
used in Scotland and tiie north of England, but now fast becoming obsolete.

It refers to the call or outcry of the bids by the " rouper" or auctioneer.

At an auction sale, each l)id is in effect a ])roclamation by the bidder that
he is pre])ared to purchase at the price named by him under the conditions of

sale notified Ijcfore the sale commenced. A Ijid is geneially spoken of as an
oiler which is accepted as regartls the highest bid by the auctioneer announ-
cing the completion n\' the sale in customnry manner. In England this view
of the 'principle of an auction sale is well esta])lislied, and is thus stated by
Lord Campbell C. J. : "Tlie case of Fai/ne (17 HO, :J T. K. 148), which has been
considered good law for nearly seventy years, decided that a Ijidding at an
auction, instead of being a conditional purchase, is a mere otter; that the
auctioneer is the agent of the vendor ; that the assent of both parties is

necessary to the contract ; that this assent is signified by knocking down
the hammer; and that, till then, either party may retract" {Warlow, 1858,
1 E. & E. 295, at 308). The power to retract a bid as an oiler not yet
accepted, is an application of the English doctrine of "consideration," it

being held that a stipulation to keep an offer open for a specified time is

void if no special con.sideiation has been given to the offerer {Coolce, 1790,
3 T. K. G53). This doctrine docs not apply to Scotland {Laiu, 1874, 3 E.

1192), and therefore an offer which in its terms is to be kept open for a
certain period cannot be withdrawn before the period has expired (Bell,

Com. i. 344). In sales of goods, the law of Scotland is now assimilated in

this respect to that of England (Sales of Goods Acts, 1893, s. b'^ (1)), but
in other sales it is still an open question whether a bid may be retracted
before the fall of the hammer. It is submitted that it is not competent to

retract, because (1) the law of Scotland seems to have followed the Roman
law in "assuming a {\\Q\i ' pnchnii cle emcndn' or an implied undertaking
that the bid shall not be withdrawn " (see Moyle, Sale in the Civil Lair,

167-169) ; (2) true principle points to a bid being an acceptance of the
exposer's otter to sell, conditional upon tliere being no higher bid ; not
an utter to buy, requiring acceptance by or on behalf of the exposer. " We
cannot distinguish the case of an auctioneer putting up property for sale

'without reserve' from the case of the loser of property ottering a reward,
or that of a railway company publishing a time-table stating the times
when, and the places to which, the trains run. It has been decided that
fclie person giving the information advertised for, or a passenger taking a
ticket, may sue as upon a contract with him " (per Martin B. in Warloic,
1859, 1 E. & E. 309, at 316). In Scotland, Articles of Roup (q.v.)

formally subscribed by the exposer, and an equally formal minute of

exposure subsciibed by each of the bidders, are required in auction sales
of heritage {Abcrdein, 1867, 5 M. 726; see also Shicll, 1874, 1 R. 1083).
It is clear that in such a case the articles correspond to an offer to sell, and
that the sale is completed, not by the fall of the hammer, but by the con-
ditional acceiitance inq)lied by the bidiler's signature to the minute. It is,

therefore, still open in Scotland, in sales of heritoge, or of debts, insurance
policies, shares, patents, copyrights, goodwills, or other sul)jects not falling

within the term "goods," to view each liid as conditionally completing the
contract, and not capable of being retracted. But in auction sales of
"goods" the sale is "complete when the auctioneer announces its completion
by the fall of the hammer, or in other customary numner," and " until such
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aimouncemeiiL is made, anv bidder may retract his bid " (Sale of Goods Act,

1893, s. 58 (2)). In England, the exposer has a like privilege of withdraw-

ing at any time before the fall of the haunner, notwitlistanding that Uie

company has assembled and Inds have been made (Warlow, 1859, 1 E. &

E. 295, 309; Harris, 1873, L. E. 8 Q. B. 280); but in Scotland this rule

does not necessarily apply, at least to the full extent, if, as suggested, the

exposer is an offerer who has contracted to keep his offer open until the

conclusion of the bidding.

A sale by sealed tender, though not an auction in the ordinary sense,

has many of its incidents {IFalker, 1813, 1 Dow 111; Barlotv, 1858, G

H. L. C. 556 ; Watcrhouse, 1864, 1 H. & M. 636), and therefore a person

officiating^ at the opening of the tenders and declaring the purchaser,

requires "an auctioneer's licence (8 & 9 A^ict. c. 15, s. 4. See Auctionekr).

In Scotland, writing is not necessary to the validity of a sale of goods

(Sale of Goods Act, 1893, s. 3), and thus an auction even of a valuable

subject, such as a ship, may proceed upon conditions intimated by

written or printed notice or by word of mouth. In such sales where

articles of roup are executed, they do not of themselves form a written

contract so as to exclude parole proof of a condition added verbally by

the auctioneer prior to the sale {Christie, 1880, 7 E. 729). In England,

sec. 4 of the Sale of Goods Act, 1893 (formerly sec. 17 of the Statute of

Frauds), renders writing necessary in sales of goods of the value of £10

or upwards, unless the purchaser accept and receive the goods, or part of

them, into his possession, or "give something in earnest to bind the

contract, or in part payment." This applies to auction sales {Kenivorthy

1824, 2 B. & C. 945); and therefore it is usual in England for the offerers

to subscribe their oflers, or to pay down a deposit in part payment of

the price, or to pay a specified small sum, proportionate to the amount

of their offers, " to bind the bargain." It is not necessary in Scotland to

read the conditions of sale if they be printed and hung up in a conspicuous

place or otherwise made accessible to intending bidders {Hain, 1853, 15

I). 667; Macdonald, 1882, 10 E. 95; White & Co. Ltd., 1891, 18 E. 972).

The sale must be conducted by a duly licensed Auctioneer {q.v), who is

arrent of the seller for the purposes of the sale, but who is also to a certam

extent the agent of the bidders. In virtue of his agency for the bidders,

he is entitled to sign for them, so as in England to elide the Statute of

Frauds, or the substituted provisions of the Sale of Goods Act. The

authority is said to be given by the buyer bidding aloud {Eriimcrson, 1809,

2 Taunt. 38). In certain circumstances an auctioneer may become agent

of a third party, in virtue of a mandate from the owner of the goods

coupled with possession {MacUnzie & Co., 1868, 7 M. 27). The function of

an auctioneer as "judge of the roup" ceases with the sale itself, and he

is not entitled to decide as to the bona fides of a bid where the question

does not emerge until after the sale {Sfrachan, 1884, 11 E. 756).

At an auction sale both exposer and bidders must act in bond fide. In

England, the practice of owners buying-in their own goods, or employing

persons to bid for them, was described by Lord Mansfield as "a fraud upon the

sale and upon the public." " The basis of all dealing ought," he said, "to be

good faith; that could never be the case if the owner might secretly and

privately enhance the price by a person employed for that purpose. Such

a practice was never openly avowed ; if allowed, no one would bid. The

disallowing it is no hardship upon the owner; for if he is unwilling his

goods should go at an under price, he may order them to be set up at his

own price, and not lower, or he might have it inserted in the conditions
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of sale that lie hini.sell' iniglit l)id once in the course of the sale" (Bt:xwcll,

177G, 1 Cowp. o\)~), at oOG, 397). Of the alternatives here sugfjestcd,

that of an upset price is general in Scotland, while that of a reserved hiil

is usual in England. Tn Scotland, where an upset price is fixed, it may
be inserted in tlie articles of roup or in the conditions or advertisements

of sale, or it may be announced verbally before the sale begins. \[ no
upset price is specified, ami there is no special reservation in the articles

or conditions, the sale is understood to be at the pleasure of the company,
and without reserve. It is therefore illegal for the auctioneer to bid or

buy-in on belialf (jf the exposer {Crrr, 1 Dec. 1810, F. C); or for the (ixposer,

whether proprietor or holding in trust, to bid for himself {Fauhh, 18.59,

L'l 1). r)S7
; York JJuildiuf/s Co., 1795, S Brown's H. L. II. 42) ; or to em^jloy

another to bid on his behalf {Andernon, 10 Dec. 1S14, Y. C). But when
the subject of sale is trust j)roperty, one of several beneficiaries may bid

(Shicll, 1874, 1 ]l. 1083); and the opinion has been expressed that if, without

fraud, a trustee becomes the purchaser of trust property, the sale can only

1)6 set aside by a beneficiary under the trust (per L. V. Inglis, 1 li., at p.

1089). In Enuland, " ])ufrers " {i.e. " persons appointed to bid on the part

of the owner ") are illegal at common law, but in equity a seller might
formerly employ one person to bid, without expressly intimating his inten-

tion to do so (see 19 Geo. iii. c. 56, s. 12). So far as sales of land are

concerned, this was altered by the Sale of Land by Auction Act, 1867

(30 & 31 Vict. c. 48), which makes " pullers" illegal alike in Courts of Law
and of equity in any case where the sale is intimated to be without reserve

(ss. 4, 5). This Act also provides that the particulars or conditions of a sale

of land must state " whether such land will be sold without reserve or

subject to a reserved price, or whether a right to bid is reserved " (s. 5); and
that where a right to bid is reserved, " it shall be lawful for the seller, or

any one person on his behalf, to bid in such manner as he may think proper
"

(s. 6). By the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, similar conditions are imposed in

regard to auction sales of goods (s. 58) ; and as the last-mentioned Act
applies to the United Kingdom, a reserved bid has thus come to have
statutory recognition in Scotland, where it was previously almost unknown.
There is nothing in the common law of Scotland to render a reserved bid

illegal, provided it is duly announced before tiie connnencetnent of the sale;

but such a bid is so opposed to Scottish usage, that few bidders are likely

to offer. It is therefore improbable that even the express statutory sanction

now given to a reserved bid will supersede or impair the previous Scottish

method of an upset price. The words " upset price " were introduced into

sec. 58 of the Sale of Goods Act in the process of adapting the Bill to Scotland.

In England, choses in action, such as bills of exchange, policies of insurance,

annuities, and other actionable debts, and incorporeal personal property,

such as shares, patents, copyrights, trade marks, and goodwills, neither fail

under the Sale of Land by Auction Act, 1S67, nor the Sale of Goods Act,

1893, and so, in an auction sale of these, it may be doubted if there is any-

thing to prevent the seller employing a puffer without announcing the fact.

In Scotlantl, the common law renders pulling illegal in all auction sales,

and therefore statutory aid is unnecessary. The rule as to good faith is not

confined to the exposer : it is equally applicable to the bidders, and it

is therefore illegal on their part to use any undue means to prevent fair

competition. Thus a combination among buyers to refrain from bidding,

and to share the advantage among themselves, will invalidate a sale where
the subiect is knocked down to one of the number, and it mav further

subject the parties to heavy damages in favour of the exposer (Murrcii/,
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1783, Mor. 9567). On the same principle, it is unlawful for a person

intending to bid, to give money to others to induce them to refrain from

bidding {Aitchison, 1783, Mor. 9567). Under the Sale of Goods Act, 1893,

each lot put up for sale by auction is primd facie deemed to be the subject

of a separate contract of sale (s. 58 (1)). Tlie common-law rule is the same

{Emmcrson, 1809,2 Taunt. 38 ; Conston, Thomson,& Co., 1872,10 M. (H. L.)

74), and will apply to sales not falling within the Statute. See Sale;

Auction EEK.

Auctioneer.—The person by whom an auction sale is conducted-

Ife is a species of agent resembling in some respects a broker (see Wilkes,

1795, 2 H. Bl. 555), and in other respects a factor, but he differs from

both broker and factor in that he sells only and does not buy ; that he sells

pubHcly and not privately ; that he may sell heritable as well as moveable

[)roperty ; and that he requires a licence. " There is no contract with the

auctioneer: he is only an agent between the buyer and seller" (per L.

^Mansfield in Bexwell, 1776, 1 Cowp. 395, at 397 ; see also Ferrier, 1865,

3 M. 561 ; Rcnvsick, 1875, 2 E. 855). An auctioneer is not responsible as

seller, in the sense of a local Police Act, of articles of food unfit for human
consumption ( Walker, 1892, 20 E. (J. C.) 1). " It is true that an auctioneer

sells in the sense that his professional services are eniployed to operate

sales by constituting the relation of buyer and seller between those who
employ him and those who resort to his auction mart and bid. But his

duties are confined to ascertaining and announcing the highest bidder for

the goods or property put up for competition, and he is no more the seller

than he is the owner of such goods or property " (per L. Young, 20 Iw

(J. C), at 4). The duty upon an auctioneer's licence is £10 (8 & 9 Vict.

c. 15, s. 2), and the penalty for acting without licence is £100 (8 & 9 Vict.

c. 15, s. 4). Certain persons, however, are exempted from duty, e.g. persons

selling under the Small Debts Act in Scotland (8 & 9 Vict. c. 15, s. 5), or

selling fish where first landed upon the sea-shore (33 & 34 Vict. c. 32, s. 5).

Eevenue and certain other officials are also exempted from licence duty

when selling, in virtue of their office (Comrs. of In. Kev., ColL Ins. par. 197).

A licensed auctioneer may act as an appraiser or house-agent without

taking out an additional licence in either of these capacities (46 Geo. ill. c.

43, s. 7 ; 24 & 25 Vict. c. 21, s. 13). In addition to holding a licence, an
auctioneer is required, under a penalty of £20, to exhibit his full Christian

name, surname, and residence in large letters on a ticket or board affixed

or suspended in a conspicuous part of the room or place where the auction

is held (8 & 9 Vict. c. 15, s. 7). In Scotland, an auctioneer is required,

under a penalty of £50, to give at least three days' written notice to the

collector of taxes of the district, of the date upon which it is proposed to

begin an auction sale, and of the name, surname, and residence of the

person whose goods are to be sold (43 & 44 Vict. c. 19, s. 97, sub-ss. 9, 10).

Any person officiating at the opening of two or more sealed tenders, where

the bidders are or might be present, and declaring the liighest bidder to be

the purchaser, is held by the Inland Eevenue to be an auctioneer in the

sense of 8 & 9 Vict. c. 15, s. 4, and such person' must therefore be licensed

(Comrs. of In. Eev., Coll. Ins. par. 195). See Auction oh Eoup.

Auctor in rem Suam—" One who acts for his own behoof."

—

No person who holds a fiduciary position, e.g. as tutor, trustee, or judicial
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factor, can be auclor in rem suani. That is to say, " wlienever it can be
shown that a trustee has so arranged matters as to obtain an advantiige,

either in money or in money's worth, to himself personally, through the
execution of the trust, he will not l)c ]>ermitt(!<l to retain it, but will l)e

compelled t(^ make it over to his constituent" {IIiinLiii;jdoiL Cupper (Jti., J.STT,

4 R 294, 5 K. (H. L.) 1). He cannot make any contract between himself,

or a firm in which he is a partner, and the trust estate, even though he
can show that it was the best bargain possible. He may not " enter into

engagements in which he has, or can have, a personal interest conflicting,

or which may possibly conflict, with the interests of those whom he is

bound to protect" (per L. Cranworth in Aberdeen Rivij. Co., 1S54, 1 Mac«|.

461). He is thus precluded frcjni purcliasing the trust estate ( Yorlc lhdldin(j>i

Co., 179;"), 3 Tat. 378; Thorhuni, 185:;, 15 iJ. 845; Gillies, 184G, 8 D. 487);
or taking a lease of it {Attorney-Gencrid, 1810, 17 Ves. 491 ; see Montfpjmcrie,

1895, 22 E. 4G5) ; or selling to the trust estate {Aberdeen Rtcij. Co., ut supra).

But such contracts are voidable, not void, and the right to challenge them
may be lost by mora or acqiiiescence (Jjuchicr, 1887, 14 E. lOOG ; Fraser,

1847, 9 D. 415 ; liohcrtsuii, 1834, 12 S. 875). It is illegal for trustees to

lend trust funds to one of their number {Perston, 1863, 1 M. 245, see

Croskcry, 1890, 17 11. 700), even where he is the liferenter of the whole
fund {Ritchie, 1888, 15 E. 1086). An agent is distinguished from a trustee

in this respect—he may contract with his client, but he must do so openly,
fairlv, and without disguise, otherwise the Cfjutract may be set aside

( Watt,

1877, 4 E. 601, 5 E. (H. L.) 9 ; Rutherford, 1891, 18 E. 1061). Any gain
accruing to the trust fund through its investment goes to the beneficiaries,

and not to the trustee. If the investment is ultra vires, and results in a
loss, the trustee must make it good ; but if it results in gain, the profit goes
to the beneficiaries {Torrie, 1832, 10 S. 597; Cochrane, 1855, 17 D. 321;
Laird, 1855, 17 D. 984; Grant, 1869, 8 M. 77). A trustee who is a law
agent, if he acts either Ity himself or by his firm as agent for the trust,

is not entitled to nuike any })rofessional charges beyond his actual outlay
{Home, 1841, 2 Eob. App. 384; Gray, 1856, 19 D. 1 ; mtchcll, 1878, 5 E.
1124). This rule applies to the case of a trustee for creditors {Lauder,

1859, 21 D. 1353); a judical factor {Flowerdew, 1854, 17 D. 263); or a
curator bonis {Kennedy, 1860, 22 D. 567). It does not apply to the case
of a curator ad litem, who, being appointed to look after his ward's interest

in a particular suit, is entitled to charge for his trouble {Rcnnie, 1849, 11 D.
1201 ; Firie, 1851, 13 D. 841). The rule may be overcome by the truster,

who may in the deed empower his trustees to appoint one of their number
agent, and pay him a suitable remuneration {Goodsir, 1858, 20 1). 1141).
The beneficiaries, also, may either expressly or by implication sanction the
employment and payment of a trustee as agent {Ommanney, 1854, 16 D.
721 ; Dixon, 1863, 2 M. 61 ; Scott, 1868, 6 M. 753; see Aitken, 1871, 9 AI.

756).—[M'Laren on Wills and Succession, 884 ; Thoms on Judicial Factors,

85; Howden on Trusts, o7 ; Menzies on Trustees, s. 451.] See Curator;
Judicial Factor ; Trustee ; Tutor.

Auditor of the Court of Session.—An officer appointed
by the Crown to tax expenses found due by the Court. The first appoint-
ment to this office was made by the Court of Session (Act of Sederunt, 6
Feb. 1806), in consequence of suggestions contained in a report on the
subject of fees prepared by a Committee of the Society of Writers to the
Signet, and presented to the Court with a view to obtaining certain altera-

voL. 1. 23
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tions and improvements on the mode of stating accounts of expenses. Prior

to the appointment of an Auditor, the expenses of process were dealt with

by the judges, and were usually modified at a round sum, without taxation

of items. The committee, in their report, directed attention to the incon-

venience to agents, and the serious loss to successful litigants, which were

often caused^y this system; and they suggested the "appointment of a

simihir officer to that known in all the F:nolish Courts under the name of

Taxer of Costs," and the preparation of a table of detailed charges for the

ditierent steps of procedure. The appointment was, at first, of a temporary

character, the institution of the office having, apparently, been regarded as

an experiment ; but its value was speedily recognised, and the office took its

place, without further judicial sanction, as an important part of the

machinery of the Court. It does not appear that any formal step was taken

to put the ottice on a proper footing until, by the Act of 1821 (1 & 2 Geo.

IV. c. 31, s. 32), it was declared permanent, and the right of appointment

was vested in the Crown. It was also provided by that Act that the person

to be appointed to the ottice should hold the same ad ritam aid culpaia,

that he should have practised for not less than three years as a Writer

to the Sionet, or a member of the Incorporation of Solicitors before the

Supreme Courts in Scotland, and that he should not, under pain of depriva-

tion of office, practise as an agent before the Court. Power was also

given to appoint two Auditors (one for each Division of the Court),

ff the Lord President and the Lord Justice-Clerk should certify that,

in their opinion, such additional appointment was necessary ;
and the

Court was empowered, in that event, to regulate by Act of Sederunt the

manner in which the business should be performed and the fees divided.

The Court is also authorised by that Act to appoint an interim Auditor

(who may continue to act as an agent), in the event of the auditor being

unable to discharge his duties by reason of temporary indisposition or

When the office was instituted, the Court did not fix the fees to be

received by the Auditor, but reserved to itself the power of fixing the

amount in any case where the parties failed to agree. The indefinite

character of this regulation could not have been satisfactory either to the

Auditor or the agents, and was probably due to the temporary character of

the original appointment. In 1810 it was considered expedient to
_

make

the fees the subject of a legislative enactment, which is contained in the

Act 50 Geo. in. c. 112, s. 48, and the relative Schedule appended to the Act.

The fees then fixed formed the sole remuneration of the Auditor until the

office was put on salary by the Act of 1838 (1 & 2 Vict. c. 118, s. 24). The

salary was fixed at £700 per annum, with office accommodation, and, in 1854,

an allowance of £150 per annum for a clerk was made by Treasury Minute.

The Act of 1838 also appointed a new table of fees on a considerably lower

scale than those fixed in 1810, and directed these to be paid into the Fee

Fund along with other Court dues.

The official duty of the Auditor is to tax the accounts remitted to him

bv the Court, which are principally accounts of expenses found due in

litif^ated causes, but arc also, to a considerable extent, accounts for non-

conlentious procedure. The Auditor is further required to tax all business

accounts which are sued for by agents, or which enter into questions of

accounting between litigants.

The reports of the Auditor, except in the case of decrees m absence,

require to be approved by the Court. Either party, if dissatisfied with the

taxation, may lodge a note of objections to the report, which are heard and
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disposed of .suiuuuuily by Lht* Division of thu Court or thu Lord Ordinary
before whom the cause depends.

Tlie Auditor is allowed, by the terras of his appointment, to tax any
accounts which may be referred to him extrajudicially, and a larj^c amount
of business of this description is submitted to iiim. The growth of this class

of business in recent years shows that the pul)lic and the legal profession

appreciate the facilities thus afforded for having their accounts adjusted by
a person of experience and olhcial authority at a moderate expense, and it

cannot be doubted that much trouble and litigation are avoided in this way.
In this respect agents as well as clients have an advantage which is not
enjoyed by the same class in England, as the Taxing Masters there re([uire

judicial authority before taxing any lull of costs, whether as between party

and pai'ty or between agent and client,—an authority which is only given fui

special application in each case, and the cost of which forms a sensible

addition to the expense of extrajudicial taxation. The Auditor also taxes

extrajudicially, on remits from the Accountant of Court, the business

accounts which fixU within his department ; and under the oSth sec. of the

Eailway Companies (Sc(jtland) Act, 1SG7, he is empowered, on the

application of either party concerned, to tax the expenses of arbitrations

under the Lands Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) Act, 1845, or any Act
incorporating the same. A considerable number of accounts is received

from these two sources.

The value and elliciency of the Auditor's office has been repeatedly

acknowledged by the Court, and its importance was duly recognised by the

Law Courts Commission, 1868-70, who approved of the Auditor undertaking
extrajudicial business.

In the Sheriff Courts thoughout Scotland, Auditors are appointed by the

Sheriffs, and hold office during their pleasure, with duties corresponding

generally, as regards their various counties, to those discharged by the

Auditor of the Court of Session ; these duties are regulated by AA. S.

10 July 1889, ss. 105-0, and 4 Dec. 1878. The Auditor may be either an
agent or the Sheriff Clerk, where not prevented by his commission ; if an
agent, the account in any action in which he may be interested is remitted

to another to tax. There is no restriction on his engaging in private

practice. In Glasgow tliere are two Auditors—one appointed by the

Sheriff to tax accounts remitted by him, with permission to undertake
extrajudicial audits as w^ell ; and the other appointed by the Faculty of

Procurators, for purely extrajudicial business voluntarily remitted to him
by the parties interested.

Augmentation.—A process raised in the Teind Court by the

minister of a parish against the titular and heritors, for the purpose of

obtaining an increase to his stipend. The process of augmentation, in one
form or another, has been in use since the lieformation. The stipends of

the Eeformed clergy were at first uncertain and inadequate, which led to

the appointment of a Commission to award stipends out of the thirds of

benefices. See Assumption of Tiiiuds. This continued from 1561 to 1606.

A new Commission was appointed by the Act 1617, c. 3, to award stipend

out of teinds (see Teinds). The minimum stipend was fixed at 5 chalders,

or 500 merks (£27, 15s. Gi'^-.d.). The leading subsequent Acts will be found
cited in the subjoined form of summons.

The process is l)rought l)efore the Court of Teinds by a summons of

augmentation, modification, and locality. It proceeds before the Court of
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Teinds (four Inner House judges and the Lord Ordinary on Teinds forming

a quorum) till the modification is disposed of, when the cause is remitted

to the Lord Ordinary to })repare a scheme of locality. See Locality. The
action is applicable only to parishes where the stipend is derived from

teinds, and must not be raised before the expiry of twenty years from the

date of last augmentation, as required by " the Teinds Act, 1808" (48

Geo. III. c. 138), s. 2. For cases prematurely raised, see Connell, i.

417-18. The augmentation usually draws back to the date of the

summons, but when delay has occurred, a more recent date was fixed (see

cases noted, Klliot {Tcind Court Procedure, A\)). The sunnnons, as in other

Teiud actions, must be signed only by the Teind Clerk.

Summons of Augmentatioij, Modification, and Locality.

Victoria, &c.—WhtMcas it is ]uunl)]y meant and shewn to us by our lovite, the Kev.

\^iiaine and surname], Minister of the Uospel, ol' the parish of , in the presbytery

of , and county of : That by several Acts of Parliament, and
particularly by the Acts 1G33, cc. 17 and 19, and 1690, c. 30, power was granted to the

persons therein named, Commissioners for Plantation of Kirks and Valuation of Teinds,

to modifv, settle, and appoint constant local stipends to each minister out of the teinds

of the parish where they serve the cure, and to decide and proportion the localities

thereof : That by the Act 1707, c. 9, the Lords of our Council and Session are appointed

perpetual Commissioners, to judge, coguosce, and determine in all affairs and causes

whatsoever which, formerly pertained to the jurisdiction of the said Commissioners,

conform to the rules laid down in the Acts therein recited, and particularly to grant

augmentations of ministers' stipends : That by the Act 2 & 3 Vict. c. 36, s. 8, it is

enacted that the Judges of the Inner House of the Court of Session, along Avith the Lord

Ordinary in Teind causes and proceedings for the time being, shall be Lords

{'omniissioners for Teinds, and shall constitute the Court of Commissioners for

Teinds ; and further provision is made regarding the said Court of Commissioners

for Teinds by the Act 31 & 32 Vict. c. 100, s. 9 : That the Parish of is

large and populous, extending [here state the extent of the parish and other imrticulars,

as in last locality, so far as still ap2dicable, and state tvhether any Tiew circumstances

have emerged affecting the expenses of living, and vjhether the dxdies of the nninister

have been increased by the opening of mines, manvfactories, or toorlcs'], yet the pursuer is

inadequately provided for his cure of the said parish, the stipend being small

and insufficient for the support and maintenance of a minister and his family,

amounting, as fixed by a decree dated the day of , only to [state

the amount awarded, and horn far in money and victual rciipectivehf], with £
sterling for communion elements, although there is sufficient free teind to afford a

competent stipend and proper allowance for communion elements, as appears from
the rental of the lands of the said parish to Ije herewith produced, and which is here

held as repeated brevitafis causa, extending in the whole to £ , one-fifth for teind

amounts to £ : That the following are the whole parties whom it is necessary

to call as defenders in the present action [here insert the names and designations of

the defenders, specifying the respective characters in ivhich they are called] : There-

fore the Lords of our Council and Session, Commissioners api)ointed for Plantation

of Kirks and Valuation of Teinds, Ought and Should augment the foresaid stipend,

and modify, settle, and appoint a constant local yearly stipend, with a competent

vearly allowance for furnishing coiiimuiiion elements, to the ]»ursuer and his successors

in oltice serving the cure at the said kirk, suitable to the circumstances of the parish

and the extent of the teinds thereof, and establish and pro])ortion a locality of the same ;

and Decern for payment thereof to the pursuer and his successors in office against the

heritors, titulars, tacksmen, and others, intromilters with the rents and teinds of the

said parish, and that at the terms following, viz. the money stii^end and communion
elements at Whitsunday and Martinmas yearly, by equal portions, and the value

of the victual in money according to the liigh(;st fiars prices of the same in the county

of between (.'liristnias and Candlemas yearly, after the separation of the cru])

from the ground, or as soon thereafter as the said fiars prices shall have been struck,

beginning the first payment thereof at Whitsunday next for one half-year of the

said money, and the other half thereof at Martinmas thereafter, and the value of the

victual betwixt Christmas and Candlemas next, or as so(m thereafter as the said fiars

prices shall have been struck for crop and year 18 [If the summons be signeted

between Michaelmas and Whitsunday, the augmentation will apply to the whole of
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the ensuing < loj), in wliicli case the styh* will run as aljove ; but if tlie summons he
signeted between Wliitsunday and Micliaelmas, tlie augmentation will apply to half
only of the crop of that year, and the style will be varied thus : bei-innin!^ the lir.-l

payment thereof at Martinmas next fur the half of the money, and Ijetween (Jhri.stmas

and (.'amllemas next, or as soon thereafter as tlie said tiars prices shall liave l)een struck,

for the value of the victual, and that for last half of crop and year 18 ; and the next
year's payments of the money at Whitsunday and Martinmas following Ijy equal
poi'tions, and of tlie victual, between Christmas and Candli-iiias following, or as soon
thereafter as the liars prices shall have been stiiick for crop and year 18 ; and so forth,

yearly and termly thereafter] ; and so forth, yearly and terndy thereafter, in all time
comiiif^ ; and for llie greater expedition the pursuer is willing to refer the verity of the
rental to the heritors' oaths siurplirifer, instead of all further probation : and in case

of any of the said defendi-is a])pearing and occasioning uuiiecessarv expense to the

pursuer in the pi'ocess to follow hereon, such defender or defenders Ought and Should
be Decerned and Ordained, by decree foresaid, to make payment to the pursuer of tiie

sum (jf £ sterling, or of sucli other sum as our said Lords shall nKjdify, as the
expenses of the ])rocess to follow hereon, besides tlie dues of extract, confoi-m to the

foresaid Acts of Parliament, writs, libelled laws, and daily i)ractice of Scotland used
and observed in the like cases, as is alleged.— Our will is herefore, and we charge you
that on sight liereof ye jiass, and in our name and autlioiity lawfully summon, warn,
and charge the defenders, personally or at tlieir resjiective dwelling-places, if within
Scotland upon six days' warning, and if in Orkney or Shetland upon forty days'

warning, and if furth of Scotland by delivering a copy hereof at the office of the
Keeper of the Record of Edictal Citations at Edinburgh, in terms of the Statute and
Act of Sederunt thereanent, and that upon sixty days' warning; and the tutors and
curators or other guardians of such of the defenders as are minors, if they any have, for

their interest, also at the said ofHce of the Keeper of the Record of Edictal Citations, on
the same indiKuv as the minors tliemselves, or by the notices and in the forms
])rescribed by tlie Statute 48 Cieo. iii. c. 138, and relative Acts of Sederunt, and that
upon six weeks' warning ; and all others having, or pretending to have, interest in the
said matter, to compear before our said Lords Commissioners for Plantation of Kirks
and Valuation of Teinds at Edinburgh, or where it may happen then to be for the

time, the day of next, eighteen hundred and , in the

hour of cause, with continuation of days, to answer at the instance of the pursuer in

the matter libelled : That is to say, the defenders to hear ami see the premises verified,

and process and (U^cree and sentence pronounced, conform to the conclusions aV)0ve

written, in all points, or else to allege a reasonable cause in the contrary, with certifica-

tion as effeirs : According to justice, as ye shall answer to us thereujion : which to

do we commit to you and each of you full power by these our letters, delivering them
by you duly executed and indorsed again tv) the l)earer.

Given under our signet at Edinburgh tlie day of in the

year of our reign 18 .

\Ti) he signed by the Teind Clerk.]

The sumnions proceeds at the instance of the parish minister, even
although he has been laid aside and an assistant and successor has been
appointed. And wliere an assistant raised an action, and the heritors objected,

it was dismissed (Shaw, 19 Jan. 1806, F. C). The claims of assistants

have, however, been to some extent recognised when the augmentation was
dealt with, as will be afterwards noticed.

Tlie defenders to be called are the titidar, the whole heritors of the
parish, and the moderator and clerk of the presliytery of the bounds.
The rights of patrons to present to vacant charges liaving been taken away
by the Act .''7 & 38 Vict. c. 82, abolisliiiig patronage, it is unnecessary to

call them unless they have right to lands or teinds in the parish. The
moderator and clerk of pres])ytory must be cited and furnished with a
statement of the present stipend, and the addition intended to be craved
(Act 1808, s, 17). "Where heritors are few in numlier, an acceptance of

service by them or their agents is sufiicient, and renders other intimations
unnecessary, except those to the moderator and clcik of presbytery specially

required by the Act.

The intimations, where service is not accepted, are prescribed by the
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Acts of Sederunt of 5 July 1809, 12 Nov. 1825, ss. 23, 24, and 24 Feb.

1888 (Elliot, Tcind Court Procedure, 146 d scq.). That by the precentor from
his desk [or by the minister from the ])ulpit where there is no precentor]

is to the etiect " that the minister of the parish has raised a summons of

augmentation of his stipend, wliieh will be called in Court on Monday the

day of next to come." The calling must Ije not less

than six weeks after the date of the first notice, and the notice must be
I'cpeated for three several Sundays. A certificate by the precentor [or

minister] that such public notice has been given upon three several Sundays
in presence of two of the parishioners, who shall subscribe as witnesses,

should be forthwith transmitted to pursuer's agent, to be produced in Court.

A notice in writing, in like terms, shall also be affixed to the most patent

door of the church by a messenger-at-arms or a constable on the same day
when the first notice is given from the precentor's desk ; and such messenger
or constable shall return a certificate by himself and two witnesses (who
need not be parishioners) that such notice has been affixed by him.

The intimations must also be made on three several days in the Scotsman

and a newspaper cii'culating in the county or counties referred to in such

notice (A. S. 1888). The first notice must appear in the newspapers six

weeks before the calling (A. S. 1809).

It is sufficient citation to the moderator and clerk of the presbytery

that the pursuer himself shall write to them in terms of the seventeenth
section of the Statute, provided always that such letters shall be inserted in

the presbytery record one month before the summons is called in Court
(A. S. 1809, s. 1).

Xo. 1. Certificate by the Precentor [or Minister].

[Ill iiiauy cases there is no precentor, owing to the introduction of an organ into the
service of tlie cliurch, and in such cases the intimation is made from the pulpit by the
minister of the parish or officiating clergyman. Tlie certificate will be granted as

follows :—

]

I, A., preientor of the parish church of [or, I, 7?., minister of the parish
of , there being no precentor in the parish church], hereby certify that, on three
several Sundays, namely, on .Sunday the day of [this date viust he not

less than ,ii.c iceeks previous to the date of calling the summons], Sunday the day
of , and Sunday the day of , I gave notice from the pre-

centor's desk [or j^ulpit], immediately before the congregation was dismissed froiu the

forenoon service, that the Eev. B., minister of the said parish, had raised a summons of

augmentation, modification, and locality of his stipend before the Teind C'ourt, against
the titulars and tacksmen of the teinds, heritors, and liferenters, and all others having,
or pretending to have, interest in the teinds of the said parish, which W()uld be called in
Court on ^Monday the day of next : which several intimations were
made in presence of I), and E., both parishioners of the said parish, witnesses to the

premises, and hereto with me subscribing.

D., witness. A., Precentor [or, L'., Minister'].

E., witness.

No. 2. Cektjkicate by a Messengek-at-Ahms or Constable.

I, A., [design the office], hereby certify that on the morning of Sunday the
day of [this must he the Sunday on u-hich the first notice is given hy

the precentor (or minister)], I alHxed to the most i)atent door of the ])arish church of

a notice in writing, bearing that the Rev. JJ., minister of the said parish, had
raised a summons, etc. [as in No. 1]. This T did in presence of D. and E., witnesses to

the premises, and hereto with me subscribing.
Lf., witness. A., Messencjer-at-Arms [or C'onstahle].

E., witness.

No. 3. Certificate by the Presbytery Clerk.

I, A., minister of the ])arish of , clerk of tlie presbytery of

hereby certify that ujon the day of [this date -must he at least one
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month before the dale of calling tlie siimmoiis], there was inserted in the records of tlie

presbytery a notice in writing, addressed by the Rev. 11, minister of tlie parish of

, to tlie nioderatdr and clerk of "the said i)n;sl.ytery, hearing that he had

raised a summons, etc. [us in No. 1] ; and also intimating that his present stipend amounted

to , and that he intemled to crave under the said action an augmentation to

the extent of
A ., Clerk of the Presbytery of

No. 4. Fousi uF Notice to be inserted three several days in the Scotsman, and also in a

newspaper linulating in the lounty or counties in which the parish referred to

in each such iintice is situateil [tliejirst adccrtistntent in each jxiper must be at hast

six xceelcs before the date of caUiny the summons].

Notice is herel)y given that the Rev. B., minister of the parish of ,
in

the presbytery of , and county of , has raised a process of

augmentation, etc. [as in No. 1, including the date of calling].

[To be dated and signed by the

minister's law agent.]

Where there are Crown teiiuls in the parish, the Lord Advocate is cited

as a defender, and a letter mider a registered cover should he posted to the

First Commissioner of Woods, Forests, and Land lievenues in Scotland, at

liis official address in London, intimating the raising of the action and

its ohject. The Lord Advocate is cited thus: "The Light Honourable

, our Advocate for Scotland, as acting under and in virtue of

the Statute 20 & 21 Vict. c. 44, for our interest and on behalf of us and

the Commissioners of our Woods, Forests, and Land Eevenues."

As soon as the summons is signeted, the pursuer must lodge with the

Teind Clerk (1) a note of the stipend as last awarded, and (2) a rental of

the parish, distinguisliing the rent of each heritor (A. S. 1809, s. 2, and

A. S. 1825, s. 23).

After the summons has been called, the pursuer may at once enrol the

case, to allow all concerned to see the process for fourteen days. The next

enrolment is to hold the lieritors confessed on the rental. This is treated

so much as a matter of form that it is rarely opposed. But where objection

was taken in Keith Augmentation, on 27 Oct. 1879, a date was assigned for

])roving the rental, and commission w^as granted for taking the depositions.

The heritor who caused the ccnnmission to be granted, however, did not

proceed with it, and was found liable in £5, os. of expenses (24 Nov. 1879).

When the heritors are held as confessed on the rental, they are not

precluded from having it corrected in the course of making up the locality.

The proven rental, however, regulates the interests of heritors when

appointing a connnon agent. In a competition for the office, the agent

who has the votes of the larger rental receives the appointment (Elliot,

Tciiul Court Procedure, 67). The scheme of the proven rental prepared

under the remit to the Lord Ordinary at this stage is now very much of a

formality, and was dispensed with by the Court in the case of Carnujlic,

(11 June 1892), where the rental of the only heritor interested was in

disi)ute, it being left to be adjusted in the course of the locality.

When the case is enrolied for del)ate, the circumstances which are

specially founded on as grounds for the augmentation are stated orally to the

Court (A. S. 1825, s. 24). Tlie fall of the fiars prices has frequently been

one of them, but it has «ot received etlect. The stipends of parishes in tlie

neighbourhood, or any other in similar circumstances, should be mentioned

to the Court, which deals with each case according to its circumstances; and

if an augmentation be granted, there is a remit to tlie Lord Ordinary to

prepare a locality. When decree of moditication is ]»r<tnounced, it is final;
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but where in absence a defender desires to Ite heard, he may give in a note

craving a lieariiig, and the Court may hear parties and dispose of the same

as they think tit, on payment of expenses (A. S. 1824, s. 24). Tlie only case

that has occurred since 1825 was that of Eaglcshcnn, where a lieritor was

allowed a hearing on payment of the previous expenses {Buchanan, 29 Oct.

1883, 11 R. 59).
" The Court adhered to tlieir former augmentation, 2G Nov.

1883.

Stipends must generally l)e awarded in victual (Act 1808, s. 8): but,

owing to much of the teind being valued in money and surrendered, that

part of the stipend is not converted into victual, and the decree of modi-

fication accordhigly ])rovides tliat money stipend and communion elements

shall be paid one-half at Whitsunday and the other half at Martinmas of

the year they fall due (Elliot, Tcind Court Procedure, 50). See Fiaes

I'lUCES.

AVhere the augmentation was opposed on the ground that there was no

free teind, the Court have granted it on a prima facie case being made out

{M'Leod, 22 Xov. 1865, 38 Sc. Jur. 49 ; Minister of Borthiciek, 17 Jan. 1876, 3

];. li 1 : and Simimn, 22 Feb. 1886, 23 S. L. E. 406). l^ut in another case the

process was sisted to enable the minister to l)ring an action of declarator of

tlie invalidity of a decree of valuation {On; 19 Dec. 1866, 5 M. 195, 39 Sc. Jur.

95) : and process was sisted to enable the minister to bring a declarator to

try the validity of a decimw inclusa: right {Frood, 9 Nov. 1874, 2 E. 76).

In the latest case, where, according to the pursuer's view of certain calcula-

tions, there were surplus teinds, the Court granted the augmentation,

reserving all questions as to the sources from which the augmentation was

to lie made up, and the heritors' objection thereto, and remitted to the Lord

Ordinary to dispose of the claim of the pursuer for the expenses of the

preliminary discussion {Old Kilpatrick, 15 Nov. 1895).

AVhere a stipend had been modified in fish, oil, and butter, with a small

sum in money the Court converted the stipend into money, {Smith, 19 Dec.

1870, 9 ]M. 305). The stipends in similar circumstances are now chiefly in

money.
The value of a large glebe was taken into account in the cases of Old

Deer, 23 Nov. 1808, F. C. 10 ; Wilton, 21 Nov. 1827, F. C. ; and Blaw Athole,

20 :\Iay 1835, 7 Sc. Jur. 365. But the value of feu duties from a glebe feued-

out under the Glebe Lands (Scotland) Act, 1866, are not to be taken into

account in determining whether or not an augmentation should be granted

{Kilmcdcolm, 25 Oct. 1875, 3 E. 32).

A second minister established by private agreement is not entitled to an

augmentation from teinds {Marshcdl, 7 July 1738, Mor. 14795; see also

Buist, 5 June 1822, S. (Teinds) 218, as to second minister of St. Andrews).

While an assistant is not entitled to appear as pursuer, nor entitled to

have a separate stipend allocated on the heritors, the Court have on several

occasions recognised a claim to be heard on the augmentation (see cases

noted by Connell, i. 455 et serp). In the later case of Coelhurmpath, the

stipend was appointed to be paid—£125 to the minister or his curator honis,

and the ](Mnainder to an assistant and successor, there being a condition

that the assistant " shall liavc the full l)eneficial possession and enjoyment

of the manse and glebe" {Spcnce, 7 March 1832, 4 Sc. Jur. 368). Where a

minister had retired, the assistant was allowed to sist himself, and the

augmentation was granted under burden of half to the assistant and

successor in terms of an agreement {Minister of Forfar, 25 Feb. 1863,

1 M. 444, 35 Sc. Jur. 270). In ('arsphairn (13, March 1893), where also the

minister had retired, the whole augmentation was awarded to the assistant,
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and was appointed to be nplifted liy the clerk of presbytery, or a collector

appointed by the presbytery.

The claim for an increase nf tiu; allowance I'or conmiunion elements is

usually disposed of along with the claim for an augmentation. When the

population of <i parish does n(jt exceed 2000, the Court will not allow

more than £10 for communion elements ; but there is no rule that where
the poi)ulatinn is between iJOOO and 5000, the (.'ourt will allow £15
{Minister of Lofjlc, 4 Dec. 18G7, G M. 82, 40 Sc. Jur. 40). Where teinds are

exhausted, no allowance for communion elements can be made out of stock

(Heritors of Cults, lo Feb. 1793); and there is no claim for repetition where
the minister has failetl to eelebi-ate the cctmmunion (If/i//, 14 July 17H0,

M. 14817).

The sums allowed from Exchequer towards augmenting stipends of the

parochial clergy, under the Acts 50 Geo. in. c. 84, s. 1, and 5 Geo. iv. c. 72,

s. 1, have all been exhausted (see Stipends (Sm.mj,)).

The churches with districts attached erected into parishes quoad sftrrr/,

under the Act 7 & 8 Vict. c. 54, have generally no other source from which
stipends can be augmented than seat rents (see Pakliamentauy Chukchfs
AND Pauisiies QUOAD SACR.i). The Small Livings Committee of the Church
annually distribute a large amount towards raising these livings : but,

according to their report for 1895, there are still .'JOG livings under £200.

Before passing from this subject, reference must be made to the Court of

Session cases, as distinct from those of the Teind Court. In town stipends

generally, the funds available have been ai)plied (see Elliot, Tcimt Court

J'roccdurc, 15). There have been a few recent instances, however, where
questions have been raised in the Court of Session. In a Greenock case,

after nnich discussion in the Court of Session and in the House of Lords, it

was decided that an obligation by the magistrates to pay " a legal and
competent stipend " must be construed according to the circumstances of

the time, and an increase was given (see Peters, 9 June 1894, 21 K. 88G,

and authorities cited), and in Rainic a similar decision was given (6

June 1895, 22 E. Goo). But where, in another Greenock case, the

ol)ligation was for "a stipend of £200 sterling per annum," the Court
held that the obligation was qualified {IViorason, 17 Jan. 1S9G, ;5 S. L.

T. No. 1G9).

Authentication of Deeds.—See Deeds.

Author.—A person who transmits by disposition inter vivos a, iQxxdul

right to another is, in the law of Scotland, called the author of the person
to whom the right is transmitted. The disponee is called a singular

successor, becaiise he succeeds to the subject by singular title. Thus an
author ditlers from an ancestor, just as a disponee dillers from one who has

acquired a subject as heir. A disponee may take from his author by sale,

gift, or adjudication (Ersk. ii. 7. 1). See Ancestor; Singular Successor.

Author: Authorship.—See Copyright.

Auxiliary Forces.—See Militia ; Volunteers ; Yeo.manrv.

Avail of Marriage.—See Casualties of Superiority.
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Aval.—An aval is an indorsement of u bill of exchange by a

stranger to the bill. By sec. 56 of the Bills of Exchange Act, 1882 (45 & 46

Vict. c. 61), "where a person signs a bill otherwise than as a drawer or

an acceptor, he thereby incurs the liabilities of an indorser to a holder in

due course." Lord Blackburn, in tlie case of Walkers Trs. (1880, 7 R
(H. L.) So, at 91), thus describes an aval:—"By the custom of merchants,

as modified by English law, there may also be an iiulorsement by a person,

not a holder of the bdl, who puts his name on the bill to facilitate the

transfer by a holder. By the old foreign law, not in this respect entirely

adopted by the Enghsh law, this might be done by what is called an aval

(said to be an antiquated word signifying " under-writing "), either on the

bill itself or on a separate paper ; and if such an aral was given by any

one, his obligation to all subsequent holders of the bill was precisely the

same as that of the person to facilitate whose transfer the aval was given . . .

The law of Scotland also gives effect to such an indorsement. Indeed, no

better example of an indorsement having the effect of an ami for the

drawer of a bill can be given than is afforded by Macdonald (1864, 2 M.

963), where the cashier of the Union Bank, having refused to give cash on
|j

the credit of a cheque drawn on another bank, agreed to give it on

Macdonald indorsing his name on it. This was held to make Macdonald

liable as indorser to the Union Bank."

[See Chalmers, Z)'z7/s of Exclmnrje, 190; Chitty on Bills, 11th ed., 186,

200 ; Thorburn on Bills of Exchawje Act, 132 ; Pothier, Du Contrat de

Change, i. ch. 4, art. 7 ; Penni/, 1 C. M. & E. 439 ;
Rill, 1 Salkeld, 133.]

See Bill of Exchange.

Average.—"Average" is a word used in law in different connections;

but it has s})ecial importance in relation to the law maritime. Petfij averages

refer to small charges disbursed by the sliip on the particular voyage, such

as certain port charges which were in use to be borne partly by the ship

and partly l)y cargo. Change of custom has made this subject of little

practical importance ; but the word average in the clause in Ijills of lading,

"with primage and average accustomed," refers to " petty averages."
_

A/i

average loss is a partial loss under a policy of insurance, while j^articidar

average means damage incurred by or for one part of the marine adventure,

which that part must bear alone ; so that in fact it is no average at all {The

(Joprnhrigen, 1 C. Eol). 289). The subject of particular average will be

considered as part of the general law of Marine Insurance. In this article

it is proposed to deal with general average, the subject to which theword

was probably originally applied in law, and with which it is still principally

associated.

General average is the claiiii whieli the owner of one ixvrt of a marine

adventure has to contrihidion from another in respect of extraordinary ex-

penditure incurred, or sacrifice made, voluntarily and reasonably, in time of

peril, ivith a view to the safety of the vltole adventure. There has been con-

troversy in England on the question, Does the right arise from an implied

contract? The weight of authority seems now to favour the view expressed

by Lord Esher, that it does not so arise, but from the old Ehodian law, and

has become incorporated with the law as part of the law of the ocean, and,

as put l)y Lord Watson, is akin to the recom})ense awarded in salvage

cases {Burton, 12 Q. P>. 1). 218 ; Strang, 14 App. Ca. 601). It has, however,

been added, Ijy more than one of those who have discussed this point,

that it is of little practical moment, at this date, which view is taken.
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The interests which ordinarily contribute are ship, freight, and cargo. It

has been held recently that there can be no cLiini for average contril)Ution

proper where all the interests concerned have the same o\vnershi]», though
in some cases at least underwriters may be made liable under tlie suing
;iiid lalioming clause {21ie Brigella (lH^.)o),V. p. 189). This judgment was
given in a case where ship and freight were alone interested ; assuming it

to be sound in ])rinci])le, as the se])arate interests are generally separately

insured, there seems little doubt the law will siiortly be altered.

The sacrifice, using this vjord for tlte laoment to include cxpciuliture, must
be extraordinary. It is not enough that the claimant has suflered more than
in ordinary circumstances. If a ship lias carried a piess of sail to escape
jin enemy, or to avoid going on a lee sliore, and has had her sails injured

in consequence, or even if the ship has been damaged in defending herself

and cargo against attack by a privateer, the damage is held to be an ordinary
accident occurring in the course of performing the contract of affreight-

ment {Covington, 2 B & P. (N. K.), 378 ; Puvxr, 4 M. & S. 141 ; liohcrtson,

Mor. 13431). 8o, where a sailing ship had an auxiliary engine, and, having
been dismasted, consumed a large quantity of coal in steaming to her port
of destination, this also was held not to ground a claim, as the engine had
just been used to promote the adventure in the way intended, if circum-
stances arose, though to a greater extent than the shipowner looked for

( Wilson, L. K. 2 Q. B. 203. See also Harriwn, L. E. 7 Ex. 39). There
must be an abnormal use or misuse of the ship's equipment or material,

to give rise to a claim for contribution. How narrow the border line

may be, is illustrated by the fact that a claim for general average is allowed
when a steamer, tlu'ough perils of the sea, and in an emergency, has to use
part of her s})ars, or other materials, for fuel for her engines, coal having
run out {Fiohinson, 2 Q. B. D. 91). There is a claim to contribution in

respect of damage to the engines of a steamer, and use of coal, where the
engines were worked in order to force the vessel oil a place where she had
stranded, because engines are intended to move vessels through the water,
and not to force them off the ground (The Bona (1895), P. p. 125). The
principle to be applied is clear ; but it has been illustrated in the case
of claims by ships, as its a])i)lication is more dilhcult in such cases, from
the fact that the ship is under obligation to make both expenditure and
sacrifice, in order to do her part under the contract of atlreightment, and it

is only where the sacrifice or disbursement is extraordinary, in the sense
now explained, that she can claim relief.

Jettison of cargo is the most obvious illustration of a case where cargo
claims contribution. So there is a claim in respect of cargo damaged by
water applieil to extinguish fire on board ship, whether of other cargo or
of ship (irhifecross Co., 8 Q. B. D. 653). Cargo actually on fire does not
receive contribution. Parts of the ship damaged to allow the water to be
applied will also be made good.

The sacrifice must not only be extraordinary, but it must be real. Thus
cutting away a mast which is already practically gone, does not entitle

the sliii) to claim in general average, whatever good mav result to the
luarnie adventure from the mast being at once cut away. It was this

principle that for many years led British adjusters to disallow a claim
in the case already noticed, when water was used to put out fire, as they
held the goods injured by the water should be treated as valueless

because of the proximity of the fire. l>ut tliough the sacrifice of the
part must be real, this does not mean that if, e.g., a ship would be lost

as a whole, did she not sacrifice a part, she will therefore not be able to
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claim contribution from cargo which is also sa'S'ed by the sacrifice of that

part. On the contrary, to ground a claim, the adventure must be in peril,

and the sacrifice must be made to save the \vhule, or the parts from which
contribution is claimed. The claim is in truth strongest when the danger

is most imminent, and when the sacrifice alone can lessen or avoid it.

One of the most difticult cases under this head is where general average

is claimed in respect of an alleged volwntary stranding of the ship for the

common safety. If the stranding is truly voluntary, the claim is good

{Landalc, Mor. 13428; Bell, Com., 7th ed., i. 635); but when stranding

somewhere is inevitable, the mere fact that the exact place is to some
extent selected, does not seem enough, unless it can be shown that there

was a real sacritice of ship for the whole venture. The law on this subject

still requires elucidation in detail.

If tJie peril from which the adventure is rescued is due to thefaidt of those

7rhose propcrtff is sacrificed, there is in general no claim to eontrUndlon. If

goods are sacrificed which are a source of danger from inherent vice, having

been shipped in improper condition ; or if the bearing up for a port of

refuge is due to unseaworthiness of the ship, or faulty navigation of the

master, which has brought the whole venture into peril, no claim can be

made. So, if extra fuel has been used owing to want of a reasonable

supply of coal for the voyage. But where the other interests have agreed

to run the risk which has brought about the peril, a claim can be made,
e.g. where by the bill of lading the owners are freed from liability for

the negligence of the master, and the sacrifice has been necessary because

of a peril due to negligence on his part {Strang, 14 App. Ca. 601 ; The
Carroll Park, 15 P. D. 203. But see Carver on Carriage hy Sea). Goods
jettisoned because of a peril brought about by faulty navigation, can claim

contribution from the owners of other goods, notwithstanding that the ship

may be liable in relief (Strang, 14 App. Ca. 601). The fact that goods

are carried at " merchants' risk " does not prevent their owners claiming

contribution if they are sacrificed {Burton, 12 Q. B. D. 218). Deck
cargo jettisoned cannot claim contribution, unless, by custom in the par-

ticular trade, deck cargoes are carried as in the coasting trade (
Wright,

7 Q. B. D. 62). But where the shipper is owner of the whole cargo, it has

been held that the shipowners must contribute for cargo carried on deck,

in terms of the charter, which has been jettisoned {Johnson, 35 L. J. C. P.

23) ; and the same rule is said to apply where all the shippers have agreed

to a deck cargo being carried {Strang, 14 App. Ca. 601).

EvpemUture grounding a claim to contrihvtion consists of extraordinary

dishursenients inade for the safety of the irhole marine adventure. Such
expenditure is frequently incurred when ships are obliged to put into a

port of refuge with a view to common safety. The question, What
expenses are in these cases the subject of general average, and what fall

to be charged against particular interests ? has been the subject of serious

litigation, and it cannot be said that the law is yet clear {Attwood, 5

Q. B. D. 286; Svensden, 13 Q. B. I). 69, 10 App. Ca. 404). Indeed, in the

latter case, it was laid down that, in all cases of port of refuge expenses, the

question whether extraordinary expenditure after the entry into a port of

refuge is rightly chargeal)le to general average necessarily depends on the

circumstances of each case (per L. J. Bowen, L. ]^)lackburn). The expense of

the ship going into the port of refuge is in all cases general average. If she

makes for port in conseifuence of damage to herself, whicli is the subject

of particular average, and which requires, in order to her repair, that the-

cargo should be unloaded and warehoused, the warehousing charges are
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charges against cargo, and the reloading charges are charges against freight.

It is also settled that the discharging charges are charged against general

average, at least whenever the discharge is necessary tVn- common safety.

In Attu:uod, the Court of A])peal held that where the reason for the ship

making for the port of refuge is due t(t a sacritice wliich is itself the

subject of general average, then the discharging, warehousing, reloading,

and outward cliarges, all fmni part of the general average claim, and in

practice this judgment is followed. Attwuo(f's case, while to some extent

adversely criticised in Scensden, was distinguished from that case, on the

ground that the whole expenses there might be said to reasonably How
from the original general average sacrifice ; while in Svensden the only

general average act was making for the port in order to repair. It has

not been settled by the House of Lords whether, in the circumstances of

Scensden's case, the ship's outward charges leaving the port fall to be

charged against freight or against general average. The Court of Appeal
held them chargealde against freight. In practice this is given effect to.

"Wages of the crew while at a port of refuge are not, in general, allowed in

general average {De Vaux, 4 Ad. il- El. 420 ; but see Athcood, 5 Q. B. L). 2SG).

Extraordinary expenditure is also often incurred to defray services of

various kinds rendered to rescue the marine adventure from Y)eril, or to

lessen loss on the employment of those concerned, and difHcult questions

arise how far the expenditure is to be treated for joint behoof, and when it

becomes a special charge. The answer mainly turns on how far and how
long tlie whole operations can be said to be part of one continuous act for the

benefit of the whole venture. When the operations are for the safety of

special parts, rather than part of work to relieve the whole from danger,

they must be treated as special charges ( Ifalt/wu, L. E. 5 Ex. 1 16). Salvage

by volunteers is not, it is thought, strictly general average. // is an
essential element of a general average claim, that tlie sacrifice or e:iypcnditure

has been deliherately made hg, or on hehalf of, the marine adventure, hy

some one acting as the agent of the different interests.

A leading principle of general average is, that all the parties interested in

the adventure for the benefit of which the loss was i7icurred, slwidd be sufferers

h]j the loss in exact proportion to the extent of their rcspectire interests, but no

further (Arnould, 2nd ed., p. 937). In giving effect to this principle, it has

been laid down that, in the ordinary case, the adjustment of general average

shall be made at the port of destination of the venture, because there the

extent of the benefit becomes apparent. But if the voyage is, by necessity

or agreement, broken up at a different })lace, then the adjustment will be

made at that place, e.g. at the port of departure when the slii]) has had to

return there (Fletcher, L. E. 3 C. P. 375). It seems an unsettled question how
exactly the adjustment should be made when the ship has cargo on the

voyage for different ports. It probably should be according to the special

circumstances, so as to carry out the general principle. The law of the

place of the adjustment is that by which the adjustment falls to be regulated,

even where that law ditl'ers from our own (Simonds, 2 B. & C. 805). But
in such cases it must be ])roved, in the action for recovery of the con-

tribution, that the adjustment has been made up in accordance with the

foreign law, and the loss must be one which, according to English law, is

due to a peril insured against. In oidcr to avoid such questions, it is usual

to bind insurers to accept the foreign adjustment, if and as made up. The
effect is to make the insurer liable for ijeneral averafje accordinir to the

foreign statement, whether, according to English law, it was due to perils

insured against or not (iLobiiiows, 3 E. 1134; I/arris, L. E. 7 C. P. 481;
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Mavro, L. E. 9 C. P. 595 ; 10 ib. 414 ; but see BisJc, 1 Com. Ca. 244). It

is also coimnon for insurers to agree to accept an adjustment made on

the York-Antwerp Eules, 1890, if so made iu accordance with the contract

of atireightment. Tliese rules have been framed as quasi-international

rules, to be applied in cases of general average, and differ in various respects

from the British law on the subject.

The values of the contributing interests arc tala'n, at all events in the case

of sacrifice proper, at the 'place of adjustment, allowance being made for the

damaged state of ship or cargo. So, if a jettison of cargo has given rise to a

claim" iiiid from the state of the cargo the reasonable inference is that the

jettisoned cargt) would also have been damaged, its value is allowed for as

damaged only. It is a natural extension of the same principle, that if the

sacritice, though at the time efiective, is followed by a total loss of the

adventure before reaching its destination, there is no contribution. There

has been no benefit and no extra loss.

On the other hand, extraordinary expenditure is allowed for, whether

there is a subsequent loss or not. The disburser otherwise would be made
to suffer beyond his co-adventurers. It has been maintained that in such a

case there is a debt due at the place where the expenditure is incurred,

and the adjustment should be there. It is easy to conceive special cases

where justice would seem to require this ; but in practice, when the venture

reaches her port of destination, the adjustment takes place there of the

whole general average claim.

In certain cases, expedients are resorted to, witlr the object of saving

expense, which, under the head of "substituted expenses," are allowed in

practice in general average, so far as, if they had not been incurred, there

would have been other expense which would have been incurred and

chargeable. The limits of this article do not permit of dealing with these

in detail. (See Lowndes on General Arerat/e.)

There has been keen discussion how far freight contributes to general

average. Prepaid freight contributes through the merchant, so far as his

goods are by the prepayment of more value. Freight on cargo on board of

course contributes. But how far does chartered freight contribute when
the ship has as yet received no part of the cargo on board ? Take a

charter under which a ship in the United Kingdom is chartered to proceed

to a foreign port and there load homewards ; and liberty is given to carry

cargo outwards. The ship on the outward voyage encounters perils, and

there is a general average sacrifice. Does the chartered freight contribute ?

The answer, it is submitted, is, Yes, so far as the freight was of special

value, e.g. in excess of current freights, and the shipowner therefore benefited.

There is no doubt chartered freight would contribute if the sliip was
on her way to her port of loading in ballast under and to fulfil the

charter, subject, of course, to the effect of the judgment in the Brigella

{ut supra).

The remedies luhich arc given to a claimant of a general average

contribution are twofold—(a) a j;er.so7ia/ action against each contributory, and,

(b) a right of lien upon the goods srdved. In the case of the ship, the

second remedy can easily be made efiectual (see Htdh, 16 Q. B. I). 442-735,

as to the rights and duties of master); but where the claim is by the

owner of goods, there is no lien on the ship, which is not iu his possession,

l)ut it is said there is a lien over the goods salved through the master.

At any rate, the master is bound, in the interests of the goods, to take

steps to have adjusted the average claims and liabilities, and to secure their

payment, and will be liable if he neglects reasonably to do so (Crooks, 5
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Q. B. D. 38; Strang, 14 App. Ca. GOl). In conneetiou with tliLs whole
subject, it must always be remeinbeied that the sliipruaster acts for

bchofjf of, and as the aj^cnt of, the wliole interests concfrni'd.

In past times, considerable importance lay in tiie (jucstion how far funds
could be raised by the shipmaster to meet extraordinary expenses by
hypothecating or selling the cargo. This suljject hardly falls to be treated

luider this head, wliile improved means of coniminiication have deprived it of

much of its interest. The master is only entitled so to raise funds in case

of necessity, and he should communicate with the owner of the goods when
practicable. Where the funds are raised by sale of goods, their owner has
a right to reiiuire rei)ayment of their value, taking that value, in his option,

at either the sum they have realised liy the sale, or their value at the port

of destination. He is not bound to credit freight j;ro rata Itincru {Hopprr,

1 0. P. D. K!7); and even if there is a total loss, he can, it has been held,

claim repayment of the proceeds of sale of his goods, as the case falls to be
dealt with on the basis of a forced loan by the goods owner, and therefore

as a case of expenditure, and not one of sacrifice {Atkinson, 7 Exch.
oG7).

[See Lowndes on General Average ; Carver on Carriage hij Sea ; Abljot's

Laiv of Merehant Ships and Seamen (loth ed.) ; Arnould on Marine Insurance
;

riiillips on Murine Insuranee ; Tudor, Leading Cases in Mercantile and.

Maritime Law; ]\rArthur on the Contract of Marine Insurance.'] See
Adjustment ; Salvage ; Marine Insurance.

Averment.—The statement of an alleged fact injudicial proceed-

ings, which the party making it is prepared to prove. See Action.

AversiO.—Sale aversione, ovper aversionem (Ulp. Dig. 18. G. 4), is sale

of a subject in the gross, or by the bulk, " without any specific statement
of its exact quantity" (Trayner, Maxims); as, for example, a particular

crop ; or all the corn in a certain granary ; or all the wine in one's cellar

(Stair, i. 14. 7 ; Kankt. i. 419). See Sale.

A vinculo or a vinculo matrimonii—"From the bond of

marriage. "—This expression is used to indicate the complete severance of

the bond or tie of marriage. Before the Beformatiou, when there was no
such thing as divorce in this sense, the expression divortium. a vinculo

matrimonii, or d. quoad vincidum, was frequently used to describe a decree
of nullity of marriage, by which the rineulum was declared never to
have been binding. (See Bollock & Maitland, Hist, of English Lav, 11.

391.)

Avizandum.—The term employed when tlio Court takes further
time fur the eunsideration of a cause, instead of pronouncing an innnediate

decision upon it. The Court is said to " take the case ad avizandum," or to-

" make avizandum of the case."

When a cause is removed from the Outer to the Inner House on a

report by the Lord Ordinary, ^rca^ avizandum is the ])hrase used. Tiie A. S.

11 July 1828, s. 64, enacts " that when the Lord Ordinary, on hearing a

cause, considers that it should be disposed of by the Inner House, he shall
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appoint cases to be put into process before himself to be seen and inter-

changed, with tlie view of reporting the cause to the Court, which shall be

lodged under the sanction contained in section 62 hereof ; and when both cases

so prepared are put into process, he shall make avizandum with the cause

to the Court, and order the cases to be immediately boxed, and grant

warrant to enrol in the Inner House rolls." This procedure is now fallen

into desuetude, though it would appear that in actions of proving the tenor

the Lord Ordinary makes great avizandum to the Inner House, after the

summons is called and enrolled in the Outer House ; and in division of

commonty or runrig lands the Lord (Ordinary makes great avizandum after

proof (Mackay, Manual, 177).

AvulsiO.—Avulsio takes place where a river violently tears away a

part of one man's ground and carries it over to another man's land, where it

rests (/n.sl ii. 1. 21). The property of the ground thus separated continues

in the original proprietor ; but if, in process of time, it becomes firmly

attached to the other man's land, and the trees carried with it strike root

in the latter, then from that time the trees are acquired for the other

man's land {iTist. ii. 1. 21). The fact that the land torn away remains dis-

tinguishable and capable of identification marks avulsio from ALLU"\ao (q.v.).

The Scots law in regard to avulsio follows the Eoman law (Ersk. ii. 1. 14

;

Bell, Prm. s. 936). The doctrine applies to ground violently torn away by

the sea ; and probably the proprietor of the land torn away will have a right

to the minerals lying underneath it in its new position (see per L. Mackenzie,

in Magistrates of Eilinhunjh, 1836, 14 S. 922, at 933). See AccESSio.

AAA/ard.—"Award" appears to be properly an English law term, but

has luug been in common use in Scotland to signify the determination or

decree-arbitral pronounced by an arbiter or oversman upon the matter sub-

mitted to him.—[Ersk. iv. 3. 29 ; Tomlins' Law Dictionary ; Sweet's Law
Dictionary; Wharton's Law Lexicon, s.^•.] See Arbithation; Arbiter;

Oversman.

**B" Contributory and List.—See Company.

Back- Bond.—A back-bond, or a back-letter, is a writ either

qualifying the terms of another writ, or declaratory of the ]jurposes for

which another writ has been granted. Tlius it often happens in practice

that a proprietor of heritage grants a disposition of it, eo: facie aljsolute, in

favour of a disponee, when the ojjject of the disponer is not to invest the

disponee in the subjects conveyed permanently, but only temporarily, e.g.

until a debt is satisfied. The true object of the granting of such an

absolute disposition is set forth in a back-bond or back-letter executed by

the disponee. The contents of a formal back-bond, relative to an ex facie

absolute disposition, may be these : (1) a narrative of the disposition; (2) an

acknowledgment and declaration by the disponee that the disposition was
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granted in security of sums either advauced, or to oe advanced, hy the dis-

])onee : (.'5) an obH<fation hy the disjtonee to denude himself of thf subjects

on satisfaction of the debt dnr by the disponer : (4) a (U^claration that, if

the debt is not paid by a certain time, the disponee will be at liberty to enter

into possession or to sell the sul)jects; (5) a declaration that the disponee

will be bound to hold just count and reckoning- with the dispcjuer for hisinti-o-

missions in virtue of the disposition, and to pay any balance which may be

<lue on an accounting; (G) a clause of consent to registration, and (7) a

testing clause (see Juridical Styles, vol. i. 4:'.0, vol. ii. 441). The terms

"back-])Oud"and "l>ack-letter"are used indiscriminately; but prol»ably when
the granter of the writ qualifying the principal deed comes under an ex-

press, as opposed to an implied, obligation to do a certain thing on the

occurrence of a certain event, the term back-bond should be appli(.'d

to the writ, and the term back-letter should be applied to the writ in

other cases. TJie use of back - letters is not uncommon in connection

with the grautiug of bonds and dispositions in security. Thus a bond

and disposition in security may bear, as it usually does, that the principal

sum l)orrowed, with interest at a certain rate, is repayable at a specihed

time; but the creditor, either by himself or his authorised agent, may
by back-letter agree, c.f/., to allow the loan to subsist for a space of years,

})rovided the interest is regularly paid at the terms mentioned in the bond,

or to exact a lower rate of interest than the rate set forth in the bond (see

Juridical Stj/lcs, vol. i. 421); and a back-letter may contain stipulations

about the apjdication of a part of the principal sum in a bond, the part

being meantime not made over to the debtor {Juridical Styles, vol. i.

422-0). Similarly, a creditor who receives an assignation of documents of

debts, or a cautioner to whom debts have been conveyed in security of his

I'clief, may (pialify the deed in his favour by a liack-letter (Juridical Styles,

vol. ii. 44.")-r)). Again, when a bond is granted by an apparent heir to a

third party, in order that the latter may lead an adjudication against the

estate of the heir's ancestor, the grantee under the bond usually grants a

l)ack-bond, bearing that the bond was granted, without value, for the special

[)urpose of leading and obtaining an adjudication of the lands, and contain-

ing an oldigatiou to denude {,Jvridical Styles, vol. ii. 440). On title by

trust bond and adjudication, see M. Bell, Zcr/. ii. 1115-G. See Absolute
Disposition.

Back- Letter.—See Back-Boxd.

Back-Tack.—Sec Wausht.

Backing" a Warrant.—Backing a warrant is its indorsation by

a magi.sUatc of compeleul jurisdiction, authorising execution outside the

l.)0unds for which it was issued. Except as after mentioned, a warrant has

no le<Tal effect outside these bounds unless it is backed (Hume, ii. 79 ; Alison,

ii. 124).

1. Within Scotland.—A warrant of the High Court of Justiciary runs

throughout Scotland without backing (Hume, ii. 78). A criminal warrant

granted by a Sheriff against a person charged with having committed a

crime.within his jurisdiction, is sufficient for the apprehension of the accused

iit any place within Scotland, without the necessity of backiug or indorsation,

VOL. I. 24
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if executed either by a messenger-at-aniis or an officer of the Court

where it was issued (1 Oc 2 Vict. c. 119, s. 25). A warrant granted under

tlie Summary Jurisdietiou (Scotland) Acts, 1864 and 1881, or the Burgh

Tolice (Scotland) Act, 1892, may be executed at any place within Scotland,

witliout indorsation, either by a constable or other othcer of the law, or by

an officer of the Court or magistrate granting the same (27 & 28 Vict. c. 53,

s. 8; Scott, 18G(), 5 Irv. 278; ^>d & 50 Vict. c. do, s. 475). A summons,

complaint, warrant, order or other process, in a prosecution under the

Summary Jurisdiction Acts, at the instance of a I'rocurator-Fiscal, Parish

Council, or School Board, may be served and executed by a police constable

within the county, burgh, or police district in which the person upon whom
the same is to be served or executed resides or is found (44 & 45 Vict. c.

33, s. 12). A sentence or decree for a pecuniary penalty or expenses

may be enforced beyond the jurisdiction of the Court or magistrate who
pronounced it, after indorsation by a competent Court or magistrate

havin<' jurisdiction within the territory where it is sought to be enforced

(11 Geo. IV. and 1 Will. iv. c. 37, s. 8 ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 53, s. 9 ; 55 & 56

Vict. c. DO, s. 475). An officer of one jurisdiction lawfully conveying a

prisoner through another jurisdiction, has the powers of an officer of

the latter without indorsation of his warrant (11 Geo. IV. and 1 Will. iv.

c. 37, s. G).

2. Scotland, England, and Wales.—A constable appointed for a border

county, viz. Northumberland, Cumberland, Berwick, Roxburgh, or Dumfries,

can execute without indorsation, within any of these counties, a warrant

for the apprehension of a criminal accused or convicted of a crime committed

in the county for which he is appointed a constable (20 & 21 Vict. c. 72, s,

11). Under the Indictable Offences Act, 1848, a warrant issued in England

or Wales by a judge of a superior Court, or by a justice of the peace, may
be indorsed by a Sheriff or justice of the peace in Scotland ; and a warrant

issued in Scotland by a judge of the High Court of Justiciary, a Sheriff, a

justice of the peace, or a burgh magistrate, or a warrant issued under the

Summary Jurisdiction (Scotland) Acts, may be indorsed by a justice of the

peace in P2ngland or Wales. After being thus backed, the warrant may be

executed within the jurisdiction of the indorsing magistrate, either by the

person who brings it, or by any person to whom it was originally addressed,

or by a constable or other officer of the law for the place where it is indorsed

(11 & 12 Vict. c. 42, ss. 14 and 15 ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 53, s. 9 ; 55 & 56 Vict.

c. 55, s. 475). The prisoner is conveyed directly into the jurisdiction whence

the warrant was issued, and taken before a magistrate tliere {ih. ; Sinclair,

1890, 2 White, 481). All citations, warrants, and other process (except

warrants of arrestment) issued under the Summary Jurisdiction Acts, may
be reciprocally executed, after being backed, in England or Scotland (44 &
45 Vict. c. 24).

3. Scotland and Ireland.—Scottish warrants may be executed in Ireland,

and Irish warrants in Scotland, after backing in terms of the Indictable

Offences Act, 1848, ut supra (U & 12 Vict. c. 42, ss. 14, 15 ; 12 & 13 Vict. c.

09, .ss. 14, 15 ; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 53, s. 9 ; bb k 50 Vict. c. 55, s. 475). They

may also be backed in Ireland by an inspector-general, or deputy inspector-

general, or (in their absence) assistant inspector-general of constabulary, or

by a justice of the peace, in the form annexed to the Petty Sessions (Ireland)

Act, 1851 (14 & 15 Vict. c. 93, ss. 27-31 ; 40 & 41 Vict. c. 56, s. 77 ; 30 &
31 Vict. c. 19, 8. 1).

4. Scotland and Channel Islands.—The provisions of the Indictable

Offences Act, 1848, apply to the execution of Scottish warrants in the
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Chiinnel Islands, and vice versd (31 & 32 Vict. c. 107, s. 4 ; 55 & 50 Vict,

c. 55, s. 475).

5. hicotlaiitl (I ad British l%ssc>isions.— See FruTiVK OrKi;Ni»Ki{.s.

6. Scotland and Furcyjn Countries.—See ExTitADiTio.N.

7. Form uf Backinfj.—The fullowini,' is the usual backing: "Whereas
])roof upon oath hatli this day been made betore me, one ot Her Majesty's

-lustiees of the Peace in ami for the county of York, that the name of
' Ralph Pearson,' to the wiihin warrant subscribed, is of the handwiiting
of the Sherill'-Substitute within mentioned,— I do theivt'ore hereby auiliori.se

William Fer^^uson, police constaljle lor Inverness-shire, Scotland, who
brinj^eth to me this warrant, and all other ])ersons to whom this warrant
was originally directed, or by whom it may law fully he executed, and also

all constal)les and other peace olliceis of the said county of York, to

execute the same within the said last-mentioned county. (liven under
my hand this ninth day of Jainiary 180(5. (Sitrned) (ieor<fe Me id, «/./''."

The oiliccr who brings the wairant must depone or dtclare that ii is signed

by the magi.-trate who issued it. Other evidence is ie(piiied in certain

cases (11 & 12 Vict. c. 42, ss. 14, 15 ; 44 & 45 Vict. c. 24, s. 4). To enable
the warrant to be backed I'-ithout the attendance of an officer of the issuing

Court, a declaration in the followinp^ form may be written iqion it:

—

I, A. ]j., inspector of poHre of Inveniess, iu the county of Inverness, «o]emnly
declare that tlie name of "Kalph Pearson," to tlie within warrant subscribed, is of the
handwriting of the Sheriff-Substitute within mentioned. Dated at lnvernes.s this Tth.

day of January 189G. (Signed) A. li.

, x ( C. y>., .Justice of the Pe<ice for
^ " '^ 1 the Countv of Inverness.I

It is backed by a magistrate of the place where it is to be e.xecuted, on
production by an officer of that jurisdiction.

Bail.—Bail is the judicial security given, as a condition of liberation

of a person accused of a crime or olience, to ensure appearance in answer
to the charij;e.

Hisrok'v.—In the early history of our law, persons charged with almost
any crime except murder had a right to remain at liberty on finding surety

to underlie the law, or, if in custody, were liberated on such security being
found; and even in cases of murder the Sheriff could take sufficient "borrows"
from the manslayer to appear and answer to the charge. Some ancient Acts
in the l;Uh and 14th centuries excluded from the privilege of bail several

other crimes besides murder: and the Act of 1455, c. 49, directed that any
person " suspect " of treason " shall be tane and remain in tirmance." Yet,
even after the passing of these Acts, caution to luiderlie tiie law was received

in every case, the anu)unt of V)ail to be found by tiie person accused being
left to the discretion of the judge.

By the ^Vct 1701, c. 6, a person accused of a crime not inferring a capital

sentence, was in right to demand liberation on ofterinir suilicient caution

that he " shall appear and answer to any libel that shall be otlei-ed against

him, for the crime or offence wherewith he is charged, at any time within
the space of si.K months." The elfect of this enactment therefore was, iu

addition to nnirder, to include among non-bailable otlences such crimes as

forgery, theft of a serious kintl, or by one habit and repute, and deforcement
of the otheers of the revenue, at that tinu» a cajiital oll'ence The right of

the accused person in a bailable crime luuler this Statute was to demand
liberation on bail so soon as the warrant of commitment was ready to
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be enforced, and the application could be made either before or after iiu-

prisonnient had been elTected. The application was in writing, and could

be made either to the magistrate or judge connnitting, (jr to the Connuissioners

of Justiciary, or other judge competeut for cognition of the crime. In con-

sidering whether the crime was capital or not, the magistrate was entitled

to take into consideration all the facts set forth, and not the mere name of

the crime in the warrant of connnitment. If the magistrate or other judge

to whom the api)lication was made, considered the crime to be one not

inferring a capital sentence, and therefore bailable, he was obliged, within

twenty-four hours after the petition was ])resented to him, to modify the

amount of bail to be found, under ]>aiii of wrongous imprisonment. The
discretionary power as to fixing the amount of bail to be found, vested in

the magistrate or other judge prior to the Act of 1701, was removed ; and it

was provided that the maximum amount of l)ail should be: for a nobleman,

sLx thousand merks ; for a landed gentleman, three thousand merks, and

for any other gentleman and l)urgess, one tliousand merks ; and three

hundred merks for any other inferior person.

The sufficiency of the bail ottered was, in the first instance, to be judged

of by the Clerk of Court ; and if he were dissatisfied with the caution offered,

application could be made to the magistrate or judge granting bail, whose

determination was open to review, at the instance of either party, in the

Supreme Court.

The rifdit to demand liberati(^n on Ijail ceased at the commencement of

tlie trial. If the bail-ljond was in the ordinary terms " of answering to

any libel for the crime," without the addition of the words, "and at all

diets of Court following thereon," which seems to be more than was required

by the Statute, the condition of the bond was purified, and the cautioner

free, if the accused made his appearance and ottered to stand his trial. In

any case, whatever the terms of the bond, the cautioner's liability ceased

after the jury had been charged with consideration of the case. By the

Acts of 11 Geo. I. c. 26, and 39 Geo. in. c. 49, the maximum amount of bail

was altered. The former of these Acts empowered the magistrate to double

the former bail; and liy the latter the maxinnnn was fixed as follows:

—

For a nobleman £1200 sterling.

„ landed gentleman ..... GOO ,,

„ other gentleman burgess or housholder . 300 „

and for any inferior person ... 60 „

At tliese figures the maximum amount of bail remained until the Act

of 1888 after mentioned. These limitations, however, applied only to cases

under the Act of 1701, c. 6. The High Court of Justiciary or the Lord

Advocate, in the exercise of their discretion, had the power of granting bail

for crimes which were not bailal^le under the Act, and could fix the amount
<jf bail at any sum which they deiimed right. The maxinumi amounts were

subject to further qualifications in cases regarding Inland Eevenue officers

and persons accused of sedition. V>y 1 1 Geo. iv. and 1 Will. iv. c. 66, the

crime of forgery was declared in certain cases no longer to involve the penalty

of death ; and by 2 & 3 Will. iv. c. 123, capital sentence was abolished in all

cases of forgery"; Ijut it was enacted by 5 & 6 Will. iv. c. 73, that in such

cases under the last-mentioned Act as had had the punishment of death

converted into transportation for life, no person should be entitled to insist

upon liberation on bail. Again, Ijy 7 Will. iv. and 1 Vict. c. 36 (Post Office

Act), no person committed in Scotland cliarged with a high crime and

oifence under the Post Office Act was entitled to insist on liberation on bail

;

and by 11 & 12 Vict. c. 12, s. 9, treason-felony was put upon the same foot-
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ill-. Jiul ill ;tll lliese cases the Court of Justiciary was expressly authorised

'to^admit siicli iiersons to hail witliout reference to the inaxiiuuins ahove

mentioned, and liberation nii<,dit also take ])lace on such Ijail as tlie public

prosecutor should ngn;e to {Will ia 711 II. Thnmson, High Court, I'l July 1871,

2 C'oup. IU;i). 15y 4;"i Ceo. ill. c. 91', provision was made for liberation on

bail under warrants of commitment indorsed between England and Scotland

and Creat Britain and Ireland; and the right was thereby conferred to

demand liberation on l)ail from the magistrate indorsing a warrant to

a])preht'iid for a bailal)le crime committed in another jiart of the United

Kingdom, in the same way as it might have been demanded from the judge

who originally issued the warrant. This Statute was, however, rej^ealed by

:;r. & :]G Vict. c. G;i

Pk'/:s/:\T Law:—Important changes in the law were introduced by

the Criminal Trocedure (Scotland) Act, 1S87 (50 & 51 Vict. c. 35), and by

the Bail (Scotland) Act, 1888 (51 & 52 Vict. c. 30).

By the former Statute (s. 18), it is provided that any person accused of

a bailalde crime sliall be entitled, immediati-ly after he has been brought

before a magistrate for examination on declaration, to apply to such

magistrate, or to the Sheritf or his Substitute, for liberation, on his finding

caution in common form to appear at any diet to which he may be cited

for further examination, or in order to answer any indictment or complaint

whieli may be served upon him. The prosecutor is entitled to be heard

against any such application : and the Sheriff or other magistrate may, in

his discretion, refuse such ai)i)lication liefore the accused is committed,

until liberated in due course of law. When tlie accused is liberated on

bail liefore commitment, it is not necessary to commit him, but it is

lawful to serve him with an indictment or complaint without his havhig

been previously committed.

By the Bail Act of 1888, the Act of 1 701 , under the sanction of which,

for nearly 200 years, persons accused of all crimes not capital were in right

to dt'inand and insist upon liberation on bail, is repealed ; and it is provided

(s. 2) that all crimes except murder and treason are bailable, and any

magistrate having jurisdiction to try the offence of which the accused is

charged, or to commit him to prison, may at his discretion, on the applica-

tion of any person who has been committed until liberation in due

course of law, grant or refuse bail. Before disposing of such application,

o[)portunity must be given to the prosecutor to be heard, and it must be

disposed of by the magistrate within twenty-four hours after presentation,

failing which, the accused must be liberated.

Wiien bad has been refused liefore coimiiitnient, the application may
be renewed after commitment (s. 3).

All statutory limitations of the amount of bail to be found are abolished

(s. 4), and the magistrate admitting to 1)ail fixes the bail at such an amount

as he may consider sufficient to ensin-e the appearance of the person accused

at all diets to which he may be cited on the charge.

(Sec. 5) Where an a])plication for l)ail after conmiitment has been refused,

or where the accused is dissatisfied with the amount of caution ordered to

be fomul, he may appeal to the High Court of Justiciary. The prosecutor

has also the right to appeal against the accused being liberated on liail,

whether before or after conmiitment, as well as on the ground of the

amount fixed being too small, and the accused cannot be liberated until

the appeal is disposed of, except as provided in s. 7. Written notice of

appeal must be immediately given, by the party appealing, to the opposite

party. The appeal is disposed of by the High Court or any Lord Com-
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missioner of Justiciary in Court, or in Chambers, after such inquiry and
hearing as seems just (IVilson, Edinl)urgh, 20 June 1889, 2 White, 267,

16 11. (J. C.) 89 : Scoff, Glasgow, 27 Dec. 1890, 2 White, 570 ; Suthcrhuul

Edinburgh, 21 Jan. 1891, 2 Wliite 576; Z*. ^. IToW/.s, Edinburgh, 17 May
1893, 3 White, 487). The following unreported cases may also be referred

to:

—

F. F. Dornoch, H. C, Edinburgh, 5 July 1893 ; Thomas James Fraser,

H. C, Edinl;)urgh,:;i Oct. 1893: John and Finlay MacjJonald, H. C, Edin-

Inirgh, 31 Mar.^1894: William Dichson, H. C, Edinburgh, 7 Oct. 1895. In

the event of the appeal by the prosecutor being refused, the Court may
award expenses against the appellant (P. F. Dumfries, 11 June 1892).

(Sec. 6) No fees are exigible from, nor can expenses be awarded against,

an accused in respect of an application for bail.

(Sec. 7) When the prosecutor appeals, the accused, if the bail fixed

shall have been found by him, is liberated after seventy-two hours, or ninety-

six hours if in any island in the Outer Hebrides or in the Orkney and Shetland

Islands, from the time of his application being granted, unless his further

detention pending consideration of the appeal be ordered by the High Court.

Notice to the gaoler by telegrapli from the Clerk of Court or the Crown
Agent, is sufficient to justify detention until the arrival of such order in

due course of post. In computing such period of hours, Sundays, public

fasts, and public holidays are not included.

(Sec. 8) The power of the Lord Advocate and the High Court of

Justiciary to admit to bail any person charged with any crime, including

murder and treason, is preserved.

An a})plication for bail should be in writing (Andrew, 20 June 1806),

and should be signed by the accused himself or his agent. If it is not in

writing, it cannot be founded on in after proceedings (Arhuclie, 3 Dow
App. 160). If the judge to whom the application is made was not the

judge committer, it is necessary to produce along with the application

a copy of the warrant of commitment. By sec. 18 of 31 & 32 Vict. c. 95,

all bail bonds must specify the domicile at which the accused may be cited

for trial. On a question arising as to the sufficiency of the cautioner in the

bond, the magistrate is not answerable for any delay which may occur,

unless it be undue.

In the case of a peer, it is provided by the Act 6 Geo. iv. c. 66, s. 8, that

he shall be entitled to apply to the Lords Commissioners of Justiciary, or to

the Sheriff witliin whose county such peer may be incarcerated, to be

admitted to bail, and that the caution to be found shall be to appear and
answer to any indictment for the crime or offence charged in any Court

competent to try the said crime, including therein the High Court of

Parliament and the Court of the Lord High Steward, within twelve months
if before the High Court of Parliament or Court of the Lord High Steward,

and six months if before any C(nut in Scotland.

Can a Panel be liberated on Bail alter his Trial ifas
COMMENCED?—By the Act of 1701, a person in custody "in order to trial"

was entitled to demand to be admitted to bail, l)ut his right to do so ceased

when his trial commenced ( IfFar/rA//, Glasgow Autumn Circuit, 1808). In

one case (/. Gilruth Flemin/j, Dundee Circuit, January 1885), after the diet

had been called, but before the panel was remitted to an assize, the Court

certified the case to the High Court and ordered the panel to be detained

in custody. He applied to the Sherifi'-Sul)stitute to Ijc liberated on bail.

The application was granted, there being no op])osition on the ])art of the

prosecutor. Liberation on caution has been granted by the Court even
after the verdict of the jury had been returned, in consequence of a
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certification to the whole Court. This, liowever, was not, properly speaking,

hail, as the lihcratifju granted was from custody after conviction, and not " in

ordca- to trial." Tlu; right to deinaiid liheration on hail, as we have seen,

no lfjngc;r exists, and it is now in the discretion of theC'uuit in grantor
refuse hail, but the Court has never exercised its discretion in aihnittinii a

panel to hail after his trial has commenced, without the cnusent of the

public ])rosecutor. The; usual procedure now is, in trials lasting more than
one day, and wluue the accused had, prior to the commcucement of the

trial, been liberated on bail, for the Crown C(nuisel to consent to his

remaining at liberty between the continued diets (Citi/ of Glasgow Bank
Diirrtors, H. C, Edinburgh, 21 Jan. LSTO, 4 Coup. IGl ; Jvlin Patcrson, II. ('.,

Edinburgh, 19 ]\Iay LSOO : Willlain Stewart and Anof/ur, H. C, Edinburgh,
i:^. Fel). IS94).

JV///:.v /.s yy/A Cautioner Discharged?—The Criminal Procedure
(Scotland) Act, 1887, s. 18, provides (as before mentioned) that the accused
])ersou, when lirought l^efore a magistrate for exaniiuation on declaration,

shall be entitled to apply for liberation on bail, and when a(hnitted to bail

the cautioner must bind and oblige himself, " in connnon form," that the

accused shall appear at au}- diet to which he may be cited for further

examination, or in order to answer any indictment or complaint which may
be served upon him. Under the Bail Act of 18S8, tlie cautioner for a

person committed until liberation in due course of law, is bomid to ensure
the appearance of such person to answer at all diets to which he may be
cited on the charge. That is, at all diets to which he may be cited prior to,

and including tlie diet of trial, l^y the words "in common form," in sec. 18
of the Criminal Brocedure (Scotland) Act, 1887, the period of the cautioner's

liability in cases of liberation under that section is limited to the then
statutory period of six months (1701 Act), but the Bail Act of 1888, while
repealing the Act of 1701, does not provide a limitation of the period for

wiiicli the cautioner may be bound. In practice, however, the cautioner is

taken bound for six months. By G Geo. iv. c. 66, s. 8, as we have seen, a

peer may apply to the High Court of Justiciary, or to the Sheritl" of the

county where he is imprisoned, for liberation on bail, and the cautioner's

obligation is limited to twelve months if the accused is called on to answer
tlie charge in l*arlianient or in the ('ourt of the High Steward, and to six

months if in a Scottish Court. In all cases, how^ever, the cautioner's

obligation is discharged so soon as the accused has surrendered himself at

the bar of the Court and the trial has connnenced. In the High Court of

flusticiary, if, from any cause, the diet is continued after the jury have been
charged with consideration of the case, and the panel is liberated, this is

done, not in reliance on the I»aiI-l)ond, l)ut by special arrangement with
Crown counsel.

FoRJi OF Application koh Bail.

Unto the Honourable the Sheriff of [ ],

The Petition of [ ], presently a prisoner in the jirison of
[ \

Humbly sheurtli,

That on , he was committed t(j the prisfni of
[ ], therein

to be detained till lilierated in due course of law, on a complaint at the instance of the
Procurator-Fiscal of Court, charj^nng him with tlio crime of

[ ].

The said crime is bailable, ami the jictitiouer is innocent of it.

May it tlierefore ])lease your Lordship to grant warrant for liis liberation so far as

detained on said charge, on his liuding bail to the satisfaction of the Clerk of

Court to such amount as your Lonlshij) shall appoint.

According to Justice.
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Forms of Appeal on Petition for Baii,.

I. Jhj Petitioner afjcdnst Refuml.

[Place and date].—The jietitioner appeals the foregoing deluerance to the High
Court of Justiciary. [Signed hy Petr. or Pror.]

II. By Petitioner against Amount.

[Pl((ce and date],—Tlie petitioner appeals to the High Court of Justiciary against the

amount of bail fixed in the foregoing deliverance. [Signed hij Petr. or Pror.']

in. Appeal by P.-F. against Bail and Amoimf.

[Place and date].—The Procurator-Fiscal apjieals to the High Court of Justiciary

against the accused being admitted to bail ; or otherwise to have the amount of bail

increased to such sum as the High Court of Justiciary may fix.

[Signed hy Prucr.-Fiscal.]

Form of Bail-Bond.

Sheri^ Court of

At , the day of
,

Eighteen hundred and years.

The which day compeared

and hereby judicially enact , l)ind , and oblige , as cautioner , and suret , acted

in the Sherifl" Court Books of
[ ] for

,

at present a prisoner in the prison of , on a cliarge of having on

that the said

[shall appear at all diets to which may l»e cited on said charge]
;

(If liberation before commitment under see. 18 of Criminal Procedure (Scotland)

Act, 1887, shall appear at any diet to which may Ije cited for further

examination on said charge.)

and also that shall appear and answer any and every indictment or complaint

which may be served ujwn w'ith reference to the said charge, at any time and
place to which shall be lawfully cited within the space of six months from the date

hereof, and that under the penalty of pounds sterling. And ,

the said

accused, with consent and concurrence of , the said cautioner , do hereliy

consent and declare that all citations or other intimations in reference to the said

criminal charge, or to this bond, which may be left for , the said accused,

within the Sheriff Clerk's office in , shall be sufficiently and equally

binding on , the said accused, and on , the said cautioner , as if

delivered to , the said accused personally, which office the said

accused, with consc^nt and concurrence foresaid, do hereby sist as

domicile. And we consent to the registration hereof in the said Sheriff Court Books,

or others competent, for preservation, and that all necessary execution pass hereon on
a charge of six days, and constitute

,
procurators.

In witness whereof these presents (so far as not jirinted) written on

[Hume, ii. 87-97; Alison, ii. lGO-82; Burnet, 816 -;11. Also

]\Iacdonald, 275-7.] See Criminal Prosecution.

Bail : in Civil Actions.—See Cautionry (Judicial).

Bailiary, Letter of.—A letter of bailiary is the commission

granted by barons, or otlier heritors of land infeft " cum curiis or entitled to
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tlie jurisdictions of barons or other lower jurisdiction," in favour of a bailie,

entitling him to hold Courts for the trial of civil and criminal cases, and

otherwise exercise the baron's jurisdiction. This jurisdiction was formerly

very extensive; but Ijy the Heritable Jurisdiction Act, 1747, it was greatly

restricted, and is now never exercised. It has not, however, been formally

ab(ilished.—[20 Geo. ]i. c. 43, ss. 17-25; Ersk. i. 4. 25-8; Juridical Sti/kH,

ii. 39.] See Bauon.

Bailie.— 1. Magistrath.—X magistrate invested, in virtue of his

office, with a certain jurisdiction, linth civil and criminal, as well a.s with

administrative powers, within the l)urgh for which he is appointed. Baihes

in the royal and parliamentary burghs are elected under tlie Acts 3 & 4

Will. IV. c. 70 and 77, and in burghs of barony or regality their election is

regulated to a certain extent by the Charter of Erection. These Acts pro-

vide that when any of the bailies go out at the annual retirement of one-

third of the councillors, their places are to be supplied from the councillors

on the third day after the election of the council by a plurality of votes, the

presiding magistrate having a casting vote in cases of equality. The most

recently elected bailie is generally called the junior bailie, taking rank last

in point of precedence, though there is no statutory or common law provid-

ing for this other than use and wont. The bailies have jurisdiction ui

iiuestions of debt and possessory questions between the inhabitants of the

burgh, and are held to have as extensive a civil jurisdiction within the

burgh as the Sheriff has in his territory. By the Act 106:'-, c. 0, provosts

and bailies of royal l)urghs have power to value and sell ruinous houses to

the highest ollerer, when; the proprietors refuse to rebuild or repair them.

Tlieir criminal jurisdiction extends only to petty riots ; and in the royal

burghs of Edinburgh, Stirling, and Berth, they have a jurisdiction m blood

wits. Their criminal jurisdiction is now, however, practically hmited to

what are known as police oliences. They have no higher administrative

powers than ordinary members of the council. The senior magistrate of a

burgh is generally included in the Commission of Justices of the Beace.—

[Ersk. Inst. i. 4; Marwick, Miinici'pal Elections-, Campbell- Irons, Bunih

Police Act.] See Burgh Bolice.

2. BA/L//i TO GIVE Sasi\e. — T\\q pcrsoii wlio appeared for the

superior at the ceremony of giving sasine was called his bailie.—[Menzies,

Conveyancing, 571 ; ^I. Bell, Conveyancing, 653.] See Infeftment :

Sasine.
^ •

i i

3. Bailie oe Hoi.yrood ; Bailie oe the yi/.v.-AJ-.—This official has

jurisdiction in all civil debts contracted within the precincts of the

sanctuary (Bell, Com., M'L.'s ed., ii. 4G4 : Boss, Lectures, i. 334). He is

ai)pointed by the Duke of Hamilton, as Hereditary Keeper of Holyrood

House. See Abi'.ey, Betiual to.

Bairns.—In the law of succession, the Scotch word "bairns"

means llie children or issue of a person {Kinloeh, Mor. 12841). So the

legitim fund which is divided among tlu' children of a deceased person is

known as bairns' part of gear. A destination to the " bairns or children
'

of ,1 marriage, means that the estate, whether heritable or moveable, is to

be equally divided among all the children {Broirn, :Mor. 12842). H, on the

other hand, the destination is to the " heirs and children," or to the " heirs

and bairns," then the word " heir " is held to be the leading word m the
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destination, ami the heritage goes to the eldest son, and the moveable

property to the other children equally {Gnint's Trfi., 1862, 24 D. 1211). But

if it be clear, fi'oni the terms of the deed, that there was an intention of

equal division, then a destination to " heirs and bairns " may be interpreted

to mean an equal division of heritage {Wilson, Mor. 12845).

[Ersk. iii. 8. s. 48; Bell, Prin. s. 19G4; M'Laren on Wills and
Sneccssion, 770; Eraser on H. d'- W. 1403; Menzies, Lectures on Con-

Tci/ancitifj, 675-81 ; Sandford, IlerltaUe Succession, i. 173.] See Legitdi
;

Destination ; Heirs and Bairns.

Bairns' Part of Gear.—See Legitlm.

Ballot, or Secret Voting".—To vote a person into an office by

privately putlhig balls into one or other of specially prepared compartments

of a receptacle, one compartment being for those desirous of rejecting, the

other for those desirous of admitting, the person for election. To vote for

the election or admission of persons by writing a name privately on a piece

of paper, folding it up, and putting it into some form of receptacle, where

it remains, along witli the other papers, until the time of election is over,

when the balls, or the papers, as the case may be, are counted by some
impartial authority.

Ballot Act.—This Act (35 & 36 Vict. c. 33) was passed in 1872, and

introduced the principle of the ballot, or secret voting, into all parliamentary

and municipal elections, except parliamentary elections for universities.

It is now extended to County Council, Parish Council, and School Board

elections. The recommendations for its introduction are contemporaneous

with the agitations for i)arliamentary reform at the beginning of the

nineteenth century, and it is stated that provisions for the application of

the principle appeared in the original draft of Lord John Eussell's Eeform
Bill of 1832. Nothing, however, was done until 1870, when it became
evident from the report of Lord Hartington's Select Committee (loth

March 1870), tliat the best way to counterbalance, or put a stop to the

bribery, corruption, and intimidation that unquestionably prevailed at

parliamentary and municipal elections in Great Britain, was to reorganise

the method of voting, and to substitute for the old system of open voting

that of secret voting, or the ballot. The Act, then, being introduced with

the definite object of establishing a new system of voting, and of protecting

the voter against external influences, necessarily contains provisions dealing

with many sul)jects—abolition of public nominations, general duties of

returning officers, offences at elections, personation, and expenses. The Act

itself is unusual in form ; it consists partly of clauses, and partly of rules

and schedules : the clauses being, as it were, the legal enunciation of the

principles governing the Act, and the rules and schedules the manner in

which the details may be carried out. The enactments contained in the

body of the Act are absolute, and must be obeyed by the voter or official

exactly : while the rules and forms are merely directory, and it is sufficient

if they are obeyed substantially {Woodward, 1875, L. E. 10 C. P. 746;

Fhillips^ 1886, L. E. 17 Q. B. D. 812; see also Thornhury, 1866, 2 T. L. E.

484; L. E. 16 Q. li. IX 739). It is, moreover, specially provided that an

election shall not be declared invalid by reason of a non-compliance with

the rules, or any mistake in the use of its forms, provided that the election

was conducted in accordance with the principles laid down in the body of
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the Act, and that such non-compliance or mistake did not affect the result

of the election (s. l:'>, Ballot Act).

By sec. 33, the liuUot Act was to continue in force till the 31st JJceembcr

1880, unless otherwise determined by rarlianient. Since that date, how-

ever,'its jmn-isions and ellect have been continued by the Expiring Lawa
( 'ontinuance Acts, passed each year.

In this work the subject of Procedure at Elections, under the Ballot

Act, is treated in the folbtwin^f separate articles:—

1. rAi;LIAMEXT.\liV ElK(JT10NS, i'liOCEDUliK AT.

•2. McNicirAL Elections, Troceduke at.

3. County Council Elections, Procedure at.

4. Paimsii Council Elections, Proceuuke at.

r.. School lioARD Elections, Procedure at.

Parlianieiitury elections in universities are not conducted ^under the

Ballot Act. See University Elections (Parliamentary), Procedure at.

Banishment.—Jiani.shment i'runi Scotland was at one time the

approi)riate i)Uiiishnieiit of certain serious crimes, such as leasing-making,

subornation of i)er)ury, writing threatening letters, etc. Only the Court <»f

Justiciary could pronounce sentence of banisliment from Scotland; but

inferior Court judges could banish from a district, county, or burgh of

Scotland. The' sentence was, as a rule, carried out by the convict himself,

he being released frcjm prison and allowed a reasonable time within which

to get out of the country. Sentence was invariably under certification of

further penalties, such as death, transportation, inii)risonment, or whipphig,

if the banished person returned to Scotland. The punishment of trans-

portation beyond seas gradually superseded, in most cases, that of banish-

ment ; and eventually, by Sir William Pae's Act (11 Geo. iv. and 1 Will. iv.

c. 37, s. 10), it was declared incompetent for any judge or magistrate to

pronounce sentence of banishment forth of Scotland, or forth of any burgh

or district or county of Scotland, except in those cases where, by Statute,

the punishment of banishment forth of Scotland is enacted and specially

provided for any specific offence. The only cases of importance answering

to this deseri])tion are those dealt with by the Act 1661, c. 3-1, as amended

by 4 & 5 A\'ill. iv. e. 28. Under these Statutes, the penalty of l)anishment

from Scotland may be imposed on a layman who celebrates a marriage, or

<iii any person, wJiether a minister of religion or not, who perfonns the

marriage ceremony without banns having been proclaimed or a certificate

of banns presented to him.—[llume, i. 354, 384, 441, ii. 58, i:'.;'., 147, 485 ;

Alison, ii. 63, 669 ; Macdonald, 199.] See Punishment; Tra^nsportation.

Bank ; Banker.—A l)ank is properly a collection of all the ready

money ol' .sonic kingdom into the hands of some persons licensed tiiereunto

l)y public authority^ Banking in Scotland has no legal history prior to 1695.

In that year the Act of the" Scots Parliament (Will. iii. Pari. 1, Sess. 5)

(17 Julv 1695) was passed, incorporating the Bank of Scotland as a joint-

stock bank, with the exclusive privilege of banking for twenty-one years.

The privilege was not renewed at the expiration of that period. The

subscribers to the joint-stock, whieh amounted to twelve hundred thousand

pounds Scots (equal to one hundred thousand jKmnds sterling), were "declared

to be one body corporat and politick by the name of the Governor and Com-

pany of the Bank of Scotland." This was the first known instance in the
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world of a company being established by private persons for the carrying on

and management of a public bank wholly unconnected with the State, and

dependent'upon its own capital. The bank, for some time after its incorpora-

tion, did not receive deposits from the public, its business consisting in the

circulation of its own notes upon the credit of the subscribed capital. At

present, banking in Scotland is conducted by ten joint-stock banks, all of

them being banks of issue, viz. : (1) the said Bank of Scotland
; (2) the

Koyal Bank of Scotland, founded by Koyal Charter dated ;31st May 1727
;

(;'.) the British Linen Company, founded by Koyal Charter, dated Gth July

1746
; (4) the Commercial Bank of Scotland, established in 1810, and

incorporated by Eoyal Charter 5th August 1831
; (5) the National Bank

of Scotland, estal)lishod on 2ist March 1825, in terms of a contract of

copartnership, and incorporated by a Boyal Charter dated the 5th day

of August 1831. The remaining five banks, viz. the Union Bank of

Scotland Limited, the Town and County Bank Limited, the North of

Scotland Bank Limited, the Clydesdale Bank Limited, and the

Caledonian Banking Company Limited, have all been constituted since the

year 1825, under contracts of copartnership, and have been registered and

incorporated under the Companies Acts. For over fifty years there have

been no private banking firms in Scotland, among the last being the house

of Sir William Forbes,"^ J. Hunter, & Co., who amalgamated in 1838 with

the Glasgow Union Banks, afterwards the Union Banks of Scotland Limited

;

and while the existing banks are spoken of as public joint-stock corporations,

still a banker is under no legal obligation to open an account with any

member of the public who may apply to him, and is, like a merchant, at

lil)erty to choose those with whom he desires to have business connections.

AViien the relationship of banker and customer is established, it is substan-

tially that of debtor and creditor or of lender and borrower respectively.

The actual sum of money paid to a banker ceases to be the property of

the customer (Devaynes, " >Slceeh's case," 3 Ptoss' L. C. 043, at p. 652) ;
and

though, in popular phraseology, money deposited with a banker on deposit

receipt or account current is spoken of as the customer's money, such

money belongs to the banker's creditors in the event of his bankruptcy,

even where it has been paid in to be applied for a specific purpose, if such

specific appropriation have not taken place (Barncd's Banldiuj Co., 39 L. J.

Cii. 635), either partially or completely {Farky, 26 L. J. Eq. 710), before

that event.

Effect of Entries in Customer's Pass-Book.—The entries of the

receipt of money in a customer's pass-book, duly authenticated by the bank

oflicials, are primd facie evidence against the bank. It is, however, open

to the bank to show by evidence prout dc jure that the entries contained

in it are erroneous, or have been made by mistake, or that, in fact; the money

was never received by the bank {(Jo}q)crs Trs., 1880, 16 R. 412). To this

rule there is the exception, that where the customer, in the belief that the

entries contained in the pass-l^ook are correct, has altered his position for

tlie worse, the banker is bound l)y the entries contained in the pass-

book, and cannot subseriuently set off sums afterwards paid in to the

customer's credit against the entries which he erroneously represented

himself as having received {Skyriny, 4 B. & C. 281 ; Shaw, 4 B. & C. 715).

On the other hand, entries in the pass-book of sums paid to the customer

are primd facie evidence against him where the pass-book has been in his

possession, and returned to the bank without objection {Coynmcrcial Bank,

1860, 3 Macq. (H. L.) 643). With reference to 'the entries in a banker's

own books, a customer is entitled to found on such entries to his credit
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as evidence in his favour, wiiile tlie entries to his debit are not adniissil)le

as evidence in favour of the liaiilv (iJri/is/i Linen Bank, 1853, 15 IJ. .>14).

A dilTercfut rule seems to apply in lu);,dau(l (Siiusun, 2 IJ. & C. 05). For
bankers' books as evidence, see J'>ankki;s' liuoKs Eviukxce Act.

ArPRorRiAi'iox of Moxr.v J'.uj) jo li.ixKER.—In the absence uf

any special instructions from his customer, a banker is entitled to appro-
priate money paid to him in any manner he pleases, and such ajiiirojiriation

Ijecomes irri'vocable whenever the I'aet is connnunicatcd by tlie banker to

his customer. When the payment of particular advances has been provided
for in a particular way in the past, there is a presumption that payment
of future advances will continue to be ajtpropriated as before, in the absence
of express notice to the customer of a contrary intention.

Name oe Account.—The name or heading- of the account opened in a
customer's name is sullicient notice to the banker of the nature of such
account. Tlius an account opened in the name of "John Smith, executor
of AVilliam Jones," is notice to the Ijank that any money deposited by John
Smith to the credit of that account is not his unlimited property, and lalls

therefore to be distinguished and treated differently from any money which
he might de])0sit, either in his own name or, uj., as "Trustee of Robert
Brown " {IhiUeij, L. R 7, (,). B. :U, p. 41 ; ex imrfe Kingi>ton, L. R. 6 Ch. Ajj.

Oo2). Where, however, money is paid into a bank on a contract that it is

to be drawn out in a certain way, and payments are made in that way, the
bank is free from furllier claims in respect of such money, no matter under
what heading the account may have been opened {The Struthers Patent
Diamond Unck Co. JJil., 188G, V.\ R. 4:U). But this rule must not be
confounded with that which applies to several accounts opened in one name.
Where several accounts are opened by one person or set of persons under
various headings, with the object that the sums paid into the respective
accounts may be kejjt sejjarate and distinct, the various accounts may be
treated by the bank, so far as the relation of debtor and creditor between
it and its customer is concerned, as being one to the effect that a debit
balance in the one may be compensated by a credit balance in the other
{Fcddcr, 'M L. J. C. P. 291). This lule ajjplies equally to the case where
the various accounts are kept at different branches of the same bank. Thus
the bank is entitled, without notice to the customer, to transfer a credit

l)alance at one branch in reduction or satisfaction of a debit balance at

another branch {Garnctt, L. R. 8 Ex. 10). I^ut where testamentary trustees
or executors, as such, lodge with a bank a sum of money belonging to the
trust, the bank is not entitled to retain such sum in satisfaction of a debt
due to it by the truster. The doctrine of compensation is in such a case
inapplicable, as, so long as trust money is suihciently identifiable, it must
be preserved for behoof of those having the beneficial right to it {Grays Trs.,

27 Nov. 1 895, 33 S. L. R. 140).

Baxker's Duty towards Customer's Acceptances.—The accept-
ance by a customer of a bill payable at his banker's is equivalent to an order
to the baidvcr to pay the amount of the bill to the person who can give a
valid discharge for it

; and as such the banker is bound to obey it, if he have
funds of the acceptor in his hands {Bi'iti><h Linen. Hank, 1885, 12 R. 825;
Eoharfs, 10 (,). 15. 500 ; Vagliano, 1891, h. R. App. Ca. 107). Where the
banker has funds of the acceptor in his hands, but insuflicient to meet the
acceptance in full, the presentation of the bill operates as an intimated
assignation of such funds to the effect of transferring them from the credit

of the customer to that of the holder of the bill. The efficacy of the order
expressed in the words " payable at " depends upon their being authorised
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by the acceptor. As the only person who can give a valid discharge for

such payment is a holder in due course, the responsibility of seeing that

payment is made to such person is thrown upon the banker. And while a

banker who pays a cheque bond fide, and without negligence, upon an

indorsement which subsequently turns out to have been forged, is protected,

no such protection is ailbrded him in the case of bills, unless there are

circumstances which preclude the customer from setting up the forgery, such

as a direction from him to the banker to pay the bill, without reference to

the o-enuineness of the indorsement, or an admission, actual or implied, of

its genuineness.

When the drawer and acceptor are both customers of the bank at which

the bill is domiciled, and the acceptor notifies the bank to refuse payment

of it after the bank has given the drawer credit for the amount, the bank is

not bound either to notify the fact to the drawer, or to apply the funds

belongintx to the acceptor in their hands towards the payment of the bill,

but is'en'titled, on non-payment of it, to look to the drawer {Cros^^e, 1 M. &

S. 545). So, where a banker becomes the holder of a bill accepted payable

at his bank, it is suflicient to enable him to charge prior indorsers that

he has ascertained from his books that there are no funds belonging to

his customer in his hands {Bailey, 1-i M. & W. 4-4 ; Sanderson, 2 H. Bl.

509). Where the banker is the indorser of such a bill, and pays it on

presentation, it will depend on circumstances, from which his intention may

be inferred, whether he is held to have paid it as the agent of his customer

or on his own behalf {Pollard, 22 L. J. Q. B. 439). Tlie Bills of Exchange

Act provides, in the case of cheques, that the banker's authority to pay them

(hies not cease until notice of the customer's death has actually reached him

(Bills of Exchange Act, s. 75). No such provision is made in the case of bills,

from which it may, perhaps, be inferred that the banker's authority to pay

them ceases at the date of the customer's death, and if this be so, the

banker who has paid his customer's acceptance after his death, but before

notice of the fact has reached him, must look to the representatives of his

customer to recoup him, on the ground that, by paying the bill, he has either

become its holder in due course, or that he has done so on behalf of such

representatives, and so made them holders of the bill; but he cannot,

without such representatives' consent, debit the deceased's account with the

amount of the acceptance {Rodgerson, 1 Bing, 93 ;
Newell, 1 C. P. D. 49G).

The customer's bankruittcy operates as a revocation of his authority to the

banker to pay his acceptances (ex parte Hedl in re Toivmend, L. li. 10 Ch. 1).

615). Where a banker lias paid his customer's acceptance on a signature

which subsequently turns out to have been forged, it appears to be a

question of circumstances whether he can recover the amount from the

holder. Generally speaking, a banker who pays such an acceptance negli-

gently cannot recover the amount from the presenter, since it is his duty

to know his customer's signature ; nor can he recover where, by his negligence

in giving timely notice of the forgery, he has prejudiced the riglits of the

holder against antecedent parties to the l)ill. But where the banker has

not been^guilty of negligence, and, in addition, has given such timely notice

of the forgery that the situation of the parties to the bill remains unaltered,

or where the presenter of the bill makes a representation of the genuineness

of the signature, innocent in intention, though untrue in fact, the banker

may, it is tliought, recover the amount paid from the holder; but the

presenter of the bill, merely by presentation, does not guarantee the

genuineness of the acceptor's signature.

Banker's Duty towards Customer's Cheques.— K banker is
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bouud to honour liis customer's cheque if it be presenteil to hiui within

biinkinu hours, and he have funds Ijehini^inu' to his cu-tonier sutticieut to

meet it. It' he fail or refuse to do so, he w ill be lialde in dauiaj^es should

his customer sutler loss or damage througli such failure or refusal The
l)anker will be excused if, between the receipt of the custorm-r's money and
the presentment of the cheque, a sutficient time have not ela|»sed to enable

the amount received to be passed to the customer's account. Wiu-re money
had Ijcen jjaid in at eleven o'clock, it was lield that a Jjanker could not be

excused for dishonouring a cheque presented at three o'clock on the after-

noon of the same day, as a sutlicient time had elapsed between the paying

in of the money and the ])rrs('ntment of the cheque to enable the Ijanker

to enter the amount paid in to tiie credit of his customer's account (.)/«/;:////,

1 li. & A. 415 : WliUtdkcr, 1 C. M. &rt. 744; lioharls, IG Q. B. 5GU ; Bollin,

14 C. B. 595).

No action will lie against the banker for dishonouring cheques where

his customer's assets liave been exhausted l)y tlie jiayment of l»ills accepted

by his customer and made ])ayable at the banl<er's, as the acceptance of

such bills is sufficient authority to the banker to pay the amounts due

upon them (ICi/mer, 18 L. J. (}. B. 218; and supra, Banker s Buty towards

Customers Accc})fancrs).

A ])anker is not bound to honour a che(|ue which is, in iiis knowledge

or reasonable belief, drawn in breach of trust, and for his benefit: as wliere

an executor draws a cheque on the executry account in payment of a debt

due by himself to the banker {Gray, L. K. 3 E. & I. App. C'a. 1). Where,
however, a cheque so drawn is not for his own benefit, the banker is not

bound to in(|uire whether the cheque be drawn in breach of trust or not

{Boddenham, 21 L. J. Eq. 864 ; Backhouse, 8 Ch. D. 444 ; Gray, ut supra, and
there opinion of L. Westbury). A banker is not entitled to dishonour a

cheque drawn upon an executry estate, where the funds at the credit of the

estate exceed the amount of the ciieque, on tlie ground that the estate is in-

solvent, and that he intends to apply for the sequestration of it (Ireland,

1880, 8 H. 215). AVhere a bankt^r has funds belonging to a customer, tiut

insutficient in amount to meet a cheque drawn upon tlie account, presentation

of the cheque operates as an intimated assignation on behalf of the presenter

{British Linen Co., 1883, 10 K. 923.). In such cases the practice is to

return the cheque with the maiking "insufficient funds," and to place the

amount standing at the credit of the customer in a separate account bear-

ing reference to the cheque. After this has been done, intimation of tlie

fact is sent to the drawer, and lie is also notified tliat the ciieque muse be

presented again and delivered up before the balance can be paid. Tlie

bank, however, cannot refuse payment of a cheque if the presenter offer to

deliver it up. lUit where a banker has agreed to honour his custnmer's

clie(pies up to a certain amount, presentment of a cheque drawn by his

customer before that limit is reached does not operate as an assignati(jn

because there is no debt due to the customer which can be assigned.

CouxTERMAXD OF Cheque.—The batd<er's authoiity to pay a cheque

ceases on countermand of its payment by the drawer, or upnn the receipt of

notice of the drawer's deatli (iJills of E.xchau'je Act, 1882, s. 75). The
death of the drawer does not per sc operate as a revocation of the banker's

authority ; and payment of a cheque by a banker subsequent to his

customer's death, but before notice of the fact has reached him, will be

good. A che(pie granted for valuable consideration cannot, in a question

with the payee, be countermanded by the drawer {IVati's Trs.. 1853, 16 1 >.

279). "Where the drawer of the cheque countermands payment, the holder
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may raise an action of multiplepoindin^ in the banker's name. Where the

payee lias paid it in to his bankers to rediuie the amount of a balance

standing against him, the bankers become holders for value, and are entitled

to sue the drawer for the amount if he have countermanded payment
(jrZcan, 1883, 11 E. (H. L.) 1). So it has been held that if the payee have

paid a cheriue,]iayniont of which has been countermanded, in to his bankers,

with the intention that it should be placed to his credit, it is immaterial

whether a balance be standing against him or not, and the bank, as a holder

for value, can sue the tlrawer on the cheque (M'Lccm, id su2)ra ; ex parte

Richdalc in re Palmer, L. R. 19 Ch. D. 409).

Pavmext of Altered Cheques.—As between a banker and his

customer, an alteration in the amount of a cheque does not necessarily void

the cheque. Thus a banker who pays the full amount upon a cheque, the

sum in which has been increased through no fault or negligence on the part

of his customer, may still debit tlie account of his customer with the amount
for which it was originally drawn, but not for any excess which he has paid

over that amount {Hall, 5 B. »&; C. 750). Where, however, the customer has

been guilty of such neglect or carelessness as to have been the proximate

cause {Baxendale, infra) of the banker's having been misled, as where tlie

customer so negligently draws the cheque as to permit an alteration

to be easily made, the banker will be entitled to debit his customer with

the full amount which he has paid upon it {Young, 4 Bing. 253; Halifax

Union, L. E. 10 Ex. 18:'. ; Boharts, L. E. 16 Q. B. 560 ; Barker, 1 Macq. 513
;

Swan, L. J. 32 Ex. 273 ; Foster, L. E. 4 C. P. 704, 712 ; Arnold, L. E.

1 C. P. D. 586 ; Iki.rendale, L. E. 3 Q. B. D. 525 ; also Wallace & M'Neil's

Banking Law, 10).

A banker who negligently and without sufficient scrutiny pays a cheque

which bears evidence of having been materially altered, or marks which

would justitiably arouse suspicion in the mind of a careful business man,

will not be allowed to debit his customer with the amount paid on it. Thus

a banker is not entitled, without inquiry, to pay a cheque which has been

torn in halves, the pieces of which have been pasted together, the presump-

tion in such a case being that the drawer has destroyed it before issue

(Schoki/, 2 Camp. 485 ; Ingham, 28 L. J. C. P. 295). Where there has been

no negligence either on the part of the customer or of the banker, the

general rule of law will apply, that where one of two innocent parties must
suffer from the fraud of a third person, he who has given the opportunity

for the commission of the fraud must bear the loss. The otitis of proving

that an alteration in a cheque was made in such circumstances as not to

vitiate it, lies with the holder {Johnson, 2 Stark, 313 ; Heninan, 5 Bing. 183
;

Knight, 8 A. & E. 215).

Paymext o.v Forced S/gxature.—A banker who pays a checpie,

hand fide and without negligence, upon an indorsement which subsequently

turns out to have been forged, is protected. But this protection does not

extend to the case where the signature of the drawer is forged. Conse-

quently, where a banker pays a cheque, though in bond fide and without

netrli'^'-ence, the signature to which has been forged or adhibited without

the drawer's authority, he will be liable to the drawer in repetition of the

amount, unless the circumstances have been such as to preclude the drawer

from setting up the forgery or want of authority. And this will be so even

where the drawer has contributed to the success of the forgery, as by losing

or carelessly mislaying his cheque-book (per Parke B. in B. of Ireland, 5

H. L. C. 389). The drawer may by his actings be barred from setting up

tlie forgery, but mere silence, after the forgery has become known to him.
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may not be a bar to his pleading the forgery. But silence, taken in cou-

junction witli other circumstances, has been held a bar when it was the

means of giving the forger time to al>scond, and so prejudice the holder

(Maikkm,18:):Cl2 S. 53; irankn, im?j, 1 M. 402). Mere delay on the

drawer's part in giving notice of the forgery will not necessarily imply

adoption, nor bar Idm from repudiating lial)ility, unless the holder or others

have been prejudiced by his silence (MKcnzic, 1881, 8 11. (H. L.) 8). If

the drawer lead th<.' bank to believe in tlie genuineness of his signature, till

the bank have lost some opportunity of recovering on the cheque, which,

had the foi-gery been known, it might have u.sed, such delay will effect a

sufficient alteration in tlie bank's position to preclude tlie drawer setting

up the forgery. Where an opportunity is afforded the drawer of denying

that his signature is genuine, and he does not do so, or asks for time to see

the cheque', such conduct will, if it be the means of prejudicing the holder,

as by allowing the forger to abscond, afford a relevant counter issue of the

adoption of liis signature to the drawer's plea that his signature had been

forged {Fimllaii, 1850, 13 D. 278; Boyd, 1854, 17 D. 159). The mere fact

of the drawer having taken no notice of a letter addressed to Inm, informing

him of the existence of a cheque with his signature attached, will not entitle

the banker to a counter issue of adoption ( Warden, ut siqjra). Where intima-

tion is given to the drawer that a cheque bearing his signature has been

presented for payment, and thereafter an agent, acting on his instructions,

calls on the banker, and, after examining the cheque, does not deny, or by

implication admits, that the signature is genuine, the drawer wiU thereafter

be precluded from setting up' the forgery {Brown, 18G3, 1 M. 793). Even

where the drawer knows, or has good reason to suspect, that the forger has

for some years previously been in the habit of forging his signature, mere

delay on his part, apart from other circumstances, in giving intimation of

the forgery, will not preclude him from pleading that his signature has

been forged (UrquJiarf, 1872, 9 S. L. E. 508). Tiie rule in such cases is,

" that where one, by his words or conduct, wilfully causes another to believe

in the existence of a certain state of things, and induces him to act on that

belief, or to alter his own previous position, the former is precluded from

averring against the latter a different state of things as existing at the

same time " {Piclcard, 6 A. & E. 474). By the term " wilfully," however,

must be understood, if not that the party represents that to be true which

he knows to be untrue, at least that he means his representation to be

acted upon, and that it is acted upon accordingly ; and if, whatever a man's

real intention may be, he so conducts himself that a reasonable man would

take the representation to be true, and believe that it was meant that he

should act upon it, and did act upon it as true, the party maldng the

representation would be equally precluded from contesting its truth ;
and

conduct, by negligence or omission, where there is a duty cast upon a

person, by usage ol trade or otherwise, to disclose a truth, may often have

the same effect (per Parke B. in Freeman, 2 Wei. Hurl. & G. Ex. Eep. 654).

Tlie same principle was more broadly stated by Lord Denman : that a party

who negligently or culpably stands l)y and allows another to contract on

the faith of a fact which he can contradict, cannot afterwards dispute that

fact in an action against the person whom he himself has assisted in

deceiving {Gregg, 10 A. & E. 90). In the case of forgery under discussion,

and probably in all cases of a similar description, these dicta must be

received with the qualification that they apply only to the cases where the

negligence or omission of the drawer to disclose the fact of the forgery has

res^ulted in the holder's position being altered for the worse. Where a
or

VOL. I.
-"•
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cheque is forgeci, without the customer's knowledge, by one who has

authority to act as his agent, and where the person whose signature is thus

forged obtains a benefit thereby, he is bound to repay the bank which has

honoured the cheque {Clydesdale Bank, 1877, 4 K. 626 ; referred to and

distinguished in Sinclair Moorhcad, 1880, 7 E. 874; cp. Clydcsdcde Bank,

1876,'3 R 586).

Balaxce of Books and Effect of Docquet.—It is the custom of

bankers once in every year to bring their books to a balance, debit their

customers' accounts with the interest due on them, and carry the balance

brought out to the debit or credit, as the case may be, of a new account,

the fnterest thereafter becoming principal. The bank ledger is docquetted

as correct by the customer, or by some one having his authority, and the

cheques for the preceding year are delivered up. The effect of the docquet

is to shift the onus of proving payments debited prior thereto from the

bank to the customer {British Linen Co., 1853, 15 D. 314). The question

whether the sum debited for interest remains interest throughout the

account, for which the obligants in a bond of credit or guarantee would be

liable under the clause in the obligation whereby they undertake to pay

interest on the sums advanced, from the date or dates of advance until

payment, was decided in Bcddie (1863, 1 M. 228), and the decision then

given has been followed and approved of in a series of cases {Gilmour, 1880,

7 E. 734 : Ellis, L. E. 1 Ex. D. 157 ; Commercial Bank, 1891, 18 E. 476).

The rule of law on the subject was thus stated by the Lord President (Inglis)

in Beddie's case :
" The privilege of a banker to balance the account at the

end of the year, and accumulate the interest with the principal, is founded

on this plain ground of equity, that the interest should then be paid ; and

because it is not paid, the debtor becomes thenceforth debtor in the amount

as a principal sum, itself bearing interest." While this is undoubtedly so,

the bank is not bound to accumulate the interest with the principal

on an account the holder of which has become insolvent, whether by his

estates having been sequestrated, by compounding with his creditors, or

by granting a trust deed for their behoof. In the event of insolvency,

the bank is entitled to go back to the balance immediately preceding

such event, and to charge interest from that date {Gilmour, ut supra).

The mere fact of a company going into voluntary liquidation does not

seem to have the same effect {Commercial Bank, nt supra ; Lord Ordinary's

Opinion).

Banker not bound to allow Overdrafts, although Customer
PREVIOUSLY allowed TO OVERDRAW.—Where a banker has permitted his

customer to overdraw his account with or without security, his having done

so ill the past is no bar to his refusing to continue to do so in the future.

The banker may in such a case, without assigning any reason, intimate that

he declines to allow any further overdrafts upon the account, and call

upon the customer and liis sureties (if he have any) to at once make

provision for the liquidation of the debt {Johnston, 1858, 20 D. 790 ;
Ritchie,

1886, 13 E. 866) Where a customer has been allowed to overdraw upon

security, the banker is under no obligation to allow his customer to continue

his overdrafts until the security is exhausted ; and he may at any time,

where no special period has been stipulated for, refuse to cash liis customer's

cheques, and call upon the sureties for repayment. The rule is, however,

modified to this extent, that the banker must not act with undue harshness

towards his customer, and must give him reasonable notice {Johnston, id

supra; Smith, 1871, L. E. 6 Q. B. 597).

Goods left for Safe Custody.—Bankers have frequently deposited
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with them for safe custody hoxes containing plate, jewels, deeds, and

securities of various kinds, the depositor retaining the key of the box in

his possession. Where the banker acts gratuitously, he is not bound to

exercise more than ordinary care; and the negligence for wlucli alone he

becomes responsible is the want of such care as an ordinarily prudent man
of business would take of property of similar description belonging to

himself. It is not, however, necessarily sufficient to show that he is taking

the same care of the articles entrustetl to him as he has of his <nvn

property {JJoorman, 2 A. & E. 2~)(j). The banker is not responsible for a

theft from such boxes committed by his servant or employee, unless it can

be shown that he knowingly or negligently retained a dishonest person in

liis service {(,'il>lin, 18G9, L. 11. 2 P. C. App. 317). More care is required

from the l)anker when he charges a commission (In re United Service Co.,

Johnston's claim, L. R. G Ch. 212). The profit derived from keeping his

customer's banking account is not, however, sufficient to constitute the

banker an onerous custodier {fUhlin, nt sujora). Property deposited with a

banker must be returned to the person who deposited it, and the banker

cannot take notice of the claims of other persons over that property (Leesc,

L. R 17 Eq. 224-34).

B.IXK'ER ENTITLED TO RETAIN ALL UNAPPROPRIATED NEGOTIABLE
Documents in security.—A bank, has a right to retain all unappiopri-

ated negotiable instruments belonging to a customer, and in its possession,

for the purpose of securing a debtor balance on a general account. In a

question as to the bank's right to do so, the onus is on the person disputing

it to show that the ordinary rule does not apply. This right of the bank

may be excluded by agreement, express or implied, as where the deposit is

made, and is clearly ascertained to be, for a specific purpose inconsistent

with a right of lien for a general balance.

The receipt granted by a banker when a contract of deposit is made, is

not a document which is conclusive evidence of the terms of the deposit.

The contract may be behind the receipt altogether ; and as it is a consensual

contract, capable of being constituted verbally and proved by parole, the

whole communications between the parties are admissible to have the

true terms of the contract ascertained {llohcrtsons Ti'., 1890, IS li. 12). See

also Bank Agent.

Bank Agent.—A bank agent is in the same position as any

other hmited mercantile agent. See AGENCY. His power of binding

the bank is regulated by the extent of his authority. So long, however,

as he acts within the scope of the general authority conferred upon him,

the bank are responsible, even should loss arise through the fraud <ir

negligence of the agent, and that although no express connuand or privity

of the officials at the head office of the bank is proved {Baricick,

1867, L. R 2 Ex. 250). This rests upon the principle that the agent is

placed in the branch bank for the purpose of the carrying on of the

general business of the bank, and that he is thereby held out to the

world as tlie accredited agent of the bank, with power to act in

all matters connected with the legitimate business of banking (Bell, Covi.

i. 514).

It is within the scope of the general authority conferred upon a bank

agent, to make inquiries and supply information as to the connnercial

credit and solvency of persons with whom customers of the bank desire

to have business dealings. If such reports are made or granted for the
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purpose of enabling the person to whom they relate to " obtain credit,

money, goods, or postponement of payment of debt, or of any other

obhgation demandable from him," no liability attaches to the bank or

the agent in respect thereof, unless the report be in writing and sub-

scribed by the agent (Mercantile Law Amendment Act (19 & 20 Vict.

c. 40, s. 6)). Where the written information is given falsely, fraudulently,

or recklessly, or without knowledge of the actual facts, and the person

to whom it is given acts on it, and suffers damage thereby, both the

bank and the agent giving the information are liable in damages to the

person who has been deceived (Wallace & M'Neil's Banking Law, 14,

and cases there cited; also Houhhicortli, 1879, G E. 1164; 1880, 7 E.

(H. L.) o'o). In cases where the information is communicated verbally

to a customer by his own banker, based upon a written report received

from another bank in answer to an inquiry made on behalf of the

customer, who, relying upon its terms, which subsequently turn out to

be untrue or misleading, acts on it, and suffers damage thereby, both

the bank and the agent giving the written report are liable in damages

to the customer in the same way as if the representations had been

made directly to himself, on the ground that it must have been in the

contemplation of the bank giving the information that it would or might

be communicated to the customer of the bank on whose behalf it was

sought {Langridrje, 2 M. & W. 519; Sivift, 1873, 8
_
Q. B. 244). If

fraudulent representations are made by an agent concerning his customers,

not for the purpose of enabling them to obtain credit, but in order to

get money for the bank, such fraudulent representations may be proved

by parole {Paton, 1895, 23 E. 38).

An agent of a bank is not infrequently the law agent or factor for other

persons. If, in this latter capacity, he receives money which he ought to

have placed to the credit of his constituent's account at his branch bank,

l)ut which he wrongfully appropriates for his own use, although there may
be entries in the bank pass-book, and initialed by the agent, purporting to

show that the money had been lodged in bank, it does not follow that, on

the agent becoming bankrupt or absconding, the bank would be bound by

such entries. Persons making such a claim require to prove, and the onus of

proof is upon them, that the defaulter did in fact j)ay the money into the

bank {Couper's Trs., 1889, 16 E. 412).

It is not the universal practice for banks to insist upon their agents

having cautioners bound along with them in a formal bond for the due

performance of the duties of their office. Where, however, the bank have

such cautioners, the utmost good faith on the part of the bank at the time

of entering into the bond is necessary to render the cautioners liable (Smith,

1829, 7 S. 244; Fu>t/al Bank, 1844, 6 D. 1418; MDougall & Hcrhertson,

1864, 2 M. 935). Where no special supervision of the agent is stipulated

for, the cautioners will not be free, merely from the fact that the bank have

been negligent in their supervision of the agent, but something approaching

to constructive fraud or connivance on the part of the bank with the agent's

irregularities will be necessary. If the habits of an agent, arising say from

drunkenness or other such cause, render him unfit to transact careful

business, and this is known to his employers, if they choose to continue him

in their employment for years without remonstrance or warning and

without intimation to the cautioners, and loss arises through such miscon-

duct, the cautioners, it is thought, are entitled to be freed from their

obligation (see Tovm and County Bank Ltd. 1895, 11 S. L. Eev. 322,

decided by the Sheriff-Substitute, and acquiesced in).
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The usual oMigatiou of the cauLioner is to make good to the bank any

loss arisinj^ from overdrafts sanctioned by the agent. If the agent overdraws

his own account with the knowledge of the bank, the cautioners are not

responsible f(jr his overdrafts, in respect that they were truly advances by

the Ijank to the agent, and not by the agent on behalf of the bank to a

customer {North of Scotland Bunk, 1882, lU R. 217).

On the })aidvruptcy of an agent, the money, whether in specie or bank

notes, entrusted to him and found in the safes or repositories of the bank,

is the specific ]H-operty of the bank, and does not form yjart of the agent's

general estate for division among his creditors. This rule is not absolute

;

for if the agent, with the knowledge of the liaidc, carries on another

business, and in this latter capacity receives money on behalf of his

princi^ials, on his Ijankruptcy it is a question of circumstances how far the

bank can claim the money in the otlice as their specific property {Cov/pcrs

Trs., ut snpra ; Bell, Com. i. 283, 284).

Bank Notes. — Bank notes are promissory notes issued by

bankers, payable to bearer on demand, and pass from hand to hand by

delivery (17 & 18 Vict. c. 83, s. 11). In Scotland the right to issue

bank notes was formerly regarded as a common-law right not con-

fined to any of the great banking corporations, but extending to

individuals, whose power of issuing notes prior to the passing of 7 «& 8

A'ict. c. 32 (noticed infra), was only limited by their credit with the public

and their ability to maintain their notes in circulation. Some of the

companies issued notes f(jr ten shillings, five shillings, and even for lower

sums. There are instances where notes have been issued for one penny.

By the Act 7 & 8 Vict. c. 32, s. 10, it is enacted " that from and after the

passing of this Act, no person other than a banker, wlict, on the sixth day

of May 1844, was lawfully issuing his own bank notes, shall make or

issue bank notes in any part of the United Kingdom." This Act was

followed by 8 & i) \'ict. c. 38, " to regulate the issue of bank notes in Scot-

land," under which, and since its date, the circulation of the Scotch bank

notes has been conducted. By sec, 5 it is enacted that all bank notes

to be issued or reissued in Scotland must be expressed to be, under certain

specified penalties, for payment of a sum in pounds sterling, without any

fractional parts of a pound. It is not lawful for any bank in Scotland

to have in circulation, upon the average of a period of four weeks, a

greater amount of notes than the amount of its authorised if^sue, plus the

amount of the monthly average of gold and silver coin held by such

bank at its head ollice or principal place of issue during the same period of

four weeks.

By sec. G of 42 i^ 43 Vict. c. 76, it is provided that a bank of issue,

registered as a limit(Ml conq.any either before or after the passing of the

Act, is not entitled to limited liability in respect of its notes. The members

continue liable in respect of its notes in the same manner as if it had been

registered as an unlimited company: but in case the general assets of the

comj'any are, in the event of the company being wound up, insutficient to

satisfy the claims of both the note holders and the general creditors, then

the meml)ers, after satisfying the remaining demands of the note holders,

are liable to contribute towards payment of the debts of the general

creditors a sum equal to the amount received by the note liolders out

of the general assets of the company. Bank notes of any of the Scotch

banks, or of the liank of Englaiub are not a legal tender in Scotland.
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Bank notes are exempt from the application of the sexennial prescription

(12 Geo. II. c. 72, s. 39). But there seems no reason for holding them
exempt from the long negative prescription. A bank note is a warrant

for summary diligence (5 Geo. in. c. 49). The question has been raised, but

nut decided, whether bunk notes may be poinded {Alexander, 10 Feb. 1826,

4 S. 439). Where a sum in a bank note has been fraudulently altered,

the note, as such, is destroyed, but the issuing bank is liable to an onerous

holder for its true amount.
The following table, taken from one of the latest returns, shows the

amount of bank notes authorised to be issued by the several banks of issue

in Scotland, and the average amount of bank notes in circulation, and of

coin held during the four weeks ending 25th January 1896 :

—
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1

by a partner or oHicer of the bank, and may be given orally, or by an
ahidavit sworn before any commissioner or person authorised to take

attidavits. It must also be proved that the copy has been examined with
the original, and is correct. The proof on this point may be given by any
jierson who has examined the copy with the original. The following is the

form of affidavit in use :

—

At Edinbuigli, the day of 18 , in piesence of A. B., one of Her
Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the County of Edinburgh, conij)eared C. i>.,

of , Edinburgh, wlio, lieing solemnly s^vorn and examined, depones that the
foregoing is a copy of the account kept in the ledger of the said bank at A'., in

name of , from the day of until the day
of , when the said account was closed (or as the case may be) : That the

said ledger was, at the time when the entries in the said account were made, one of

the ordinary books of the bank, and the said entries were made in the usual and
ordinary course of business, and that the said ledger is now in the custody of the bank :

Depones also that he has examined the foregoing copy account with the original, and
found it correct.—All which is truth, as the deponent shall answer to God.

(Signed) C. D.
A.B., J.P.

Where the bank is not a party to the proceedings, production of its

books, the contents of which can be proved under the Act, is not

compellable, unless by order of a judge made for special cause. Where,
however, the bank is a party, its position is that of any other litigant, and
production of its books can competently be called for. On the application

of any party to a legal proceeding, a Court or judge may order that such

party be at liberty to inspect and take copies of any entries in a banker's

book for any of the purposes of such proceedings. An order of this kind

may be made either with or without summoning the bank or any other

party, but a notice must be served on the bank three clear days before the

same is to be obeyed, unless the Court or judge otherwise directs (Arnot,

1887, 36 Ch. D. 731 ; Farnell, ut supra).

Banker's Lien.—Nahire of hanl-er's lien.—A banker has a

general lien over all bills, notes, and other negotiable securities deposited

with him by his customer, in security of any balance that may be due to

him by that customer. The phrase " banker's lien " is, properly, only used

to designate the right of the banker to retain negotiable securities which
have been placed in his hands, a right founded on the possession of sul)jects

which belong to the customer. But the phrase is occasionally, though
loosely, applied to his other rights which a banker may enjoy, also in

security of a general lialance due by a customer. These are (1) a right of

general retention of property which has been transferred to him by a con-

veyance apparently unqualified, though in reality in security or in trust

{Hamilton, 1856, 10 D. 158; National Bank, 1895, 22 E. 740); and (2) a

right, in the case where a customer keeps two or more accounts, to retain

a. balance standing in favour of the customer on one account to meet a

balance standing against him on the other. The first of these rights, in

respect of wdiich a banker is in exactly the same position as any one else,

will be dealt witli under the heading Eeten'TIOX ; the second will be dis-

cussed below.

Covers only ncgotiaUc securities.—For the present, taking banker's lien in

the strict sense, there is no case in Scotland in which it has ever been

extended to any subject which cnuld not be described as a negotiable
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instnmieut or seciuity. In England, however, it has been held to apply to

all securities placed in the banker's hand, ^yhethcr negotiable or not, such

as a policy of insurance or a lease (^London Chartered Bank of Australia,

1889, 4 App. Ca. 413 ; In re Bowes, 1886, 33 Ch. Div. 58G ; WolstcnJwlme,

1886, 54 L. T. 746). This distinction is probably founded on the fact that

in England such subjects may be equitably mortgaged by mere deposit,

while in Scotland such a security is not recognised. Even in England,

however, a banker has no lien over plate deposited with him (Brandao, 1846,

12 CI. & Fin. 787, per L. Campbell, at 809).

The main subjects of this right in Scotland are bills of exchange and

negotiable securities—securities, that is, which pass from hand to hand, and

are transferable by delivery. When, however, a bill is discounted by a

banker, it has become his own property, and he can have no lien over it, as

lien cannot exist except over property belonging to the customer (Bell,

Frill, s. 1451; Com. ii. 113). Therefore, when a banker discounts several

bills for the same customer, he has no lien over any one of them for the

others ; and so in a case where, by claiming on the sequestrated estates of

several obligants on one bill, he had obtained more than twenty shillings in

the £, it was held that he could not retain that surplus to meet any

deficiency which might arise on other bills discounted for the same customer

{Fatten, 1853, 15 J). 617 ; see also Bavis, 1794, 5 T. E. 488 ; Bell, Com. ii.

144). It is mainly, therefore, over bills deposited with him for collection,

and not for discount, that the banker's lien extends.

Bchts secured hy the lien.—The lien covers all advances made by the

banker to the customer in the ordinary course of his business as a banker,

but not debts due to him in another capacity (Bell, Com. ii. 115). It would

seem also to justify retention in security of all bills discounted by the

banker, even although the term of payment has not yet arrived (Bavis,

lit supra). But although the banker may have a lien over securities

belonging to the customer in respect of a contingent liability for a l^ill not

yet due, he is not thereby justified in laying an embargo upon a balance

standing in the customer's favour, unless the customer is vergens ad inopiam.

That is to say, the banker cannot refuse to honour his customer's cheque

on the ground that he is the holder of an unmatured Ijill, on which the

customer may ultimately be liable to an extent greater than the balance

standing in his favour {Faid & Thain, 1869, 7 M. 361 ; Ireland, 1880, 8 E.

215).

Does not extend to securities spccificcdly appropriated.—The banker's lien

will not extend to securities which have been specifically appropriated to a

special purpose. Thus the deposit of securities for safe keeping, or to meet
a particular debt, will in general exclude a claim of lien. But the appropria-

tion must Ije clear and distinct, and may be altered or waived by the actings

of the parties. The fact that securities were deposited for safe keeping only,

has been held to be indicated by the circumstance that they were deposited

in a box to which the banker had no key {Leese, 1873, L. E. 17 Eq. 224).

In a similar case, Exchequer bonds were kept by a customer in a box in the

strong-room of a bank. He took them out and gave them to the ])anker, in

order that he might draw the interest and get the bonds replaced by new
ones. It was held that this did not subject the bonds to the lien of the

banker, on the ground that he had no lien while they were in the box, and

that the means by which he obtained possession of them implied a promise

to return them as soon as he had fulfilled the purpose for which he

received them {Brandao, 1846, 12 CI. & Fin. 787). On the other hand, bonds

payable to bearer were deposited with a l)ank, on a receipt in the following
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terms :
" We hold for safe keeping, on your account, and subject to youi-

order." It was proved that some of them had been deposited at the request

of the bank agent, and that advances had been made to the customer (jn

receiving tliem. On the bankruptcy of the customer, it was lield that tlie

lien of the baidvcr was nut necessarily excluded by the terms of the receipt,

and that he was entitled to retain the bonds in security of Ins general

balance (liohertson's Tr., 1890, 18 11. 12).

Nor irhcn securities sent for .s/;a'ia/|)''/7W.sr.—Wlien a security is sent to

a banker for a specific purpose, he has no right to di.sregard that purpose and

retain the security to cover his general balance. Thus, where a bill was

sent to meet a particular debt, it was held that another obligant in that

debt was entitled to resist a demand made upon him for payment, and to

insist that the bill should be applied for the purpose for wliich it was sent,

and not retained to cover the general balance of the sender {Allan, 1831,

9 S. 519). Similarly, if a bill is sent to a bank to be discounted, the banker

is bound, as a rule, either to discount or return it, and is not entitled, in a

question with other creditors of the customer, to retain it undiscounted, and

claim a lien over it for a general balance {Bortlia-iek, 18oo, 11 S. 710, and 1-!

S. 121 : Glen, 1849, 12 D. 353).

Resulting lien of hanker over securities when special purjjose fulfilled

.

—It

is a further question how far a banker may claim a lien over a security sent

to him to meet a particular debt, or deposited with him to cover a particular

advance, after that debt or that advance has been paid. Is he entitled to

detain the security, or the balance of its proceeds, to meet a balance due to

him by the customer on general account ? This question would seem to

depend on w^hether the deposit of the security was an isolated transaction,

or part of a general course of dealing between banker and customer. In

the former case, it would seem to be established in England, that if a security

is deposited on a specific contract and for a specific advance, the lien of the

banker is excluded. This would seem clear where the security is deposited

to meet an advance not exceeding a certain amount (In re Meadows, 1850,

28 L. J. Ch. 891 : In re Boices, 1886, 33 C'h. Div. 586). But the same result

has been arrived at in other cases, where the terms of the contract were in no

way inconsistent with a right of hen. Thus, when a customer sent to a bank

two securities, with a letter which was held to mean an express pledge of

one of them, it was held that, as the transaction had thus been brought within

the limits of express contract, no lien could be implied, and therefore that

the banker had no right to retaui the secuiity, which w\as not expressly pledged

( Wylde, 1863, 33 L. J. Ch. 51 ; see also Wohtcnholmc, 1886, 54 L. T. 746). On
the other hand, where a customer is in the habit of depositing securities ami

receiving advances from his bankers, the general lien of the banker will not

be excluded, with regard to any particular security, by the fact that that

security was deposited as cover for a particular advance {National Bank,

1895, 22 B. 740 : Jones, 1858, Johnson, 430, 28 L. J. Ch. 155). And it is not

specific appropriation if a customer keeps more than one account,—for

instance, a loan, a discount, and a general account,—and deposits a security in

one of these. The banker is then, in the absence of any special agreement,

entitled to a lien over that security for any balance wliich may be due to

him upon the whole accounts taken together (In re European Bank, 1872,

L. R 8 Ch. App. 41).

Lien over securities which customer had no right to pledge.—As a person

who takes negotiable secin-ities in good faith and for valuable considera-

tion acquires a good title to them, even though his author had no

right to transfer them, the banker's lien may exist over secunties
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which the customer had no right to subject to it (Brandao, 1846, 12 CL

& Fin. 747). Sitch cases frequently arise when securities belonging to

his clients are deposited with a banker by a stockbroker. The question in

these cases is not whether the customer had any authority to deposit the

securities, or to subject them to the lien of the banker, but whether the

banker knew, or ought to have known, that he had no such authority. It

may now be taken as settled, and in the latest Scotch case was not disputed

{Xational Bank, 1895, 22 E. 740), that when a stockbroker, or any other

person carrying on an analogous business, pledges negotiable securities with

his banker, the latter is not bound to inquire who these securities belong

to, or whether the broker has authority to pledge them {National Bank, ut

supra; S/u'l/icU, 1888, 13 App. Ca. 333 ; Loudou Joint-Stock Bank, 1892,

A. C. 201 ; Bcntinck, 1893, 2 Ch. 120). But although in a case of express

pledge the banker is entitled to assume that the broker, if he is acting for

clien'ts, has their authority to pledge, he is not entitled to assume that the

broker has any authority to svibject them to a lien for his own general

balance. If, therefore, the banker knows, or has good reason to know, that

the securities deposited witli him are not the property of his customer, he

cannot claim a right to retain them for a debt due to him by the customer,

on the ground of "lien. Thus, where a billbroker sent a bill to a bank to

be discounted, accompanied by a letter which showed clearly that_ he was

acting for a principal, it was held that the bank could not appropriate the

proce'eds of the bill to meet a debt due to them by the broker {Farrcr &
Bouth, 1850, 12 D. 1190). And when a stockbroker pledged negotiable

securities with a bank for a definite advance, and the bank had no reason

to believe, and did not believe, that these securities were his own property,

it was held that the true owner could recover them on payment of the

amount for which they were expressly pledged, and that the bank had no

lien over them for a general balance due to them by tlie stockbroker

{Kational Bank, 1895, 22 E. 740).

Poicer of hanker to realise securities suhjcct to his lien.—In English law,

the lien of a Imnker implies the right to realise the securities over which

the lien extends (Smith, Merc. Law, 697). In transactions such as those

above discussed between stockbrokers and bankers, authority to realise

might be held in Scotland to be implied from the usage of dealings between

the parties. P.ut it is not clear whether it would be held in every case,

that when a banker held a lien over a negotiable security he was entitled

to realise it. Indeed, it was remarked by Lord M'Laren, in the case of

Bohcrtson, that although the bank there had a lien over certain securities

deposited with them, they had no right to sell them, and could be inter-

dicted if they had proposed to do so {Bohcrtsons Trs., 1890, 18 E. 12, at

p. 20). But if the securities deposited are bills of exchange, the banker,

as agent to collect, is bound to present them for payment when due,

and would seem to be entitled, at least if they are indorsed to him, to

employ the proceeds in reducing a balance due to him by the customer

to whom the bills belong (Bell, Com. ii. 23 ; Peacock, 1869, 32 L. J. C. P.

266).

Bifjht of liaiiker where customer has iivo or m.ore separate accounts.—The

phrase " Ixmker's lien " may also, as has already been stated, be used to

designate the right of a banker, with whom a customer has several accounts,

to apply, on the baidaniptcy of the customer, a credit balance standing on

one account to meet a debit on the other. This is, properly speakhig, a

right to plead compensation between two debts, and not a lien. When no

question iA Uust is raised, this right is undoubted. The separate accounts
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are kept merely for convenience of bookkeeping, and the banker is entitled, on
the bankruptcy of his customer, to recast his accounts, and treat tlie whole
as one (In re European Bank, 1872, L. R. 8 Ch. 41). But when a customer
keeps two accounts,—one in his private, and one in a representative, capacity,

—questions may arise as to the rigiit of the banker to set oil' a balance on
the latter against a deficit on the former account. The question is entirely

one of notice. If the banker knew, or had good reason to know, that the
money in one account belonged to clients for whom the customer was
acting, he has no right to apply that money to pay a debt due to him by
the customer (Bodcnhavi, 1852, 2 De T. M. ^: T. 903; Brulfjcman, 1857, 24
lieavan, 302; ex parte Kinf/ston, 1871, L. R. 6 Ch. 632). But he is not
Iwund to inquire closely to whom money paid into the customer's account
belongs, if it is not earmarked as l)elonging to third parties by the nature
of the account to which it is paid in (iJunhrps Trs., 1891, 18 R. 751 ; affd.

1893, 20 R. (H. L.) 59; Teak, 1894, 11 T. L. R. 56). Tlius, on the one
hand, it was held that where a solicitor, who was treasurer of a county,

opened an account entitled " police account," the money paid into that

account was as fully earmarked as trust money as if it had been placed
in a box marked " county moneys," and the bank had therefore no right

to apply it to meet a deficit on the solicitor's private account (Ex parte
Kingston, ut siqna). On the other hand, in Teak, ut sicpra, a solicitor

opened three accounts with a banker, headed "office," "deposit," and
" private " account. He told the banker that the deposit account would
be mostly the money of clients. He afterwards reduced the number of his

accounts to two, and incorporated the deposit with the office account.

On his subsequently becoming bankrupt, with a credit l)alance on the

office, and a debit on the private, account, it was held that the bank had
no reason to know, and were not bound to inquire, whether the balance
on the office account consisted of money belonging to clients or not, and
were entitled to set it off against the debt (hu' to them on the private

account.

Banker cannot set off cxeciitry funds against debt due to him hy deceased.—
On the same principle, it has recently been decided that, where a customer
died indebted to his banker, and his executors opened an account as

executors with the same bank, the banker had no right of lien, retention, or

compensation which would entitle him to apply these executry funds to

meet the debt due to them Ijy the deceased. An executor, it was held,

wfn^ not ecukm persona cum defuneto to the extent of admitting compensa-
tion between a debt due to the executor and a debt due by the deceased

{Grays Trs., 1895, 33 S. L. R. 140 ; see Hunt (Clark-Kennedy's factor), l,s!)6,

3 S. L. T. No. 366). The executry estate, in the case of Grays trustees,

was insolvent, but the judgments would seem to go the length of excluding
any riglit of retention on the part of a banker over executry funds for a

debt due to him by the deceased.

Lien over Stock.—By the constitution of most banking companies,
the company has a lien over the stock or shares of the bank for any debt
which may be due to tliem by the shareholder. Tliis lien is eftectual even
although the shareholder in reality holds his shares as a trustee or agent
(Burns, 1840, 2 D. 1348), unless the bank liad notice of the trust or agency
(Bradford Co., 1886, 12 App. Ca, 29). A further lien is provided, in the

case of banking companies registered under the Companies Acts, 1862, by
Clause 10 of Schedule I., Table A, of that Act. It is there provided that
" the company may decline to register any transfer of shares made by a
member who is indebted to them." This clause, unless it is altered or ex-
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eluded by the articles of association, gives any company a lien over its own
shares. The provision, however, is not satisfactory, as the company has no
right to realise its security by selling the shares (Buckley, Companies Acts,

6th ed., 458). And it has been held that it only entitles the company to
refuse to register voluntary transfers ; and therefore that a trustee in

bankruptcy, who claims upon a legal and not a voluntary transfer, is entitled

to be placed upon the register, and thereby acquires the right to realise the
shares without providing for the lien of the company.

[See Bell, Prin. s. 1451 ; Bell, Com., M'L.'s ed., ii. 112-16
; Grant, Law

of Banking, 4th ed., 244.] See Eight in Security ; Lien ; Eetention.
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A. Macdonald, Q.C. (Lord Justice-Clerk). Third Edition, greatly

£\, lis. 6d. 1894.enlarged. 8vo.

Kirkpatrick on Evidence.

A Digest of the Scottish Law of Evidence. By John Kirkpatrick,

M.A., LL.B., Advocate. Second Edition, revised and enlarged.

Crown 8vo. 8s.

"To the practising lawyer, it is calculated to be of great service."—Scotiisft Lavi

Jicoiev:.

M'Kechnie and Lyell's Court of Session Styles

:

Being Forms of Summonses, Notes of Suspension, Petitions, &c.

Compiled by D. M'Kechnie, M.A., and W. D. Lyell, M.A.,

Advocates. 8vo. 16s.

Mackenzie on Cessio.

Manual of the Law of Cessio. With an Appendix containing the

Statutory Provisions and Forms for all matters occurring in the

Process of Cessio. By A. Mackenzie, Solicitor. 8vo. 5s,

Seton's Registration Acts.

A Practical Analysis of the Acts relating to the Registration of

Births, Deaths, and Marriages in Scotland (17 & 18 Vict. cap. 80,

18 Vict. cap. 29, and 23 & 24 Vict. cap. 85), with an Appendix con-

taining the Statutes, Sheriff Forms, Tables of Burghs, Sheriffdoms,

Fees, Penalties, &c., and a copious Index. By George Seton,

Advocate. Fifth Edition. 8vo. 7s. 6d. 7iett.

Burns on Conveyancing.

A Handbook of Conveyancing, for the use of Students. By John
Burns, B.L. 6s.

"Not only the law student, but the practitioner, will find it of service in his profes-

sion."

—

<ilasijov} Herald.

Lorimer's Joint-Stock Companies.

An Outline of the Law of Joint-Stock Companies. By J. Campbell
LoRlMER, LL.B., Advocate. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Report of the Trial of the Dynamitards before the High
Court of Justiciary, at Edinburgh, December, 1883, for Treason-

Felony. By C. T. CouPER, Advocate. 8vo. 9s. 1884.

MoncreifF on Review.

A Treatise rm tlie Law of Review in Criminal Cases by the High
Court and Circuit Court of Justiciary, and on Procedure in Crim-

inal Cases in Inferior Courts in Scotland. By Hon. H. J.

MoNCREiFF (Lord Wellwood). 8vo. 15s.
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William Green & Sons.

Lorimer's Studies, National and International.

Occasional Lectures delivered in the University of Edinljiirt,'li, 18f54-

1889. By the lute James Loklmku, Professor of Public Law,
University of Edinburgh ; with a Lio;^'raphical Notice by Professor

Flint, and an Engraving of the Portrait of Professor Loriiuer by
J. H. Lorimer, A. U.S.A. 8vo. IDs. Gd.

Campbell's Justice of the Peace.

Memoranda as to the taking of Aflidavits, Declarations, and Allir-

niations. By A. Campbell, Depute Citv Clerk, Edinburgli. Is.

1893.

A Practical Manual for Justices of the Peace and other
Magistrates in Scotland, with ininjiluciitjn, Ucicrcnccs to

Decided Cases, Acts of I'ivrliiunent, and Forms of Proceedings and
Procedure. By Alexander Macdonald, Writer, Glasgow. 8vo.

2s. 6d. neH.

Styles of Writs in the Sheriff Courts of Scotland. By
James Fokhest, Advocate, and ii. B. Shearer, Writer, Greenock.

Svo. 12s.

Scottish Chamber of Agriculture Series.

The Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act, 1883.

Rankine. 2s. nett. 1894.

The Farmer's Legal Handbook.
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. nett. 1894.

The Law op Entail : A Lecture.

6d. 1894.

By Professor

By Isaac Connell, Solicitor.

By Professor Wood. Crown 8vo.

The Scots Law Times : A Law Newspaper and Reporter. Pub-

lished every Saturday Morning. Price 6d.

Each number contains—The Decisions of the Week in the Court of

Session, Outer and Inner Houses, House of Lords, and Sheriff Courts

;

A Digest of the Preceding Numbers ; Summaries of New Acts of Parliament

;

News, Articles, and Notes on Legal Subjects of Interest
.*'

Biographical Notice of a leading Member of the Profession.

A Portrait and

The Juridical Review: Published Quarterly. Subscription, 12s.

Vols. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, and 7, in half morocco, price 12s. each.

Each number of the Juridical Review contains a Photogravure Portrait of

some distinguished member of the legal profession, and has, in addition to its

special Articles, short Articles on current Legal Topics, Reviews of contem-

porary Legal Literature, and careful notes on the leading Cases of the

quarter. All articles arc signed by the authors.




